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MINING ON PUBLIC RESERVES.
The Hon. W. HIGHETT asked what
progress had been made by the royal commission appointed to inquire into the question of mining on public reserves?
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT replied
that, speaking for himself, he might express his belief that a report would be
presented in a very short time.
Mr. HIGHETT asked when?
Mr. A'BECKETT said he had no
authority to name the exact time.
The House adjourned at five o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, June 18, 1867.
WIne, Beer, and Spirits Sale Statute-Synod of Victoria. Act
Amendment Bill-Customs Duties Bill-Supply-Colonial
Agency-Pounds-The Yan Yean-Survey of the Colony
-North-Eastern Boundary-Customs-Border DutiesLighthouses-Post Office-Sorting of the English MailTelegraphic Communication-Inspectors of Mines-Public
Library-Payment of Members-Bridge over the Moyne.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
PETITIONS.
Petitions in favour of the Synod of Victoria Act Amendment Bill were presented
by Mr. BALFOUR, from members and adherents of the Free Presbyterian congregation
at Kilmore; and by Mr. MCCAW, from
the officiating minister, elders, members,
and adherents of the John Knox Free
Presbyterian Church, Melbourne.
A. C. KENNEDY.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM brought down,
by command of the Governor, in response
to an address of the House, dated May 16,
papers relative to the case of Alexander
C. Kennedy.
MURRAY RIVER RAILWAY.
Mr. SNODGRASS moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House copies of all papers and correspondence
connected with Mr. Higgins's claim upon the
Railway department for the settlement of his
contract for a portion of the Murray River
railway."

Mr. KERFERD seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
WINE, BEER, AND SPIRITS SALE
STATUTE.
Mr. McCULLOCH brought down a
message from His Excellency the Go-
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vernor, recommending an appropriation
from the consolidated revenue, for the
purposes of a Bill to consolidate and
amend the laws relating to the licensing
of public-houses, and the sale of fermented
and spirituous liquors.
The message was ordered to be considered the following day.
SYNOD OF VICTORIA ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM moved"That there be referred to the select committee on the Presbyterian Synod Bill all petitions presented to this House in relation to that
measure."

Mr. MACGREGOR seconded the motion, which was agreed to.
CUSTOMS DUTIES BILL.
Mr. VERDON brought up the following report from the select committee appointed to confer with a committee of the
Legislative- Council on the subject of the
Customs Duties Bill :" The committee of the Legislative Assembly
appointed to meet and confer with the committee
of the Legislative Council in relation to the
course of proceeding generally with Bills for
imposing any duty, rate, tax, rent, return, or
impost, and particularly with .the Bill intituled
'An Act for granting to Her Majesty certain
duties of customs and for altering certain other
duties' ; and to which committee was referred
the message from the Legislative Council, returning the above-mentioned Bill with amendments, have the honour to report to your honorable House as follows :"1. Your committee deemed it advisable to
examine the precedents, and to inquire into the
course of practice, of the English Parliament
relating to the form and procedure adopted in
the case of Bills of Supply, and other Bills of a
like nature.
"2. The absence from the Bill now before
your honorable House of the preamble of free
gift, the distinguishing and the all but uniformly
adopted mark of Bills of Supply and Tax Bills
properly so-called, and the insertion in it of provisions not usually found in Bills of that character, rendered it impossible, in the opinion of
your committee, to regard this Bill as a Bill
strictly of supply. If it be viewed as a Bill
operating as a charge upon the people, it is one
which, in the opinion of your committee, the
Legislative Council might have altered, in accordance with and subject to the limitations of
the rule acted upon by the House of Commonsnamely, that 'the Lords may, without objection
from the Commons, make amendments in those
provisions which do not concern the charge, or
the mode of levying it, or its duration or distribution, or the management or collection of it.'
It would have been the duty of your committee
to consider whether the several amendments
made by the Legislative Council in the Bill now
before your honorable House came within the
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terms of this rule of practice, if the Legislative
Council had not stated, in their message to your
honorable House, that, in their opinion, 'amendments in a Bill for granting duties are not in
accordance with the practice of either Lords
or Commons, or warranted by the Constitution Act'; as the Legislative Council have
not claimed the right to make these amendments, and as your honorable House have seen
fit to depart from the usual practice in regard
to this Bill, by considering the resolutions on
which it is founded in a committee of the whole
House, and by the adoption of the form of preamble prefixed to the ordinary Bills, your committee felt themselves compelled to regard the
Bill as resting on special grounds, and as one
which could not, under the circumstances of the
case, be viewed as a precedent on future occasions.
"3. Your committee met and conferred with
the committee of the Legislative Council upon
the subjects referred to them; and, after con. ference, your committee informed the committee
of the Legislative Council that they would submit, and they accordingly beg leave to submit,
to your honorable House the recommendations
following :"(1.) That the Bill, as altered by the Legislative Council, be laid aside.
"(2.) That a Bill for imposing the several
duties of customs contained in the Bill
altered by the Legislative Council be introduced into your honorable House, with the
same form of preamble as the Bill proposed
to be laid aside.
"(3.) That the Bill so introduced contain a
clause similar to the 15th clause of the Bill
proposed to ,be laid aside-a clause which
is, in the opinion of your committee, necessary for the collection of the revenue to be
raised by the Bill, and is sanctioned by the
practice of the House of Commons; that it
should not contain the other provisions of
the last-mentioned Bill, which have been
altered by the Legislative Council; and that
it should not repeal any of those provisiuns
of the existing law which are included in
the portions so altered.
"4. It was agreed by the committees that
they should severally recommend to the Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly respectively, and your committee accordingly beg
leave to recommend to your honorable House,
that the object of the resolution adopted by
your honorable House on the 21st May, should,
if possible, be accomplished by means of a joint
standing order, and that it be referred to the
committee of your honorable House on standing
orders to cause the standing orders and joint
standing orders to be considered, with a view to
make them consistent with the resolution above
referred to."

The report was read, and ordered to be
considered the following day.
SUPPLY.
The House then went into Committee
of Supply.
The votes of £4,000 for transport of
stores, &c., and £lO}OOO for unforeseen
expenditure, were agreed to.

Colonial Agency.

COLONIAL AGENCY.
Mr. VERDON then moved the grant
of £5,979 for "miscellaneous," consisting
of the following items : Expenses cff colonial agency ... £2,400 0 0
Expenses of prosecutions under
the revenue laws
1,000 0 0
500 0 0
Expenses of pounds
500 0 0
Grant to the Jewish community
Compensation to Mr. Willis, in
consequence of loss of waterpower to his mill by the construction of the Yan Yean reservoir ..•
600 0 0
Compensation to the family of the
late Mr. Henry Facey Hurst,
who was shot by the bushranger
Burke
400 0 0
Reward to Joseph Abbott, for the
capture of the bushranger
Burke
100 0 0
Awarded to John Usher, jun.,
for services rendered by him as
a surveyor
47915 5

Mr. MOORE asked who were the recipients of the £2,400 set down as the
"expenses of the colonial agency," and
how the colony was at present represented
in England?
Mr. VERDON observed that one part
of the business in connexion with the
colonial agency had been and was still conducted by the Crown agents. Some years
ago Mr. Childers was appointed agent for
the colony in connexion with the railway
business, and, from time to time, other
matters affecting the interests of the colony
were referred to him. On Mr. Childers
taking office in the Imperial Government
the agency was transferred to Major Clarke,
and it had since been transferred by Major
Clarke to Major Pasley, who consented to
undertake the duties temporarily, and pending other arrangements, The subject of
the colonial agency was referred to in the
report to the Chief Secretary which he
(Mr. Verdon) made on his return from
England. No change had been made at
present, but, as soon as a change could be
effected, honorable members would be communicated with on the subject.
Mr. MOORE inquired what allowance
Major Pasley received?
Mr. VERDON replied the same as Mr.
Childers formerly received, viz., £1,500 a
year.
Mr. LEVEY considered the allowance
an excessive one. He was at a loss to
know what the gentleman had to do beyond
superintending the purchase of warlike
stores.
Mr. VERDON admitted that, since the
duties in connexion with the railway con-
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tracts terminated, there had not been much London; but he objected to Major Pasley
to do. But he apprehended that, if the having a salary as large as that of a Miniswhole work of the colonial agency were ter of the Crown or a County Court judge.
confided to one person, there would be
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that £2,400
quite as much as anyone person could would not be too large an amount to expend'
perform.
on the colonial agency, if a proper person
Mr. MOORE said he gathered from the could be obtained to represent the colony
Treasurer's report of his mission to England in England. That person should be a
that the colony was miserably represented gentleman of character and position. He
in London-that it had there nothing in regretted that the Government had not yet
the shape of proper office accommodation, come to any arrangement on the subject,
or a place to which people seeking informa- but the matter was one which required the
tion in reference to the colony might resort. exercise of great caution. The only desire
He had hoped that, by this time, the Go- of the Government, in the exercise of such
vernment would have matured some plan a piece of patronage, was to get the best
by which the want complained of could man they could for the purpose.
be supplied. When he was in England he
Mr. SNODGRASS thought the honorhad with difficulty to penetrate a labyrinth able member for Normanby, in submitting
of obscure streets in Westminster, and to his amendment, had forgotten the services
ascend many flights of stairs, in order to which Major Pasley had already rendered
obtain some information which he desired to the country; not the least of which was
in connexion with the colony ; and he con- the report which he recently furnished to
sidered it would be a wise arrangement to the Treasurer relative to the establishment
devote a portion of the money voted by Par- of a powder factory in Victoria.
liament in respect to the colonial agency to
Mr. ORR suggested that the honorable
the opening, in some populous locality in member for Normanby should withdraw his
London, of an accessible office, where in- amendment, in favour of an amendment
tending immigrants and others could always expressing the opinion of the committee
obtain reliable information with respect to that the present agency arrangements
the colony.
should be terminated without delay.
Mr. VERDON agreed that it would be
Mr. McKEAN said he had been indesirable to unite the business of both formed by Mr. Gotch, whose firm was
agencies in an office in some central place, about to open an office in London for the
where people would have thrust upon their purpose of affording information to intendattention the fact of the existence of such ing immigrants, that, on applying to the
a colony as Victoria.
.
Government for papers which would assist
Mr. LEVEY said he conceived that him in imparting that information, they
£1,000 would be as large a sum as Major declined to supply the documents.
Pasley ought to receive, and, with that view,
Mr. VERDON remarked that he should
he would move that the item for colonial not be disposed to refuse anything which
agency.be reduced by £500.
.
it was in his power to give, to enable perMr~ GILLIES asked what alteration the
sons in England to obtain information
Government intended to make with refer- about the colony; but it was doubtful
ence to the colonial agency, and when it whether it would be wise to furnish anywould be brought into operation? If the one not appoiuted with the sanction of
alteration promised to be an improvement the House with such authority as would
on the existing system, the committee, he make it appear that ·he was the recognized
believed, would be disposed to increase the agent of the colony.
sum, rather than reduce it..
Mr. ORR observed that, as he understood
Mr. JONES remarked that the com- the amendment which he had suggested
mittee could not consider ·£2,400 too much was out of order, he would move that the
t9 be spent upon the English agenc!, amount be reduced ·by £600, so that the
though it might have reason to complam item should be ouly for nine months of the
of the manner in which the agency was at year. But, if the Government would underpresent conducted.
take that they would put an end to the preMr. LEVEY said he was prepared to sent system as soon as the course of post
consider any proposition which the Go- would enable them to do it, he would withvernment might submit in connexion with draw the amendment. The present arrangethe appointment of an official agent in ment was acknowledged on all hands to be
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defective; and he trusted that the Government would substitute for it something
more advantageous for the colony; at the
same time that they avoided going into
anything like the showman business.
Mr. VERDON said the expression of
opinion on the part of honorable members,
as to the necessity for a change in the
arrangements connected with the colonial
agency, would induce the Government to
consider the matter as soon as possible.
But he submitted that, in such a matter,
it was not well to act hastily; and that
whatever arrangements were made ought
to have the full sanction and approval of'
the Legislature.
Mr. LEV EY remarked that it was
scarcely fair to talk about undue haste,
when the system of which complaint was
made had been going on for five years and
more. Four years ago an Act was passed
providing for an agent-general and a
regular system of colonial agency in England, but the Government had treated
that Act as a dead letter; and Victoria
was at present worse represented in the
mother country than the most insignificant
West Indian colony.
Both amendments were negatived.
POUNDS.
Mr. ORR, referring to the item of £500
to meet the expenses of pounds, asked when
the Bill to amend the impounding law, promised last year, would be introduced?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said the Government proposed to deal with the question in
connexion with the subject of fencing.
The Government were in possession of
the materials for a Bill, but he feared that
it would not be possible to consider the
measure this session.
In reply to Mr. LANGTON,
Mr. VERDON observed that there were
certain pounds outside the districts which
were under local government.
YAN YEAN RESERVOIR.
Mr. MOORE asked for information relative to the item of £600 put down as
compensation to Mr. Willis, in consequence
of loss of water-power to his mill by the
construction of the Yan Yean reservoir r
He thought it strange that, notwithstanding the Sewerage and Water Commission
came into existence as far back as 1853
and 1854, and notwithstanding that a large
number of applications for compensation
were then made by owners of property,
and dealt with, nothing was heard of Mr.
Willis's claim until 1866. He could vouch

Mr. Willis's Claim.

that, during the tIme he was connected
with the Government, and had to supervise
the expenditure of the Sewerage and Water
Commission, no such claim for compensation ever came under his notice. During
the recess, a board, consisting of Mr.
Balfour (of whom Mr. Willis was a constituent), Mr. Watkins, Mr. Wilton, and
the Surveyor-General, was appointed to
investigate Mr. Willis's claim; and he
understood that it was in compliance with
the recommendations of those gentlemen
that the present item appeared on the
Estimates. But, before the committee
were called upon to entertain such a question, they certainly ought to be furnished
with the report of the board, and the whole
of the papers connected with the inquiry.
He objected to the appointment, during a
recess, of boards of inquiry to usurp the
functions of Parliament. If the honorable
member for East Bourke (Mr. Balfour)
thought it right to take up this matter, it
was his duty to have come to the House
and asked. for a committee. He begged to
move that the item be struck out.
Mr. VERDON said there was nothing
to prevent the Government appointing a
board to inquire into the particulars of an
application for a grant of money if they
desired to obtain information as to the
merits of the claim. An application was
made to the Government for a grant of
money as compensation to Mr. Willis, but
they did not think it right to recommend
that any sum should be voted until an
inquiry was made into the case. The Government, therefore, appointed a board of
inquiry, two members of which were representati ves of that part of the country in
which the property affected was situated.
It was unjust, and certainly not conducive
to the dignity of the House, to imply that
those honorable members were influenced
by improper motives in sitting on the board
of inquiry. With respect to the claim not
having been made at an earlier period, the
fact was that it was only since the passing
of the Public Works Statute, which gave
the Government power to withdraw the
whole of the water from Mr. Willis's mill,
that the grounds for the claim had arisen.
The report of the board of inquiry would
furnish honorable members with further
information on the subject if it were desired.
Captain MAC MAHON suggested that
the amendment should be withdrawn, and
the item postponed, until honorable members had an opportunity of seeing the
report of the board of inquiry.
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Mr. WATKINS intimated that, as a
member of the board, he was ready to
give an explanation of the matter which
he thought would be satisfactory to honorable members.
Mr. BALFOUR, who was also a member of the board, had no objection to the
postponement of the item, until the committee had seen the report; but he protested against any imputation that the
mem bers of the board had been actuated
by improper considerations.
Mr. GILLIES urged that it was highly
improper for the Government to appoint a
member of Parliament on a board to inquire into a claim for compensation by one
of his own constituents, especially in a
case in which that claim had been brought
under the notice of the Government, in the
first instance, by the honorable member.
He deprecated such a system, but without implying in any way that the members
of the board in this case did not exercise
an unprejudiced and impartial judgment.
Mr. MOORE disclaimed any intention
to cast any reflection upon the honorable
member for East Bourke or the honorable
member for Evelyn. He simply condemned the appointment of a board of inquiry in a matter of this kind, because the
proper and legitimate mode was for an
application to be made to the House for
the appointment of a select committee to
investigate the merits of the case.
Mr. G. P. SMITH considered that the
members of the board were placed in an
improper position, and that, however impartially they might have acted, and whatever their decision might have been, it was
impossible for them to escape without some
reflection being cast upon them. He did
not dispute the impartiality of the board,
but he sho\lld set his face against all such
inquiries. Any person who had a claim
against the Crown could bring an action
in the Supreme Court to recover damages;
and, if there was a case of special hardship, which required to be dealt with in a
special way, he would suggest that the
Government should adopt a course analogous to that provided under the Lands
Clauses Consolidation Act, namely, summon
a sheriff's jury, and have the matter dealt
with in open court by twelve unprejudiced
men.
Mr. JONES thought the item ought to
be postponed until the evidence taken by
the board of inquiry was printed and distributed amongst honorable members.
Mr. VERDON expressed his willingness
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that the item should be postponed until
honorable members had obtained the information which had been asked for.
Mr. LANGTON submitted that the
committee ought to be furnished with the
reasons which had induced the Government to depart from the usual course in
this case, and appoint a board of inquiry,
instead of allowing the claimant to sue the
Government in a court of law, or apply to
the House to appoint a select committee to
investigate his claim. There would be no
difficulty in bringing forward hosts of
other claims if they could be investigated
by a board appointed by the Government.
He had himself a claim for a larger amount
and of a stronger character than that of
Mr. Willis.
Mr. VERDON repeated that, if the
Government desired information with respect to any claim which was brought
under their notice, they were perfectly
justified in appointing a board of inquiry
to obtain that information. No doubt the
Government would be quite ready to appoint a board to inquire into the honorable
member's claim.
Mr. LEVEY was of opinion that an
honorable member ought not to be appointed a member of a board to inquire
into a claim made by one of .his own constituents.
Mr. SNODGRASS presumed that there
was a difference between an arbitration and
a' board of inquiry, and that Parliament
was not bound in the slightest degree by
the report of a board of inquiry. Did the
Government recognize this distinction?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Yes.
Mr. SNODGRASS said, this being the
case, he did not see the use of the discussion.
The amendment was withdrawn, and the
consideration of the item was postponed.
MR. JOHN USHER'S CLAIM.
Mr. MOORE (alluding to the item of
£479 15s. 5d. for John Usher, jun.)
asked who were the arbitrators .to whom
Mr. Usher's 'claim was referred, and
whether the amount of the award included
arbitrators' fees?
.
Mr. MACGREGOR stated that Mr.
Usher claimed £988 3s.· 4d. for surveys and
other professional services performed by
him for the Geological and Mining departments. The case was a complicated one,
and it was referred to arbitration, which
he (Mr . .l\iacgregor) considered was the
best mode of dealing with it. The hon-
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orable member for Sandhurst (Mr. Halfey)
acted as arbitrator on behalf of the Government, and the honorable member for
Ballarat East (Mr. Jones) on behalf of Mr.
Usher, with Mr. Steavenson as umpire.
The arbitrators awarded the claimant
£479 15s. 5d.; and there were no costs
involved in the matter as far as the
Government were concerned. . He had
himself gone carefully into the subject,
and he believed that, if Mr. Usher had
carried his claim into a court. of law, he
would have recovered a larger sum.
Mr. MOORE understood that Mr.
Usher was a paid servant of the Government. If so, how was it that he made a
claim for £988 beyond his salary? He
was also informed that the amount awarded
by the arbitrators was already paid to Mr.
Usher, and he desired to know by what
authority it had been paid without a vote
of the House?
Mr. MACGREGOR replied that Mr.
Usher was on the staff of the mining surveyors, and received a certain sum per
annum; but the work for which his claim
arose was extra work, which did not come
within the duties of his office. The money
was paid to Mr. Usher upon his application, after the arbitrators gave their award.
Mr. JONES stated that the arbitrators
did not receive any fees.
The vote for "miscellaneous" was then
agreed to, less the item of £600 as compensation to Mr. Willis.
The next vote-£60,000 to enable the
Treasurer to make advances to public
officers and others, and on account of other
Governments-was agreed to.
LAND SURVEYS.·
Votes for the survey, sale, and management of Crown lands, including £10,000
for the geodetic survey, and amounting, in
the aggregate, to £63,371 l6s. 8d., were
agreed to without alteration. Some discussion arose, in the course of which
Mr. MOORE requested some information
as to whether it was necessary to continue
to maintain the large and costly staff for
the ordinary and geodetic surveys which
had been maintained for years past. Some
years ago the cost of surveying formed a
considerable proportion of the amount
which the State derived from the sale of
lands, and he believed that the cost now
was proportionately larger, in comparison
with the amount which the State received
in the shape of licence-fees and rents.
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He thought that the survey work must by
this time, to a great extent, be completed,
and that such a large staff of surveyors,
draftsmen, field parties, &c., as had hitherto
been employed, was not now necessary.
Mr. GRANT stated that there was an
apparent decrease in the estimated expenditure of this department of £26,000;
£6,000, however, had been transferred to
another department; and, as £4,000 or
£5,000 would have to be brought down
on the Supplementary Estimates, the net
decrease would be about £15,000. He
agreed with the honorable member for
Sandridge, that it was not necessary to
continue the same expensive staffs as had
hitherto been employed for survey purposes.
They were gradually being reduced, and
the system of having the work performed
by contract was being adopted, as it was
found to be cheaper, the cost of surveying
by contract being about 6!d. to 7 d. per acre,
while the cost was from l21d. to l3!d.
when performed by officers of the department.
In reply to Mr. SNODGRASS,
Mr. GRANT said that, for some years
paot, the Government had been in correspondence with the New South Wales Government in reference to the definition of the
north-eastern boundary of Victoria. There
were persons in the north-east of the colony
who, when applied to by the Victorian
Government for the payment of assessment
fees, alleged that they were in New South
Wales territory; and, when applied to by
the New South Wales Government, they
contended that they were in Victorian
territory. It was suggested that the two
Governments should appoint a commission
to define the boundary; and, within the last
few days, the New South Wales Government had applied for. the use of the necessary instruments for defining the boundary,
which the Lands department of this colony
would be happy to furnish.
The following votes were agreed to:£2,810 6s. 8d. for the 0 bservatory ; £ 10,000
for contl'act surveys; £2,500 for survey of
runs and other surveys; £4,000 for the
botanic gardens at Geelong and in the
country districts; £2,800 for maintaining
and improving various public reserves;
£2,000 for fencing and improving public
parks and gardens under the control of
borough councils, trustees, or committees
of management; and £18,234 3s. 4d. for
salaries and wages of officers in the Public
Works department.
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On the vote of ;t:8,50l, for salaries and
contingencies in connexion with the Melbourne Se,,:ers and Water Supply department,
Mr. SNODGRASS inquired if any steps
were being taken with reference to the sale
of the Y an Yean works P
Mr. V ALE replied that the corporation
of Melbourne and the various borough
councils interested had appointed representatives to confer with the Government on
this subject. It was thought undesirable,
however, to enter ·on the conference at
present, inasmuch as the time
the members of the Government who would have
to attend was taken up by their Parliamentary and other duties. The conference
would be brought into action as soon as
possible.
The vote was agreed to.

of

COLE'S AND RALEIGH'S WHARFS.
The vote of £35,000, for the purchase of
Cole's and Raleigh's wharfs and premises,
was next proposed.
Mr. VERDON mentioned that this vote
was postponed on a previous occasion for
the production of papers connected with
the arbitration which had taken place.
These papers were now before honorable
members.
Captain MAC MAHON said that~ in
addition to the other papers laid on the
table, it was desirable that the evidence
taken by the arbitrators should be pro\luced.
Mr. VALE stated that the arbitrators
did not take authorized evidence. The
only papers he had received were the
awards themselves. It was simply an
arbitration of advice, the condition being
that any recommendations should be subject to the decision of the House.
Captain MAC MAHON could scarcely
imagine that the evidence taken was not
recorded. Professional evidence was taken
and was paid for.
Mr. GILLIES contended that there was
an understanding that none of the postponed items would be proceeded with until
the Estimates had been gone through.
Mr. VERDON replied that, if honorable
members were under that impression, he
would not press the vote, but he certainly
was not aware of any such arrangement.
He considered that, when a vote had been
postponed for information, and that information had' been supplied, he was justified
in proceeding with it.
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Mr. SNODGRASS denied that arbitrators were called upon to give the evidence
on which they founded their awards. The
arbitration in this case was conducted
fairly, and he could see no object in further
delay.
Mr. LANGTON said that honorable
members desired to learn how the decision
of the arbitrators was arrived at-what
were the different valuations made by the
professional witnesses of the pre.mises and
the land in question. He did not wish to
vote in the dark, and thereby, perhaps,
commit an injustice. Besides, the impOl'tant question as to whether the State
should maintain wharf accommodation was
involved.
Mr. VALE remarked that he had expected himself that the arbitrators would
have had the evidence they received taken
in shorthand, and that they would have furnished him with a distinct report. Nothing
of the sort had been done, however, and he
had no further papers to produce. The price
now named was the result of a careful
inquiry. He did not say it was such a
price as a private individual would give;
but Governments never obtained property
on such terms. The question to be decided was whether or not the Melbourne
wharfs should be blocked up by these two
unsightly outgrowths of former arrangements.
Captain MAC MAHON reminded the
Minister of Public Works that it was the
owners who were anxious to sell, and not
the Government to buy. The select committee had recommended the purchase of
the wharfs merely in order to do away
with the difficulties occasioned by the
claim of the owners tb a share in the
wharfage rate.
Mr. LANGTON pointed out that, if the
claim in question were recognized, the
Hobson's Bay Railway Company would be
entitled to similar consideration with regard
to their Sandridge pier.
After some further discussion,
Mr. VERDON said he would not press
this or any of the postponed votes, but
would first go through the Estimates.
The vote was accordingly postponed.
CUSTOMS.
The committee proceeded to deal with
the vote of £53,339 2s. 6d. for salaries
and contingencies in connexion with the
Customs department.
Mr. MOORE called attention to the
item £6,500 7s. 6d. for the Williamstown
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division. Up to October, 1865, five boats
were employed in the Bay, and one or two
were stationed at Sandridge; at present
four boats were employed, and they were all
stationed at Williamstown, to the great inconvenience of people who had to transact
customs business at Sandridge. As Sandridge ought not ,to be punished because it
returned an Opposition member, he would
ask the Minister of Customs to inquire
into this matter. It was a subject of
complaint that the customs boats were.
frequently employed in landing passenger~
from vessels in the Bay, to the detriment
of the regular boatmen, who, after encountering great risk in going out to vessels
in stormy weather, found themselves deprived of their legitimate employment.
Mr. FRANCIS replied that he had
never visited Sandridge yet without finding one or more customs boats at the one
pier or the other, ready for duty. It had
been found possible, owing to the shipping
resorting to the piers, to dispense with the
services of one boat's crew; and he was
glad to see that the honorable member
offered no objection to this reduction. As
to the customs boats taking passengers off
vessels, he was not inclined to lay down
a rigid rule, that, under no circumstances,
should this be done ; but he would make
inquiries, to see whether or not a practice
had been established and abused, and, if so,
he would stop it.
Mr. MOORE pointed out that it was
quite as necessary that boats' crews should
be at Sandridge at night as well as during
the day, if the revenue was to be protected.
Besides, it was not fair that the crews
should be compelled to move to Williamstown, and to live there instead of at
Sandridge.
Mr. ORR referred to a report that all
the customs officers employed at Sandridge
were compelled to live at Williamstown.
Mr. FRANCIS repudiated the idea that
any departmental favour had been shown
to Williamstown. No such petty instructions had been issued.
.
Captain MAC MAHON expressed his
belief that it would be found on inquiry
that considerable delay had occurred on
the recent occasion of a ship being burned
at the Sandridge pier, through all the harbour officials residing at Williamstm.vn.
If more expedition could have been shown,
the ship might have been saved.
Mr. FRANCIS said that, in the case
referred to, nothing but praise was bestowed
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by the press and the public on the officers
concerned. Whatever the departmental
arrangements were, he was sure satisfactory
reasons could be given for them. He
would make inquiries, however, and, if suf.
ficient reasons could not be shown to the
contrary, he would feel bound to adopt the
suggestions which had been made as to
stationing a boat at Sandridge.
Mr. ORR mentioned, with reference to
the item £5,817 14s. 2d. for salaries for
various stations, that his impression was
that, under the Border Duties arrangement,
officers would not be required at Cowana
and at the other Murray stations.
Mr. :FRANCIS explained that the estimate was prepared prior to the Border
Duties arrangement being carried into
effect. There were now three officers employed less than the number shown on the
Estimates, though an additional officer had
been stationed at Echuca.
Mr. MOORE asked if the officers on
the Murray had received instructions to
estimate the dutiable goods entering New
South Wales? Honorable members would
remember that the calculation made by the
Government, that Riverina, having a certain population, would consume a certain
amount of these goods, had been taken
exception to, and it was very desirable to
as~ertain how far the anticipations of the
Government were correct.
Mr. FRANCIS explained that the estimate of £60,000 for the Border Duties was
adopted on the returns for the year 1866.
The Government were justified in adopting that year's results as a basis, both because of the progressive settlement of
Riverina, and because of the increase
which they then had in view, and which
had since been made, in the list of dutiable
goods. The other calculation was merely
a collateral argument. As he watched the
operation of the agreement with considerable interest, he was very desirous of obtaining a return of the goods imported
into Riverina; but, in order to do so, recourse must be had to the forms and
declarations formerly so much objected to.
With regard to the payment of the £60,000
per annum to New South Wales, the experience of the first three or four months
was that New South Wales would have to
refund half the amount for duties collected
at her own ports.
.
Mr. LANGTON inquired if quarterly
returns of the customs transactions could
not be given here as was done at Adelaide?
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In England, the Board of Trade furnished
these accounts monthly, and within three
weeks of the close of the month.
Mr. FRANCIS stated that the Treasurer's
published statements practically gave the
information the honorable member desired.
The only deficiency was as to some of
the . small outports. He was glad to
say that the department was now overcoming its arrears of work. When he
joined it, some of the returns were six or
seven years behindhand, and now the
.farthest back was nqt as many months.
Before the end of the year he trusted that
the department would be clear of arrears,
and he wonld then have no objection to
make an effort to accomplish the quarterly
returns the honorable member asked for.
Mr. GILLIES called attention to the
item of £3,700 for salaries to unclassified
officers. Independently of this vote, he
understood that there were as many as
fifty unclassified officers on the ordinary
staff. Now this was conducting the department altogether outside the Civil Service Act, a.course which ought not to be
adopted so long as that A.ct remained unrepealed. If regular employment had to
be given, the persons receiving it ought to
be placed on the staff. It was a gross injustice to a classified officer that, instead of
his receiving promotion, some outside person should be liberally paid to do the
work.
Mr. FRANCIS submitted a return of the
unclassified employes of the department, to
show that, so far from their being highly
paid officers, they did not, as a rule, receive
larger salaries than £2 lOs. per week. He
had found the system in existence, and he
had continued it, because he believed the
House did not desire to extend the civil
service establishment to any extent.
Dr. HEATH remarked that he saw· no
necessity for the appointment of the clerks
referred to as permanent officers, because,
probably, when the arrears of work had
been gone through, their services would
not be required.
Mr. FRANCIS referred to the case of
an officer who had been of the greatest
assistance in' the preparation of statistics,
and who yet could Rcarcely be asked to
pass the civil service examination. By
the present arrangement that difficulty was
avoided.
Mr. MOORE expressed his surprise
that it should be found necessary at all to
supplement the labours of the regularly
appointed olerks, seeing how materially the
VOL. III.-5 C
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trade of the port had fallen off. But, in
addition to the classified servants of the
department, and the officers who might be
employed under this item of £3,700, there
was a third class of employes-hangers-on
about the Customs 10b1?ies-the cost of
whom fell, by some arbitrary arrangement,
upon importers and consignees. Another
great ground of complaint was the objectionable system of overtime; the charges
for which, in nine cases out of ten, went
into the pockets of the landing waiter, who
never went near the vessel at all, instead of
the inferior officer, who was actually on the
watch. The Estimates might show a
decrease of expenditure in the Customs
department, as compared with the previous
year, but there was, in reality, no relief to
the public.
Mr. FRANCIS observed that it had
been asserted, over and over again, within
the last two or three years, that, among the
evils resulting from the alterations in the
Tariff would be an enormous increase in the
expenses of the Cu~toms department; but
these assertions could not be borne out by
facts. He had before him a return, which
showed that the total amount expended
in salaries, wages, and contingencies, in
the Customs department, was, in 1861,
£56,000; 1862, £52,000; 1863, £56,000;
1864, £54,000; 1865, £51,000; 1866,
£51,000. The estimate for 1867 was
£51,000; and a saving had been effected,
by dispensing with the tide-surveyor at
Queenscliff and his staff, to the extent
of' £1,200 a year. With regard to the
charges for overtime, those charges had
been considerably reduced within the last
few years. But, certainly, if officers
were required by a ship to work overtime, it was only fair that there should
be consideration for that overtime. With
regard to the statement that there were
other charges by the Customs department,
he would remark that those were not
charges made by the Customs, according
to the fail' construction of the term. There
were certain licensed weighers in attendance at the Customs, and, if the services of
these men were required by a merchant,
their services had to be paid for by the
merchant, at the rate of Is. 6d. per hour.
In reply to Mr. JONES,
Mr. FRANCIS said there was no provisi.on on the Estimates for experts, because,
strictly speaking, the Tariffwas not yet law.
If the Tariff became law, a sum for experts
would be placed on the Supplementary
Estimates.
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The vote for the Customs department
was then agreed to.
On the vote of £21,574 16s. 6d. for ports
and harbours (salaries and contingencies),
Mr. WHITEMAN asked whether the
Government intended to purchase one of
the new life-boats invented by Mr. Chessel?
Mr. FRANCIS said he would bring the
matter under the notice of the Chief Harbour Master, who was contemplating the
building of a new life-boat.
The vote was agreed to.

LIGHTHOUSES.
On the vote of £9,542 12s. 6d. for coast
and harbour lights (salaries and contingencies),
Mr. LEVEY called attention to the
necessity for the erection of a lighthouse at
Cape Bridgewater. Some years ago, he
observed, the commissioners appointed to
inquire into the question of the coast-lights
recommended that one should be placed at
Cape Bridgewater or Cape Nelson, on the
ground that it was necessary, not only for
the Adelaide traffic, but for the safety of
many of the ships coming from Europe.
Mr. FRANCIS said the matter formed
the subject of communication, a few years
ago, with the South Australian Government, who declined to share the expense,
although a lighthouse at Cape Bridgewater
would be of more use to that colony than
to this, because, as a rule, the first land
made by vessels bound from Europe to
Victoria was Cape Otway.
Mr. LEVEY suggested that communication should be reopened on the subject
with the South Australian Government,
and that they should be asked to contribute
one-third of the cost.. " He thought that a
larger proportion could not be expected,
inasmuch as Cape Bridgewater was in
Victoria.
The vote was agreed to.
DISTILLERIES.
On the vote of £3,985 for distilleries
(salaries and contingencies),
Mr. GILLIES asked for some explanation of the item of £HOO for additional
officers when required, and extra clerical
assistance?
Mr. FRANCIS observed that a similar
item appeared on the Estimates for last
year, and none of the money was spen t.
It was necessary LO make the provision, because it was impossible to say when and
where distilleries might arise in the course
of a year.
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Mr. MOORE presumed that, if additional
officers were required, they would be paid,
as the lockers of bonded stores were paid,
by the persons who required their services.
Mr. FRANCIS remarked that, under
the Distillation Act, the gaugers required
were paid by the Government. The only
exception was in the case of the Warrenheip distillery, the proprietors of which
required a second officer to attend to a
branch establishment in Melbourne, and
for this office the distillery had to pay.
The vote was agreed to, as were also
the following:-£1,485 for immigration
(salaries and contingencies); £457 lOs. for
powder magazines (ditto}; £1,350 for
maintenance of wharf and jetty lights;
and £1,965 9s. 6d., the Victorian contribution to the maintenance of lighthouses
in Bass's-straits.
POST OFFICE.
On the vote of £83,020 16s. 6d. for
salaries, wages, and contingencies, in connexion with the department of the Postmaster-General,
Mr. MOORE asked when the new
General Post-office would be available?
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that he hoped
it would be opened on the 1st July. At
all events, it would be opened in sufficient
time to receive the next mail from Europe.
In reply to Mr. JONES,
Mr. McCULLOCH expressed his regret
that there was in Melbourne, as in London,
a tendency on the part of some of the Postoffice employes to abstract money from
letters. Sevei'al offences of the kind had
occurred; and, in order to protect the public, detectives had been employed as
sorters, with a view to ascertain who were
the perpetrators of these offences. In the
new Post-office there would be greater
facilities for the detection of peculation,
inasmuch as there would be means for
observing what was going on in every
department of the building.
Mr. LANGTON inquired if the Government had made arrangements for sorting the
letters, on board the mail-steamer, between
King George's Sound and Melbourne?
Mr. McCULLOCH said that, several
years ago, when out of office, he sought to
accomplish this object; but he found then,
as he found now, that there was comliderable difficulty in the way, owing to the
want of the necessary accommodation on
board ship. When writing to the Imperial
Government on the subject of the mail
contract, he made a suggestion as to the
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desirability of dispensing with the services
of the Admiralty agent, and allowing the
apartments occupied by him to be used by
persons employed by this Government for
the sorting of letters. But that proposal
was objected to. If he could find means
by which the letter-sorting could be accom ..
plished on board ship, he should have no
objection to ask the House for a vote for
the purpose. But the delay in the delivery of letters by the mail was not so
great as formerly. Under recent arrangements, the time that elapsed between the
landing of the mails and the delivery of
the letters was now reduced to something
like three hours.
Mr. LEVEY asked the Chief Secretary
whether he intended to afford to the committee any information relative to Brodie,
formerly an employe in the Post-office,
whose case had frequently been mentioned
in the House ?
Mr. McCULLOCH said he had no explanation to offer beyond that which could
be found in the documents laid on the table.
Brodie was employed as a supernumerary in
the Post-office. While out in the mail-cart,
collecting letters, he met with an accident
which incapacitated him for the performance of his duties. It was though t, at
first, that drink was the cause of the accident, and he was suspended; but inquiry
showed that the accident occurred in the
discharge of his duty; several medical
certificates were given to that effect; and
then it was determined to pay him for the
time during which he was suspended.
Mr. LEVEY thought it strange that
Brodie, having been found unfit to discharge his duties in the Post-office, should
be considered fit for the office of Crown
lands bailiff in Gippsland, to which he had
been appointed. During the eight months
that he was suspended he was doing yeoman's service for the Government by attending public meetings and in other ways.
Captain MAC MAHON complained
that Brodie should have been receiving
money, as a letter-carrier, from the public
funds at the same time that he was acting
as a political agent for the Government.
Mr. McCULLOCH denied that Brodie
was employed in that capacity by the Government. He objected to any of the
public servants becoming political agents.
If such a case had been brought under
his notice, he would have dismissed the
offender from the public service.
Mr. JONES expressed the conviction
that, if he were in office the next day-of
5c2
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which, he was sorry to say, there was not
the slightest prospect-he could turn such
an attache as Brodie to very good account.
The vote was agreed to.
On the vote of £65,000 for the conveyance of inland mails,
Mr. GILLIES referred to the condition
relating to the conveyance of members of
Parliament, which appeared in the last
advertisements inviting tenders for the
conveyance of mails, and asked what arrangement had been made?
Mr. McCULLOCH explained that,
under the contracts which had been entered into, members of Parliament were to
be carried free of charge, by mail conveyances, between Melbourne and the districts
which they represented. This privilege
had been secured at an additional cost to
the State of only £90 for the year.
The vote was agreed to.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS.
On the vote of £ 1,973 14s. 2d. for
salaries connected with the Superintendent's office, Electric Telegraphs,
Mr. GILLIES called attention to the
fact that W. B. Stephens, an insolvent,
was indebted to the department to the extent of £67 lOs., and asked how this came
to pass?
Mr. MOORE stated that Mr. Stephens
was altogether indebted to the Government to the amount of £379 4s. 9d.;
£211 Is.IOd. being for Acts of Parliament
and other printed documents, £51 19s. for
electoral fees received by him in his capacity
as an electoral registrar, £67 lOs. being
due to the Telegraph department, and the
remainder to the Lands department.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he believed
that the £67 lOs. which Mr. Stephens owed
to the Electric Telegraph department was
for connecting his shop with the Telegraphoffice. A number of persons in the neighbom'hood asked that facilities should be
given for receiving early intelligence of the
arrival of the English mail by this means.
Since Mr. Stephens' failure, he had directed
that, in future, no credit should be given
to anybody.
After some remarks from Mr. LANGTON
and Mr. McLELLAN, the vote was agreed to.
EUROPEAN TELEGRAMS.
On the vote of £4,845 9s. 2d. (salaries
and wages) for the Melbourne Telegraphstation,
Mr. MOORE asked the Chief Secretary
whether he intended to· adhere to the
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announcement which he made to a deputation of mercantile men who recently waited
upon him with reference to the earlier
delivery of European telegrams which
were brought from Galle by the mailsteamer? The deputation suggested that
those telegrams should be delivered before
ordinary letters were delivered, which
could easily be done if they were enclosed
in a particular coloured envelope, to make
their identification plain.. The honorable
gentleman informed the deputation that
these telegrams would continue to be delivered along with the ordinary letters;
but he (Mr. Moore) was at a loss to
understand on what principle the earlier
delivery of the telegrams was objected to.
European telegrams sometimes cost individuals twelve or fifteen guineas, and it
was checking private enterprise to refuse
to deliver them earlier than letters. He
submitted that facilities ought to be given
for making telegraphic communication
what it was intended to be-a rapid
means of communication, in advance of
epistolary correspondence. Why should
individuals not derive the advantage of
what they paid for so liberally? He knew
of no grounds upon which the request of
the deputati?n ought to be refused.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the telegrams to which the honorable member for
Sandridge referred were not telegrams, as
far as this colony was concerned, but letters.
The telegrams were sent to Galle, and forwarded in the ordinary way to this colony
as letters. If they were delivered before
other letters, an advantage would be given
to one class of the community which was not
given to others. Moreover, he believed it
would open the door to a vast amount of
fraud, because it would be impossible for
the Government to tell whether the envelopes which purported to contain telegrams
really did contain telegrams. If merchants
who wished to receive European telegrams
sent to Galle earlier than ordinary letters,
they could have their messages sent to
A.delaide, and then have them despatched
by electric telegraph from Adelaide to Melbourne. The revenue of this colony would
then be benefited, and no unfair advantage
would be given to one section of the community.
Mr. LEVEY remarked that persons
who paid for private boxes at the Postoffice obtained their letters sooner than
the general public.
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that the delivery from private boxes commenced at
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the same time that the letter-carriers went
upon their rounds.
Mr. LEVEY contended that, practically,
persons who paid for private boxes obtained
earlier delivery of their letters; and, as
this principle was admitted, he did not see
why, on the payment of a small fee-say
2s. 6d.-the telegrams 'I)ia Galle should
not be delivered before other letters.
Mr. LANGTON could not understand
why the Chief Secretary declined to facilitate the deli very of telegrams which made
part of their journey on board ship, when he
would not object to do so if they came all
the way by the wires. He saw no reason
why persons who were willing to pay an
extra fee for the early delivery of telegrams
via Galle should not have the privilege
conceded to them.
MI'. McCULLOCH was astonished that
the honorable member for East Melbourne
did not see that the so-called telegrams
were really letters. The honorable member
might as well contend that a telegram sent
from New York to London, and then forwarded by letter to this colony, should be
delivered before other letteL's which came
by the same mail. It would be impossible
to have postal arrangements by which the
delivery of letters should be regulated according to the amount which persons were
willing to pay for them. That would give
an unfair advantage to those who were able
to pay most.
Mr. LANGTON said that the principle
was already adopted, because letters were
sent to England via Marseilles for persons
who could pay the extra charge; while those
who could not do so had to be content with
the conveyance of their letters via South- .
ampton, which involved a later delivery.
Mr. KYTE submitted that persons who
wished European telegrams delivered
earlier than ordinary letters ought to have
them sent by telegraph from Adelaide. If
an individual in Melbourne could get a
European telegram delivered to him under
cover of an envelope, without the Government having any opportunity of knowing
what its contents were, the consequences
might be most serious to the colony in case
of war.
The vote was agreed to, as was also ~
vote of £27,880 7s. 10d. for all other telegraph stations.
. TELEGRAPHIC EXTENSION.
On the vote of £8,276 for maintenance of
lines, opening up new lines, fuel, stores, &c.,
Mr. LA.NGTON asked whether the
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Government had considered a recommendation in the last report of Mr. McGowan,
general superintendent of the electric
telegraph, that telegraphic communication
ought to be extended by a line from Port
Augusta to King George's Sound?
Mr. McCULLOCH replied that he had
some communication on the subject with
representatives of the South Australian
Government; but he thought it would be
unwise for this colony to commit itself to
the extension of telegraphic communication to King George's Sound. He believed there was every probability of the
telegraph communication with Europe
being by way of Torres - straits. The
Home Government had taken up the consideration of that route, and the Victorian
Governmellt ought to be prepared to assist
in establishing the best means of communication, and to act in concert with the
neighbouring colonies and with the Home
Govern men t.
Mr. LEVEY observed that the Torresstraits route would involve three or four
submarine cables, which would constantly
be liable to get out of order, and cause tho
communication to be interrupted. He was
in favour of a line to King George's Sound.
Mr. LANGTON said that Mr. McGowan
did not recommend a telegraph line to King
George's Sound as a substitution for any
other means of communication with Europe,
but as an addition. He thought the suggestion of that experienced officer was
worthy of more serious consideration by
the Government than it seemed to have
received, especially as the adoption of it
was only estimated to cost this colony
£60,000, and it would considerably shorten
the present communication with Europe.
The vote was agreed to.
INSPECTORS OF MINES.
On the vote of £9,090 for salaries and
wages of the officers of the Mining department,
Mr. McLELLAN asked how it was that
no inspectors of mines had been appointed?
An examination to test the qualifications
of persons who considered themselves competent to act as inspectors of mines had been
held under the authority of the Mining
department; about 100 gentlemen, from
various parts of the country, had submitted
themselves to the examination, although
some of the examiners were not at all
qualified for the position they occupied;
a~d, after ali, no inspectors had been appointed.
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Mr. MACGREGOR replied that it had
been found that the Mining Statute did not
contain provisions necessary to enable mining inspectors to perform their duties efficiently. No inspectors would, therefore, be
appointed until a Bill was introduced to
remedy this defect. A measure had been
prepared, and would be introduced as soon
as the state of the business on the paper
would permit.
On the motion of Mr. LEVEY, progress
was reported.
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Mr. EVANS moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
Rouse a return of the books abstracted, disfigured, or withdrawn from the Melbourne Public Library."
Mr. JONES seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
LAND SELECTIONS.
Mr. SNODG RASS moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
Rouse a return showing the quantities and descriptions of lands selected under the Land Act
1862 by certificate-holders to whom leases have
been issued; the improvements on each lot, if
any, and value of the same; the amount of
penalties recovered for non-improvements, if
any; the amount of rent paid by holders of
such lands upon each iot; anda similar return for
lands selected under the Amending Land Act
lR65, together with a return showing the number of lots the holders of which have refused or
accepted leases as offered by the Board of Land
and Works.'
The motion was seconded by Mr. SNOWBALL, and agreed to.
PAYMENT~OF MEMBERS.
The House having gone into committee
to consider a message from His Excellency
the Governor (in reply to a resolution of
the House, adopted May 7), recommending
an appropriation out of the consolidated
revenue for the reimbursement of members
of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly such expenses as are attendant
on their public duties,
Mr. KYTE moved"That it is expedient that members of the
Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly should be reimbursed such expenses as are
attendant on their public duties; that an appropriation be made from the consolidated revenue
for the purposes of a Bill to carry out the above
object; and that a Bill be brought in accordingly."
Mr. SNODGRASS asked whether the
Ministry approved of His Excellency'S
message? It was a very unusual course
for the Government to bring down a mes-
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sage recommending an appropriation of
money for any purpose of which they did
Dot approve.
Mr. McCULLOCH replied that a similar
course had been adopted on previous occasions. As the honorable member well
knew, the question of payment of members
was an open question with the Government.
Mr. GILLIES thought that it was not
improper to ask the honorable member for
Richmond what member of the Upper
House he intended to trust with the Bill?
Was there any member of the Upper House
who would receive the measure from his
hands? The general opinion was that the
House was wasting its time unless the Government would take up the measure.
Even if the Bill passed the Assembly, the
Council would certainly not accept it so
long as it was in the hands of the honor~
able member for Richmond. Until public
.opinion forced the principle upon the
Government, as a Government question,
payment of members would never become
the law of the land. The present proposal would merely meet the fate of its
predecessors, and certainly, if the principle
ever de8erved that fate, it would be when
advocated by the honorable member for
Richmond.
Mr. KYTE denied the right of the honorable mem bel' for Ballarat West to question
him on the subject. When the Bill had
passed its third reading he wo~ld find an
honorable member to take charge of it in
the other Chamber.
Mr. McLELLAN expressed his surprise
at the opposition raised by the honorable
member for Ballarat West, more especially
as that honorable member haa had every
opportunity of advancing the question in
the manner most suited to his own mind.
The question was one which had long
been agitated in the country, and, for his
part, whether the honorable member for
Richmond succeeded in passing the measure
or not, he would give him his support.
Mr. JONES remarked that, in this case, .
honorable members ought to dissever the
principle from its enunciators. The honorable member for Richmoud had done
many little transactions elsewhere for
people who did not trouble themselves
about his personal repute, but merely regarded him as a convenience.
Mr. OnR said that the remarks of the
honorable member for Ballarat V\T est had
been misunderstood. That honorable member was in favour of the principle of the
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Bill, but he regarded the present action of
the honorable member for Richmond as an
attempt to whitewash himself, after losing,
at the beginning of the session, the best
opportunity they had ever had of securing
payment of members. Though he was in
favour of the principle, he did not feel
inclined to vote for the motion, for he
thought the honorable member for Richmond deserved all the odium which could.
be attached to him for his conduct in the
matter.
.
Mr. KYTE said he gave a flat denial to
the assertions made by the honorable member for the Murray regarding himself. He
reminded honorable members that, during
a former session, he seconded Mr~ Harker's
motion on the subject. He had certainly
decline'd, this session, to be made a tool of;
he had declined to assist place-hunters in
getting rid of the Ministry by a sidewind •.
Mr. BAYLES pointed out that not one
argument had been adduced in support
of the Bill. (Mr. Kyte.-" I have lots to
bring forward.") Then let them be stated,
and honorable members could deal with
the question. As to making men honest
by paying them £500 per annum, he did
not believe in it.
Mr. LEVEY reminded the honorable
member that it was not usual to discuss the
principles of a Bill except upon the second
reading. In the present case the Bill was
not even before the House.
Mr. KERFERD stated that, while he
believed payment of members to be a
political necessity, he was convinced that
it would not be obtained until the question
was taken up by a Government prepared
to stand or fall by it. Until that was done
he did not feel called upon to vote for the
principle.
After some remarks from Mr. JONES,
the committee divided on the motionAyes
22
Noes
10
Majority for the motion

12
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Bindon,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

Burrowes,
Burtt,
Cope,
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Farrell,
Frazer,

Dr.
Mr.
"
"

Heath,
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Jones,
Kyte,
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Mr.
"
"
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"
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"

Levey,
Love,
Macgregor,
McLellan,
Plummer,
F. L. Smyth,
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Verdon.
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Mr. Baillie,
" D.Y te.
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H. Henty,
McCulloch,
J. T. Smith,
Snodgrass,
Snowball,

Mr. Tucker,
" Watkins.
~
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Mr. Bayles,
" Blackwood.
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Bills required by the 56th section of the Constitutfon Act to originate in the Legislative Assembly, it is expedient that the practice of the
Lords and Commons respectively be observed as
to such Bills and as to all subjects of Aid and
~upply, and that each House should be guided
m all matters and forms relating thereto by the
precedents established by the House of Lords
and by the House of Commons respectively."

The resolution was reported to the
House.
Under this resolution each House would
BRIDGE OVER THE MOYNE.
fortify itself, with regard to its particular
The House went into committee.
practice, by reference to some precedent of
Mr. EVANS moved that an address be
one of the Houses of the Imperial Legispresented to His Excellency the Governor
lature. The report which was brought up
requesting that a sum of £1,800 might
yesterday recommends that the two Houses
be placed on an Additional Estimate toshould take the necessary steps towards
wards the erection of a bridge over the
making the resolution a joint standing
Moyne, at Belfast. The honorable memorder, when it would be binding on both
ber st~ted that the case presented many
Houses, and could not be repealed or susexceptIOnal features. He called attention
particularly to the fact that, when the pended without the assent of both. It
would be binding-that is, so far as it may
bridge was handed over to the borough
not be repugnant to the terms of the Concouncil, it was in a very dilapidated constitution Act; for, of course, it cannot
dition. The necessities of the situation
override that measure, but ca.n only be
rendered the local authorities particularly
resorted to concurrently with it. Prepressing in their application.
suming that the two Houses conform to
Mr. VERDON said that it must be
understood that, in consenting, in the un- . such a standing order, it is difficult to see
how disputes can arise which cannot be
avoidable absence of the Minister of Roads
settled by a reference to the precedents
to the proposal being advanced anothe;
which either House may quote in its favour.
stage, leave was reserved to his honorable
Another advantage is, that the joint standcolleague to oppose the vote on a future
ing order would justify either House in
occasion; to reduce it or to impose conmaintaining its ground, provided a preceditions.
dent could be shown in support of the
The resolution was adopted, and was
position taken by it. For instance, if, in
reported to the House.
the case of a Customs Bill, we are of
The House adjourned at one minute .past
opinion that it contains clauses which the
eleven o'clock.
House of Commons would not introduce,
or which, if introduced, the House of
Lords would not accept, we should refer to
LEGISLA.TIVE COUNCIL.
the joint st~nding order, and reject the Bill,
Wednesday, June 19, 1867.
not upon Its merits, but because it contained· matter contrary to that standing
Customs Duties Bill.
order; and we should standjustified in doing
The PRESIDENT took the chair at sixteen so, both to ourselves and before the country.
minutes past four o'clock, and read the It has been assumed that, according to the
34th clause of the Constitution Act, we
usual form of prayer.
are already bound by the practice~ forms,
BILLS OF AID" AND SUPPLY.
and usages of the Imperial Parliament in
all cases in which we have not made rules
MODE OF PROCEDURE.
On the order of the day for the con- for ourselves;" but it is a question whether
sideration of the report of the conference that provision can be considered to limit
the matter which may be contained in a
committee on the Customs Duties Bill
The Hon. C. SLADEN said-The 'pro- Bill introduced under the 56th clause of
gress ~'eport wh~ch was brought up by the the Act~ The words of the 56th clause
~re v~ry vague.
It says that any Bill
c~mmlttee ap~omted in May last to confer
wIth a commIttee of the Legislative As- Impo~lDg a tax, rate, or impost must origisembly on the Customs Duties Bill recom- nate III the Assembly; but it does not say
whether su~h Bills may contain other
mended that-·
Under the proposed standing
"Inasmuch as doubts have arisen respecting" matters.
the form or contents of, and practice relating to, order it would be impossible to insert
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anything in a Bill of that character which
could not be contained in a Bill of a similar
character originating in the House of
Commons, and which would not be accepted
by the House of Lords. We shall, therefore, establish a practice which was not
actually binding before, and, in that respect,
we shall make a step in ad vance. The
next recommendation in the report is that
each House should cause its standing
orders and the joint standing orders to be
considered, with a view of making them
consistent with the resolution in question.
It will be found, I believe, that one or two
of the joint standing orders, and some of
our own standing orders, are in conflict
with the resolution; and, if the House
affirms the report-as it has already
affirmed the progress report, which contains the principle involved-it will be
necessary to order a revision of those
standing orders. I beg to move" That the report be adopted; and, with a view
of carrying out the recommendations contained
therein, and in the progress report, the two reports be referred to the Committee on Standing
Orders."

The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER.-I am
sorry that I cannot agree with the committee in this report. I have always
dreaded these conferences, and I see that
we are now adding another false step to
the one which I opposed a few days ago.
We have heard the Attorney-General say
that although the Lords can reject a money
Bill they never do so, and that we shall
be bound by the same rule. It is also
rumoured that we are about to consent to
ex post facto legislation-that we are going
to tax people for six months back. No
doubt we must have taxes; but we are
giving up the gold duty and other reasonable charges, and are imposing burthens in
such a manner as will occasion a long
period of depression if, during the coming
elections, the people do not insist upon reform. I have seen two or three depressions in my time, and I believe that we
are approaching another, occasioned by the
present Tariff. We took a false step when
we consented to that Tariff, and we are now
e are not like
asked to take another.
the House of Lords. We are a representative body. We represent the bulk of the
intelligence and the wealth of the colony,
and we are bound to protect that intelligence and that wealth.
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY.-Although
I agree generally with the remarks of the
honorable member, Mr. Sladen, I think
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that, in the course now proposed to be
taken, we have an illustration of the
dangers attending conferences-a further
proof that their almost "invariable result is
to sacrifice principle to expediency. What
is the history of the present case? A
measure was sent up to us, which it is
admitted, on all sides, was opposed to
Parliamentary usage and practice. In
order to avoid, what I now think was our
duty-the laying aside or rejecting that
measure-the usual ruse of a conference
was suggested. At the conference we
were requested to take back the Bill and
deal with it, but not to lay it aside. It
never occurred to me, however, that this
was done in order that the other House
might lay the measure aside, or I would
have pointed out that, if it was wrong for
the Council to take that course, it must
be wrong for the Assembly to take it
also. In order to avoid remitting duties to
the amount of £600,000 or £700,000, we
adopted the advice tendered us, and took
a course which we knew and declared to
be illegal. We did wrong in order that
good might corne, but no good appears
likely to come. We abandoned the legal
and constitutional course we had adhered
to with credit to ourselves in troublous
Parliamentary times, so that we might save
this money; and, it appears to me, that,
after all, it is not unlikely that the
Ministry and the country will lose it. It
is admitted that the amendments we made
in the Bill were proper and legal, with the
exception of one; and yet a dangerous
and improper course is to be adopted-a
course which, speaking for myself, I say
involves a grave breach of faith with the
representatives of this House. It is a
grave breach of faith-with me, at aU events
-that a course which was pointed out to
me as wrong is now about to be adopted in
another place. On the previous occasion
I contend that we were departing from
the terms of the 56th section of the Constitution Act; that we were commencing
a career of illegality and unconstitutionalism. We have done so, and I can now
only express my trust that, in all future
dealings with these Money Bills, we shall
adhere to the law, and let the consequences
of any breach of the law fall upon the
proper shoulders.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I did not
expect that there would have been any
,objection to the motion. My own opinion
is that, had the works I applied for the
other day been printed, the honorable
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member would have known very much
more about the matter. The mistake has
been in mixing up Bills of Supply with
Tax Bills. We cannot alter one iota of the
taxing portion of a Tax Bill, but we may
amend its machinery; and, though honorable members declared we were wrong in
altering the Customs Bill, I believe that,
by accident, we were right.
The Hon. 'tV. CAMPBELL.-I look
upon this as a very harmless motion. The
difficulty will arise in framing the joint
standing order itself. The instructions to
the Governor show that he cannot allow
foreign matter to be introduced iuto Money
Bills; so that, as far as that danger is concerned, the House was already protected
from it. However, I do not see that the
motion can do any harm.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at a quarter to
six O'clock, until Tuesday, June 25.
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VOLUNTEER FORCE.
On the motion of Mr. HALFEY, leave
was given to the committee appointed to
inquire into the condition and management of the Volunteer Force to sit on days
on which the House does not meet.
PETITIONS.
A petition was presented by Mr.
HALFEY, from certain inhabitants of the
borough of Sandhurst, and owners of
property there, against the claus~s of ~he
Municipalities Act Amendmfmt BIll whIch
propose to empower borough councils to
reduce the width of streets in boroughs,
and praying that the petitioners be heard
by counsel at the bar of the House against
the said clauses. A petition was presented by Mr. LALOR, from certain Presbyterians at Bellerine, in favour of the
Synod of Victoria Act Amendment Bill.

CUSTOMS DUTIES BILL.
The House proceeded to consider the
report of the committee appointed to conLEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. fer with a committee of the Legislative
Council on this Bill.
Wednesday, June 19, 1867!
The CLERK read the report.
Mr. VERDON.-Mr. Speaker, I rise
Mrs, W. A. P. Dana-The Volunteer Force-Customs Duties
Bill-Supply-Mining Department-Geological Surveyto move, in accordance with the report of
Prospecting for Coal-Licensed Publicans Law Amendthe
committee, that the Customs Bill now
ment-Payment of Members Bill-Mrs. Ramsay.
before this House be laid aside. In
The SPEAKER took the chair at half- making this proposition, it is not my intention to occupy the time of honorable
past four o'clock.
members unnecessarily, inasmuch as the
VICTORIAN RAILWAYS.
report very distinctly states, not only the
Mr. SULLIVAN presented a return to proposed changes, but the reasons which
an order of the House made on the pre- induced the committee to recommend them.
vious day for copies of the papers connected I shall content myself by pointing out to
with Mr. Higgins's claim for the settlement honorable members the effect of the arof his contract for a portion of the Murray rangement made between the committees
River railway; and also a return, in com- of the two Houses~ The first alteration
pliance with an order of the House, dated which the Legislative Council made in the
June 4, of the goods rates and passenger Bill was to strike out the 9th clause. The
fares levied on the Victorian rail ways.
effect of the arrangement which has been
arrived at between the two committees
PORTLAND CIRCUIT COURT.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM, pursuant to an will be that the first part of the clause will
order of the House, dated May 30, laid on stand. Honorable members are aware
the table a memorial relative to the removal that the repeal provided for by the first
part of the Bill is a general repeal of the
of the Portland Circuit Court.
law of 1865; but, according to agreement,
MRS. W. A. P. DANA.
all those parts of the Bill which, as a matter
Mr. SNODGRASS (in the absence of of form, are objected to by the Council, and
Captain MAC MAHON) asked the Chief which are mere re-enactments of the exSecretary whether he purposed making any isting law, will be left standing, by making
provision on the Supplementary Estimates the repeal, instead of a whole repeal, only
for the widow of the late W. A. P. Dana, partial. The effect of this arrangement
Esq., late superintendent of police for the will therefore be that the first part of the 9th
district of Geelong ?
clause, namely, these words, will standMr. McCULLOCH replied in the affir" The Governor in Council may, by order, apmative.
point private warehouses for the bonding of all
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goods subject to ad valorem duties, and may determine the fee or the proportion thereof payable
therefor by any proprietor of such private warehouse."

The words which will not be enacted are
these" And may also appoint, by proclamation, any
inland town as a place where bonded warehouses
for the bonding of dutiable goods may be established."

These words, it was felt by the committee,
could not properly be inserted in a Bill of
this nature, and therefore, if it is desired
to enact them, they will have to be enacted
by a separate Bill. The next alteration
which was made by the Legislative Council
was the omission of this proviso in the
10th clause" Provided, nevertheless, that it shall be lawful
for the Governor in Council, at any time, to add
to the list of articles entitled to drawback, on
such terms as he may think fit; and such alterations and additions shall be presented to Parliament, if then in session, or, if not, as soon after
its assembling as practicable, and shall have no
force until they shall have been so presented."

These words,as honorable members will
recollect, were inserted by the Government
in the hope and with the desire of meeting
the views of honorable members opposite,
who wished that the number of articles on
which drawbacks should be granted should
be increased. The committee find that these
words ought not to bein a BiHof this nature.
They will, therefore, not be enacted by the
new Bill. The next alteration made by
the Legislative Council was the striking
out of the last four lines of the 12th clause,
namely.'
"And may determine, in case of doubt or
dispute, the denomination to which any goods
shall belong under the schedules hereto annexed
respectively, and such determination shall be
final, and may make regulations for the exportation and reimportation of samples of goods."

The last provision, namely, that for making
regulations for the exportation and reimportation of samples of goods, will remain,
inasmuch as it was part of the law of 1865,
and, although repealed in this Bill, will not
be repealed in the new Bill. The former
words, which relate to questions of dispute,
and make the decision of the Minister of
Customs final, will not be re-enacted. The
13th clause, which was struck out by the
Legislative Council, is to this effect"The commissioner may, from time to time,
make regulations as to the minimum quantity
of goods which may be delivered from the warehouse for home cOI.lsumption, or exportation, or
conveyance coastWIse."

This clause will stand, being a portion of
the law of 1865 not repealed by the Bill.
Mr. Verdon.
.
.

lYew Bill.

The 15th clause, which was also struck
out by the Council, will be re-enacted in
the new Bill. These are the alterations
which will result from the introduction of
a new Bill. It will be found, I think,
that, with the exception of the two points
in which alterations were made as the
Bill passed through this House, namely,
the regulation as to the allowance of drawbacks, and the provision for the proclamation of any inland town as a place where
warehouses for the bonding of dutiable
goods may be established-which are not
such provisions as' ought to be introduced
in a Bill of this sort-the Bill will be very
much as the law is at present. I now, sir,
beg leave to move" That the Bill intituled ' An Act for granting
to Her Majesty certain duties of customs and for
altering certain other duties,' returned from the
Legislative Council on the 22nd May last, with
amendments, be laid aside."

The next step, in accordance with the usual
practice, will be for the Clerk to read the
resolutions on which the Bill is founded.
Mr. LANGTON.-I expected to hear
from the Treasurer the reasons which have
induced the Government now to adopt this
course-a course which thev declined to
adopt when it was proposed from this side
of the House some little while ago. The
honorable gentleman has told the House
what changes the Government propose to
make in the Bill, in order to meet the
views of the Legislative Council; but, on
the subject of the motion which he has
submitted to the House, he has not enlightened us in the least. He has not told us
why we should adopt this course. I think
it is most inconvenient and objectionable
that honorable members should be called
upon to consider a report, and to pass a
Bill, founded on that report, through all its
stages, when the report was not in their
hands until they took their places in the
House this evening. Honorable members
ought, at least, to have an opportunity
of carefully considering the terms of the
report, especially as it is to be the basis
of an agreement between the two Houses
which honorable members on both sides
hope will put an end to the disputes
which have. hitherto existed between
them.
On looking at the report, I find
that it is altogether based on an assumption that this House is at liberty to make
standing orders which shall virtuMly
ignore the provisions of the Constitution
Act. There can be no question that the
course which the other branch of the
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Legislature can pursue in regard to Bills
imposing any duty, rate, rent, return, or
impost is clearly defined by the 56th section of the Constitution Act, which provides that the Legislative Council may
reject, but may not alter, any Bill of that
kind. Inasmuch as this is one of the most
important questions involved in the recent
dispute between the two Houses, one would
have thought that, in a report of a jointcommittee, it would at least have been
referred to;' but the whole of this report
is based on the assumption that we have a
clear field before us, and are at liberty to
make any regulations we please, and to
agree upon standing orders, just as if there
were no law on the subject. If honorable
members will turn to the second paragraph
of the report, they will see that the committee state"If it" (that is, the Bill whiCh we propose to
lay aside) "be viewed as a Bill operating as a
charge upon the people, it is one which, in the
opinion, of your committee, the Legislative
Council might have altered."

I should like to know upon what the committee base this opinion? The Treasurer,
in proposing the motion which he has just
submitted, has told us nothing at all about
it. By the Constitution Act, the other
branch of the Legislature must either pass
or reject the Bill; yet the committee tell us
that this is a Bill which "the Legislative
Council might have altered." They quote,
as an authority for that, the rule recognized
by the House of Commons, and expressed
in the report of the Paper Duties Committee of 1860, that "the Lords may, without objection from the Commons, make
amendments in those provisions which do
not concern the charge, or the moue of
levying it, or its duration or distribution,
or the management or collection of it."
Now, sir, I say that the last clause of this
extract shows clearly that this rule cannot
apply to th,is House or to the other House
-that it cannot apply to these proceedings
at aU-because it has never been disputed
that the Legislative Council has the right
to alter Bills referring to the management
or collection of the public revenue. It has
been conceded by the. invariable practice;
and I believe that the object of separating
some of the clauseR from this Bill, and
senuing the Tariff, pure and simple, to the
other House, is for the purpose of enabling
that House to exercise its right. This
committee of ours, therefore, is actually
asking us to adopt as a precedent a precedent which, if there were no statute law
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in the way, would not apply at all-a precedent which could not be made to apply.
Further than that, the committee of the
other branch of the Legislature do not
admit the conclusion at which our committee appear to have arrived. They don't
say that the Legislati ve Council might
alter this Bill; but they say distinctly,
in the message which they sent to this
House when they returned the Bill with
amendments, that" they desire to record
their opinion that amendments in a Bill
for granting duties is not in accordance
with the practice of either Lords or Commons, or warranted by the Constitution
Act." Sir, I confess I cannot understand
the position in which this matter stands at
the present time. I cannot understand why
this House should be asked deliberately to
act as if it were not governed by the provisions of the Constitution Act. I cannot
see what can be the object of it. We have
been in sufficient difficulties already ·over
Tariff Bills. If the Attorney-General has
distinguished himself for any feature, it
has been for the blundering he has shown
with regard to the attempted passing of
Tariff Bills. Honorable members will,
perhaps, be surprised to learn that, when
this Bill is laid aside, no less than five
Tariff Bills in succession will have miscarried under the auspices of the honorable
and learned gentleman. No doubt the
Tariff Bill of last session became law; but
it became law, not by virtue of the Attorney-General:.-.not because he avoided the
blunders of which he had previously been
guilty-but because the Imperial Parliament passed a special Act of Parliament
to overcome the blundering of the honorable and learned gentleman's proceedings,
and to pl:event the inconvenience which
would otherwise have, accrued to the
colony.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-No.
Mr. LANGTON.-I have the Act of
Parliament here. It is an Act which was
assented to on the 6th of August, 1866. It
was introdu'ced in the House of Lords,
and the precise object of it was to validate
the honorable and learned gentleman's
Tariff. The reasons for it I can shortly
explain to the House, although, perhaps,
the full legal bearing of the question I
am not competent to explain. Under
the 5th and 6th Victoria, chap. 76, it
is enacted that every Bill which is passed
by the Council shall be presented, for Her
Majesty's assent, to the Governor, "and
that the Governor shall declare1 according
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to his discretion, but subject nevertheless
to the provisions contained in this Act,
and to such instructions as may from time
to time be given in that behalf by Her
Majesty, her heirs, or successors, that he
assents to such Bill in Her Majesty's name,
or that he withholds Her Majesty's assent,
or that he reserves such Bills for the signification of Her Majesty's pleasure thereon."
The Act goes on to say" And all Bills altering or affecting the duties
of customs upon any goods, wares, or merchandize, imported to or exported from the said
colony, shall, in every case, be so reserved."

The 13th and 14th Victoria says-" That
all the provisions herein contained" (that
is, all the provisions of the 5th and 6th
Vict., concerning the presentation of Bills
to the Governor, and the reservation of
certain Bills for Her Majesty's assent)
"shall apply to and be in force for the
colony of Victoria." Now, one of the
provisions "herein contained" is that,
"notwithstanding any Act or Acts of Parliament now in force to the contrary," it
shall be lawful for the Governor and
Legislative Council of Victoria" to impose
and levy such duties of customs" as, to
such Governor and Council, may seem fit,
on the importation into the colony "of
any goods, wares, and merchandize whatsoever."
This is the Act in regard to
which a dispatch was sent to this colony,
which became notorious as the "suppressed dispatch," but which ought to be
called the first of a series of suppressed
dispatches. In that dispatch the attention
of the colony was first distinctly called to
the actual condition of the law. The
Minister of Mines entertained the opinion
that none of our Customs Acts were
valid, because they had not been reserved
for the Queen's assent. There is another
point involved. This last Act validated
all Acts which imposed duties on imports,
but it said nothing about exports; it left
the law exactly as it was as to duties on exports. Now the Tariff Bill of last session
contained a provision for imposing and
repealing duties on exports. By the 5th
and 6th Victoria, Bills of this kind ought
to be reserved for the Queen's assent; but
the honorable and learned gentleman-who
has been described as the able lawyer by
whom the Crown in this colony was advised, but who ought to be more properly
described as the able adviser by whom the
Crown in this colony was misled-did not
perceive this. An Act, however, was
passed by the Imperial Parliament for the
Mr. Langton.
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express purpose of making up for the defects of the honorable and learned gentleman, and of preventing this colony being
again thrown into confusion, by having to
return an immense amount of customs
duties. "Lntil the 6th of August last the
fourth Tariff Bill of the honorable and
learned gentleman was not law, and it did
not become law by any virtue of his, but
merely by the favour and consideration of
the Imperial Government. This fact is
quite sufficient to warrant the House in
looking with suspicion upon any advice
the honorable gentleman may tender as to
any course the House should pursue on
any matter involving its privileges, or
involving any constitutional question.
The honorable gentleman is very ready
to offer advice. He said very recently
that he was prepared to ad vise the Governor to consent to a Bill containing
a variety of matters-in fact, a complete
oUa podrida-although His Excellency's
instructions expressly say that he shall
not consent to such a Bill. The honorable and learned gentleman is quite
prepared to accept the responsibility of
misleading another Governor, and possibly
of leading him into the difficulties into
which his predecessor was led. The honorable gentleman is not deserving, in matters
of this kind, of the consideration of the
House. Any suggestion which comes from
him ought to be viewed, after his repeated
blunders, with very much suspicion. In
ordet' that we may enter upon our records,
not merely a resolution that the Bill be
laid aside, but a distinct expression of the
reasons which have led us to lay it aside,
I beg to move as an amendment"That, inasmuch as the Bill intituled 'An
Act for granting to Her Majesty certain duties
of customs, and for altering certain other
dutics,' has been returned from the Legislative
Council with amendments; and since, by the
56th section of the Constitution Act, it is enacted
that nills 'for imposing any dutil', rate, tax, rent,
return, or impost, may be rejected, but not altered,' by the Council, that the amending of the
said Bill by the Legislative Council is in violation of the said provision, and that the said Bill
be laid aside."

Mr. GILLIES.-I confess that I am
rather astonished at the conclusion arrived
at in the l'eport of the committee. It appears to me that the conclusion arrived at
by the committee-the recommendation
that the Bill should be laid aside-is quite
opposed to the reasons which are furnished
by the report for the adoption of that
course. All the reasons and arguments
furnished by the report tend to show that,
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instead of the Bill being laid aside, the
amendments of the Legislative Council
ought to be accepted. There is not a
single argument furnished in the report
why the Bill should be laid aside. It is
an extraordinary course for the committee
to pursue, to furnish reasons for the
course auopted by the Legislative Council
-in fact, to justify that . course-and,
at the same time, to recommend that
the amendments of the Council should not
be accepted, but that the Bill should be
laid aside. I have al ways en tertained the
opinion that, if we adopted the usage and
practice of the Imperial Parliament, the
Legislativ.e Council would possess more
power than they possess under the 56th
section of the Constitution Act. Were it
not that the 56th section of the Constitution Act stands in the way, the Council
would be able to do exactly what the report tells us they would have doneamend the Tariff Bill; and the result
would have been that this House would
have accepted these amendments instead of
laying the Bill asiue. It is simply because
the 56th section of the Constitution Act
stands in the way that I conceive the Bill
ought to be laid aside, and that we cannot
pursue any other course. But, in laying
the Bill aside, I think it is incumbent upon
the House to put on record the reasons
why it lays the Bill aside. We ought not
simply to lay the Bill aside after a report
is furnished to us which argues that the
Legislative Council have the power to
make these alterations. I contend that
the Council have not the power to make
the alterations, not because the usage and
practice of the Imperial Parliament would
not permit the House of Lords to make
similar amendments in a similar Bill, but
simply because the 56th section of the
Constitution Act stands in the way of the
Council, and prevents them making these
amendments. If we lay the Bill aside, we
ought clearly to record upon OU1' journals
the reasons why we lay it aside. I cannot
conceive how the members of the Government, and those who have supported them
for such a length of time in maintaining
the privileges of this Chamber, and in
placing on record certain resolutions which
the Chief Secretary, no doubt, well remembers, can consent to lay the Bill aside
without recording their reasons for laying
it aside. We are bound to do that injustification of our proceeding. The amendment of the honorable member for East
Melbourne does no more, and I shall there-
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fore support it. I cannot see why the
Government should object to it.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I think the
fact that a Bill is laid aside is in itself considered to be a statement by the House
which lays it aside that it objects to the
proceeding which has been taken by the
other Chamber. It has been always so
considered; and this statement is the more
significant when made by the House upon
this occasion, because the House which has
made the amendments has itself aumitted
that, in its opinion, it had no power to
make those amendments. That is the
reason why it is proposed that this Bill be
laid aside; and I think that is a sufficient
statement, without entering upon the records anything which might, perhaps, be
open to misconstruction, or might be the
subject of difference amongst ourselves.
The honorable member for Ballarat West
(Mr. Gillies) says that this report does
not state the reasons for the recommendation:
I think that it very plainly
states the reasons. One reason stated is
that the Chamber by which the amendmenis wel'e made itself avowed the belief
that it was incompetent for it to make the
amendments; and, in consequence of that
statement in the mes5age of' the Legislative
Council, the committee felt it unnecessary
to consider whether these particular amendments came within the rule of the House of
Commons, according to which, in the opinion of the committee, the Council might
have made amendments-possibly not these,
or possibly t.hese amendments. Inasmuch
as the Legislative Council itself admitted
it could not make these amendments, it was
unnecessary for the committee to consider
whether it had the power, in accordance
with the rule of the House of Commons,
to make them or not. Since the message
was sent down by the Legislative Council,
that body has arrived at a resolution,. by
which it binds itself in future to recognize
the practice and forms of the House of
Commons and the House of Lords in respect to measures of this kind, and by
which, in future, our proceedings and the
proceedings of the other House, respectively, will be regulated. The honorable
member says that the reason why the
Council had no right to make those amendments was, in consequence of the 56th
clause of the Constitution Act. I would
remind the honorable member that that
section has been for a long time the subject
of difference of opinion between the two
Houses. This House has from the first
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maintained that that clause was intended been urged, why we should state some
to be an enactment for this country of all grounds for laying the Bill aside.
Mr. MOORE.-I confess I do not attach
the laws relating to taxation and finance
which existed in the mother country-was so much importance to the mode of laying
intended to be and is. On the other hand aside the Bill as to ascertaining whether
it was contended that this is not the effect the Government intend, concurrently with
of the clause. The clause itself is ex- the introduction of a new Bill, bereft of
pressed in such general terms that I freely certain features to which the Council
admit argument may be used on both sides object, although they deem themselves inof the dispute. The very words of the competent to deal with them, to introduce
clause-Bills "for the imposition of any another Bi1l which will give facilities for
duty, rate, rent, return, or impost, may allowing drawbacks on goods, and for the
be,rejected, but not altered, by the Coun- establishment of inland bonding warecil" - plainly admit of two mean- houses, which provisions, I understand,
ings.
They may ei ther mean Bills are to be left out in the new Tariff Bill. I
the sole or primary object of which is to shall be glad if the Minister of Customs
impose a duty, rate, rent, return, or impost, will inform the House whether the Goor Bills which, containing other provisions, vernment' will introduce another Bill to realso contain provision for the imposition of enact these provisions, and to classify the
a duty, rate, rent, return, or impost. Fol- goods upon which different rates of duty
lowing the interpretation which this House are imposed on a more intelligible prinhas always put upon the clause, the Council ciple than is at present adopted, and in
would have the power, in cases of Bills a less arbitrary manner. As an example
which included other objects than this, to of the arbitrary power exercised by the
alter a Bill in all respects, except so far as Minister of Customs in fixing the rate of .
it related to the imposition of a duty, rate, duty which different articles shall be
rent, return, or impost, and the other pur- charged, I will read the latest Customposes mentioned in the rule of the House house regulation, as to the duties to be imof Commons.
Now, inasmuch as the posed on ironware and hardware goods;amendments which have been made in Boot-hooks, 5 per cent.; boot-jacks, 10 per
this Bill have been admitted by the Legis- cent.; razors, 5 per cent.; razor-strops,
lative Council themselves not to be compe- 10 per cent.; dog-chains,5 per cent.; dogtent foJ.' that House to make, and inasmuch collars, 10 per cent.; handcuffs,5 per cent.;
as· the committee of this House have not, hobbles, 10 per cent.; fox-traps, 5 per cent.;
in consequence of that statement, found it bird-cages, 10 per cent.; bed-keys, 5 per
necessary to consider whether those amend- cent.; bed-pans, ]0 per cent.; pig-scrapers,
ments were within the terms of the rule 5 per cent.; pig-troughs, 10 per cent.; cuof the House of Commons or not, it is cum bel' slicers, 5 per cent.; sausage-fillers,
apparent, by the consent of both Houses, 10 per cent.; corkscrews, 5 per cent.; blow. that this is a Bill which, in its present pipes, 10 per cent.; hay-rakes, 5 per cent.;
shape, cannot be accepted by the Legisla- horse-rakes, 10 per cent.; cheese-tryers,
tive Assembly, and that therefore it should 5 per cent.; jews'-harps, 10 per cent.
Mr. FRANCIS.~The Government have
be laid aside. The fact of laying it aside
is, I apprehend, quite a s1)fficient indication it in contemplation to introduce a Bill conof the opinion of the House-with the as- taining similar clauses to those which will
sent of the other House to the opinion that be omitted from the new Tariff Bill, and
the amendments ought not to be made- possibly also to introduce other improvethat this Bill cannot be aecepted, and that ments in the management of the Customs
therefore a new Bill must be introduced. department.
Mr. JONES.-I believe that both sides
I am glad to acknowledge the fair spirit in
which the honorable member for Ballarat of the House will admit that the GovernWest has spoken, and to that honorable ment is now taking the right course in
member, and to him alone, I address my laying aside this Bill. On this side of the
House the advice was tendered to the Goobservations.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-The report re- vernment to take that course some weeks
commends that a joint standing order since. As a matter of course, the Governshould be prepared, for the purpose of ment are always very slow to take the
carrying out the resolution passed on the advice of the Opposition; but, after they
21st of May. This, therefore, is another have tried their best, and discovered that
reason, in addition to those which have there is but one right course, they are
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obliged to take the dictation of the Opposition. They have done so on the present
occasion. I do not think that there is any
very good reason why the amendment
should be adopted. I think it will be
sufficient to lay the Bill aside, and that
the House should now devote itself. mainly
to endeavour to ascertain some means by
which the Treasury will be rendered safe
against all attacks on the part of those
who have before now set the law in motion
to defeat what this House has decided upon.
I trust that the Government will be prepared with some scheme which will effectually defend the Treasury. I am quite
sure that there are mistakes in the Bill
which is now being laid aside.. Foremost
amongst these mistakes will be found the
conflict with a proviso attached to the 43rd
clause of the Constitution Act"Provided always that no new duty shall be so
imposed upon the importation into Victoria of
any article the produce or manufacture of or
imported from any .particular country or place
which shall not be equally imposed on the importation into Victoria of the like article the
produce or manufacture of or imported from all
other countries and places whatsoever."

Now, sir, it being borne in mind that, in
the Bill which is now being laid aside,
differential duties are authorized on goods
imported -into this colony over the river
Murray, I trust the Government will take
it into their serious consideration to remove what I consider must eventually be
found to be a serious. disability in the Bill
itself.
A case, which may be considered a case in poin t, occu rred in
the House of Commons in March, 1827,
when Mr. Secretary Canning introduced a
Bill for the impo:;ition of duties on corn.
The Bill was defeated in the House of
Lords by an amendment in committee,
moved by the Duke of "Yellington, and,
in consequence, the Bill had to .be laid
aside. A difficulty arose on that occasion,
in consequence of the impossibility to introduce a precisely similar measure during
the same session of Parliament; and, in
consequence, a temporary measure was
introduced, upon which the Government
proceeded to collect du ties. I do not know
whether the Attorney-General and his colleagues have given so much attention to
this matter as will enable them to say
clearly that they can protect the Treasury.
I hold that no portion of the public should
have an opportunity of looting the Treasury,
to the loss and discomfort of the public
generally. The House has paid enough
in the defence of its privileges, and I trust
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it will never consent to lose those privileges tamely. I trust the House will always
be prepared to fight for its privileges.
But, if care be not taken to prevent the
Treasury being despoiled, by the law being
set in motion before resolutions can again
be adopted by the House, it will be a
serious blot on the name and fame of the
Assembly, that we are not able to make
such laws, and carry such regulations, as
wHl preserve t.he funds which the people
are made to contribute. I believe that
already the opinion of experienced barristers
has been taken as to the possibility of recovering duties from the Government. I
do not think it is possible for this House
to pass resolutions which shall be retrospective in their operation-resolutions
which shall be retrospective to the extent
of authorizing the collection of duties. I
am arguing on the supposition that the
resolutions already passed by this House
cannot be utilized-cannot be made the
foundation for new Bills; and,. if so, it
would be a most serious matter for the
House to discover that, before an Act of
Indemnity could be passed through this
and another Chamber, the law had been
set in motion, and the Supreme COl1rt
used as a means for despoiling the people.
generally. I commend this matter, in the
spirit in which I trust it should be ap·
proached, to the most careful consideration
of the law officers of the Crown. I have
a strong opinion that the course pursued,
in remitting this matter to a joint-committee
of the two Houses, after amendments had
been made in the measure by the Upper
House, in direct violation of the Constitution Act, was a wrong course. Entertaining that opinion, I tabled a motion to '
rescind the resolution then arrived at;
but, this question being now before the
House, my motion may be considered
disposed of; and I submit that all minor
matters should now be merged by the
House, in the immediate and pressing
necessity to secure the integrity of the
public fund.
The amendment was negatived, and the
motion for laying the Bill aside was carried
without a rlivision.
Mr. VERDON.-Mr. Speaker, I now,
in accordance with the usual practice in
these cases, beg to call upon the Clerk of
the House to read the resolutions upon
which the Bill was founded.
The Tariff resolutions, adopted by the
House on the 12th March, 1867, were then
read by the CLERK.
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Mr. VERDON.-Mr. Speaker, with the
leave of the House, I beg to bring in a
Bill founded upon the resolutions, and I
beg to move that the Bill be read a first
time.
The motion was carried without opposition, and the Bill was read a first time.
Mr. VERDON.-In accordance with
the usual practice of the Imperial Parliament, and with our own standing orders,
which provide that, in cases of emergency,
such a Bill as this may pass through all its
stages in one evening, I beg to move that
the Bill be read a second time.
Mr. LEVEY.-The honorable gentleman talks of the usual practice, but
I don't think a case of this kind has
occurred in the history of the colony, nor
do I think that we ought to read the Bill
a second time without being satisfied that
the measure really coincides with the
resolutions which have just been read.
I am anxious that all shall be done
that can possibly be done to protect the
revenue; but I think a certain amount of
time should be given honorable members
to satisfy themselves that nothing is being
done which is calculated to create another
conflict with the Upper House. With that
view, I would suggest that the further consideration of the measure should be postponed until a later period of the evening
-say until ten o'clock.
Mr. VERDON.-Perhaps I may be allowed to observe that this is one of those
cases in which the Government must trust
entirely to the good will of honorable members on all sides of the House for cooperation in that which is the proper course
under present circumstances-namely, the
passage of the Bill through all its stages
as soon as possible. Honorable members
opposite appear to desire time to compare
the Bill with the resolutions on which it
is founded. I don't object to that; but,
instead of postponing the matter until ten
o'clock, I would suggest that the Bill should
now be read a second time, and that its
consideration in committee should be deferred until after dinner.
Mr. MOORE.-I beg to call attention
to the fact that the Bill is at variance with
the resolutions read by the Clerk. There
are more exemptions in the Bill than in
the resolutions.
Mr. VERDON.-The resolutions which
the Clerk read were the original resolutions; but the schedules were slightly
altered as the Bill passed through committee.
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Mr. LA.NGTON. -Perhaps the Attorney-General will be able to tell the
House whether· he will want the help of
another Imperial Statute in order to make
this Bill law ?
Captain MAC MAHON.-I think it
necessary, before the House .consents to
the extraordinary course proposed by the
Treasurer, that the honorable gentleman
should explain what is the particular case
of urgency that calls for the immediate
consideration of the Bill; and whether
there is any probability or possibility of
the revenue suffering by a delay in the
passage of the measure?
Mr. VERDON.-The resolutions do not
precisely accord with the schedules of the
Bill as finally passed, and, therefore, unless
the new Bill be dealt with to-night, a
question may arise at the Custom-house as
to those particulars in which there is a
difference between the resolutions and the
Bill which has been laid aside.
Captain MAC MAHON.-But as the
new Bill cannot become law to-night, even
if it be passed by this House through all
its stages, what will be gained by this
haste?
Mr. VERDON.-The committee of the
whole House will have the opportunity,
this evening, of dealing with the discrepancies between the original resolutions
and the Bill. The amount collected by
customs duties will not be covered by the
resolutions as originally proposed.
Captain MAC MAHON.-There never
was any intention, on the part of this side
of the House, to take steps calculated to
lead to the revenue being defrauded.
Although we may differ from honorable
members opposite as to the principle upon
which the revenue has been raised, we
consider that it has been legitimately received. A.t the same time I don't think
we should deal with this matter in the
hasty way proposed, unless it can be
shown that, by delay, the revenue may be
sacrificed.
Mr. JONES.-Mr. Speaker, I would
wish to have your ruling as to whether the
resolutions, by the mere reading of them,
without being re-passed, have sufficient
force to justify the Government in going
on collecting the duties afrf\sh, or retaining
those already collected? I believe, in the
case to which I have referred-that of
Mr. Canning, in 1827-new resolutions
were brought in, and a temporary measure founded upon those new resolutions
was submitted. I don't think this House
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sllOuld arrogate to itself the right of making
precedents which are to override the precedents of the House of Commons.
The SPEAKER.-The usual practice
has been followed, I think, in this case.
The practice of the Imperial Parliament,
when a Bill of this nature is laid aside.whether in the Upper or in the Lower
House-is to read the resolutions, and to
bring in another Bill, based on those resolutions. I don't think there has been any
departure from that practice in this case.
The resolutions of the House have vitality,
although a Bill founded upon them has
been laid aside.
Mr. JONES.-If the resolutions have
vitality, I submit there cannot be any
necessity for hurrying through the Bill
now before the House without giving honorable members a fair and proper opportunity for examining the details of the meaBill. Having a strong opinion that there
are provisions in the Bill which must be
dealt with by the House with a strong hand,
I, for one, must object to any unnecessarily
hasty action on the part of the House.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-I consider that
nothing will be gained by hurrying through
the Bill. The Upper House has adjourned
until Tuesday next, and, therefore, the
Bill cannot possibly become law for some
days.
The SPEAKER was about to put the
question, when
Mr. JONES said-I rise, Mr. Speaker,
to call your attention to the fact that I, as
one member of this House, object to this
Bill being passed with more than the ordinary celerity. It having been decided
that the Treasury is protected by the resolutions being read, there does not appear
any urgent necessity for the House to deal
with the Bill in any other than the ordinary manner.
The SPEAKER.-It is for the House
to say whether the honorable member
having charge of the Bill has made out a
sufficient case of urgency to warrant honorable members in departing from the
usual course in the treatment of the measure. The standing orders provide that
bills of an urgent nature may be passed
through all their stages with unusual expedition; and this is the practice of the
House of Commons.
Mr. GILLIES.-Mr. Speaker, it is not
my intention to Qffer any opposition to the
Bill, but I should be sorry to sit quiet, and
allow to pass unnoticed a general ruling to
the effect that, when the majority of the
VOL. III.-5 D
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House decide that there is a case of
urgency, a Bill can be run through aU its
stages as they may think proper. I desire
to draw your attention to the fact that
measures of this kind are never rushed in
the way proposed. The standing orders
require that a Bill proposing the imposition
of duties should be introduced in a particularly formal manner, and should be carried through in a very cautious manner. I
am not aware of any instance, in the House
of Commons, of a Bill of this character
being rushed through all its stages in one
evening. I simply desire to draw attention
to these facts, in order that the present
proceeding may not be regarded as a precedent.
The SPEAKER.-A Bill can be passed
through all its stages in one night only
when there is a general concurrence on the
part of the House in the proceeding; because five or six members can prevent, if
they wish to do so, any Government or
party forcing a Bill through in this way.
Dr. HEA TH.-I do not rise for the
purpose of taking unnecessary objection to
the passage of this Bill; but I think, after
the grave mistake which has been made
with regard to the previous Bill, it is
incumbent upon us not to so hurry the
measure through that it may meet with
like treatment. Unless it can be shown
that the revenue is in jeopardy, I cannot see the necessity for this unseemly
haste; because, as the Upper House does
not sit again until Tuesday, the measure
will be no nearer becoming law by being
hurried than if it passed through the
House with due deliberation.
Mr. ORR.-Notwithstanding the explanation given by the Treasurer, I think
there is some misunderstanding on this
side of the House as to the position of the
matter. If the Bill be not allowed to go
into committee to-night, the Minister of
Customs will have to collect customs
duties, not as he has been collecting them
up to four o'clock this afternoon, but
according to the resolutions which we have
heard read. Any commercial man must
know what the effect of that would be on
the course of business. Therefore, I hope
that, if there be no opposition to the Tariff
itself, honorable mem bel'S will allow the Bill
to pass through~ll its stages this evening.
The Bill was then read a s.econd time.
The House adjourned for refreshment
at five minutes past six o'clock, and, on
resuming at half-past seven, went into
committee on the Bill.
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On clause 2,
Mr. LANGTON asked the AttorneyGeneral whether the Governor was empowered to assent to Bills imposing or
repealing export duties?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM replied that, if
the honorable member would give notice
of the question in the usual way, he would
answer it.
Mr. LANGTON said that, in that case,
it would be better to postpone the BiH.
Properly or improperly, the Bill proposed
to deal with export duties; and though
the honorable gentleman might feel indignant that his shortcomings should have
been forcibly pointed out, still the House
was entitled to know, from its chief legal
adviser, whether the Governor possessed
the power of assenting to the measure
or not. He could scarcely think that the
Attorney-General was not aware of the
Imperial Act to which he had referred.
Some information of its passage would
surely be forwarded to the Government.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM remarked that
he was not chief legal adviser to the House.
He had the honour to advise His Excellency the Governor, and, in the matter of
this Bill, he would be prepared to submit
such advice as His Excellency might ask
for. The question did not now arise; and,
if the honorable member desired to submit
a general question as to Bills of the nature
he had indicated, let him give notice of it.
He declined to answer the question in its
present form, because the honorable member appeared desirous to raise a debate
on the subject to which he had referred
earlier in the evening, and, if he followed
the honorable member into that subject, he
would be obliged to tell him that he was
misstating facts.
He did not desire to
em barrass the passing of the Bill by discussing a legal point.
Mr. LANGTON submitted that the
question he had raised was very material to
the committee. No one desired that the
duties should escape the Treasury, and
it was certain that, if the' Bill had to be
sent horne, "the difficulties of the situation
would be materially increased.
Mr. VERDON admitted that the honorable member had a perfect right to raise
the point. He was advised by his honorable and learned colleague" that it would
not be necessary to reserve the Bill.
Captain MAC MAHON expressed an
opinion that the Attorney-General ought to
have shown more courtesy to the House
than to have refused information because
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the honorable member asking for it had
previously criticised his conduct. As the
opinion had been given to the Ministry, the
House had every right to the information,
more especially as the Opposition were not
throwing any obstruction in the way of the
passing of the Bill.
Mr. LANGTON stated that he was informed the only remaining impediment in
the way of assenting to Bills of the class
he had alluded to was removed by the
Imperial Act to which he had referred,
and which received the royal assent on
August 6, 1866.
On clause 12,
Mr. LANGTON asked whether the
Government would accept an amendment
to meet the case of duties being levied on
the under-proof spirits now on hand? It
had been represented to him that very
great hardship would result from passing
the Bill in its present form. One firm,
he was informed, would lose as much as
£20,000. According to May, the amendment he suggested being, in fact, a reduction of duty, could be made without
invalidating the Bill.
Mr. VERDON said the amendment involved an alteration in the policy of the
Bill, and, if one alteration were made,
others would follow. The understanding
was that the Bill should pass in its present
form. The question raised by the honorable member could be considered at another
opportunity.
Mr. LANGTON observed that, as an
enormous loss was likely to be inflicted on
two or three individuals, he would wish
some assurance that another opportunity
would be afforded of altering the present
arrangement.
Mr. FRANCIS asserted that it was a
gross exaggeration to say that any firm
would be affected to the extent of £20,000.
A representative of the firm most interested in the question had waited upon
him, and had explained that the firm
would be large sufferers unless some
alteration was made in the law. In reply,
he told this gentleman that the question
was one which deserved consideration, and
which should be considered on its merits,
but that it could not be taken in connexion
with the Customs Duties Bill, as the understanding was that that measure should
pass without alteration, beyond the excision of the clauses objected to by the
other House.
Mr. MOORE remarked that he had no
desire to do anything to disturb the validity
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of the Bill, but he trusted that the Minister
of Customs would give the relief which
the owners of existing stocks fairly asked
for.
Mr. HALFEY pointed out that all that
was desired was an assurance on this point
from the Government.
Mr. WILSON urged the propriety of
steps being taken which, without risking
the Bill, would save private firms from the
loss with which they were threatened.
Mr. FRANCIS repeated his former
statement, and added that the firm he
alluded to was satisfied with his explanation.
The Bill,· having passed through committee without amendment, was read a
third time.
On the question that the Bill do now
pass,
Mr. LANGTON said that, as the Opposition had not obstructed the passage of the
Bill, and as they had it in their power to
delay its progress, some assurance ought
to be given that the claims of the holders
of under-proof spirits would receive consideration.
Mr. FRANCIS replied that he had said
all that it was consistent for the Government to say. It certainly was too dictatorial
a position for any Opposition to assume, to
say that a measure should not pass without
a pledge were given to repeal a portion of
that measure. The Government did not
desire to inflict a hardship upon anyone,
but merely to amend a vicious system, and
the gentlemen most interested in the question were satisfied with the promise he had
given.
Mr. JONES asked whether the Bill provided for differential duties on the Murray?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM replied that the
Bill was silent on the subject.
The Bill was then passed.
SUPPLY.
The resolutions arrived at on June 13
and 18, in Committee of Supply, were
considered.
Mr. WATKINS called attention to the
Lands department. The Surveyor-General received £1,000 per annum, while
the head of the administrative branch, the
Assistant Commissioner of Lands and
Survey, received £900 per annum. Now
the Assistant Commissioner held an equal
position on the Board with the SurveyorGeneral, and his vast knowledge of the
country, which had been of the greatest
service to the State, his zeal, and the saving
. 5D2
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he had effected by looking after the public
reserves and gardens, entitled him to be
placed in a position of equality, as regards
salary. The chief clerk, Mr. Skene, was
paid £600 per annum, and, for similar
reasons, he would suggest that this amount
should be increased to £800. If the committee recognized merit in this way it
would be an incentive to others. He had
not solicited a vote on the subject, nor
were the gentlemen concerned aware of the
action he was taking. He moved that
these two items be re-committed, with a
view to their increase.
Mr. BAYLES seconded the motion.
Mr. JONES expressed a oelief that the
honorable member for Evelyn was entitled
to pay the additional salaries he suggested,
as conscience-money for having increased
the work of the department to 8 very
large extent. The committee were bound
to remember that there were other meritorious officers in the Government service,
and not to consent to a partial action with
regard to these two cases.
Mr. VERDON said that everyone acquainted with the Lands department would
agree with the praise the honorable member for Evelyn had bestowed upon the
officers to whom he had alluded; but, at
the same time, it would be inconsistent
with the Civil Service Act to single out
special cases. Salaries had to be increased
or decreased by classes.
Mr. WATKINS withdrew his motion.
Mr. ORR, in reference to the vote for
the Telegraph department, called attention
to the fact that the shipping arri vals at
Echuca were not posted for the benefit of
the public, although that system was extended to the arrivals at Belfast and Portland, places which did not possess onetenth of the trade of Echuca. An application made some eighteen months back,
to extend the principle to the Echuca
arrivals, was refused, on what principle of
justice he could not tell. He denied that
the department would lose revenue if it
gave this information; and he mentioned
that, even at present, the news was sent
gratuitously for the benefit ~f the Railway department; but it was posted in the
traffic superintendent's office, instead of
being displayed to the public. If the system was injurious,: why should it be continued with regard to the other ports he
had mentioned?
Mr. McCULLOCH remarked that he
was not aware of the circumstances under
which the previous application had been
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refused, but it appeared only right that,
for the future, the information should be
afforded.
The resolutions were then adopted.
The House then resolved itself into
Committee of Supply for the further consideration of the Estimates.
MINING DEPARTMENT.
On the vote of £9,090 for the salaries
of officers of the Mining department,
Mr. HALFEY moved that an item of
£3,000, for the salaries of six inspectors
of mines, be struck out. The inspectors
of mines were not yet appointed, and, if
they were appointed this year, a sum
could be placed upon the Supplementary
Estimates for their salaries.
Mr. MACGREGOR said he would
leave the matter in the hands of the committee.
The amendment was adopted. .
Mr. JONES asked for some information
as to the duties of the Chief Mining Surveyor, who received a salary of £700 per
annum?
Mr. MACGREGOR said that this
officer was appointed some time ago, honorable members being of opinion that such
His duty,
an officer was necessary.
amongst other things, was to overlook the
mining surveyors and registrars, and see
that they performed their duties properly.
Previous to his appointment, the duties
which devolved upon the Secretary for
Mines were far too heavy, and compelled
him to work night and day.
Mr. JONES c~ncluded, from the observations of the Minister of Mines; that the
Chief Mining Surveyor was only an
assistant clerk to the Secretary for Mines.
If so, he ought not to be paid a salary of
£700 a year.
Mr. EVANS remarked that the only
necessity for such an officer as the Chief
Mining Surveyor appeared to arise in
consequence of there being incompetent
mining surveyors; but the Government
ought to substitute competent surveyors
for those who were incompetent. It was
absurd to pay a gentleman £700 simply to
see that other officers performed their duty.
Mr. LEVEY thought that such an
officer was necessary, in order to see that
the surveyors and registrars did their work
upon one general system.
Mr. ORR was in favour of the item
being struck out.
Mr. MACGREGOR submitted that the
Chief Mining Surveyor occupied a similar
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position to that of the Engineer-in-Chief
for Railways, the Surveyor-General of
Crown Lands, and the Inspector-General
of Public Works.
Mr. McLELLAN considered it a remarkable fact that, while there had been
no increase in the quantity of mineral
wealth obtained, the number of officers
employed in the Mining department had
considerably increased of late years. He
was at a loss to know what duties were
found for them all to perform. The department seemed to him to have been
made a sort of refuge for Ministerial supporters. He did not blame the present
Minister of Mines, because he believed
that all the appointments were made before
the honorable gentleman took office.
Mr. HALFEY was of opinion that the
Mining department was very well managed.
Although he did not see the necessity for
a Chief Mining Surveyor at the time the
appointment was made, he believed that
the officer had been found very useful in
discovering and remedying various irregularities.
After some further discussion, the vote
(less £3,000 for inspectors of mines) was
agreed to.
On the vote of £ 15,100 for contingencies,
Mr. ORR pointed out that the following
items were grouped together, the estimated
expenditure for the whole of them being
£2,500 :-Expenses of new gold-fields,
clerical assistance in wardens' offiees,
allowances to keepers of powder magazines
on the gold-fields, travelling expenses, and
unforeseen and incidental expenses. It was
most improper that a number .of items of
a different character should 'be lumped
together in this fashion. For anything
honorable members knew, the great bulk
of the money might be expended under
the item of " unforeseen and incidental expenses." The committee were entitled to
know what was the estimated expenditure
under each of these several items.
Mr. G. P. SMITH regarded the estimate for "clerical assistance and to cover
cost of preparing and engrossing leases"£3,000-as an extravagant sum. If such
an amount of clerical assistance was necessary as this item represented, it would be
better to make additions to the permanent
staff of officers rather than employ a lot
of supernumeraries.
Mr. MACGREGOR said that, if the
committee desired that the officers employed
to give clerical assistance should be classified under the Civil Service Act, that
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course could be adopted; but, in his opinion,
the present system was preferable and
more economical. 'Vith reference to the
observations of the honorable member for
the Murray (Mr. Orr), he could only say
that the items referred to had been grouped
together because it was impossible to form
anything like an accurate estimate of the
particular sum which would be required
for each item.
Mr. MOORE considered it a very extraordinary proceeding to group these items
together.
Mr. JONES asked wha.t was the income
derived from the leases for the preparation
of which the clerical assistance was required?
Mr. VERDON replied that it was about
£20,600 per annum.
Mr. JONES deemed the cost of the
clerical assistance enormous compared with
the revenue derived from the leases. He
believed the largeness of th"e cost was
pal'tly to be accounted for by the fact that
"bunkum" leases-leases which were not
taken up by the parties for whom they were
prepared-wel'e continually applied for.
Mr. LEVEY suggested that a saving
of expense might be effected by having
the leases prepared by an attorney.
Mr. VERDON stated that the lessees
paid the cost of the preparation of the
leases, so that whatever was expended
under this head came into the revenue
again. As to the question of the employment of temporary officers, he admitted
that the policy of the Civil Service Act
was to classify all officers; but the number
of officers required by the Mining department was constantlyfiuctuating, and, therefore, to classify them all under the Act
would involve a greater cost to the State
than the present arrangement. This was
the reason why a number of the employes
were not permanent officers of the department.
Mr. EVANS urged that the vote should
be withdrawn, in order that an amended
schedule should be prepared, specifying
the estimated expenditure for each of the
items grouped together. To pass the
£2,500 as it appeared on the Estimates
would virtually be to place patronage to
that extent in the hands of the Minister
of Mines.
Mr. FRAZER complained that, for
years past, a large sum of money had been
voted for the Mining department over the
expenditure of which the Legislative Assembly had no control whatever. Only a
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few of the officers of the department were
under the Civil Service Act, the majority
being liable to be dispensed with at any
time. Professional men, in fact, had been
dismissed or engaged, or had had their
salaries increased or reduced, 3't the will of
the head of the department, or rather at
the will of the Secretary for Mines, who
virtually ruled the department. The
length of an officer's employment depended upon his obsequiousness to the
permanent head of the department. Professional men, receiving salaries of £300,
£400, or £500 per year-officers who
ought to have been under the Civil Service
Act-had been dismissed, on the ground
that it was desirable simply to make temporary appointments, and men had afterwards been employed temporarily at a
higher salary than those whom they superseded. The vote ought to be postponed
until a schedule was submitted, showing
the duties of the various officers of the
department, and the salaries which they
received.
Mr. JONES concurred with the remarks of the honorable member for Creswick. He believed that the Secretary for
Mines was a very capable officer-that he
managed the Minister of Mines as well as
the department. The department was carried on under a system of terrorism. The
officers dare not approach the permanent
head without "bated breath." The interests of the public service demanded that
there should be an inquiry into the working of the department. He believed that
the work of the preparation of leases would
be found to be managed in a very inefficient
manner. Instead of all the expenses incurred being covered by the applicants for
leases, in manv cases the revenue was not
•
recouped.
Mr. MACGREGOR intimated that he
had no objection to supply the committee
with any information he could as to the
duties and salaries of the temporary officers
of the department; but he challenged the
honorable member for Ballarat East to institute an inquiry and prove the charges
which he had made against the working of
the department.
Mr. JONES said the honorable gentleman was not responsible for what existed
in the department before he assumed office;
but a perusal of the evidence taken by the
arbitrators in Mr. Usher's case was sufficient to prove the charge be (Mr. Jones)
made, without a committee of inquiry. It
was neither more nor less than the crassest
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and grossest bungling in the department
which gave Mr. Usher any claim. The
reason why his claim was not made earlier
was because, if it had been, many similar
claims would have required to be adjusted.
Mr. VERDON stated that he would
postpone the vote until the Minister of
Mines brought down the schedule which
he had promised.
Mr. EVANS asked that the schedule
should show when the officers were appointed, and by.whom.
Mr. MACGREGOR said it should.
Mr. HALFEY expressed his conviction
that the Mining department was "more
sinned ag'ainst than sinning." He had
uniformly received every civility and attention, not only from the permanent head,
but from everyone connected with the department.
After some remarks from Mr. GILLIES,
tbe vote was postponed.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
On the vote of £4,633 6s. Sd. for salaries in connexion with the Geological
survey,
Mr. McLELLAN asked what the geological surveyors were employed about at
present? It had been a frequent matter
of complaint on the gold-fields that this
department was a very expensive and
useless one.
According to competent
authorities, tbe actual work of tbe department, so far, had resulted in no real benefit
to the country. At present the department was producing a survey map, highly
colored; but he was told that that map
could be produced at a much less cost tban
the department entailed upon the country.
He thought tbe committee should have
some assurance that the money expended
in maintaining this department was not
expended uselessly.
Mr. HALFEY proposed that the vote
should be reduced by one-half. The Geological department, he observed, had been
in existence twelve or thirteen years, at an
annual expense of £10,000 a year, and the
result of its labours had been the production of a large map, a copy of which was
to be seen in an adjoining apartment. Up
to the present time the department had not
shown to the miners where they could
engage in profitable occupation. On the
contrary, the practice had been, when a
gold-field was deserted by miners, for the
geological surveyors to take possession of it.
Mr. LEVEY thought the objections
which had been raised against the Geo-
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logical department might be raised against
every scientific department under Government. He was willing to admit that the
geological surveyors were not likely to
point out any new gold-field. He believed
there was no new gold-field to be pointe 4
out; and it would take a greater geologist
than Mr. Selwyn to point out what did not
exist. The function of the department
was not so much to discover new goldfields as accurately to define the mineral
wealth of the country; and, if the department had not pointed out any new goldfield, it had been the means of preventing,
to a large extent, a useless expenditure of
money.
It had shown what kind and
what amount of mineral wealth the colony
was likely to possess; and it had afforded
a large amount of information as to the
peculiarities of the soil. He believed that,
at the rate at which the work was now
progressing, the whole geological survey of
the country would soon be completed.
Mr. SNODGRASS considered that the
colony would not benefit in the slightest
degree by the system carried out by the
Geological department for several years to
come. The system was a continuous survey from one particular centre; and thus
a part of the country, which really deserved the greatest considerati.on, was
wholly neglected. He referred to Gippsland. Of the metallic wealth of that
district they were receiving constant
proofs. The argument and the motion of
the honorable member for Sandhurst (Mr.
Balfey) virtually meant the extinction of
the department. He was not disposed to
go that length. He rose more particularly
to ask whether the Minister of Mines was
prepared to extend the geological survey
to Gippsland? There were no less than
five geological surveyors, and he thought
that one might be detached for that district.
Mr. MACGREGOR said it was the intention of the department to extend the
geological survey to Gippsland. With
regard to the mode in which the survey
was being carried on at present, the Director of Geological Surveys (Mr. Selwyn)
had been anything but sparing in his
labour and attention. Mr. Selwyn had
lately prepared a work, which would show
what had been done in connexion with the
geological survey of the country from the
commencement of operations; and this, it
was expected, would soon be in the hands
of honorable members. Mr. Selwyn was
now engaged in the Cape Patterson district,
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with the view, if possible, of discovering a
coal-field. When he (Mr. Macgregor)
assumed office, he determined to make
the Geological department as practical
as possible, with a view to the development of the resources of the country,
and th~t determination he hoped to be able
to carry into effect. He should like to
know whether the object of the honorable
member for Sandhurst was to abolish the
department, because the officers employed
ought to receive six months' notice?
Mr. HALFEY observed that his idea
was that the officers should be paid for the
first six months of the current year, and
that the present system should be abolished.
Mr. LOVE considered the expenditure
on the geological survey was a loss to the
State. The head of the department had
already stated that gold would not be found
in quartz below 200 feet, and that coal
would not be found in the Geelong district.
But the first assertion had proved to be
without foundation, and evidence that coal
cropped out in large seams in the Geelong
district had been given before the select
committee ·on the Colac railway. With
regard to the staff, one was brought up to
chemistry and photography, but here he
was a full-blown geologist. Another was
brought up in the colony, having had no
practice whatever outside Victoria, and yet
he was placed in charge of the party sent
to search for gold and coal in the Cape
Otway forest. He looked upon all this as
a complete farce. He considered it was
necessary, for the sake of science, that
there should be such a department in connexion with the Government; but the
present system was rotten, and ought to be
abolished.
Mr. EVANS said he could not concur
with those honorable members who advocated the total abolition of the department,
because there could be no doubt that a
geological survey of the country was
necessary. At the same time he was of
opinion that the expenditure on the staff
was too large. It appeared that the department had to show for the money which
had been expended upon it only a number
of elaborate maps; but he believed that
these elaborate maps could be produced
for £1,000 a year. When the Director of
Geological Surveys was sent out to the
colony, at the request of the Government
of the day, it was supposed that he would
be able to indicate to the miners where
they should search for gold. But had
this gentleman ever shown where gold
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could be obtained? No. Mr. Selwyn
had stated that the miners need not search
in such and such directions, and yet the
spots of which he thus spoke had proved
the richest gold-fields. Mr. Selwyn endorsed the opinion of Sir Roderick Murchison, that gold would not be found below
a certain depth at the gravel pits on Ballarat; and it was by a mere accident
that some miners from England, when
examining the deserted claims in that
locality, discovered the deep-leads. He
considered that a practical miner possessed
a great deal more practical know ledge
of geological science than the geological
surveyors. He thought it would be well
if the expenditure on salaries in this department were reduced one-half, and if the
money so saved were appropriated to prospecting for coal in different parts of the
country. He believed that coal might be
found in Gippsland, and in the neighbourhood of Geelong or Warrnambool, and that
the country would not begrudge any reasonable expense that might be incurred in
borings and sinking shafts. He should
support the amendment.
Mr. VERDON admitted that, if the
country were to spend £100,000 in the
discovery of an available coal-field, it would
not spend a single shilling too much; but
he could not understand the policy of seeking to abolish a department, when it was
considered that, through the instrumentality of that department, some valuable discovery might be made. He believed there
was good reason for much of the complaint
which existed. The geological surveyor,
as a rule, followed the miner, and merely
registered and described that which had
already been thoroughly discovered. The
House had frequently expressed its opinion
that the geological surveyor, in a new
country, ought to be made available in a
practical way; that he ought to assist the
public in determining where they might
profitably invest their money. If the
committee were to express an opinion that
the geological survey ought to be made
available, as far as practicable, in the discovery of new mineral fields, they would
not only assist the Government in carrying out a desirable reform in the department, but they might be doing something
towards discovering a. coal-field, the value
of which to the colony could not be overestimated. He considered that it would
be inexpedient to abolish the department,
seeing that it had been in existence a long
time, that it was well organized, that it
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knew the count.ry, and that it might be
greatly utilized if the committee would
express such an opinion as that which he
ventured to suggest.
Mr. JONES thought the honorable
member for Crowlands (Mr. Love) overshot the mark when he sought to direct
the ridicule of the committee against a
geological surveyor because he had been
a photographer. A person might be a
good geologist and a valuable officer without having been fairly born and bred as a
scientific man. Hugh Miller, the greatest
geologist of modern days, was a working
mason and quarryman. No doubt, whatever was known of the mineral wealth of the
country had been learned by the practical
exertions of the working miner. He
thought the amendment of' the honorable
member for Sandhurst would be of value
if it galvanized the Geological department
into greater activity than it had hitherto
exhibited.
In reply to Mr. WHITEMAN,
Mr. MACGREGOR stated that the
Corinella Coal Company had made considerable progress in the discovery of coal
in the neighbourhood of the Bass river.
Mr. G. P. SMITH observed that the
objection to the vote seemed to be directed
against the officers of the Geological department rather than against the department itself. If the officers were incapable,
they should be removed; but he did not
understand why the department should be
abolished, and the survey stopped, simply
because there were inefficient officers. To
meet the views of the honorable member for
Crowlands (Mr. Love), he would suggest
that the vote should be passed with the
condition that, unless coals were found
within twenty miles of Geelong, during
the next twelve months, the department
should be abolished. The only complaint
against Mr. Selwyn was that he predicted
that gold would not be found in a certain
part of Ballarat; but a similar prediction
was made by Sir Roderick Murchison;
and, as Mr. Selwyn sinned in such company, he might be pardoned. He (Mr.
G. P. Smith) believed that, if diligence
were used, coal would be found in the
colony. The people who were prospecting
for coal in the neighbourhood of Western
Port deserved every assistance from the
department.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that the Geological department itself, or rather the
Minister of .Mines, was to blame for this
discussion. The necessity for utilizing
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the department had been brought under
the notice of successive Governments, and
successive Governments had promised that
the department should be made more useful
to the public; but the promise had never
been carried out. He did not advocate a
reduction of the vote, because he believed
that, if the labours of the department were
more properly directed, the result would be
highly advantageous to the country.
Mr. HAL FEY explained that he did
not desire to do away with the department.
What he wanted was more efficiency and
less expenditure.
Mr. LEVEY called attention to the fact
that sufficient publicity was not given to
the work done by the department. All
that the public knew of the proceedings of
the department was obtained from a most
elaborate report, published by Mr. Selwyn
once a year, an abstract of which, perhaps,
appeared in the newspapers. He thought
that there ought to be a monthly report,
showing, as succinctly as possible, the work
done by the department; and that copies
of this report should be forwarded to the
various newspapers of the colony. If the
Minister of Mines would take care to publish what Mr. Selwyn did, a great deal of
good would be accomplished. The existence of coal at Corinella was discovered
by Mr. Daintree, of the Geological department; but, owing to the practice of not
publishing the proceedings of the department at less intervals than a year, the discovery was not know to the public for some
time.
Mr. LOVE denied that the coal at
Corinella was discovered by Mr. Daintree.
It was discovered by private enterprise,
after Mr. Selwyn had stated that no coal
was to be found there.
Mr. MeCA W remarked that coal was
discovered at Corinella, by Messrs. Massey
and Anderson, twenty-seven years ago.
He saw the coal the year afterwards.
Mr. SNODGRASS proposed that the
vote should pass, with an expression of
opinion, on the part of the committee, that
the Geological department should be chiefly
employed in surveying for coals and other
minerals.
The amendment was ruled out of order,
but
Mr. MACGREGOR intimated that the
Government intended to carry out, as far
as possible, the views which it embodied.
Mr. RICHARDSON reminded the supporters of the amendment that one-half of
the year- had passed, and that, if it was
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intended to abolish the department, giving
the officers six months' notice, the vote
must be carried as it stood. He considered
that Mr. Selwyn and Mr. Daintree were
two deserving officers, and he believed
that, if the Government were to request
them to direct their labours in the future
to something of a more practical character
than had hitherto occupied their attention,
the object of the committee would be accomplished.
The amendment to reduce the amount of
the vote by £2,31613s. 4d. (one-half) was
negatived without a division.
Mr. HALFEY proposed that the vote
be reduced by one-fourth.
The committee dividedAyes
10
Noes
25

M~~~!y against th~•• amen.~~ } 15
AYES.

Mr Connor,

" Evans,

Mr. F. L. Smyth,
" Watkins.

" Frazer,
" Gillies,
" Love,
" McCaw,

Tellers.
Mr. Halfey,
" Jones.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
Dr.
Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

Baillie,
Bindon,
Blackwood,
Burrowes,
Dyte,
Francis,
Heath,
Higinbotham,
Kyte,
Langton,
Levey,
Levi,
Macgregor,
McCulloch,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Plummer,
Richardson,
G. P. Smith,
J. T. Smith,
Snowball,
Sullivan,
Vale,
Verdon,
Whiteman.

Tellers.
Mr. Farrell,
" Macpherson.

The vote was then agreed to.
On the vote of £4,430 for contingencies
in conn ex ion with the geological survey,
Mr. LOVE suggested that the item
" prospecting for coal" should be increased
from £1,000 to £5,000. Looking at the
importance of the interests involved, the
present expenditure was very niggardly.
Mr. MACGREGOR stated that it was
the intention of the Government to ask for
an additional sum of £1,700 on the Supplementary Estimates.
Mr. WATK[NS commented on the fact
that £1,000 had been paid already to a
Mr. Davis for discovering a payable coalfield, and that the Geological department
was receiving nearly £] 0,000 per anllum
in order to discover coal. He could not
understand how it was that money had to
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be voted for coal prospecting, when a department was maintained to do the work.
If there was a coal-field, let it be made
available, instead of money being frittered
away yearly in jobs.
Mr. LEVI remarked that the fact of the
existence of a coal-field at Cape Patterson
was admitted by the Government when
they paid Mr. Davis £1,000 for discovering a payable field there. It was proved
also by the facts that 2,000 tons of coal
from Cape Patterson had been placed on
the market, and that about 1,000 tons were
now on the ground waiting for shipping
facilities. He reminded honorable members
that the Peninsular and Oriental Company
had stated that they would make Melbourne
their head-quarters if coal could be readily
procured at the port. In fact no amount
of money would be thrown away if a good
coal-field could be made available for use.
He was satisfied that the Cape Patterson
district abounded with the mineral, aud he
was glad to see that the Minister of Mines
proposed to dispatch a steamer, in order
that the district and the work done might
be again examined. He trusted also that
the item of £1,000 for "preparing and publishing plans, reports, and sections" would
be properly applied, as sufficient evidence
would then be adduced to satisfy the public
of the existence of the coal deposit at Cape
Patterson.
Mr. ORR said that this coal business
was one of the greatest shams the country
was inflicted with. If it was desired to
find a coal-field a sum should be offered for
the discovery of one, the same as was formerly done with the gold-fields' vote. At
present, the whole aim of the claimants
was to plunder the Government. If, instead of petty grants and of endowments
to private companies, the Government
offered a reward of £10,000, £20,000, or
£50,000, for the discovery of a real coalfield, there would be some prospect of the
State receiving value for its money. He
was told that Mr. Davis did not get a
penny of the £1,000 voted to him.
Dr. HEATH observed that the offer of
a reward in case of success would not induce people to risk their capital in boring
operations, which were very expensive.
What was wanted was that the prospectors
should be assisted as they went on. He
urged the increase of the vote to £5,000.
Mr. CONNOR expressed a desire to
know on what principle, and in what
places, the vote would be expended. A
private company was now boring in Cape
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Otway forest, and there was every prospect,
if a handsome reward were offered, of a
valuable coal-field being opened up within
ten miles of the proposed railway to Colac.
Mr. DYTE was convinced that the vote
would, in any case, be frittered away. Coal
would only be discovered by practical
miners and by. private speculation. He
believed that, if a reward of £20,000 was
offered to the company which first brought
200,000 tons of coal into Melbourne, it
would not be long before a coal-field was
discovered.
Mr. MACGREGOR said that the mere
offer of a reward would not be adequate
for the purpose. People would not risk
their capital on such terms, though they
were ready to go in if assiated. The vote
was distributed under regulations, and
nothing was now paid except for work
actually done.
Mr. ORR stated that he was informed
that the Government had declined to give
effect to the report of the select committee
appointed to consider the subject of the
Cape Patterson coal-field and its development. The report recommended that assistance, to the extent of one-third, should
be given to the Victoria Coal Company, in
the formation of a tramway. Some explanation of this matter was required. If
there was a coal-field at Cape Patterson,
that would be the most effectual way of.
developing it. Were the amounts expended
in these annual prospecting grants,added
up, it would be found that many thousand
pounds had been voted; and there was no
honorable member, apart from his desire to
get a share of the plunder for his own district, who would not admit that the result
was nil. Deputations were got up, sham
statements were made, and the Government was required to pay more money
than had been spent on the work. If it
should be ascertained that the Cape Patterson coal-field was worth anything, let
the Government assist a private company
by constructing a tramway and offering a
reward for the bringing of 200,000 tons of
coal into the market. The country might
get value for a large expenditure, but for
these small sums it obtained less than
nothing. ;He trusted that the Minister of
Mines would submit some tangible proposal
to the House.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he agreed with
many of the honorable member's remarks;
but the honorable member had not a good
authority for his statement that the Government had declined to carry out the
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recommendations of the select committee
by subsidizing a tramway to Cape Patterson. The Government had always been
prepared to carry out their part of the
bargain, and were prepared to do so still.
They had offered to do so on many occasions, provided that the parties concerned
would also do their part. He admitted
that these annual votes, which were really
lost, were an unwise system; but bis honorable colleague had stated that it was his
intention to consider with the Government
as to the best course to be adopted to
ascertain whether an available coal-field
existed in the colony 01' not. If a coalfield existed, let it be opened up at once,
because it would 'do more to develop the
resources of the colony than anything else.
Mr. LEVI challenged the statement
made by the Chief Secretary, that the
Government had always been willing to
carry out the agreement with the Victoria
Coal Company. He could produce documentary evidence to show that the Government had not replied to communications requesting a distinct intimation
whether or not they would carry out the
wishes of the select committee. It must
be remembered that, when the committee
reported, Mr. Selwyn had declared that, if
the seams opened at Cape Patterson were
at St. Kilda, they would be payable; thus'
proving that, even in his opinion, the want
of facilities for bringing the mineral to
market was the real obstacle in the
way of the development of the field.
He could remember the time when the
Chief Secretary could urge the propriety
of assistance being given to a company in
the Mornington district. The Victoria
Coal Company was standing idle through a
want of the means of transit; but, if the
Government would give a written guarantee to carry out the recommendations of
the select committee, there would not be
the slightest difficulty in obtaining capital
to proceed with the enterprise.
Mr. G. P. SMITH commented on the
unusual course taken by the honorable
member for East Melbourne (Mr. Levi),
in advocating, on the floor of the House,
the cla.ims of a company in which he was
deeply and directly interested. Besides,
how could the honorable member, as a
staunch free-trader, ask that this industry
should be subsidized, when he declined, on
principle, to encourage others?
Mr. JONES suggested that the vote
should be withdrawn with a view to its
increase. As the Chief Secretary had
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threatened the coal seams of the colony
that, if they were not discovered immediately, they should be neglected, it was
desirable that a fair chance of discovery
should be afforded them.
The vote was agreed to, as was also·n
vote of £2,900 for the maintenance and
repair of water reservoirs.
LICENSED PUBLICANS' LAWS
AMENDMENT.
The House went into committee to consider the message of His Excellency the
Governor on this subject.
Mr. G. P. SMITH moved'~ That, in the opinion of this committee, it is
desIrable that the laws relating to the licensing
of public-houses, and the sale of fermented and
spirituous liquors, be consolidated and amended;
that an appropriation be made from the consolidated revenue for the purpose of a Bill to carry
out the above object; that a Bill be brought in
accordingly."

Mr. FRAZER asked if the honorable
member intended to push the Bill this
session, and, if so, whether he would consent to circulate the measure among the
persons most interested in it before proceeding further with it?
Mr. LEVI urged the expediency of the
Bill being immediately circulated. He
questioned very much whether the Government, having appointed a royal commission, ought not to have brought forward the Bill themselves.
Mr. DYTE expressed a hope that
ample notice of the second reading would
be given.
Mr. RICHARDSON stated that, as soon
as the motion was carried, the Bill would
be circulated. It was unusual for a discussion to take place at that stage.
Mr. G. P. SMITH mentioned that it
would be irregular to circulate the Bill
before it was read a first time. The Bill
was ready, however, with the exception of
a few verbal amendments; and, if the first
reading took place the following day, he
hoped it would be circulated by the end of
the week.
The resolution was agreed to, and was
reported to the House.
PAYMENT OF MEMBERS BILL.
The resolution arrived at in committee,
on the subject of payment of members, the
previous day, was considered and adopted.
Mr. KYTE then brought in a Bill entitled "A Bill to provide for the compensation of members of Parliament," which
was read a first time.
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MRS. RAMSAY.
The House went into committee.
Mr. JONES moved"That an address be presented to His Excellency the Governor, requesting him to place a
sum of £750 on an Additional Estimate for 1867
for the widow and family of the late member for
Maldon."

Mr. LANGTON entirely disapproved
of the motion. He did not think it was
the duty of the Legislature to make provision of this kind, unless there were
special circumstances in the case. It was
an invidious thing to refer to the character
of any honorable member; but he must
say that he did not consider there was
anything in the career of the late member
for Maldon to justify the committee in
passing this motion. If the resolution
were adopted, claims of a similar character
would continually be made.
.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said it was not
desirable that the character, political or
personal, of a member of the House should
be brought under consideration in connexion with a subject of this kind. It
was, perhaps, sufficient that they should
be satisfied-as, for his part, he wasthat the character of the honorable member on behalf of whose family this vote
was proposed was a consistent character,
and that his conduct, during the whole
time he was in public life, was useful to
his country and creditable to himself. He
understood that the ground upon which
the motion was proposed was that a member of the House-without entering particularly into his career-had· left his
family in circumstances which compelled
them to make an appeal to the liberality of
the House. He believed that the family
of Mr. Ramsay had been left in destitute
circumstances. Mrs. Ramsay was almost
helpless from infirmity of body, and was
left entirely without provision. He thought
that, if any member of the House, who
had served the public for a number of
years as a member, left his family in the
circumstances in which Mr. Ramsay had
left his, they would have a fair claim upon
the generosity aHd consideration of the
Legislature. He should, therefore, have
great pleasure in giving his warm support
to the motion.
Mr. GILLIES thought it was much to
be regretted that a claim of this kind should
be brought under the attention of Parliament. It was patent to every honorable
member that the late Mr. Ramsay· was a
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warm partizan of the present Government,
during the whole time they had been in
office. If he had been as persistent a supporter of the Opposition as he was of the
Government, such a claim would never
have been put forth. Mr. Ramsay's widow
had no claim whatever to entitle her to
receive a gratuity from the country. He
looked upon the proposition simply as a
. reward for political services. (" No.") It
could not be regarded in any other light.
If it were a question of private charit,y, it
was not one which the House could entertain; ami, if it were a question of public
charity, what were the services which the
late Mr. Ramsay renuered to entitle his
family to receive a grant from the ~tate?
He was sorry to be compelled. by the course
which the Government had adopted, to make
remarks which might be regarded as dispat'aging the services of the late Mr. Ramsay; but he was bound, in the discharge of
a public duty, to ask what the services
were which justified the present motion?
He believed that, for some years past, the
late member for Maldon did not occupy a
position to entitle him to expect either
sympathy or consideration from the House.
For some time the honorable member did
not discharge his duties in a way that the
House would like to see its members perform their duties. He believed that Mr.
Ramsay was in the habit of making arrangements. with public bodies in his own
district to receive a certain consideration
from them for the money he might be able
to obtain for them from the State. ("No.")
It was positively asserted that he had received money from the Maldon Hospital.
(An Honorable Member-"It was contradicted.") He believed it was not disproved.
As a question of principle, however, he
submitted that there were no grounds to
justify the proposed vote. The case of the
late Mr. Heales was a different one, as that
gentleman had been the head of a Government, and had rendered considerable public
services to the colony for a number of years.
At the same time he did not think that
even the late Mr. Heales had such claims
upon the consideration of the House as t.o
justify honorable members in voting such
a large sum of money to his family as was
voted. He could not understand how honOI'able members, who refused to entertain
the fair and equitable claim of Dr. Evans,
could vote for the present motion. If the
motion were adopted a very bad principle
would be established-the principle that,
if a member of the House died, leaving
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his wife and family in unfortunate circumstances, that would be a sufficient reason,
without any other claim whatever, why
the House should make them a grant of
public money.
Mr. VALE could not understand how
his honorable colleague in the reJ!>resentation of Ballarat West (Mr. Gillies) could
oppose the motion, because the honorable
member believed that, as a matter of public
policy, members of the House were entitled to receive £300 a year as a remuneration for their services. If Mr. Ramsay
had received that amount during the six
years he had been a member of the House
he would have received £1,800. It was
not for any honorable member to disparage
the services of the late member for Maldon.
The deceased· gentleman's constituents
were the best judges of the value of his
services, and their estimation of them was
sufficiently testified by the fact that he
was repeatedly returned as their member,
despi te the disparagement of opposition
journals. The motion in favour of a grant
of money to Dr. Evans was not entitled to
the same consideration as the present
motion. During two years of the period
that gentleman was a member of the
House he received the rewards of office,
with a full knowledge of the fact that his
official position did not justify him in expecting any pension from the State, or any
consideration beyond the actual emoluments of his office for the time he occupied
it. Moreover, the Government offered Dr.
Evans a situation, for which his talents well
fitted him, and which would have given him
an income amply sufficient for his wants.
That Dr. Evans could have accepted the
office was proved by the fact that, in another
colony, he had recently been seeking to reenter public life. He did not think that
the adoption of the motion for granting a
sum of mOIley for the widow and family
of the late Mr. Ramsay was likely to establish a precedent which would involve the
Treasury in repeated charges of this character; but he considered that, when a
member who had served his country for a
number of years, as Mr. Ramsay had, died,
and unfortunately left his family destitute,
t.he House was justified in acting in a considerate and even generous spirit towards
them.
Mr. McKEAN observed that the charge
which the honorable member for Ballarat
West (Mr. Gillies) had made against the
late member for Maldon was asserted in an
opposition newspaper, but there was not a
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scintilla of truth in it. The best answer
to the calumnies which had been uttered
against the late Mr. Ramsay was the fact
that, in an address of condolence which
the Maldon Shire Council presented to his
widow, the character of the deceased gentleman was spoken of, by those who knew
him best, in the highest terms. He supported the motion, because he believed ~hat
the late member for Maldon sacrificed his
personal interests in attending to the interests of the country.
Mr. JONES remarked that the opposition offered to the motion by the honoi-able
member for Ballarat West (Mr. Gillies), on
the ground that its adoption would result
in many other claims of a like character
being preferred, reminded him of Aminadab Sleek, who refused to assist the widow
of a bricklayer who had been killed by
falling from a scaffold, because, by so
doing, he would be offering a premium to
other bricklayers to throw themselves
from scaffolds in order that their widows
might be supported by charitable contributions ..
Mr. G. P. SMITH declined to support
the motion, because he believed that the
Legislature was not warranted by the Consti tution Act in voting public money as
gratuities to private individuals; but he
deprecated the tone in which the proposition
had been discussed by the honorable member for Ballarat West and the honorable
member for East Melbourne.
Dr. HEA TH said he would not oppose
the motion, as a precedent had been established for it; but he would have preferred
to see honorable members raise a sum for
th~ benefit of the widow and family of the
late Mr. Ramsay by a contribution out of
their own pockets.
Mr. O'GRADY supported the motion,
on the ground that the widow and family
of a man who had devoted himself to the
public service of the country were. entitled to some consideration at the hands
of the State.
Mr. WHITEMAN also intimated that
he would support the motion, on the broad
ground of sympathy and charity. He
thought any honorable members who were
in favour of the principle of payment of
members acted inconsistently if they opposed the motion.
Mr. WATKINS censured the honorable
member for Ballarat West for making remarks in disparagement of the character
of the late Mr. Ramsay. He did not
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think that the mode proposed by the motion was the best way of assisting Mrs.
Ramsay. It would be better to grant her
a sum sufficient to provide for her immediate requirements, and to allow her a
small annuity. He believed that the
money which the House voted for the
benefit of the widow of the late Mr. Heales
was likely to be the subject of a suit which
had been commenced in the Equity Court
by her children, to obtain a division of tbe
money.
Mr. FRAZER asked where there was
an hOllorable member who had not been
exposed, or was not liable to be exposed,
whether deservedly or undeservedly, to
reflections and insinuations similar to
those which it had been sought to apply
to the late Mr. Ramsay? Had that gentleman looked after his own interest a little
more, and cared less for the public welfare,
there would have been no necessity for
his family to have come before Parliament
for assistance. For years-from the time
that he was an associate of Wilson Gray,
Barton, and other land reformers - Mr.
Ramsay had taken a consistent part in
politics, and this whether he sat behind
Minsters or whether he was in Opposition.
He had always done his utmost for the
liberal cause; and it was matter for surprise that the chief opposition to the present motion should come from a gentleman
who was associated with Mr. Ramsay in
the original Land Convention.
Mr. McLELLAN said he should support the motion. At the same time he
could not understand why the Government, prepared as they were to give £750
to the family of the late Mr. Ramsayand after giving a large amount to the
family of the late Mr. Heales-should not
extend the same consideration to the
orphan children of the late Mr. Don. In
his opinion Mr. Don rendered far more
service to the country than either Mr.
Heales or Mr. Ramsay.
Mr. BURTT supported the motion,
though he would prefer the vote to be for
£1,000, to be invested in Government debentures for Mrs. Ramsay's benefit. He
should also be disposed to support a motion
for the benefit of the late Mr. Don's
children, if it were before the House; but
he did not think such a motion was needed,
inasmuch as one of the orphans was taken
care of by relations at Sydney, and the
other was a grown-up daughter in Scotland.
The motion was agreed to, and reported.
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BRIDGE OVER THE MOYNE.
The resolution on this subject passed in
committee, at the previous sitting, was
considered and adopted.
The House adjourned at five minutes to
one o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, June 20, 1867.
New Member-Supply-Consolidation Acts Amendment Bill
-Municipalities Act Amendment Bill-Novel Industries
Leases-Publlc-houses Laws Consolidation ILIld Amendment Bill 7 Mrs. Ramsay.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
NEW MEMBER.
The SPEAKER intimated that he had
received a return to the writ issued for
the election of a member for Maldon,
showing that Mr. William Williams had
been duly elected.
Mr: Williams was introduced, and took
the oaths and his seat.
PETITIONS.
Petitions were presented by Mr. HopKINS, from a public meeting of the vinegrowers, traders, and others, of Geelong, praying for a reduction of the
licence-fee for retailing colonial wines, for
an extension of privileges to wine companies purchasing wines, and for vineyards not to be assessed by local bodies
at a higher sum than the best agriculturallands; and from certain vinegrowers
of Geelong, with a similar prayer, regarding the assessment of vineyards.
SUPPLY.
The resolutions arrived at in Committee
of Supply, the previous evening, were
considered and adopted.
CONSOLIDATION ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.
The report of the committee on this
Bill was taken into consideration.
Mr. LANGTON.-The attention of the
Attorney-General was called, on a previous
occasion, to the circumstance that this Bill
contains differentmatt,ers, and the honorable
and learned member for St. Kilda pointed
out that the Governor's instructions would
prevent his assenting to any such measure.
The Attorney-General stated that there
had been some alteration made in the instructions issued to the present Governor;
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but we have since been furnished with
those instructions, and I find that they are
exactly the same as before.. Under these
circumstances, does the honorable gentleman deem it expedient to go on with the
Bill ? The 9th clause of the Governor's
instructions says"You are as much as possible to observe, in
the passing of all laws, that each different matter
be provided for by a different law, without intermixing in the one and the same Act such
things as have no proper relation to each other;
and that no clause or clauses be inserted in or
annexed to any Act which shall be foreign to
what the title of such Act imports; and that no
perpetual clause be part of any temporary law."
Now it cannot be said that the matters contained in this Bill have a "proper relation"
to each other. What relation is there
between the Real Property Statute, the
Justices of the Peace Statute, the Passengers, Harbours, and Navigation Statute,
the Fisheries and Game Statute, and the
Instrument and Securities Statute P It is
for the House to consider whether it will
place His Excellency in this position, that
he must either refuse his assent to a Bill
which is of public importance, or must
expose himself to the risk of an unpleasant
dispute with the Imperial authorities. Out
of regard to His Excellency, honorable
members should refrain from passing a Bill
of this nature. The different matters included in the Bill should be dealt with in
separate measures. No such Bill as this
has been" passed in the Imperial Parliament
during the last century.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-In reply to the
honorable and learned member for St. Kilda,
I stated, from memory, that there were some
slight verbal differences in the instructions
issued to the present Governor. I believe
there are some very slight verbal alterations. I also stated that this Bill did not
come under the terms of the.instructions
alluded to, and I think so stilJ. 'I'he House
will deal with this Bill according to its
judgment, and His Excellency will deal
with any measure, when it comes before
him, according as he may be advised.
The report of the committee was adopted
with complemental amendments.
On the question that the Bill be read a
t.hird time,
Mr. LEVEY said-I move that the Bill
be read a third time this day six months.
I do so because I think we have here an
unnecessary attempt to force through the
Legislature a Bill to which the Governor
cannot assent without violating his instructions. If errors have crept into the Con-
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solidated Statutes nothing would "be easier, which they should discharge theirs. It
if the Attorney-General desired to con- is the duty of honorable members of the
duct legislation in a proper and business- Legislative As"sembly to consider the mealike manner, than to amend each Statute by sures submitted to them; but I must take
a separate measure. Judging from the leave to say that there are some honorable
previous action of the Government with members who have paid very little attenregard to the Customs Duties Bill, it ap- tion to that duty during the present session.
pears to be their object-or, at any rate, that If this Bill be laid aside, as suggested; if
of the Attorney-General-thatour rela- the Insolvency Bill be not proceeded with,
tions with the Governor and with the other as suggested-for, in fact, it has been sugbranch of the Legislature should be in gested that every Bill should be laid aside
a chronic state of squabble. Unpleasant- -what will be the judgment of the public
ness with the Governor, disputes with the on the proceedings of the session? What
Legislative Council, and interferences by will the writers in penny newspapers say
the Imperial authorities, these are the of us? It is very advisable that, while
means by which the Attorney-General this House is in session, it should devote
hopes to remain in office until 1868. its attention to the legislation before it, as
Nothing would give the honorable gentle- the majority of honorable members desire
man so much pleasure. as a crisis; he likes to do, leaving it to His Excellency to pernothing better than to stand, like Ajax, form his duty after honorable member's
defying the lightning. If the other have discharged theirs.
Chamber should pass this Bill, the GoMr. GILLIES.-I certainly do not
vernor cannot assent to it without flying think it dignified-though the Attorneyin the face of the Imperial authorities. General may-that reference should be
And for what? Merely to gratify the made, during a discussion of this nature,
idiosyncracy of the Attorney-General.
to the private affairs of honorable 'memMr. SNODGRASS.-It appears to me bel'S. I would have been much more satisthat, though the Bill contains different fied, also, had the Attorney-General met
matters, yet, being amendments of Con- the objections to the Bill, instead of readsolidated Statutes, they all come wit4in the ing a homily to honorable members. Hontitle of the measure. Besides, the At- orable members have several kinds of
torney-General is responsible for the advice duties to perform. They have not only
he gives to His Excellency. Honorable to see that the principles of a Bill are such
members should be very chary indeed in as they can uphold, but that the measure
objecting to a measure so useful as this one is not submitted in such a way as will
is.
probably result in a waste of their time.
Mr. LANGTON.-I would point out Admitting that every clause in this Bill is
that, if the use of the word "amend" has desirable, I do not see any difficulty in the
the effect the honorable member for South way of separating them, so that each meaGippsland attributes to it, it would be sure should only contain matters cognate
possible to put amendments of all laws, no to itself. If there was any difficulty
matter to what they relate, in one Bill. In in dividing the Bill, I could understand
this instance, what connexion is there be- the Attorney-General's position; but, as
tween the Fisheries and Game Statute there is not, it is hardly fair to place His
and the Transfer of Land Statute? There Excellency in such a situation that he
is none whatever. It looks as if there was . must either refuse his assent to the Bill,
a desire to embroil His Excellency with, or must st~etch his authority so far as to
the Imperial authorities. The honorable expose him to observations from the. Comember says that the Attorney-General is lonial Office. Does the honorable gentleresponsible for the advice he gives His man deny that this Bill comes within the
Excellency. But where was the responsi- scope of the instruction referred to ?
bility on a (ormer occasion, when the AtMr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Yes.
torney-General offered advice to the then
Mr. GILLIES.-At all events that is
Governor, which resulted in his ruin? a doubtful point. I heard the honorable
There is no such responsibility.
and learned member for St. Kilda argue
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Some honor- that it did. However, if a difficulty should
able members, I am afraid, give themselves arise, the whole responsibility will now rest
more concern regarding the manner in on the shoulders of the At~orney-Genera1.
which His Excellency should discharge
The amendment was negatived, and the
his duty than regarding the manner in Bill was read a third time and passed.
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MUNICIPALITIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee on this

Bill.
On clause 7, continuing existing boroughs,
Mr. TUCKER pointed out that the Bill
contained no provision for altering the
boundaries of existing boroughs, though,
in many cases, it was very desirable that
the boundaries should be rectified.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM promised, on a
future day, to submit words enabling the
Governor in Council, with the consent of
borough councils, to adjust boundaries.
Mr. FARRELL suggested that, in any
amendment of the kind, consideration
should be had for the rights of road districts and shires which might be affected
by the adjustment of borough boundaries.
The clause was postponed.
On clause 9, relating to the creation of
new boroughs,
Mr. O'GRADY asked what the Bill
offered to districts in the shape of inducement to become boroughs?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he was not
aware that the measure held out much
inducement. Certainly there was uo inducement in the way of endowment. He
was not prepared to admit that 'such an
inducement was necessary, seeing that all
the populous parts of the country were
already divided into boroughs, districts, or
shires.
Mr. O'GRADY observed that, in the absence of endowment, instead of the system
of borough formation being encouraged,
he feared the small boroughs already existing would abandon their position, and would
attach themselves to, or become, districts
or shires. Assistance from the public
revenue, which it would be useless for
boroughs to apply for, would then be
sought after.
On clause 12, empowering the Governor
in Council to proclaim Thomson ward,
Geelong, a borough nnder the Act,
Mr. O'GRADY asked why this provision should be made in the Bill, seeing
that both Melbourne and Geelong enjoyed
the advantage of separate legislation?
Mr. RICHARDSON observed that the
portion of Geelong referred to in the clause
could not constitute itself into a separate
municipality under the special Act relating
to Geelong. The powers given by the
Bill were already in existence.
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On clause 17, which provides that, whenever a road or stream shall be described as
forming the boundary of any part of a
borough, a 1ine along the centre of such
road or stream shall constitute the boundary for all purposes.
Captain MAC MAHON proposed the
insertion of the following words-" N o·t
lying within the corporate 1imits of the city
of Melbourne or town of Geelong."
Mr. SNOWBALL called attention to
the fact that the Yarra formed a boundary
to several of the metropolitan boroughs,
and that, in each case, according to the
descriptions contained in the first schedule
to the Bill, the bank of the river was constituted the boundary. The question was
an important one in the case of bridges
which were under the joint control of two
or more boroughs.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said the clause
would not apply to boroughs whose boundaries were specified in the schedule.
Mr. LANG TON observed that it might
be deemed advisable hereafter to vest a
stream in a trust; but the clause would
prevent that being done.
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 18, which empowers the
Governor in Council, on petition from
one-third of' the burgesses, to divide a
borough into three separate wards.
Mr. MOORE asked if there was any
particular virtue in the number three?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM replied that that
was the number in the e:x;isting Act, and
no suggestion had been made that it should
be altered.
Mr. O'GRADY explained that it was
the most convenient way of dividing a
borough, inasmuch as the number of councillors was nine.
Mr. WHITEMAN suggested that wards
should not be created unless one-half of
the ratepayers in a borough petitioned for
the proceeding.
Mr. SNOWBALL observed that, under
the existing Act, the number was onefourth, and that, in many cases, was considered too large. It frequently happened
that the larger proportion of ratepayers in
a borough were congregated in one part,
and they, having the election of councillors in their own hands, could secure the
greater portion of the public expenditure
for their own locality, while other parts
of the borough, which perhaps 'contributed
the lal'ger proportion of the rates, were
comparatively neglected. In the borough
of Prahran there were 2,523 ratepayers.
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Of these 451 contributed to the local rates
£2,612 lOs., while the remaining 2,072
paid only £2,091;. but these 451 ratepayers had no more than 533 votes as
against 2,072. Now ratepayers who contributed so largely to the local reveQ.ue
naturally desired the division of a borough
into wardR, in order that they might secure
a bet.ter representation in the borough
council; but they would be unable to ob
tain this division if it were necessary that
the petition for wards should be signed by
one-third of the total number of ratepayers.
He begged to propose that one-fourth be
substituted for one-third.
Mr. WHITEMAN conceived that the
argument of the honorable member for
St. KHda (Mr.. Snowball) cut both ways.
Were the amendmOent acceded to, a small
number of dissatisfied ratepayers would
be able to petition for the division of a
borough into wards when absolutely there
might be no necessity for such a proceeding.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM remarked that
the select committee were of opinion that
it would be well to discourage the too
rapid creation of wards; and for that
reason they substituted one-third for onefourth. Boroughs were small places, and
ought to·be united as far as possible. At
all events, little competing interests in
connexion with them should not be encouraged. He believed that, so far as the
city of Melbourne was concerned, the ward
system had not been found to operate
favorably.
Captain MAC MAHON said he could
not agree with the Attorney-General. He
believed that but for the ward system a
great portion of the city would be unrepresented. Under that system, a fair
measure of justice, in the way of public
expenditure, was extended to all parts of
the city.
Mr. GILLIES observed that the case
put by the honorable member for St.
Kilda was a very strong one; and if, by
altering one-third into one-fourth, injustice
could be avoided, he saw no object,ion to
the alteration. The Governor in Council
had power to refuse an application for
diviaing a borough into wards if it could
be shown that the petitioners had no real
grievance.
Mr. O'GRADY submitted that, in the
case of a borough with 1,000 ratepayers,
if one-fourth of the number (250) had a
grievance in reference to the matter of
municipal representation, they had a right
a
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to be heard. It did not follow that a
petition should be granted. _According to
the clause, the division of a borough into
wards would be authorized by the Governor
only "if it shall seem fit so to do."
Mr. HARBISON submitted that there
was no grievance in this case, or the House
would have heard of it by mea.ns of petitions. The honorable gentleman who proposed the amendment had not shown that
the majority in boroughs were in the habit
of treating the minority unjustly.
. Mr. DYTE supported the amendment.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said, as the
original number was one-:fourth, and as
the committee appeared to prefer that
number to one-third, he would not oppose
the amendment.
The amendment was accordingly agreed
to.
The clause was further amended by the
insertion of words authorizing the Governor, "subject to the like conditions, to alter,
vary, and rescind such orders."
On clause 24, which empowers the Governor in Council to annex to a borough
"any portion of Victoria adjoining to such
borough, and forming therewith one continuous area,"
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM proposed the insertion, after" Governor in Council," of the
words "if he shall be thereunto requested
by the council of the borough."
Mr. DYTE submitted that the residents
in the outlying district should be allowed
an opportunity of expressing their opinion
on the matter. To give the power of
making application only to the borough
council would be one-sided legislation.
The people of the outlying district might
desire annexation, and yet, unless the
borough council moved in the matter, their
desires would not be accomplished.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that he
proposed the amendment with a view to
meet the case put by the honorable member
for Kyneton relative to the adjustment of
borough boundaries. It was not necessary
to provide complicated machinery for the
chance inhabitants of an outlying district,
particularly as, in every case of contemplated annexation, due notice would have
to be given.
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 30, giving the Minister administering the Act power to appoint one
or more persons to examine the signatures
attached to any petition presented in favour
of a fresh division of a borough, to sum.
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mon persons to give evidence before them,
and to commit any person who refused to
attend or give evidence,
Mr. DYTE submitted that the power
conferred by the clause was a most extraordinary one to place in the hands of anybody upon whom the Minister for the time
being might choose to confer it.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM remarked that
some such power was necessary, in order
to make an examination as to I the validity
of the signatures attached to a petition
effectual.
Mr. SNODGRASS suggested the addition of words to provide that the persons
appointed to make the examination should
be justices of the peace.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM assented, and
the clause was amended accordingly.
On clause 34, giving the Governor in
Council power, on the request of the
Council of any single or united borough,
to reduce or increase the number of councillors, provided that the number should
not in any case exceed the number to
compose a council as fixed by the next
clause, namely, nine for the council of a
single borough, twelve for the council of
two united boroughs, eighteen for the
council of three united boroughs, and
twenty-four for the council of four united
boroughs,
Mr. LANGTON expressed an opinion
that, if the clause were struck out, it would
remove what might, in some cases, be a
cause of agitation and excitement.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said the subject
was discussed by the select committee, and
it was considered desirable that there
should be power to alter the number of
councillors, as the number fixed by the
subsequent clause might, in some instances,
be found inconvenient. For instance, in a
single borough it might sometimes be
found difficult, if not impossible, to find
nine suitable men who were willing to act
as councillors. As the number could only
be reduced on the application of the council
itself, he did not think the clause was objectionable.
Mr. DYTE considered the object of the
clause a good one, but was of. opinion that
an alteration in the number of members of
a council should not be made on the application of the council, but on the application of a certain proportion of the ratepayers.
Mr. SNODGRASS regarded the clause
as an interference with the principle of
local self-government.
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Mr. RICHARDSON observed that the
clause was fu lly discussed by the select
committee, and it was considered that nine
was an inconveniently large number for
the members of a council in every single
borough. In small boroughs it would be
impossible to get nine suitable men.
Mr. LANGTON said that, where
boroughs were so small that nine suitable
men could not be found to act as councillors, the remedy would be for the borough
to unite itself with other boroughs.
After some further discussion, the clause
was agreed to.
On clause 39, providing that a person
must be entitled to be enrolled in respect
of rateable property of the annual value of
not less than £20 in order to qualify him
to be elected a councillor of any borough,
Mr. LANGTON moved the insertion of
words to the effect that a person must
actually have his llame on the roll in order
to be qualified.
Mr. McKEAN said that a man's name
might be accidentally or wilfully omitted
from the roll.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that,
as a person must be entitled to have his
name on the roll in order to qualify him
to be elected a councillor, he did not think
there would be any risk in adopting the
amendment, except, possibly, the one suggested by the honorable member for Maryborough; but it was not to be presumed
that the law would be tampered with.
Mr. WHITEMAN conceived it to be
the duty of every man who aspired to be
a borough councillor to see that his name
was on the ratepayers' roll. If a name
were omitted by accident, it could be reinserted.
Mr. SNODGRASS considered theclauso
to be a restriction on the choice of the
ratepayers. No property qualification was
required for members of the Legislative
Assembly, and he did not see why one
should be required for members of borough
councils.
Mr. DYTE supported the amendment.
Mr. FRAZER expressed an opinion
that there was nothing in the clause to
prevent females from voting for councillors, or even from being elected members
of borough councils.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said the honorable member for Creswick had started
rather a delicate subject. The matter was
considered by the select committee, and the
opinion of the majqrity of the members
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of the committee was that the question
Mr. FRAZER was informed that a lady
whether females should be allowed to vote was a member of one council.
at the election of members of Parliament,
Mr. O'GRADY made some remarks in
or of mem bel's of borough councils, was one favour of the abolition of a property qualiwhich ought to be decided by a distinctive fication for borough councillors. He did
legislative proposal, when the whole subject not think the choice of the ratepayers
should be considered, and not by the use should be restricted.
of words in a clause in this Bill, which might
Mr. WHITE MAN said that unless a
admit them to that privilege, but which person paid rates he was not entitled to be
were not intended to have that effect. on the burgess-roll, and surely the same
For that reason the word "male" was qualification ought to be required for a
introduced in the 51st clause. By the councillor.
insertion of that word females would not
The committee divided on Mr. Langton's
be entitled to be on the burgess roll, or to amendment, to add to the clause words
vote at an election of councillors. Person- requiring a person's name to be actually on
ally he was in favour of females having a the roll to qualify him to act as a counvote, but he would prefer that they were cillorgiven the power of voting for members of
Ayes
13
the Legislature before the experiment was
~oes
23
tried of giving them the right to vote in
the election of local bodies. It might be
M~~~!y against th~.• amen~~ } 10
found to be a distinct question whether
they should have a vote in the election of
AYES.
local bodies or for general political purposes.
Mr. G. P. Smith,
Mr. Bayles,
" Blackwood,
" Watkins,
He thought it was quite possible that the
" Wheeler.
" Dyte,
power of voting for the election of members
" Langton!
of Parliament might be much more advanTellers.
" Levey,
tageously given to females than the power
Mr. Wilson,
" McCaw,
Capt. MacMahon,
" Snowball.
of voting on questions involving local disMr. Macpherson,
putes and differences.
NOES.
Captain MAC MAHON observed that,
Mr. Plummer,
Mr. Baillie,
at one time, females had the right of
" 'Bindon,
" Reeves,
voting, and the Attorney-General took it
,. Richardson,
" Cope,
away from them. (" No.") He (Captain
"
Snodgrass,
" Evans,
Mac Mahon) had seen females vote, as
" Vale,
" Farrell,
" Verdon,
" Francis,
ratepayers, for members of the Legislative
Dr. Heath,
" Whiteman,
Assembly; but the honorable and learned
Mr. Higinbotham,
" Williams.
'gentleman, by an amendment which he
" Hopkins,
made in the Electoral Act, took away their
Tellers.
" Macgregor,'
Mr. McKean,
" McCulloch,
right.
" McLellan,
" Orr.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said the right
" O'Grady,
was exercised by making use of doubtful
Mr. DYTE moved the omission of the
words, which were not intended to confer
words requiring that the councillors should
such a power.
Captain MAC MAHON stated that, at be entitled to be enrolled in respect to
all events, tlie right was exercised for property of the rateable value of £20.
years, until the honorable and learned gen- As a property qualification was not required for the Legislative Assembly, he
tleman took it away.
Mr. LEVEY was of opinion that females did not see why it should be for a borough
who paid taxes were entitled to vote in council.
Mr. HIGWBOTHAM l'emarked that
the election of borough councillors; but,
perhaps, it would be unwise to entitle the question was one on which'there was
them to be elected 'councillors. At present a great difference of opinion, and he feared
they had the right of voting; but, if the that the amendment might lead to results
word "male" were inserted in the 51 st serious to the Bill. If they were initiating
clause, that right would be taken away. a new system, he would vote against a
It was for the Attorney-General to show property qualification as he would against
why the right should be taken away, and a plurality of votes; but it must be renot for honorable members to show why membered that the Bill aimed only at the
amendment of the existing system.
it should be continued.
5E 2
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League, the Attorney-G eneral had been
guilty of infamous crimes.
Mr. WHITEMAN said that the clause
was ample as it was. A councillor guilty
of any crime would soon find his place too
hot for him.
The amendment was withdrawn, and
the clause was amended by striking out the
words "or any infamous crime:"
On clause 41, providing that no person
who shall hold any office under the council
of any borough, or be concerned in any
contract with, or any work done under
the authority of such council, shall be
capable of being a councillor of the borough,
the provision, however, not to apply to
companies consisting of more than twenty
persons,
Mr. McKEAN said that the partner of
any councillor ought not to be allowed to
contract with the council in question. At
present a contract might be taken by a
firm, the one partner waiving his interest
in the transaction. He moved the addition
of the words "by himself or his partner."
Mr. WHITEMAN suggested an amendment forbidding councillors to have any
interest in goods supplied to the borough.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
clause, as it stood, met the case. The
supply of goods was one form of contract,
"No uncertificated bankrupt or insolvent, no
person attainted of treason or convicted of felony as contracts might be expressed or implied.
or perjury, or any infamous crime, no person of
Mr. McKEAN pointed out that, under
unsound mind, and no person not qualified as the Companies Statute, five persons could
herein required, shall be capable of being or con- become an association. He thought that
tinuing a councillor of any borough."
the exemption ought to include all such
On the motion of Mr. DYTE, the words bodies. Probably the Melbourne Banking
t'no female" were introduced.
Company did not number twenty shareMr. LEVEY moved that the word holders, and it would be very hard if the
"misdemeanor" be added after the word company was precluded from entering
" felony." Though some misdemeanors into a contract with any corporation of
were but petty offences, others involved which one of its shareholders was a
great moral wrong. He was afraid it would member.
be difficult to obtain a legal definition of
Mr. SNOWBALL urged that the partthe phrase" or any infamous crime."
ners of persons taking municipal contracts
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM pointed out that, ought to be distinctly excluded. It would
under the amendment, a man, if convicted be beneficial to the ratepayers if they
of the most trifling misdemeanor, would knew that the councillors had no interest
be disqualified for life. As it was, he had in the local contracts.
heard of the law being improperly used; a
Mr. WATKINS contended that the procouncillor, who had been convicted twenty viso ought to be expunged. One shareyears previously, and who had re-estab- holder in a company of twenty might have
lished his character, being threatened with as much interest in the business as a partexposure unless he resigned his seat.
ner in a firm of two or three individuals.
Mr. DYTE submitted that the partner
Mr. ORR suggested that there should be
some limitation of the time during which of any salaried officer of the council ought
these disqualifications should operate. As not to be eligible for election.
to the phrase "infamous crimes," why,
The various amendments were either
according to the organs of the Free-trade withdrawn or negatived.
Mr. DYTE said that the original Act
passed by Captain Clarke did not require
a property qualification. The principle
was first introduced in the Act they were
amending, and it had not been found to
work advantageously. As the qualification
required was so small, he would not press
the amendment if it would in any way
risk the passage of the Bill. It was the
principle to which he objected.
Mr. VALE stated that, personally, he
was opposed to a property qualification;
but he thought the decision of the select
committee should be accepted on these
disputed points.
Mr. LEVEY denied that there was any
analogy between requiring a property qualification from members of the Assembly
and members of the borough councils.
Ratepayers alone paid local taxes, and the
persons imposing those taxes ought to be
ratepayers also.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. HOPKINS suggested that the property qualification of councillors should be
in the wards which they might represent.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said this would
only have the effect of aggravating the
evils of the ward system.
Clause 40 was proposed as follows-
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On clause 44, providing that any person
who, being incapacitated, shall act as councillor, shall be liable, for each offence, to a
penalty of £50, to be recovered by any
person, with full costs of suit,
Mr. ORR submitted that, as a protection
to councillors who gave their time to the
public, these penalties ought only to be
recovered by the Attorney-General on behalf of the Crown.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM objected to the
task of ascertaining the qualifications of
borough councillors being thrown upon the
Government. It was a duty the ratepayers
ou ght to discharge.
Mr. DYTE contended that, instead of
"any person," only the ratepayers of the
borough concerned ought to be allowed to
interfere.
The clause was postponed.
On clause 49, which relates to extraordinary vacancies,
Mr. DYTE proposed the insertion of
words requiring delivery of a councillor's
notice of resignation " at the offices of the
council." He had known an instance of a
councillor handing his resignation to the
mayor in the public street. In that case
the mayor considered the resignation not
a proper one, and afterwards the councillor thought fit to recede from the position which he had taken up, and to appear
in his seat, and continue to perform the
duties of a councillor.
Mr. LANGTON moved an amendment,
providing that vacancies caused by death,
resignation, ousting by rule of the Supreme
Court, or absence from the meetings of the
council, should date from the day of death,
the day of the date of notice of resignation, the day on which the rule was
granted, or the last of the four consecutive
meetings from which the councillor was
absent, as the case might be.
MI'. WHITEMAN proposed the insertion of words providing that ceasing "to
hold the necessary qualification" should be
a ground for declaring a councillor's seat
vacant.
All the amendments were agreed to.
On clause 50, which provides that no
councillor deprived of office by ouster or
absence from meetings of the corporation
shall be eligible for re-election within six
months,
Mr. SN 0 WB ALL proposed that "twel ve"
should be substituted for" six" months.
The amendment was negatived.
On clause 51, which relates "to the qualification of burgesses, and provided that
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every "male" person, of full age, and
owning. or occupying rateable property,
should be a burgess,
Captain MAC MAHON moved that
the word" male" be struck out.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. LANGTON proposed an amendment, with the view of making the voting
qualification remain as under the existing
law, viz., that a rating of less than £100
should give one vote; of £100 and less
than £150, two votes; and £150 and upwards, three votes. The statements which
had been submitted by the honorable member for St. Kilda (Mr. Snowball) were
conclusive evidence that the slight advaIftage which those who, in many instances,
paid the greatest proportion of the rates,
possessed under the present state of things
ought not to be reduced. He did not think
they should argue on this matter of municipal representation from its analogy to the
parliamentary system of representation.
The bases of the two systems of representation were altogether different. The basis
of municipal representation was rating.
No person who was not the owner or
occupier of rateable property was entitled
to vote. This being so, the committee
,ought to consider how the power should
be distributed most fairly among those who
had to pay rates. He submitted that ratepayers were more in the position of the
shareholders of a company than electors
under a general representative system; and
he did not see why those who paid the larger
portion of the rates should be placed in a
worse position than they were at present.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM contendeu that
the principle of plural voting was mis~
chievous, and that it was indefensible either
in local or general law. It was sought to
apply the very same principle to Parliamentary voting. In point of fact, a considerable number of persons regarded the
right to exercise the political franchise as
a something dependent on their rights of
property rather than as a right attaching
to the person. However, it was unnecessary to discuss the principle of plural
voting, either in boroughs or elsewhere. It
existed in the Bill, and the question was
how far it should go? Some members of
the select committee were anxious to erase
this provision altogether; but all were of
opinion that three votes were too many
for property of a rateable value exceeding
£150 a year. It was thought a reasonable
compromise to make the arrangement pro~
vided for in the clause-that property
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Mr. GILLIES objected to any alteraunder £100 should have one vote; £100
and under £200, two votes; and above tion of the existing system of plural voting,
so long as it worked well.
£200, three votes.
Mr. BAYLES supported Mr. Snowball's
Mr. SNOWBALL considered that, as
the principle observed in the management amendment.
Mr. WHEELER supported Mr. Langof commercial associations had been embodied in the municipal law, it might with ton's amendment.
Mr. Snowball's amendment was negapropriety be still further extended. According to the returns which had been . tived without a division.
The committee divided on the question
laid before the House, the total number of
ratepayers in boroughs was 72,827. Of that "two hundred pounds" proposed to
these, 52,800 were rated under £25, and be left out, in order that "one hundred
10,510 were rated at £25 and under £50. and fifty pounds" might be inserted, stand
Now, if those ratepayers who were rated part of the clauseAyes
24
¥ £50 and upwards had two votes, and
Noes
13
tbose rated at £100 and upwards had three
votes, there would only be 23,513 votes
Majority against Mr. Langton's} 11
for property over £50, as against 63,610
amendment
...
...
votes for property under £50, and yet the
AYES.
63,610 ratepayers would not subscribe
Mr. O'Grady,
Mr. Bindon,
more than one-third of the rates. How
" Orr,
" Burrowes,
much more glaring would be the inequa1ity
" Plummer,
" Burtt,
if the amendment recommended by the select
" Richardson,
" Cope,
committee were adopted. Plural voting
" G. P. Smith,
" Evans,
" F. L. Smyth,
had. better be discarded altogether than
" Farrell,
" Vale,
" Francis,
accepted as now provided for by the Bill.
" Watkins,
Dr. Heath,
.
He begged to propose that a ratepay~r, in
Mr. Higinbotham,
" Williams.
respect of property rated .at £50 and less
" Hopkins,
Tellers.
than £ 100, should have two votes, and that
" Macgregor,
Mr. Dyte,
" McCulloch,
a rating of over £100 should give three
" McKean.
" Macpherson,
votes.
NOES.
Mr. DYTE objected to plural voting
Mr. Snodgrass,
Mr. Baillie,
altogether," and said, if the opportunity
" Snowball,
" Bayles,
were afforded him, he should move that
" Wheeler.
" Gillies,
the provision be excised from the Bill.
" Hanna,
Tellers.
" Levi,
The system had not worked well in the
Mr. Langton,
" McCaw,
boroughs with which he was acquainted.
" Whiteman.
" McLellan,
Mr. LANGTON observed that the
Capt. Mac Mahon,
people who paid the largest amount of rates,
Mr. SNOWBALL called attention to
no matter what system of plural voting the proviso that the person in occupation
might be in force, would always be in a of the property, instead of the owner,
hopeless minority; at the same time, he should be enrolled as a burgess, "if he
believed the amendment of the honorable shall have paid all such rates as aforesaid."
member for St. Kilda would be acceptable He proposed the substitution of the words,
to the bulk of the ratepayers.
"if such rates shall be paid." He did
Mr. WHITEMAN reg~etted that he this for the reason that it was a common
should have been absent from the select practice for the owner of property to pay
committee when the subject of plural the rates.
voting was discussed. The votes were
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM expressed the
equal, and the Attorney-General gave .his fear that the adoption of an amendment
casting vote for the clause as it now ap- providing that, no matter who paid the
peared in the Bill. If the select committee rates, the occupier should be placed on the
had assented to the clause as it stood in roll; would have an effect which the honorthe present Act, this discussion would not able member who proposed it little anticihave arisen.
pated.
Mr. SNOWBALL said he was anxious
Mr. RICHARDSON expressed the hope
that the committee would consent to the to secure tenants the right of voting in
compromise suggested by the select com- cases in which their rates we~e paid by
mittee, or strike out the clause altogether. the landlord.
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Mr. MeCA W remarked that it was becoming a common practice for landlords to
pay the rates, but that was no reason why
the tenants, who paid the rates indirectly,
should be disfranchised.
Mr. DYTE thought that, when the rates
were paid by the landlord, the tenaut was
not entitled to vote.
Mr. VALE submitted that tenants were
as much entitled to vote when they paid
the rates indirectly, in the shape of an increased rental, as when they paid them
directly. He believed that, in the majority
of cases, landlords would prefer that the
tenants should exercise the right of voting.
Mr. BURTT stated that, if tenants
whose rates were paid by their landlords
were deprived of the right of voting, some
thousands of persons would be disfranchised.
At the suggestion of Mr. RICHARDSON, the clause was postponed.
Clause 53 was also postponed, after some
remarks by Mr. LANGTON.
Progress was then reported.
NOVEL INDUSTRY LEASES.
Mr. WHITEMAN moved" That there be laid on the table of this House
a return showing the number of leases· granted
under the Land Act of 1862 for novel industry
purposes; the extent of land leased, with the
names of the lessees; the number of leases
which have been forfeited for non-compliance
with the provisions of the Act; the number of
leases at present held by lessees who have not
complied with the conditions imposed."

Mr. SNOWBALL seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
PUBLIC HOUSES LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The resolution agreed to in committee,
the previous day, in favour of an amendment and consolidation of the laws relating to public-houses, was considered and
adopted.
Mr. G. P. SMITH brought in a Bill
founded on the resolution, and entitled" A
Bill to amend and consolidate the laws relating to public-houses," which was read a
first time.
MRS. RAMSAY.
The resolution agreed to in committee,
the previous day, in favour of a grant of
£750 for the widow and family of the late
member for Maldon, Mr. John Ramsay,
was considered and adopted. .
The House adjourned at eleven o'clock,
until Tuesday, June 25.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, June 25, 1867.
Lunacy Laws Oon\lolidation and Amendment Bill-Oonsolidation Acts Amendment Bill-Customs Duties Bill-Insolvency Returns.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at a
quarter past four o'clock, and read the
~sual form of prayer.
LUNACY LAWS CONSOLIDATION
AND AMENDMENT BILL.
The message from the Legislative Assembly, disagreeing with certain of the
amendments made by the Council in this
Bill, was taken into consideration.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT explained
that the Assembly had agreed with the
Council's amendment in clause 18, so far as
to omit the provision making it compulsory
upon the managers of public hospitals to
Ret apart wards for the reception of lunatics, under the penalty of forfeiting the
Government grant-in-aid, but had inserted,
instead, words providing that the managers
might set apart lunacy wards if the circumstances of the district or of the hospital
required such action on their part.
The PRESIDENT.-A question arises
as to the propriety of the other House
making this amendment. Certain words
having been struck out, there is nothing
left for the other House to amend. It is
proposed to add certain words; but I am
not at aU clear that it is competent for the
Assembly to make an addition which is
not an amendment of any amendment made
by this House, but is a substantive amendment on a clause in the Bill. I do not
desire, at the present moment, to express
any definite opinion on the question; but I
am under a strong impression that it is not
competent for the Legislative Assembly to
make the amendment they have done. I
would suggest, therefore, that the discussion be postponed, in order that the point
may be cleared up.
The consideration of the amendment
was postponed.
Mr. A'BECKETT moved that the
Council's amendment in clause 17, requiring that declarations from drunkards desirous of submitting themselves to medical
treatment in public asylums should be
attested by a justice of the peace, be not
insisted upon.
The Hon. C. SLADEN urged that the
precaution introduced by the Council was
very necessary to prevent declarations
being improperly obtained.
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Mr. A'BECKETT pointed out that the
Master in Lunacy was required to satisfy
himself of the truth of the declaration.
While every precaution should be taken
against deceit, it was not advisable to
throw impediments in the way of a person
carrying out a good resolution.
The Hon. T. H. FELLOWS remarked
that many of the acts of the Legislature
were inclined to be tyrannical. Here was
a power by which a person could be
locked up in an asylum; and, inasmuch as
they were aware what schemes had been
resorted to, in order to obtain the imprisonment of persons who ought not to be imprisoned, it was only right that precautions
should be taken against the abuse of that
power. If the clause required the man to
make a personal application to the Master
in Lunacy, it would be different; but a
simple letter, which might be a forgery,
was sufficient. If a man desired to incarcerate himself, let him do so in a proper
manner.
The motion was negatived, and the
amendment was insisted upon.
Mr. A'BECKETT moved that the
Council do not insist on its amendment in
clause 17, empowering courts of petty sessions to commit habitual drunkards to
public asylums for detention and curative
treatment.
In reply to the Hon. J. P. FAWKNER,
Mr. A'BECKETT said that, as the proposer of' the amendment, he was prepared
to give way, because it was not thought
advisable to push experimental legislation
too far in the first instance.
The motion was agreed to.
The further consideration of the message was postponed until Tuesday, July 2.
CONSOLIDATION ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. G. W. COLE, was read a first time.
CUSTOMS DUTIES.-NEW BILL.
This Bill was received fronl the Legislative Assembly, find was read a first time.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I beg to move
that the Bill be read a second time, with a
view of passing the ,measure through all
its stages during the present sitting. Ronorable members will, I hope, consent to
this course, as the Bill is the result of a
, conference between the two Houses.
The Hon. J. P. FA WKNER.-I object
to the passing of this Bill. I see that even

JVew Rill.

the Ministerial organ condemns it as a bad
measure, as it is the result of our making
amendments in a former Bill, which we
had no right to make. I move that the
Bill be read a second time this day six
months.
The amendment was not seconded.
The Hon. T. H. FELLOWS.-There is
one matter in the Bill to which I desire to
call attention. Although it is not one
which this House can deal with, yet it
should be pointed out, as it may involve
some difficulty in the future. I refer to the
scheduled exemption from duty of salt fish
caught by vessels owned in the colony.
The 43rd clause of the Constitution Act
says that"No new duty shall be so imposed upon the
importation into Victoria of any article, the
produce or manufacture of, or imported from,
any particular country or J?lace. w~ich .shall n.ot
be equally imposed on the lmportatIOn mto VlCtoria of the like article, the produce or manufacture of, or imported from, all other countries and
places whatsoever."
Now, according to this Bill, fish imported
from a saltinO" establishment in Tasmania,
but cauO"ht in vessels belonging to this
colony, ';ould be exempt from duty, while
fish from a similar establishment in South
Australia, not caught by Victoriau vessels,
would have to pay a duty. It appears
doubtful, therefore, ~hether the duty can
be said to be equally imposed upon both
articles. Fortunately, if there is anything
in the objection, there is power to make an
amendment by a message from the Governor; and, this being the case, I would
suggest that we call attention to the matter
in the message informing the Assembly
that we have agreed to the 'Bill.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
On the motion of Mr. FELLOWS, the
following paragraphs were inserted in the
message to the Legislative Assembly, announcing that the Bill had been agreed
to"The Legislative Council deem it right to
refer to the 43rd section of the Constitution Act,
in connection with the exemption from duty of
salt fish 'caught from vessels owned in the
colony.'
"If fish imported from a country in which
vessels owned in the colony may have been employed for catching the fish are exempt, while
fish imported from other countrics, but not so
caught, are charged, a new duty seems to be im- .
posed upon the importation int? Victoria of an
article imported from a partlcular country,
which is not equally imposed on the importation
into Victoria of the like article imported from
all other countries."

The Late
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INSOLVENCY RETURNS.
The Hon. C. SLADEN movedcc That there be laid upon the table of the House
a return showing the number of insolvencies
during the three years ending 31st March,
1867, in each of the insolvency districts of Melbourne. Geelong, and Beechworth; the number
of creditors in each district, and distinguishing
in each the numbers resident in Melbourne and
the numbers resident elsewhere; the amount
due to the creditors in each district, and distinguishing the amount due to those resident in
Melbourne and those elsewhere; the amount of
assets scheduled, the amount realized, and the
average dividend declared in each district."

The honorable member explained that his
object was to show the advisability of continuing and extending local jurisdictions,
instead of' concentrating the power in the
hands of the Chief Commissioner, as the
Insolvency Law Amendment Bill proposed
to do.
The Hon. T. H. FELLOWS seconded
the motion, which was agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty-five
minutes past five o'clock, until Tuesday,
JJlly 2.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, June 25, 1867.
The late Mr. Richard Heales-Mining on Public ReservesOperation of the I,and Act-Supply-Victorian Railways
-Municipalities Act Amendment Bill.

The BPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
PETITIONS.
Petitions in favour of an amendment of the
laws l'elating to public-houses, and the sale of
spirituous and fermented liquors, were presented by Mr. SNOWBALL, from Wesleyans
of St. Kilda, Prahran, and Mount Erica;
by Mr. MOORE, from a public meeting of
the burgesses of Sandridge; by Mr. JONES,
from a public meeting held at St. George's
Hall, Melbourne; and by Mr. WHITEl\iAN,
from members of the 'rVesleyan Church at
Glen Iris.
Petitions in favour of the
Synod of Victoria Act Amendment Bill
were presented by Mr. HOPKINS; from
members and adherents of the Free Presbyterian congregation of Connewarre; by
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM, from Free Presbyterians of Wallan-waHan, Broadford, and
Tallarook; and by Mr. FRAZER, from the
minister, office-bearers, and adherents of
the Free Presbyterian Church, Brunswick.
A petition against the Bill was presented
by Mr. LALOR, from Free Presbyterians of
Bellerine and East Bellerine. Mr. LALOR
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presented a petition from certain house
and land-holders of Winchelsea, praying
that the proposed line of railway to the
Western district might pass through Winchelsea. Mr. BURTT presented a petition
from the Hotham Borough Council for an
alteration of the 165th clause of the
Municipalities Act Amendment Bill, so
,far as to gi ve power to a clear majority of
the council of any borough to defend the
action of councillors against the charges
made by special auditors in the Supreme
Court, and to allow the expenses, if any,
to be taken from the borough fund.
PHILLIP ISLAND.
Mr. GRANT presented, pursuant to an
order of the House, dated June 5, a copy
of a memorial to the President of the
Board of Land and Works against the
sale of Phillip Island.
VOLUNTEER FORCE.
Mr. LONGMORE asked the Treasurer
when the order of the House, made on the
14th May, for the production of a copy of
any advertisement inviting tenders for the
supply of clothing to the volunteers, published during the last two or three years,
would be complied with?
Mr. VERDON said he was not sure
whether the order could be obeyed, because, he believed, speaking from memory,
there were many cases in which clothing
had not been supplied in the way suggested
by the honorable member. But if any information could be afforded on the subject,
it should be furnished.
THE LATE MR. HEALES~
Mr. WATKINS called attention to the
subject of the gratuity voted by the House
to the family of the late Hon. R. Heales,
and asked the Treasurer what was the intention of Parliament as to the distribution
of the vote? Honorable members, he said,
were aware that, in the session 1864-5,
the House voted a gratuity of £3,000 to
the family of the late Mr. Heales. The
Treasurer, in proposing the vote, in Committee of Bupply, said"He confessed that it was with some grief and
distress that he was compelled to move a vote of
this sort for his late colleague's family; but,
having ascertained from the friends of the late
Mr. Heales that this amount would be acceptable,
it had been decided to ask the House to pass the
vote."

The present Minister of Public Works
suggested that a condition should .be. attached to the vote, by which the prlllClpal
should be secured to the children of' the
deceased gentleman, while the interest
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should go to his widow. The present
Minister of Justice urged that, in order to
carry out this idea, the words "to be vested
in trustees" should be added to the vote.
After some discussion, the vote, with the
addition of these words, was agreed to. It
was clear, from these proceedings (continued Mr. Watkins) that the intention of
the House was that the money voted should.
be for the benefit of the widow and children. In consequence of the unhappy differences which arose between the Houses
of Legislature in 1865, there was a delay
in paying the money. The executors became very anxious and importunate, and,
after the lapse of nine months, the Treasurer paid over to them the £3,000; but,
owing to some omission, no trust deed was
executed. Up to the present time, Mrs.
Beales had had the use of the money, and
by means of it she had been able to educate
and bring up her children, and to keep a
home for them. Recently the second son
came of age, and, at the instigation of one of
the executors, from whom-considering his
years, and his connexion with the familysomething better might have been expected,
a suit in equity had been commenced, with
a view of dividing the money among the
seven children and excluding Mrs. Heales
from all participation in the grant. Mrs.
Heales,dreading the expense of defending an
equity suit, and averse to the money being
frittered away, had made a number of offers.
She had offered to hand over the money to
trustees for the benefit of herself and family.
She had also offered to let the money form
portion of her late husband's estate-she
taking one-third, and the other two:thirds
going to the family. But all her offers had
been rejected by the executor. Probably
the question would not elicit a very
definite answer; but he hoped it would be
such an answer as would induce the family
to come to some amicable settlement, and
so prevent that which could be no other
than a reflection upon the country. If,
notwithstanding the answer whieh the
Treasurer might give, it should appear
that, through the imbecility of one person,
and the prodigality of another, this money
was likely to be frittered away, it would
be the duty of the House to interfere, and
see that its intentions, when the grant was
made, were fulfilled.
Mr. VERDON.-I am sure the House
. must regret that any disputes should have
arisen as to its intentions wi th regard to
the money to which the honorable member
has' referred.
Honorable members will

Mr. Heales.

recollect the circumstances under which
the vote was taken. It will scarcely be
possible for me to interpret the intentions
of Parliament-I can only refer to the vote;
but I believe, from what I remember of
what was said; and the views which the
Government entertained on the subject at
the time, that the desire and object of the
House was that this sum of money should
be given for the benefit of the widow and
children of the late Mr. Heales. For a
long time I hesitated to pay the moneYf because I conceived that the House-having
passed the vote with the words "to be
vested in trustees"-desired that some
special precaution should be taken; and I
did not pay the money until the importunities of those who represented the
family of Mr. Heales rendered it necessary
that the money should be paid over. Then,
after consideration, and consultation with
some of my colleagues, I deemed it well
and proper to pay the money to the executors under the late Mr. Heales's will.
Those executors had been chosen by Mr.
Heales as the proper persons to whom to
confide the interests of his wife and children, and it was thought only proper that
to them the money should be paid. It was
accordingly paid to the executors. With
regard to the matter as it stands at present,
I submit that this House can scarcely
interfere; but, if there is a dispute between
the children and the widow of Mr. Heales,
the proper course, as it seems to me, would
be to refer the matter to friends of the
family, who would determine how the
money should be expended. I don't see
how anything more can be said or done in
the matter, beyond expressing regret-in
which, I think, every honorable member
will participate - that such a question
should have been found necessary at all.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I think the Government have not shown the care they
should have done in the disbursement of
this monfly. When the vote was carried,
it was resolved that the money should be
vested in' trustees for the benefit of Mrs.
Beales and her family. The Government
had nothing whatever to do with the executors or administrators. Their duty was
to have appointed trustees to take charge
of the money, and distribute it in accordance with the wishes of the House. The
Government have not done their duty;
they have not followed the directions of
the House. On the contrary, they have
shown culpable negligence in allowing the
matter to become the subject of litigation.
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MINING ON PUBLIC RESERVES.
Mr. MACGREGOR presented, by command of His Excellency the Governor, the
report of the royal commission appointed
to "inquire into and report upon applications made for authority to mine within
and under certain reserved lands at Ballarat."
On the motion of Mr. HALFEY, the
report was read.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I beg to ask
the Minister of Mines whether the Government have issued orders for carrying
into effect the recommendations which
have just been read ?
Mr. MACGREGOR.-No orders have
been given; but it is the intention of the
Government to give effect to the recommendations of the commission.
Captain MAC MAHON. - With the
leave of the House?
Mr. MACGREGOR.-No. It is a
purely administrative matter.
Mr. LALOR.-How do the Government intend to carry out the recommendations of the commission? The carrying
out of the recommendations may involve
the setting aside of legal rights.
Mr.MACGREGOR.-Of course, iflegal
rights exist, the parties who possess those
legal rights are in a position to enforce
them. The commissioners have decided
that no legal rights exist; and a decision
to that effect has been given by the court
to which appeal was made.
Mr. JONES.-I beg to ask whether, in
the event of the Government putting persons who have no legal rights into the
possession of lands to which other persons
have legal rights, the Government will
hold themselves responsible for such losses
as may be proved to accrue to the persons
legally entitled to work such lands; whether
the Minister of Mines will ask this House
to provide a guarantee fund to enable the
Government to reimburse such claimants,
in the event of their being able to establish a wrong against the Government?
Mr. MACGREGOR.-The course that
the Government may take canllot affect
legal rights in any way. If the Government endeavour to confer any new rights
in opposition to legal rights already existing, the new rights will be entirely nugatory. Legal rights cannot be affected.
The Government will, therefore, give effect
to the report of the commissioners so far
as they legally can.
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On the order of the day for the House
resolving itself into Committee of Supply,
Mr. LONGMORE moved the following
as an amendment"That a select committee of eleven members
of this House be elected by ballot to inquire
into and report upon the working of the Amending Land Act 1865; such committee to have
power to call for persons and papers; three to
form a quorum."

Considering (said the honorable member)
the result of the motion brought forward
by the honorable member for Ballarat East
(Mr. Jones), in favour of the immediate
introduction of a Bill to amend the Land
Act of 1865, I do not expect that this
motion will be carried, or that much
practical good will result from it; but I
think it is absolutely necessary that the
doings of the Minister of Lands should
be ventilated a little, if possible, in order
to show that, in administering the Land
Act of 1865, the honorable gentleman
has failed, in every possible particular, to
comply with the provisions of the Act.
The 10th section of the Land Act of 1865
provided that not less than 4,000,000
acres of land should be open for selection
within three months after the passing of
the Act, and that 2,000,000 acres should
be constantly kept open for selection.
It is scarcely necessary for me to say
that this provision of the Act has been
completely ignored. Four million acres
were not open for selection within three
months, and have never been open at any
one time. Two years after the passing
of the Act not more than 2,000,000 acres
were open for selection. The Minister of
Lands has taken great credit to himself
for the manner in which he has adminiBtered the Act; but he has utterly and absolutely failed to carry out its provisions.
He has knowingly failed to carry out the
Act, and he has done so for a purpose.
When the first selections were taking
place under the Act, at Camperdown, the
Minister of Lands was there himself, and
telegram after telegram was sent to him
by the Chief Secretary, telling him to
come back to Melbourne without delay.
The effect of those telegrams was that
no land was brought into the market
afterwards. The Chief Secretary was true
to the position he occupies as the protector
of the squatters against all other classes.
The object of the telegrams which he sent
to the Minister of Lands was to compel
the honorable gentleman to withdraw land,
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and to keep it out of the market; and that
object has been carried out faithfully. The
action of the Government has been to
defeat the intentions of the Land Act,
which they were bound to have carried
out in their integrity. They have defeated the inten tions of the Act, not for
the welfare of the country, but in the interests of a class, as against the great mass
of the community. When the measure
was under discussion in this House, it was
suggested that the Minister of Lands might
have some difficulty in having 4,000,000
acres open for seleciion within three months
after the passing of the Act; but the honorable gentleman stated at the time that
there were between 5,000,000 and 6,000,000
acres already surveyed and ready for selection, and the House, shortly afterwards,
not only passed the estimates for the Lands
department, but voted £20,000 extra to
expedite surveys. That sum was sufficient for the survey of about 1,000,000
acres of land; but the money was misspent, for, up to the present time, between 5,000,000 and 6,000,000 acres have
not come into the market. The action of
the Government, immediately they found
that people were anxious to get land-and,
in many instances, people who wanted land
were getting it at that time-was to curtail the quantity of land open for selection.
What has been ,the effect? Why, I know
many people-practical farmers-who have
gone through the country from end to end
searching for land, and who have spent
their little all in vainly endeavouring to
obtain land-men who have followed these
mock selections until they have squandered
all their money. This has simply been the
result of the Governmen t not placing a
sufficient quantity of land in the market,
in accordance with the provisions of the
Act. The last selections at Camperdownand I brought the matter under the notice
of the House at the time - were the
greatest shams that ever were perpetrated
upon a people. On the first day there
were, altogether, nine allotments open for
selection, and 640 people came from all
parts of the country to select. On the
second day there were ten allotments-all
small ones-and 630 people were present. If these persons spent £10 each
in attending those land selections-which,
on an average, they would spend-they
spent sufficient to have bought the whole
of the land ten times over. This is the
way in which the money of the people
has been squandered by the vicious
Mr. Longmore.
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system which the Minister of Lands has
brought to bear in the land selections-by
his determination that people Rhould not
get land except by bowing the knee to
him. I may mention another respect in
which the spirit, though' perhaps not the
letter, of the Act has been broken. If
there has been a little bit of good land in
the areas thrown open for selection, in
almost every instance the good bit has
been withdrawn just before the time appoin ted for the ballot to take place.
Nothing but the refuse land has been
placed before the public. People who
wished to settle upon the land have been
disgusted beyond measure, so that now
they will not go after land. The Minister
of Lands has been playing a deep game.
He has allowed lands to go into the hands
of those into whose hands the Act of 1865
never intended it should go ; and this has
been done with much more fatal and deadly
certainty than occured under the Act of
1862. The most paltry improvement upon
an allotment has been made an excuse
for withdrawing the land from sale; and
the allotment has afterwards been used
as a trap from which the person favoured
by the Minister of Lands could watch the
selectors of the surrounding allotments,
impound their cattle and sheep, and, in fact,
drive them to madness and compel them to
abandon their allotments. All sorts of obstructions have been placed in the way of
bona fide selectors. Under the Act of
IH62 no lands could be sold by auction
within the 10,000,000 acres set apart for
agricultural purposes until they had been
open for three years for selection. Land
which was proclaimed open for selection
under the Act of 1862 within the
10,000,000 acres, but which was not selected, was closed against selection immediately after the passing of the Act of
1865. The Minister of Lands, taking
advantage of the fiction that the land had
been open for three years, at once proceeded to sell by auction very valuable
allotments within the agricultural areas.
It was true that they were open three
years before, but they were not open for
selection for three years.
They were
brought under the auctioneer's hammer by
our liberal Minister of Lands, who is said
to be so desirous of settling the people 011
the lands of the colony. I say that the
honorable gentleman has shown no such
desire. I have, time after time, charged
him with not putting up good land
for selection. The honorable gentleman
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has not attempted to answer that charge;
indeed, he has admitted that it never was
his intention to put up good land for selection. Had he stated that when the measure
was under discussion by the House, I don't
think the honorable gentleman would have
had the administration of the Act. Many
persons, who have been unable to obtain
good land, have taken up inferior land, and
have been compelled to relinquish it because they could not make a livin"g upon
it. The Minister of Lands has talked a
great deal about getting £10 or £12 an
acre for land; but why does he not
lay on the table a return showing how
many acres have been sold at that
price?
Almost the only land sold at
that price was that sold to Moffatt, with
all the improvements of the honorable
member for Warrnambool upon it. But
this does not justify the honorable member
in talking so much about conserving the
interests of the colony, and not allowing the
good lands of the colony to go for nothing.
The honorable gentleman has not allowed the
good lands to go for nothing, nor has he allowed good land to go into the hands of real
settlers. When a deputation waited upon the
Minister of Lands with reference to the sale
of 200,000 acres by auction, the honorable
gentleman stated that it was not his intention to put up good land for selection.
The people, therefore, have nothing to
thank him for. The average price obtained for land under the auction systemcomprising some of the best lands in the
colony-was £1 5s. per acre; but, under
the present system, little less than £ 1 lOs.
per acre has to be paid for second, third,
or tenth-rate land. Not only has the
quantity open for selection been too small,
but it has consisted principally of are-hash
of forfeited allotments. When the measure
was introduced, it did not propose that the
Government should be required to keep
any specific quantity of land open for
selection; but, although the House had
great confidence in the Minister of Lands
at that time, they determined that there
should be 4,000,000 acres open within
three months after the passing of the Act.
The honorable gentleman, rather than lose
his Bill, submitted to that condition; but
he has failed to carry it out. He has
systematically set himself against carrying
it out. On every point on which the
measure was amended by the liberal members of the House, the Government have
done their utmost to defeat it, and they
have succeeded most thoroughly. The
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measure, as it was introduced by the Government, was worth nothing; it was made
valuable simply by the amendments which
were made in it by the liberal members
during its passage through the House.
The Government, however, have taken
care to act upon the measure as they introduced it, and not as it passed the House.
The 27th clause of the Act, which was
inserted for the sake of' those who already
had a hold of the soil, is to this effect"When before the passing of this Act, upon
land afterwards reserved for proclamation in
agricultural areas, homesteads have been formed
upon any portion of a run, or when before such
time buildings have been erected on such land
in pursuance of leases or licences to occupy sites
for inns, stores, factories, mills, abattoirs," &c.,
. . , . "if it be proved to the satisfaction
of the Board of Land and Works that such
homesteads or buildings have been so formed
or erected, . . . . the licensee of such
portion of a run, or the holder of such lease or"
licence, shall have the exclusive right of purchasing the allotment on which such homestead
or building is situat.ed."

This clause, and the 51st clause of the
Land Act of 1862, upon which it is
founded, form what may be termed the
patronage of the Minister of Lands; and
he has carried that patronage out for the
benefit of his friends, in spite of justice or
right, or any other principle that usually
governs men. He has carried it out against
every principle of justice. Prior to the passing of the Land Act of 1865, there were abou t
130 applications for rural store licences
which were not dealt with. The Minister
of Lands dealt with those cases, conditionally, the day before the Act received the
signature of His Excellency the Governor.
The condition was, that the land should be
granted to the applicants if they showed
that they had made the requisite improvements upon the allotments. Immediately
after the passing of the Act, the SurveyorGeneral (Mr. Ligar) was sent to inquire
into the improvements made upon the
allotmen ts. Mr. Ligar reported that from
seven to ten out of the 130 applicants were
entitled to get the land. This did not
appear to coincide with the views of the
Minister of Lands; and the AssistantCommissioner of Lands and Survey (Mr.
Hodgkinson) was sent up to inquire into
the applications. Mr. Hodgkinson, without reference to the improvements upon
the land, reported that the spirit of the
Act would be carried out if all these applicants were considered as first applicants
under the 42nd clause of the Act, and
entitled to twenty acres each. This was
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considered satisfactory by some parties,
but not by otber~. On tbe 9th of April,
] 866, in consequence of representations
and memorials laid before the Minister of Lands, a board was appointed,
and sat at Ballarat, to inquire into the
claims of those applying for land under
the 42nd clause. The Minister of Lands
presided at the board; five or six gentlemen
from the Lands-office in Melbourne, and
the district surveyors in that part of the
colony, were in attendance. All the persons who had applied for land under the
27th clause were denied the land; and
when they made statements that they had
fenced the land, or ploughed it, or sown it
with seed, they were confronted with a
report from the district surveyor, or other
gentleman appointed to examine the land,
to the effect that there were no signs of
occupation upon the land whatever. These
men were turned adrift, as having attempted to get land by false means. The
Minister of Lands told the gentlemen who
applied for land under the 42nd clause that
they might rest perfectly content-that the
others had established no claim to the land,
and would not get it; but, at three o'clock
in the afternoon of the same day, a gentleman declared that the Minister of Lands
had stated that his decision would be
altered, and next day his decision was
altered. Hundreds of persons who were
entitled to land under the 42nd clause,
who had paid their money for it, and
who bad substantiated their claim in the
face of all opposition, were driven off
the land for the proteges of the Minister of Lands and his particular friends.
At the time this unlawful act occurred,
I asked for a select committee to inquire into it; but the Attorney-General
requested me not to press for a committee,
and have the matter settled quietly. The
Minister of Lands promised that no injustice should be done, nnd that I should
be satisfied no injustice would be done.
But injustice was done. The Minister
of Lands waited until Parliament was
prorogued, and then he did the injustice. It was a wicked, malicious transaction-one of the worst that ever came
under my notice, or was ever perpetrated
by any Government. I regret very much
tnat I listened to the Attorney-General's
suggestion. If that honorable and learned.
gentleman attempts to d.efeat the present
motion for a select committee, I shall consider that he has more regard for party
than for justice, or right, or truth. The
Mr. Longmore.
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Minister of Public Works seconded the
motion which I proposed for the appointment of a select committee to inquire into
the matter to which I refer; and if he
opposes the present motion he will not act
as he would have done if he had still been a
private member of the House. I will never
again place faith in any promise made by the
Minister of Lands. I will not suppose that
his promise will be carried out until I see
it carried out. I will not believe he will
carry it out simply because it is right or
just; but, if it suits his own party or purpose, he will carry it out. I may refer to
one of these cases. A Mr. Curtin, of
Smeaton, claimed to be entitled to take up
an allotment of land upon which he had
erected a dog-house, and he attempted to
bribe the honorable member for Ballarat
East (Mr. Jones) to endeavour to secure
the land for him. In consequence of that
attempt at bribery, Mr. Curtin was removed from his position as a justice of the
peace. He then carted the dog-house off
the land, and it was supposed, of course,
that he would never get the allotment;
but, nevertheless, it was given to him,
over the head of a deserving man, who
applied for it under the 42nd clause. It
suited the party of the Minister of Lands,
and it served his purpose, to give the land
to Mr. Curtin, instead of giving it to
that gentleman'S tenant, who applied for it
lawfully. The improvements which the
Minister of Lands acknowledged to be
sufficient to entitle men to valuable allotments of land generally consisted of an
old fowl-house, or dog-house, or a little
building run up in the shape of a house,
without door, window, or chimney. Many
of these allotments, which have been obtained at £1 an "acre, are worth £7 or
£8, and some of them are let for £1 per
acre per annum. Bona fide settlers ha~e
been deprived of the opportunity of obtaining land, in order that such men as Curtin
may be served. I read an official document, the other night, stating that no person had had a claim for land under the
42nd clause of the Act acknow ledged
for more than twenty acres; yet, in spite
of that .statement, the Minister of Lands
has allowed persons to obtain sixty, seventy,
eighty, and even one hundred acres of land
under the 42nd section. The honorable
gentleman gave Thomas Yates his land
under the 27th clause, though there were
no improvements upon, it; he gave Tyson
the land which he applied for, without thel1e
being improvements; he gave Mitchison
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his land, though he did not even apply
for it. Mitchison had been an applicant
previously, but he did not appear before the
commission which sat at Ballarat on the
9th of April, 1866. To meet the case of
a number of woodsplitters and others, who
were making their living by working in
Bullarook-forest, the Minister of Lands
stated that they should have not less than
twenty acres each. I have heard the honorable gentleman say, time after time, that
he would make a regulation to that effect;
yet the majority of those persons are cut
.off with four or five acres of land-with
pieces of land too small to enable them
to earn a living when their present
means of livelihood are exhausted. The
Minister of Lands has done this simply
that he might serve his friends under the
27th clause. In one case, a man named
Stevenson applied for land in Bullarookforest. The land was not alienated at that
time. The application was made early,
and in April, 1866, Stevenson wrote to
the Lands department to inquire the reason
why he had not received an answer to his
application. That letter was not replied
to until the 19th of June, and in the meantime the land was alienated to Alexander
Nicholson, who had made no improvements
upon it to entitle him to it. To this day
Stevenson does not know what quantity
of land he will obtain. Alexander Nicholson was a friend of the Minister of Lands,
and the honorable gentleman could afford
to break through any Act to serve him.
That man has got, to a great extent by
fraudulent representations, as much as
£10,000 worth of property in the Ballarat
district within the last three or four years,
all through the Minister of Lands giving
him land in a way that he would not
give it to any other man. Of the land for
which Stevenson applied, 308 acres was
granted to Nicholson, but not in the name
of Nicholson. Long after the passing of
the Land Act of 1865, a little shell of
a hut was placed on the land, and ~ichol
son was very anxious that an applicant
named Munroe should get the land.
Munroe did not appear before any commission, and never could be found; but
the Minister of Lands got Nicholson to
make an affidavit that he knew Munroethat he knew his own dummy-and the
land was then granted in the name of
Munroe; but it is Alexander Nicholson's
land. This is only one piece; the number
of the allotments Alexander Nicholson has
got is legion. Four or five years ago he
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was a small farmer, and now he is one of
the. wealthiest men in that part of the
country, simply by the help of the Minister
of Lands. I know of many transactions
which Mr. Nicholson had with the Board
of Land and Works. He promised some
persons that, if they would apply for land,
he would see that their applications were
successful, if they would give him half
their allotments. I gave the Minister of
Lands plenty of information with regard
to that gentleman, but it was not acceptable. I gave him information which
might have induced him to stay his hand,
but Nicholson got the land in spite of all
protests and representations. The land
granted to Munroe was placed in the market for sale, the other day,. by Nicholson.
No such man as Munroe was ever known
in the neighbourhood. The alienation of
that allotment, the making out of the
deeds, and everything connected with the
business, was carried through the Landsoffice with a rapidity which, if it were used
in a better cause, would be very valuable
indeed. This poor man, Stevenson-one
of the men who were on the allotment in
question-applied for eighty acres nearly
two years ago; but he does not yet know
whether he will get even five or six acres.
Alexander Nicholson, however, who had
no right to the land, was in a position to
sell some twelve months ago. This is
only one of the cases in which the Minister
of Lands, in spite of protest after protest,
has allowed dummies to get possession of
land. In a hundred cases the Minister of
Lands has used the territory to serve his
friends. Messrs. Anderson, the proprietors
of a saw-mill and tramway in Bullarookforest, have been placed in possession of
something like 1,500 acres of land under
the 27th clause. A gentleman at Creswick, in a letter to me on this subject,
dated October 13, 1866, says"Mr. Bright called this morning and stated
the man who is surveying for the Andersons"tha.t is, the Government surveyor-"has taken
about an acre and a half from the eighteen that
were granted to him last year,"-that is, from a
poor man, to whom this quantity of land was
originally granted-" and with commendable
taste has taken the best bit of land in the block.
Upon the piece taken there are about 100 fruit
trees, and some hundreds of gooseberry bushes.
. . . . Mr. John M'Kinnon called yesterday,
and informed me that the same surveyor has cut
down the allotment granted to him to about
eleven acres. This man has a family of seven
children. How is he to manage with only eleven
acres? I am told that Mr. Parrett has been cut
down to six acres."

These poor men have been kept in a state
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of suspense for eighteen months or two
years as to the land which they would be
able to get under the 42nd clause, and
now they find themselves treated in this
way. It was in the power of the Minister
of Lands to issue leases to them within a
week after they made their applications;
but the honorable gentleman has kept
that power in his hands as a sort of
vice to wrench terms out of these
men in favour of his friends under the
27th clause. I cannot conceive what
object the Minister of Lands could have
in keeping the~e poor men out of their
little holdings for such a lengthened period,
if it was not to get them to transfer their
rights to those who had got the larger
portion of the. allotments. The writer of
the same letter further says" But their object at Dean seemed to be thisto get the parties that have settled there cut
down to a few acreR, from which they cannot
get a living. That being the case, they must
sell for what they can get."
Nothing is more certain than this. These
poor men cannot make a living off five or
six acres, and they will have to sell their.
land for what they can get for it from
the particular friends of the Minister of
Lands. In con seq uence of the way in
which they have been treated, these men
must sink into poverty, though many of
them, if they had had fair play, would have
acquired an independency. In reference
to one allotment of land at Dean, for which
a poor man applied, the applicant, in a
letter, dated Mar~h 20, 1867, suys"The question was put to Mr. Grant if the
allotment was alienated. He publicly stated that
it was Crown land, and dedded that I, along
with other residents on the land, should he
granted each twenty acres under the 42nd section of the Land Act. I have been kep~ in a
state of suspense ever since. I cannot get a
civil answer to any, of my inquiries from the
contract surveyor or other officials in connexion
with the land-office at Ballarat. I am a poor
man, and I have spent the most of my means in
going up and down between here and Melbourne,
and to Ballarat, about this land, for the last
twelve months, without any result other than
that of becoming poorer day by day. There are
plenty of witnesses that can be produced to corroborate the truth of my statement."
It is well known to the Minister of Lands
that Messrs. Anderson went round with a
memorial to these poor people, representing
that they had purchased the land, and
asked them to sign a document stating that
they did not object, and, at the same time,
promising that they should not be disturbed
for twelve or eighteen months. Messrs.
Anderson got several to sign the document
Mr. Longmore.
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upon this representation, and they made
use of it with the Minister of Lands, for
the purpose of showing that the people
themsel ves did not want the land. Some,
however, refused to sign it, and they represented the matter in its true light to the
Minister of Lands; but, nevertheless,
Messr's. Anderson got the land, and poor
men had to be content with four or five
acres. It is a monstrous thing that, under a
Land Act which provides that people shall
get farms of a moderate size, they should be
cut off with five or six acres. The Minister
of Lands took immense credit to himself for
extending the operation of the 42nd clause
from twent.y to eighty acres; but has he
taken any credit. for reducing it to five
acres? I hold in my hand a letter, dated the
26th of August, 1866, written by Mr. Alexander Munroe, who was a resident upon an
allotment of land. at Dean, and who
pegged out and applied for a quantity of it
under the 42nd section. Munroe relates
how Mr. Nicholson transferred a rural
store licence from another allotment, and
applied for the land in question in the
name of Hector McKinnon, a man who, it
was well known, as Munroe says, was
never an applicant for land in the colony.
Munroe was informed by the surveyor, a
few days before the sitting of the commission, at Ballarat, that he must remove, and,
on his remonstrating, four acres were surveyed for him-a quantity not sufficient for
the support of his family. Munroe went
to Melbourne and stated his case to Mr.
Hodgkinson, who directed his clerk to
write to Mr. Adair, and see how it was that
the application was not received; but the
matter appears to have been neglected.
Now, for Hector McKinnon to have got
the land, improvements must have been
made before the 23rd March, 1865; but
Munroe states"There were no improvements on the land
but mine until June last. A small hut was then
erected and was left unoccupied. A man' told
me that Nicholson had told himself that he had
bought this place."
This is another case of an industrious
family being turned off the land in the
interests of the friends of the Minister of
the department. These cases are legion.
Nicholson has been enriched by the honOI"able gentleman, who has allowed him,
in contravention of all law, to secure
land throughout the colony wherever he
might choose. The next case I will bring
under the notice of the House is that of
McFadyen, a man who took up twenty acres
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of land at Bungaree-Iand so heavily timbered that it would cost £15 or £20 per
acre to clear it - under the occupation
licences of 186l. Mr. Clarke, a saw-mill
owner in the neighbourhood, applied for
the land, however, under a rural store
licence, through a man named Maloney,
who was never seen or heard of in the
neighbourhood. Mr. Adair, the district
surveyor, totally ignored the existence of
McFadyen, who had cleared the land and
had cultivated it, and Clarke obtained the
allotment. McFadyen is a man who did
not shrink from the work of clearing the
forest, who has done his duty to the colony,
so far as hard work goes; but, when I told
him that there was no redress for him,
Clarke having become possessed of the fee
simple, through the rapidity with which
deeds can be hurried through the department when a friend of the Minister is concerned, he shed tears like a child. The
man has lost his home, and, in my
opinion, Mr. Adair knew all about his
case, for his allotment was marked out
on Mr. Adair's map. He had applied for
the ground again and again, and his applications were before "Mr. Adair. I do not
charge the Minister of Lands with being
directly to blame in this case; but I do
say that it has been impossible to get him
to move a finger to bring Adair to justice,
and, moreover, that he has not obeyed the
instructions of this House to have the
district surveyors periodically removed.
The Minister of Lands was bound to inquire into the conduct .of his officer in this
matter, more especially as I am told that
the prevarication of Adair and his employe left no doubt 'on the mind of the
commission that there was something
wrong. The next case I will refer to is
that of three men named Gardin~r, Symonds, and Allan, who applied for twentyacre blocks on the Moorabool flats. The
land was also applied for by Messrs. Hallet, Robinson, and Paterson, under the
27th action of the Act. It was clearly
shown, however, that these persons could
have no legal claim under that section.
A memorial was handed to the Minister of
Lands, stating"That the improvements
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J. B. Hallet as his are the property of a person
named Powell, who is at preE;ent residing in the
hut, and who claims it as his property.
"That the claim of Robinson, a person who
was in the employment of Messrs. Anderson
Brothers about four years ago, is fictitious, he
having been resident for the last three years in
New Zealand.
VOL. III.-5 F
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"We object to Paterson's claim on the ground
that his improvement consists of a hut built of
waste timber by Messrs. Anderson Brothers,
eleven months after the passing of the Land Act.
"We object to Messrs. Munroe's claim on the
ground that his improvements have been erected
within the last four weeks, and that he is and
has been resident in New Zealand for the last
four years."

Powell also gave a certificate that the hut,
for which Hallet claimed, belong'ed to himself. Notwithstanding that all these facts
were brought under the notice of the Minister of Lands, the honorable gentleman
gave the Jand to the applicants under the
27th section. The next case is that of
Messrs. Macklin and Woodman. The land
for which these men applied was also applied
for by a Mr. Munroe, under a rural store
licence; but they state that, up to the
24th of June, 1866, there were no improvements on the land in the name of
Munroe, and that Munroe, who should have
appeared at the Ballarat land-office in
June, did not do so, but was represented by
Mr. Nicholson. Mr. Ligar said he would
report the matter as it stood; and no doubt
he did so, for I believe he has discharged
his duty faithfully in all these cases. The
result, however, was that Macklin received twenty-seven acres, and Woodman
four acres three roods and three perches;
while Munroe obtained 160 acres. Woodman could not get enough to live on, but
place was made for Nicholson's dummyfor the man on whose behalf Nicholson had
appeared. These things al'e not done without consideration. The Minister of Lands
was dunned with the facts of the case day
after day, but he persisted in using the
territory for the purpose of enriching his
friends. Again, a gentleman named Sanders,
from near Strickland, went with me to the
Minister of Lands, and was told tha.t he
would get 150 acres of land on the main
road, within eight miles of Beaufort, if he
applied for it. He did apply for it in C011nexion with a friend at Geelong ; but the
Minister of Lands, who was holding forth
at the time at Bacchus Marsh as to how
he would settle the people, had given jnst.ructions to put the land up to auction at
an upset price of £2 per acre. The Chief
Secretary had been with the honorable
gentleman-let him deny it if he dareand the land was put up on behalf of a
man who had evaded the Land Act to an
enormous extent in 1862, and who obtained these allotments also. The Minister
of Lands said that he had promised to seH
the land by auction, and that he would
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keep his promise; but the honorable gentleman had also promised that it should be
taken up under the 42nd clause, and he
did not feel called upon to keep that promise.
Here, then, is another instance
of the way in which the man of small
means has been treated by the honorable gentleman. Despite all that the
honorable gentleman has said, the poor
man has not been settled on the lands, but,
on the contrary, every effort has been made
to keep him off. There is some reason
behind all this, and we shall get at it some
of these days. There is another case which
will astonish honorable members. In
August, 1865, a land selection took place
at Inglewood, and a telegram from the
Minister of Lands was publicly posted
that allotments taken in contravention
of the Act would be forfeited. Accordingly, two men, named Crossman and
Moog, had their selections disallowed on
the 7th of September. On the 11th of
September two men, named Hawkins and
Kinnear, selected this land, and though
their selections were disallowed in the first
instance, because all the land was withdrawn on the ] 5th of September, yet their
selections, being made prior to that date,
were subsequ~ntly allowed. But the
astonishing circumstance is that, after
Hawkins and Kinnear had been in possession for five months, the disallowance
of Crossman and Moog was revoked.
Hawkins and Kinnear, not knowing anything of this, applied for leave to pay their
rent at Ballarat; but they received letters
from the department requesting them not
to pay the half-year's rent until the
matter in dispute between them and Moog
and Crossman had been settled. In March,
1866, the Inglewood land officer referred
the men to the Government Gazette,
to observe that the disallowance of the
original selectors had been revoked. Now,
the Land Act provides that selections may
be disallowed within thirty days, and not
beyond; so that I would like to know what
position the Minister of Lands stands in
with regard to Hawkins and Kinnear,
whose selections were disallowed after they
had been in possession for five months?
The Minister of Lands had to serve his
friend Hugh Glass, and perhaps there may
be a powerful reason for his doing so.
However this may be, Hawkins and Kinnear found their selections gazetted as forfeited for non-payment of rent-the very
rent they were anxious to pay, and were
not allowed to pay. Another matter to
Mr. Longmore.
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which I have to refer is somewhat personal, but I trust that the House will bear
with me in it. Some time ago, I charged
the Minister of .Lands with helping a Mr.
Sutherland to a subdivision with a Mr.
Peddie, after having received notice from
me that the subdivision was being unlawfully obtained. The honorable gentleman
denied, on that occasion, that Sutherland
or Peddie had received notice from the
Lands-office that the subdivision would be
allowed. Now Mr. Sutherland traverses
that statement. He writes me"Peddie showed me a letter he had from the
department, saying that they would agrep. to a
subdivision in my favour; but he held the letter,
and would on no account give it to me. It was
on the strength of that letter I was induced to
advauce certain. moneys to Peddie."

Mr. Sutherland states, in another letter to
me, that land was being taken up on all
sides of him in the manner he proposed to
do with Peddie; that it had passed into the
hands of Mr. W ei~ at a nominal rate, and
that he himself, in his horror of breaking
the law, had previously refused lands afterwards sold to Mr. Weir. This statement
Mr.
shows the working of the Act.
Sutherland would never have thought of
breaking the law if the Minister of Lands
had not made it obvious that, to do so, was
the only way to success. Mr. Sutherland
is a justice of the peace at Clunes, he has
been mayor there for a very long time, his
character stands high in the neighbourhood,
and I believe thoroughly in his statement.
The Minister of Lands can take the consequences. The honorable gentleman succeeded in throwing ridicule upon me; but
I do not think he succeeded in speaking
the truth. The Minister of Lands told the
country that he would not throw good land
into the market until the certificate-holders
had been satisfied; and the bona,jide selectors
applauded his determination, as they naturally expected that, when the twelve months
in which the certificates could be used had
expired, they would have good land thrown
open, with only men of their own class to
compete against. No sooner, however,
were the certificates done away with than
the Minister of Lands let the country
know that he would grant subdivisions
to all and sundry. The honorable gentleman has stated that he takes particular
care to look after the bona fides of applicants. A glance at the return for which
I moved should convince honorable members on this point. In June, 1865, William
Peddie selected 632 acres, and in August
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he subdivided with Sutherland. Peddie
retained twenty acres, and Sutherland obtained 612. Now, was it likely that, under
these circumstances, Peddie would become
a settler? The Minister of Lands knew
very well that no man could live on twenty
acres in the district in question, and he
knew, moreover, that Peddie had 600 acres
in another neigh bourhood, and that he would
pay no more rent for the twenty acres. On
June 5th, 1865, Thomas Judd selected 600
acres, and W. H. Pettett, an honorable
member of another House, obtain.ed a
subdivision, Judd keeping 37 acres and
giving up 563 acres. The application
was made on the 7th of July, and was
concluded on the 20th, for in this case
commendable diligence could be employed.
On the 5th of June, 1865, Mr. Alexander
Nicholson selected 637 acres, and Mr. G.
E. Pettett obtained a subdivision, Nicholson
retaining forty acres and giving up 597;
and this subdivision was granted, although
the Minister of Lands had it in evidence
that Nicholson was to receive £320 for the
transaction. John Bell obtained a subdivision with W. H. Pettett, junior, the
son of the honorable member, Bell retaining forty acres and giving up 162 acres;
and S. Cadden, who took up 632 acres on
the run of George Cumming, in December,
1865, obtained a subdivision in the follow-.
ing March with the same_ George Cumming. As I am informed, £800 was paid
for this transaction; but the matter was
pushed through by the Minister of Lands
for the benefit of the squatter. Believing
Cadden to be acting bona fide, I had assisted him in a previous application for the
lease of a swamp; but I was perfectly
astonished when I heard that the Minister
of Lands had allowed the man to get out
of his selection, and, had strained the law
to enable the squatter to get back his run.
Mr. Duffy appeared to hand over an immense quantity of land to the squatters
under the Land Act of 1862; but the present Minister of Lands is doing just the
same, but with more cunning and more
perseverance. J. Barclay, junior, obtained
a subdivision, and retained twenty acres,
giving 255 acres to ~o less a person than
Mr. Darbyshire, formerly the Engineer-in~
Chief; and, then, John Bell parted with a
very valuable allotment to William Eaves,
a Ballarat money-lender, who had made
him advances. Intentionally or otherwise,
the Minister of Lands assisted in the
swindle. The returns of the Warrnambool
Shire Council give a list of selections in
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the area of Cooramook the rates for which
have been paid by a squatter named Lindsay; and another list, for the areas of East
Framlington and Garvoc, in which the rates
have been paid, either by the Hon~ Neil
Black, or by Mr. Tobin, the representative of
the Melbourne firm of Kaye and Butchart.
There are many other cases of the same
kind. This subdivision clause has done
more than anything else to destroy the
efficacy of the Land Act. I will put a
suppoaitious case. A man selects 640
acres. He pays £32, the amount of the
first half-year's rent, and immediately
afterwards he sells the land to the sq uattel' or.speculator, by subdivision, for £300
or £400. The result of this operation is,
that a number of persons, who never intend
to settle upon the lands, become applicants
for land, because they know that, if the
Minister of Lands will only grant them a
subdivision, they will make money out of
it. The Minister of Lands knows these
things, and, in the face of them, he allows
the subdivisions to be granted, and the
Land Act to be trodden under foot. Instead of this subdivision clause helping to
promote the settlement of families, as the
Minister of Public Works predicted, it has
helped to return the land to those who used
it. The Jegal knowledge of the Minister
of Lands, and his power to seize on a quibble, have enabled him to make that clause
do what it was never intended to do. And
the Minister of Public Works sits by, and
sees the clause defeated. I repeat that
that subdivision clause has done more to
keep honest men off the land than all the
certificates that were ever brought into competition with settlement. To show how the
Minister of Lands helps to defeat the Land
Act in the interest of certain parties, I may
-mention that Mr. Macintosh, formerly a
member of this House, came to me at
Camperdown, and asked me if I knew
where good land was. Regarding him as
a man of high character, I showed him all
the good land. Mr. Macintosh was successful. in his apf>lication, and the next
morning the land was in the hands of the
squatter. I offered to supply the Minister
of Lands with information on the subject,
put the honorable gentleman declined to
receive it. I also know of a case of land
brought into the market for sale at auction,
one lot at a time, as if they were disunited
lots; but when placed together they formed
a large area of splendid land, aU of which
was handed over to a man who had defeated
both the Land Act of 1865 and the Land
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Act of 1862. At one of the last land
selections at Camperdown, that same gentleman (Mr. Currie), through some very
peculiar circumstance, was called first.
There were about 1,200 people in the yard,
and several of them declared to me their
belief-and some of them seemed to have
sufficient evidence to prove - that Mr.
Currie's lot-ticket never went into the box
until it went in the hands of the land
officer. At all events, it was a most singular circumstance that, out of 1,200
tickets, the squatter's ticket should come
first. I asked the Minister of Lands if he
would do justice. He disallowed the allotment taken up by Currie; but, in a fortnight or three weeks afterwards, the disallowance was revoked,' and, after the
noise had blown over, Currie was put
in quiet and peaceable possession. The
honorable member for South Grant (Mr.
Hopkins), the other evening, asked the
Minister of Lands whether land put
up for auction at £1 per acre without
offer had not subsequently been put up at
30s. with the same result, and afterwards
at £2. The Minister of Lands, by inuendo, led the House to suppose that the
honorable member for South Grant wanted
the land, and stated that, if the honorable
member desired a higher upset price, it
should be fixed. But, if the Act has given
the honorable member power to vary the
upset price of land, has it given him the
power, when he has once fixed an upset
price, to withdraw the land from auction,
and then to submit it again at a lower
upset price? The honorable gentleman
has been in the habit of doing that. The
Minister of Lands will recollect that every
effort was made to have Manifold's section
at Camperdown thrown open for selection
at £ I per acre. When the honorable
gentleman determined t.hat Messrs. Manifold should have the land, he put it up to
auction at £4 per acre. His only chance
of handing it over to the Messrs. Manifold was by showing the country that the
land was extremely valuable-too valuable
to be open for selection. But whence did
the honorable gentleman get his knowledge of the great value of the land?
Does the Minister of Lands know anything about a Mr. Phillips? Does he
know that a block of some 4,000 acres in
the parish of Marong was put up for auction at an upset price of £3 per acre; that
he withdrew that land before the day of
auction; and that, immediately afterwards, the land was put up afresh at an
Mr. Longmore.
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upset price of 30s. per acre? Mr.
Phillips's family were in Melbourne at the
time, and many explanations might be
given as to how that matter came about.
I could tell the House of other little things,
of a very doubtful character, which have
occurred with reference to the Land Act.
For instance, a gold mine, a little above
Creswick, was sold; but the people of the
locality knew nothing of the matter, because
it was represented as being in another
parish. This was something like the sale
of the Wesleyan church at Warrnambool.
But the Minister of Lands never called
upon the district surveyor to explain how
it was that he came to misdescribe the
land. The person who obtained the land
was on very intimate terms with the district surveyor; and, to say the least, the
matter looks very suspicious. When I
was last at Camperdown, I found the
district surveyor selling land, the whole of
which was wrongly described. I told him
this; and he said he knew it, but could
not help it. The result of the misdescription was, that persons were deterred from
applying for the land. The Minister of
Lands appointed commissioners to take
evidence· as to whether the land was
being taken up for bona .fide settlement.
Tn some of these cases, the appointments
looked very much like a farce, because
men who continually evaded the Land
Act, and helped others to evade it, were
put upon the commission. I have here a
letter from a person who acted as a commissioner. He says" We recommended the disallo,vance of one
selection, on the ground that the selector had
made a good selection in Jancourt, and openly
sold the same, and squandered the proceeds. In
being again a successful selector, he was keeping
out others who would retain and improve their
holdings; but I suppose it will be allowed. Indeed, the case of one Pike, who was a dummy in
the same way, was represented to the board,
and his was not only allowed, but he has obtained several subdivisions with dummies alongside of him. That part of the Act is certainly
rotten enough at all events."

This is the state of things going on all
through the country. Commissioners are
appointed to look after the carrying out of
the Act, and the Minister of Lands helps
to more land those who are i'e ported upon
as being evaders of the law. In fact,
these men are put into a better position
than any other set of men. I think honorable gentlemen who have listened to the
statements I have made, and the two score
of letters from which I have quoted-and
I could bring two hundred to the same
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effect-will admit that there is good reason
for the appointment of a select committee
to inquire into the working of the Land
Act. I expect that these statements of
mine will be met, as usual, by reports.
The Minister of Lands can get any number
ofreportsw;ritten out, in order that they may
be brought before this House as evidence.
But I have submitted statements from men
who have been affected by the mal-administration of the land law, and whose lives have
been made in consequence, so far as pecuniary circumstances are concerned, either
very much worse or much better. These
men write the truth, I believe, and I ask
the House to allow a committee to inquire
into the matter, and see, whether the Landsoffice is such as they represent it. If the
committee be granted, I will prove that
pecuniary offers have been made to honorable members of this House to assist in
getting land sold by auction. There are
many other things in connexion with this
subject to which I might refer. I could
go on for two hours more; but I refrain.
I think I have shown enough to satisfy
the House that the Government have not
done their duty with their own Act-that
they have not allowed it to be carried out
faithfully and fairly. According to the
Land Act, 4,000,000 acres of land were
to be open for selection within three
months from the passing of that measure;
but, at the end of two years, according to
the report of the Minister of Lands, only
2,571,000 acres had been thrown open,
and I can say, from personal inspection of
at least one million acres, that not onehundredth part of that land, if cut up into
small allotments, is worth going upon.
It is said that some of the largest squatters
have a power in the Lands-office, which no
other men can expect to obtain, Their
agents are constantly there, and their runs
are not touched. It is high time we had
a different state of things.
Mr. JONES seconded the amendment.
Mr. GRANT.-Mr. Speaker, I regret
that the animus which the honorable member appears to have against me shonld have
induced him to waste another night-because the honorable member stated, at the
outset of his observations, that he did not
hope to carry the motion, but that, notwithstanding, he would proceed with it. I
admit that many persons have been disappointed in obtaining land-in obtaining
land under the selection clauses, under the
42nd clause, and even at auction; but, under
any system of land administration which
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the Leg'is]ature may please to establish,
persons will be disappointed. Wherever
there are more applicants than one for an
allotment, there must be some disappointment. The first charge of the honorable
member is that I did not comply with
the 10th section of the Land Act, which
required that 4,000,000 acresof land should
be surveyed, and placed in the market, within three months from the passing of the Act.
That has been charged against me over
and over again in this House, and I have
answered it over and over again. When
the first selections took place at Hamilton
and Cam'perdown it was found that the land
officers, in their endeavour to comply with
the provisions of the Act, had unwittingly
thrown open the whole of certain runs for
selection. The good sense and feeling of
the community suggested that it was improper that this should be done, and when
I came to the House, after the first selections were over, the House gave me ca1'teblanclte as to what portions of the runswhat portions of the public territoryshould be thrown open for selection. Had
I carried out the suggestion of the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden, and
thrown open 4,000,000 acres within three
months, I should have ruined hundreds of
squatters. The honorable member accuses
me of deliberately withholding good land,
and putting up only bad land for selection.
I am not personally acquainted with the
land of this country; but I know, from an
officer of the department, whose character
for integrity stands as high as that of the
honorable member-I refer to Mr. Skene
-that what the honorable member alleges
is not correct. The honorable member
has repeatedly charged me with enriching
my friends at the public expense; but I
would ask, if the honorable member did
not consider himself a friend of mine until
lately, and did I ever seek to enrich him?
If I had done anything improper in reference to the many hundred cases which
that honorable member brought under my
attention, where should I have been now?
I defY any honorable member-I defy any
member of this community-to show that,
deliberately and wittingly, I have done
anything improper in connexion with the
administration of the Lands department.
'No man in his heart, J am sure, can be
better satisfied on that point than the honorable member himself. I now come to
the charges raised by the honorable member with rega;rd to lands occupied under
the 27th section, and afterwards applied
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for under the 42nd section. The honorable member must know well the difficulties experienced by the department in
dealing with these cases, which amounted
in aU to 333. Three or four boards were
appointed to consider these applications,
and the difficulties which those boards had
to encounter were indescribable. I believe
that, with one exception-the exception
of Mr. Holden, whose papers have been
called for-'-equal justice was done to all.
In no one of these cases did I personally
interfere. The boards consisted of the
Surveyor-General, the Assistant Commissioner of Lands and Survey, and two district surveyors.
The matter of Mr.
Holden was left to the Surveyor-General,
the Assistant Commissioner, and the district surveyor of Castlemaine. The honorable member for Ripon says that the
lands involved in that case were given
away at £1 per acre, and that they are
now worth £10 per acre. He will find,
on inquiry, that they were not given
away at all. The parties paid a high rent
for the lands, which were not alienated
until all objections had been removed, and
then, not at £1 per acre, but at such prices
as the Board of Land and Works thought fit
to fix upon them. Then, as to Mr. Nicholson's case. The honorable member was
continually referring to that gentleman
as my particular friend. I believe I
have met that gentleman about six
times in my life. I know him sufficiently
to recognize him, and no more. In no
instance, that I recollect, have I had anything personally to do with Mr. Nicholson.
Everything that I have had to do with
him has been done through the board. I
am surprised that the honorable member
for Ripon and Hampden, knowing this,
should have made such a statement. The
honorable member also alluded to the case
of the Andersons. There are five brothers,
all holders of saw-mill licences in Bullarook-forest, and they have acquired between them, not 1,500 acres, but 892 acres,
or about 17R acres each. I believe they
have spent about £15,000 in the construction of tramways, saw-mills, and other
improvements; and surely, if a squatter is
entitled, under the same clause, to 640
acres, which he invariably gets, no injustice
is done in allowing five gentlemen to have
178 acres each at the full value of the
land. I find that forty-one squatters have
obtained, under their pre-emptive rights,
10,516 acres for £13,780; while 200 persons have obtained 13,918 acres, under
Mr. Grant.
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rural store licences, for £15,529. With
regard to the persons alluded to by the
honorable member as having obtained the
issue of these licences to the Messrs. Anderson, the honorable gentleman knows, of his
own knowledge, that these very questions
were referred to a board which sat
at Ballarat under the presidency of Mr.
Ligar. He knows very well the difficulties which that board had to contend
with in apportioning the land among the
respective applicants. All these persons
were employes of the saw-mill proprietors, and, in many cases, did not get
more than five or ten acres each. Now,
if a district surveyor reports to me that
there is no objection to the alienation of
land in such a case, how can the honoraable gentleman blame me for the application being granted? I am really surprised
at the honorable member alluding to one
case. I refer -to the case of McFadyen.
McFadyen had a twenty-acre licence granted
him under the old occupation licence system.
His name appeared on the office plans at
Melbourne, and I suppose also at Ballarat.
An application came in for the allotment.
The subject was referred to the local
officer, who represented that there was no
objection to the application, his explanation
being that McFadyen had previously purThe honorable
chased twenty acres.
member for Ripon stated that, when
McFadyen came to him, he knew that
justice would not be done. Now, was that
fair to me, when he knew that a board
wa:s appointed to consider the claim?
Mr. LONGMORE.-I did not say so.
Mr. GRANT.-Did not the honorable
member say that he knew he would get no
justice?
Mr. LONGMORE.-In reference to the
district surveyor.
Mr. GRANT.-Why, if I had stood 011
the strict legal rig1;lts of the State, McFadyen would not have been entitled to a
single shilling of compensation. But I will
never stand on mere technical rights, as the
honorable member is pleased to term them.
I thought McFadyen had been inequitably
treated, and I referred the matter to a
board, which reported that there should be
some compensation. A sum will accordingly be placed on the Estimates; and the
officer concerned will be dealt with. With
regard to the district surveyor of Ballarat,
I must say, in justice to that officer, that
there is no more difficult district in the
colony to administer than the Ballarat
district. I believe that at least one-fifth
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of the whole settlement of the country under
the 27th and the 42nd clauses has taken
place in that district; and, when honorable
members consider how heavily timbered
that district is, it must be matter of
surprise to them that so few mistakes
should have occurred in the local office.
The honorable member has called attention
to the fact that, some time since, the
House came to a resolution in favour of
the periodical removal of district surveyors
from one district to another. I questioned
the wisdom of that resolution, although I
assented to it. If any officer requires
local knowledge, it is a district surveyor.
Notwithstanding that feeling, however,
I removed the officer to whom reference
has been made from Ballarat to Castlemaine, where a vacancy had occurred by
the appointment of Mr. Couchman as Chief
Mining Surveyor; but he was allowed a
few weeks' leave of absence before entering
upon his new duties. With regard to the
charge which the honorable member seeks
to fasten upon me on the subdivision clause,
and particularly with reference to the communication between the Lands-office and
Mr. Pettett and Mr. Sutherland, I may
remark that the honorable member brought
this matter before the House a few months
ago, and that I then read a minute, which
was taken down from his' own lips by the
Surveyor-General, to this effect"To refuse subdivision in the case of Mr.
Nicholson, in the area of Ballyrogan, between
Nicholson and Pettett, as it is stated to be a sale
for £350. Ditto to Peddie, of Clunes, which is
also stated to be a sale."

This was on the 3rd October, 1866. I
informed the honorable member that I
had not stopped Nicholson's subdivision,
because he had a letter from the department, but that I did stop the other,
because the other gentleman had no letter
. from the department. I find that I was
slightly in error on that occasion, owing to
the papers not being before me; bu t, if
the honorable gentleman supposes that I
wished to convey a wrong impression with
regard to the matter, he is altogether mistaken. Certainly, I think he is the only
honorable member who would entertain
such a supposition. It appears that a
letter was sent by the department to Mr.
Peddie, stating that the board approved
of his subdivision. I was not aware
of that. I was astounded a few weeks
afterwards, when an officer of the department submitted to me additional papers,
which showed that there had been an
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unintentional error on my part. But it
should be observed that it was in September that Nicholson's application was approved of; the subdivision of the lease was
actually issued on the 18th of September,
and the honorable member for Ripon came
to me on the 3rd of October. So much
for the assertion of the honorable member
-an assertion implying that I would deliberately make a statement which I knew
was not correct. I am surprised beyond
measure that the honorable member, after
his long knowledge of me, should, for one
instant, have accused me of uttering any..thing with the intention of creating a
wrong impression on his mind, or on the
mind of any other honorable member. The
honorable member has alluded to the abuses
which have arisen under the subdivision
clause. I have said that that clause of the
Land Act was an extremely beneficial
clause. I still hold to that opinion. In
almost every case-except some at the first
instance-I have satisfied myself of the
bona fides of the parties. It will be found,
by the report on the operation of the Land
Act, that there has been more bona fide
settlement under that clause than proLably
under any other clause of the Act. The
honorable gentleman then alluded to a
gentleman named Phillips, and charged me
with gradually reducing the upset price of
land to suit my own purposes. I once
spoke to Mr. Phillips, many years ago;
but I am not acquainted with him, and no
human being, that I am aware of, applied
at the Lands-office on his behalf. This
shows how mistaken the honorable member for Ripon and Hampden is in his facts.
The. department, anxious at the end of the
year to get as much cash as possible, put up
this land at auction. The honorable member alleges that, before the sale took place,
I withdrew the land, and reduced the upset
price. What are the facts? The land
was put up for sale at Warrnambool on
the 5th of October, 1866, at the upset
price of £5 per acre; but there was no
offer. It was put up again on the 16th of
November at £3 per acre, and again there
was no offer. On the 21st of December it
was put up at 30s. per acre, and for two
lots there was no offer, even at that price.
The unsold land is now available for selection under the 42nd clause, at 30s. per
acre. So much for the honorable member's assertions. I am really sorry to
waste the time of the House on this subject. There is not a single case brought
forward by the honorable member which I
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am not prepared, at any moment, to answer;
but my general answer is, that all these
cases have been dealt with by the boards.
The House divided on the question that
the words of the original motion, for the
House going into Committee of Supply,
proposed to be omitted, stand part of the
questionAyes
31
Noes
9

Majority against Mr. Longmore's} 22
amendment
•••
•.•
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Balfour,
Bayles,
Bindon,
Byrne,
Cope,
Davies,
Dyte,
Foott,
Francis,
Frazer,
Grant,
Harbison,
H.Henty,
Higinbotham,
Lalor,
Macgregor,
McCaw,

Mr.
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

McCulloch,
Macpherson,
Reeves,
Riddell,
G. V. Smith,
J. T. Smith,
Sullivan,
Vale,
Verdon,
Watkins,
Williams,
Wilson.
Tellers.

Mr. McKean,
" Farrell.
NOES.

Mr. Hanna,
Dr. Heath,
" Kerferd,
" Langton,
" Longmore,
Capt. Mac Mahon.

Mr. Moore.
Tellers.

Mr. McLellan,
" Jones.

The House then went into Committee of
Supply, for the further consideration of
the Estimates.
GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.
On the vote of £270,740 for salftries
and contingencies for the Railway department,
Mr. REEVES ~sked whether provision
would be made for restoring the sixpence
per day which was knocked off the salaries
of the railway porters and others during
the period that the Hon. H. Miller was
the Minister of Railways? He thought
that this reduction was false economy, and
unjust to the men who were affected by it.
Mr. SULLIVAN said that the reduction
was made before he took office as the head
of the department. Although the reduction was small, it amounted, in the
aggregate, to a saving of £3,000 per year.
He had no de~ire to cut down the wages
of any of the ~ervants of the Government
impropedy. Persons employed by the
Government ought to be paid as high a
rate of wages as would be paid for the
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same class of labour by private individuals;
but he did not see any reason why they
should be paid more. He had no intention
to restore the sixpence per day which had
been taken off the wages of railway
labourers, because he believed that their
present wages were as high, and perhaps
a little higher, than was paid for the same
class of work by private firms.
Mr. MOORE complained that the committee were asked to vote upwards of
£270,700 for the Rail way department
without having sufficiently detailed information of the various purposes for which
the money was required. For instance,
there were two very large items: one,
£67,200, for "working expenses-salaries, wages, and services;" and the other,
£44,200, for "maintenance - salaries,
wages, and services." Instead of these
items being put down in globo, the committee shoulU have been furnished with
some particulars of what they were composed, and upon what data the estimates
were arrived at. He presumed that the
" stores" referred to consisted principally
of coal for the use of the rail way engines.
He had, on previous occasions, suggested
that considerable economy might be effected
by using wood for the engines instead of
coal, as large quantities of wood could be
obtained in the districts through which the
lines passed. In America, the locomotives
on the principal lines of railway were supplied with wood instead of coal, and a considerable saving was thereby effected. It
might be said that, by using wood, the
danger of setting fire to the crops or vegetation along the railways would be increased; but, in America, "spark catchers"
were placed above the chimneys of the
engines, to guard against this danger. At
all events, the experiment might be safely
tried during a considerable portion of the
year, when the fields were not likely to
catch fire by any sparks from a passing
train.
He should like an assurance
from the Minister of Mines that the experiment would be tried. It was absolutely necessary that some economy should
be effected in the working of the department. He viewed with apprehension the
systematic falling off in the railway revenue which the traffic returns exhibited.
If the railways were leased, he believed
that they would be more economically
worked, and produce a larger revenue than
.it was possible that they could do while
they were under the control and management of $he Government. He regretted
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that the Government had apparently taken character, and that there was great extrano steps towards leasing the lines. The vagance in the management. The whole
Treasurer, in his Budget speech, in 1866, scheme of management required revision.
stated that he was only awaiting reliable The gross receipts from the Williamstown
information as to the basis upon which the branch actually only exceeded the workrailways should be leased, preparatory to ing expenses by the miserable sum of
the Government taking steps to lease them. £128 13s. 4d. There were daily comDuring the honorable gentleman's recent plaints of the anomalous character of some
visit to England, his views as to the desir- of the traffic regulations. The rate charged
ability of leasing the railways had no doubt for the conveyance of wool from Echuca
undergone some modification. In Eng- to Williamstown was 8s. per bale of four
land there seemed to be a feeling growing cwt., but if the bale weighed a fraction
up in favour of the Government taking over four cw!" the penalty for the excess
the control and management of the rail- was fifty per cent. The Railway departways into their own hands; but there was ment was not content with carrying goods
considerable difference of opinion on the to the ships at Williamstown, but actually
subject. There was also great difference undertook the towage of ships into port,
of opinion as to the propriety of the prin- and supplied them with ballast. It might
ci pIe pursued by the Governments of be said that it was necessary for the GoFrance and other European countries, of vernment to attract shipping to Williamstaking the entire control of the railways. town, in competition with the Hobson's
'fhe suggestion that the State should assume Bay ~ailway Company's pier at Sandridge,
the control of the r~ilways in England was, but, on the same principle, they might
however, made less with a desire to effect undertake the repair and :litting out of
a- more economical working of the lines vessels. The less the Government interthan with a desire to prevent a great public fered wi th matters which were beyond
financial crisis. So many of the railway their proper province the better. Another
companies in England had become practi- . objectionable thing was, that the Governcally insolvent by the competition to which ment allowed the railway sheds to be used
they had been exposed, that a serious as storehouses for the reception of goods,
financial difficulty had resulted; and it for weeks, to the inj ury of the owners of
was with a view to the solution of that private warehouses. Another matter to
difficulty that it had been suggested that which he desired to direct attention was,
the Government' should have the control that the salaries of the Engineer-in-Chief
and management of the railways. This and his staff did not appear on the Esticountry was not embarrassed with the mates for the Railway department.
same difficulty. It was very proper for
Mr. SULLIVAN remarked that aU
the State to construct the railways, because honorable members would admit that it
it required national credit to induce capi- was desirable that the rail ways should be
talists to invest the money necessary to worked as economically as possible. With
carry out the undertaking; but the time regard to the use of wood instead of coal
seemed to have arrived when the State for the locomotives, that was a matter which
should give up the control and manage- had not been overlooked by the department of the rnilways. It was impossible ment; and if the substitution of wood
that they could be so well developed, or would effect a reduction in the expenditure,
worked so economically, by the Government that course would be adopted. He underas by a private company. The patronage stood, however, that wood was not so
which the Government possessed, in the economical as coal for the railways in this
appointment of the various officers, tended country. Although the use of wood was
to prevent retrenchment and to cause the found to be profitable in the United States,
number of officers employed to be greater it should not be forgotten that the railways
The there passed through well-timbered counthan was absolutely necessary.
Government might lease the lines with- try. But, in some parts
the country
out incurring any risk; they might be through which the Victorian railways
the sole receivers of the money, and be passed, there was little or no wood,
their own paymasters, by deducting a cer- as, for instance, in the vicinity of the
tain portion of the gross receipts, as line from Sandhurst to Echuca; and it
might be agreed upon with the lessees. would be necessary for a large number
He believed that at present many of the of trucks to be employed to carry wood
traffic regulations were of an arbitrary along the line for the supply of the
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engines, if coals were dispensed with. He
was sorry to have to agree with the honorable member for Sandridge, that there
was a very serious falling off in the traffic
on the railways. During the present year
there was an average diminution of about
£600 per week in the receipts as compared
with the corresponding period of last year.
This was a large falling off.
It was
difficult to account for. It might be accounted for partially by the fact that, in
previous years, a large quantity of breadstuffs had been conveyed from Melbourne
to the country districts, which had not
been the case this year. In the receipts
for the carriage of grain and breadstuffs
there was a falling off of £6,000 in the six'
months of this year. This circumstance
might be regarded as one for congratulation, because it showed that, instead of requiring to be supplied largely with the
produce of other countries, the colony was
able, in a great measure, to supply its
own wants. Perhaps the general dulness
of the times might, to some extent, account
for the falling off. He was informed that
the traffic receipts of the suburban lines
and on the Melbourne and Hobson's Bay
line had fallen off more than the receipts
of the Government railways. Perhaps
this falling off in the receipts from
railway traffic was due to temporary
causes, or, perhaps, the people were becoming more prudent and thrifty than heretofore. It was a fact that a much larger
number of persons now travelled secondclass than a year or two ago. Whether
that ought to be rejoiced at or regretted,
he left honorable members to determine.
From a railway point of view, he regretted
it; from a public point of view, perhaps,
it was not so much to be regretted. With
respect to patronage, he coulGl assure honorable members that there was no abuse or
extravagance in the exercise of patronage
in connexion with the Railway department.
When vacancies occurred they were not
filled up unless it was really necessary to
supply them; and promotions were always
made amongst the officers of the department in the order of merit. It was said
that the cost of working the railways was
extravagant, ~ut extravagance could only
be shown by comparison; and to enable
honorable members to judge how far
the charge was well-founded, he would
read a statemont of the working expenses
of a number of the principal English and
colonial railways as compared with the
receipts. The working expenses of the
Mr. Sullivan.
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London and N orth-Western Railway were
43'11 per cent. of the receipts; the working .expenses of the Great Northern were
50'79 per cent.; Great Western, 49'33 ;
London and South-Western, 52'02; London, Brighton, and. South Coast, 51'71 ;
South-Eastern, 56'60; Great Eastern,
58'02; the average working expenses of
these lines being 51 '65 per cent. Of
colonial lines, the working expenses of the
East Indian Railways were 41'34 per cent;
New South Wales lines, 65'60; Hobson's
Bay United Company, 47'60; and the Vic·
torian Railways, 45.72 per cent. The
working expenses of the Government railways in this colony were, therefore, below
the average of the working expenses of a
number of the principle English lines of
railway.
The question of' leasing the
railways was one which required great
consi~eration, and upon which much difference of opinion existed. In France, Belgium,' and other European countries, there
was a strong desire that the State should
have the control and management of the railways. The railways there were regarded
as sOQ1ething more than mere sources of
revenue, and it was considered that, for
many reasons, it would be advantageous to
the State to have the railways under their
control. He might add, that no offer had
been made to the Government to lease the
railways.
Mr. LEVEY did not attach much importance to the statement of the Minister
of Mines, showing that the working expenses of the Victorian railways were below
the average of the working expenses of a
number of the principal railways in England, because there was a great difference
between the Government railways in this
colony and the English railways. With
the exception, perhaps, of the Great
Western, none of the English railways
were constructed so substantially as the
Victorian railways, and, moreover, most of
the Victorian railways had been made
little over five years. Again, the principal
railway companies in England had expensive branch lines to maintain, which
very much diminished the profits of the
main lines, and increased the working
expenses. No one could say that the
Victorian' railways were worked as economically as they would be if they were
in the hands of a private company. For
instance, at Ballarat, there were two
stations within half a mile of each other,
each of which required a large and expensive staff. There could be no doubt
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that, if the railways were in the hands of'
a private company, the station at Ballarat
East would be closed. Again, on the Williamstown branch, there were four stations
within two miles, two of which-the North
Williamstown and the Geelong Junction
-were certainly unnecessary. These cases
proved that, as long as the Government had the control of the railways, they
would be compelled, to a certain extent, to
give way to local demands, and thereby
increase the working expenses beyond
what was profitable in a pecuniary point
of view; but a pri vate company would not
be trammelled in this way. He believed
that the cost of the Engineer-in-Chief,
and his staff, was £11,000, which was
an excessive sum, unless the Government intended at once to proceed with
the construction of new railways. It'
the Government contemplated the extension of the railway system, then he did
not grudge their retaining the services of
gentlemen of professional skill; but, if they
did, they ought at once to explain what
their policy was. In his opinion, the objections urged against leasing the lines
would not hold water. It might be that
the continental Governments were desirous
of obtaining the control of the railways in
their dominions, as railways there played a
great part in military operations, while,
with regard to England, the project that
the Government should buy the lines had
scarcely been seriously entertained, and
was only suggested to prevent a financial
crisis. His own impression, however, was,
that it would be better to sell the Victorian
lines. As these lines paid 4 per cent. now,
and as a good prospect could be shown of
their paying more, capitalists might be
found who would give nearly 8S much for
them as they had cost, and the money might
be employed in extending the railway
system.
Dr. HEATH referred to the reduction
made in the wages of the rail way guards,
and asked if it was desirable that men
trusted to a great extent with the charge
of life and property should be placed on so
Iowa footing.
Mr. LANGTON said that though, with
a view of showing the economical management of the Government lines, it had been
stated that the expenses of the Hobson's
Bay Railway Company were 47 per cent.
of the earnings, while, on the Government
lines, the percentage was only 45 per cent.;
yet, strange to say, the latter did not pay
3 per cent. on their actual cost of construc0
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tion, while the Hobson's BOay Company
paid 10 per cent. Few honorable members
understood the extent of the loss at which
the Government lines were being worked.
According to the last report, the capital
account, consisting of loans and votes,
amounted to £10,500,000. Accepting that
statement, though there were other large
sums applied from the consolidated revenue
on which interest had to be paid-there
was the accumulated loss, from year to year,
which would materially swell the account,
were the lines in the hands of a private
company-the annual interest chargeable
was £626,000. The returns for 1866 were
£320,000, so that the lines were carried
'on at an annual loss of £306,000. Here
was a difficulty which must be looked in
the face, for this formidable amount, it was
admitted, was increasing. The reasons
given in the report for the falling off were
the want of proper accommodation at Melbourne, the inconvenient arrangement of'
the goods sheds, and the reduction in the
fares. Any loss with regard to the first
two causes would be found to be trivial;
but the question as to the fares was a
serious matter, and one which was not
brought under the notice of the Government for the first time on the present occasion. Attention was called to the reduction
in the passenger fares in 1864; but had
anything been done to correct the evil ?
On the contrary, those who had control
of the lines had gone on reducing the
fares, and, even with the increased loss
now being incurred, no assurance was
given that another course would be taken.
In 1865 the average passenger rate was
1·872d. per mile, and in 1866 it was
1·698d., while the English average was
ltd. This showed that on some of the
lines a proper rate was charged; but, on
turning to the Williamstown line, it would
be found that, instead of there being any
approach to the English fares, the average
charge was only ·854d. First-class ppssengers on the Ballarat line paid three
times, and on the Murray line two and a
half times as much, per mile, as passengers on the Williamstown line. Now how
could this be justified? Of course, honorable members knew that it Was the result
of the competition with the Hobson's Bay
Company; but was it legitimate that the
Government should enter into an unjust
and unwholesome competition with a private company? Was it right to subsidize
a railway to the extent of £30,000 per
annum, to keep up a competition which,
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without that subsidy, could not be maintained for a single week? As an instance
of the way in which the Williamstown line
was managed, he would mention that secondclass tickets had been issued to the men
employed in the locomotive workshops at
lOs. p.er month. The result was that 11 L
additional tickets were issued; but the
loss to the revenue was £24. The report
stated, also, that the low goods rates
had resulted in a loss to the revenue,
and yet a still further reduction was
made last year. In 1865 the average
rate was 4·1l7d., and in 1866 4·04d. per
ton per mile. On the Williamstown line
there had been a greater reduction than
any other, the monthly returns showing a
progressive decrease during the year
from 4s. 5d. to 3s. 8el. per ton. Now, he
thought the committee was entitled to
some assurance that something would be
done to remedy this evil. The Government carried goods at 4s. per ton, less five
per cent. to the consignees and five per
cent. to the agents; but the Hobson's Bay
Co., which had only to convey the goods
one-third the distance, but which had
to provide a profit for its shareholders,
found that it· could not afford to charge so
low as 4s. per ton with a uniform aba.tement of only"£ive per cent. These anomalies occurred in the special as well as in
the regular rates. There was one curious
case to which he would direct attention.
In November last, Messrs. Macfarlan and
Company contracted with the Government
for the supply of iron pipes, under circumstances already brought before the House.
On the 10th of December, an agreement
was made with Messrs. Macfarlan and
Company for the carriage of pipes between
Williamstown and Geelong, at the rate of
4s. per ton, though the lowest regular
rates were lOs. 5d. per ton. The committee was certainly entitled to some explanation why this reduction of 65 per cent.
was made, and whether the other tenderers
were aware that they could make sueh an
advantageous bargain. A.t all events, a
Minister of the Crown ought not to be
mixed up in negotiations of this character. There ought to be some person to stand between the Minister and
the person effecting the bargain. About
the same time, 8nother special agreement was made for the conveyance of
goods-bark and hides-between Melbourne and Geelong; but, in this case, the
price charged was 8s. 5d. per ton. He could
understand a reduction being made, when
Mr. Langton.
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large quantities of goods were sent; but
he could not understand the discrepancy
between these two amounts, more especially
as the pipes wou~d 'be much more destructive to the rolling stock. Again, the rate
of carriage between Malmsbury and Sandhurst, was 15s. 10d. per ton; but Messrs.
Dwyer and Co. obtained a reduction of
5s. 10d. per ton on the conveyance of
building stone; and, presuming, as he did,
that the stone was required for a Government contract, he would like to know
whether the other contractors obtained
notice that such a reduction would be
made? On the Williamstown line, it
appeared that the Government, not being
influenced by business considerations, could
afford to run trains when the Hobson's Bay
Railway Company could not. Two trains
were run before eight o'clock in the morning, when the Hobson's Bay Company could
not afford to run any; and two trains were
run after ten o'clock p.m. Doubtless one of
these latter trains was often n great convenience to the Treasurer, who, perhaps,
was sometimes its sole occupant; but,
little as he wished to interfere with that
honorable gentleman's comfort, he could
not overlook the fact that the Hobson's
Bay Company could only afford to run
one train after ten o'clock. The Minister
of the department had mentioned that
some of the falling off in the returns was
due to so much corn not being sent up the
country as before; but was there not much
more sent down from the country?
Mr. SULLIVAN.-I have made allowance for that.
Mr. LANGTON submitted that he had
said enough to show that, as the compilers
of the annual report were continually impressing upon the public that the present
loss was occasioned by the reduction of
the fraffic charges, the Government ought
to give a distinct assurance that they
would address themselves to the task of
placing these rates upon.a footing which
would be satisfactory to a private company,
and of rectifying the anomalies of the
Williamstown line. A.t present, bearing
in mind that that line cost half a millon of
money, and that it had to be debited with
its proportion of the cost of the line between Melbourne and the Geelong junction
and of the Melbourne station, together
with its accumulated loss, its working involved an annual loss of £30,000 pel'
annum. More than ordinary precautions
ought to be taken to prevent this loss
increasing, and, by a proper arrangement
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of trains and fares, and by running the
passenger trains. in connexion with the
goods trains, he believed it might be reduced one-half.
Mr. FRANCIS said he had no desire to
consider the question from a party point
of view. He regretted, therefore, that
the honorable member for East Melbourne
should have implied that the connexion of
the honorable the Treasurer with Williamstown had more or less to do with the want
of success of the Williamstown line. Such
an assumption was, he thought, ungene.rous, and he was sure that it was unfounded.
The honorable member also
asserted that the department had not been
guided by commercial principles in its
competition with the Hobson's Bay Railway Company. Now, during his own
term of office, commercial principles were
the rule of the department. He did not say
that it was advisable, in the first instance,
to construct a railway nine miles in. length
to compete with one three miles in length;
but, taking the case as it stood, it was
obviously the policy of the department,
while not unduly forcing competition with
the Hobson's Bay Railway Company, not
to permit itself to ·be driven out of the
market. The statement that the charges
were less on the Williamstown line than on
the Hobson's Bay Company's line was absolutely incorrect. When he was in office
a distinct and formal agreement was made
with the Hobson's Bay Railway Company,
by which that company was to fix the
rates, and the Government were to conform to them, and he did not believe that
the department had been so dishonorable
as to depart from that arrangement. Previously it was difficult to ascertain what
rates the Hobson's Bay Company was
charging, as allowances were made first in
one direction and then in another, until the
competition became ruinous. As to the
reduction in the rates having been made a
matter of complaint in the annual reports,
he was afraid that there would always
be a difficulty in checking these reductions
so long as the railways remained in the
hands of the Government. For instance,
when it was proposed to stop the issue of
excursion tickets at Easter, a demand was
made in Parliament for their continuance
such as no Ministry could resist. As to
the goods traffic, special rates must exist in
all countries. Between Melbourne and
Geelong the railway had to compete with
water carriage, and on this circumstance
was founded the perfectly satisfactory
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explanation he had just received from the
secretary to the department regarding the
agreement with Macfarlan and Co. It
was a question whether the goods should
be carried at the rate specified, or whether
the carriage should be lost altogether.
Under the circumstances, the head of the
department would have been devoid of
good sense if he had done anything else.
Iron pipes were easily loaded, while hides
and bark, to which the honorable member
had also referred, were inconvenient, and
were always charged higher rates. The
honorable member also debited the Government lines with interest from the first, before they were sufficiently advanced to be
reproductive. (Mr.Langton.-"No.") Did
the Hobson's Bay Company commence
to pay dividends before it opened its
line?
Mr. LANGTON. - It debited itself
with all the money it borrowed.
Mr. FRANCIS presumed that the company did not charge itself with interest on
that money. He doubted whether the honOI'able member had calculated the cost of
the two lines on the same basis. Besides,
what had the cost to do with the average
worktng expenses? The honorable member for Sandridge, who was as deeply
interested in the district he represented as
the Treasurer was in Williamstown, objected to the facilities given for the discharge of cargoes at Williamstown. Now
that was a necessity of the trade. The
Government railway never succeeded in
getting a full share of the shipping trade
until the same facilities were given by the
department as the Hobson's Bay Railway
Company had long afforded. The other assertion of the honorable member, that the
ballasting of the ships was undertaken by
the department, was incorrect. As to the
arrangement regarding the rates charged
on wool, he could only say that it was
made in the interests of the trade, and with
the approbation of the leading shippers.
It was very easy to criticise such arrangements, but business explanations could
al ways be afforded regarding them. The
same was the case with regard to the questions coal versus wood, and the use of
spark-catchers. Full experiments had been
made to ascertain the most economical and
the safest course to be adopted, and his
honorable colleague could lay reports on the
table which would amply justify the department in aU that had been done.
On the motion of Mr. JONES, progress
was reported.
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GEELONG VINEGROWERS.
Dr. HEATH (in the absence of Mr.
HOPKINS) moved-

" That the petitions from the vine growers of
Geelong, presented to this House on the 20th
June instant, be referred to the select committee
on the Local Government Bill."

Mr. GILLIES seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
MUNICIPALITIES ACT
MENT BILL.
Mr. HALFEY moved-

AMEND-

"That the parties petitioning, on the 19th
instant, against the passing of clauses 269 and
279 of the Municipalities Bill be, in accordance
with the prayer of their petition, heard by counsel at the bar of the House."

The honorable member remarked that he
believed there was more than one precedent
for the course he proposed to adopt. The
Attorney-General had stated that he intended to amend the clauses petitioned
against; but, as the nature of the amendment was not known, it was only right
that the persons whose interests were affected should have an opportunity of stating
their case to the House.
Mr. JONES seconded the motion.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that he
believed that the provision objected to
was the one enabling borough councils
to diminish the width of streets. As it
was wholly uncertain, however, what
streets the councils might' interfere with,
no particular interest was so affected as to
warrant its being represented by counsel
at the bar. Besides, the question was one
which honorable members could deal with
without the assistance of legal argument3.
An amendment had been suggested, which,
he believed, would diminish, ·if it did not
remove, the objection of the petitioners,
and which he would be prepared to support. Indeed, so far as he had any voice
in the matter, he would rather give the
provision up altogether than that there
should be a lengthy discussion upon the
question, a discussion which might risk
the passing of the Bill.
Mr. KERFERD pointed out that honOI'able members could scarcely form an
opinion of an amendment not before them'.
He was personally in favour of the clauses,
with restrictions; but, perhaps, if the Bill
was to pass during the present session,
the best plan would be for the AttorneyGeneral to say he would withdraw the
clauses.
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Mr. VALE observed that this matter of
the narrowing of streets, as provided for
by the Bill in its present shape, was a
matter recommended by the select committee to whom the measure was referred,
and therefore could not be regarded as a
Government question. Personally, he was
in favour of the retention of the clauses;
" but so desirable was it that the Bill should
become law this session, that, rather than
imperil its passage, as might be the case if
an opening were gi ven for a legal discussion,
he would submit to the excision of the
provisions relating to the narrowing of
streets.
In reply to Mr. HALFEY,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said, as the
amendments had been introduced by the
committee, he was not in a position to say
that he would withdraw them. But he
was aware that some honorable members
intended to move their omission, and he
would rather that they should be omitted
than that there should be a lengthened discussion on the subject either by counsel
or otherwise.
" The motion was withdrawn.
The House a~journed at twenty-five
minutes to twelve o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEM.BLY.
Wednesday, June 26, 1867.
Charge of Perjury against Mr. Sands-Ovens Water SupplyLands at Duneed - South australia. and the Border
Treaty - Botanic Gardens - Supply - Government Railways - Railway Surveys - Roads and Bridges - Intercolonia.l Exhibition -Commissions of Inquiry-Discoverers
of Gold-fields.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
PETITIONS.
Petitions in favour of the site for the
industrial school for the Ovens district
being fixed at Beechworth, were presented
"by Mr. KERl!'ERD, from Buckland, Yackandandah, Belvoir, and the neighbourhood;
and by Mr. G. V. SMITH, from Stanley
and its neighbourhood. Petitions in favour
of an amendment of the Wine, Beer, and
Spirits Sale Statute, were presented by Mr.
SNODGRASS, from South Gippsland, and
by Mr. SNOWBALL, from a public meeting
of the inhabitants of Prahran.
MR. SANDS.
Mr. JONES movedI

"That leave be given to Mr. Ashton Warner,
Clerk of Committees, to attend at Kyneton, on
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Thursday next, to give evidence and produce
necessary documents before the court of petty
sessions there, in the case of perjury against Mr.
G. J. Sands, a member of this House."

Mr. HOPKINS seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
OVENS WATER SUPPLY.
Mr. KERFERD asked the Mi},lister of
Mines what sum was available for water
supply to the Ovens district?' The honorable member remarked that, when the Bill
was passed authorizing the raising of a
loan for the extension of water supply to
the country districts, it was distinctly
stated by the then Minister of Mines that
the various works contemplated would
be proceeded with simultaneously, -and
£100,000 was named as the portion of the
loan which would be appropriated for the
extension of water supply to the Ovens
district. A fear was expressed at the
time that only two schemes would be proceeded with-the Coliban and the Geelong
schemes; and he regretted that that fear
had proved not to be unfounded. With
some trifling exceptions, the principal portion of the money raised had been expended
on the waterworks for those two districts.
He desired to ascertain whether there was
any intention to carry out the understanding that £ I 00,000 of the loan should be
expended in supplying the Ovens district
with water?
Mr. MACGREGOR expressed his regret that there was no money available at
present for the extension of water supply
to the Ovens district. The surveys were
being proceeded with, and when the necessary financial arrangements could be made
the works would be commenced. N egotiations were in progress for the sale of the
Yan Yean Waterworks, and, if successful,
they would probably result in the Government obtaining a sum of money from the
sale of those works which could be devoted towards the extension of water
supply to the Ovens district, and other
parts of the country. This was all he
could promise the honorable member at
present. The money now at the disposal
of the Government was barely sufficient
to carry out the schemes commenced; and
it was the desire of the Government that,
before undertaking new schemes, the works
begun should be completed, in order that
they might become reproductive, and thus
prevent the capital expended on them remaining useless.
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LANDS AT DUNEED.
Mr. HOPKINS asked the Minister of
Lands if the allotments C, G, and H.
section 7, Duneed, let to the shire council
of Barrabool, had been also let 'to Mr.
Joseph Aspenel, of Duneed, previously, at
a lower rental? The honorable member
stated that, some time ago, the land in
question was utterly valueless for grazing
purposes, being covered with thistles.
The shire council expended upwards of
30s. per acre in eradicating the thistles.
Tenders were afterwards invited by advertisement in the Government Gazette
for the use of the land for grazing purposes. He, on behalf of the shire council,
put in an application for the land, and a
reply was sent to the effect that, if the
money was forwarded, the licence would
be issued to the council. The money was
'duly forwarded; but, in the meantime,
another licence was issued to Mr. Aspenel,
and the land was now in his possession.
Mr. GRANT said he might answer the
honorable member's question simply by
the monosyllable "No"; but, for the information of the House, he would read a
report from the district surveyor, from
which it would be seen that there was no
foundation for the honorable member's
statement"'en the 7th March, 1867, the Barrabool Shire
Council made an application for a licence to
occupy lots 17 and 18, certain land in Duneed,
as advertised for tender under the 39th section
of the Amending Land Act, there having been
no offer for these lots. On the 20th of March,
1867, J. Aspenel applied for the same lots, but
described them by numbers relating to another
schedule of land advertised under the 39th section, as lots 28 and 29. Under these circumstances, it escaped notice that these applications
referred. to the same land, and the licence having
been issued to the Barrabool Shire Council, Mr.
Aspenel was informed that his application could
not be entertained, and that the money deposited
by him would be refunded on application."

BORDER CUSTOMS TREATY.
Mr. LANGTON asked the Chief Secretary whether any steps had been taken
by the Government to extend the provisions of ~he Border Treaty to the colony
of South Australia?
Mr.. McCULLOCH.-We had some
communications on the subject with the
representatives of South Australia during
the recent Postal Conference, but we
eouid not agree upon any basis upon which
a satisfactory arrangement could be made.
Since that time we have had no communication with South Australia on the matter.
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If means could be found by which a satisfactory arrangement could be made with
South Australia, we should be very glad
to enter into such an arrangement.
BOTANIC GARDENS.
Mr. CASEY moved"That there be laid upon the table of the
House a return of the names of the public institutions in Victoria to which plants and seeds
have been furnished from the Botanical Gardens,
Melbourne, during the last ten years; the approximate number of plants and quantity of
seeds supplied in each case."

MI'. GRANT stated that the Government had no objection to the motion, but
he was unable to say when the return could
be laid on the table.
Mr. McLELLAN remarked that it would
be impossible for Dr. Mueller to prepare
the return unless he was furnished with
clerical assistance.
The motion was agreed to.
SUPPLY.
The House resolved itself into Committee of Supply, and the discussion of
the proposed vote of £270,740 for the
Railway department (salaries and contingencies), adjourned from the previous day,
was resumed.
Mr. LANGTON requested the Minister
of Railways to reply to a question which
he asked on a previous day, as to wh~her
all the tenderers for supplying the Government with certain iron pipes were aware
that the pipes would be carried fi'om Williamstown to Geelong at a reduced rate?
Mr. SULLIVAN said he believed that
none of the tenderers were aware of it.
The arrangement was one which was made
privately after the contract was entered
into; and it was necessary to make such
an arrangement, in order that the Govern·
ment might be able to compete with
steamers to Geelong.
Mr. REEVES expressed a hope that the
Minister of Railways would reconsider his
decision not to replace the 6d. per day
which had been taken off the wages of the
railway labourers. He believed that the
work done by many of these men was
such as skilled artizans, who received lOs.
or II s. per day, performed. It was false
economy to reduce the wages' of these
men while the salaries of the highly paid
officers were not interfered with.
Mr. SULLIVAN intimated that he
knew no reason for altering the opllllOn
which he had already expressed on this
subject.
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Mr. LANGTON asked whether the Government intended to carry out the recommendations contained in the last report of
the Board of Land and Works in favour of
a revision of the railway fares and rates
and a reduction of the number of stations?
Mr. SULLIVAN said that the practice
of issuing cheap excursion tickets was
adopted before he was Minister of Railways, as an experiment. It was done on
the strong representations of members of
Parliament, and in deference to the public
feeling; but it was a mistake. In any
revision of the rates he might make he
should be influenced solely by a desire to
make the railways more profitable.
Mr. LONGMORE remarked that, on
the previous evening, the Minister of Railways spoke in terms of congratulation on
the fact that there had been a great decrease in the quantity of breadstuffs sent
from Melbourne to the country districts.
He desired to direct the honorable gentleman's attention to the .fact that a large
quantity of grain and breadstuffs would be
brought from the country to Melbourne,
considerably to the profit of the railway.
if the charges for carriage were more moderate. At present the carriage of grain
from Ballarat to Melbourne cost 24s. per
ton, and there were other charges which
made the total cost 27s. 6d., while grain
could be brought from Adelaide to Melbourne, including duty, at 35s. per ton.
Mr. LANGTON complained that, although the last report of the Board of
Land and Works relative to the railways,
in which the falling off in the revenue was
partly attributed to low fares, had. been
issued for some months, no action had been
taken to give effect to its recommendations.
Mr. SULLIVAN observed that it was
not desirable to take any action without
due consideration. It was his intention to
recommend the abolition of excursion trains,
in future, except on special occasions.
Mr. LANGTON inquired if there was
any intention to reduce the loss on the
Williamstown line, by the reduction of the
number of trains, or by raising the fares?
Mr. SULLIVAN thought the monthly
tickets might be abolished. If a saving
could be effected in any other way it
should be done.
Mr. FRANCIS said that the fares
charged on the Williamstown line were
necessarily influenced by the fact that the
line was exposed to competition by the
Melbourne and Hobson's Bay Railway
Company, who also carried passengers
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from Melbourne to Williamstown.
It
might be desirable to reduce the number
of stations; but, rather than materially increase the rates, or interfere to any great
extent with the facilities given to the
public, it would be better to close the line
altogether. With reference to the contract of Messrs. Dwyer and Co., to which
the honorable meinber for East Melbourne
(Mr. Langton) had referred, the facts were
simply these :-Messrs. Dwyer contracted
to deliver about 200 tons of stone at Sandhurst. They could obtain the stone either
at Harcourt, or at Malmsbury, which was
at a greater distance from Sandhurst;
and the Railway department (who had an
option in the matter) considered that it
would be more advantageous to the revenue
to convey the stoue from Malmsbury, at a
proportionately lower rate, considering the
distance, than convey it from Harcourt at
the rate charged for that distance. Hence
a special agreement was entered into with
Messrs. Dwyer for the carriage of the
stone. It was absolutely essential that the
department should have the power of
entering into special arrangements, whenever it was necessary to do so.
Mr. JONES contended that, while the
Railway department was under the management of the Minister of Customs, it
grew to be one of the most absurd anomalies that ever afliicted a country. He
believed the honorable gentleman was responsible for much of the loss which had
accrued from the mismanagement of the
department. He (Mr. Jones) was of opinion
that a great saving would be effected if
Sunday trains were discontinued.
Mr. KYTE reminded the committee that,
two years ago, he drew attention to the
absolute necessity of having the lines leased,
and that a great saying would be effected
thereby. He had·not changed his opinion
on this subject. The fact that, in European countries, it was considered desirable
that the State should have the control
of the railways, was no argument againflt
leasing the Victorian railways.
In
Europe it was desirable that Government should have possession of the railways, in order that they might be able to
turn them to account in case of war, and
for other reasons; but those reasons did
not apply to this country. The Victorian
railways would never attain the prosperity
they ought to attain until they were in the
bands of' a private company. He believed
that, if the rail ways were leased by tendel',
the Government might obtain an increase
VOL. lII.-5 G
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of 25 per cent. upon t~e income which
they at present derived from them.
Mr. SNOWBALL asked why the department preferred to carry stone from
Malmsbury to Sandhurst rather than from
Harcourt?
Mr. FRANCIS could easily conceive
that there might be good reasons for the
course adopted by the department in this
matter, but it was undesirable to enter into
a discussion upon it in the absence of the
details. Any honorable member had the
opportunity of getting the details if he
chose to avail himself of it, because the
Government, when applied to by members,
never refused to give the fullest information it was in their power to afford as
to any contract or arrangement in which
the country was interested.
Mr. KERFERD aRserted that, so far
from honorable members having facilities
afforded them at the Government departments, he found, on inquiry at the Customhouse as to the amount of the Murray-river
traffic, that he could not obtain the information without applying to the Minister
of Customs, and this he did not choose to
do. The falling off. in the railway revenue
was, to a considerable extent, due to the
action of the Ministerial head, who granted
excursion trains without the concurrence
of the officers of the department. He
would be sorry to see the lines leased, for
he believed that a private company would
make its profit by neglecting to maintain
the permanent way and the rolling stock.
Mr. HALFEY remarked that the expenses of the Engineer-in-Chief's uepartment had been charged to the loan until
the present time, when, he presumed, there
.was no balance left from which it could be
taken. The department stated its working
expenses at 47 per cent. on the receipts,
but, byauopting the principle of excluding
such items as the £11,000 for the Engineerin-Chief's branch, the amount might easily
be reduced to 25 per cent. He would like
to know whether there was any balance of
the railway loan against which the salaries
for 1866 could be charged?
Mr. VERDON said that the balance on
hand was about £100,000; but of course
it was not available for further works,
being pledged to work already done. As
to the Engineer-in-Chief's department, it
was thought proper some years ago, when
Mr. O'Shanassy was in office, to charge
the expenses of that office against the
loan, because the expenditure was mainly
on account of construction. In his opinion

•
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it would have been better from the nrst
to have given the loan the benefit of the
doubt, and charged the expenses against
the railway receipts. This course-as the
return before honorable members showedwas abou t to be adopted, not because
there was no available balance from the
loan, but because the Engineer-in-Chief
was able for the first time to point out the
heads under which the expenditure could
be classified.
Mr. HALFEY observed that, if the
item had been properly charged in 1866,
it would have increased the working expenses to 48 or 49 per cent. He was
convinced that the Engineer-in-Chief's
staff was far in excess of the requirements
of the case. Three or four district engineers would be sufficient for the supervision of the lines.
Mr. McLELLAN expressed an opinion
that the Engineer-in-Chief's department
was not only expensive, but was also useless. There was no prospect of any new
railways being constructed, although the
Government had conciliated their supporters by granting committees to inquire
into the advisability of extending railways
to districts which possessed neither the
population nor the resources to justify such
works. Besides, the Government were not
in a position to borrow money. They were
wasting money on useless defences and on
waterworks, which would require a further
loan before they could be completed, and
which, when completed, would not pay Ii
per cent. He would like to know where
the Engineer-in-Chief's staff had been employed during the last eighteen months?
No doubt the Engineer-in-Chief was a
talented officer, but the time for his services
had gone by. An officer at one-third of the
salary could do all the work that had now
to be done. In fact, no person who had not
the friends in the House the Engineer-inChief had would have been continued in
office so long. The maintenance of this
branch of the service was an utter absurdity.
Mr. JONES asked if the Minister of
Railways could inform honorable members
as to the percentage of accidents which
had occurred on the line since it had been
worked short-handed? Up to the last
few months, stationmasters, porters, gatekeepers, and signalmen had discharged
their own functions, and were responsible
each for his own work. Under the regime
recently inaugurated, these offices had
been rolled into one, and the consequence
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of the economy had been the loss of a few
thousand pounds to the State.
Mr. SULLIVAN said he was not aware
that the department was short-handed, nor
had he been informed of any accidents
recently.
Mr. JONES had the honour to inform
the Minister of the department that accidents had occurred. He referred notably
to an accident at Sunbury, which led to the
suspension and perhaps the dismissal of a
person named Harrison, who, as stationmaster, signalman, and gatekeeper, was
required to discharge duties requiring his
presence, at the same time, in two places a
quarter of a mile apart.
Mr. HALFEY asked if the Minister of
Railways would give an assurance that the
Engineer-in-Chief's department should be,
if not abolished, at least reduced?
Mr. SULLIVAN deprecated the practice of honorable members indulging in
random statements. In reply to the honorable member for Sandhurst, he could only
say that the Engineer-in-Chief had recommended that, in the event of no new
rail ways being proceeded with, a large reduction should be made in the staff.
Mr. McLELLAN denied that he, for
one, had indulged in random statements.
His inquiries had convinced him that, in no
other country in the world, would such a
staff be maintained as that of the Engineerin-Chief. The least that could be done
was to bring the vote under the control of
the House, which at present was not the
case.
The vote was then agreed to.
RAILWAY SURVEYS.
On the vote of £2,500 for preliminary
surveys,
Mr. LANGTON asked if this sum was
in addition to the expenditure in the
Engineer-in-Chief's department? How
was the engineering staff employed if not
in preliminary surveys?
Mr. SULLIVAN pointed out that preliminary surveys involved many incidental
expenses for chainmen, &c. In some instances, a way had to be cleared through
the country.
Mr. KERFERD asked if it was intended
to increase the vote, in order to provide for
the survey of the N orth-Western line?
Mr. SULLIVAN said that the Government would state their intentions in this
respect in a few days. If a further vote
should be necessary, it could be brought
down on the Additional Estimates.
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Mr. McLELLAN stated that, up to the
present time, he had looked with calm
contempt on the efforts made by Government supporters to obtain lines to their
districts, inasmuch as not one of the proposed lines could result in anything but a
dead loss to the country, and, therefore, he
assumed that such proposals could scarcely
be seriously entertained. Under these
circumstances, he would like to know for
what purpose the vote of £2,500 was required. He was sorry to see Ministers,
in order to satisfy popular clamour, willing
to fix a responsibility upon the colony,
which it might not be able to bear. As the
community was already taxed £6 per head,
this popularity-hunting might go too far.
Mr. FRANCIS said that the vote was
placed on the Estimates while he was in
charge of the Railway department. He
was aware, therefore, that the money had
been expended, and that a further grant
would be required. There could be no
doubt that· preliminary surveys of roads
and railways at the earliest stages of settlement would have been of the greatest advantage to the colony. Honorable members
who had experience of the difficulty and
expense of getting back land when once
alienated, would not grudge the cost of
these !:lurveys. The money would be well
spen t even if no return should be reaped
during the present generation. _As to the
popularity-hunting of the Government, and
their desire to obtain supporters, he might
mention that the main part of the money
had been spent on the Gippsland survey,
the proposal for which emanated from
honorable members on the Opposition side
of the House. The Government also
thought it necessary to make a trial line to
the Ovens, and he could appeal to the members of that district as to how far there had
been any attempt to influence their votes.
Mr. SNODGRASS admitted the necessity for marking out the proposed lines;
but he submitted that it should be distinctly understood that the Government
intended to leave the construction of the
works to private enterprise. The Gippsland survey had had the effect of stopping
the projected line between Port Albert
and Sale, which otherwise would have
been approaching completion.
The vote was agreed to.
ROADS AND BRIDGES.
On the vote of £13,545 for salaries and
contingencies in connexion with the department of Roads and Bridges,
5G2
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Mr. KERFERD inquired whether it
was intended to ask for a special vote to be
expended within road districts and shires?
A number of bridges, erected many years
ago, were now falling into disrepair and
required an outlay altogether beyond the
means of the local bodies.
Mr. SULLIVAN said that, no matter
how much the Government might be disposed to assist the local bodies, their
powers were limited. He would endeavour to get a special vote placed on the
Estimates, and he would be very glad if
he succeeded.
In reply to Mr. O'GRADY,
Mr. SULLIVAN said he had expected
that the annual departmental report would
be distributed that day.
Mr. WATKINS urged the necessity of
a general vote being brought down for
roads and bridges. If this were not done,
special applications would have to be made,
which could only result in log rolling.
The vote was agreed to.
The Supplementary Estimates for 1866
were then proceeded with, and the following items were adopted :-Legislative Assembly, £26 5s. ; Police, £4,608 6s. 8d. ;
Gaols, £300; Pepal, £800; Medical
department, £ 134; Shorthand - writer,
£51 12s.; Industrial and Reformatory
Schools, £5,395 16s. 8d.
On the vote of £7,600 for Lunatic
Asylums,
Mr. KERFERD inquired whether it
was intended to remove any of the patients
from the Yarra Bend to the Beechworth
Asylum, which was now nearly completed,
and, if so, whether the patients originally
sent down from the Beechwol:th district
would be selected ?
Mr. McCULLOCH replied that it was
intended to remove patients to Beechworth.
Dr. Paley was at Beechworth now, and,
until he returned, he could not say what
class of patients would be removed there.
Mr. KERFERD remarked that it would
be an act of kindness to remove the local
patients, as they could then be visited by
their friends.
~.
The vote was agreed to.
INTERCOLONIAL EXHIBITION.
The next item was £3,969 14s. 4d.
for grants, viz., £1,000 for the purposes
of the Intercolonial Exhibition, and
£2,969 14s. 4d., grant to the Exploration
Committee, to discharge outstanding liabilities.
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In reply to Mr. LANGTON,
Mr. VERDON explained that the item
of £1,000 for the Intercolonial Exhibition
was a re-vote.
Mr. LANGTON said, nevertheless, he
thought honorable members might take
advantage of the opportunity to express
any opinion which they might entertain,
as to the management of the exhibition.
In the first place, he regretted that the
composition of the commission should
appear to have been governed solely by
political considerations. The commission
included eleven members of Parliament,
exclusive of the Speaker of the Assembly,
and the President of the Council, but
among them there was not one member
of the Opposition. Members of the Ministry were continually crying out that the
Opposition attributed to them political
motives in the constitution of commissions,
and in the making of appointments in the
public service, but could anything be more
glaring than this? The occasion was one
on which all political feeling should have
been dropped; one on which the Government might reasonably have supposed that
members of the Opposition would gladly
co-operate with politicians of adverse
views, whether inside or outside of the
House, for the purpose of contributing to the success of a great colonial
undertaking. And yet, on this occasion,
all the members of Parliament in opposition to the Government were studiously
ignored. Contrast the conduct of the
Government, in reference to this matter,
with the conduct of the Imperial Government, in reference to the Great Exhibition
of 1851. Twel ve political persons were
placed on the commission oftbat exhibition
-six were Tories, and six were Liberals.
Only three of them were members of the
Government. On the commission of the
Intercolonial Exhibition were Mr. Verdon,
Mr. Sullivan, Mr. Bindon, Mr. Macgregor,
and Mr. Vale-no less than five members
of the Government.
Mr. BINDON.-I was not a member of
the Government at the time.
Mr. LANGTON supposed it must have
been a question of only a week or two,
Why was no opportunity afforded to any
politician in opposition to the Government
to help in this work? The commission
constituted in this flagrantly partial manner, conducted nearly the whole of its
proceedings in the same way. Members
of Parliament were snubbed on the opening
day. A few favoured personages had
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entree tickets which enabled them to take
their wives. Others had entree tickets
which did not include the admission of
ladies, and a member of Parliament in that
position had to go in, with the crowd, at
one door, while his wife had to obtain
admission some other way. Other members of Parliament had not even that
courtesy extended them, and being unable
to obtain season tickets, owing to the suspension of the sale, were not present at
all. All through the proceedings of the
commissioners, the taint which marked
its composition was manifested. It was
necessary to insure the building, and
the sum of £121 4s. 6d. appeared in the
balance-sheet as expended in that way.
But instead of throwing open the matter to competition, so that a colonial
institution might have the opportunity
of taking the risk, the insurance was
given to a foreign company, among the
local directors of which were members
and supporters of the Government. Seeing that the exhibition was for the encouragement of native industry, and seeing
that one of the commissioners (the honorable member for East Bourke Boroughs)
believed in building a sort of Chinese wall
around Victoria so as to exclude all commercial relations with other countries, it
was a sort of grim joke to give the insurance to a foreign company without inviting
any competition. He thought honorable
members would admit that, in calling attention to these points, he had done enly what
was necessary, and he should be glad to
hear what explanation the Govemment
had to offer.
Mr. McCULLOCH admitted that in the
composition of a commission like that of
the Intercolonial Exhibition, it was desirable that all sides in politics should be represented. But the honorable member
for East Melbourne (Mr. Langton) had
spoken in ignorance of the facts. While
the Government were anxious to have
members of the Opposition on the commission, the Government could not force
them to accept the office. Mr.O'Shanassy
was asked to be on the commission; but
he declined.
Several other honorable
members, whose names he did not remember, but which he could have furnished
had he known that the question would have
been raised, were also invited to join; and
they also declined. But if the honorable
member went outside the House, he would
find on the commission gentlemen as
strongly opposed to the Government as
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gentlemen could possibly be. Mr. C. E.
Bright, Mr. George Harker, Mr. Phipps
Turnbull, and Sir James Palmer-none of
whom could be considered supporters of
the Government-were members of the
commISSIOn. With reference to the other
complaints, they would be dealt with by
the Minister of Justice.
Mr. BINDON observed that the commission was appointed on the 25th October,
1865, and he did not join the Government
until July in the following year-a lapse
of nearly nine months, instead of a few
weeks, as the honorable member for East
Melbourne alleged. In the management
of the accounts of the Exhibition, he had
the co-operation of Mr. C. E. Bright and
Mr. Harker - gentlemen who certainly
were no political associates of his, and yet
who were most assiduous in the performance of their duties. The honorable member for East Melbourne appeared to be
exceedingly anxious to establish a species
of protection with reference to the insurance
companies. The insurance of the exhibition
buildings, so far as his interest went, would
have been in a colonial office, because he
held shares in colonial offices. The insurance, however, was undertaken, not by the
exhibition commissioners, but by the trustees of the Public Library, who were, Sir
William Stawell, Sir Redmond Barry, Sir
James Palmer, Sir Francis Murphy, and
Mr. Macarthur. Those gentlemen thought
the PuLlic Library might be in danger unless an insurance was effected, and they accordingly effected an insurance in the office
alluded to. All that the exhibition commissioners had to do with the matter was
to give a cheque for the amount. He admitted that the statement of the honorable
member for East Melbourne, with· regard
to the invitations to members of Parliament for the opening day, was correct;
but he thought it need not have been made
on this occasion, because an explanation
was given at the time, and he was under
the impression that that explanation was
satisfactory Strict orders were given by
the commissioners to send out the invitations to members of Parliament in time.
This was not done, and no person regretted the omission more than the commissioners themselves.
Mr. McLELLAN regretted that the
management of the Intercolonial Exhibition should have been placed in such
incompetent hands. It was a matter of
great complaint that, while prominent
positions were given to manufactures from
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the mother country, specimens of colonial
industry and colonial wealth were placed
in the background,. or thrown aside as
useless lumber. He knew of gentlemen
from various parts of the colony searching
for their contributions, and being unable
to find them, at the same time that !'pace
was found for the exhibition of' hobbyhorses and baby -linen from England.
Government pretended to foster colonial industry, but the way in which the exhibition
was managed was calculated to retard rather
than advance colonial industry. He was
not going to dwell upon the childish nonsense which the commissioners exhibited
in quarrelling about the appointment of a
chairman, and in offering insults to members of the House; but he was compelled
to declare that the exhibition was a gross
failure, which must be attributed to the
petty jealousies, the narrow-mindedness,
the imbecility, and the incapacity of the
commissioners themselves. While he said
this, he admitted that there were, on the
commission, some few gentlemen whose
talents he respected, and who would have
made the exhibition-had the management
been left in their hands-a credit to the
country. He offered these remarks in the
hope that, in any future exhibition of the
kind, colonial industries and colonial wealth
might be exhibited to the best advantage.
With respect to the builclings erected for
the purposes of th~ exhibition, a great portion of the expenditure in that direction
had been a pure waste of public money.
Let anyone, at all competent to judge in
such matters, examine the bluestone foundations, with the lattice-work erected on
those foundations, without asking himself
- " Who, in the name of goodness, ever
designed or cont.rived such a building?"
He was aware that the plea of the Government was, that they intended to erect on
the foundations, a structure that would be
an addition to the Public Library, a.nd a
credit to the country. But the chances
were that the colony would not be able,
for many years to come, to find the
money for such a building, and in the
meantime the lattice-work would be
crumbling to the ground. He believed
that a building sufficiently suitable for the
purposes of the exhibition could have been
constructed for one-half the cost.
Mr. SNODGRASS considered that the
Minister of Justice should have done something more than express his regret for the
manner in which honorable members were
treated on the occasion of the opening of
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the exhibition. The proceeding was a
positive insult to the House, and the name
of the officer who neglected to carry out
the instructions of the commissioners should
be mentioned. He should not refer to the
matter so particularly, but for the fact that
at other public ceremonials honorable
members had been slighted, and treated
with marked disrespect. On the occasion
of the swearing-in of the present Governor, no arrangements were made for the
accommodation of members of Parliament,
who were squeezed and treated in a very
unceremonious manner, while gentlemen
wearing all kinus of uniform-chiefly military and volunteer-occupied places which
he thought should be allotted to members
of Parliament. He considered it due to
both Houses that, on State occasions,
proper arrangements should be made for
the recElption of honorable members. With
regard to the item before the committee,
the money had been spent, and, therefore,
he thought it only waste of time to prolong the discussion.
Mr. BINDON said, in reference to the
matter of insurance, he found that a circular, asking for terms, was sent to each
insurance office, and the building was insured in the office that submitted the lowest
tender.
Mr. J. T. SMITH observed that he was
one of the incompetent individuals referred
to by the honorable member for Ararat
(Mr. McLellan) as composing the commission. When he was first asked to be a
member of the commission he declined,
and he accepted the appointment only when
he found that other honorable members had
been asked, and had refused to act. He
concurred with what had been said about
the indignity offered to members of
the House. He deeply regretted it. The
Minister of Justice had explained the
reason, which, although it might seem unsatisfactory, he believed was true. He and
others felt deeply the obligations which the
commissioners were under for the grant
made by the House in aid of the exhibition, and they felt that, on that ground
alone, honorable members ought to have
special recognition at tbe opening ceremonial; but this was not done, and the
places which should have been allotted to
honorable members, were occupied by those
who always thrust themselves forward, on
public occasions, into the most prominent
position. Members of Parliament, in fact,
were nowhere.
Mr. KYTE.-I was turned out.
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Mr. J. T. SMITH, in continuation, remarked that it was the wish of the commissioners that, if a special privilege was
to be granted to anyone, it should be to
members of Parliament. Indeed, theMinister of Pu blic Works was most pertinacious
in enforcing this view. The honorable
member for Ararat had referred to an unseemly display on the part of the commissioners with regard to the appointment of
chairman. That might have been spared.
The commissioners had nothing to do
with the appointment of chairman; and,
when Sir Redmond Barry resigned, the
power of appointing a successor rested with
the Government. With regard to the arrangement of the exhibits, that work was
left to the gentleman (Mr. Knight) who
had distinguish~d himself in connexion
with former exhibitions. If the exhibition
had proved a failure, of course he (Mr.
Smith) must share the responsibility; but
he believed that the verdict of public
opinion was that the exhibition 'was anything but a failure. He believed that the
exhibition would result in a great amount
of good, both to Victoria and her neighbours,
that it would lead to an honorable rivalry,
which would tend to the mutual advantage
and benefit of the colonies. With regard
to the building, he might observe that the
foundations were as substantial as possible,
in view of a future super-structure of a
permanent character, and in order that the
first outlay should be made as useful as
possible. He believed that the foundations
would stand for at least fifty years, unless
they were left exposed to the winds and
weather; and that they would be sufficiently protected, by the present buildings,
from all harm, until the permanent buildings could be constructed. Of course, in
carrying out'the works, the commissioners
had to rely ~o a great extent-as private
individuals had to rely-on the advice of
their architect.
Mr. VALE said he was glad the question
had been raised. He was of opinion that,.
upon all State occasions, members of Parliament had a right paramount to any other
persons in the service of the country, to a
position of honour. On such occasions,
members of both Houses should stand up
for the dignity of Parliament. He objected
to the gross presumption of those who were
servants of the Government, and who yet,
on State occasions, thrust themselves prominently forward to the prejudice of members of Parliament, and assumed airs which
they had no right to assume. Considering
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that Parliament voted the money by which
the exhibition was carried to a successful
issue, he felt that honorable members of
both Houses were entitled to the privileges
enjoyed by members of the commission on
the opening day; and he went the length
of suggesting that each honorable member
should have the privilege of introducing a
lady, but his proposition was defeated.
However, orders were given in ample time
for the sending of entree tickets to members of Parliament, and it was discovered,
only when it was too late to have the neglect remedied, that the instructions had not
been obeyed. With regard to the swearingin of the Governor, it must be remembered
that only one clear day was allowed for
making all the arrangements in connexion
with that ceremony, and therefore omissions might be pardoned. As to the
constitution of the commission, he was
aware, from an examination of the original
list, that, if the commission had been constituted as the Government desired, it
would have fairly met the objections which
had been raised on this occasion. Members of Parliament sitting in opposition
had a full and fair opportunity of being on
the commission, but they declined the
appointment. Several members of the
commission were absolutely neu tral, so far
as politics were concerned. Two were
appointed because they were successive
occupants of the mayoral chair, and because it was thought that such an appointment was only a proper compliment to the
city of Melbourne. Two members of the
Government were appointed commissioners
in the room of two colleagues who were
absent from the colony. The building
was constructed under the direction of
Messrs. Reed and Barnes, the architects
to the trustees of the Public Library; and,
no doubt, the expenditure which was inincurred, though it might at first be
considered extravagant, would, in the
end, prove to be a wise and prudent expenditure. As to the success of the exhibition, the universal opinion which had
been expressed on that subject was a
sufficient answer to anything which had
been uttered on this occasion.
Mr. O'GRADY remarked that, with
respect to this matter of the treatment of
honorable members, lte might fairly say" 'Tis all very well to dissemble your love,
But why did you kick me down stairs? "

So far as the present Opposition were
aware, they were unacquainted with the
desire of the Government to place members
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of the Opposition on the commission, and
therefore he supposed the good intentions
of M inister~, whatever they were, must
remain among Mr. Blair's "lost secrets."
He begged to ask the Chief Secretary,
what gentlemen had been appointed to look
after. the interests of the colony at the
Paris Exhibition?
Mr. McCULLOCH said the commissioners for the colony at the Paris Exhibition, were Mr. De Salis, formerly of New
South Wales; Mr. T. Randall, formerly a
member of the House; and Mr. T. Sellar.
Dr. EMBLING considered that the
order given by the exhibition commissioners to their employes as to the invitations to members of Parliament must
have been intentionally evaded~ Tickets
were issued to some members on one day;
to others, on another day. Some members
recei ved their tickets at an hour too late
for them to attend; others received no
tickets at all. When such things occurred,
the least the Government could do was to
give the name of the offending person. I(
they refused to do this, they took the
place of the offender. He had to complain of the manner in which members of
Parliament were jostled on one side, on
public occasions, by the civil, or rather
the uncivil servants of the colony.
Mr. DAVIES expressed his surprise
that there was not a member appointed on
the commission to represent the goldmining interest. He was at a loss to
know why Mr. J. B. Humffray, who was
formerly Minister of Mines, and who was
a member of the commission for the exhibition of 1861, was not invited to act on
the commission for the last exhibition. He
did not agree with the remarks which had
been made in disparagement of the late
exhibition. He believed that the exhibition was a credit to the colony.
Mr. JONES considered that the exhibition had proved a dead failure in a very
important respect. As a raree show, no
doubt it was very successful; but that was
not the object of an intercolonral exhibition. It ought to have been merely preparatory to such a display of colonial products at the Paris Exhibition as would
have impressed all Europe with a knowledge of the importance of this colony.
In that respect the exhibition was. a dead
failure. The Chief Secretary had thought
too much about advancing the clan
1\1cCulloch and his own particular friends,
and too little about the interests of the
colony. If the exhibition commissioners
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had been represented at Paris by Mr. Justice
Barry, the exhibition would have proved a
real success, and Victoria would have reaped
an advantage which would have fully repaid
all the cost of the exhibition to this colony.
Honora ble members had been told that
Mr. O'Shanassy was invited to be a
member of the commission and declined.
It was well known that Mr. O'Shanassy
was about to leave the colony for Europe,
and therefore it was a bit of cheap magnanimity to invite him to act on the commission. He should like it to be shown
that there was any real desire, on the part
of the Government, to have the Legislature
fairly represented on the commission. It
had been stated that some official neglected
to carry out, at the proper time, the instructions given by the commissioners, as
to the issuing of invitations to honorable
members to be present at the opening of
the exhibition. Honorable members had
a right to know who this scapegoat for the
sins of the commissioners was. Who was
responsible for the insult complained of,
and did the commissioners mete out due
punishment to him?
Mr. LANG TON remarked that, although
the exhibition commissioners ignored honorable members in matters to which
there was any honour attaching, they were
not slow to avail themselves of their services in any other capacity. As a proof
of this he might mention that one honorable member, at the request of the commissioners, conveyed fifty tons of goods a
distance of 500 miles to the exhibition,
and yet no complimentary tickets, or even
a letter of acknowledgment, was sent to
him by the commissioners. The persons
appointed by the Chief Secretary to represent the colony at the Paris Exhibition
had scarely any connexion with the colony,
but they were all immediately connected
with the Government and of the same
political opinions. As Mr. O'Shang,ssy's
services could not be secured in the
colony, he should like to know if any attempt was made to secure them in Europe,
or if any application was made to any of
the well-known Victorians resident in
London, who were always anxious to do
anything to promote the welfare of the
colony, in order to obtain their services
with a view of securing the good reputation of the colony at the Paris Exhibition?
Mr. McCULLOCH replied that he had
no hesitation in stating that the gentlemen
who were appointed to represent the colony
at the Paris Exhibition had ten times more
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interest in the colony than the honorable
member for East Melbourne. They had
been long connected with the colony, and
had done much to advance its interests in
various ways. He did not know any man
in London better fitted to· represent the
colony at the Paris Exhibition than Mr.
De Salis. Who could have better done
the work?
MI'. LANGTON.-Mr. O'Shanassy.
Mr. McCULLOCH remarked that Mr.
O'Shanassy was asked in October, 1865before it was known that he was going to
England-to take a part in the management
of the exhibition, and he refused to do so.
Other members were then asked. (An
Hon. Member-" Who were they?") He
did not exactly remember. Had he known
that this discussion was likely to take
place, he would have come prepared with
information. Many gentlemen who now
sat in opposition were supporters of the
Government a year ago, and they certainly
could not complain of not being represented on the commission. The Government desired to make the commission a
fair representation of all classes; but he
did not see why the Opposition, which
only consisted of about twenty gentlemen,
should be represented to the same extent
as members on the Government side of
the House, who numbered fifty. It had
been clearly shown that the commissioners
were anxious to give facilities to members
of the House to attend the exhibition,
but they were overruled by the very gentlemen who were supporters of the honorable member for East Melbourne.
Mr. COPE said that, if any insult was
offered to members of the House, it emanated from the friends of the honorable
member for East Melbourne, and not from
supporters of the Government.
Mr. BIND ON stated that the gentleman
to whom the honorable member for East
Melbourne referred as having rendered
certain services to the commissioners was
the honorable member for West Melbourne
(Mr. Blackwood), and he and Mr. C. E.
Bright sent Mr. Blackwood. two or three
free tickets, which was the only compliment the commissioners could pay him.
Mr. GILLIES asked for an explanation
as to the item of £2,969 14s. 4d. for the
Exploration Committee, to discharge outstanding liabilities?
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that he had
refused to place this sum on the Estimates,
because he considered that the money was
expended without authority. The House,
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however, on the motion of Dr. Embling,
passed a resolution, by ::t large majority,
declaring that the Exploration Committee
were entitled to receive the money, and
the amount appeared on the Estimates in
compliance with that resolution.
The vote was then agreed to.
COMMISSIONS OF INQUIRY,
The next vote was £1,350 for miscellaneous expenses, including £300 for commissions of inquiry.
. Mr. McLELLAN suggested that a
schedule should be laid on the table showing the amounts which had been expended
on commissions during the past year, the
names of the various members of the
commission, and the sums which each received. He believed that £300 would go
a very little way towards paying the
expenses of commissions.
He understood that one commission alone, namely,
the commission appointed to inquire as to
the removal of snags in the River Murray,
which had been sitting for some years,
claimed something like £1,000. He was
not aware that any great benefit accrued
from the labours of these commissions;
and he objected to the principle of remitting questions which ought to be dealt
with by the House to gentlemen who were
only too ready to carry out the will of the
Government. He believed there had been
about twelve commissions during the present year. Perhaps Parliament had better
be abolished altogether, and the government of the country entrusted to one permanent commission.
Mr. G. V. SMITH desired that the
committee should express an opinion as to
what sum should be allowed to members
of Parliament for travelling expenses when
acting as members of a commission. Mr.
O'Shanassy thought £3 3s. per day was a
fair sum. At the time the honorable
gentleman expressed that opinion travelling was rather more expensive than
it was now; but he (Mr. G. V. Smith)
thought that the allowance for travelling
expen·ses should not be less than £2 2s.
per day. Members of Parliament certainly
ought not to be required to defray the
expenses which they incurred while acting
on commissions of inquiry on behalf of the
Government.
Mr. McCULLOCH hoped the c ommittee wouid not express any opinion as to
what should be allowed to members who
discharged duties of this nature, but that
it would be left to the Government, in each
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case, to make what they considered a proper allowance for the expenses incurred.
J.VJ:r. SNODGRASS thought members
of Parliament ought not to act on commissions; at all events, if they did, they
should not receive remuneration in any
shape or form. The principle of allowing
them travelling expenses, or any other
remuneration, was simply payment of
members in another form. It was illegal
and opposed to the Constitution.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that it was not
desirable that commissions should be multiplied in the way they had been. A practice had grown up of referring to commissions for inquiry subjects which ought to be
investigated and dealt with by the Governmen t. To allow members of Parliament
a sum of money as travelling expenses
while acting on commissions would be a
very bad system, as it would enable a Government to pay their supporters by making
them members of commissions. If a member of a commission received £2 2s. a day
for travelling expenses, he might only
spend half of it, or even less, and pocket
the balance. He understood that the proper way to defray the expenses which the
members of a commission were put to was
for the chairman, in the first instance, to
pay the expenses which the various members actually incurred, and afterwards to
be repaid the amount by the Government.
Mr. McCULLOCH said there was no
desire on the part of the Government to
evade any of their responsibility, but it was
necessary, on many questions, that there
should be an inquiry by a commission when
the House was not sitting. There were
only three commissions appointed during
the past year, and he had n'o objection to lay
on the table a return showing the cost of
those commissions. He was surprised that
the honorable member for Ballarat West
had suggested that gentlemen a,cting on
commissions should give an account of
every penny they expended. The honorable member ought to have a little more
confidence in their honour and honesty,
The proper way was to allow a sum sufficient to defray their travelling expenses.
That was the rule adopted in the Civil
Service. As many members of the Opposition as members who sat on the Millisterial side of the House were on the
commissions appointed last year, so that
the Government could not be accused of
desiring to remunerate their own supporters.
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Mr. CASEY called attention to the 5th
section of the Officials in Parliament Act,
which enacted that, if any member of Parliament "shall, in any character or capacity for or in expectation of any fee, gain,
or reward, perform any duty or transact
any business whatsoever for or on behalf
of the Crown, his seat shall thereupon
become vacant." It might be a question
whether, under this clause, a member of
Parliament could legally receive any allowance for expenses while acting on a commission of inquiry.
Mr. JONES did not think that a sum
of money for the payment of the expenses
of a member of a commission of inquiry
could be looked upon as a "fee, gain, or
reward," within the meaning of the Officials
in Parliament Act; nor would the allowance of a sum of money for the payment
of the travelling expenses of members of
commissions afford such an opening as any
Government would avail itself of to reward
members of Parliament. There had been
instances, however, in which the Officials
in Parliament Act had been overridden by
the present Government. He believed
that the honorable member for Crowlands
received a fee for a valuation in connexion
with a certain arbitration.
Mr. BUNNY desired to know whether
the Government considered it was part of
the functions of a commission to ascertain
what the law was relative to the matters
into which they were appointed to inquire,
or to express any opinion as to the law, or
whether they ought simply to ascertain
the facts, and leave the Government to act
upon those facts? It appeared to him
that the question of what the law was on
any subject could only be settled by a
legal tribunal, and that when the Government or any commission undertook to
decide the law they acted ultra vires.
How did the Government propose to give
effect to certain recommendations of the
commission appointed to inquire into the
question of mining on public reserves at
Ballarat, which involved matters of law?
Mr. MACGREGOR said that he could
only repeat the statement he had made the
previous day, that it was not the intention
of the Government to interfere with
existing legal rights. Permission to mine
on the reserves was to be given, Mcording
to the recommendations of the commission,
upon certain conditions. The companies
themselves would be the best judges
whether they could perform those conditions or not.
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Mr. G. V. SMITH remarked that
honorable members had wandered from
the question before them. He put it to
thE:} honorable member for South Gippsland, whether it was reasonable to expect
honorable members to undertake duties
which might require their absence from
their ordinary avocations for many months
without some recompense. The proper
course would be to establish a definite rate,
and not to leave it optional with the
Government to give or refuse expenses.
Either that should be done, or it should be
understood that no expenses were to be
allowed.
Mr. JONES asked for further information on the subject of· mining on the
Ballarat reserves.
Mr. MACGREGOR submitted that the
question ought not to be entertained at
this time. All that he could say was that,
when the companies interested were prepared to assent to the conditions contained
in the report, then he would be prepared
to deal with them.
Mr. FRAZER inquired if the assent of
all, and, if not, of how many companies
would be required before the regUlations
would be issued? He desired to know, also,
whether the regulations would be brought
before the House, and of what nature they
would be?
Mr. MACGREGOR said that, when he
had ascertained what companies were
prepared to come in and avail themselves
of the benefits of the report, he would be
in a position to answer the honorable
member's questions. If other information
was desired, he would reply, on notice being
gi ven in the ordinary way. He would
have no objection to place the regulations
on the table of the House as soon as they
were framed.
The vote was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
MUNICIPALITIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Clause 53, relating to joint occupiers
and owners of property, was postponed.
On clause 54, providing that notice shall
be given before the 30th of May in each
year, that no occupier will be entitled to
be placed on the burgess roll unless he
shall pay, on or before the 20th of June,
all rates which may have become due,
Mr. LANGTON called attention to the
difficulties which had arisen in consequence
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of doubts as to when a rate could be said
to become due. He suggested that a fixed
day should be named on which all rates
should be considered as due.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM pointed out that
such a provision would be highly inconvenient. He intimated also that honourable members who made suggestions must
be prepared to state the manner in which
they proposed to give effect to those suggestions.
He could not undertake to
embody propositions which he was not
familiar with, and the objects,.of which he
might fail to understand.
Mr. LANGTON proposed to insert the
words "been made," instead of " become
due." He thought this would meet the
circumstances of the case.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. WHITEMAN proposed to alter the
day of notice from May 30 to May 10, in
order to afford the town clerks more time
to compile the rolls. At present only two
or three days were given for the work, and
in some boroughs as many as three or four
thousand names had to be written out and
classified alphabetically. The town clerk
of Emerald Hill, who was a competent
authority, had pointed out to him that
more time was urgently required.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
the suggestion would involve a large number of alterations in the Bill. He trusted
the honorable member was prepared to
make these complemental amendments.
Honorable members who altered the Bill"
must also accept the responsibility of the
other amendments consequent upon their
suggestions. He admitted the value of the
suggestions made by the gentlemen refen'ed to, some of which-those whose
objects and effect he was familiar withhe proposed to adopt.
Mr. WHITEMAN said that he had
made out a list of the clauses he thought
would be affected; but, as he was not prepared to state that no others would require
alteration, and as he did not desire to delay the progress of the measure, he would
withdraw the amendment.
On clause 55, prov.iding that the town
clerk shall make out the burgess list during the week ending the 30th June, in each
year, from the list of ratepayers,
Mr. LEVI expressed an opinion that
summary proceedings for a breach of duty
ought to be allowed against town clerks
who omitted names from the list. Unless
this were done, persons who owned property in country districts, and who wished
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to vote in those districts, might find that
they were not on the electoral roll.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM pointed out that,
with regard to the burgess roll, the 77th
clause provided that any town clerk guilty
of wilful negligence should be liable to a
penalty of £50, while the 69th section of
the Electoral Act imposed a similar penalty
for not copying the electoral roll correctly.
Mr. KERFERD remarked that it would
be difficult to prove an offence under these
clauses; but the State had a good guarantee
in the fact that the town clerks were
officers who were always anxious to discharge their duties.
Mr. LEVI urged that all he desired was
that the provision which at present applied
to the town clerks of Melbourne and Geelong
should be extended to all parts of the colony.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that,if
a ratepayer found his name omitted, he had
only to apply to the revision court, consisting of the mayor and the council. At
any rate the honorable member must be
prepared to make his own amendment.
The suggestion was not pressed.
Clause 57 was amended so as to allow
notices of claims and objections to be sent
by post.
On clause 58, relating to the holding of
the revision court,
Mr. SNOWBALL proposed that " six,"
instead of "three" clear days' notice of
the holding of such court should be given.
The amendment was agreed to.
"
On clause 62, empowering the revision
court, in the case of a frivolous claim or
objection, to award costs not exceeding" £5,
Mr. SNOWBALL asked if the Bill
provided for any appeal? The duty of
revising the lists was performed, not as
formerly, by assessors, but by the mayor
and council. Now, a majority of the
council might object to certain votes
merely for their own purposes; and, with
this possibility, he thought there should
be a power of appeal from the decision of
the council.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said there was
no appeal from the revision court as
formerly constituted, and it would not be
possible to prevent the decision of the
revision court being final, unless provision
were made for a court of review, which
did not exist. under the present law.
Mr. KERFERD inquired whether there
would not be a remedy by mandamus?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM presumed so, if
it could be shown that the revisiou court
had acted improperly.
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On clause 77, providing that" any clerk
or. other person who shall be guilty of any
wIlful mIsfeasance, or wilful or neO'liO'ent
act of commission or omission," shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding £50,
Mr. LEVI proposed the insertion of the
words, "or shall improperly or erroneously
omit th.e name of any ratepayer from any
roll whIch such clerk or other person is
by this Act required to make out."
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
town clerks would be in a very unfortunate
position if they were to be liable to a
penalty not exceeding £50 for a mere error.
The am~ndment was Dot necessary, because
any "WIlful or negligent act of commission
or omission" was punishable under the
clause.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. O'GRADY asked who was meant
by "other person ?"
Mr. RIG INBOTHAM said the expression referred to any person of the same
kind, class, or descri ption as the person
mentioned in the first instance; in other
words, any officer or servant of the council.
Mr. O'GRADY proposed that the words
" officer of the council" should be substituted for "person." The term "officer,"
he presumed, would include the mayor?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM apprehended
that it would not, though the term "person"
would.
Mr. BUNNY said, in that case, the
amendment should be adopted, because it
would be wrong to include all the mayors
of the colony in a penal clause of this kind.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. JONES suggested that it should
be made the duty of some public officer to
sue for the penalty provided by the clause
on the relation of some person aggrieved.
He objected to the recovery of the penalty
being left to a common informer, whose
office was usually looked upon as disgraceful.
.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
the odium which attached to common informers arose from the fact that they were
supposed to prosecute for their own benefit.
But, under this clause, the common informer would not profit. The whole of
the fine, he presumed, would go to the
borough fund. Under those circumstances
probably the only persons who would eve;
th~nk of taking proceedings would be aggl'leved ratepayers.
The committee having advanced as far
as clause 78, progress was reported.
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GEELONG COURT HOUSE.
Mr. HALFEY (in the absence of Dr.
HEATH) moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House copies of all the correspondence relating
to the repairs required for the Police-court,
Geelong, as well as the contracts entered into
for the same during this year."
Mr. HOPKINS seconded the motion.
Mr. BINDON said there was no objection to the motion save the question of
expense; but he thought the object of the
honorable mover would be served by an
inspection of the originals, particularly as
advertisements inviting tenders for the
work had been issued, and as the contract
would be entered into probably within a
week.
~r. HOPKINS complained of the delay
wInch the Government had exhibited in
the matter. The court, at present, was not
fit for a decent man to sit down in.
.
Mr. WHITEMAN said other police
court-houses in the colony were in a disgraceful state. Ten or twelve applicatiops had been made to the Government
within the last five or six years, in reference to the condition of the Emerald
Hill court, but nothing had been done.
Mr. LANGTON thought that, if the
Minister of Justice were to propound some
general plan by which the duty of keeping
police-courts in repair would be removed
from the central government to the local
bodies, he would do something to distinguish his tenure of office.
After some remarks from Mr. VALE
the motion was agreed to.
'
P. C. McGLADE.
Mr. JONES mo\ed"That there be laid upon the table of this House
~ll papers bearing upon the discharge and remstatement of P. C. McGlade, who was stationed
at Woodend, and was dismissed from the force
for improper conduct in a railway carriage and
afterwards reinstated upon the order or' the
honorable the Chief Secretary"
Mr. HOPKINS seconded the motion.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he had no objection to produce the papers referred to
but he denied that he had ever interfered
with the Chief Commissioner of Police in
order to retain anyone in the police force.
The motion was agreed to.
DISCOVERERS OF GOLD FIELDS.
Mr. DAVIES moved"That there be laid upon the table of the
House a tabulated return, showing the names of
all persons to whom rewards have been given
for alleged gold discoveries, setting forth the
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amounts awarded, dates of payment, and to
whom such payments were respectively made;
also amounts paid to various Government prospectors."

The motion was seconded by Mr.
DYTE, and agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty-two
minutes past eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, June 27, 1867.
Detective Duncan-Public Houses Laws Amendmtmt BillMunicipalities Act Amendment Bill-Customs Act No. 293
-Queen's Plate-Mining Statute Amendment Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock.
PETITIONS.
Mr. MCCULLOCH presented a petition
from certain inhabitants of the Ovens district, praying that the site of the local
industrial school might be fixed at Beechworth. Petitions in favour of an amendment of the laws relating to public-houses,
and the sale' of spirituous and fermented
liquors, were presented by Mr. MCCULLOCH,
from the Presbyterian congregrations of
Mornington, and Chalmers church, Melbourne; by Mr. BALFOUR, from certain
inhabitants of Pentridge, and from certain
members of the Wesleyan church and
others residing in Wallan Wall an ; by Mr.
G. P. SMITH, from the congregation of
Erskine church, Carlton; by Mr. BURTT,
from the" Star of Bendigo," the "Cobden,"
the Hotham, the Sandridge, and the "Evening Star" tents of Rechabites, and from
the Baptist congregation, Kyneton ; by Mr.
R.ICHARDSON, from the order of the Sons
of Temperance; fiyMr. EDWATIDS, from the
Wesleyan congregations Brunswick street,
and Fitzroy street, Fitzroy; and Sackville street, Collingwood; by Dr. EMBLING,
from a public meeting held in the Oxford
street schoolroom, Collingwood, and from
the teachers of the Oxford street Independent Sunday-school; by Mr. VERDON,
from the mayor, councillors, and burgesses
of Williamstown; by Mr. LANGTON, from
the Wesleyan congregations of Lonsdale
street, Melbourne, Palmerston street, Carlton, West Melbourne, North Melbourne,
Albion, Flemington, Footscray, and Maidstone; by Mr. TUCKER, from a meeting
of the ministers and inhabitants of Kyneton
and the neighbourhood; and by Mr. COPE,
from the Brunswick tent of Rechabites,
and from the Wesleyan congregations of
Pentridge and N orthcote.
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DETECTIVE DUNCAN.
Mr. G. P. SMITH called the attention
of the Chief Secretary to a recent case in
the County Court in which a detective
named Duncan was defendant, and asked
whether any action had been taken by the
Police department in reference to certain
documents impounded by the judge on
that occasion? The honorable member
stated that he was present at the County
Court when Duncan was sued for a sum of
money, and when he denied that a signature which was produced was his, swearing
that it was a forgery. The question was
one of oath against oath, and the judge
gave a verdict against Duncan, and impounded the document. Since then he
had seen Duncan attending the General
Sessions in his capacity of detective, and it
appeared improper that the liberty of the
subject should be imperilled by the evidence of a man against whom a prim~ facie
case of perjury had been established.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I find that Detective Duncan denies the signature to the
impounded document, and that the police
have sent to Tasmania, where he came
from, to ascertain whether it is his or not.
The writing in the ~ody of the document
is not supposed to be Duncan's, and the
signature, it is said, is unlike his. The
whole matter is being inquired into.
SUPPLY.
The resolutions arrived at in committee
of supply, the previous day, were considered and adopted.
PUBLIC HOUSES LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-Mr. Speaker, in
rising to move the second rea.ding of this
Bill, I may be permitted to refer very briefly
to the labours of the commission which,
during the recess, investigated the subject
now presented to the House. Much has
been said regarding the impolicy of remitting subjects of' legislation to royal
commissions; but I venture to say that, in
this case, no inquiry could have been
thoroughly conducted, and no such satisfactory result could have been arrived at,
without the assistance of a commission.
Whatever may be the opinion of the
House, I am justified in believing, by
the petitions which have been presented,
and the expression of public opinion
which has taken place out of doors, that·
the recommendations of the commission
have met with general acceptance. The
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commission applied itself very closely to
its task, and invited evidence ii'om all
classes of citizens. Moreover, so far as
I am aware, not one of its members was
actuated by strong prejudices. Indeed
many of them saw fit, from the evidence
adduced, to challge the views they had
previously entertained. The Bill before
the House embodies, to a very great extent,
the views of the commission. The report
starts with a fundamental principle, which
forms the basis of the Bill. It is this~
.

"The commission have unanimously arrived at
the conclusion that the retailing of intoxicating
drinks should be a distinct trade of itself; that
the privilege of selling should be accompanied
by such conditions as would preserve·to licensed
houses the character of places for the reception
of guests; and that, in order to effect this object,
the publican should be protected from the competition oflow-class public-houses, of beer-shops,
and of shopkeepers selling liquors under cover
of a grocer's licence."

That conclusion was unanimously arrived
at, and it must be obvious that any
measure founded upon it must run directly
counter to the existing ·Wine, Beer, and
Spirits Sale Statute. That measure carries free~trade in intoxicating drinks to
an excessive length. When it was passed
it reversed our previous policy; and now
that it has been in operation for two
years, there are very few persons who
will say that it has operated satisfactorily.
The evidence taken by the commission
shows that, under it, there has been a vast
increase of crime and demoralization. The
present Bill, then, proceeds on the assumption that the sale of intoxicating drinks
should be a distinct tralie, and should be
accompanied by restrictions. It proposes,
in the first place, to abolish three descriptions of licences granted under the existing
Act-beer licences, night licences, and
grocers~ licences.
The commission was at
great pains to ascertain the state of public
opinion throughout the colony. Not con~
tent with the views of persons in Mel~
bourne and the gold-fields towns, they made
inquiries throughout the municipal dis~
tricts of the colony, and they addressed
circulars to the various stipendiary magistrates, and other persons, wi th a view of
eliciting their opinions. The testimony
obtained was almost unanimous on the
point that these beer licences have been
productive of immense injury. It is easy
to see how this is the case. In a country
like this, police supervision must neces. sarily be very scant. When we once open
the door of any place to sell liquor, it is difficult to ascertain what descriptions of liquor
Mr. G. P. Smitk.
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are sold there; whether the trade is limited
to beer, or whether wines and spirits are
also included. It is a. notorious fact that
these beer-houses, under cover of a £5
licence, do sell wines and spirits. The
circumstance came recently within my
own knowledge. I had occasion, on behalf
of a shire council, to prosecute certain
persons for the sale of liquor, and I was
informed that, as regards the village of
Sunbury, there were twenty-two beershops within a mile of the station, and it
was added that everyone of these places
sold spirits. A proof that this was the
case was afforded by the number of summonses issued on that occasion. It appears
that any person who chooses to invest £5
in a barrel of beer, and two or three bottles
of brandy and a counter, can set up in these
country districts as a publican. The wife
and daughters caITJ on the business during
the day, while at night the man himself becomes the boniface, and, by the
aid of gambling and low amusements, succeeds in selling large quantity of various
kinds of liquors. In country districts the
publicans are starved out. The beer .
sellers do the trade because they pay a
small licence-fee, conduct their business
in miserable shanties, and resort to means
which respectable publicans do not. With
these facts in evidence, the commission
came to the conclusion that beer licences
ought to be abolished; that, when the door
is opened for the sale of beer, it should be
opened also for the sale of spirits, and that
an adequate fee should be paid. Some
country districts regard this question as
solely one of revenue, and the recommendation of the commission is opposed on certain golli-fields because it will interfere
with the local revenue. I submit, how'ever, that this is a very immoral ground
on which to oppose a social reform. Moreover, if the truth were known, it would be
found that the local bodies do not receive
so much under these beer licences as they .
would if the sale of liquors were confined
to public-houses; because, when a man
finds that he can sell any kind of Hquor
under R. £5 licence, he will not take ou t a
£25 licence. Supposing that the Bill did
diminish the number of sellers of liquors,
yet the increase in the licence-fee would
more than compensate for this, so that
those bodies who are opposing the Bill
because they fear a loss of revenue under
it are committing a mistake. I am informed that, in the Sandhurst district alone,
there are 270 of these beer-shops in
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addition to the public-houses. It is said It is simply this. A few travellers may
that the requirements of the district render require refreshment and accommodation
these 270 beer-shops necessary. Now, I after twelve o'clock, and a few market
totally deny that. I deny that a population gardeners, bringing their produce early to
of 30,000 or 40,000 people require 270 market, may also require refreshment .. But
beer-shops. If the opinion prevails that it in legislating on a great public question
is necessary that men should drink under we must deal with the multitude; and it is
all circumstances, that they must have the often the case that, in dealing with the
glass and bottle perpetually at their hands, multitude and applying provisions of
then numerous beer-shops may be required; general utility, we must necessarily inter- .
but I believe that public opinion is in favour fere with the wants and wishes of indiof a remedy being applied to this state of viduals. If we do a great public good by
things. We may fairly assume so much abolishing these licences, I am content to
when we see teetotallers and publicans, put up with the inconvenience which may
religious bodies and municipal authorities, result to the persons abroad after eleven
uniting in support of this measure. I o'clock-to a few travellers and market
will admit at once that one of the objects gardeners. In order to meet any reasonof the Bill is to restrict the practice of able requirements, however, it is proposed
drinking. We introduce the Bill because that the publicans who take out superior
we believe that drinking is carried to an licences, may open as early as four o'clock
excess in the colony-because we believe in the morning, remaining open until
that the sooner steps are taken to confine twelve o'clock at night. It is also provided
the use of drink to the legitimate wants of that travellers may obtain accommodation
the community, the sooner we shall see a and refreshment at all hours. This very
very much better state of morals prevail necessary provision, which gives to publichere. It is under these circumstances that houses the character of places for the
we propose to abolish beer licences. As I r!ception of guests, is omitted in the prewill show presently, we propose to create sent Act, -and the commission had it in
two classes of public-houses, and at the .evidence that persons travelling in the
same time we propose to create another country are now sometimes refused accomclass to meet the wants of sparsely popu- modation for themselves and their horses.
lated districts. With this view, it is Hince the abolition of the previous Act
proposed that temporary special licences many public-houses have degenerated into
shall be issued, very similar to the district mere drinking shops; they are nearly unfurlicences under the old Act. These licences nished, and they provide no accommodation
may be granted in shires and road districts, either for travellers or for their horses. I
at the discretion of the magistrates, without may mention here that we propose that
any qualification as to conditions. The every hotel or tavern in town or country
case of hardship put by the advocates of should provide accommodation and food for
the beer licences will thus be met. There .. horses. In towns, however, it may be
are districts, they say, in which it is im- unnecessary that this should be done in all
possible for publicans to comply with the cases. No doubt, in Melbourne, the accomconditions of the Act, but in which beer modation may be often unnecessary, and
sellers may do so. The Bill proposes to therefore the licencing magistrate is emcontinue these houses in such places, but powered, by a simple e~dorsement of the
to get rid of them as sly-grog shops, by licence, to dispense with it. Referring
requiring them to pay such a licence-fee again to the subject of night licences, I may
as they can afford to pay for the sale of all mention that the evidence in favour of their
liquors, and by bringing them under the abolition was very abundant. The commissupervision of the police. Having pro- sion had proof that these night houses are
posed that, it is then provided that, after the resort of the very worst characters.
the end of this year, beer licences shall be Drunken persons turned out of respectable
abolished. As to night licences, I believe houses find their way to these places, and
that they have received universal condem- remain there all night. They are the
nation. I believe there is no necessity resort of thieves and prostitutes, and, in
for them. No portion of the existing law many cases, are conducted without any
has wrought so much mischief, and no regard to decorum whatever. It is said,
amendment of the law would be perfect "Why not give night licences to a few
which did not provide for their abolition. houses? " There might be some reason in
What is the plea urged· on their behalf? that, if it could be shown that night l~cence8
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are necessary; but the commission goes
behind that plea, and says that they are
not necessary, more especially as publicans
are to be bound to supply refreshment to
travellers when they apply for it. A
decrease in the number of night licences
would only add to the trade of those who
remained open. If there were half a
dozen licensed night houses in Bourke. street, they would do the same trade
now done by the larger number. The
commission, arriving at the conclusion that
such licences are unnecessary, proposed to
abolish them. Then we come to the grou
cer's licence, which presents far greater
difficulties than either of the others. The
commission had it in evidence that these
licences are very much abused; that it is
the practice of grocers to sell beer in open
bottles; that grocers in this city have
counters and beer-pulls, and draw beer for
their customers in the same way that they
serve them with tea and sugar. Now these
practices were never contemplated by the
Act; but they are regularly carried on, and
the consequence is that the publican is
undersold by this class of traders. I am
not prepared to adopt all the evidence
tendered against the grocer's licence;
but still there were objections urged
which have force. No doubt the presence of intoxicating drinks has a tendency to induce their use, and when the
wives of working men go to the grocers'
shops for their weekly supplies, the grocers,
through a desire to push their business, are
in the habit of forcing their liquors on
these customers, and, as a natural consequence, the weekly bottle or two becomes
a family necessary. Now the commissioners were prepared to regard that
practice as objectionable, and they were
supported in their view by"many respect..:
able wine and spirit merchants. Many
of these witnesses said, " We believe
that far too large a quantity of spirits is
sold in this country. Although we are
in the trade ourselves, we admit that the
consumption of intoxicating drinks is too
large, and that it would be better were it
lessened." I was glad to find also that
not only the wine and spirit merchants,
but many publicans of the more respectable class, were desirous of diminishing
the traffic in intoxicating drinks. Upon
these grounds it is proposed that the grocer's licence should be restricted to the sale
of one gallon. It might have been desirable to abolish the licence altogether,
but it was remembered that the- traders
Mr. G. P. Smith.
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interested formerly enjoyed the privilege of
selling two gallons; and the commission
did not feel justified in interfering with a
vested interest further than to restore that
interest to its former position. The commission left the minimum quantity at two
gallons, but I have taken the libei·ty of reducing it in the Bill to one gallon. On this
subject there will be some diversity of opinion, and, as there are a variety of interests
to be dealt with, and as I wish to inj ure none,
I think it will be well to consider whether
the alteration proposed is the only mode of
dealing with the question. When the Bill
goes into committee, I bhall be happy to
receive any suggestions from honorable
members on this point. The evils complained of might be checked in several
ways. The licence-fee might be increased
to £50, which would have the effect of
discontinuing the small dealers, who are
the objectionable class; or, instead of effecting a mere registration, the grocers might
be required to take out a licence, to be
granted by magistrates under the Act-a
precaution which would do much to cure
the evils complained of. At the same
time, there is a strong reason why grocers'
licences should not be granted in country
districts. Accommodation is required there
for travellers, and it is necessary that the
public-house should have all the profits
that can come to it from its legitimate
business, in order to maintain the accommod,ation required by this Bill. Therefore
I think that, in shires, and in small townships which have not advanced to the dignity of boroughs, these licences should not
be issued at all., Some short time ago I
had occasion to travel to Murchison-a
crossing-place on the Goulburn-and there
I found two public-houses-two ordinary
brick buildings, both deserted, the publicans living in unfurnished shanties, with
no accommodation for lodgers or for travellers' horses. I naturally asked-" Why
is it that, in a place like this, one respectable public-house cannot be maintained ?"
The answer was-" The grocer there
does all the business ; persons who cross
here get grog from the grocer, and
camp out on fine nights, and there
is no business for the public-house at all."
That, I believe, is the case in other places.
In small townships, which are comparatively free from police supervision, these
grocers sell not only single bottles, but
nobblers. In point of fact, the establishments have become public-houses free
from all police supervisioD 1 and all the
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restrictions which the Statute imposes. In
short, the grocers carryon the publicans'
. business, to the detriment of publicans. I
propose, whatever the House may decide
upon with respect to the grocer's licence
in Melbourne and other large towns, that
it be absolutely abolished in the country
districts. These, then, are the three features
of the prei'ent law which the Bill seeks to
modify. Aud there is another whir.h I
may include under thIs head, because,
although Sunday trading be prohibited
by the present Act, yet the law is so
glaringly violated, that it has begun to be
believed that Sunday trading may be carried on with impunity. This Bill proposes,
not that any alteration shall b.3 made in
the law in that respect, but th.at the law
shall be carried out. We say that the law
ought to Le put into such a state that the
police shall be enabled to carry it out, and
that then there ough t to be no excuse for
the police not carrying it out. I believe
that the police unnecessarily avail themselves of the imperfect state of the law to
tolerate an evasion of the law in respect to
Sunday trading. I believe they do it because the official mind-the police mindhas arrived at the conclusion that it is not
a wise law. The police have arrived at
the conclusion that there ought to be Sunday trading, and that, having thus made up
their mind, it is not necessary to carry out
the law. Now, I do not wish to cast any
slur whatsoever' on the police. The commission had every reason to be satisfip;d
with the evidence given by the police; in
fact, the House and the country are very
much indebted to the police for the evidence which they furnished. But there is
no escape from the conclusion that the
police have made up their minds on' the
subject-that there ought to be Sunday
trading. The commission have arrived at
a different conclusion; and they ask that
the law should be put in such a state that
the police shall have no excuse for not carrying it out, and that, the law being put
in that state, they shall carry it out.
Mr. GILLIES.-What about the refreshment-rooms at railway stations, where
liquor is sold every Sunday?
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I apprehend I am
not called upon to answer that question.
The commission arrived at the conclusion
that the law might be evaded, but that it
is less likely to be evaded if there be
absolute prohibition by law than if. the
law were to allow the opening of
public-houses for a certain portion of the
VOL. III.-5 H
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day. If the law requires the closing of
these houses for the whole of Sunday, the
police have them more strictly under supervision; but, if the law says that the houses
may be open from one to three, and from
six to eight o'clock, we open the doors of
public-houses to drinking men, we tolerate
drinking practices, and we give to publicans privileges which no other class of
traders possess. Every other trade:5man
is bound, by law, to close his doors on
Sunday, and I have yet to learn that there
is anything so necessary in intoxicating
liquors that the publican should be an
exception. Therefore, we simply say that
the publicans shall come under the same
restriction with respect to the observance
of Sunday as other tradesmen, but with
this proviso always-that they shall be
called upon to accommodate and provide
for travellers. Th&.t, I apprehend, will meet
the objection which has been so prematurely raised by the honorable mem bel'
opposite. Now, sir, having dealt with
these four topics, I will next allude to
what I believe is a fundamental alteration
in the present law with respect to publichouses. The Bill proposes that, in future,
there shall be two classes of public-housesone class to be called either "taverns" or
"inns," and the other class to be called
" hotels "-and that these two classes of
houses shall be distinguished by their signboards. I noticed that this was refel'red
to, in a newspaper article the other day,
as a most absurd interference with the
liberty of the subject, the writer alleging
that we were to have" Blue Boars," ., Red
Lions," "Golden Keys," and all that sort of
thing, and treating the whole matter as if
a law requiring a publican to write over
his door "tavern," or " inn," or "hotel,"
as the case might be, would be a scandalous
out.rage. Why, sir, we are in the habit, in
these days of limited liability, of seeing public companies compelled by law towrite their
names, followed by the word "limited,"
legibly on their door-posts. We see the
" Commercial Bank, limited," in the middle of Collins street. And is it a hardship
to compel a publican to follo'w the example
of banks and trading companies, and describe his house so that the character of it
may be known to his customers? One
important difference between these two
classes of houses is that, while the one will
be permitted to keep open from four o'clock
in the morning until twelve o'clock at
night, the other class will not be allowed
to open before seven o'clock in the morning,
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and will l1ave to close at ten o'clock at
night. The reason for this provision, I
think, will be apparent. In former days,
under the old licensing system, bad as the
licensing bench was, it persistent.ly refused
to gra.nt licences in low neighbourhood.,. I
have heard, again and again, in the police
court, licences refused for public-houses in
_ Stephen-street and the streets contiguous;
and, until the present Act came into operation, there were only one or two public
houses in those localities. Now, we don't
propose to revive the old system; but, while
the Bill gives a licensing magistrate the
discretion of granting or refusing licences, it
also gives him power to refuse a licence
for a house to be kept open from four
o'clock a.m. to midnight, in a very low
neighbourhood. The magistrate will be
able to say-" We don't think a house to
be kept open those hours is required for the
public accommodation in a low neighbourhood, and therefore, if a licence be granted,
it can only be for a house to be kept
open from seven a.m. until ten p.m."
On the other hand, it will be in the
power of the magist.rate to refuse a tavern
licence for a house in a street where he
may consider only licensed hotels should be
allowed. . Complaint has been made that
men who build large houses, comply with
the law, and afford proper accommodation
to the public, are met by a low class of
competitors, who resort to very unjustifiable means to obtain custom. That has
been the complaint of respectable hotelkeepers in this city, and I think it is a
very just one. Therefore I propose that
a magistrate may say, if a tavern licence
be applied for in Bourke-street-" No;
there are already a large number of firstclass houses in that street, and I will grant
nothing less than 3,n hotel licence, in order
that the character of the public-houses in
that locality may be maintained." Another
distinction between the tavern and hotel
licences is that, whereas the tavern is
required to have only six rooms for
the accommodation of the public, the
hotel must have ten. Now, it is quite
obvious that it would be absurd to require, in the country districts, a large
amount of accommodation. At the same
time it is not necessary that houses in the
country districts should be kept open until
midnight. And therefore I think that the
difficulty heretofore experienced in connexion with the question of public-house
accommodation in country districts will be
met by this tavern licence. These, then,
Mr. G. P. Smith.
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are the chief distinctions between the
tavern and the hotel licences. The commission proposed, and the Bill adopts the suggestion, that hereafter licences shall be
granted only by stipendiary magistrates.
I have not the slightest doubt that this
proposition will meet with some opposition;
at the same time I believe that it has
public opinion in its favour. We are all
familiar with the evils which arose under
the old licensing system from the constitution of the licensing benches. That these
evils do not exist now arises from the fact
that no restriction is put upon the issue of
licences. Licences are now granted as a
matter of course, and therefore there is
nothing for a licensing bench to do unless
an objection is raised, which is very rare.
I believe that no Act which gives a discretion to magistrates could be successfully
carried out if its administration were
entrusted to justices of the peace. I do
not say this with any disrespect to justices
of the peace. The same opinion is entertained in England. In a Bill which,
according to the latest accounts, was
before the House of Commons, it was
proposed to do in England precisely
what is proposed to be done herenamely to entrust the power of licensing
to stipendiary magistrates. It has been
urged-I believe the recommendation is
made by an association called the Liquor
Traffic Alliance - that the stipendiary
magistrate should be assisted by two j ustices, as assessors. Now, if there be an
object.ion to the exclusion of justices of
the peace altogether, surely there is a much
stronger objection to a selection being made
from that bouy of pel'sons to co-operate
with the stipendiary magistrate-to a preference being given to two or three to
adjudicate in the matter of licences. There
is another objection. Suppose the stipendiary magistrate were associated with the
mayor of a borough or the president of a
shire council; if the two differed, one must
have the ca.sting vote; and, if the stipendiary magistrate had the casting vote, there
would be, in the event of a difference, an
end to the functions of the justice of the
peace. Another objection is that a large
number of the gentlemen who fill the offices
of mayor or shire council president, and
who are justices of the peace ex o.fficio, are
either publicans or brewers, or are connectod with the wine and spirit trade; and
that it would be necessary either to abolish
the prohibition which now exists against
justices interested in the liquor trade
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sitting on the licensing bench, or to prevent
gentlemen so intere:;ted occuping the position of mayor or shire council president.
Whichever way the matter is looked at,
difficulties present themselves; and we get
rid of those difficulties by saying that the
power shall be entrusted to stipendiary magistrates, wherever stipendial'y magistrates
may be.found; and that, where stipendiary
magistrates are not to be found, justices of
the peace or superintendents of police shall
be specially authorized to perform the duty.
I apprehend that, in very few districts, it
.will be necessary to resort to the lat.ter
course, because, in this matter, stipendiary
magistrates may be appointed to act all
over the country. In that respect the Bill
goes still fut·ther, because, acting on the
suggestion of His Honour Judge Pohlman
-a long report from whom will be found
appended to the report of the commission
-it is proposed to abolish appeals. The
commission asked Judge Pohlman for his
opinion as to the hearing of appeals, because they knew that often the designs of
a local bench were frustrated by appeals.
The judge stated, as his deliberate opinion,
that there ought to be no appeal at all,
because the appeal was from the body best
informed to a body less informed-from
persons who, from their local knowledge,
were best able to judge, to a court which
had no knowledge on the subject. I have
communicated with one or two other
county court judges, and they concur in
that opinion. They say that these matters
upon which they are called to adjudicate
are matters in which personal knowledge is
required, and that they arrive at conclusions
with very great difficulty. Therefore the
commission say that the finding of the
licensing magistrate should be final, for the
time at any rate. The Bill proposes that
licensing meetings shall be held quarterly,
and not oftener. Honorable members are
aware that, under the present law, persons
are no sooner refused a licence than they
stick up a fresh notice, and apply again to
the licensing bench. It is proposed to get
rid of that custom; so that, when a licence
is refused, no fresh application from the
same person can be entertained until the
Dext quarterly licensing meeting, except it
be in a case of refusal on account of the
accommodation not being sufficient, when,
if that be the only objection, the applicant
may have his licence granted conditionally.
And here I may state, ihat a provision has
been inserted with a view to goet rid of
what, I think, is a great injustice to appli-
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cants for licences. Hitherto it has been
necessal'y to have a house fitted up and
ready for public accommodation, on the
trust that, after this has been done, the
licence would be granted. We propose
that it shall not be necessary to have the
house ready; but, if the magistrate be
satisfied of the intention of the applicant
to furnish the necessary accommodation,
and otherwise comply with the Act, and if
there are no objections on other grounds,
the licence shall be granted conditionally,
and shall afterwards be issued on the affidavit of the officer of police in charge of the
district that the conditions required by the
Act have been complied with. By that
means we shall get rid of an injustice to
the publican and what is often felt a great
hardship. It has been felt that, where a
house has been expensively fumished and
fitted, ready for the commencement of
business, it was hard for the owner to be
refused a licence; and licences, I believe,
have frequently been granted simply on
that account. It is proposed, as I have
said, that the licensing magistrate shall sit
at every court of petty sessions in his district once in every three months, and that
notice shall be given in the Government
Gazette of the holding of these licensing
courts. The Bill proposes to abolish one
or two provisions in the old Act with
respect to the transfer and renewal of
licences, and to considerably modify others.
It is a practice under the existing law for
a person, after ohtaining a licence for one
house, by some manipulation, to get a new
hOllse for himself, and cause his licence to
be transferred to the new house, and, at
the same time, to have the licence for the
old house tra,nsferred to somebody else. I
find that, in this city alone, one man has
some eight or nine licences, and I believe
several have been procured in that manner.
The individual and the house have been
conjunctively licensed, and separation has
then taken place by the licensee walking
out and putting somebody else in. Now
the Bill provides that there shall be no
removal of a licence from one house to
another; that every application for a new
house must come up at the quarterly meeting; that, where a transfer of licence is
necessary, it may be allowed pro tern. by
an endorsement, by the magistrate, on the
licence; but that, at the next licensing
meeting, the application of the transferree
shall be dealt with in the same manner as
an original application, In this way the
provisions of the present Act will be
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simplified. Among the new provisions inserted in the Bill is one which, I think, no
one will find fault with. I refer to the
abolition of dancing saloons in connexion
with public-houses. It is said that a publican should be permitted to carryon his
business as free from restrictions as a
butcher and a baker. But butchers and
bakers do not resort to the same means of
inducing custom as publicans. We don't
hear of butchers and· bakers getting up
concerts in their shops at night, for the
purpose of promoting the sale of their
commodities. That constitutes, in a great
measure, the distinction between the publican's trade and other tra.des.
Other
tradesmen are content to live by the legitimate sale of their commoditieR, and we
propose tha.t publicans shall be put in that
posi tion - that they shall carryon their
business, and supply the legitimate wants
of the public, without resorting to immoral
means for the increase of their trade.
Therefore the Bill provi4es that no holder
of a publican's licence shall have, in
connexion with .his house, any dancing
saloon or concert room. But, in order to
meet th·e case of travelling companies, and
persons who have assembly rooms in
connexion with their licensed houses; it
is proposed that, on an authority in writing
from a licensing magistrate, balls, concerts,
and theatrical entertainments may be given
for thoe consecutive nights at intervals
not shorter than three weeks. That is a
reasonable provision, particularly with regard to country towns, because companies
of various kinds are continnally travelling
about, and affording amusement, if not instruction, to the public; and I think it but
right that some provision should be made
for their accommodation. The Bill contains
one or two provisions from the old Act in
reference to the sale of intoxicating liquors
to confirmed drunkards. L'nder the old
Act there was a prohibition against the
supply of liquor to drunkards, and that
prohibition might be renewed from year to
year. It was urged before the commission
that, although that prohibition might not
be carried out strictly, nevertheless it had
a very salutary effect. In the first place,
it had a salutary effect upon the drunkat'd
himself, because, if a man felt it likely
that he would be branded as a confirmed
drunkard, and not be harboured in a publichouse, he would have considerable inducement to mend his ways. It was also urged
that, if persons were pt'onounced and known
to be confirmed drunkards, there could be
Mr. G. P. Smith.
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no possible excuse for publicans harbouring
them. I confess that I don't attach much
importance to these provisions; but, seeing
that the Attorney-General has made drunkenness a. form of lunacy, and that he hus
provided that confirmed drunkards may
be taken into a lunatic asylum, it may
follow, as reasonable, that persons who
become lunatics by drunkenness shall not
be permitted to continue lunatics by drinking so long as they remain at large. Then
there is a provision as to the payment of
wages in public-houses. It was admitted
by a number of persons who were
examined before the commission - by
publicans themselves-that this practice
led to very great evils; and therefore the
provision of the repealed Act, prohibiting
the payment of wages in public-houses, is
introduced into the Bill. In connexion
with the provision against harbouring
drunkards and persons of disorderly character, I have adopted a suggestion thrown
out by the police magistmte at Liverpool,
namely, that the presence in a public-house
of disorderly and drunken persons, of·
thieves and prostitutes, should be prima
facie evidence that they are there by the
permission of the publican, and that upon
him should rest the onus of disproof. I consider that only reasonable. V\T e all know
that, when negligence is charged on individuals, it ·is fmfficient to charge the negligence, leaving the persons accused to
disprove it. And, if these persons are
harboured in public-houses, I do not think
that the prosecutor should be required to
show that the persons are thieves, or
drunken and disorderly characters, but
that the publican should be called upon to
show that he is not harbouring them. It
would be no hardship for the publican.
to show that the persons were not there
by h is consent. I have now explained to
the House the chief alterations which the
Bill will effect in the present law. I am
aware that it will be necessary, to some
extent, to re-adapt certain of the clauses,
so as to make them accord with existing
machinery; and, should it be the fortune
of the Bill to go into committee, I trust
honorable members on all sides of the
House will give it their careful consideration, and particularly with the view
of seeing that the machinery is adapted
to the carrying out of the law. I believe
that one of the great evils of the present
law is that the machinery is not sufficient
to enforce its provisions; and, therefore,
I trust honorable members will give me
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the benefit of their suggestions, so that the
Bill may. be made a workable measure.
I have no desire whatever to force any
notion of mine upon the House, or to
carry, against the opinions of honorable
members, any suggestion either of the
commission or of my own. I believe it is
admitted on all hands that there should
be some radical alteration of the law; and,
as the matter is one which does not involve
party feeling or party considerations, I
hope honorable members, if they agree
with the fundamental principles of the
Bill, will address themselves to it.s details
as closely as possible. I now leave the
Bill in the hands of the House, to be dealt
with as honorable members may think fit.
On the motion of Mr. LEVEY, the
debate was adjourned until Wednesday,
July 3.
MUNICIPALITIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
On clause 82, providing that the mayor
shall preside at borough elections,
Mr. O'GRADY asked if the Bill contained any provision for the appointment,
by the mayor, of a deputy to hold an
election?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM replied that it
was not expressly provided for, but it was
implied in several clauses. The subject
was referred to in the 92nd .clause.
Mr. O'GRADY thought there should be
express provision.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he would
take a note of the suggestion.
Clause 84 was amended, at the instance
of Mr..HIGINBOTHAM, so as to require
the delivery of nomination papers between
the hours of nine am. and four p.m. before
the day of nomination.
On clause 85, which requires that the
nomination of a candidate for the office of
councillor should be accompanied by a
deposit of £5,
Mr. O'GRADY suggested that the
amount should be £10, in order to secure
uniformity with the Local Govel'l1ment
Bill.
Mr. RICHARDSON urged that the
amount named in the Local Government
Bill should be reduced to £5 when that
measure came before the House.
After some discussion, the clause passed
without amendment.
In clause 90, which provides that a candidate at any election of borough coun-
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cillors may retire from his candidature on
giving not.ice of his intention to do so to
the returning officer, two clear days before
the day of polling, "four" days was, on
the motion of Mr. LANGTON, substituted
for "two."
Considerable c!iscussion took place on
clause 91, which was as follows : " At every such election the returning officer,
if it shall appear to him expedient for taking the
poll, may cause booths to be erected, or rooms to
be hired, and used as such booths in the places
appointed as aforesaid for taking the poll, and
the same shall be so divided and allotted into
compartments as to the returning officer shall
seem most convenient; provided that there shall
be at every polling-pla.ce at least one booth for
every 600 burgesses enrolled on the burgess roll
to be used at the said election, and that the said
booths shall be numbered in arithmetical order,
and that there shall be affixed over the entrance
of each booth in sllccession so many letters of
the alphabet, in their alphabetical order, as shall
denote by the initial letter of the surname the
burgesses entitled to vote thereat, according to a
distribution to be made under this provision;
and no burgess shall vote in any booth save that
denoted by the initial letter of his surname."
In that portion of the clause providing
that there should be at every polling-place
at least one booth for every 600 burgesses,
the words "at every polling-place" were
omitted, on the motion of Mr. HIGINBOTHAM, who intimated that they had
been inserted by mistake.
Mr. BUNNY moved that the whole of
the latter portion of the clause, commencing
at and inclusi ve of the words, "and that
the said booths shall be numbered in
arithmetical order," be omitted. He stated
that the power which the returning officer
had of declaring that all persons whose
surnames began with certain letters should
vote at one particular booth, and that
those whose surnames began with other
letters should vote at other booths, had
caused great inconvenience in some cases.
By snch an arrangement a burgess, instead
of being able to vote at the booth nearest
his own residence, might hare to go to a
booth some miles distant from it. As it
was necessary to provide one booth for
every 600 electors, there was no reason
why certain booths should be set apart for
persons whOBe surnames happened to
begin with a certain letter. Each burgess
ought to have the option of voting at the
polling-booth most convenient for himself,
whatever the initial letter of his surname
was.
Mr. WHITEMAN remarked that, unless there was a system of alphabetical
voting, he did not see how the poll clerks
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could perform their duties. There would
be no end of confusion created.
Mr. KERFERD concurred with the
honorable and learned member for St. Kilda.
To avoid the difficulty suggested by the last
spenkAr, all that was ~cessary was that
each poll clerk should be furnished with a
cOPlplete copy of the burgess roll.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM thouo-ht it would
be better to let the clause l'emai~ as it stood
. was the same as the corresponding'
as It
clause of the existing Act. It was in the
power of the returning officer to place the
letters from "A. to Z." over each booth if
he chose to do so.
Mr. BU~NY observed that the returning officer might also divide the letters if
he thought fit, and it was to prevent that
being done, which might cause great practical inconvenience to burgesses, that he
moved the amendment.
Mr. SNOWBALL suggested that the
difficulty would best be met by dividing
boroughs into electoral divisions.
Mr. WHITEMAN said that the amendment would open the door for double voting.
Mr. ORR pointed out that double votin cr
was as easy under the one system as th~
other. To remedy the inconvenience complained of, either the amendment ouo-ht to
be adopted or the boroughs should °be divided into electoral divisions. The latter
suggestion, however, was one which would
require great consideration.
After some further discussion, the amendment was negatived.
On clause 96, relating to the delivery of
ballot papers to burgesses entitled to vote,
Mr. D YTE moved an amendment to
provide that persons who could not read
and write should not be entitled to vote.
Mr. HOPKINS said the amendment
would disfranchise a quarter of the burgesses in the country districts.
Mr. (TO~ES observed that, if a man who
could not read and write was deprived of
the right of voting, he ought also to be
relieved from the necessity to pay rates.
After remarks from Mr. REEVES and
Mr. O'GRADY, in opposition to the amendment, it was negatived.
. On clause 100, authorizing certain questIOns to be put to a person tendering a vote,
Mr. O'GRADY suo-gested that an additional question shoullbe asked-" Do you
hold a qualification ?"
Mr. lUCHARDSON said that if such
would
a question were insisted upon,
operate unfairly in certain cases.
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Mr. 'HIGINBOTHAM did not think
there was the same necessity, under a
Municipal Act, for a question of this kind
as there was under the Electoral Act.
Every care was taken that a person's name
was not inserted on the burgess roll unless
he was duly qualified.
The suggestion was not pressed.
On clause 117, which refers to the application of the money deposited by candidates
on nomination, and provides that the deposit shall be returned unless the candidate
does not poll one-fifth of the votes obtained
by the lowest successful candidate,
Mr. LANGTON asked if it was intended to forfei t the· deposi t money of a
candidate who retired from the contest.
If so, candidates would, in all cases, go to
the poll. He proposed to amend the clause
so as to provide that the money should be
returned to retiring candidates.
Mr. RICHARDSON explained that the
penalty was imposed to prevent fictitious
candidates coming forward with the intention of retiring and allowing others to
go in.
Mr. DYTE contended that the effect of
the clause, as it stood, would be to put the
boroughs to the expense of many contested elections, which would be avoided
were the candidates allowed to retire.
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 119, regarding the election
of mayors,
. ~r. SNOWBALL objected to the proVISIOn" Prior to the election of any mayor, the council may, if they think fit, grant an allowance
(w hich shall not in any year exceed 5 per centum
on the, gross income of the borough for the last
pl'ecedmg year) to the mayor during his term of
office, and such allowance may and shall be paid
to the mayor for the time being out of the borough
fund."

He thought the allowance ought not to
exceed£lOO per annum. In some borouo-hs
the 5 per cent. would amount to £400° or
£500; and, as the mayors of boroughs had
not the same expenses to meet as the mayor
of Melbourne had, such a sum was too
large. These allowances were understood
to be disbursed in charity, and it would
be better for the councils to take the disbursement of any large sums into their own
hands.
Mr. DYTE pointed out that, though an
allowance of £ 100 might he sufficient in
some cases, it would. not be equal to the
requirements of such towns as Ballarat
and .Sandhurst. He thought, however,
that 1t should be left to the r~tepayers to
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mayors should be adopted or not, and he
moved an amendment requiring a meeting
of burgesses to be called for the purpose.
Mr. JONES remarked that it would be
a scanty compliment to allow the council
to disburse 95 per cent. of the borough
funds, and then to convene the ratepayers to
decide as to the expenditure of the remaining 5 per cent. It might be advisable, perhaps, to reduce the maximum percentage.
Mr. WHITEMAN said that, in any
case, the matter would be decided by the
ratepayers, because it was sure to be made
a test question at all elections.
Mr. SNOWBALL moved an amendment to the effect that the allowance
should not exceed 2~ per cent.
After a discussion, Mr. Dyte's amendment was withdrawn, and Mr. Snowball's
was negatived.
On the motion of Mr. HIGINBOTHAM,
clause 122, providing that the mayor shall
be a· justice of the peace ex officio, was
amended so as to assimilate it with clause 7
of the Justices of the Peace Statute.
Mr. JONESlinquired if it was intended
to give the mayors of boroughs the pri vilege possessed by the mayors of Melbourne,
of continuing to hold the position of justice of the peace during the year following
their year of office?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM replied in the
affirmative.
Mr. DYTE asked how the rule would
work if a mayor retired and another was
elected? There might be two or three
magistrates by virtue of the one office.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that, in both
cases, the mayor would be a justice during
his term of office, and for one year afterwards.
Clause 129 was amended, on the motion
of 'Mr. HIGINBOTHAM, by providing
that, in cases where a quorum is not present, the council may be adjourned for
seven, instead of for three, days.
On clause 136, regarding the appointment of committees by the council,
Mr. RICHARDSON moved an amendment to provide that the committees should
appoint their own chairman, instead of the
appointment resting with the council.
The amendment was adopted.
On clause 143, relating to disputed
elections, and providing that no rule for
ousting a councillor should be granted
after three months from the declaration of
election,
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Mr. HIGINBOTHAM proposed the
substitution of "six" for" three" months.
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 146, which requires the
council to invite tenders for works to the
amount of £ 100 and upwards,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM proposed the
insertion of the words "except in cases of
emergency."
Mr. BUNNY suggested the omission of
the clause, on the ground that it might
cause great inconvenience to councils.
Mr. RICHARDSON observed that, but
for this clause, there was nothing in the
Bill to compel a council to call for
tenders.
Mr. SNOWBALL supported the amendment.
After further discussion, the amendment
was agreed to. .
On clause 1.48, relative to the appointment of officers,
Mr. LANGTON proposed the insertion
of a provision against the offices of town
clerk and treasurer being filled by one and
the same person.
Mr. DYTE said it was absolutely necessary, in up-country boroughs, to combine
the two offices.
Mr. BAYLES considered the principle
objectionable. The two offices should be
separate. .
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM obsen-ed that,
if this were imperative, the salaries of the
two officers might, in some cases, swallow
up the entire borough fund.
The amendment was negatived.
On clause 149, which prohibits a coun·
cillor from holding an office in the gift of
the corpora.tion,
Mr. SNOWBALL proposed the insertion of words forbidding the election of an
ex-councillor to any such office within
twelve months from his ceasing to act as a
councillor.
Mr. DYTE objected to the amendment.
At the same time he considered that all
such offices should be open to the public,
and that, when vacancies occurred, candidates should be invited, by public advertisement, to offer themselves.
The amendment was withdrawn.
On clause 156, empowering the council
to appoint auditors,
Mr. SNOWBALL said this clause
would introduce an objectionable system.
Rather than that the council should appoint
their own auditors, he would have professional auditors appointed by the Governor
in Council. Sooner or later he believed
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that course would have to be adopted; and,
until it was adopted, there would not be a
complete and efficient audit-an audit that
the ratepayers would always have confidence in. If the clause were left as it
stood, the majority of a council might indulge in an expenditure not allowed by the
Act, and then elect crea.tures of their own
to certify that the expenditure was legal.
True the Bill contained powers for a
special audit, but that would be ra.rely resorted to, inasmuch as a certain amount
of money would have to be deposited as
security for Gosts. He would suggest the
postponement of the clause.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he was not
prepared to bring forward any scheme of
Government audit. He thought nothing
would be more opposed to the fundamental
principles of local self-government than
the Government undertaking to audit the
ordinary expenditure of these local bodies.
The present law provided that ratepayers
should elect their own auditors, but experience showed that it was impossible, in
many cases, to get even a single ratepayer
to attend the meetings called for the election
of auditors. Under these circumstances,
it was proposed thn,t the plan of the council
electing "two competent persons" as auditors should be incorporated in the Bill. It
was said "by the honorable member for St.
Kilda (Mr. Snowball) that the ratepayers
would never resort to a special audit, on
account of the expense. But, if twenty
ratepayers were not willing to deposita sufficient sum of money to cover the expenses of
a special audit-which he presumed would
not "be very large-they could not have a
very strong suspicion of the integrity of
the audit provided by the council. He
had feared that the oLjections to the special
audit would be of quite a different nature"
-that it would be too stringent. Certainly he was not prepared to hear that it
would be inoperative-that it would never
be resorted to.
Mr. LANGTON called attention to the
fact that the corporation of Melbourne had
two auditors, who virtually, under the
present arrangement, did nothing. In addition to those gentlemen a professional
accountant was employed, at a salary of
£250 a year, and he audited the books
regularly, and was made responsible for
their correctness. Could not some such
principle be introduced into this Bill? "In
most boroughs one auditor would be sufficient; and, if that auditor were a professional accountant, and if he were paid a
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proper salary, a proper audit might be
ensured.
Mr. JONES did not approve of the employment of professional accountants" as
auditors. Professional accountants, generally speaking-he admitted there were
some brilliant exceptions-were persons
who, having failed to collect their own
accounts, believed they could make a
pleasant income by looking after the accounts of other people. At the same time
he thought the committee could not do
better than leave the borough councils to
appoint their own auditors.
Mr. BAYLES remarked that no appointment had been so beneficial, in reference to the accounts of the city of
Melbourne, as that of a paid auditor.
Mr. HALFEY regarded the principle
of the clause as a most extraordinary one.
The princi pIe was-" You shall audit
your own accounts." He thought the ratepayers ought to have full control over the
auditing of the borough accounts. The"
directors of a bank or any other public
company did not appoint audit.ors. The
appointment was made by"ijle shareholders.
The same principle ought to be carried
out in municipal affairs. The borough
fund was the propert.y of the ratepayers,
and it would be unjust to take the power
of appoi"nting auditors out of their hands.
Mr. DYTE reminded the last speaker
that the clause was rendered necessary by
the difficulty of inducing ratepayers to
exercise the powers which they possessed
under the present law of electing auditors.
He did not consider it at all likely that
councillors, because they had the appointment of their own" auditors, would misapply the funds placed at their disposal.
Mr. G. P. SMITH observed that the
defective system of electing auditors at
present in force could not be better illustrated than by the fact that the borough of
Kew, of which the honorable member for
Sandhurst (Mr. Halfey) was a ratepayer
-and where it was difficult to get sufficient ratepayerR together to elect auditorshad been victimized by a defaulting tOWllclerk.
"
Mr. SNOWBALL thought that the
honorable member for Ballarat East (Mr.
. Dyte), in asserting that councillors were
not likely to misapply borough funds, had
taken little notice of what had transpired
in connexion with borough council proceedings, both in the neighbourhood of
Melbourne and in the country. Recently,
it was proposed by one council to buy
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rabbits to establish a rabbit warren. Nearer
horrie it was proposed to buy a grand piano.
But it was never intended that the moneys
of a borough should be expended in such
a way. He considered that the auditor
should be a man who could do something
more than add up a column of figures; he
should be a man with sufficient knowledge
of the Act to declare whether an expenditure was correct and legal.
Mr. KERFERD observed that, if a
council entered upon an expenditure for
which they had not authority within the
four corners of the Act, they were acting
ultra vires, and they could be restrained
in such a course, at the instance of anv
ratepayer, through the instrumentality ~f
the Supreme Court.
Mr. O'GRADY suggested that ratepayers would not be remiss in electing
auditors if that proceeding were to take
place when councillors were elected, and
not-as under the present arrangementat another period of the year. He was in
favour of one auditor being appointed by
the council and another by the burgesses.
He hoped the committee would recognize
the right of the burgesses to see that the
moneys which they contributed to the
borough fund were properly expended.
After some further discussion, progress
was reported.
CUSTOMS ACT No. 293.
Mr. LANGTON moved" That an address be presented to His Excellency the Governor, praying that he will cause
to be laid upon the table of this House copies
of all dispatches which have been received from
or sent to the Secretary of State for the Colonies
relating to the assenting to the Customs Act
No. 293, and to the passing of the Imperial Act
29th and 30th Victoria, cap. 74."

Mr. JONES seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
QUEEN'S PLATE.
The House having gone into committee,
Mr. RIDDELL moved"That an address to His Excellency the
Governor requesting him to place a sum of £200
on an Addi~ional Estimate for 1867 for a Queen's
Plate, to be run for on the Melbourne course,
under the auspices of the Victoria Racing Club."

Mr. LANGTON observed that it was
no use dividing the committee on the
motion, because it was sure to be carried,
but he wished to enter his protest against
it. It seemed to him that the amusements
of one section of the community were
patronised by the House, though other
VOL. 111.-5 1
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amusements, of equal service to the community, and which the House was just
as much entitled to patronise, were not
favoured in a similar way. He did not
believe that horse-racing had any special
claim upon the consideration of the House.
Many members consoled themselves with
the reflection that it improved the breed
of horses; but anybody whoknew anything
of the subject of horse-breeding knew
that the breed of hor~es, instead of
having improved, had deteriorated under
the modern system of racing. Instead
of tending to the breeding' of horses
with plenty of bone and sinew-horses
capable of carrying a man sixty miles a
day, and with pluck enough to kick him
off at the end of the journey-the racing
system had led to the breeding of weedy
animals, which made their appearance on
the turf when they were two or three
years old, ran one race, and were never
heard of afterwards. He could not hel p
expressing his surprise that the wealthy
persons who were most engaged in the
amusement of horse-racing should ask the
Legislature to vote £200 for a Queen's
Plate, instead of subscribing the money
out of their own pockets.
Mr. WHITEMAN entirely dissented
from the remarks of the honorable mem
bel' for East Melbourne. The performances of snch horses as Gladiateur and
Fille de rAil' in England, and of the Barb
and Smuggler in Australia, which were
unequalled in the annals of the turf, were
sufficient to prove that the breed of horses
had not deteriorated. The Maribyrnong
stud also showed the character of the
horses which were bred in this colony.
The last race for the Queen's Plate was a
sight worth travelling fifty miles to see.
The honorable member for East Melbourne
was no doubt a great authority on freetrade, but he evidently knew nothing
about horse-racing.
Mr. RICHARDSON said, if the honorable member for East Melbourne would
call for a division, he would vote with him,
as he had always opposed motions of this
character.
The motion was carried without a division.
a

MINING STATUTE AMENDMENT
BILL.
Mr. CASEY.-Mr. Speaker, I beg to
move that this Bill be read a second time.
The alterations which it proposes to effect
in the existing law are all such as have
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been suggested by practical experience, or " tailings" may be declared to be abanhave been found to be absolutely necessary doned. Honorable members who have any
in consequence of judiC?ial decisions. In acquaintance with mining are aware that,
the first place, the prosecution of appeals when once the ore is removed from the
in the court of the Chief Judge of Mines mine, and reduced by crushing or otheris modified and simplified by the Bill. wise, it is a matter of considerable difficulty
Under the present law, appeals on ques- to determine to whom the debris or tailings
tions of fact are allowed from a court belong-whether they belong to the miner
of mines upon a case stated by the from whose claim the ore was originally
judge; but there is no means by taken, or to the quartz-crusher at whose
which a question of fact can be re-heard. mill it was crushed. Frequently large
This Bill contains a provision by which, heaps ot tailings, which have been abanif the parties to the suit do not agree on doned for a number of years, are found on
the statement of facts submitted by the some of the gold-fields. If any person
court, the matter may be re-heard before steps in to make use of them, some other
the chief judge. There is a provision with person interferes and endeavours to prevent
respect to the initiation of proceedings in him. The mining boards have the power
a warden's court, which has been recom- to make by-laws to deal with claims, and
mended by the mining board at Ballarat, there is no reason why they should not also
and I believe it will meet with the approval have the power to make by-laws to deal
of all persons who have had experience in with tailings. The principle is the same;
connexion with wardens' courts through- and it is an omission in the existing Act
out the colony. The business before tha-t they have not the power which the
the wardens' courts in 1866 was consider- present measure proposes to give them in
ably , less than in 1865, which is, to a this respect. The Rill has been carefully
certain extent, attributable to the change examined by legal gentlemen who have an
which was effected in the mode of intimate acquaintance with mining affairs,
initiating legislation in wardens' courts by and it has met with their approval. Althe Mining Statute of 1865. By that though I desire that the Bill should be
Act, all proceedings in wardens' courts read a second time to-night, and that as
must be initiated by a summons, and, in much progress as possibl~ should be made
cases in which there is more than one with it in committee, it is not my intention
defendant, each of them must be served to move the third reading, or even that the
with a copy of the summons. It has hap- report of the committee should be conpened on ma.ny occasions that the court has sidered, until honorable members have had
been unable to determine trifling matters of ample opportunity of making themselves
dispute, in consequence of an objection thoroughly acquainted with the provisions
being taken that all the defendants of the measure.
Mr. JONES seconded the motion.
had not been served with a copy of
Mr. KERFERD.-The concluding obthe summons. The simpler system which
was adopted under the old Gold-Fields servation of the honorable member for
Act might be again resorted to with Mandurang, that he does not intend to
advantage. This Bill proposes to mould hurry the Bill through the House, in a
the two systems into one, so that, in cases great measure removes any objections I
of importance, in which it is advisable had to the Bill being read a second time
the proceedings should be initiated by sum- to-night. I desire, as the representative
mons, that may be done, and cases of of a very important gold-field, that this
trifling importance may be settled by the proposed amendment of the Mining Statute
wardens summarily. Another provision is should be submitted to the mining boards
that the decision of a warden's court m~y throughout the colony, with a view to have
be appealed against direct to the Chief the benefit of their practical knowledge, in
Judge, without the necessity of first going order that we may make the measure as
before the mining court. By this means un- perfect as possible. Opportunity, at all
necessary expense and delay will be avoided, 'events, should be given before the Bill
and persons will be able to 0 btain the decision passes through committee, for members
of the highest mining tribunal at the least representing mining constituencies to conpossible expense, and as speedily as possible. sider and consult as to its provisions. In
The last provision of the Bill is one to the early part of the session I brought
enable mining boards to make by-laws under the notice of the Minister of Mines
to determine under what circumstances a matter which considerably affects the
Mr.Oasey.
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district I represent, namely, the frequent of the parties, and in which even some
robbery of sluices and other portions of essential fact has been omitted. It is diffimining claims; and the honorable gentle- cult, indeed, for a judge to state a case
man promise~ that he would introduce a which he has himself heard without imBill during the session to remedy that parting to it some bias. It is absolutely
evil. After a claim has been worked for necessary that the parties to a suit should
several months, a large quantity of gold have the opportunity of having their case
becomes deposited in the sluice-boxes; re-heard on appeal. Another object of the
but frequently, before the time arrives Bill is to give an appeal direct from a
at which it is intended to wash up these warden's court to the Chief Judge. At
boxes, all the gold is stolen from them present there is only an appeal from a
during the night, sometimes by Chinese warden's court to the court of mines for the
and sometimes by other persons. These district. There is then no appeal from the
robberies are of frequent occurrence, and latter court to the Chief Judge sitting in
sometimes a single robbery sweeps away Melbourne; but the judge of the court of
the result of the labour of months. I mines can suspend his decision until
do not thi'nk it would be my duty to certain questions are solved by the Chief
allow any attempt to amend the Mining Judge. The consequence is that some'
Statute to pass without seeking to effect of the most important questions and inan amendment which would remedy so terests are settled by the courts of mines.
great a grievance as this; and, if the It seems almost absurd that, while upon a
Minister of Mines does not intend to intro- question which goes before the court of
duce a measure to deal with this matter, mines, in the first instance, there is an
I would ask permission to propose some appeal to the highest tribunal,' another
provisions in the present Bill to accomplish case of equal importance, but commenced
in a warden's court, should be stopped in
the object which I desire.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-I have no ob- the court\ of mines. When the Bill is in
jection whatever to urge against the pro- committee I shall suggest two amendvisions of this Bill. I believe that they ments: one to provide that some equivawill be attended with advantage, and will lent deposit should be made by parties who
assist to further the interests of' the min- intend to appeal, as a guarantee of their
ing community. If the honorable member boua fides; and the other to facilitate the
for the Ovens (MI'. Kerferd) thinks proper hearing of appeals as speedily as possible.
to prepare the clauses to which he refers, At present the Chief Judge has power to
an opportunity should be afforded him of fix the times for hearing the appeals, and
getting them passed into law, as the object he appoints four times a year; but this is
which he seeks to accomplish is an im- found to be inconvenient, because, in some
portant one. When the Bill is in commit- cases, it prevents appeals being decided
tee I intend to propose an addition to the for several mon ths.
9th clause, to gi ve mining boards the
Mr. HALFEY.-I cannot express any
power to frame by-laws to' enable' a opinion upon the legal bearings of the Bill,
board to fill up any vacancies which may but it appears to me that the measure'will
occur amongst its members. At present require some amendment in committee.
there is no such power, and the want of it If, in a case in which there are several
is found to be attended with great incon- defendants" the service of a summons upon
venience.
one of them is deemed sufficient, I can
Mr. BUNNY.-I think that the amend- conceive of instances arising in which t4is
ment of the Mining Statute which this Bill will cause great injustice. It ought also
proposes is requisite, on account of the to be clearly stated whether the Bill applies
difficulties which have occurred in con~ only to property held under miners' rights,
nexion with legal proceedings in mining or also to property held under mining
affairs. It is very desirable that the Chief leases.
Judge of the Court of Mines should be
The Bill was then read a second time
able to re-hear cases which have been
heard by the inferior courts. At present and committed.
The first five clauses ,vere agreed to
appeals can only be heard upon a case
stated by the judge of the court below; without discussion, after which progress
and instances have occurred in which the was -reported.
The House adjourned at nine minutes
learned judge has stated a case altogether
different from the view taken of it by one past eleven o'clock, until Tuesday, July 2.
5r2
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, July 2, 1867.
Insolvenoy Law Amendment Bill-Mr. j. F. V. Fitzgerald.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twelve
minutes past four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
INSOLVENey LAW AMENDMENT
BILL.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT.-Sir, I
rise to move that this Bill be read a second
time. It will not be denied by any person
that the existing insolvency law requires
amendment. In fact there has been a
clamour for some alteration during many
years past, without as yet any practical
result in the way of any sort of beneficial
legislation. The present Bill is modelled
upon an elaborate measure introduced into
the Imperial Parliament, and entitled the
Bankruptcy Law Amendment Bill. (Mr.
Strachan-', No.") I do not say that the
Bill was passed into law, but I believe it was
laid before Parliament. As I have no wish
to detain the House with an address upon
the abstract principles of the Bill, I shall
perhaps be best able to make its provisions
understood by a reference to them under
the various heads of the measure. The
first part relates to the constitution of the
new court. At present we have a Chief
Commissioner of Insolvent Estates, who is
an officer of the Supreme Court, who performs delegated duties, and does not exercise the powers of a judge, except to a
modified exten t. The B ill proposes to
place the administration of the insolvency
law in the hands of a judge, who shall
be called" the Judge of the Court of Insolvency," while the court will be a court
of record, and will have jurisdiction in all
insolvency matters. The judge must be
a barrister of seven years' standing, and he
is prohibited from holding a seat in the
Legislature, and from practising. The
first judge will be the present Chief
Commissioner of Insolvent Estates, an
appointment honorable members cannot
do otherwise than approve of. The necessary power to appoint a deputy is also
taken. Then the county courts throughout the colony will be auxiliary to the
Insolvent Court-that is, all cases -transferred to country districts will be dealt
with by the judges of county courts,
exercising the powers of the chief judge in
Melbourne. Power of appeal is given to
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the Supreme Court by cases to be settled
and signed by the judge, according to
arrangement, which, I think, will be found
perfectly satisfactory. Then we come to
the officers of the court, with whom a
great change is effected. Practically, all
insolvent estates are now managed by
official assignees. There is a power under
the existing law to appoint trade assignees;
but these appointments are ,ery seldom
made, and for a good reason-the assignees
would become entitled to a commission
which would add greatly to the expense
of winding up the estate. In England
the creditors' assignees always perform an
important part in the administration of an
estate. They are not paid officers, they
receive no pecuniary advantages whatever,
and the actual work of keeping accounts,
receiving and paying moneys, &c., does
not fall upon them, but upon the official
assignees. I am sufficiently old to remember the creation of these appointments,
and I am aware it was considered a great
improvement of the law. A great struggle
always takes place on the choice of assignees in England to get the mnnagement
vested in particular hands. Such is not
the case here; we do not find creditors at
all ambitious to take the post. Under the
Bill, the official assignees will hold merely
a sort of interim appoin tment. They wi II
act for the protection of the estate during
the interval between the adjudication and
the first meeting of the creditors, and they
will be paid by fixed salaries. Their duties
may terminate with the appointment of
creditor!;' assignees; but that appointment
is not compulsory upon the creditors, who
may leave the estate in the hands of the
official assignee, to be wound up as under
the present system. In that case the official assignee, in addition to his salary, will
be entitled to a commission on what he
may obtain for the benefit of the estate.
The creditors' assignees are entitled to a
commission also. In addition to these officers, inspectors may be appointed. These
inspectors will occupy very much the same
position as trade assignees in England do,
in that they will have power over the
estate, and will not be entitled to any
emolument. The chief clerk of the court
is given much greater power than he now
possesses. For many purposes he is a
deputy judge, authorized to dispose of
routine business not of a very important
character, but which would occupy too much
of the time of the chief judge. Ample
provision is made for protecting the persons
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interested from any unwise decision the
clerk may happen to make, but these
details can be better considered in committee. A new feature introduced by the
Bill-though the plan is already in operation in England-is that, instead of money
being taken for fees, stamps are to be
attached to the various legal documents.
The necessary machinery for preparing the
stamps is ready, and can be put into
operation so soon as the Bill becomes law.
The second part of the Bill relates to the
abolition of imprisonment for debt, except
in certain cases, the propriety of retaining
which will, I think, be recognized. The
Bill then deals with acts of insolvency,
making several additions to the present
list. The m,ost important, perhaps, is one
which I endeavoured to introduce in' the
old Legislative Council thirteen years ago;
but, though the majority of honorable members were wi th me, the Bill was thrown
out on some technical point after the third
reading. This is a provision enabling the
creditor to summon his debtor before a
judge, and to compel him either to admit or
deny his debt on oath. If the man admits
the debt, he will be required to pay it in a
certain time, at the discretion of the judge;
and, if he fails to comply with the order, he
will beadjudicated a bankrupt. On the other
hand, if he denies the debt, falsehood will
expose him to a criminal prosecution, and
he will be required to find security that he
will defend the action for the recovery of
the claim. At the time to which I am
alluding a practice was most rife of debtors
resisting actions, to which they could not
have the audacity to say that they had a
defence, in order to put the creditor to
every expense, and to gain time to make
away with their estate. I feel satisfied that
the provision will work as well here as it has
elsewhere, and I am SUl'e that, had it been
adopted when I first proposed it, we should
not have had so many complaints against
the insolvency law. The fourth part of
the Bill relates to adjudications, and contains one very important principle-a principle to which, I think, some honorable
members are prepared to assent. It is
provided that, in the first instance, proceedings shall, in all cases, be initiated in
Melbourne, and then"The Court of Insolvency may, on being
satisfied that, either from the nature of the
debtor's transactions, or the situation of his
property, or the residence of a majority of his
creditors, or for any other sufficient cause, the
proceedings could be more beneficially and conveniently prosecuted elsewhere than in Mel-
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bourne, transfer the petition to a county court,
either before adjudication, or on making adjudication, or at any time prior to the publication of
notice of adjudication in the Government Gazette
and in the newspapers as aforesaid."
It may fairly be assumed that the first object of any person in the position of the
judge will be to do justice to the interests
involved in each estate. At all events, as
the judge can have no great desire to add
to his own labours, it may be supposed that
he will construe very liberally in favour of
local administration; and it rests with him,
whenever a case is brought before him, to
say whether it is a proper case to go to the
district where the debtors reside, or
whether, the creditors being mostly in
Melbourne, it should be dealt with there.
But the decision of the judge is not to be
final. The creditors may themselves transfer the estate. On this point the Bill says" The creditors in any estate in which the liabilities do not exceed one thousand pounds, by a
majority in number, and the creditors in the
case of all other estates, by a majority in number
and value, may at any meeting resolve that the
proceedings shall be transferred to and prosecuted in any county court, and the Court of
Insolvency shall thereupon transfer the proceedings to such county court so selected by the
creditors."
This, in fact, is assimilating the law to the
English practice, which has been found to
work exceedingly well. Even if the judge
decides that the estate shall be investigated
locally, the creditors are not precluded from
sending it back again; so that, virtually,
the power is in the hands of the creditors.
Then, as all the courts are auxiliary the one
to another, there is power to have special
meetings called at particular places. Every
facility is given for the investigation oflocal
cases where they can best be inquired into.
(Mr. Sladen-"Under what clause ?") The
honorable member will find the provision
as I proceed with the Bill. Greater facilities are also given for the proof of debts.
The personal attendance of creditors is dispensed with, and statutory declarations,
which may be sent by post, are received
instead. Ample powers are taken for the
examination of insolvents, and there are
stringen t provisions under which they can be
called upon to furnish accounts. The scheme
for the distribution of estates is the present
system simplified; but provision is also
made for setting apart dividends upon contingent claims, and for protecting the interests of absent creditors. The allowances
at present made to insolvents are qualified by the Bill. A custom prevails here
which does not exist in England-where, I
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remember, bankrupts used to take out their
purses and lay them on the table-of granting insolvents their furniture. Under the
Bill an insolvent may be permitted to re·
tain his tools of trade and his household
furniture to the value of £100, and an
allowance may be made him not to exceed
£5 per week. Then there is a new provision, concerning which a great deal may
be said on both sides, and that is, granting
a bonus to any insolvent who pays so much
in the pound. I do not believe that this
provision will be offering a premium to men
to come into the court, as some may suppose.
It is possible, however, that a man may be
stopped, by this very Bill, in his career of
cheating his creditors, at a point which
would enable him to receive the bonus;
aud as that is certainly not the spirit of
the measure, I would like to see the clause
so amended as to prevent such unworthy
persons enjoying any benefits under it.
A modification might be introduced that
an insolvent, to become entitled to the
bonus, must obtain his certificate within
a reasonable time.
At present a certificate might be suspended for two
years, and the insolvent would still be
entitled to the allowance; but, with the
precaution I suggest, the proposal may
work well. Provision is made for meeting
what certainly appears at present to be a
hard case. Under the existing Act a
person who is refused his certificate, and
who does not appeal within two years,
loses his power of appeal altogether; bu t
there are many instances in which, men
having redeemed their character, the court
would be willing to soften the rigour of
the sentence, if it had jurisdiction in
the matter. The necessary power to do
this is given by the Bill. The sixth part
of the Bill refers to "arrangements by
deed," that is, that even after adj udication
an insolvency can be converted into an
arrangement, with the consent of a proper
number of creditors and the sanction of
court. The seventh part, which sets out
offences against the insolvency law, confers
upon the judge a valuable power of summary commitment. At present no person
can he punished unless a prosecution takes
place; and, what with the capriciousness
of jurymen, and what with technicalities,
convictions are found to be impossible,
and the Act, though it appears rigorous
enough, has become a dead letter. But
the Bill provides"If it shall at any time appear to any court,
under this Act, that the insolvent has been
Hon. T. T. a'Beckett.
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guilty of any of the offences in the last preceding
section set forth, such court may either commit
the insolvent to take his trial before some court
of criminal jurisdiction, or the said court may,
if it shall think fit, summarily convict the insolvent of anyone or more of the said offences, and
may commit the insolvent to gaol for any period
not exceeding in the whole the period of one
year."
These are the main principles of the Bill
to the second reading of which I now ask
the House to consent. I find that, in the
opinion of the gentlemen practising in the
court, the measure will be a great improvement upon the existing law. I trust,
therefore, that honorable members will not
allow doubts as to any particular clausesunless they feel convinced that those
clauses would be injurious-to stand in the
. way of passing the Bill in a form acceptable to the Lower House. In that case
the session will not have been in vain. It
is admitted that, at present, the law is in a.
disgraceful state. The facility with which
persons have been able to perpetrate frauds
with impunity has had a baneful influence
upon the community at large. They have
been blinded to a sense of the guilt of the
crimes committed. We have seen an
illustration of the lincs"Vice is a monster of such frightful mien
As to be hated needs but to be seen;
Yet seen too oft, familiar with her face,
We first endure, then pity, then embrace."
The Hon. G. W. COLE seconded the
motion.
The Ron. C. SLADEN.-I will not
detain the House by following the honorable member through the details of the
Bill, especially as I am prepared to admit
that the me~sure is an improvement upon
the existing law, and contains many provisions which the House and the country
would willingly see pass into law. I am
sorry that there should be anything in such
a Bill to induce me to ask the House to
obstruct in any way its immediate passage.
But I believe that, if we consented to the
second reading now, we should sanction
pl;inciples which neither the House nor
the country is prepareJ to adopt. It is
that consideration which induces me "to
object to the ·Bill being proceeded with in
committee, in order that we might consider
its details, some of which are excellent,
and some of which require alteration.
The Bill, as it stands, contains principles
to which this House cannot give the
sanction of a second reading, and therefore, I think, it will be necessary to refer it
to a select committee, with a view of securing its thorough amendment. We can do
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this, I think, and still pass the Bill this
seSSIOn. Three or four sittings will be
sufficient to re-cast the objectionable provisions, so as to make them acceptable to the
country; and the gentlemen who have con,sented to serve ou the select committee are
willing to devote themselves to the work.
As to the objection which will be urged,
that we cannot get through the task this
session, I say that it would be better to
shelve the measure for the session than to
pass an imperfect Bill, which would constantly require amendment. Better sero
sed serio-what we have to do let us do
well. The principle to which I object is
contained in the 93rd clause of the Bill.
The Bill purports to give au extended local
insolvency jurisdiction, but, practically, it
denies any local jurisdictiou whatever. Its
whole object appears to be centralization in
Melbourne. Weare asked to create a new
judge, with immense powers. We are asked
to require every insolvent, whether he lives
near Melbourne, or at a distance from it, to
file his schedule there, and to drag after him
the whole herd of his creditors. A person
living at the confines of the colony can do
nothing without coming to Melbourne.
Melbourne is the sole principle of the Bill,
and to such' a principle I decidedly object,
and will never consent. The 99th section
says that the court, when satisfied, may
transfer the estate to a county court; but
I would like to ask how the court is
to be satisfied that the case could be
better dealt with in the locality than in
Melbourne? and at whose expense is action
to be taken? Who is to be the patriotic
creditor to come forward, equally for the
benefit of the other creditors as himself?
And, supposing some one does come forward, may not the judge ask, "What is
,your locus standi?" If the man says
that he is a creditor, the judge must either
take him at his word, or he must say,
"Where is the proof of your debt ?" and,
as I understand both the existing law and
the Bill, no creditor can prove until some
time after the adjudication. In this instance the machinery of the Bill would
absolutely break down. Besides, why
should the discretionary power be left to
the judge? Looking at the matter from
a human point of view, we cannot doubt
that it will be the object of the judge to
make his business as large as possible,
perhaps with a view to higher remuneration, and perhaps with a view of occupying a more conspicuous position before the
country. At present insolvents have, in
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some districts, the privilege of filing their
schedules at local courts; and why should
this privilege be taken away? The weight
of the evidence will naturally be with the
Melbourne creditors, and-I am convinced
that, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred,
the court will not be satisfied that the
nature of a debtor's transactions will warrant the case being dealt with locally.
It is said that, if the creditors are not
satisfied wi th the decision of the judge,
they have power of themselves to transfer
the estate to the local courts to be dealt
with. But how do we stand with regard
to that provision? The creditors have no
power to vote until-they have proved their
debts, and they cannot prove until the
first meeting, which is not to be held until
a \ certain period after the adj udication.
It will be necessary, therefore, for them to
come to town from a distance of perhaps
300 or 400 miles.
Mr.A'BECKETT.-No. They can prove
their debt by statutory declaration, and can
vote by proxy.
Mr. SLADEN.-But, if the claim is
opposed, the creditor must come down"
and, by the time of the first meeting, a
great part of the trouble is over, and a
great part of the expense has been incurred. And then it is a majority in
number and value of the creditors which
is to decide the point. Supposing that
the local creditors find it too expensive,
and would rather give up a.ny interest they
may have in the estate than go to Melbourne, the few Melbourne creditors may
determine that the proceedings shall be
continued in Melbourne; and, in this case,
not only are the country creuitors treated
with inj ustice, but they are not able to
follow up the proceedings of the insolvent
-perhaps fraud~lent and dishonest proceedings-and they are not able to punish
him if he has acted in an improper manner.
This is the principle which we
should do wrong to accept by reading the
Bill a second time, because I do not see
how the necessary amendments could be
made in committee of the whole. I asked
for certain returns last week, to show that
my position regarding local jurisdiction is a
sound one, and that, instead of doing away
with the existing local courts, we ought to
extend and increase their number. These
returns have not yet been presented.
Mr. A'BECKETT.-I am told that the
returns will take three months to prepare,
and that the department will require additional clerical assistance.
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Mr. SLADEN.-Myimpressionwasthat
their preparation would not occupy a week,
otherwise I would not have asked for them.
I have been able to obtain some 'information,
which is perfectly reliable, regarding the
Geelong court. That court has existed
for many years, and I believe that its
results will bear an exceedingly good comparison with those of the Melbourne court.
I find that between May 17, 1866, and
June 7, 1867, 126 schedules were filed.
The local creditors numbered 1,651, and
the Melbourne creditors 109; or, in a proportion of 16 to 1. Under the Bill, therefore, sixteen persons would be inconvenienced for the benefit of one. Then
the local debts amounted to £49,749, and
the Melbourne debts to £8,868, or in a
proportion of about 6 to 1 ; so that, whether
we consider the matter as regards the
amount of the claims, or the number of
the creditors, the country creditors appear
to be unfairly dealt with; for, even admitting that the Bill does give a local
jurisdiction to county courts, yet, in
orclinary cases, which are disposed of in
one or two meetings, the greatest possible
expense is incurred before the transfer can
be made. On these grounds, I do not
think that it is unreasonable to ask the
House not to read the Bill a second time
immediately, but. to refer it to a select
committee, with a view of re-casting the
clauses in question, so as to extend the
principle of local jurisdiction through the
country generally.
Another objection
arising out of the principle of centralization
is the proposal to make the Insolvent Court
a supreme court of record, and to transfer
the appointment of the official assignees
from the Chief Justice to the Governor in
Council. This is another of the many
endeavours it appears to be the fashion
of the ruling powers to make to concentrate as much patronage as possible in the
hands of the Government. I do not desire
to reflect upon the present more than any
other Government, but I do say that such
a concentration is unwise. Our object
should be to draw the functions of the
Government into as narrow a compass as
possible, and not to have wires from every
institution in the country brought into
such a focus that they can be pulled by
one Head Centre. The appointment of
the official assignees appears necessarily
to have dropped into the hands of the
Governor in Council, from the fact of the
Insol veney Court being made a court of
record. As the Attorney-General states,
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so long as the Insolvency Court was a part
of the Supreme Court, it was proper for
the Chief Justice to make the appointments ; but now that the court ceases to
have any connexion with the Supreme
Court, it would not be fair to the new
judge that his officers should be so appointed. But I think that this is a step in
the wrong direction. I think we should
not alter the constitution of the Insolvency
Court, so far as to take away from the
Chief Justice that patronage which has
hitherto been so well exercised. More
reasons should have been shown why the
change is necessary.
Mr. A'BECKETT.-The assignees are
to be paid by salary, and the Constitution
Act requires that officers so paid shall be
appointed by the Governor in Council.
Mr. SLADEN.-But they are to be
paid by commission as well as salary, and
therefore they are not in the position of
civil servants. I have gone through the
Bill with some care, and I admit that it
contains many new features which will be
great improvements on the existing law.
One of the first of these improvements is
the proposal to make assignees accountable.
I can only regret that, seeing that the Bill
is, in many respects, so good, I cannot support its second reading; but I am afraid
that, if we attempted to deal with the
measure in committee of the whole, we
should get it into a hash, and it would
Jea\e us in a form not creditable to the
House. I venture to assert that, neither
on my part, nor on the part of the gentlemen who have consented to act with me,
is there the slightest intention of shelving
the measure. Under these circumstances,
I beg to move as an amelldment" That this Bill be referred to a select committee, consisting of the Honorables T. T.
A'Beckett, R. S. Anderson, T. H. Fellows, J.
Graham, W. Highett, J. P. Fawkner, and the
mover; and that such committee have power to
call for persons and papers."
The Hon. T. H. FELLOWS. - In
seconding the amendment, I desire to call
attention to one or two clauses of the Bill
which, on their face, show pretty distinctly
the .incompleteness of the measure. In
almost every branch provision is made for
carrying out the powers of the Act by
regulations to Qe framed afterwards. The
system of regulations is most objectionable.
It is delegating to a body the functions
which the Legislature ought to perform
itself. On that ground alone sufficient
reason exists for referring the Bill to a
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select committee, inasmuch as the necessary amendments are more numerous and
more varied than those which are ordinarily made in committee of the whole
House. The Bill itself appears to be an
attempt to add to the present system of
in sol vency jurisdiction certain provisions
of attempted legislation in England. According to our last advices, a measure for
consolidating the bankruptcy law, introduced by the Attorney-General, Sir John
Rolt, was before the House of Commons,
and no doubt many honorable members
have copies of it, as I have. But the Bill
before us is founded upon an earlier measure, prepared by Sir Roundell Palmer,
:::;ir John Rolt's predecessor in office. I
do not propose to compare the two measures, but no doubt some light is thrown
upon the subject by the provisions of the
later Bill. As an instance that the attempt
to mingle two systems together has not
proved altogether successful in the Bill
before us, I would call attention to the
114th section, which provides"No creditor who has brought any action or
instituted any suit against any insolvent, in respect of a demand prior to the insolvency, or
which might have been proved as a debt under
the insolvency,- shall prove a debt under such
insolvency, or have any claim entered upon the
proceedings, without relinquishing such action
or suit; and the proving or claiming a debt under
an adjudication of insolvency by any creditor
shall be deemed an election by such creditor to
take the benefit of such adjudication with respect to the debt so proved or claimed."

Now anyone would imagine from this that
the creditor possessed the option of continuing his action, or of coming in with
the other creditors, as is the case in England. The provision is taken from the
English Bill; but, on referring to section
190, which is taken from our present Insolvency Act, I find it stated that"All proceedings in such actions and suits
shall, upon the making of such order of adjudication, and by virtue thereof, be stayed."

Here, then, is one instance which shows
that the Bill requires careful consideration
before it can be made into a harmonious
whole. Another provision, which I do not
think exists in any English code, will be
found in section 107. It is certainly one
which should not be passed without attention being called to its object and effect.
The last two lines of the clause tell the
whole story. Speaking of settlements, the
clause says that the assignee"Shall be deemed a purchaser of such property for valuable consideration within the mean-

ing of the said Act."
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Apparently the expression is a very harmless one, but it means this, that, if a man
in a perfect state of solvency-able perhaps to pay 40s. or 50s. to the poundmakes a settlement upon his wife and
family, that settlement is to be annihilated
should he become insolvent at no matter
how distant a period. Whether we should
adopt such a provision or not I do not
say; but I desire that honorable members
should understand the effect of the clause.
A similar provision was rejected by the
House, under like circumstances, three or
four years ago. It appearR to me that, if a
settlement is honestly made, it ought to
stand; and, if it is not honestly made, then
the law provides for its being set aside.
These are matters of detail; but there are
other matters which I regret to see in the
Bill, and to which, I trust, the House will,
under no circumstances, consent, for they
are provisions the like of which cannot
be shown in the legislation of England,
nor, so far as I know, in that of any
English colony. Honorable members are
aware that courts of justice, like all
other bodies, require certain lules for
their guidance. Legislative bodies frame
standing orders and joint-standing orders
for themselves, and courts of justice frame
regulations for themselves called rules of
practice; and if, in the course of the administration of justice, some point arises,
not directly provided for, or provided for
differently to what the justice of the case
may require, the court is able to deal with
the case before it on its merits. As the
lawyers· say-" The rules of the court
are the servants and not the masters
of the court." But what do we find
in the Bill? Why a proposal in the 45th
section that 'all the rules for regulating the
practice and procedure of the Insolvency
Court are to be made by the Governor
in Council. N ow, will the House tolerate
that for a moment? Even if the loss of
the Bill be the consequence of our insisting upon an amendment of the clause, I
say, so much the better. These regulations
crop out in all parts of the Bill; charges,
fees, &c., are all to be matters of regulation. Why cannot the Legislature do these
tl1ings? Another objectionable feature in
the Bill is the multiplicity of appeals it
allows. In this respect it will be a fine
lawyer's Bill. The fault arises from the
immense amount of initiatory proceedings
required before debts can be proved and
assignees elected. It is not provided that
the chief clerk shall be a pel'son of legal
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education; but legal duties, in connexion
with these proceedings, are thrust upon
him, and, of course, appeals from his decision have to be allowed. If the Bill is
more localized, I do 110t see why these
duties should not be performed by the
judge himself. Another provision altogether inconsistent with the legislation of
the mother country is contained in the
19th section. When the Bankruptcy Act
was established in England in 1831 n umer~
ous officers engaged in carrying out the old
system were no longer required; but, in
abolishing their offices, compensation was
provided for them. In the same way,
when the office of Masters in Chancery
were abolished, the men, were not driven
away as beggars. But the 19th section,
which refers to the present holders of the
office of official assignee, says"Every such person who shall have rendered
such account and made such payment as aforesaid, and who shall not be re-appointed to any
office under this Act, or to any other office in the
public service of Victoria, within six months
after the commencement hereof, shall receive
such compensation as shall be voted by Parlia-

ment."
Now that compensation'-may be nothing at
all, and I say that such -a provision is not
a fair way of dealing with men. I do
not say that, when an office is abolished, it
is necessary, in all cases, to provide compensation~in some instances it is specially
provided ~hat this shall not be done-but
the appointments in question are of a kind
which, if abolished, the Parliament ought
to guarantee the holders from loss. No
charges of malversation have been made
against the assignees, though a little slowness may have been complained of, and
therefore it would be hard to treat them in
the summary manner proposed. Under
these circumstances, I do not think that
the Bill can be dealt with satisfactorily by
the House, but I think it should rather be
referred to a select committee. It might
be advantageous for the committee to call
one or two witnesses. Very little additional time would be required, while the
Chief Commissioner, for instance, could
throw much light on the subject.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER.-I will
support the amendment, but on condition
that the committee will sit day by day,
Sabbaths excluded, until the matter is de.,.
finitely settled, as I am not inclined to throw
the Bill out. On looking over the list of
insolvencies for the month of May, I find
forty-seven cases, and out of this large
Dumber only eight or nine show assets
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likely to pay even a farthing in the pound
to the creditors. I cannot understand how
these people can be. allowed to obtain
certi ficates. Men w ho draw fixed salaries
-officers under the Government-and
who, knowing what they have to live
upon, borrow money and gamble in mining
shares, ought not to obtain a release from
their debts. I should like a new system adopted with regard to these persons.
Again, I see in the Insolvency Circular,
between April 23, 1867, and May 20,
1867, the records of no less than ninetyfour insolvencies, and out of this number thirty-two would not pay anything
beyond expenses. I think that all persons
who obtain property from others should be
compelled to insure that property, and
that men who fail a second time during
five years should be refused certificates.
Provision is made in the Bill for granting
an a.lIowance to insolvents who pay good
dividends; but I think that anyone who
pays less than lOs. in the pound should be
refused his certificate for a certain period;
that a person who pays less than 6s. 8d. in
the pound should be refused it for a longer
period; and a person who pays less than
2s. 6d. in the pound should be refused it
altogether. Debtors should also be made
to produce books kept in some plain
manner, intelligible to common-sense men,
and gamblers, including speculators in
mining shares, should be refused a release.
No bank, I am glad to say, has me under
its thumb; but I do think that men who
trust their property to others should be
protected; that men who wilfully or carelessly ,vaste property which does not belong
to them, who give bills of sale, or who
allow preferentjudgments to be obtained, to
the detriment of their creditors generally,
should be punished. I do not approve of
appointments under the Bill being made
by the Government; but, with amendments
in the direction I h!l.ve indicated, I think
that the measure should pass.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I shall vote
against the amendment. The existing
law was introduced by Sir Wm. Burton,
thirty-five years ago, and, if we appoint the
committee, it may last thirty-five years
longer, so far as this colony is concerned.
If honorable members would set to work
and consider what amendments are required
in the Bill, we should understand what
was being done, and the country would
understand also; but the select committee
will come down with a series of cut and
dried amendments which no one will know
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anything about. The Bill is a good measure, and ought not to be shelved.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN.-I do·
not think there is any desire to shelve the
Bill, though I have not heard anything to
show that au amendment of the existing
Act would not amply satisfy the country,
If the Bill is to be passed, a select committee affords the only means by which we
can render it a creditable measure. As
the Bill will probably be so dealt with, it
is unnecessary for me to enter Jnto my objections to it at any length. I object chiefly
to Melbourne beiug made the centre of the
system, to the Governor in Council being
empowered to appoint the official assignees,
and to the clause allowing a commission
to insolvents whose estates realize a certain dividend. As the clause stands, nothing is more likely than that a man
who cannot pay 5s. in the pound will
go and involve himself to the extent of
thousands of pounds, in order to enable him
to pay a larger percentage. Moreover, I
do not see why an insolvent who pays only
2s. 6d. in the pound should Le necessarily
refused his certificate, when he· may be
more honest than the man who pa.ys 15s.
in the pound; for the honest man will often
not succumb to his first difficulties, but
will struggle on to the last. As to the rules
of court being framed by the Governor
in Council, or, in other words, by the
Attorney-General, I can only say that, if
the judge of the court is not competent to
fl'ame his own rules, he is not fit to be the
judge. My observations on other points of
the Bill, and particularly with regard to
the jurisdiction of county courts, I will
reserve until the measure has been dealt
with by the committee.
Mr. A'BECKETT.-I hope honorable
mem bers will understand that, in voting
for the select committee, they adopt the
principle of the amendments to make
which the committee is asked for. I ask
honorable members whether they are prepared to throw out the 99th clause, and
say that every schedule shall be filed in
a local court? If not, they will vote
against the amendment, For my part, I
can see no reason why honorable members
should not amend the clauses to which
they object in committee of the whole
House. As to the questions put by the
honorable member, Mr. Sladen, I would
point out that the Bill provides materials
on which a decision can be arrived at
regarding the removal of the estate, as,
three days before the first meeting, the
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insolvent must furnish a statement of
his assets, and a list of his creditors,
showing the amount of their respecti ve
debts. I find also that, with regard to the
facilities to be given to creditors, the Bill
is as I stated it was, The Court of Insolvency and the county courts are auxiliary
to each other, and the one court can obtain
the assistance of the other, for proof of
debts, or for special examinations. Besides,
the rules of practice could be framed, and
would be framed, so as to put the judge
in possession of the facts of the case, to
enable him to decide where an estate can
be best administered; and I certainly do
not think it likely that any judge would
try to :monopolize the business. I shall
divide the House on the amendment,
because I hold that it commits us to
abandon the clauses to which objection has
been taken.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON.-An
objection was taken that, before the judge
could. transfer an estate to the district
courts, the greater portion of the business
in that estate must have been transacted
in Melbourne; and I submit that the honOI'able member, Mr. A'Beckett, has failed
to meet that o~jection. As the statement
to which he alludes is not to be filed uutil
after the adjudication, which should have
taken place in the country, bas taken
place in Melbourne, where is the promised
facility to the country creditor? By
appointing t.J:~.e committee the House does
not commit itself to the principle that
every schedule shall be locally filed,
although I would not hesitate to do
that. I am satisfied that it is to the interest of the creditors generally that there
should be local means of investigating the
local proceedings of all insolvents. Instances have fallen under my own knowledge of men coming to Melbourne for the
express purpose of corripounding with their
creditors when they were perfectly solvent.
I remember that a Wangaratta tradesman,
on being asked jocularly by a friend"Why are you down to compound with
your creditors P" replied eagerly-" How
much ought I to give them? I have offered
7s. 6d. in the pound; is that too much ?"
The friend deemed it his duty to communicate with the man's creditors, and the
result was that they were paid in full before
the alleged insolvent left town. It is because this practice has prevailed in all parts
of the colony that local jurisdiction is demanded. Besides, why should not a principle which has worked well in Geelong
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and in Beechworth, so far as it has been
tried there, be extended to the colony generally? There are very many parts of the
Bill to which 1 object, more especially the
setting aside of voluntary settlements, and
the powers given to the clerk of the court,
which must lead to numberless appeals,
and, consequently, to great expense. Under
these circumstances I heartily concur with
the proposition for referring the Bill to a
select committee.
The Hon. A. FRASER.-My experience is, that the report of any select committee appointed by the House is adopted
by the House, and, in this instance, I am
not prepared to adopt the recommendations
of any five or six honorable members. I
admit that some of the clauses of the Bill
require amendment; but I contend that
the committee of the whole House has as
much power to deal with the Bill as any
select committee can have.
The House divided on t.he question that
the Bill be read a second timeContents ...
4
17
Not-Contents
Majority for the amendment...
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The appointment of the select committee
was then agreed to, and power was given
to the committee to sit during adjournments
of the House.
MR. J. F. V. FITZGERALD.
A message was received from the LegisIati ve Assembly, requesting that permission
might be given to G. W. Rusden, Esq.,
Clerk of the Legislative Council, to attend
and give evidence before the committee of
the Assembly on the case of Mr. J. F. V.
Fi tzgerald.
On the motion of the Hon. G. W. COLE,
leave was given to the Clerk to attend, as
requested.
The House adjourned at half-past six
o'clock.

The Fitzroy.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, July 2, 1867.
Bridge over the Fitzroy-Water Supply to the Country Districts-Railway Extensiclll-Supply-Government Actions
-Sir Charles Darling-Payment of Jurors-Sureties of
Public Officers-Coliban Waterworks-The Civil ServiceWesleyan Chapel at Kirkstall-Premiums for l\l:anufaotories-Government Arbitrations.
The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
PETITIONS.
Petitions in favour of the Public-houses
Laws Consolidation and Amendment Bill
were presented by Mr. HAU'EY, from the
Wesleyans of Sandhurst, and also from
811 residents of that bOl'ough assembled
in public meeting; by Mr. MACGREGOR,
from the Wesleyans of Heathcote; by Mr.
VALE, from a public meeting of the inhabitants of Ballarat; by Mr. BINDON, from
the Wesleyans of Castlemaine; and by Mr.
DAVIES, from the Wesleyans of Dunolly,
Tarnagulla, and Burnt Creek. Mr. SULLIVAN presented a petition from a public
meeting of miners and ratepayers of Eaglehawk, for an amendment of the 203rd
clause of the Municipalities Act Amendment Bill, so that mines might be included
in lands not rateable within the meaning
of the measure. Mr. MACGREGOR presented
a petition from the Sandhurst Mining
Board, praying that legislation on the
clause referred to might be delayed until
persons who would be affected by the
change proposed had an opportunity of expressing their views on the subject.

MR. J. F. V. FITZGERALD.
Mr. J. T. SMITH moved"That a message be sent to the Legislative
Council, requesting that permission be given to
G. W. Rusden, Esq., Clerk of the Legislative
Council, to attend and give evidence before the
select committee of the Legislative Assembly on
Mr. J. F. y. Fitzgerald's case."

Mr. HALFEY seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
BRIDGE OVER THE FITZROY.
Mr. ASPINALL asked the Minister of
Railways and Roads whether any sum of
money would be granted for a bridge over
the Fitzroy-river, on the road between
Portland and Belfast?
Mr. SULLIVAN admitted that a bridge
over the Fitzroy was required, and that
similar works were needed at other places,
but regretted that he had no money at his
disposal for the purpose.
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WATER SUPPLY.
Mr. JONES called attention to a prevalent rumour to the effect that the waterworks loan was inadequate to the completion of the works for the purpose of
water supply already commenced in the
colony. He had reason to believe that the
kind of work to be done in connexion with
the Coliban water scheme, in and about the
neighbourhood of Malmsbury, had proved
to be of a much more expensive description
than was at the outset anticipated; that
the estimated cost proved to be considerably under the amount of the lowest tendel'; that the tenders were practically inoperative, owing to it being found necessary to go by a schedule of prices, instead
of by the lump sum, for which the different
contractors offered to construct the work;
and that, in consequence, it was likely that
the Coli ban scheme, instead of being carried out for about £320,000 or £350,000,
would cost about half a million. If the
facts were as he had stated, he begged to
ask the Minister of Mines what means
were proposed to complete the water supply
works already commenced?
Mr. MACGREGOR observed that the
moneys obtained by way of loan for water
supply (amounting to £500,000) would not
be sufficient to complete the works already
undertaken, namely, those intended for the
supply of Geelong, and those (known as the
Coliban) for the supply of. Castlemaine and
Sandhurst; but they would be sufficient to
enable the works to be carried on for some
time to come-at all events, for a time long
enough to enable the Government to make
satisfactory arrangements for raising further funds, so that these works might be
completed, and those which were required
in other parts of the colony might be gone
on with. He beli~ved that, when the works
now in progress were completed, it would
be found that they had been executed for
a sum below rather than above the amount
of the tenders. The chief difficulty was
in connexion with the purchase of land.
The Government had been compelled to
pay a much higher price than they had expected for land required for these· works ; in
fact, in some instances, the prices demanded
were exorbitant-so exorbitant, indeed, as
to render it doubtful whether some of the
works would be carried out at all. He
hoped that some of the persons who had
demanded such exorbitant rates would consent to accept a reasonable price for their
land, rather than that some of the works
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should not be executed. He trusted that the
Government, either from the sale of the
Yan Yean works, or by contracting further
loans in Europe, would be in a position to
carryon and finish the works which had
been contemplated.
RAILWAY EXTENSION.
Mr. G. V. SMITH asked the Minister
of Railways what were the intentions of
the Government with reference to the subject of railway extension, alluded to in the
Governor's speech at the opening of the
session?
Mr. SULLIVAN said the Government
intended, early next session, to ask the
House for powers to raise a loan for the
purposes of railway extension. During
the recess, railway surveys, for which
money had been voted, would be carried
on, and other steps would be taken with
the view of placing all the information
possible on the subject before the House
on the re-assembling of Parliament.
SUPPLY.
The House went into Committee of
Supply, and proceeded with the consideration of the Second Supplementary Estimates
for 1866.
On the vote of £4,460 Os. lld. for the
Attorney-General's department,
Mr. ORR asked for some information
with respect to the item of £946 8s. lOd.
for expenses in connexion with and arising
out of the action Dallimore v. The Queen?
He thought the Government gained that
action.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM admitted that
this was so, but reminded the honorable
member for the Murray that the successful party in an action had sometimes to
bear a portion of the costs. Of the
amount named, £700 and upwards had
been recovered from the other side.
Mr. ORR called attention to the item of
£2,250 for costs and other expenses, &c.,
and asked whether the costs of the Kew
arbitration case were included in the
amount?
Mr. BUNNY inquired whether the
amount referred to included the expenses
of the numerous customs-duties actions,
and also the fees on account of general
retainers to counsel on behalf of the
Crown?
Mr. RIG INBOTHAM said the item
was required chiefly to meet the costs of a
number of proceedings which, commenced
in previous years, did not terminate until
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1866. The item did not include the costs of
the customs actions. Those costs were provided for in a previous vote. The item included the costs of the Kew Lunatic 4-sylum
case, the case of Kettle v.The Queen, the
case of Cornislt and Bruce v. Tlte Queen,
and several others. He was unable to say
whether the item included the general retaining fees. He was inclined to think it
did not, and that those fees were embraced in the original Estimates for 1866.
Mr. BUNNY considered that it was the
duty of the law officers of the Crown
themselves to have conducted the cases to
which he had referred, instead of retaining
counsel. He objected to the principle
which appeared to have been established, of
eminent counsel being retained for the
Crown, to the prejudice of private individuals, whose choice of counsel was
thereby very much limited. He considered
the proceeding unconstitutional and unfair.
Carry the principle a little further, and the
Crown might retain the whole bar. What
chance would any priva.te individual then
have in any question against the Crown?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM submitted that
the law. officers of the Crown must be
allowed a certain discretion in this matter.
He was not prepared to accept the obligation of attending to all the Crown cases;
and, when those cases could not be conducted by the law officers, it was surely
but reasonable that .the Crown should
avail itself of the rights possessed by the
subject of retaining counsel. Of course,
if the arrangement were carried to an
undue extent, it would be unwarrantable
and improper. He believed that there
were only three general retainers, and he
considered that three was not an excessive
number of counsel for the Crown to retain. Within proper limits, he saw no
objection, either on the ground of constitutional usage or any other ground, to the
continuance of the practice.
Mr. ASPIN ALL urged that it was
better for the private suitor who went to
law with the Government that the Crown
should be represented in court, not by the
law officers, but by independent counsel;
and particularly as the Government were
generally supposed to have a majority in
the country, anc;l might therefore be supposed to have a majority on the jury.
Certainly the Government had as much
right as any banking company to retain as
many members of the bar as they chose.
Moreover, it should be remembered that
the selection of the Government was
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restricted, inasmuch as members of the bar
who happened to be members of Parliament, could not, under the Officials in
Parliament Act, receive briefs from the
Crown.
The vote was agreed to.
On the vote of £2,060 12s. 6d. for the
department of the Minister of Justice,
Mr. KERFERD asked for information
as to the magisterial arrangements for the
Beechworth district?
Mr. BINDON stated that. a new police
magistrate had been stationed at Beechworth, in the room of the gentleman who'
recently acted in that district; and another
police magistrate had been stationed at
Chiltern.
The vote was agreed to, as were also
votes to the amount of £14,470 lIs. 5d.
in the Trea.surer's department.
SIR CHARLES DARLING.
On a vote of £6,141 4s. 8d. for" miscellaneous,"
Mr. LANG TON called attention to an
item of £500 for a picture and bust of Sir
Charles Darling, and asked why the unfortunate circumstances attending the retirement of the late Governor should be
revived? It seemed a great pity that the
present Government, having done to Sir
Charles Darling almost the greatest injury
that one man could do to another, should
now attempt to insult him by asking Parliament for £500 for a picture and bust,
and thus to perpetuate the memory of their
own conduct towards him.
In reply to Mr. BUNNY,
Mr. VERDON said the portrait had not
yet been ordered.
Mr. BUNNY observed that, at the sale
of the ex-Governor's effects, Sir Charles
Darling's portrait fetched about £4.
Mr. McLELLAN objected to an expenditure of public money for no other
purpose than to perpetuate the memory of
the folly of which the Government were
guilty in times past.
Mr. LEVEY called attention to the fact
that a similar vote was agreed to on the
departure of Sir Henry Barkly from the
colony. Without going into the merits or
demerits of Sir Charles Darling, he thought
that a gentleman who, for a time, held the
most important position in the colony,
should not be allowed to quit these shores
without some memento being secured of
his career in the colony. For that reason
he should support the vote; and he submitted that the Government, in expending
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the money, should give preference to colonial artists.
Mr. VERDON said, if the House thought
fit to vote the money, Mr. Summers would
have the order for the bust. Mr. Summers
was not now in the colony, but he proposed to return. It was his intention to
execute the work abroad, should the Government give him the order.
Mr. KYTE submitted that no money
voted by the House would receive more
unanimous approval from the people of the
country than would this.
Mr. GILLIES asked where it was proposed to place the picture and bust when
executed?
Mr. VERDON thought it very desirable for the House to determine what
should be done with the pictures belonging
to the country. He should like an expression of opinion from the committee on the
subject. He consiilered that the gallery
in connexion with the Public Library
would be the proper place to deposit the
national pictures. There was no place in
the Parliament-buildings where pictures
could properly be exhibited. Unless the
House expressed an opinion to the contrary, the bust and picture of Sir Charles
Darling, when completed, would be handed
over to the trustees of the Public Library.
He should be glad to have the pictures of
Her Majesty the Queen, Sir William
Stawell, and General Macarthur, which
were now in the Parliament Library, removed to a place where they could be seen
by the great body of the public.
Mr. ASPINALL ventured to say that
the House would not be niggardly if called
upon to vote money for pictures of the
Governors which the colony had had, and
were to have, to form a portion of the pictorial history of the colony. But, if the
committee were to be asked to grant the
sum now asked for as a matter of honour
to the particular gentleman whose bust and
picture were- to be rrovided, he must say
that that would involve political considerations into which he should be most reluctant to go. Therefore he hoped it would
be understood that the vote was taken
merely to secure. an addition to the gallery
of portraits of men who had been prominently connected with the history of
Victoria.
Mr. VERDON remarked that, when the
vote was taken for a bust and picture of
Sir Henry Barkly, it was understood to be
towards forming a gallery of pictures and
busts of all the Governors of the colony.
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Mr. ASPINALL said, on those grounds,
he would gladly support the item.
Mr. G. P. SMITH suggested that an
effort should be made to secure a portrait
of the late Prince Consort, as a companion
picture to the portrait of Her Majesty
belonging to the colony.
Mr. JONES observed that, as a. matter
of course, it was desirable that all the
Governors of Victoria should ue represented in the colony'S gallery of art; but
he thought the large majority of members
of the House must admit that Sir Charles
Darling was entitled to receive something
more than honour, or that the Assembly
must stand convicted of having betrayed
that gentleman into a course of action
which they were by no means prepared to
defend.
Mr. ORR considered that Parliamenthouse was the proper place for the pictures
of all the Governors.
Dr. EMBLING expressed his approval
of the idea to have a portrait and bust of
every Governor.
Mr. BYRNE, in reference to the observation of the honorable and learned member for St. Kilda (Mr. Bunny), explained
that the portra~t of Sir Charles Darling
was sold at the commencement of the sale,
when there were very few people present.
Several persons attended immediately after~
wards who would have been glad to have
given for it three or four times the amount
named.
PAYMENT OF JURORS.
Mr. LEVEY called attention to the item
of £1,706 for remuneration to the jurors in
the case of the Queen at the suit of Cornish
and Bruce. He objected to jurors being
paid fees in excess of the amount to which
they were entitled by law. In the case of
Glass v. Martin, the plaintiff and defendant
entered into an agreement to pay the jurors
extra fees, but one of the parties subsequently refused to carry out the arrangement. An action was brought to compel
the fulfilment of the agreement, but the
judge before whom the case was tried stated
that such agreements were corrupt and
illegal. The learned judge also animadverted in strong terms upon the probable
consequences of such arrangements, stating
that they might lead to a denial of justice,
and to juries being sold to the highest
bidder.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM remarked that
the expression of opinion referred to by
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the honorable member for Normanby was
given long subsequently to the agreement
between the parties in the suit of Cornislt
and Bruce v. The Queen as to the remuneration of the jurors. That case was
a very unusual one. It lasted for upwards
of a month, which was a length of time
unparalleled by any civil cause in this
country. The jurors, in the first instance,
applied to the sheriff, with a view' of ob~
taining some increase in their fees. The
sheriff consulted the counsel on both sides,
who decided to recommend to their respective clients that the jurors should be paid
such a sum as should be fixed by the
sheriff, and this course was agreed to.
This £1,706 only represented half the
amount which the sheriff considered was
fair and reasonable, the other half having
already been paid by the petitioners in the
case. He believed that one of the jurors
was a very heavy loser by his loss
of time, and that, in several cases, the
amount given to the jurors would not
more than compensate them for the
loss which they incurred. At the same
time he agreed with the honorable member
for Normanby, that this was not an advisable practice to introduce into courts of
justice. It would have a tendency to prejudice the minds of the jurors if one party
to a cause were willing to exercise a
liberality which the other party might find
it inconvenient or impossible to exercise.
It was, therefore, a precedent which ought
not to be followed, and one which, for his
part, he would never again adopt. Subsequently to the arrangement in this case,
a learned judge had recommended that an
application by the jurors in a criminal case
for extra remuneration should be favorably
considered. No doubt there was a difference between a criminal and a civil case;
but he thought that, perhaps, it would be
a safer rule to lay down that, in all instances, jurors should give their services,
either in criminal or civil cases, for the
fees fixed by law. That was the rule
which he should be disposed in future to
follow; but, under the peculiar circumstances of the case of Cornish and Bruce
v. The Queen, and as the jurors had
already received half the fees to which
they were entitled under the agJ'eement
which was entered into, it was only right
that they should receive the other moiety.
Mr. ASPINALL mentioned that, in a
recent case in England, which occupied the
attention of the jury for an unusual length
of time, the learned judge before whom it
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was tried relieved the jurors from liability
to serve as jurymen again for a certain
period, and in that way compensated them
for the extra service which they had been
called upon to perform. He believed that
the judges in this colony had not the power
to act in a similar manner in such cases,
but he suggested that they should have
that power conferred upon them.
1\11'. HIGINBOTHAM considered the
suggestion of the honorable and learned
member for Portland an excellent one, and
promised that it should receive consideration.
Mr. LANGTON, referring to an item of
£111 13s. 4d., "amorint of judge's order
in favour of defendants in the case of The
Queen v. Bright," asked if this was the
case in which the Minister of Customs
stated that Messrs. Bright intended to
evade payment of what was due from them,
but which had apparently turned out not
to be due?
.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM intimated that
it was. He believed that there was some
question of a set-off.
Mr. LEVEY asked for some explanation
in reference to two items: one of' £276
for remuneration to the jurors in the case
of Tile Queen v. Beaney, and the other
of £ 145 5s. for refreshments supplied to
the jurors in the same case?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM stated that the
jurors were paid extra fees in consequence
of an application which they made for
extra remuneration, and which the judge
recommended should receive favorable
consideration. The supply of refreshments
to the jurors was, of course, a matter in
which the Crown had no discretion.
SURETIES OF PUBLIC OFFICERS.
On the item of £233 lIs. 6d. for
balances of deposits on application for
mining leases, &c., embezzled by a public
officer named Monckton,
Mr. LEVEY asked if Monckton had
given security, and if the Government
would not be' able to recover the amount
of his defalcations?
Mr. VERDON replied that Monckton
gave security; but his security was given
before the rule was made requiring all
securities in future to be given through
one of the recogni~ed guarantee societies.
When that rule was made, persons who
were supposed to be good sureties were not
disturbed. Proceedings were now being
taken against the sureties of Monckton.
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Mr. LEVEY urged that all persons employed in the public service from whom
security was required ought to give security
throu7v.. some recognized office.
MR. C. fJ. TAYLOR.
Mr. KERFERD directed attention to an
item of £731 5s. for "compensation to
Mr. C. J. Taylor for loss of office as
engineer to the sewerage and water branch
of the Public Works department; length.
of service, thirteen and a half years, at
£650 per annum." The honorable member asked why a gentleman who had been
thirteen years and a half in the public
service had been dispensed with?
Mr~ VALE intimated that Mr. Taylor
had been dispensed with because the services of such an officer were no longer
required by the department. A saving of
£1,500 a year had been effected by this
and other reductions in the department.
Mr. LEVEY expressed an opinion that
the services of Mr. Taylor, who had had
thirteen years and a half's experience in
connexion with the construction and maintenance of the Y an Yean . Waterworks,
rendered him a most valuable officer for
employment in connexion with the carrying out of the various schemes for water
supply to the country districts. He could
not understand the principle of employing
twenty or thirty engineers in connexion
with those water supply schemes, and depriving the public service altogether of
an old and experienced officer like Mr.
Taylor.
.
Mr. MOORE considered that it was unjust to the officers of the sewerage and
water branch of the Public Works department that they were not classified uuder
the Civil Service Act, and entitled to participate in the advantages which that Act
gave to officers of the civil service.
Mr. VALE said that, if the office held
by Mr. Taylor had been under the Civil
Service Act, the compensation which that
gentleman would have been entitled to, in
the event of losing his office, would have
been exactly tlIe same as the sum it was
proposed to give him.
Mr. KYTE thought that an endeavour
should be made to find other employment
in the public service for Mr. Taylor.
Mr. GILLIES stated he was informed
that Mr. Taylor had, practically, been
dismissed. He understood that the head
of the department considered it desirable
that the staff of' the sewerage and water
branch should be reduced, and that Mr.
VOL. III.-5 K
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Taylor was asked to give his opinion as to
the mode in which it should be reduced.
Mr. Taylor reported that the staff could
not be reduced with safety, and, because he
could not see his way to a reduction of the
staff, he was dismissed himself. If his
services were no longer necessary in the
position which he then occupied, a competent and experienced officer like Mr.
Taylor ought to have been employed in
connexion with the scheme for supplying
the country districts with water. In the
carrying out 'of such an important and
costly scheme, the State could ill-afford to
dispense with. the services of a man like
Mr. Taylor.
.
Mr. VALE observed that the honorable
member had been very ill-advised in the
statement he had just made. Mr ..Taylor's
senrices were dispensed with because it
was found that his office could be abolished.
No one had been promoted, and no increase
had been made in the salaries of any other
officers. An endeavour was made to find
Mr. Taylor employment iQ some other
branch of the Government service; but all
appointments of a character likely to be
accepted by him had previously been filled
up.
Dr. EMBLING thought it was a bad
precedent to remove an officer from the
public service without any cause whatever.
Mr. BUNNY considered that there appeared to have been something like an
arbitrary or capricious dismissal of a public
servant.
Mr. VALE.~No.
Mr. LEVEY remarked that, although
there might be no vacancy in the sewerage
and water branch at the time of the dismissal of Mr. Taylor, yet persons who
had been an infinitely less time in the
public service than that gentleman were
appointed, by the Mining department, as
resident engineers in connexion with the
water supply scheme for the country districts. Surely, if an injustice were done
to 3,nyone, it ought to have been done to
men who had only just joined the public
service, rather than to Mr. Taylor, who
had been in the service for thirteen years
and a. half, and who had acquired a vast
amount of experience and information,
which would be extremely useful in carrying out water supply schemes. He considered it gross mismanagement and departmental blundering not to retain Mr.
Taylor in the public service.
Mr. MACGREGOR spoke of all the
engineers employed in connexion with the
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water supp]y scheme as being competent
men. He would not be justified in removing any of them to make way for another
officer,of whom he had not the same
guarantee for the proper and efficient performance of the duties devolving on those
engineers.
Mr. MOORE submitted that thirteen
years and a half's service was a sufficient
guarantee of Mr. Taylor's ability to discharge the duties performed by those
engineers.
Mr. A SPIN ALL expressed his astonishment that honorable members should
imagine that thirteen years and a half's
experience, by an engineer, could be considered of any value in the eyes of the
Minister of Public Works.
Mr. McLELLAN urged that the services
of a competent engineer like Mr. Taylor
were required in order to inspect the waterworks schemes which were being carried
on. He believed that a vast amount of
money was wasted in connexion with those
schemes, and in connexion with surveys
which were being made for other water
supply works. If the expenditure in these
directions continued' at the present rate,
the country would be brought.to a state of
insolvency; for many of the schemes would
be of no permanent benefit.
Mr. JONES thought it was a great
pity that a really competent engineer like
Mr. Taylor should have been sent out of
the public service.
Mr. LEVEY hoped the Government
would withdraw the item, and endeavour
to find employment for Mr. Taylor. If
they could not find him employment, he
would move that the amount of compensation proposed should be increased by
£1,000.
.Mr. VERDON said he should have
been very glad if Mr. Taylor could have
been employed, as an officer ,of the Mining
department, in connexion with the carrying out of the water supply schemes, because he believed it was essential to
~mploy the best men the Government could
obtain. He confessed he agreed with very
much that had been said on that. point.
That gentleman was dispensed with because the Minister of Public Works
thought that a reduction might be made,
as the Yan Yean Waterworks 'had been
completed for many years, and the work of
supervision was not so important as to require the services of a first-class engineer.
If, however, a vacancy occurred, to which
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Mr. Taylor could be appointed, the Go··
vernment won Id be glad to again employ
him in the public service.
Mr. MOORE expressed the apprehension that Mr. Taylor lost his offic~ through
the opposition which he offered to the claim
of Mr. Willis. In fact, it would appear from
the papers submitted to the House, that
Mr. Taylor's evidence put Mr. Willis completely out of court. It was stated, as one
reason for dispensing with Mr. Taylor'S
services, that the Government could not
provide anything like employment for him.
And yet it appeared that an appointment,
which might have been filled by Mr. Taylor,
had been specially created in connexion
with this department. He understOOd that
Mr. Fletcher, town clerk, and town surveyor of Sandhurst, bad been appointed to
supervise the construction of a reservoir
at Sandhurst, notwithstanding that there
was a regularly appointed engineer for that
district who was paid a salary of £600
a year.
He also understood tbat Mr.
Fletcher was paid by commission on the
cost of the work, and the amount which he
would receive in tbis way would, no doubt,
be largely in excess of the remuneration
which such an officer would obtain were
be paid by way of salary. He begged to
ask in what capacity Mr. Fletcher was
employed, by whom he was appointed, and
why he was paid in this particular way?
Mr. MACGREGOR observed that Mr.
Fletcher was employed for several years by
the Public Works .department, and, when
s·o employed, was paid by commission, at
the rate of 2~ per cent. On assuming
office, he (Mr. Macgregor) found that an
arrangement had been made by wbich Mr.
Fletcher was to act as inspector, under the
superintending engineer, of the Spring
Gully reservoir and the works connected
with it; and he felt bound to give effect
to tbat arrangement, particularly as the
Sandhurst borougb council, which was interested in the uhdertaking, recommended
the appointment. l\fr. Fletcher received
a commission of 2~ per cent. on the amount
of the contract; and the total commission
would 'amount to about £300.
Mr. MOORE said he saw no eartbly
reason for tbe employment of Mr. Fletcher,
so long as a responsible engineer was appointed to the district. He objected to a
multiplication of offices of this kind. The
salaries connected with the water supply
works did not come under tbe revision of
the committee, because they were taken out
of the loan; but he considered that such
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salaries should come before the House, in
order that the country might not drift into
unsatisfactory and extravagant expenditure. He considered it an act of gross
impropriety to dispense with the services
of an old and experienced officer; and then
to employ, in the same department, a new
and inexperienced man.
. Mr. ORR considered it m'onstrous that
Mr. Taylor should be deprived of' his employment, at the same time that the Government found an office for a man who
was no engineer, who made the streets of
Sandhurst so disgracefully that the local
council had to get rid of him, and who was
the bosom-friend of the contractor whose
works he had now to supervise.
Mr. KERFERD submitted that the
mode of paying Mr. Fletcher was a revival
of the system of payment which the Government abandoned some years ago. Formerly it was the practice of the Public
Works department to pay local architects
by commission. This was superseded by
a new arrangement, by which persons were
appointed as superintendents of works.
He objected to a Government officer being
displaced, as Mr. Taylor had been displaced, after more than thirteen years of
service. It was no excuse to say that the
office was abolished. If this sort of thing
were. allowed, there would ultimately be a
change of civil servants with every change
of Government, as was the case in
America; and Government would never
be able to command the best talent.
Mr. MACGREGOR, in reply to the
honorable member for the Murray, stated
that Mr. Fletcher was still town clerk and
town surveyor of Sandhurst, and, therefore, could not have been dismissed for incompetence.
Mr. LANGTON asked whether an arrangement similar to that at Sandhurst had
been made with other localities about to be
benefited by water supply-whether Castlemaine and Geelong would have local
engineers to take care of their interests?
Mr. MACGREGOR said no similar arrangement had been made, and certainly
he would not sanction any.
.
COLIBAN WATERWORKS.
Mr. JONES asked whether the Minister of Mines was aware that the arrangements made for carrying out the Coli ban
water scheme had proved so faulty that it
had been found necessary, in the Water
Supply department, to bring out a new set
5K2
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of conditions; and that the Minister was
endeavouring to coerce a contractor named
Greenwood to sign a new set of conditions,
under which Mr. Christopherson, whom it
was proposed to substitute for Mr. Higinbotham as the superintending engineer,
would have almost absolute power to compel the contractor to do whatever extra
work that might be needed, without being
aLle to exercise his common law right of
going to the Supreme Court, and obtaining
payment in respect to such extra work?
No doubt, under such an arrangement, the
Government might save many thousands of
pounds, but a contractor or two would be
ruined.
Mr. MACGREGOR, having protested
against the irregularity of the discussion,
remarked that, when he assumed office, the
old conditions, under which the railways
and other public works were constructed,
were . in force. Everyone knew the
expense to which the Government had
been put, owing to the unsatisfactory
nature of some of those conditions. It
was then determined that the conditions
under which the public works were carried
on should be revised; and the conditions
of the Water SupJ!>ly department were
revised at the same time. Before this,
the contracts for the Coliban and the Geelong reservoirs had been let. After the
new conditions had been approved of, Mr.
,Greenwood applied for permission to alter
his contract, and he was told that the
department would have no objection to
this, provided he accepted the new
conditions.
Mr. Greenwood declined.
The new conditions were prepared with
a view to secure the public interest, but
not with any desire to oppress contractors.
With regard to the proposed substitution
of Mr. Christopherson for Mr. Higinbotham, as the chief engineer, this arose
from the fact that, at the time the contracts
were entered into, the Wa'ter Supply department was not fully organized, and was
without a professional head, and the name
of Mr. Higinbotham was inserted in the
conditions as the officer by whom disputes
arising should be de"cided.
THE CIVIL SERVICE.
Mr. JONES asked the Treasurer whether
the Government would be prepared, ·on
the re-assembling of Parliament, to propose some definite scheme for really bringing the civil service of the colony within
grappling limits? According to the present
state of things, it seemed that the civil
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servants would go on increasing, whether
the population of the colony went on increasing or not.
Mr. VERDON said the question involved large and important considerations;
and he was not. sure whether he was justified in speaking upon such a subject in
Committee of Supply, without notice.
But he might express his own individual
opinion that the reorganization of the civil
service was a work which would have to
be undertaken by somebody, and that at
an early period. He did not know that it
would be necessary to make extensive reductions in salaries; but he believed that,
by the consolidation of offices, a considerable saving might be effected. He considered that the present arrangement of
departments was very clumsy and inconvenient, and that it involved a loss both
of time and money.
Ml'. KERFERD, referring to an item
of £ 127 Is. 8d. for compensation to Mr.
H. H. Newenham, for Joss of office as
clerk in the Sewers and Water department, aft~r a service of ten years, asked
why the services of this officer had been
dispensed with?
Mr. VALE said this official was one of
three clerks whose duty it was to prepare
the rate-books. He thought this work
might be performed by the six rate collectors, and it had been performed accordingly.
The vote of £6,141 4s. Sd. for" Miscellaneous," was then agreed to.
THE WESLEYAN CHAPEL AT
KIRKS TALL.
On a vote of £1,976 16s. 9d. for the
department of Lands and Survey,
Mr. LEVEY, referring to an item of
£8 lOs., for compensation to one Peter
Peace, for having been placed on a wrong
allotment of Jand at Inglewood, and afterwards compelled to remove, called attention to the case of the Wesleyan chapel at
Kirkstall, which, through misdescription
in the sale of an allotment of land, had
been taken possession of by a stranger,
and converted into a store. Attention was
directed to this matter some time ago, and
the Government then promised to take
steps to apply a remedy. Seeing that the
whole thing was a mistake-seeing that
the person in possession had no title whatever, that he had merely a receipt for
money paid-he could not help thinking
that the Crown might long ere this have
taken steps to dispossess the intruder, and
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put an end to that which was a great
public scandal, and very jarring to the
religious feelings of a large number of
persons.
Mr. GRANT remarked that various
efforts had been made by the Government,
and also by parties outside, to have this
matter arranged, so that the expense and
delay of proceedings in ejectment might be
avoided. But the demands of the person
in possession were so exorbitant, that the
only course left to the Government was to
eject him .• This they were determined to
do. They also intended to ask the Legislature to reimburse the religious body to
whom the chapel belonged for any injury
which they might have suffered in consequence of this person's conduct.
DUMMY DETECTIVES.
Mr. JONES called attention to the item
of £1,000 "to meet the expenditure incurred in carrying out the Amending Land
Act 1865, including salaries of inspectors,
rangers, &c." He believed that this item
would cover the salary of the person named
Carolin, to whom reference had been made
in previous discllssions; and, if that were
the fact, he thought it would be as well if
the Minister of Lands would give some
information as to what Carolin's duties
were.
He believed that Carolin was
somewhere about eighteen months in the
service of the Government; that he received a salary at the rate of £150 a year;
and that he had duties to perform du·
ring only ,one month of that time. He
believed that 'Carolin's chief duty was to
write reports of a poetical characterreports so 'I'eclterche that the Minister of
Lands had kept them to himself.
1\1:1'. GRANT said he had no doubt that
whatever was due to Carolin up to the 31st
December last was included in the item
referred to. Carolin was appointed at a
salary of £100, not £150, a year; and, if
his reports were examined, it would be
admitted that the salary was very small
for the work done. Had he Known that
the honorable member for Ba.llarat East
intended to call attention to the subject,
he would have brought down the reports
whicli the honorahle member appeared so
anxious to see.
Mr. JONES observed that he had heard
that Carolin, after his appointment, applied
to the Lands department to know what he
was to do; that he was told that he would
be informed in due time; that nothing was
defined but his salary; and that, under
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these circumstances, the poor afflicted
gentleman betook himself, of his own free
will and accord, to writing reports about
dummies.
Mr. G RANT said he had already stated
that he gave Carolin his instructions
verbally. The instructions were not given
in writing lest they should be known outside the department.
Carolin attended
certain of the land selections, and even the
land officers did not know him.
Mr. G. P. SMITH considered that, if it
were necessary for the efficient working of
the Land Act that persons of the character
of Carolin should be employed by the Government, the sooner the Land Act was
Like" Jumping
repealed the better.
Moses," who wrote cheques and bUl'l1t
them, he presumed that all that Carolin did
was to write reports and burn them. At
all events, according to his evidence in
court, he never did a single thing beyond
writing reports. He (Mr. Smith) protested
against such men being employed by a
public department.to act as spies. Carolin,
when in the witness-box, was forced to
admit that, at the time he was employed
by a public department, he actually sent a
saddle and bridle to the honorable member
for Kyneton as a bribe.
. Mr. LANGTON suggested that the
language attached to the item should be
"for secret service money in connexioll
with the administration of the Land Act."
In reply to Mr. ASPINALL,
Mr. GRANT stated that, for the reasons which he had alt'eady given, Carolin's
a,ppointment was not gazetted.
After some further discussion, the vote
was agreed to.
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Government intended to place that sum on
the Additional Estimates, in order that the
contract entered into some time ago might
be carried out.
The vote was agreed to.

BOUNTIES FOR NEW INDUSTRIES.
On the vote of £2,287 19s. for the Customs department,
Mr. LANGTON took exception to the
terms of the following item :-" Amount
awarded from vote of 1865 to the Victoria
'Woollen and Cloth Manufacturing Company, Geelong, subject to certain conditions,
£1,500." He submitted that it was not
the intention of Parliament that any portion of the sum voted in 1865 for the
encouragement of new industries should
be allocated to any particular company,
unless it fulfilled the conditions to entitle
it to the money. He suggested that the
terms of the vote should be amended, so' as
to provide that the £1,500 should be given
to any person, or company, who successfully established a woollen cloth factory in
the colony, or that it should not be voted
until such a factory had been established.
Mr. LEVEY thought the honorable
member for East Melbourne was not
exactly aware of the circumstances under
which the vote was proposed. In 1865
£5,000 was voted for the encouragement
of new industries, and a board was appointed
to distribute the money. All that was expended was about £1,800; but something
like £1,500 was allocated for the Victoria
Woollen and Cloth Manufacturing Company, and £1,500 for the establishment of
a paper manufactory by the late Mr.
Kenny. With the exception of the £1,800
expended the vote lapsed, and therefore it
BALLARAT STORM-WATER
was necessary to submit a fresh vote for
CHANNEL.
the woollen company. He would suggest,
On a vote of £10,855 ) 9s. lId. for the howeyer, that the whole of the unexpended
Public Works department,
portion of the vote of' £5,000-namely,
Mr. JONES asked what were the in- £3,200-should be re-voted. If it were
tentions of the Public Works department wise to vote £5,OUO in the first instance
with regard to the completion of the storm- to encourage new industries, it would be
wise to re-vote the unexpended balance.
water channel at Ballarat?
Mr. ORR remarked that extra taxation
Mr. VALE said it was found that, if
the channel were constructed in sections, was imposed on the people wit.h the view
rather t.han as one work, the total expendi- of indirectly encouraging the establishment
ture would be increased by £1,500, and, in of new industries, and the public were
consequence, the vote passed last year had further victimized by being required to
not been expended. Tenders had been pay a sum of money for the benefit of
called for, and it was found that the work new industries after they were established.
could not be placed in a position which A more strai!!htforward course would be
would warrant the local borough councili'! for Parliame~t to take the creation of new
assuming the responsibility of its main- industries into their own hands entirely,
tenance for a less sum than £5,500. The and establish them as public institutions.
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He altogether protested against such votes
appearing on the Estimates.
Mr. MOORE believed that the money
expended for the encouragement of new
industries was very unwisely expended.
He understood that a good deal of it found
its way into the pockets of the eonstituents
of the Minister of Customs; some of it
for morocco and roan leather,' although
similar leather, and even in a superior
style, had been prepared in the colony
years before.
.
Mr. FRANCIS explained that a board
was appointed by the Governor in Council
to receive applications for rewards or premiums out of the £5,000 voted· in the year
1865 for the encouragement of new industries. The board carefully considered all
the applications sent in, and, in the opinion
of the board, they were dealt with with
su.tJicient liberality by the distribution of
about £ 1,800, many of the applications not
being considered worthy of any recognition
by the board. The board, however, considered that two industries-the woollen
cloth factory about to be commenced by
the Victoria Woollen and Cloth Manufacturing Company, and the paper mill projected by the late Mr. Kenny-were each
entitled to a large share of the £5,000, in
the event of their being successfully established. The board terminated its functions
towards the end of 1866, and, up to that
time, the parties interested in those undertakings were not in a position to entitle
them to claim any portion of the £5,000.
A deputation, accompanied by the members
for Geelong, waited upon him to request
him to keep the vote alive, in order that
the Victoria Woollen and Cloth Company
might have the opportunity of claiming a
portion of it this year. The only promise
made was that a sum should be placed on
the Estimates to meet the case of that company, leaving the House to vote it or not,
as they thought fit. As to the insinuation
of the honorable member for Sandridge,
he (Mr. Francis) would appeal to other
members of the board whether, in the distribution of the £1,800, any unfair preference was given to his constituents.
Mr. JONES said that there was one,
and only one application, made by a con-.
stituent of the Minister of Customs for a
portion of the vote of £5,000 which was
not conceded by the board. That was an
application for a grant for a new spring
for a baby-jumper or for some improvement
to a baby's perambulator. With respect to
the item of £1,500, he should like to know
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whether the Victoria Woollen and Cloth
Company bad complied with the conditions
to enti tIe them to the money? Had they
produc~d any cloth yet?
Mr. REEVES stated that he had the
honour to be a member of the board, and
he was one of those who were req nested to
act as a sub-committee appointed to report
upon some of the applications· sent in,
especially the applications on behalf of a
pottery and a pianoforte manufactory at
Richmond. The sub-committee visited
those establishments, and recommended
that premiums should be given for the industries carried on there, as they considered
them fully entitled to a portion of the grant.
Mr. Lyall and himself were also appointed
a sub-committee to visit the tanneries; and
they were quite satisfied that the person
to whom a premium was awarded for
leathers was fully entitled to it. Attempts
had frequently been made in the colony to
prepare coloured roans, but they had not
previously succeeded to any extent.
Mr. LEVEY moved that the item be
increased to £3,000. He considered it
very desirable that .bounties should be
offered for the establishment of new industries. If £3,000 were expended in this
way, in sums of from £50 to £200, the
result would probably be the introduction
of industries into the colony, which, in
the course of a few years, would give employment to thousands of persons. However great might be the differences of
opinion on the abstract questions of free
trade and protection, there were very few
persons who were not in favour of bounties
being offered for new indul)t,ries. Until
within the last few years bounties to fisheries were regularly granted by the Imperial Parliament; and, during the present
session, a proposition had been brought
forward, and was likely to be carried, for
giving bounties to Irish fisheries.
Mr. BUNNY- asked whether the Victoria Woollen and Cloth Manufacturing
Company was still in existence, and
whether this £1,500 was to go towards the
payment of the debts of the company, or
to be divided amongst the shareholders?
He believed that this company h~d not
manufactured a single yard of cloth, and,
indeed, that it might be alluded to as " the
shocking example" of attempting to establish new industries by giving bonuses.
Mr. MOORE submitted that the honorable member for Collingwood (Mr. Reeves)
had not answered· his assertion that the
board had given premiums for the products
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of industries which were not novel. A premium had been awarded for certain leather
goods-roans and moroccos-but similar
goods were produced in the colony years ago.
Mr. REEVES replied that samples of
the goods were sent in and examined by
the board, and a sub-committee was appointed, who visited the premises of the
applicant, and satisfied themselves that it
was a genuine industry, at all events.
(An Hon. Member-" Was it a novel
one ?") He believed that attempts had
been previously made to produce similar
articles, but, as far as he was aware,
nothing like perfection was attained until
the goods in question were produced.
Mr. MOORE.-Years before.
Mr. RIDDELL said the board ailopted
the best means they could to distribute the
premiums judiciously.
Mr. JONES believed there could not be
a more competent person to decide upon
the premiums to be distributed in Richmond than the honorable member for Collingwood (Mr. Reeves), as it was a noticeable fact that, after Richmond, the largest
portion of the rewards were distributed in
Collingwood. It was also a noticeable fact
that there was one· application from the district of West Bourke, which was represented
by the last speaker, and that also secured
a reward. Of course, nobody supposed
that all these applications would not have
been rewarded if one of the members for
Richmond, one of the members for Collingwood, and one of the members for
West Bourke had not been on the board;
but it happened, very singularly, that
though there were a large number of applications from Ballarat, not one of them
received a reward; and that Ballarat wa~.
not represented on the board. It was also
very curious that, of the two persons in
Melbourne who received rewards, one
lived at Richmond.
Mr. FOOTT stated that the Victoria
Woollen and Cloth Manufacturing Company had had a gre::tt lIlany unforeseen difficulties to encounter, but their works were
progressing as rapidly as possible. The
company had already expended £10,000 in
buildings and machinery, and were prepared to spend £4,000 or £5,000 more.
Mr. LANGTON thought that something
like a breach of faith would be committed
if the ·Victoria Woollen and Cloth Manufacturing Compa.ny did not receive this
£1,500, provided that they fulfillea the
conditions laid down in the regulations
under which the vote of £5,000 was to be
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expended. One of those regulations was,
that such sums as were recommended by
the board should be paid· to "the persons
or company who shall have, since the 1st
Jan uary, 1864, first s uccessfu 11 yes tablis hed,
or may hereafter first successfully establish, in Victoria, any new manufacture or
production." The committee were, of
course, aware that, i.n his opinion, it was not
possible to do any industry any substantial
good by such votes of money; but, if the
woollen company complied with this regulation, it was entitled to receive the money
w hieh was allotted to it by the board.
With reference to the distribution ·of the
£1,800, it was certainly a singular circumstance that a very large portion of the
grants went to constituents of the Minister
of Customs. One grant was given to a
gentleman for making organ pipes. He
submitted tliat the vote was not intended
for industries of this kind, but for the
establishment of industries which were
adapted to the colony, and were likely to
lead to the employment of capital and
labour, and the increase of the weal th
of the colony. A premium was also
awarderl to a blacksmith for making male
and female axles, in which, he· believed,
there was really nothing new; and grants
were also made for a number of other
trumpery things, which were never contemplated when the vote was passed. As
to the premium awarded to -?Mr. Farrell,
tanner, of Richmond, it was within the
knowledge of the Minister of Customs
that Mr. Clarke, and other Richmond
tanners, prot.ested against that grant,
on the groupd that leathers similar to
those for which it was given had been
produced in the colony many years before.
It was further represented that Mr. Farrell
erected a shed, in which he placed a small
quantity of the leather, for the purpose of
exhibiting it to members of the board
(without having any intention of carrying
on a trade in that particular description of
goods), and that he succeeded in obtaining
a grant, which was more than sufficient to
covel' the cost of the building and any loss
he might incur by not being able to sell the
leather at a remunerative price.
Mr. JO~ES found, from the report of
the board appointed to consider the. claims
for rewards out of the £5,000 vote, that the
£1 ,5()0 was grant.ed to t.he Victoria Woollen
and Cloth Manufacturing Company on the
following condition"There must be produced, on or before 20th
December next" (that was December, 1866),
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"not less than 5,000 yards of woollen tweed of a
good quality, fit for ordinary clothing; or not
less than 2,000 pairs of blankets, of good average
quality and size; it being understood tha.t the
quality of both or either production must be to
the satisfac~ion, and subject to the judgment, of
the board." .

New Industries.

ence again by his own will? He admi tted
that the industry in question was one which
should be encouraged; but it ought not to
he left to the Minister of Customs to take
action merely on his personal authority. He
asserted that the system of awards had been
The Minister of Customs had not stated made use of for electioneering purposes in
whether this condition had been complied :kichmond.
with. He (Mr. Jones) did not object to
Mr. BAYLES said he would vote for
the money being granted at any time that the money being paid to the Victoria
the condition was complied with.
Woollen Company this year, and pext year
Mr. FRANCIS remarked that the board he would be prepared to make a grant to
consisted of nine gentlemen, namely, any other company. Anew industry which
Mr. it. S. Anderson, Mr. S. H. Bindon, was likely to be of so important a characMr. James Harrison, Mr. W. LyaU, Mr. ter as the manufacture of cloth had a right
I. G. Reeves, Mr. J. C. Riddell, Mr. J. to receive support.
Sherwin, Mr. J. J. Stutzer, and himself.
Mr. LANGTON submitted that the
The insinuations which had been thrown out committee was entitled to an answer to the
that influences were used to get the awards question whether, if some other company
distributed improperly were altogether succeeded in producing woollen cloth before
without foundation. There were about the VictoriaW oollen Company, that other
seventy applications sent in, amI. thirty- company would obtain the grant? If not,
two rewards were given, of which four, what was the peculiar claim of the Geelong
amounting altogether to about £250, were company?
given to persons in the district of RichMr. REEVES replied that, when the
mond, of which he was a representative. Victoria Woollen Company applied for a
As to the £1,500 which the committee reward, it had already imported machinery
were now asked to vote, he had already to the value of £7,000 or £8,000, and was
explained the circumstances under which engaged at the t.ime in erecting its buildthe sum had been placed on the Estimates; ings. Under these circumstances, the
and it rested entirely with the committee board, of which he had the honour to be a
whether it should be :voted or not. If. mem bel', considered that the company was
voted, he presumed that either the old entitled to receive a premium.
board or another board would prepare the
Mr. LANGTON remarked that the imconditions on which the money should be portation of machinery was not one of the
awarded.
conditions on which grants were' to be
Mr. .LEVI regarded the offering of made. Such a gross violation of the conbounties for new industries as a judicious ditions ought not to be tolerated.
Mr. BYRNE urged that, at all events,
policy, and he would have been glad if the
Government had acted upon the suggestion the Victoria Company was the first in the
contained in the concluding paragraph of field. In these cases Parliament ought
the report of' the board, in which they re- not to insist upon the bond, and nothing
corded their opinion that, "if the vote for. but the bond.
Mr. RIDDELL contended that all that
the year 1865 be continued for the year
1867-as is most desirable, and, better still, the board had done amounted to an exdoubled in amount-the extent of applica- tension of time to the Victoria Woollen
tions for new industries and manufactures, Company, and that extension the board
actually realized' and made effective, will considered it had a right to grant.
Captain MAC MAHON asked whether
probably absorb the whole." A system of
bounties offered far more inducements for the Government would be prepared to
the establishment of new industries than a place a similar vote on the Estimates for
system of taxing every article imported another company which had been started
into the colony.
at Footscray, in the event of that company
Mr. JONES pointed out that, according succeeding in producing cloth?
Mr. VERDON said that, if the House
to the notice in the Government Gazette
of October 6, 1865, the time during which should vote a sum of money for 1~67, as
the board could receive applications was it did for lR65, the new company could,
limited to November 15, 1865. Now he of course, claim together with othet' enterwould like to know whether the Minister prises. In the present instance the Geeof Customs could call the board into exist- ~ long company had a sort of inchoate right.
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The vote amounted merely to an extension
Mr. FRANCIS sug-gested that the
of time to the company to permit it to honorable member should wait until the
complete works which were considered by Supplementary Estimates for 1867 were
the board to be of sufficient importance to brought down.
justify the adoption of this course. But for
Ml'. Levey's arpendment was negatived,
the special vote the views of the board and the vote was agreed to.
could not be carried out. At the request
A vote of £742 14s. 4d., for the Mining
of the board, the Government invited department, was passed.
honorable members to gi ve effect to the
ROAD WORKS AND BRIDGES.
opinion of the board. It was for the comOn the vote of £38,400 5s. 4d. for the
mittee to say whether, in consideration of
what the company had done in 1865, the Roads and Bridges department,
time should be extended to permit it to
Mr. JONES asked if the amoun.t proclaim a grant now.
posed was arrived at by withdrawing the'
Mr. LANGTON pointed out that, two items-"Amount awarded to J. Dwyer,
while the Victoria W 001len Company was by arbitration, in the matter of his claims
to receive £ 1,500, whether it succeeded in in rela.tion to contracts extending over
bringing cloth first into the ma.rket or not, several years, £4,295 12s. 9d.; amount
any other company succeeding in producing awarded to Messrs. Molloy and Casey, for
cloth first might obtain no reward at all. extra work executed under contracts Nos.
The proposition was monstrous, and to test . 1,510 and 1,511, of 1862, £1,678 7s. 9d."
the feeling of the committee he would If so, were the items withdrawn definitely
move that progress be reported.
or temporarily?
The committee di videdMr. VERDON said that the items the
Ay~
3
honorable member had referred to were
No~
35
withdrawn. He would not require to
trouble the committee with them. The
Majority against reporting} 32
Attorney-General ,was of opinion that it
progress
..•
. ••
was not necessary to vote the money which
AYES.
had,~been already paid.
Mr. Moore,
Tellers.
Mr. SNODGRASS asked for an exMr. Jones,
" Langton.
planation of the remarkable footnote which
NOES.
appeared to these two items, "Judgment
Mr. Baillie,
Mr. Macgregor,
was subsequently confessed by the Crown
" Balfour,
" McCaw,
in both the above cases"?
" Bayles,
" McCulloch,
Mr. LEVEY rose to call attention to the
" Macpherson,
" Bindon,
omitted items.
" Burrowes,
" Plummer,
" Burtt,
" Reeves,
The CHAIRMAN ruled that no discus" Byrne,
" Riddell,
sion could be allowed on votes which were
". Davies,
" G. P. Smith,
withdrawn.
" Farrell,
" J. T. Smith,
" Snodgrass,
" Foott,.
Mr. LEVEY asked if the Government
" Francis,
" Snowball,
could withdraw votes without the leave of
" Halfey,
" Vale,
• the committee?
" Hanna,
" Verdon,
" H. Henty,
11
Wheeler.
The CHAIRMAN said that a certain
" Higinbotham,
vote had been proposed, and it was only
Tellers.
" Kerferd,
wit1t that vote that the committee had
Mr. Wilson,
" Levey,
to do. The committee had power to re" Levi,
" Dyte.
" Love,
(use grants, but it could not refuse until
Mr. JONES repeated his question for it was llsked to make a grant. The quesinformation as to who was to disburse the tion the honorable mem bel' wished to discuss
could be raised, if necessary, by a substanvote to the Victoria W oo11en Company?
Mr. VERDON said that the informa- tive motion.
Mr. LEVEY characterized the course
tion had been given. The Minister of
Customs believed that the old board was adopt~d by the Government as most extrain existence; but, if it was not, a board ordinary and unheard of. If no other opwould have to be appointed.
portunity were afforded him, he would feel
Mr. JONES asked if provision was to it his duty to oppose the items when they
be made for the employment of experts came before the House in the Appropriaunder the Tariff?
tion Bill.
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In reply to Mr. SNODGRASS,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
two cases were submitted to arbitration
by a former head of the Roads and Bridges
He knew nothing of the
department.
merits of either case, except that, during
the arbitration, some evi~ence was given
against an officer then in another depart- .
ment, which led the Government to believe
that they had great reason to complain of
that gentleman. After the award was
given, the persons in whose favour it was
made commenced an action for its recovery,
as, the Government possessed no power of
paying the awards unless they did so.
Upon making inquiries, he fou.nd that
there were no ground\'! whatever on which
the awards could be disputed, and therefore he allowed judgment to go by default.
Of course it would be improper to resist
actions which could not be defended with
any probability of success; and, finding
this to be the case in these instances, he,
in the exercise of the discretion which he
possessed, declined to offer any resistance.
Mr. LEVEY asked why it was not
necessary to vote the sums ?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM replied that he
was surprised to see the two amounts on the
Estimates; because, under the Act which
enabled suitors to sue the Crown, the
amount of the judgment was paid out of
the consolidated revenue on the warrant of
the Governor. Such sums formed a special
appropriation, and were not included ill
the Estimates for the year.
Mr. LEVEY inquired whether the
House had no control over these amounts?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM replied that the
Act deprived the House of its power of
control. The question was one of grave
importance, and one which had bf.en fully
discussed recently in an action in England, •
in which a postal contractor sued the
Crown under an analogous Act.
The
whole question of the policy of the 4t\..ct,
and its effect upon the House of Commons,
underwent a full examination. At present
the law, both in England and the colony,
stood as he had stated it.
.
Mr. JONES moved that progress be
reported. He conceived that a deliberate
attempt was being made to prevent honorable members d,ebating a matter of public
policy.
Under any circumstances, the
evidence, on which the sums were paid,
ought to be before the House.
Mr. SNODGRASS expressed a hope
that all the papers would be laid on the
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table of the House, more particularly as it
was currently reported that a certain
honorable member was largely interested
in the awards.
Mr. VERDON said that he had not
the least objection to produce the papers.
Honorable members were undoubtedly entitled to every information on SUbjects of
finance. For his part he would rather
have an opportunity of proposing the two
votes. The law was as the AttorneyGeneral had stated; but he did not think
that a law should exist which would remove
any item from the control of the House.
Although a sum of £10,000 was entrusted
to him for unforeseen expenditure, it was
always his practice to bring forward any
payments of more than £100 in the form
of votes. In the present instance the items
had been placed on the Estimates during
his absence in England, and he now withdrew them, because it would be trifling
with the committee to ask it to vote money
which, even if refused, had already been
paid as a special appropriation. He did .
not wish to check any discussion on the
items, and he would promise to lay the
papers on the table the following day.
Mr. MOORE considered- that the utmost caution should be exercised by the
Government in granting boards of arbitration, or inquiries which would take from
the House the POWel' of considering claims
against the Crown. He submitted that it
'was preferable for such claims to be dealt
with by a court and a jury than for them
to be referred to arbitration.
Mr. VERDO~ concurred in the remarks
of the last speaker, but reminded him that
it had been a matter of complaint against
the 'Government that they had been too
prone to take into a court of law matters
which might have been more easily,
cheaply, and equitably settled by arbitration.
Mr. G. P. SMITH trusted that, when
the papers were brought down, the House
would be placed in possession of the facts
relating to the action tried in the S:.lpreme
Court, in which Mr. Dwyer was unsuccessful; because, as he understood, the
facts of the two cases were so much alike
that Mr. Dwyer would have been defeated
in the second case but for the appeal to
He also desired that the
arbitration.
papers should be accompanied by a statement of the costs incurred in these arbitrations, and out of what fund they were
defrayed.
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Captain MAC MAHON thought, after
the statement of the Treasurer, that the
question was fairly before the committee,
and that it should be fully discussed.
The CHAIRMAN ruled that the subject was not before the committee.
Captain MAC MAHON submitted that,
when a division of the Estimates was placed
before the committee, it was competent for
the committee to discuss any items of that
division, even if the Government might
seek to withdraw them. He trusted that
the :rreasurer would consent to progress
being reported on these items, in order that
the papers relating to the subject might be
placed before the House, and in order that
honorable members might be in a position
to judge whether it was essentially necessary to confess judgment in these cases, or
whether the 'awards could not possibly
have been set aside.
Mr. McCULLOCH supported the ruling
of the Chairman that the items were not
before the committee, inasmuch as they had
not been moved. At the same time, when
the papers asked for by the honorable
member for South Gippsland were in the
hands of honorable members, the Government would have no objection to the items
being moved, in order that a discussion on
the question might be taken.
Mr. MOORE, referring to an item of
£34,800 for subsidizing road boards and
shire councils towards the cost of constructing main roads, under Orders in
Council of 1866, called attention to' the
necessity for the Government insisting
upon all the moneys collected by way of
tolls on common-toll roads .being devoted to
the maintenance of those roads, and not
being allowed to merge into the general
revenue of local bodies.
Mr. VERDON promised to give the
subject his attention.
The motion for reporting progress having
been withdrawn, the vote was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
WILLIAMSTOWN RAILWAY.
Mr. LANGTON moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing the cost per train of the
trains which have been running before 8 a.m.
and after 10 p.m. on the Williamstown line, for
the three months ending with the present month
of June; the highest and the lowest receipts
per train for passengers by such trains, and the
average receipts for the period named."

Mr. LEVI seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
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QUEEN'S PLATE.
The resolution passed in committee, on
the 2ith June, in favour ofa grant of£200
for a Queen's Plate, was considered and
adopted.
The House adjourned at seven minutes
past eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, July 3, 1867.
Constitution of Council Bill-Lunacy Laws Consolidation
and Amendment Bill-Pensions and Gratuities.

The PRESIDE~T took the chair at a
quarter-past four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
CONSTITUTION OF COUNCIL
BILL.
The Hon. W. H. F.MITCHELL brought
in the Bill prepared in conformity with
the report of the select committee to which
was referred the subject of altering and
amending the constitution of the Legislative Council.
On the motion of the honorable gentleman, the Bill was read a first time.
Mr. MITCHELL said that the learned
gentleman who had drafted the measure
desired the opportunity of correcting the
Bill as it went through the press. This,
it appeared, could not be done after the
Bill had been read a first time, without an
ordet' of the House. He would, therefore,
move that leave be given to make any
clerical alterations in the Bill during the
printing thereof.
The motion was agreed ,to.
LUNACY LAWS CONSOLIDATION
AND AMENDMENT BILL.
The amendments made by the Legislative Assembly on the Council's amendments in this Bill were further considered.
The PRESIDENT.-It will be remembered that, on a previous occasion, I
expressed some doubt as to the admissibility of one of the amendments made by
the Legislative Assembly. In this case an
amendment was made by the Council in
the 18th clause, by' striking out certain
words. The Assembly have agreed to this
amendment, but on condition that certain
other words are substitu'ted in their place.
I have not found any precedent for this
practice, although I would not undertake
to say that precedents may not have
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occurred. A difference, as it appears to me,
exists between amending a proposition ann
su.batituting an entirely new one in its stead.
There is also a well-marked difference between the principle which governs original
amendments and that which governs amendmentson amendments. Original amendments
may reverse the sense of any proposition submitted for approval; but amendments on
amendments should preserve the substance
of the original amendment, under greater
or less modifications. If a whole clause is
struck out uy one House, the only question
for the other House is to agree or dis~gree
to this; ~nd what applies to a whole
clause applies to a part of a clause; for,
in both cases, nothing is left on which
an amendment can be grafted. It may,
however, be alleged that, as the Council
struck out certain words of the 18th clause,
because they made certain acts to be done
by hospitals compulsory, the Assembly, by
making these same acts optional (as they
have done by their amendments), have
virtually preserved the substance of the
original amendment, although they have
clothed it with words of their own. I am
of opinion, therefore, that, although in
form this amendment of' the Assembly is
irregular, it ought to be allowed.
The Assembly's amendment was agreed
to, together with several consequent amendments.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT moved
that the Council do not insist on its amendment in clause 48, relating to the appointment of the inspector, and striking out the
words, "who may also be the superintendent of a public asylum."
The Hon. C. SLADEN objected to
giving up an amendment which had been
adopted after a full deliberation, unless
good cause could be shown for doing ,so.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON moved
that the Council do insist upon its amendment. The Council did not approve of a
superintendent being also appointed as the
inspector. The Council had given way so
far as to allow the law to be silent on the
matter, but the Government, not content
with that, desired express legislative authority for the objectionable practice.
Mr. A'BECKETT said that, as, tinder
the Council's amendment, the appointment
,in question could be made, there could be
no principle involved in the alteration,
and he urged honorable members not to
imperil the Bill by a display of obstinacy
on any minor point.
The Hon. T. H. FELLOWS remarked
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that the clause, as it came up from the
Assembly, was another specimen of the
vicious system of legislation at present indulged in. A Bill was shortly to come
before the HO~lse which would repeal a
statute of William and Mary, providing
that no magistrate should act as justice of
the p'3ace during his term of office as
sheriff. Now this might lead to a very
peculiar state of affairs. Some unfortunate
criminal might be consigned to gaol by a
magistrate, and might find" that his gaoler
was no other than the magistrate who had
committed him. Finding fault with his
treatment, the man might complain to the
visiting justice, who he would discover
to be the same person as the sheriff and
the police officer. Ultimately the man
might die, and the same official, acting as
coroner, would conduct the inquest. No
doubt, in the course of the inquiry, the
coroner would sympathize very much with
the visiting justice, and also with the
sheriff, and also with the magistrate.
Without casting any imputation on the
superintendent of the Kew Asylum, it was
totally inconsistent with all notions of
liberty that one officer should be required
to act as inspector to himself.
The Council's amendment was insisted
upon.
Mr. SLADEN moved an amendment
in clause 18, empowering magistrates to
commit alleged lunatics to hospital wards,
instead of to gaol, prior to their examination by medical men. According to the
Assembly's amendment in clause 18, the
magistrates could not commit to the hospital wards until the man had been pronounced to be insane, or a dangerous
lunatic, and this was not the intention of
the original provision.
The PRESIDENT.-I doubt whether
the amendment is one absolutely flowing
from the alteration which has been made
in the Bill. It partakes more of the nature
of a new proposal, and, as such, I question
whether I ought to receive it. However,
as there is no doubt that the provision is a
valuable one, I shall not rule it out of order,
unless objection be taken to it.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
Bill was returned to the Assembly.
GRATUITIES AND PENSIONS.
The Hon. W. DEGRAYES moved" That, in the opinion of this House, any claims
for gratuity in lieu of pensions to any individuals
should be made the subject of a Bill, in order to
give this House an opportunity of considering
the same."
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In submitting this motion (said the honorable member) I desire to impress upon
honorable members that it is a friendly
caution to protect the Ministry of the day
from having their Estimates sent back to
them, at the close of this or some ot.her
session, in consequence of their containing
sums not sanctioned by the Constitution
Act. Pensions have been given to persons
who do not deserve them, who have not
served for a sufficient length of time, and
who, during their term of office, have been
highly paid by the State. I am surprised
that the opinion of the judges was not
taken on the 50th sectiQn of the Constitution Act, as Sir Williain Denison caused
to be done in Sydney. It would have
been found, I think, that there was no
necessity for granting pensions to young
men if they were elected to the Legislature, and if they were capable of going on
with the work of the country. At all
events, if the Legislative Assembly can
give £1,000 to one person, they can give
£60,000 to another, and I feel, therefore,
that it is time we had some say in the
matter.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN seconded
the motion.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON.-I concur with the motion; but I think it should
be made more extended in its application.
I would suggest that it be amended, so as
to refer to "any claims for gratuities or
pensions;" It is within the knowledge of
honorable members that claims for gratuities, not in lieu of pensions, are made in
the other House, and are assented to by
the Government, on behalf of the families
of deceased members. Now I think that
both branches of the Legislature ought to
have an opportunity of expressing their
opinions on these claims. De mm'tuis nil
nisi bonum; but, in these cases, the truth
should be spoken whether the man be dead
or not; and I think that, in a recent instance,
I could have afforded information which
might have induced the house to withhold
the money granted with such facility by
the other branch of the Legislature. It
is clear to my mind that all such matters
ought to be made the subject of a Bill.
Mr. DEGRAYES accepted the amendment.
The Hon. T. H. FELLOWS.-While I
sympathize to some extent with the object
aimed at, I must remind honorable members that we cannot consistently deal with
this proposition, if we are to abide, as we
have hitherto done, by the Constitution
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Act as our stronghold. It is the practice
in England to put these sums upon the Estimates. 'When Mr. Pitt's debts were paid
by the country the money was provided
by the ordinary Appropriation Act. There
is, therefore, a precedent for the proposed
vote of £750; though, whether there is
aoy other parallel between the two cases, I
lea,ve the House and the country to say.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN.-I think
it is very desirable that the House sho.uld
express its opinion on this subject, as a representative body whose constituents are
large taxpayers, whether that opinion has
any effect or not. What will be the feeling
abroad when it is known that sums like
£i 50 are granted to the families of deceased members? Will it not be said that
our Parliament is stuffed with paupers?
If the Assembly can make such a grant of
itself, it can vote £60,000 to Sir Charles
Darling, or anyone else, without our being
able to object to it. Ministers are so very
liberal that their votes for 1866 exceeded
the estimated revenue for the year by
£172,000, and, consequently, these gratuities can only be paid to the detriment of the
public works of the colony.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL.-I agree
with much that has been said on this subject, but I think it is impolitic for us to
deal with matters which do not belong to
us. I question very much whether the
opinion of this I-louse on such a subject
would be received with much respect, and
I would suggest, therefore, that the motion
be withdrawn. The most radical cure of
the evil complained of would be a clause
in the new Constitution Bill requiring a
qualification from members of the Lower
House, so as to get rid of the impecuniosity
so much talked about there.
The Hon. C. SLADEN.-I think the
proper time for us to review any items of
expenditure is when the Appropriation
Bill is under consideration. The Assembly
has a perfect right to deal with these
financial matters as it pleases. It may
send them up in a separate Bill, or it may
place them on the Estimates. The House
of Commons sometimes takes the one
course, and sometimes the other, and we
have agreed to abide by British precedent.
No doubt the Assembly would .send any
important matter on which opinion was
divided in a separate measure, so as not
to risk the Appropriation Bill; but, if we
interfere beforehand, the Assembly may
turn round and say, " We do not intend to
be dictated to, and we will send the matter
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up in the Appropriation Bill." In England, the Bill to grant Mr. Palmer a sum
of £50,000, as compensation for loss of
office, was rejected more than once by the
House of Lords, between 1808 and 1813.
In that instance the matter was proceeded
with by Bill, because, as the Chancellor of
the Exchequer said, the Lords, having
asked for certain information, it might be
presumed that they took a particular interest in the grant; but, at the same time,
the Chancellor of the Exchequer submitted
that the Commons had a perfect right to
include the grant in the Appropriation
Bill if they thought fit to do so.
The Hon. W. HIGHETT.-I would
urge the honorable member to withdraw
the motion. We have beiore this seen the
folly of encumbering: the journals of the
Rouse with resolutions which we cannot
enforce, and which are therefore perfectly
inoperative. Moreover, the present motion
has too much the appearance of a threat to
the Legislative Assembly.
Mr. DEGRAYES, with the leave of the
House, withdrew his motion.
The House adjourned at ten minutes to
six o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, July 3, 1867.
Amendment of the Police Act-Portland Harbour-The
Sands' Committee - Public Health Laws Amendment
Bill-Diseases of Animals Law Amendment Bill-Supply
-Public Houses LaWB Amendment Bill.
-

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
PETITIONS.
Petitions. favorable to provisions contained in the Public-houses Laws Amendment Bill were presented as follows :-By
Mr. KERF:reRD, from the Wesleyan congregations at Eldorado, Sebastopol, Beechworth, Yackandandah, and Osborne Flat;
by Mr. BALFOUR,. from the Wesleyan congregation at Thomastown, and from the
members of, St. George's Presbyterian
Church, Collingwood, and St. George's
Presbyterian Church, Geelong; by Mr.
LONGMORE, from certain inhabitants of
Learmonth and the surrounding district;
from the Welsh congregation, La Trobestreet, Melbourne; from the officers of the
" Star of 4-ustralia Felix," the "Hope of'
Tarrengower," the" Star of Majorca," the
" Star of N ewstead," the "Rose of Australia," the" Campaspe," and the "Good
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Samaritan" Tents of the Independent
Order of Rechabi tes, and from the officers
of the Maldon Temperance Loan Tract
Society and the Maldon Total Abstinence Society; by Mr. PLUMMER, from
inhabitants of Warrnambool and district;
by Mr. VALE, from the Welsh Independent
Chapel and the Welsh Calvinistic Methodist
congregation, Sebastopol; from a public
meeting of the inhabitants of Sebastopol,
from the Congregationalists of Sebastopol
and Napoleon'S, and from the officers of the
" Star of Sebastopol" Tent of the Independent Order of Rechabites; by Mr.
WHEELER, from inhabitants of Talbot and
district; by Mr. RINDON, from the Primitive Methodists of Castlemaine and district; by Mr. FRAZER, from the Wesleyan
congregations at Amherst, Maryborough,
Talbot, Carisbrook, Chinaman's Flat,
Craigie, Havelock, Lexton, Creswick,
Kingston, and other places; by Mr. HIGINBOTHAM, from a public meeting of the
inhabitants of Melbourne; by Mr. COPE,
from the Wesleyan congregations at Brunswick and Sout.h Preston; by Mr. FRANCIS,
from the Wesleyan congregations at Rich·
mond and Hawthorn, and from certain
residents in Richmond; by Mr. BURTT,
from members of the Christian Church,
Lygon-street, Carlton; by Mr. WILLIAMS,
from the Wesleyan congregations at Maldon
and Eaglehawk; by Mr. WHITEMAN, from
the Wesleyan congregation, Emerald Hill;
by Mr. H. HENTY, from the congregatio~
of St. John's Church, Melbourne; and by
Mr. O'GRADY, from the Congregationalists
of Hawthorn, and the Primitive Methodists
of' Norwood, Boroondara.
. Petitions were also presented as follows :-By Mr. DAVIES, from -inhabitants
of DunoHy and district, praying the House
to make due provision for the issue of
grocers' licences, as under the existing
statute; by Mr. HIGINBOTHAM, from certain brewers, praying the House to postpone the consideration of the Public-houses
Laws Amendment Bill nntil the effect of
the great and important changes which it
proposed to make in the present law could
be more maturely considered; and by Mr.
BINDON, from inhabitants of Castlemaine,
praying the House so to amend the Bill as
to meet the necessities of the petitioners,
and equalize the fostering care of legislation in protecting colonial industries.
Petitions, praying the House to carry
into "effect the recommendation of the professional board in reference to the site for
an industrial school for the Beechworth
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Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Mr. Speaker,
and Murray district, were presented as
under :-By Mr. HANNA, from certain in asking the attention of the House to this
farmers, landowners, traders, and other per- message, I feel that an explanation is due
sons residing at Benalla, Chiltern, Indigo, for again bringing the subject forward.
Wangaratta, and in the shire of Oxley; by The House will remember the position in
Mr. ORR, from certain miners, traders, which the question stands. The honorfarmers, and others at Rutherglen, Wah- able member"for Collingwood (Mr. Edgunyah, Mansfield, Tarrawingee, North wards), while the Bill was under consideration, desir'ed to introduce the question
Wangaratta, Estcourt, and Boorhaman.
of
the repeal of what are commonly known
POLICE ACT.
as. the Yarra pollution clauses, but he
In reply to Mr. ,TONES,
abandoned that intention from a desire
Mr. McCULLOCH intimated that he
that the Bill should not be encumbered or
intended, next week, to introduce a Bill to
embarrassed in its passage through Paramend the Police Act.
liament with the difficulty which caused
PORTLAND HARBOUR.
its rejection last year. The House conMr. ASPIN ALL asked the Chief siderately followed the express intention
Secretary whether the Government had of that honorable member, and voluntarily
arrived at any decision as to the employ- deprived itself of the opportunity of conment of prison labour in the improvement sidering the whole question of the pollution of rivers in connexion with this Bill
of Portland-harbour?
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that, since and the question of the pu bIic health.
the honorable and learned member called The Bill left this House in that state.
attention to the necessity for carrying out The Legislative Council made two amendthis work, he had given the matter his ments in relation to the pollution of rivers.
attentive consideration, and he found it This House disagreed with those amendwas absolutely necessary that something ments, not upon a consideration of their
should be done towards the construction merits, but for the reason that the House
of a breakwater to make the Portland- had not had the opportunity-had volunharbour a harbour of refuge on the western tarily deprived itself of the opportunity
coast. He desired to employ convict labour -of consi'dering the question. A conin carrying out the work, as he thought it ference of committees was held, from
was a proper kind of work in which con- which, however, nothing arose. This
victs should be employed. The work would' House again expressed its dil:!inclination to
be commenced at the beginning of next year. agree with the alterations introduced into
these clauses by the Legislative Council.
THE SANDS' INQUIRY.
. Now, sir, I think the position of this
Mr. JONES asked the Minister of Lands House, in connexion with these amendwhether it was probable that the papers ments, is a very unfortunate and hard one.
called for by the Sands' Committee-more I would not for one moment question the
especially the reports sent in by Mr. Carolin right of either House of Parliament to use
-would be supplied to the committee in the opportunity which it enjoys to carry
time to Elnable them to bring up their re- amendments in a Bill, when it believes it
port this session? . The honorable member has a favorable opportunity of doing so.
intimated that the committee were only . We have already had cases in which an
waiting for, these papers to complete the attempt has been made by one House of
evidence and enable them to bring up a Parliament to force on the other House
report this session.
.
amendments by similar means. One or two
Mr. GRANT promised that the papers sessions ago, a Bill for the consolidation
should be furnished without delay.
and amendment of the law relating to the
PUBLIC .HEALTH LAWS AMEND- audit of public accounts was rejected, beMENT BILL.
cause this House was unable to accept an
The message of the Legislative Council amendment introduced by the Legislative
relative to this Bill, dated June 11, was Council for the purpose of altering the
law relating to immigration; and now,
taken into consideration.
The CLERK read the message, which by the same means, the House stands in
stated that the Council insisted on their a position. in which it is in some sort
amendments in the 32nd and 36th clauses coerced into accept~ng amendments which
of the Bill, for reasons which were 'set out it has not been able to consider-amendments relating to a large, embarrassing,
at length.
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and difficult subject, which the House
voluntarily deprived itself of the opportunity of entertaining. While I readily
admit the right of the Legislative Council
to make these amendments, I think the
instances in which that right is exercised ought to be noted. Perhaps this
House may have occasion to remember
them in the legislation which must take
place before the year 1870. Speaking for
myself only, I will say that I believe the
position of the House, in regard to this
Bill, is so hard a one that I would not feel
disposed to invite the House to consider
it. But some members of the House have
applied to the Government, and represented
the great injury that will result to the
public health if this 'Bill be not carried
into law; and the Chief Medical Officer,
whose more than official zeal in the promotion of the public health entitles any
suggestion of his to ~he highest consideration on the part of the Government, has
pressed upon the Government the necessity
of endeavouring to get the measure passed
into law. Therefore, as the organ of the
Government, and not expressing my own
personal views or inclinations, I invite the
attention of the House to the alterations
proposed by the Legislative Council in
these two clauses. In the first place, I
will ask the House to consider the particular character and nature of these
.amendments, for they have not yet been
considered by the House. They are intended to prevent the pollution of rivers
by the discharge into them of liquid
matter from manufactories, and also liquid
matter from sewers and drains-a very
commendable object-an object in which,
I believe, notwithstanding all that has been
said and written of the views of some
honorable members, members of this House,
and indeed all members of the community
who have thought upon the subject, entirely concur. But it so happens that a
very reasonable and well-founded difference
of opinion and doubt exists, not as to the
propriety of the object, but as to the means
by which the object is to be effected; and,
therefore, I think it is hardly fair that some
persons should endeavour to gain a very
cheap popularity for liberal and enlightened
opinions on this subject by representing
those who differ from their views as persons who are in favour of the pollution of
streams. That is the way in which it has
been commonly put. Now what is the
problem which the Legislature has to deal
with in connexion with this subject? It
. Mr. Higinbotham.
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is simply by what means you can prevent
foul liquid matter, pl'oceeding either from
manufactories or from sewers, pursuing
the natural law of sinking to the lowest
level, without a large expenditure for the
purpose of procuring an artificial outfall
for that liquid matter. I think this question has been rather embarrassed than
cleared up by the discussions which have
taken place. I recently saw a review of a
work on the sewage of towns in England.
The writer of the work, the reviewer
stated, was a gentleman thol'Oughly ac-.
quainted with the subject, and the point
with which he started presented the subject to my mind in a perfectly natural and
obvious light. He started with this simple
proposi tion-that water finds its level;
that rivers find their level in the lowest
channels; and that sewage and the discharge from manufactories will find the
same level, will follow the same course,
and willI'un in the same channels as rivers,
unless the country is prepared to expend
the money necessary for creating artificial
channels or artificial reservoirs.
That
seems to me to be a perfectly obvious,
natural; and irresistible argument. And
then he proceeds to point out the way in
which these artificial means may be procured. He refers to the case of the city
of London, where an enormous sum-upwards of £500,OOO-has been expended in
forming an artificial channel for the sewage
of London.
Mr. KERFERD.-Four millions.
Mr. RIG INBOTHAM. - Then my
argument becomes all the stronger. The
writer proceeds to point out, in reference
to other towns, that the cheapest and best
means would be to creat.e large reservoirs
at the corners of the principal streets, into
which all the cesspools may be emptied hy
sewers, and from .which the sewage so
collected may be carted out to agricultural
lands in the neighbourhood of the towns.
He admits that this system would entail
upon every city and town an enormous
expense-an expense which the corporate
towns of England do not yet appear to be
prepared to incur. If that be the case in
England, I apprehend it will be the case
here; and that, whatever we may say
about the necessity for preventing the
pollution of our streams-however earnestly we may desire to effect that object
-we are merely talking in vain, and at
random, unless we accompany our legislative provisions forbidding the pollution
of rivers by an expenditure of' money
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which must be incurred before that object can be effected. N ow, with regard
to the two amendments insisted upon
by the Legislative Council, I will take
. that in the 36th clause first, as the
more important. The 36th clause enables
local boards to do that which London has
already done-to cause all sewers and
drains "to be properly cleared, cleansed,
and emptied," and "for the purpose of
clearing, cleansing, and emptying the
same," to "construct and erect such works
as may be necessary." But, until the
borough councils are prepared to incur the
expense of these works. can it be contended
that it is possible to enact, by legislation,
that sewage shall not run into fresh water
streams in the neighbourhood of towns?
The amendment of the Legislative Council
in the 36th clause aims at that object. It
says that the local boards may cause the
sewers to be emptied into such places, ·not
being fresh water running streams, as they
may deem fit or necessary. Therefore it
would be unlawful for a local board to allow
sewage to flow into fresh water streams,
although works may not be constructed for
carrying off that sewage by artificial means.
What would be the effect of that? I do
not know whether those who are responsible for this amendment took the trouble
of consulting the definition of the word
"sewer" given in the earlier part of the
Bill. The word has a large meaning. It
includes "sewers and drains of every
description, except drains to which the
word drain, interpreted as aforesaid, applies," which drains are only the drains
from single houses. The term "sewer,"
iu fact, includes drains of every description. It includes every drain running beside the footpath. of every street in Melbourne. And, if this amendment be adopted
in its present shape, the Corporation of
Melbourne will be liable to be summoned
before the Chief Secretary and fined £50
every time they allow the water, after a
rain-fall, to pass along the channels of Swanston-street into the Yarra. The same thing
will happen in other towns. The sewage of
Ballarat flows into the Yarrowee, and this
cannot be prevented unless the local councils
think fit to spend large sums of money in
creating artificial means for the outflow of
this sewage.
Until the local councils
have the means of doing this, surely it is a
burlesque on legislation to say that it shall
be unlawful for the liquid matter from the
cesspools of Ballarat to take its natural
course and flow into the Yarrowee. At
VOL. III.-5 L
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present there is no law which forbids the
exit of sewage into rivers. The Yal'ra
pollution clauses apply only to matter from
manufactories; and anyone going up the
Yarra can see plenty of sewers. And I
repeat, it is useless to attempt, by legislation, to override natural laws; to determine, by Act of Parliament, that natural
laws shall not have operation. U ntH the
Legislature is prepared to enable these local
bodies to provide and expend money sufficient for the purpose of providing an
artificial outlet for their sewage, it is
utterly vain to attempt to enact that it
shall not be lawful for the local bodies
to do that which they cannot prevent.
Well, sir, if the House will accept the
apology which I make for submitting this
question at all to its consideration, I beg
to propose that the amendment of the
Legislati ve Council in the 36th clause be
accepted with an amenoment, the effect of
which will be that it shall not be lawful
for a local board to cause sewers to empty
into running streams in those cases where
the local boards have been able to construct places for the reception of sewage.
That, I think, will be reasonable. I am
sure the Corporation of Melbourne will
have no objection to be prohibited from
allowing sewage to run into the Yarra, as
soon as they are enabled, by an expenditure of public money, to provide other
places for its reception. With regard to
the amendment in the 32nd clause, I intend to propose a similar amendment. By
this clause we adopt the only provision
whicq. the English Legislature has seen its
way to adopt for the purpose of preventing
the collection of the impure matter of
manufactories. The clause enacts that all
manufactories shall be provided with reservoirs for the reception of liquid matter,
and that the local board may take such
steps as they may think fit, for the purpose
of compelling owners of manufactories to
deodorize this offensive matter before the
reservoirs are emptied. So far as it is
possible within the power of science to
effect the object, the English Parliament
has gone; but beyond that it has not felt
itself in a position to go. But the. effect of
the Council's amendment will be to go
very muc.h further. The effect of it will
be to require the owners of manufactories
to do that which-like local boards of
health - they cannot do; namely, not
merely to deodorize the liquid contents of
their reservoirs; but, after deodorization,
to prevent this liquid matter finding its
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way into fresh water streams. If the
owner of a manufactory were to deposit
this refuse on the banks of a reservoir, it
would still find its way by soakage or
drainage into the nearest stream. It cannot
be helped. Legislate as you please-emulate, if you will, the French Legislative
Chamber, which decreed the existence of
a Supreme Being-liquid matter of any
kind will find its own level, in the absence
of any provision for another outlet for
that matter. I would ask the House, if
it thinks fit to consider this message at all,
to accept the recommendations which I
now offer. It may.be that, by so doing,
the amendments of the Legislative Council will be rendered ineffectual. I freely
admit that the adoption of my proposals
will certainly limit their operation. I
submit that the amendments, if unaltered,
will be not merely inoperative, but that
they will carryon their face the announcement to the whole world that they must be
inoperati vee Now I do not like to see,
on the f~ce of an Act of Parliament,
legislation of that kind. I think we
should endeavour to legislate in such
a way that the law may be given effect to
and carried into operation. By making
the amendments which I suggest, we shall,
at all events, provide that, wherever it is
possible to prevent the pollution of streams,
in those cases, and in those cases only, it
will be th~ duty of private individuals and
local boards to carry the law into effect.
With these observations, I beg to move"That the amendment of the Legislative
Council in clause 32 be amended by inserting
after 'aforesaid,' the last word of the amendment, the words following: 'except in cases
where it shall not be practicable, in the opinion
of the local board, otherwise to' dispose of such
contents'; and that the amendment in clause 36
be amended by inserting after the word' being'
the words following: 'in any case where
another place of deposit or discharge shall have
been constructed or erected as aforesaid.'''
Mr. LANGTON.-I am glad that the
Government have determined to do what
they can to secure the passage of this Bill
into law during the present session, however much I may differ from the reasons
which the Attorney-General has submitted
in support of that course. For my part,
having watched carefully the PEogress of
this Bill through the House, r certainly
did not apprehend, and I don't think any
honorable members of the House apprehended, until it was repeatedly stated by
the honorable and learned member, that
the House voluntarily deprived itself of
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any right to make the measure as effectual
as possible, in the direction of securing the
purity of streams. Because the AttorneyGeneral declined the solicitation of the
honorable member for Collingwood (Mr.
Edwards) to introduce a clause repealing
the Yarra Pollution Act, I do not see that
other districts of the country, not at
all interested in the Yarra Pollution Act,
ought to be deprived of whatever beneficial
measure the House may pass in order to
secure for them similar privileges.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It was understood.
Mr. LANGTON.-I don't know whether the honorable member was in the
House when I moved an amendment similar
to that which the Legislative Council has
made in the 32nd clause. I then distinctly
repudiated any understanding of the kind;
and the Attorney-General admitted that I
was justified in the course which I took.
The Attorney-General has referred to the
introduction of these amendments into the
Bill by the other House as an attempt, on
the part of that Chamber, to coerce this
House into accepting measures which,.
otherwise, it would not be prepared to
accept. The honorable and learned gentleman has told us that "this is not the first
instance of a proceeding of this kind being
taken by the other branch of the Legislature. I am afraid that the AttorneyGeneral has a rather short memory, if the
case to which he has referred is the only
one that he can call to mind. I remember
one distinguished failure of the honorable
and learned gentleman, in the direction of
tariff legislation, in which he attempted to
tack two measures of a contrary character,
for the purpose of coercing the other House
into assenting to a particular course, no
matter how averse that body might be to
it. Coming to the amendments, I admit
there is great force in the arguments of
the Attorney-General in relation to the
amendment in the 36th clause. I conceive that difficulties may arise from the
adoption of the clauses, as amended by the
Legislative Council, in many places; but I
apprehend that, in the city of Melbourne,
no such evils as those which the AttorneyGeneral has predicted would result, because
the whole of the sewage of Melbourne
may be diverted into the Yarra, below the
Falls, and thus be diverted into a saltwater stream. But supposing that Melbourne were entirely supplied by water
from the Yarra, and that the only outfall
of the sewage of the city into the Yarra
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was at Dight's-mills, would the AttorneyGeneral contend that the Legislature ought
not to pass a clause of the kind? I think
the honorable and learned gentleman would
say that, whatever might be the consequences, whatever expense it might be to
the city, the sewage of Melbourne ought
not to be turned into the sole source of
water supply. There are other towns in
exactly that position; and it is in the interests of the inhabitants of those towns
that the amendments of the Legislative
Council are made. I would suggest to the
Attorney-General that words might be inserted to make the 36th clause, as amended,
refer. solely to streams which supply populations with drinking-water. That would
mitigate the effect of the clause, and yet
be introducing a provision so obviously
wise and necessary that no local body
would hesit.ate to incur whatever expense might be necessary, in order to
prevent what everyone admits to be
an evil. But whatever difficulties there
may be in connexion with this matter of
sewage-although it is perfectly true, as
the Attorney-General has so ably shown,
that there is a law which our legislation,
if it will not recognize, wi1l have to submit
to-I submit that the objections of the
honorable and learned gentleman will not
apply to the amendment of the Legislative
Council in the 32nd clause. That amendment supposes a specific act on the part of
the proprietors of manufactorie~ and the
refuse referred to is supposed to be refuse
of a filthy description-the refuse of fellmongeries, slaughter-houses, distilleries,
&c.; and this refuse- can be emptied from
the pits into a stream, or be carted away.
However, I would suggest that, in this
case, the same se"ntence should also be
inserted, so that the provision should
apply only to streams which supply the
population with drinking-water. There
is an objection to the proposals of the
Attorney-General, which, I think, demands consideration. The honorable and
learned gentleman proposes that this
prohibition as to, the pollution of streams
shall not be mandatory in cases "where
it shall not be practicable, in the opinion
of the local board, otherwise to dispose of
such conte.nts." But I am afraid that this
would depljve individuals of the common
law right which they possess, at present,
to seek redress in case of the gross pollution of streams. Moreover, it is admitted
that local bo~rds are generally disposed to
be lax in the discharge of their duties, and
5L2
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I am afraid that, in the case of a manufacturer having any influence in a district, the
local board would easily be induced to
declare that it would not be practicable to
get rid of the refuse created by such
manufacturer, and the object of the clause
would thus be defeated. Under all the
circumstances, I submit that it would be
better to confine the operation of the
clauses to streams which supply localities
with drinking-water, and to accept the
amendments of the Legislative Council in
that way.
Mr. GILLIES.-Does the AttorneyGeneral intend to accept the suggestion of
the honorable member for East Melbourne?
I think, if he does, the amendment which
he proposes will be more satisfactory, and
be more likely to meet with assent elsew here.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-The suggestion of the honorable member for East
Melbourne reany involves the great difficulty which we have had to encounter again
and again. We don't know the particular
circumstances connected with the various
rivers throughout the country. What
words would the honorable member insert
to limit the operation of these amendments?
What rivers are there that are wholly used
for other purposes than those of drinking?
It should be remembered that we can deal
only with the amendments sent down to us
by the Legislative Council. We cannot
deal with the whole subject; and those
amendments refer to only a small portion
of the whole subject.
Mr. GILLIES.-There is one way by
which an amendment may be introduced
in an earlier part of the clause-namely,
by a message from the Governor.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM. - A message
from the Governor must be brought down
in order to carry out an alteration agreed
upon by the committees of both Houses in
another clause. I have no objection to
consider the mode suggested of carrying
out the proposal of the honorable member
for East Melbourne. At present I do not
see how the object can be "carried out, nor
am I at all satisfied that it can be carried
out with safety.
The amendments proposed"by Mr. Higinbotham were then agreed to.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM moved that the
following message be transmitted to the
Legislati ve Council"The Legislative. Assembly return to the
Legislative Council the Bill intituled, 'An Act
to amend the laws relating to or affecting public
health.'
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"The Legislative Assembly are sensible of the
great difficulties connected with the adoption of
legal provisions capable of being enforced for
preventing the pollution of rivers by sewage,
and by liquid matter discharged from manufac~
tories and machinery used in gold washing. In
view of these difficulties, and in the absence of
precise information respecting the present condition of the various rivers and streams in Victoria, the Legislative Assembly abstained, in the
first instance, from considering, in connexion
with this Bill, the general subject of the pollution of rivers. They subsequently declined, for
the same reasons, to cbnsider on their merits
the amendments made by the Legislative Council
in clauses 32 and 36. The Legislative Assembly
regret that the Legislative Council have insisted
upon these amendments. The Legislative Assembly are, however, too deeply concerned at
the present confessedly defective state of the
laws relating to public health to forbear making
any effort or concession that may be possible on
their part for the purpose of reforming those
laws. They have, therefore. considered the
amendments of the Legislative Council in clauses
32 and 36, and they inform the Legislative Council
that they have agreed to those amendments, with
such further amendments as have appeared to
the Legislative Assembly to be necessary."

The motion was adopted.
DISEASES OF ANIMALS LAW
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. McCULLOCH moved' for leave to
bring in a Bill to amend the law relating
to the prevention of the diseases of animals.
The honorable member stated that the
present Act, which would expire with the
close of the present session, had failed altogether to carry out the intentions of its
framers; and it was absolutely necessary,
if the disease in sheep known as scab were
to be got rid of at all, that more stringent
measures than had hitherto been adopted
should be enforced. He considered it a
disgrace to stock owners that the scab should
have been so prevalent in their flocks.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM seconded the
motion, which was agreed to, and the Bill
was brought in, and read a first time.
SUPPLY.
The resolutions passed in committee of
supply, the previous evening, were considered and adopted.
PUBLIC HOUSES LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The debate on the motion for the second
reading of this Bill (adjourned from Thursday, June 27) was resumed.
Mr.LEVEY.-Mr. Speaker, I trust that
whatever opposition I may feel it my duty
to offer to the second reading of this Bill
will not be supposed to arise from any difference of opinion from that of the promoters of the measure, the members of the
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royal commission,' or the numerous persons
who have petitioned the I-louse in favour
of the Bill, as to the evils of drunkenness
in this colony. Whether there has been
any increase in drunkenness within the last
year or two, I am not in a position to say;
but I believe almost everyone must painfully feel that nearly all the misery and
destitution in this country, and a large proportion of disease, must have arisen from
the over-indulgence, by so many of the
inhabitants, in intoxicating drinks. Therefore, I sympathize most warmly with the
efforts made by members of the various
temperance societies-by the members of
"the Victorian Alliance," and by other
persons-to grapple with what may fairly
be said to be the national vice of this country. But while I sympathize with the objects of those gentlemen, and, to a certain
extent, with the objects of the promoters
of this Bill, I very much doubt, in the
first place, whether society has a right to
do what the Bill seeks to do, and what the
various petitioners to this House would
endeavour to make us do ; and, secondly,
whether society has the right of so doing.
I deny the right of society to interfere in
this question at all. In saying this, I
know I assert that which is opposed to
the opinions of a large number of personspersons of high standing and attainments
-to whom I am inclined to pay a considerable amount of respect, and who hold
that we have just as much a right to stop
drunkenness by legislative enactment as
we have to put down brothels. I deny
that proposition in toto. We must observe
the distin,ction which jurists have always
drawn between vice and crime. We have
no right to interfere with vice, while we
have a distinct right to interfere and put
down crime by the strong hand of the
law. But we are called upon, in effect,
to say that, because a large numper of persons abuse intoxicating liquors, and because a vast amount of wickedness and
crime has resulted from au undue indulgence in those liquors, every possible impediment ought to be placed in the way of
the liquor traffic. That seems to be the
proposition laid down by the promoters of
this Bill. Before going further, I would
like to submit to the House the opinion of
one of the foremost philosophers of the day
on the question of repressive legislation.
Mr. John Stuart Mill, in his well-known
work On Libe1'ty, says"Under the name of preventing intemperance,
the people of one English colony, and of nearly
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half the United States, have been interdicted by
law from making any use whatever of fermented
drinks, except for medical purposes; for prohibition of their sale is, in fact, as it is intended
to be, prohibition of their use. And though the
impracticability of executing the law has caused
its repeal in several of the States which had
adopted it, including the one from which it
derives its name, an attempt has notwithstanding
been commenced, and is prosecuted with considerable zeal by many of the professed philanthropists, to agitate for a similar law in this
country. The association, or 'Alliance,' as it
terms itself, which has been formed for this
purpose,"-(and, I presume, the object of that
Alliance is very much the same as that here)"has acquired some notoriety through the publicity given to a correspondence between its secretary and one of the very few English public men
who hold that a politician's opinions ought to
be founded on principles. Lord Stanley's share
in this correspondence is calculated to strengthen
the hopes already built on him by those who
know how rare such qualities as are manifested
in some of his public appearances unhappily
are among those who figure in political life. The
organ of the Alliance, who would' deeply deplore
the r~cognition of any principle which could be
wrested to justify bigotry and persecution,' undertakes to point out the' broad and impassable
barrier' which divides such principles from those
of the association. 'All matters relating to
thought, opinion, conscience, appear to me,' he
says, 'to be without the sphere of legislation ;
aU pertaining to social act, habit, relation, subject only to a discretionary power vested in
the State itself, and not in the individual,
to be within it.' No mention is made of a
third class, different from either of these, viz.,
acts and habits which are not social, but individual; although it is to this class, surely,
that the act of drinking fermented liquors
belongs. Selling fermented liquors, however, is
trading, and trading is a social act. But the infringement complained of is not on the liberty
of the seller, but on that of the buyer and consumer; since the State might just as well forbid
him to drink wine, as purposely make it impossible for him to obtain it. The secretary, however, says, ' I claim, as a citizen, a right to legislate whenever my social rights are invaded by
the social act of another.' And now for the
definition of these 'social rights.' 'If anything
invades my social rights, certainly the traffic in
strong drink does. It destroys my primary
right of security, by constantly creating and
stimulating social disorder. It invades my right
of equality, by deriving a profit from the creation of a misery I am taxed to support. It
impedes my right to free, moral, and intellectual
development, by surrounding my path with
dangers, and by weakening and demoralizing
society, from which I have a right to claim
mutual aid and intercourse.'''

I defy anyone to put the CaRe of the advocates of this Bill in stronger language than
that which I have quoted. And here is
what Mr. Mill says of it"A theory of 'social rights,' the like of which
probably never before found its way into distinct
language; being nothing short of this-that it is
the absolute social right of every individual that
every other individual shall act in every respect
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exactly as he ought; that whosoever fails thereof,
in the smallest particular, violates my social
right, and entitles me to demand from the Legislature the removal of the grievance. So monstrous ~ principle is far more dangerous than
any single interference with liberty; there is no
violation of liberty which it would not justify;
it acknowledges no right to any freedom whatever, except, perhaps, to that of holding opinions
in secret, without ever disclosing them; for, the
moment an opinion which I consider noxious
passes anyone's lips, it invades all the 'social
rights' attributed to me by the Alliance. The
doctrine ascribes to all mankind a vested interest
in each other's moral, intellectual, and even
physical perfection, to be defined by each claimant according to his own standard."

Now we. must all admit the grievous evils
resulting from drunkenness, just as we
admit the grievous evils resulting from any
other infraction of the moral law. But
because we admit these evils, have we the
power to repress them by legislation? I
believe it is a favorite theory with politicians of the mother country that one of
the greatest evils which exists in the United
Kingdom, and notably in Ireland, results
from improvident marriages; but it has
never been contemplated .by those statesmen to introduce a Bill to stop improvident marriages. Such an idea would not
enter the brain of anyone save such a
man as Sir Peter Laurie, who would
put down anything. Noone who entertains a philosophical view as to where
the legislative fnnction shonld begin, and
where it should end, would for a moment allow thai, because we see and
read of the evil effects of drunkenness,
therefore we should initiate repressive
legislation-therefore we should be called
upon to lay down a code of morals for the
benefit of the people of this country. If
we admit that we are to do that, sooner
or later we will be called upon to frame a
code of religion for the country-to say
what is the best way for the people to
spend their time-to decide what amusements they shall enjoy, and what they shall
not enjoy. For these reasons, I believe,
the Legislature has no right to interfere
in this matter.
With regard to the
question of our power to put down the
liquor traffic, I don't propose to trouble the
House at any great length with what has
taken place in other countries-with the
notable failure in the State of Maine, or
with the working of the Forbes Mackenzie Act in Scotland. I will, however,
make a short extract from the report of a
speech, delivered on the 9th April last, by
the Lord Provost of Edinburgh, in reply to
a deputation on the subject of restricting
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the number of publicans' licences. The
Lord Provost said-·
"There was one point which, he was afraid,
the deputations had omitted to notice in the
discussion of this subject-a point of very great
importance ;. and it was this, that, by limiting
the number of public-houses, the magistrates
would be running a very great risk of causing
a great increase in the number of houses for
private drinking. The number of licensed
houses of one kind or another in Edinburgh at
present was 883, but these figures did not by
any means indicate the number of houses in
which drink was sold. He had great reason to
fear that private houses had started into existence-houses over which the authorities had
no control. They would, perhaps, be surprised
when he told them that there were at present in
the city-as far as the police could discovernot fewer than 188 private drinking houses,
where intoxicating liquors were. sold day and
night, Sunday and Saturday. Of these 188
houses, at least 100 were brothels. Now, was it
not an awful thing to think of the responsibility
under which the magistrates laboured-that, in
diminishing the number of public-houses, they
were running the risk of increasing the number
of these most odious houses where private
drinking was carried on? Allusion had been
made to the number of licensed houses in the
High-street. There were, I!.O dqubt, a very large
number; but it was often found that, when the
number of smaller houses was reduced, and a
large establishment was licensed in their stead
in the same locality, that large establishment
did as much business as those which they
abolished. He knew one case in which the
number of licensed houses had been reduced by
nine, but there was one large establishment
which did as much business as the whole nine
put together."
I don't think it necessary to go either
to Scotland or to America to ascertain the
results of repressive legislation. I ask the
House to look back to the early days of
this colony. I recollect going to Ballarat
at a time when grog-selling of any kind
was a penal offence; when the police made
use of all their powers, legal and illegal,
to prevent any ardent spirits, any wine or
beer, being sold on the diggings; when
drays from Melbourne were habitually
stopped and searched, and, if the goods
included intoxicating drinks, unless it
could be shown that they were intended for
some licensed house beyond the diggingsand the onus probandi was placed upon
the draymen-the liquors were seized and
destroyed, the drays and goods thereon
were confiscated, and, in almost every
.case, the men were sent to gaol for longer
or shorter periods. I have seen, at Castlemaine, five or six hogsheads of spirits
taken by the police, the heads stove in,
and the liquor turned into the creek.
Nothing could be stricter, nothing could
be more arbitrary, nothing could be more
Mr. Levey.
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vigorous, than the attempt made by the
authorities in the early days of the goldfields, to prevent sly-grog selling. The Governor and the Colonial Secretary of that
day believed that, with the very small number of police under"their control, the large
number of persons from all parts of the
earth, who had gathered here to search
for gold, could not be kept in good order
unless the sale of all intoxicating drinks
was absolutely prohibited. The lamentable failure of those repressive measures
is familiar to all. The result of those
measures was not to stop drunkenness, but
to enhance the price of spirits. At the
very time that I have seen hogsheads of
brandy poured into Barker's-creek, brandy
has been sold on the gold-fields at 25s. to
30s. a bottle. The Iicensed public-house
nearest tc;> Castlemaine was that at Sawpitgully, now known as Elphinstone ; and the
licensed public-house nearest to Ballarat
was that at Buninyong. But was there
less drunkenness on those gold-fields then
than there is now ? I know that, as regularly as Saturday and Sunday carne round,
there were scenes of dunkenness and debauchery which almost beggar description.
Never before, and never since, have I
witnessed such scenes, although I have
paid frequent visits to the gold-fields, and
have resided in various parts of the world.
Although there were no licensed houses,
almost every storekeeper sold grog. A
man who, under ordinary" circumstances,
would never for a single moment dream
of violating the law, thought it neither
sin nor shame to violate the absurd law
which prohibited large assemblages of
men-assemblages amounting to 30,000
and 40,000 men, following the pursuit
of mining, and, therefore, exposed to all
the inclemencies of the weather-from
obtaining grog, in a legitimate manner.
After the first year or two the authorities,
finding that all attempts to prevent ardent
spirits reaching the gold-fields failed,
adopted a plan of allowing licensed houses
to be established; but, owing to the extensive accommodation required by the
Act, and to the expense of building, the
number opened was very limited. The
result was, that exactly the same state of
things which the Lord Provost of Edinburgh describes as existing in Edinburgh
this very year was brought about thirteen
years ago on Ballarat, Castlemaine, and
the other gold-fields. The few houses
which were established became scenes of
the most frightful disorder; the landlords,
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although, in many instances, most respect- a large trade in gin and beer. A late
able men, were powerless to stem the tor- honorable member for North Melbournerent of vice and immorality which set in. who, I believe, once contested with Mr.
The Eureka Hotel, for instance, became so Richard Heales for the presidency of the
notorious for the scenes of debauchery Temperance League, and who was, or, at
which took place in it, that the miners of all events, might have been, on the comBallarat burnt it down, and thereby com- mission of the peace-was one of these
menced that series of outrages which cul- traders. Being rather surprised to see a
minated in the melancholy loss of human man who had advocated teetotal principles
life in the attack on the Eureka stockade. in the House in such a position, I asked
By that time t.he authorities had come to him if he was not violating the law? He
the conclusion that to prevent the sale of replied-" It is no use talking about the
liquors on the gold-fields was an impos- law. The thing is an institution. If I
sibility, and that the better plan would be did not violate the law I could not carry
to license an inferior kind of public-house. on my business." It was to remedy this
The Itcence-fee was reduced, and the a~com state of affairs that the ex-Minister of
modation required was lessened, and about Justice introduced the present Act. That
1855 commenced the publicans' interest gentleman, after long consideration and
on the gold-fields. But sly-grog sell- . much observation, thought it would be beting-though the term is a misnomer, for ter to legalize a system which, perhaps,
there was nothing sly about it-became so has many disadvantages, rather than to
systematized that the regular police were continue that system without its being
unahle to cope" with it. As the honorable legalized. It does strike me as anomaand gallant member for West Melbourne lous that the Government which brought
is aware, the police, instead of pursuing in the present Publicans Act should, after
thieves and burglars, were' employed in so short an ~perience of the working of
endeavouring to suppress the sly-grog that measure-and, notwithstanding some
traffic; but their interference with what defects, it has been found on the whole to
was regarded as a regular trade made them work well-give a passive support to a
so unpopular, that their influence was dimin- Bill to set aside that measure. And what
ished, and well-disposed men were rapidly does this Hill propose to do P It proposes
leaguing themselves with thieves and ban- class legislation of the most offensive
ditti. The result was that the service was character-to make one law for the rich
handed over to officers called revenue de- and another for the poor. It proposes to
tectives; and, from that time, the autho- treat the working classes a~ if they were
rities gave up the attempt to pl'event sly- children. It proposes to put down the
grog selling, and the occupation became a beer-shops which supply these classes,
legitimatiz~d institution. About this time,
but it scarcely interferes with the taverns,
also, began the beer licences, which it is or with the wine and spirit merchants,
one of the objects of the Bill to put down. who supply the wealthy classes. I am
The miners, finding it impossible to work very much mistaken if the working
on the very bad water of the "gold-fields, classes do not resent this interference in
became enamoured of the so-called sugar matters wherein they no more go astray
beer, which was brewed at first by the than do their betters. Drunkenness is not
shantykeeper, and afterwards by brewers, the vice of the working man alone; we find
whose appliances were a little better. The men of position and education equally
hotelkeepers found at last that beer of a sinning; and to attempt to grapple with
tolerably good quality was being brewed; " the evil, by imposing restrictions on the
and, when the police were asked to put the working man alone, is little better than a
beer-shops down, they discovered that these farce. In the first place, beer-shops are to
places had taken such a root among the be abolished. Now, t.hough there may not
population that a crusade against them was be so much virtue in drinking beer as ill
impossible. It was not legislation which drinking tea, yet it is a great thing if we
created the beer licences, but the beer can wean a population like this from the
trade which created legislation. To such use of ardent spirits, and can create a taste
an extent did the system prevail, that, for light colonial wines and light colonial
three or four years ago, when Wood's beer instead.
Without considering the
Poin t was discovered, the road was oc- important interests involved, we gain a
cupied by shant.ykeepers. At every fifth' great moral end if we can do this. One of
or sixth mile there was a store, doing the most gratifying features presented by
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our customs statistics during the last few
years is the steady diminution which has
taken place in the consumption of ardent
spirits, and the steady iucrease which has
taken place in the consumption of colonial
wine and beer. (An Honorable Member
-"But there is the local distillation.")
The quantity of spirits legally distilled in
the colony is very small; and I do not suppose that illicit distillation is carried on to
any very large extent either, at all events not
in excess of what it was four or five years
ago. One of the effects of the Bill must be
to diminish this good result. Take any goldfield for instance. If we succeed in closing
beer-shops, do the promoters 9f the Bill
suppose that the miners will take to temperance beverages? All these reforms
must be of slow growth. Human nature'
cannot be a] tered at one blow. The man
who desires whiskey will obtain it, even
though a cordon be established round
the country. And then, apart from morality, let us consider the question of vested
interests. This House should be very
tender in dealing with interests it has
itself created. Premises ,have been built,
and capital has been largely invested in
these beer-shops; and is an enterprise like
this, which has done a vast amount of
good, to be imperiUed upon the mere ipse
dixit of a few clergymen, who fancy that
beer-houses increase the amount of drunk.
enness? No case, I submit, has been made
out to justify the abolition of an interest,
which was brought into being first by the
necessities of the country, and, subsequently,
by the legislation of Parliament. In the
mother country beer-houses are licensed,
because it was found that, unless they
were, the working classes would suffer an
injustice. Then an absurd interference is
proposed with regard to licensed houses.
The licence-fee is to be increased, and two
kinds of houses, which are to provide considerable accommodation, are to be licensed.
But what is to become of the public-houses,
built within the last few years, without .
this large accommodation? It is all very
well to say that the trade is injurious to a
large number of persons, but could not
the same be said of other interests? Oue
man may condemn the theatres as useless
-another may desire to supersede tea, in
favor of a mild decoction of some indigenous
plant, to the great advantage of colonial
industry-while another may object to the
extravagant use of wearing apparel, and
to men being driven into the Insolvency
Court by milliners' bills. There would be no
Mr. Leve!j.
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end to such legislation. Besides, are men
to be made virtuous by Act of Parliament?
Because some people are temperance ad vocates, are there to be no cakes and ale?
So far as I am aware, the beer-shops have
been as respectably conducted, and are as
open to the police, as the houses it seems
the object of the Bill to license. If a man,
speculating on the vices .of his fellow-men,
embarks in a calling which does not prove
remunerative, very little pity can be felt
for him; but, when an interest is suddenly
rendered illegal, such men have a claim for
sympathy, if not for compensation. I believe, indeed, that a man who, under the
provjsions of one Act of Parliament: commences an industry, which is interfered
with by another Act, has a common-law
right to compensation. I complain, therefore, that the action of the Bill will be to
elicit sympathy for persons who, in point
of fact, scarcely deserve it. As to heershops being too numerous, that is an evil
which would soon work its own cure. If
there are too many public-houses in Bourkestreet, the requirements of the sheriff's
officer will speedily cause them to close.
With regard to the grocer's licence, do
honorable members remember what took
place before that licence was granted? At
that time grocers could only obtain a wine
and spirit merchant's licence, allowing
them to sell quantities of not less than
two gallons, and the result was that there
was scarcely a grocer who did not violate
the law. ~ingle bottles could be procnred
as readily as they can be now, and whole
classes learned to treat the law with disrespect. If these things be tr~e, what is
the use of proceeding with the Bill? I
admit that many of its provisions are not
only useful, but also practicable. The
regulations th~tt applications for licences
shall be heard by a special magistrate, and
that there shall be no appeal from the
licensing benches to a bench far less able
to decide on the merits of the case, are
great reforms. Only the other day, an
applicant for a house in Bourke-street succeeded in obtaining a licence from the
general sessions, through the opposition,
which had been successful half a dozen
times before the city court, breaking down
on a mere technicality as to whom counsd should be instructed by. I am not
sure, however, that it is wise to take
away all discretion from the local justices,
who may be supposed to represent the
feeling of the inhabitants. I would llot
allow the bench to be packed; but I do
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not see why the special magistrate should here, he would do more service to the State
. not consult with.a certain number of the than he will by passing a dozen such Bills
justices. The provision that three-fourths as the present one. There need be no diffiof the inhabitants of any locality may vote culty about the matter. In half-an-hour a
against a licence is also objectionable. detective could seize twenty or thirty samPublic opinion differs so much that, while, ples, the possession of which should render
in some district:3, objectionable persons the publican liable to punishment. Men
might find no difficulty in obtaining the who have made this question the study of
requisite support, in others respectable their lives in England, and who have dehouses might go unlicensed. There is one clared their views to the committees of the
proposition in the Bill concerning which House of Comrpons, have arrived at the
I had great doubts, and that is the aboli- conclusion that the proper way to suppress
tion of dancing-places in connexion with drunkenness is to establish three things:
public-houses. It may be impossible to first, perfect free-trade in liquors; secondly,
put down casinos in places like Melbourne; a rigid police surveillance over all places
but, on the whole, I think that, despite a where liquor is sold; and, thirdly, a rigorfew cases of individual hardship, the provi- ous surveillance over the quality of the
sion will work well; for it cannot be de- liquors sold through the length and breadth
nied that vice and immorality have been of the land. Although there is a sort of
largely encouraged on the gold-fields by understanding that the Bill shall he read a
dancing-saloons being attached to public- second time, I would advise the honorable
houses. Revelations are continually made member who has charge of it to proceed
in the newspapers as to the practice of per- in a less ambitious manner, and not to go
sons hiring girls, ostensibly as barmaids on with a measure which 'cannot become
and servants, but really to serve as an at- law, and which may unduly protract the
traction in the dancing-saloon, and to lure session.
people to spend their money in intoxicating
Mr. VALE. -In the course of the debate,
drinks. While, therefore, I believe that complaint has been made, that the royal
many of the provisions of the Bill would commission was too much connected with
injuriously affect vested interests and im- persons interested in the extreme views
portant colonial industries, I am not alto- known as teetotal views. Now I desire
gether unfavorable to it. My opinion is, to remove that difficulty, by stating disthat the Bill, in its present shape, should tinctly that, at" the very commencement
not be proceeded with at the present time. of the proposition to inquire into this
A modified measure, which would abolish . subject, the total abstainers resolved not
dancing-saloons, and check the indiscrim- to take prominent action in the matter,
inate issue of licences, would do a vast and not to allow any commission to be
amount of good; while a Bill which, like open to the charge of being unduly comthe one before us, proposes a sweeping posed of persons of their way of thinkchange on very insufficient evidence, is not ing. The consequence was that only
likely to pass during the present session. one member of the commission held the
Even if the second reading be carried, the views to which I have alluded. We may
discussions in committee will be inter- assume, therefore, that the evidence was
minable. Moreover, one of the chief evils taken by gentlemen who were independent
of the existing system is scarcely touched of extreme views, and who would conduct
upon in the Bill. 'Whatever may be the their inquiries in a fair and impartial
evils of drunkenness, they are greatly spirit. For my part, I do not agree enheightened, if not exclusively caused, by tirely with the Bill. I hold extreme views,
the vile quality of the liquor retailed by as they are called, on this subject. I bethe publicans. A stringent watch over the lieve that, just in proportion as we make
quality of the liquors sold to the public drink easy of access, so will drunkenness
would do much to guard against disease become a predominant feature of the comand crime. For every man who loses his munity which grants those facilities. Such
life, or becomes an inmate of the Yarra has been the experience of the mother
Bend, through an excess in the use of country, from the period-a hundred years
liquors of a good quality, ten men are ago-when publicans made the attractive
destroyed by the vile poison now commonly announcement, "Dead drunk for twosold. If the honorable member for South pence, and clean straw for nothing."
Bourke would endeavour to introduce a sys- The experience of .the Madagascar mistem of supervision over the liquors sold sionaries, with a large population very
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far removed from barbarism, has been·
that the removal of the stringent laws
against the introduction of rum was the
commencement of an immense progression
in the vice of drunkenness. I will not
enter into the nice question as to the right
of a community to limit the practice of
drinking intoxicating liquors. It is sufficient for me to know that, if public opinion
be favorable to distinct and decideli legislative enactment on any. question of this
nature, public opinion will not be stayed
by distinctions as to what habits are vices
and what crimes. However nice may be the
argument that legislation to prevent drnnkenness is outside the ordinary functions of
government, yet we know that drunkenness, if not a crime, is the great accompaniment of crime; that comparatively few
crimes are committed the circumstances of
which do not accord with drunkenness;
and that public-houses are the centres of
all crimes in all countries. I say this with
no disrespect to the sellers of liquor as a
body. I know that many worthy and
estimable men have gone into the trade,
believing that they were doing what was
right and proper; but I believe that few
have retained that conviction; that few
have not felt that it was a pity they entered
into the business; and few have remained
in it long without a deterioration of their
own character and that of their families.
Many of the most respectable men engaged in the liquor traffic have frankly
admitted that such is their position, and
have stated that, if they could retire from it,
and enter some other occupation which
would gain them a livelihood, they would
do so with alacrity and pleasure. I am
certainly surprised at the peculiar position
taken by the commission in one matter,
and that is the attempt. to prohibit beer
licences, while colonial wine licences are
to be gqtnted at a nominal fee. I can see
no earthly reason why the producer of
colonial wine should be placed in this exceptional position, either on the ground
of encouraging a colonial production, or of
the one production being less injurious than
the other. The two commodities, beer and
wine, should be placed in the same position.
I am not fu,vorable to the consumption either
of wine or beer, but J cannot accept the
position that we should deal one way with
the one and another way with the other.
With regard to some of the remarks of the
honorable member for Normanby, I do not
think that it is either wise or truthful to
take the report of the commission as simply
Mr. Vale.
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an embodiment of the opinions of certain
ministers of religion. This House and
this country recognize the ministers of
religion as a body, worthy to take charge
of the morals and religion of the community, by making them a large annual
grant; and, though I dissent from that
action, yet gentlemen who do not should be
prepared to accord to ministers the position
and the influence to which such a recognition entitles them. The commission claims
attention to its recommendations, because
it has examined men of all opinions and of
all positions, and, not satisfied with such
evidence as could be obtained by oral examination, has taken the opinion of local
bodies, police magistrates, and others. The
gentlemen" who composed the commission
are entitled to all credit for their earnest
and energetic course of action, and for
their taking that course during the recess,
when many of their number might reasonably have indulged in a holiday. I will
allude to one or two of the facts they have
established. No honorable member will
assert that it is wise and prudent to con~
tinue a law under which, in some districts,
the houses for the sale of liquor number
one to every forty-seven of the population, while there are few cases in which
the proportion is not one to 150. These
figures show that the time for an inquiry has arrived. The honorable member for N ormanby asked why we should
deal with the question when the last legislation was only three years old; but, on
the other hand, the honorable gentleman
argued that interests had grown up under
the present Act so great in extent that
it would be unjust and dangerous to interfere with them. If the latter view of
the case be correct, then delay will only be
to increase the difficulties of the situation;
whereas, even if the Bill should not pass
-and I have no strong conviction that it
will, for I perceive that it will be met by
systematic delays rather than)ly outspoken opposition-a second reading, will
commit the House to a distinct expression
of-opinion in favour of a change. We are
told that the Bill proposes class legislation. The honorable member for N ormanby says that it is legislation against
the working classes, and in favour of the
rich; that it re.stricts the liberties of
the labouring population, while it does
not diminish the liberties of the rich.
The honorable member surely cannot have
paid any attention to the multitude of
petitions which have been presented to
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the House in favour of this Bill-such a
multitude as, I believe, were never before
presented to the House on any public question. Those petitions have been signed by
working men-and the meetings which
have been held on this question have been
attended by w?rking men-who are mainly
exposed to temptations by the multitude of
the drinking shops which have sprung up
under the Act passed three years ago.
These working men, who suffer from these
temptations, and whose sufferings entail
sufferings upon those who are dependent
upon them, ask us, in their sober moments,
not to sanction a legislative system which
exposes them to the temptations to which
they are exposed under the present" Wine,
Beer, and Spirits Sale Statute. As far as
I understand, the opposition to this Bill
does not come from the bulk of the population, but from those who are either interested in property, or deem themselves to
have the interests of property committed
to them. The cry of "class legislation" is
a mere parrot cry, utterly valueless. The
working classes are the persons who, in
the main, are interested in the passage of
a measure to limit the opportunities of purchasing intoxicating drinks, by confining
their sale, as far as possible, to those persons who may give the State a reasonable
'guarantee that they are fit to be entrusted
with the responsibility which must be in
the hands of any man who dispenses
beverages of that character. We have
been told that the beer licences have
diminished sly-grog selling. It is easy to
make that statement; but I think it will
be difficult to prove that beer-houses are
not, in the main, sly-grog shops-that they
are not public-houses with the worst concomitants. So far from beer-houses having
been the means of decreasing sly-grog
selling in this colony, they have given to
sly-grog sellers-in the sense of selling
spirits-a recognition by law, and a stand
in the community, and freed them from
much of the legal supervision to which
those who sold grog slyly or illicitly were
previously exposed. Somethi.ng has been
said by the honorable member for Normanby in relation to the growth of the
beer-shop interest in England. I believe
that largely responsible for the Beer-house
Act in England was the eminent Lord
Brougham. During the latter years of his
life, in his more calm and matured judgment, and certainly not with less capacity
than in his earlier years, Lord Brougham
has expressed, in terms most emphatic, the
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"regret he felt that ever his name was associated with a measure so disastrous to
the general interests of the community.
This being the case, I think that the
increase of beer-shops in this community
should be regarded with jealousy by all
who have really the good and the interest
of the community at heart. All that has
been said in relation to vested interests, in
connexion with this matter, is simply one
of those objections which have always met
every reform. You cannot assist any public
movement, or touch anything which interferes with anybody, or may possibly at
a future time interfere with somebody,
without being told that you are interfering
with vested interests. I am quite prepared to admit that a considerable amount
of capital has been invested in the establishment of breweries since the beer licence
was adopted; and I am prepared to admit,
that I would sooner the beer should be
made in the colony, with all the means of
supervision and inspection which are open
to us, than that it should be imported
from other countries, although the less
made and the less imported the more
satisfactory would it be to me. While
admitting this, however, I cannot understand the notion that vested interests have
grown up in relation to beer-houses.
HOllorable members who have travelled
through the country, and have seen the
character of the establishments known
as beer-houses, know that a very small
amount of vested interest would represent
a considerable number of them; and, just
in proportion as" these places are miserable
shanties, are they infamously connected
with all that is worst in the drinking customs of the community . You may go
through some of the bush roads leading
out or gold-fields districts, and find one or
more drinking places to every 100 or 150
of the population. What is the result?
That the by-country roads, in many of the
mining districts, are, at night, the scenes of
noise and revelry. The wood-carter comin"g
into town fJ'om his 42nd clause allotment,
sells his load of wood for 7 s. or 8s., and
theu, before he returns home, he is induced to enter one of these dens of infamy, to hoose away the earnings which
should be the comfort of those who are
dependent upon him for their livelihood.
These things are continually occurring;
and, in the interests of these men, who
themsel ves ask for this protection, the State
has a right to step in and say that they
shall, a,t least, have as much consideration
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shown them as those persons who grow- the appointment of a royal commission to
not wealthy--but more and more corrupt, inquire into this matter. The principle
and become worse and worse citizens, which, I believe, led to that appointby the very course of procedure they ment was the general recognition of a •
take for a living, which is at once wide-spread expression of public opinion
humiliating for themselves, demoralizing on the part of those who take an interest
to their fellow-men, and injurious to the in the moral and social welfare of the comtrue interests of the State. Apart from munity, that the results of th.e last Act
the nice distinction as to where leg'isla- have been unfavorable to that welfare.
tion on this subject should commence and The commission was composed of gentlewhere it should terminate (a question that, men free from any charge of fanatiI imagine, this House will not attempt cism, or of being unduly influenced by
nicely to criticise, for the simple reason .extreme views in relation to this question.
that the wisest have always been attempt- I may entertain extreme views on the subing to settle it, and always disputing ject; but, in dealing with this Bill, I am
among themselves), it is sufficient for me desirous of doing that which I sincerely
to know that the working classes are in- believe to be for the interest of the comterested in the limitation of the liquor munity. I am prepared to take action
traffic, and the bringing of it into bounds with a view to the protection of the classes
of absolute responsibility on the part of which have been most exposed to injury
those who carry it on. I was astonished under the existing liquor law. If the
to hear the honorable member for N 01'- result of the opposition to the measure in
manby so much denounce the dancing- committee should prevent its becoming law
houses in the gold-fields' towns. I think this session, I shall regret the fact; but,
the honorable member might have left at the same time, I shall feel that the disthe denunciation of those houses to gold- cussion will be of advantage. If the opfields' members, and contented himself position to the main and best principles of
with referring 10 the dancing-houses in the Bill be successful, it will be for those
Bourke-street. I venture to say that there outside, who believe in the measure, to
is one house in BOUT ke-street which pro- show that they really represent the force
bably does more injury to the morals of of public opinion on this subject. To the
Melbourne than all the dancing-shops on force of pu blic opinion, in a wise and pruany of the largest gold-fields do to the dent direction, I am sure this Parliament
whole of that community. I do not will always be glad to assent. I trust we
wish to say that Melbourne is less moral shall hear no more of the old, stale cry
than Ballarat, Sandhurst, or Castlemaine; which has always been raised in opposibut it is rather a strange thing for an tion to every attempted reform, the cry of
honorable member resident in Melbourne, "vested interests"; and I trust that we
to select, for the point of his argument, shall hear no more of the parrot-cry of
the gold-fields towns, and to forget Great "class legislation." Those who support
Bourke-street, through which he walks an amendment of the liquor law, do so in
day by day. I am quite content that the the interests of the bulk of the population,
honorable member should be opposed to who are the main customers of the drink
licences being granted to houses in con- traffic, and the very persons who are exnexion with which there are dancing- posed to the seductions of the establi::;hsaloons. Experience proves that such con- ments unwisely brought into existence by
nexion is most disastrous to those who, by the last Act. I shall support the second
their weakness and exposure to temptation, reading of the Bill, reserving a considerahave, perhaps, the most reason to claim tion of the details till the measure is in
consideration in any legislative measure on committee.
Cries of "Divide."
this subject. I think that vested interests
are very fairly dealt with; and I think
Mr. FARRELL.-I have received a
that there will be a desire to pass the letter from the borough council of Castlesecond reading of this measure as rapidly maine, in which they ask that the consias possible, in order that its various pro- deration of the Bill may be postponed
visions may be discussed in committee. I until they and the public are enabled to
have purposely avoided dealing with the examine its provisions. I believe the
spechtl matter of the various clauses. I House will be prepared to listen to an aphave sought rather to confine myself to the plication of that character. Within the
general principle of action which led to las~ few years the revenue derivable from
Mr. Vale.
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publicans' and other lfcence fees has been tion to object. There are other clauses
. transferred to the borough councils through- which render the holding of a licence most
out the colony, in lieu of a money endow- vexatious to the licensee. Amongst other
.. ment, which was previously granted them things, it is provided that the licensee
by Parliament; and the municipal bodies must not be absent from his licensed house
are entitled to have some opportunity of for more than twenty~eight days in a year.
examining a Bill of this nature. That The honorable member for South Bourke
they have not yet had time to examine the says that he wishes to see licences for
provisions of the Bill must be admitted by public-houses in the hands of respectable
any impartial member of the House. I men; but, by the adoption of such pro-agree with honorable members who have visions as his Bill contains, it is not likely
spoken in support of the Bill that great that respectable men will enter the trade
objections exist to the present Act, and at all. Great inconvenience will arise in
that great abuses have sprung up under it; districts outside boroughs, especially to the
but I believe that those abuses could be mining community, by the abolition of beer
remedied much better by a short Bill to licences. I think that beer licences ought
amend the existing Act, by abolishing to be issued in such districts. Many pernight licences, prohibiting dancing-saloons sons have expended considerable sums of
in connexion with public-houses, imposing money in the erection of premises used as
more stringent conditions as to the grant- beer-houses; and, moreover, it must
ing of licences, and placing public-houses not be forgotten that the brewing interest
under more strict police surveillance than is one of the most important manufacturing interests in the country.
Not
is the case at present.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-This is in only has a large amount of money been
invested in breweries, but those estabthe Bill.
Mr. F ARRELL.-I am aware that the lishments employ a large number of hands,
Bill proposes to accomplish this, and so far and the protection given to the manufacit shall have my support; but the Bill goes ture of colonial beer has been the means of
further. It contains a number of most retaining hundreds of thousands of pounds
objectionable clauses. The great objection in the colony which was formerly sent to
to the public-house Act known as the New England. I therefore think, on these
South Wales Act was, that it imposed irk- grounds and on grounds of public consome, vexatious, and humiliating restric- venience, that, when the Bill is in comtions upon the licensees. All the provisions mittee, it should be amended so as to
of that Act, and of a more stringent cha- provide for the continuance of the beer
racter, are contained in the Bill now before licence. As to the grocers' and confecthe House: It is my intention to oppose tioners' licences I am not prepared to exthose clauses which make the obtaining of press any opinion. During the time that
a licence a most irksome and vexatious the existing Act was under the considerproceeding. The Bill proposes that an ation of Parliament, reliable statistics were
applicant for a licence must give fourteen prepared, showing that the money invested
days' notice of his application to the clerk in public-house property in this colony
of petty sessions for the district, that he _was between £8,000,000 and £9,000,000.
must advertise the notice in some paper I have no hesitation in saying-and those
published in the district, and give fourteen who are connected with the trade will
days' notice to the town clerk and to the admit this to be the case-that the immepolice-officer in charge of the district. I diate effect of the passing of that Act was
think these provisions are wholly unneces- to reduce the value of public-house prosary. I believe that a clause in the exist- perty 50 per cent., or altogether about
ing Act amply meets the requirements £4,000,000 at one swoop. Under that
of the case, and all that it requires an Act, however, a number of men of small
applicant for a licence to do is to send means have invested from £300 to £500
notice of his application to the clerk each in the erection of a small class of
of the petty sessions for the district, to houses; and I have no hesitation in saying
post copies inside and outside the court- that, although these houses are smaller
house, and to insert the notice in some than those which existed prior to the passpaper circulating in the district. The ing of the Act, yet, in the aggregate, they
provision contained in this Bill as to how represent an amount equal to £8,000,000.
licences are to be obtained is the first of a This may appear an enormous sum to
number of clauses to which-it is my inten- those who are not acquainted with the
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number of these houses on the goldfields; but I think honorable members
will admit that it is a reason why the
House should take time for consideration
before it commits itself to a Bill which
will affect such a vast amount of property. If a short Bill of ten or a dozen
clauses, providing for the abolition of night
licences, and remedying other evils under
the existing Act, were introduced, I would
support it. If the Bill now before the
House passes its second reading, I hope
that, before it is proceeded with in committee, honorable members will, in compliance wit.h the request of the borough
council of Castlemaine, which, no doubt,
represents the feeling of other bodies, consent to postpone the measure to allow time
for its consideration.
Cries of "Divide."
Mr. LANGTON.-I think, sir, that the
Rouse is entitled, on the consideration of a
question of this magnitude, at least to take
some little pains in discussing it. I, for my
part, cannot exactly explain the excessive
anxiety which some honorable members
appear to entertain to get the Bill through
its second reading and into committee. It
appears to me that this is a measure which
is likely to affect the community to a very
considerable extent. It is designed to
remedy evils which are alleged by a large
section of the community to have been
encouraged by the existing state of the
law; therefore I think that we ought
at least to take pains to consider this
Bill before we give our assent to it.
I do not exactly understand what position
the Bill occupies. A measllre of this
kind was promised in His Excellency'S
speech at the opening of the session, and
a royal commission was appointed; but we
find that the measure which was thus pro- .
mised in His Excellency's speech, and
which is founded upon the recommendation of the commission, is now not introduced as a Government measure, but
brought in by a private member, and
without any explanation why that course
is adopted. It seems to me that on this, as
on several other subjects on which this
House is asked to legislate, there is a disposition, on the part of the Government,'
to abrogate their functions-to shift the
responsibility of introduciQg' measures from
their own to private shoulders. That may
be a very convenient arrangement for the
Government, but it is not a course which
is usually adopted under responsible government. All great measures which
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affect the community at large are, I believe, as a rule, both in England and in
-most other countries where responsible
government exists, taken charge of by mem- •
bel'S of the Government. I do not think
that a measure affecting the en'tire licensing
system-not making some slight changes
in the law, but affecting the entire licensing
system, affecting all' classes of licences,
and affecting the amount which shall be
paid to the revenue fol' the different classes
of licences-I do not think an instance can
be found of any such measure having been
introduced in the British Parliament by a
private member. But we have this measure before us; and we are told at the
outset, both in the report of the commission, and by the honorable member who
has charge of the Bill, that a great, necessity has arisen for a change in the law, and
that necessity is attributed to a vast increase of crime and demoralization. I find,
from their report, that considerable pains
were taken by the commission to obtain
evidence from different parts of the country
as to the effects upon the morality of the
community of the law, which has been in
force for the last three years, known as
Michie's' Single Bottle Act. The commission sent a series of questions to the police
magistrates, to the councils of boroughs
and shires, to road boards, and to superintendents of police throughout the country;
and from these parties they received reports, which are published at length i~ the
appendix to the commiss.ion's report. I
confess I was very much astonished to find
it stated in the report of the commission
that, during the last three or four years,
the offences J?lore immediately associated
in the minds of the public with the
licensing system":"'" misdemeanors, drunkenness, and other disorderly offences in
the street-had largely increased. I was
under the impression that such offences
had not increased; but that the community,
as a whole, were rather more temperate and
better behaved, and that there were fewer
instances of offences of this kind than in
former years. However, we have the statement in the report of the commission-and
the statement made by the honorable member who introduced the Bill, and who, I
presume, drew up the report-that there
has been a vast increase of crime and demoralization. The House will, perhaps,
be astonished to hear me say that the evidence taken by the commissioners not only
does not support this statement, but flatly
contradicts it-overwhelmingly contradicts
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it. (Mr. G. P. Smith-" Where ?") All
through it. There were thirty-five police
magistrates consulted. The second ques. tion which was addressed to them was,
whether there was an increase of crime
and disorder in their districts; and the
question was worded in, such a way as to
give the impression that it asked for information upon the point to which I have
already referred, namely, whether the class
of offences which are generally supposed
to be connected with public-houses had
increased under the Act. That was
the tone of the question. Of these
thirty-five police magistrates, thirty-one
said absolutely that there had been no increase of crime, or that there had been a
diminution; four of them said that there
had been some slight increase in their districts, and two out of the four attributed
the whole of the increase to the beer
licences. This is so far as the police
magistrates are concerned. Then, as to
the councils and other local bodies. Ninetysix municipal bodies were consulted, or,
rather, have expressed an opinion, for some
of them expressed no opinion on this particular point. Of this number no less
than sixty-nine say that there has been no
increase of crime and disorder in their
district, and twenty-seven say there has
been an increase. Of the superintendents
of police! twelve say that there. has been
no increase; seven say that there has been
an increase. Of the subordinates of the
police force there were only three consulted,
and they all say there has been no increase.
Out of 153 witnesses whom the commission
thus consulted, 115 say that there has been
no increase, or that there has been a diminution of crime, and only thirty-eight say
that there has been an increase. What I
object to is, that the House is asked to
legislate upon an important matter of this
kind upon sloppy, unreliable statements.
Whenever we legislate upon a subjectofthis
importance, we ought at least to have reliable data to go upon. The report also shows
that evidence was tendered and was in the
course of preparation when the report was
brought up, but which evidence has not
yet been laid on the table· of the House.
For instance, I think Mr. Superintendent
Lyttleton said he had in preparation full
statistics about drunkenness and disorder in
Melbourne, and that he would have them
ready in a few days. These statistics have
not yet been supplied, and no explanation
has been furnished why they have not been
laid on the table. I want to know why
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the House should be asked to legislate in
the dark? If this Bill is designed to meet
a state of circumstances which actually
does not exist-and that is the case if the
witnesses examined by the commission
are reliable-it seems to me to be a very
strong reason why the House should not
entertain it at all. Looking at the report
of ,the commission a little more closely,
I find many curious matters; I find that,
at one particular place, a particular sort of
licence is condemned. For example, I find
that the shire council of Colac say that
there has been an increase of crime and
disorder in their district, which they
attribute to the grocer's licence. How
many grocers' licences there may be in
that shire does not appear, although that
is the sort of information which the commission should have obtained for the
House. A gentleman, well acquainted
with Colac, informed me that the president
of the shire council is a publican, so that
the whole thing is explained at once-a
publican disapproves entirely of a grocer's
licence. I venture to say that many of
the reports furnished to the 'commission
are capable of a similar explanation. The
report from the shire council of MortIake
is rather a curious one. The council has
not given its opinion as a whole, but the
several opinions of the councillors are
given. Councillor Irving says that crime
and disorder have increased in the district,
and he attributes the increase to the
facilities afforded by the sale of single
bottles. The House will perceive that this
is a matter of fact, treated as if it were a
matter of opinion. The increase of crime
can be proved by statistics. The police
can supply the precise facts, which there
would be no possibility of disputing; but the
House is asked to legislate upon opinions
expressed by individuals, which receive
their colour and form entirely from the
prepossessions of the individual who expresses them. Councillor Hervey says,
"I am of opinion that neither crime nor
disorder has increased under the Act"; and
a third councillor- Councillor Pagansays he believes that crime and disorder
are "in statu quo." What can be the
value of evidence of this kind? Two
other councillors-one of whom, I believe,
is rather distinguished for his exertions
on behalf of the temperance cause,
which I do not wish to disparage in
the least- say that crime and disorder
have much increased. I think that the
House is entitled to complain of having
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placed before it a measure which professes
to be designed to remedy existing evilsto reduce the amount of crime, of drunkenness, and of disorder 9f every kindwithout having before it, at the same time,
reliable facts upon which to proceed. If
I turn to the evidence ~f other persons in
this report, I find that those who are most
competent to speak on the subject are of
the same opinion as the large majority of
the police magistrates, whose opinion, on
the whole, is the most reliable, because
they are more likely to make official statements, and, being constantly engaged in the
administration of justice, are more likely
to speak accurately than persons whose
opinions may be coloured by their own
particular views. The evidence which is
derived from this source is, with scarcely
an exception, in favour of the view that
the effect of the Single Bottle Act, which
it is now' proposed to repeal, has been to
reduce the amount of the crime and disorder which is generally supposed to be
connected with public-houses.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-Where do you
find it?
Mr. LANGTON.-Right through the
report. I have quoted already the opinion
of thirty-one police magistrates; and I
find that it is corroborated by persons
whose corroboration will very likely surprise some who are supporting this Bill.
For instance, the Rev. George Mackie,
whose support of this Bill is well-known,
was asked whether crime or disorder had
increased within his district since the present Act came into operation, and, if so,
to what provisions of the Act he attributed
such result? Mr. Mackie replied"Taking the results of my own observation
and experience in Victoria since my arrival here
in 1857, and taking my knowledge of it before
that time for a good many years, the first answer
I would give is to the effect that I think, upon
the whole, drunkenness has decreased very much.
My impres&ion is that there is an increase of
morality and orderliness among tl).e people as a
whole."

Mr. G. P. SMITH.-Read on.
Mr. LANGTON.- Mr. Mackie proceeds"My second answer is that, in regard to the
operation of the present Act, in allowing the one
bottle to be sold, it has been creative of what I
think I might call It new class of drunkards that
were not created by the previous system, that is,
the old public-house system; it has brought
about the possibility of introducing drink among
servant maids and the wives of our working
population."

If it is necessary to read any more, I will;
but I. wish to point out that, when the
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honorable member for South Bourke (Mr.
G. P. Smith) says there is a vast deal of
crime and demoralization, he means crime
and demoralization caused by the existing Act, which the police magistrates
deny has been caused by that Act, and
which the Rev. G.eorge Mackie does not
believe to exist, because the particular
sort of drunkenness which he says has in·creased is that which is alleged to be in
private houses, and about which the most
conflicting opinions are expressed in the
report of the commission. I regret exceedingly that we have not before us the
criminal statistics for 1866, although six
months of the present year have elapsed.
I think the commission should have had
those statistics before them; and, if
they had, perhaps the statistics would
have prevented them making the reckless statements they have made with
regard to the amount of crime and disorder
existing. Going back to 1862, I find that,
in that year, 10,774 persons were apprehended for drunkenness and disorder, out
of a population of 550,000; and, in 1865,
10,117 persons out of a population of
626,000. Now where is the increase of
crime? The fact is that all the evidence
is directly in the teeth of the statement
made in'the report, and of the statement
which the honorable member for South
Bourke has made, and upon the faith of
which he asks us to pass this Bill. In corroboration of this, I turn to the records of
the quantity of spirits which have paid
duty before and after the existing Act
came into operation. In 1863, before the
Act came into existence, when the population was 574,000, 1,008,690 gallons of
spirits, both imported spirits and spirits
made in the colony, paid duty; and, in
1866, the quantity which paid duty was
1,010,000, or only an increase of 10,000
gallons, while the population had increased
to 650,000. All these facts prove that
the ground upon which the honorable
member for South Bourke bases his argument, and the ground upon which this
report if.! based, is utterly unreliable. On
these unreliable statements-statements
which have not a shadow of foundationwe are asked to repeal the present
Act. I do not delly that it is possible
to amend the existing licensing system. I
believe that it can be amended. If I believed it could not be amended, I should
not support this Bill at all; but I am disposed to vote for the second reading of the
Bill, in order that some of the more flagrant
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evils of the licensing system may be
remedied. But it was perfectly unnecessary for this community to be represented
as being more immoral, more criminal, and
more drunken than it actually is, in order to
induce the House to pass a Bill for the
amendment of the present Act. I will
take the changes which the Bill proposes
to make in the order in which. they come.
It is proposed to abolish beer licences altogether. I am compelled to admit that the
almost universal testimony which was
given by the witnesses examined before
the commission was against beer licences.
They all say that these licences are granted
to a very much lower class of persons
than the holders of the publicans' licences,
that the trade is carried on in very much
worse buildings, and that the materials
dispensed are very inferior, and, in many
instances, of a deleterious character. I·
think that, on this evidence, the House is
warranted in doing away with beer licences;
but then I find myself in a difficulty, because, a little further on in the Bill, it is
proposed to issue colonial wine licences,
on payment of a fee of £2 per annum
in towns, and £1 per annum in the country
districts. The fee for a beer licence is £5.
The objection to the beer licences is that,
under cover. of those licences, wines and
spirits are sold in nearly every beer-house
in the colony. Now what I want to know
is this-if you are going to take colonial
wine under your patronage, and issue
these licences at one-fifth of the price of
beer licences, what guarantee will you
have that similar proceedings will not take
place in colonial wine-shops as have been
proved to take place in beer-houseswhat guarantee will you have that wines,
and spirits, and beer will not be ·sold just
as freely in wine-shops as they have been
in beer-shops? Whilst I desire, if possible, to put a stop to the demoralization
which appears to be traceable to these
beer licences, I cannot see my way to any
satisfactory conclusion at all; because I am
asked, on the one hand, to abolish beer
licences, and~ on the other, to assent to
colonial wine licences. Of course colonial
wine is regarded with very much less
aversion than foreign wines or spirits; it
is looked upon as a less injurious beverage,
and by many as a wholesome beverage.
An authority upon this subject has lately
expressed publicly an opinion that we shall
become, in the course of a few years, a jolly
wine-drinking people. In that hope I am disposed to join, but, at the same time, I cannot
VOL. 111.-5 M
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see my way outofthis difficulty. The manufacture of beer has been regarded by the
people of this colony as a legitimate industry. Very many persons who have no
sympathy with drinking, or with drinking
habits, have, nevertheless, spoken favorably of the imposition of a protective duty
on imported beer, for the express purpose
of encouraging the manufacture of beer in
this colony. It seems to me an extraordinary proposal to come from the same
quarter, that facilities for selling beer
should now be taken away, whilst, at the
the same time, facilities for the disposal of
colonial wine are to be given, which facilities, it seems to me, are far more likely
to be abused than are the facilities given
under the beer licences' clauses of the
present Act. I cannot understand how
this House, in justice to those who have
been encouraged by its protective legislation to invest their capital in brewe~ies,
can be justified in now passing a measure
which unquestionably will have the effect
of very much diminishing the consumption
of colonial-made beer. The report of the
commission tells us that very much of the
colonial beer is of very inferior qualitythat it is injurious to health; and I believe
one witness goes as far as to say that he
has had as many cases of delirium tremens
under his notice attributable to drinking
colonial beer as even to drinking ardent
spirits. I want to know whether the
House is going to make its legislation
consistent; or whether, on the one hand,
it is going to encourage, by protective
duties, the manufacture of beer, and, on
the other, to discourage the manufacture of
beer, by destroying facilities for the sale
of it? I do not suppose that any member
imagines that the mere change of the class
of licences, from affording the privilege of
selling beer, to affording the privilege of
selling colonial wine, will of itself alter the
character of these houses in the least. I
think everyone will be forced to the cOliclusion that the £1 licence for the sale of
colonial wine will be used as a cover for
the sale of beer and spirits, just as the
£5 licence for the sale of beer has been.
Therefore, as far as this report goes, I
confess that I do not know what to do
with regard to these two classes of licences.
It seems to me that the community is interested in encouraging the consumption of
colonial wine, because I believe colonial wine
is a beverage which persons are not so apt
to drink in excess as they are spirits,
bad wines, and beer which is doctored
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to suit the taste, and which often contains deleterious compounds. There is
very little inducement to adulterate colonial wine. It is a b,everage that persons are most likely to obtain in a
pure state; and I believe that a taste
for good, wholesome juice of the grape is
a taste not likely to lead to depravity and
immorality, which a taste for beer and
ardent spirits in' too many instances produces. On this part of the subject I confess myself completely in a difficulty. I
don't know what to do. I should like
Rome honorable member to show me how
I ought to act with a due regard to this
industry-the manufacture of beer-which
has been created partly under the fostering
care of the State, aud to the new and
rising industry of colonial wine manufacture, and, at the same time, with a due regard to the morality of the community. I
can't solve this problem with satisfaction
to myself; I hope that, before this Bill is
passed, some member will solve it for me.
In the next place, it is proposed altogether
to abolish night licences. I think the evidence on this point is tolerably clear; and
I should be disposed to act upon the suggestion made by all the inspectors of police
who were examined, that night licences
should be confined to cases where, in the
opinion of the licensing authority, the interests of the public required that a night
licence should be issued. ·One of the
police - I think it was Superintendent
Lyttleton - pointed out that it might be
desirable' to grant a night licence in the
neighbourhood of the wharfs, for the accommodation of persons arriving in Melbourne in the middle of the night. I think
that is one case in which night licences
might be granted. Again, many of the
gardeners attending the Eastern Market
are compelled to take their stand outside
the market at eleven or twelve o'clock at
night. This would be a sufficient reason
for granting night licences to one or two
trustworthy persons in that locality. A
modification of the Bill might be made in
this direction; but I admit that the indis·
criminate granting of night licences has
been productive of a vast amount of immorality and drunkenness. Then, sir, we
are asked to abolish the grocer's licence.
On this point I am utterly at variance
with the commission and their report.
The evidence on this point in the report,
as I have said, is very conflicting. There
is, I think, no direct evidence at all-there
is nothing beyond some general expressions
Mr. Langton.
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of opinion in several quarters-that the
grocer's licence has beeu productive of any
evils. On the other hand, there are opinions
in favour of the grocer's licence; and I will
just refer to one or two. Mr. Moody,
Chief Inspector of Distilleries, is asked
his opinion of the operation of the grocer's
licence. His reply is: "My experience of
the grocer's. licence is that it is beneficial."
Further on, he expresses the opinion that
there is less drinking in the country than
formerly. He is asked: "Do you consider
that the accommodation afforded by the
country pUblicans has been prejudiced by
the facilities which the grocers' licences
afford to competition'lin the trade?" He
replies : "No doubt of it; it has done some injury to
the publican. At the same time, my view of it
considers, not what injury it has done to the
publican, but what benefit the public have derived from it."
He is asked, "By giving them greater
facilities to sell liquor ?" The answer is"By their getting better liquor. I think the
grocers in town sell better liquor than the
public·houses."
Now anyone who has purchased wines and
spirits at the grocer's must endorse that
opinion. As a rule, the wines and spirits
sold by grocers are of a superior quality
to those sold by the average of publicans.
Mr. Moody is questioned further about the
evils alleged to result from these grocers'
licences. He is asked whether the case of
a woman, who has gone to the grocer's
shop and had a bottle of gin, and had it
put down as a pound of tea, or some other
grocery, has ever come under his notice?
His answer is"In the old time, before the grocers had
licences, it was very frequently done; in fact,
before they had the privilege of selling a bottle,
I believe almost every grocer in the suburbs
evaded the law in that way."
I find that opinion endorsed by nearly
every superintendent and inspector of
police examined by the commission. The
opinion of Mr. Moody, with regard to the
quality of the liquor, is also endorsed by
many of the witnesses. I find that Mr.
J. P. Smith gives some information, which
appears to be of a class eschewed by the
commission. The commission appeared
anxious-if they had before them a witness
disposed to deal with facts-to get away
from the facts, and arrive at a 'conclusion
as speedily as possible. Mr. Smith gives
most explicit evidence. He states that,
before Mr. Michie's Bill came into force,
there were 400 sly-grog shops in MelboU);:ne
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and the suburbs; and that, by the issue
of grocer's licences to 115 persons, these
400 sly-grog shops have been comp1etely
destroyed. Now this statement is not
contradicted in the report, nor is it dealt
with in any way. The commission could
have tested it by examining closely every
superintendent and inspector of police on
the point; but it does not appear to have
suggested itself to the commission that
this was the proper thing to do. If the
effect of the grocer's licence has been to
substitute for 400 illegal establishments
115 duly licensed establishments, I cannot
see how the grocer's licence can be pro·
ductive of any mischief. On the con·
trary, it appears to me that it must have
been productive of good. I find several
respectable grocers giving evidence to the
same effect. Mr. John Todd, of Fitzroy,
whose statement on this subject I should
say is as reliable as any statement con·
tained in the report, says"I see in the papers, and I have heard it
stated here to-day by Captain Standish, that
wives and children corne to a grocer's establishment and get spirits, and have it put down:to
other things. Now I, for one, have been in the
trade since 1853; I can only speak for myself;
but I have never, in one single instance, been
asked to do such a thing, and I think it is rather
too much when a statement is made of that
kind. There should be authority for it. There
may be exceptions, but it is not a general rule."
Another witness, Mr. J. A. Smith, in
reply to the question-Ie Do not you think
that the facilities for procuring wines and
spirits from the grocers have had a demostatesralizing effect upon the people
"No, I do not; and for this reason, that, before the passing of this Act, we used to sell
quite as many single bottles as we have done
since; from working men to members of the
Upper House we used to sell just as many, for
this reason, that we could not refuse our customers."
Another witness, Mr. T. Donaldson, is
asked whether the issue of grocers' licences
has not largely increased the consumption
of intoxicating liquors? His answer is~
"No, because it is only this-that it is now
done legally, while it was done illegally before."
I believe this is only a fair statement of
the case-a statement that is borne out
by the records of the Customs and Excise
department. We have reason to believe
that the consumption of spirituous and
fermented liquors has not increased, except
in the single instance of colonial beer As
far as other articles are concerned-as the
MiQister of Customs can tell us-the consumption has fallen off; and, therefore.
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we are forced to the conclusion that the
community is more temperate in 1867, after
the Wine, Beer, and Spirits Sale Statute
has been in force three years, than it was
before. And yet we are asked to abolish
the grocer's licence. Now I have a great
aversion to that proceeding. I see by the
report that one publican comes before the
commission with a bottle in his hand, that
bottle containing, as he informs the commission, a pint of beer, which he purchased
for twopence, at a grocer's shop, when
coming along. This sale of twopenny·
worth of beer, in an uncorked bottle, he
looks upon as one of the most horrible
offences which unlicensed humanity can be
guilty of. It is not my province to say
whether the Act of 1864 requires grocers
to sell beer, wines, and spirits in bottles
corked or uncorked; but I say that, so
long as people will send out their children
to purchase beer, the community is interested in enabling those children to
get what is wanted at the grocer's shop
instead of the public-house. The associations are far less demoralizing. And,
inasmuch as we have it in evidence that,
if not exactly this sort of thing, something very much like it, went on before
the Act passed, we are interested in seeing
that parents and children are not made
parties to an illegal proceeding. For my
part I see no crime in purchasing two
pennyworth of beer at a grocer's counter,
any more than in purchasing twopennyworth of grapes or cheese. I cannot help
coming to the conclusion that the drinking
habits of the British community are largely
attributable to the unwholesome patronage
and interference of the State in this matter. Any person who has been in France
must bear testimony to the 'superior sobriety
of the French people. I have been in
France, and I can say that it is a rare
thing to see in a French town-what one
cannot help seeing in every English town
-a number of drunken persons about the
streets at night. Drunkenness is not a
French crime. Whatever offences the
French may be guilty of, in morals or in
habits, drunkenness is not one of them.
A friend of mine, who was chief officer of
a vessel which had to lie at Bordeaux
some four weeks for cargo, has told me .
that, during that time, he did not see a
drunken man save once. He then saw a
man reeling in the distance, and he said,
" Here we are at last"; but, on closer inspection, he found that the man belonged to his own ship. That was the
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only man he saw drunk during a stay
of four weeks in the chief wine and
brandy port of France. On these grounds
I shall offer my most strenuous opposition to the abolition of the grocer's
licence. I think the facilities afforded to
the rich should also be afforded to the
poor, and that those who cannot afford
to purchase wine by the octave should
have the opportunity of purchasing wine
by the single bottle, at a shop where they
will not be annoyed by coming into contact
with a number of persons engaged in
drinking. I think also that the other fact
brought out in evidence-that the quality
of the article vended by the grocers is
superior to that vended by the average of
publicans-should induce us to paus~ before assenting to this proposition to abolish
the grocer's licence. I do not think it can
be contended that any very great amount of
the evils attributed to Mr. Michie's Bill can
be traced to the grocer's licence. I see,
by the evidence of Mr. Superintendent
Lyttleton, that there are, 'in Melbourne,
307 public-houses, and thirty-nine grocers
who have licences for the sale of liquors;
and is it not asking us too much to
believe that the licensing of these thirtynine grocers is more detrimental to the
public interest' than the existence of
307 public-houses? No one can believe
it. Possibly there are particular instances in which it can be shown
that the grocer's licence has been abused,
that facilities have been given for drinking, and' that' evils have resu,1ted in
consequence.
But the evidence informs us that grocers sold single bottles
before the Act came into force; and,
if the Act were repealed to-morrow, the
House would have no guarantee that
the same thing would not be done
again. I find, from Mr. Inspector Hare's
report to the commission, that there are,
in the Bourke police district, 184 general publicans' licences, seventy-two beer
licences, and only nineteen grocers' licences;
and yet the Bill proposes that the publicans' licences shall be perpetuated, and that
the grocers' licences, as the most objectionable, shall be altogether abolished. I don't
think there is either evidence or reason in
favour of such a proposal. There is one
matter dealt with in the Bill to which I
must refer; and I admit that I feel considerable difficulty in arri ving at a conclusion as to which is the best sort of legislation for the House to undertake with respect
to it. I refer to the subject of dancingMr. Langton.
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saloons in connexion with public-houses.
There can be no question that very great
evil results from these saloons; that to them
may be traced very many of the cases of
embezzlement by young men in offices,
who are in the habit of frequenting and
spending money at these places instead
of staying at home., But I am not sure
that any legislation on the subject will
have the effect of stopping the evil; and
that is just my difficulty. Suppose we
were to prohibit altogether these dancingsaloons in connexion with public-houses,
is there any guarantee that dancing-saloons
would be abolished? I think not. The
police are of opinion that private dancingsaloons, frequented by the same persons,
and attracting the same class of simpletons, would be established, and that there,
in private, and without the supervision of the police, the same proceedings
would be carried on as are now carried on
in licensed houses. I cannot help thinking
that there is some force in the recommendations of all the police officers (with the
exception of Superintendent Lyttleton)
that a heavy separate licence-fee should be
charged for these saloons, with a view of
keeping them under police supervision. If
the establishments are private, the police
have no right to enter at all, and it is
reasonable to conclude that the goings-on
in private will be of a much more demoralizing character than the proceedings
in places over which the police now exercise some sort of supervision. I don't
think, from the evidence in this report,
there is any reason to believe that the'effect
of these dancing-saloons is to lead to the
ruin of a number of young women. The
evidence goes quite in another direction.
Everyone of the police inspectors and constables examined states distinctly that he
has never seen at these places any wOmen
but notorious prostitutes. I admit that the
subject is a difficult, delicate, and very unpleasant one; but it is a subject which, in
this phase, is now before us; and possibly,
in some other phase, it will force itself on
our notice, and demand our attention,
whether we like it or not. I say that, inasmuch as these persons must have some
place in which to meet, the question for
the House to consider, in legislating with
regard to this subject, is-shall we legislate in such a way as to secure some sort
of police supervision over these places,
or shall we pass a law which will have the
effect of placing them altogether beyond
the observation of the police? These are
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the chief conclusions I have come to, after
a careful perusal of the report. But there
are one or two other matters which have
struck me. I find that the commission
called before them two analytical chemists
to give evidence as to the character of the
wine, beer, and spirits sold in the colony;
and I cannot help remarking that the way
in which that evidence is collected is of a
piece with the way in which the report is
drawn. . No pains whatever appear to
have been taken to secure a pretty full
examination, with a view to ascertain the
general quality of the wine, .beer, and
spirits sold throughout the colony. One
of these gentlemen (Mr. Johnson) is asked
whether he has examined any wine, beer,
and spirits. " Yes," he says, "I have had
forty samples sent to me." Now this Mr.
Johnson is the Government Analyst, and
for performing the duties of that important
office-the importance of which neither the
Government nor the House appear duly to
appreciate-he is in receipt of a salary of
only £300 a year. It is his duty to make
all analyses that may be necessary for
the administration of justice, and to
gi ve evidence in courts of justice. I
don't hesitate to say that, if such an
officer does his duty properly-if he is
ready at all times to make reliable
analyses in cases which come before the
courts, and if he is ready to give reliable
evidence-that would be more than sufficient to occupy the whole of his time,
and would be worth much more than the
£300 a year which this gentleman receives.
But it appears that, whenever there is an
inquiry of this kind, and in many other
cases, the practice is to send for this gentleman, and, instead of paying him as a
barrister would be paid for his opinion, or
a labourer for his work, it is expected that
he will make a reliable examination of the
different articles, and submit statements
upon which it may be wise for this House
to base legislation. I venture to say this
is an altogether improper and uneconomical
way of proceeding. Unless such a gentleman has timely warning as to what is
wanted, unless he is supplied with sufficient samples for a proper analysis, and
unless he is paid a sum sufficient to remunerate him, both for his time and the
materials which he uses in his examination, it is impossible to obtai~ any result
that can be relied upon. The other gentleman called is Mr. Kirkland, who is in
no hetter a position than Mr. Johnson.
Mr. Kirkland is in receipt of £100 a year
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as lecturer on chemistry at the University.
This House is interested in ascertaining
whether the spirituous drinks sold in the
colony are deleterious to the public health,
or it is not. If it is, then an inquiry of
this kind ought to be conducted in a proper
and effect.ive way, by competent persons,
who should be adequately remunerated.
Some of the facts brought out in this report
show clearly that one of the chief things
which it is the duty of the State to do at
the present time is to appoint, in connexion with some Government department, proper analytical chemists to examine
samples of liquors collected throughout the
colony. This done, it would be for this
House to pass some law which would inflict exemplary punishment on persons who
might be detected in selling deleterious
compounds. If that were carried out,
more good would be accomplished than
will be accomplished by the adoption of
any recommendation in the report, or any
provision in the Bill. The evidence given
before the commission proves clearly that
the chief injury to the health of the community is caused, not by the quantity, but
by the bad quality of the liquors consumed. I have no doubt at all that the
presellt licensing system is capable of
amendment; but I do not think that the
amendments suggested by the commission,
and em bodied in this Bill, are such as the
House ought to agree to.
Mr. JONES.-Mr. Speaker, I have, on
the part of the royal commission, to apologize to this House, and notably to the
honorable member for East Melbourne
(Mr. Langton) for the fact that the commission were unable to obtain evidence of
a class that would entitle their labours to
the gratitude of that honorable member.
The commission were obliged to be content, for the time, with doing their best.
I believe they did their utmost to obtain
They took all such
good evidence.
evidence as was offered. They did not
suppress any evidence ·that appeared likely
to throw light on the subject. But, inasmuch as the commission were not appointed
to create evidence, I do not see what the
honorable member for East Melbourne has
to complain of in this matter. With all
their shortcomings, the commission have
thrown a great deal more light on the
matter in debate this evening than the
honorable member for East Melbourne has
been able to do. The honorable member
was so anxious to find weak places in the
evidence obtained by the commission that
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he overlooked those points in the evidence
which were really valuable. Surely the
honorable member would not say that the
evidence on such a subject of Mr., Lyttleton, superintendent of police, should be
passed over altogether as without value?
In reply to the question-" Has crime or
disorder increased within your district
since the present Act came into operation ?"
Mr. Lyttleton says"I think disorder and crime have increased.
Drunkenness has too; but the drunkenness is not
so apparent as it might be, because publicans do
not turn drunken men out so soon as they did
under the old Act ; they keep them longer' in
the house. Drunkenness has increased in families
too, on account of the grocers' licences."
The witness is asked-" Have you had
evidence of that?" and his answer is"I have the best I could get, from the policeman going round. The summoning sergeant,
Sergeant O'Reilly, tells me he finds more halfdrunken women."
The next question is "What provisions of
the Act do you attribute those results to
more particularly?" and the reply is"The night licences, and the grocers'."
Mr. C. H. Nicolson, superintendent of
detective police, was also examined before
the commission. He says"The liquor has become very inferior in
quality, through the increase of public-houses,
and the effects of it upon persons exceeding
have been much more injurious apparently than
formerly. There has also been an increase in
crime generally throughout the colony, which I
attribute in a great measure to that.
"Have you figures to support that ?-Ycs. In
the year 1864-5 there is an· excess in the total
arrests of 2,065; there is, in arrests for drunkenness and disorder, an excess of 484; in larceny
there is an excess of 182; and in vagrancy
there is about 31.
"Is that for the colony ?-Yes, throughout the
colony. In drunkenness, I may mention this
peculiar fact, that there is a less number of arrests for drunkenness during 1865 than during
1864; and that I attribute to the fact that those
people are kept in the houses drinking, and are
not tumed out in the streets as they used to be.
"Do they keep them till they are nearly
sober ?-Yes, they do. They may keep them in
three days, and they .come out in a much worse
state.
"You have observed that ?-Yes; it is quite
remarkable what an effect it has upon the
people who get intoxicated in the public-houses
now, especially in those beer-taps.
"What opportunities have you of knowing
that the spirits now sold are much inferior to
the spirits sold formerly ?-I judge from what I
mention of the effects upon the persons, and
from tasting the stuff myself."
It has been said that the royal commission
ought not to have been content with the
evidence obtained from certain scientific
gentlemen who were asked to analyze cerMr. Jenes.
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tain intoxicating liquors which were submi tted to them. Now the commission
were quite content to receive the voluntary evidence of these gentlemen with
respect to such drinks as were submitted
to them; but they were so far from satisfied with the extent of the inquiry as to
submit the following recommendation"The commission are of opinion that the investigation should be pursued by the Government, in accordance with the recommendation of
these gentlemen, in order that the conditions
necessary for the production of wholesome
colonial beer may be ascertained, and that a
standard may be fixed by which it shall be possible to determine the fitness of spirituous or
fermented liquors for consumption."
Having disposed of the few points contained in the somewhat lengthy address of
the honorable member for East Melbourne,
I may, perhaps, be permitted to make a
few remarks regarding the Bill now before
the House. I am by no means inclined
to say that the Bill is one to which I could
give my unqualified assent. The Bill is
properly the Bill of the honorable member
for South Bourke (Mr. G. P. Smith). It
was never submitted to the commission,
and therefore never received their assent.
But, in the main, it embodies the recommendations of the commission, with some
few shortcomings, and, I think, with some
few additions. I shall support the second
reading, with the full intention to seek to
procure certain amendments in' committee.
That the law, as it stands at present, is in
need of amendment, has been admitted by
the honorable member for East Melbourne.
It is patent from the fact that the law
cannot be, or, at any rate, is not vindicated.
It is admitted that the provisions of the
present Act which require. that publichouses should be closed on the Sunday
are not observed; and it is in evidence
that, in very many cases, publicans do a
larger business during the Sunday than
on any other day in the week; and that,
in some cases, a larger business is done on
Sunday than on all the other days of the
week. Now there cannot be a doubt that
whenever this House passes a law which
cannot be vindicated, this House is acting
against public policy. The House should
carefully consider, not merely what is
theoretically desirable, but what is practically possible. And seeing that the law as
it now stands, from some defect either in
the law itself, or in our police regulations,
cannot be carried out, it becomes the duty
of the House to inquire whether it is the
law 01' the police-the Act or the adminis-
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tration of the Act-that is in fault. I believe the fault lies in the lack of efficient
police supervision. I believe that, if sufficient power were given to the police, the
law, even as it is, could be vindicated;
but when the Chief Secretary was asked,
a little time since, whether he would not
cause the law, as it now stands, to be vindicated, he told us that, possibly, in the
course of a few weeks, an Amending
Licensing Bill would be before us, and
that then would be the proper time to deal
with the matter. I trust the House will
now be prepared to say whether there
shall be Sunday trading in intoxicating
drinks. If it be necessary that there
should be Sunday trading in intoxicati.ng drinks, far better will it be for the
House openly and courageously to say so,
than to go in for an organized hypocrisy,·
declaring that the Sunday shall be kept
sacred, and, at the same time, allowing the
side 01' back door of the public-house to be
open, and a larger amount of business to
be done than may be possible on other days
of the week. For my part, I do not see
why Sunday trading should not be discontinued. I do not see why facilities should
be given for the sale of beer which are not
likewise given for the sale of beef. I do not
understand this peculiar desire on the part
of some legislators, and some public men,
"to give the poor man his beer." The
main agitation in favour of the amendment
of the existing law has originated and been
maintained by working men, many of
whom, I believe the majority of whom,
are not total abstainers-men who really
believe, when they are taking their beer,
that they are taking something that is good
for 'them. These men are content to do
without that article, which they believe to
be an article of necessity, on the Sunday.
This being so, I do not see any reason why
the colony should not give a fair trial to a
system which, professedly, it has upheld
for years. As far as the commission have
been able to push their inquiries, they have
found that the multiplication of houses
for the sale of intoxicating liquors, leading
. to a competition for customers, and resulting in a reduction of the price of drink,
has caused the production of a very much
lowel' kind of intoxicant. Evidence was
given before the commission to the effect
that the major portion of the samples of
gin and beer submitted for analysis contained not merely the ordinary alcoholic
stimulant, but also fusel oil in large quantities; and the several chemists ex.amined
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by the commission united in declaring that
fusel oil is about one of the worst kinds of
poison which can be taken by men who
suppose that they are taking the mere
alcoholic stimulant. Fusel oil deprives
men, in a short time, of the use of their
limbs, and leaves them in a state of stupefaction; in a much less time than ordinary
intoxicants, it produces delirium tremens
and" madness. Under these circumstances,
the commission were of opinion that strong
measures should be taken for securing a
full and efficient examination, by properly
appointed officers, from time to time, not
merely of the drinks offered for sale, but
of the premises in which such drinks are
prepared for sale. I believe, if such a
provision be adopted, it will result most
beneficially for the public at large. I have
a very strong objection to the continuance
of the grocer's licence. I would go further
than the royal commission recommended,
and further than this Bill pretends to go,
and I would say let the sale of intoxicating liquors be confined to the hotel-keeper
altogether. I do not see, while disabilities
are inflicted on the hotel-keeper-while
he is compelled to pay an extravagant
licence-fee, and to keep, for the accommodation of travellers, large and, to a certain
extent, well-built and commodious premises-that he should be brought into
immediate competition with the grocer,
who is not under police supervision, who
pays, or may pay, a less licence-fee, and
does not suffer any of the disabilities which
the publican is made to suffer. I think
that we should insist on a thorough and
complete police supervision of all licensed
premises, and that we should give to the
hotel-keeper the full privileges which may
be obtainable under his licence, even to a
monopoly in disposing of intoxicating
drinks. If we charge a licence-fee we
should give an equivalent. I don't see
why the grocer - any more than the
butcher, the shoemaker, or the tailorshould have special facility afforded him
for dealing in intoxicating liquors. I
think the privilege of dealing in intoxicating liquors should, in the public interest,
be circumscrib«?d as much as possible. I
would say let none but hotel-keepers deal
in intoxicating liquors; demand from them
the highest range of accomlllodation consistent with the public interest; and let
them not be exposed to the ruinous competition of certain cheap and nasty dealers,
who are now able to obtain licences of
every kind at a very small cost. There
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can be no doubt that the hotel-keeper
should be precluded from keeping dancingsaloons and concert-rooms continually
going on his premises, for the purpose
of entrapping the young and unwary
within the influence of the very worst
kind" of company, for the mere purpose of
multiplying drunkenness, in order to fill
his till. I think every member of this
House will admit that the multiplication of
casinos and concert-rooms in Bourke-street
is a disgrace to this city. Drunkenness is
so far increasing in this city-I say it with
all due respect to the honorable member
for East Melbourne-that it is necessary
for society to take especial care to limit
its ravages. I believe there are other
vices, besides drunkenness, which society
is prepared to grapple with; and it is nonsense to talk, as people are too apt to talk, of
interfering with the liberty of the subject,
when the liberty of the subject is, under
the present Act, so unceremoniously interfered with. Society has determined
that the sale of intoxicating liquors shall
not go untrammelled by the law; that
there shall be licence-fees demanded and
conditions imposed; and, that much having been conceded, it only remains for the
House to say what trammels, what licencefees, what conditions, will best assist society in keeping drunkenness within check.
Whenever this Bill is in committee I shall
consider it my duty to assist in remedying
some of its defects. Notably among its
defec~s is the want of a provision for the
issue of brewers' licences, and wine and
spirit merchants' licences. I suppose the
carrying on of those businesses will demand that some such licences shall be
issued, unless it be the benevolent intention of the introducer of the Bill
to allow wine and spirit merchants and
brewers to escape without their fa-ir
contribution to the revenue. I think,
with a very few alterations, such as the
committee will readily determine upon,
the Bill will command the sympathy
of this House and the country; and, when
it shall have been made workable, possibly the liquor traffic will be brought
upon such a basis as that society will not
again require to approach the . law, with
a view to its amendment, for many years
to come.
Mr. LEVI.-~r. Speaker, before the
question is put, I desire to offer some few
observations as to the reasons which will "
induce me to vote against the second reading of this Bill. I believe, with many"
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other honorable members, that it is necessary, if possible, to suppress a large amount
of the immorality which exists at the
present time; but I submit that that end
should be sought without interfering unjustly or unduly with the liberty of the
subject. Two of the proposals contained
in the measure are of such a restrietive
and prohibitory nature that I cannot help
pronouncing the Bill as one of the most
dangerous attempts at legislation ever
made in this country. I believe that the
large brewing interest, which has grown
up steadily, and now represents an enormous amount of capital, will be jeopardized, in a great measure, by some of
the provisions of the Bill. I object
to legislation which is calculated" to
annihilate industries which have grown
to great importance in this country. I
admit the immorality - the cases of
drunkenness and debauchery-to which
reference has been made; but I believe
that the present Jaw is sufficiently stringent
to meet the evil. I consider that the existing Act is capable of being administered
in such a way as to be sufficiently serviceable for all the purposes that are desired, and
to avoid the necessity for such a measure
as that now before the House. I regard
the Bill as framed in a spirit altogether at
variance with the right of the people of
this country to follow whatever avocation
they may feel disposed without interference
on the part of the State. For my own
part I cannot see why a man who is disposed to be a pUblican should not have the
privilege of going to the Revenue-office,
and there taking out his licence. Before
the present Act was called into existence,
complaints were made in all parts of the
country, of men holding respectable positions having to hang about the various
police-courts for the purpose of obtaining
licences, which might or might not be
granted to them, according to the caprice
of the magistrates who might be on the
bench. The result of these complaints was
8n alteration of the law which, I 12.elieve,
met with the approbation of the entire
community. And what is now proposed?
Why to transfer this power of granting
licences from a bench of magistrates to one
individual-to a stipendiary magistrate, or,
in the absence of such an officer, to an authorized justice of the peace or superintendent
of police. r conceive that, if the power is
to be vested in anyone man of' saying
whether an individual shall be permitted
to follow the occupation by" which he
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believes he is best able to obtain his living,
we may reasonably expect the introduction,
in a short time, of a measure which will
prohibit a person from smoking a cigar in
the street. Under this Bill, a man who
has invested his whole capital in his
business, who may have fitted up his house
in the best style, and furnished it in a
costly manner, may be entirely ruined,
simply because his house may not be constructed in a particular manner, may not
. contain a certain number of rooms of
certain dimensions, and may not have the
rooms divided-as provided by clause 18" by partitions of stone, brick, or plaster."
A provision of this kind will lead to the
closing of three-fourths of the public-houses
in up-country districts. The promoters of
the Bill must be well aware that it will be
a difficult thing to go outside Melbourne
or Geelong, and find an hotel with." not
less than ten rooms," each room measuring
"at least 12 feet by 10 feet, and 8§ feet
in height," and the rooms divided "by
partitions of stone, brick, or plaster." In
the matter of the notices to be served on
officials, to be published in newspapers, and
to be posted on the front of premises sought
to be licensed, the Bill requires a considerable increase as compared with the existing
Act. In fact, one object of the Bill appears to be to throw all possible obstacles
in the way of those who desire to take out
hotel licences. Another portion of the Bill
provides that public-houses of one class
shall be entirely closed .after ten o'clock.
Probably three or four persons in every
township will be fortunate enough to obtain
hotel licences, and will have the advantage
of keeping their houses 'open three or four
hours later, thereby creating a monopoly,
which it was the object of the present Act
to destroy. A more glaring case of injustice
could not be conceived. Taking the present
aspect of affairs in the colony, it must be admi~ted that, as regards commercial matters,
they are not so bright and cheerful as they
were three or four years ago. We find numerous shops and dwellings unoccupied
in the best parts of the city, and we are
now invited to assist in closing other
premises, and to prevent the occupiers following the calling for which nature, in all
probability, best fitted them. It is true
that evidence. has been taken regarding
alleged improprieties in connexion with
public-houses; but, oil. reference to the report, it will be seen that several heads of
the police department have expressed their
opinion that the c1o~ing of many of these
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places would be prejudicial to society.
On this point the report says" Closely allied with night licences, and equally
pregnant with mischief, are dancing and singing
saloons in connexion with public-houses. Some
members of the police force are of opinion that
such places should not be suppressed, because
they keep persons of bad character together, who
might otherwise commit still greater excesses.
But the commission have no sympathy with that
opinion. The recognition of vice and im rr: orality
is not within the policy of the law, and the argument altogether fails, if it can be shown that
dancing and singing saloons not only harbour
vicious persons, but create them."
Now I agree with the opinion expressed
by the superintendents. I ha"e also had
my attention directed to the views expressed by the members of the committee
of the House of Commons, who appear to
ha ve arrived at similar conclusions. We
have likewise the evidence of the Lord
Provost of Edinburgh that, in a country
which some people consider a model as
regards its efforts to prevent the licensing
of public-houses, out of 190 places where
liquor is sold, more than 100 are brothels.
The same result will follow here. If
scenes discreditable to the community
occur in open houses now, it is the
fault of those who are empowered to
interfere and who do not. The brewing interest which has grown up in
the colony, and which has almost totally
annihilated the importation of beer, is too
important to be dealt with as this measure
proposes, by the absolute withdrawal of
beer licences. Desirous as I am of introducing wine as the beverage of the people,
I admit that less intoxication takes place in
beer than in win'e and spirit drinking
countries. Beer, it appears, is likely to
take the place of wine in France, the
greatest of all wine-producing countries;
in Germany, where beer is largely consumed, there is very little drunkenness;
and breweries are even being established
in Egypt. On every side we see that the
use of beer is increasing. We are now
producing beer of a very superior description here. The honorable member for
Ballarat East scarcely did justice to the
facts of the case in his quotations from
the report of the commission as to the
analyses which the commission had made.
No doubt fusel oil is to be found, to a certain
extent, in all these liquors, though it can be
got rid of by a proper process during the
brewing. But, because it was present in
certain samples, it does not follow that it
was present in such quantities as to cause
the deleterious' effects mentioned by the
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honorable member. Besides, if a publican found that any liquor stupified his
customers, and so prevented their drinking,
he would see that he suffered a loss, and
he would soon cease to vend that particular
article. As to the petitions which have
been presented in favour of the Bill, it is
very easy to get up petitions in this
country, by the employment'of canvassers,
and no opportunity has been afforded the
country districts of sending counter petitions. The House has been, at all times,
very chary of inflicting such an injustice
on the community as it is now asked to
inflict. The various municipal councils
obtained from the House the proclamation
of their districts for the issue of beer
licences, and the working c) asses were then
placed in a position of getting the glass of
beer they were aceustomed to in the
mother country at a price which they regarded as satisfactory. They looked upon
this arrangement as a great boon, and it
has been left to the honorable member for
South Bourke to attempt to deprive
the most important class of the community, so far as numbers are concerned, of what they consider a boon.
The r-esult will be that, having increased
the cost of everything to the working
man, from the boots on his feet to the hat
on his head, we shall double the price of
his glass of beer, simply because a new
legislator, who desires to distinguish himself, has been sent into this Chamber. If
we put class against class, what disparity
do we see in appearance, or in ability to
work, between those who take a moderate
amount of drink and those who never
touch drink? Why, then, should men be
restricted from obtaining' what they require
at as low a price as they possibly can?
Men feel that legislation of this nature
interferes too much with their private
relations. Drunkards found. in public
places can be punished by the law as it
stands. In fact, the law, which even now
does not work so badly as is represented,
would work very satisfactorily if it were
put completely -into operation, and therefore I can see no necessity for its abolition.
With reference to colonial wines, it is
admitted that they contain 32 per cent. of
proof spirit, so that they must be of a
most intoxicating character. I cannot
understand, therefore, why every facility
should be given for the consumption of
colonial wines at the expense of an industry in which hundreds of thousands of
pounds have been invested. One of the
Mr. Levi.
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provisions of the Bill is that hotels shall
provide stabling for three horses. Now I
':Vould like the honorable member who has
charge of the measure to walk round the
town and see how this accommodation is to
be provided, where, in cases of large buildings and corner sites, every inch of ground
has been built upon. Yet it is left to the
discretion of the stipendiary magistrate to
refuse the licence in all these cases, absolutely and without appeal, and we know
that even stipend5ary magistrates have not
always been above favoritism. As regards
Sunday trading, no doubt that is a subject
open to considerable discussion. In London
and elsewhere permission is given to vend
liquors during certain hours of the day,
and that, I apprehend, is not an unreasonable concession.
Mr. BURTT.-Why not let butchers
send out meat?
Mr. LEVI.-Meat is sent out on Sundays, and necessarily so. In these cases
necessity knows no law. The Bill is conceived in a wrong spirit, and I trust that
the House will reject it on its second reading. I shall be prepared to record my
protest against it, for I object to its principles, and to think of altering them in committee is a farce. Numerous and influential petitions are being prepared against
the measure, and I think that an opportunity should be afforded for their presentation, and for allowing the opponents of
the Bill generally to show cause why it
should not be passed into law. Under
these circumstances, I move that the debate
be now adjourned.
Mr. BURROWES.-I rise to second
the motion. The Bill will affect a large
interest, and it is only right that the persons concerned in that interest should have
an opportunity of expressing their views.
Besides, the Bill was not put into the hands
of honorable members until the last few
days.
The House divided on the question of
adjournmentAyes
12
26
Noes

Majorit~e:iaillst the ••~djour~~ } 14 .
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

Burrowes,
Farrell,
Frazer,
Gillies,
Lalor,
Levey,
Levi,

Capt. MacMahon,
Mr. O'Grady,

" Whiteman.
Tellers.
Mr. Dyte,
" Orr.
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NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
'"

Balfour,
Bindon,
Burtt,
Cope,
Cunningham,
Davies,
Foott,
Francis,
H.Henty,
Higinbotham,
Macgregor,
McCaw,
McCulloch,
McKean,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

McLellan,
Plummer,
Reeves,
Richardson,
G. P. Smith,
F. L. Smyth,
Vale,
Verdon,
Watkins,
Wheeler.

Tellers.
Mr. Wilson,
" Jones.

Mr. WHITEMA~ moved that the
House do now adjourn.
After a discussion, in which Mr. G.
P. SMITH, Mr. GILLIES, Mr. FRAZER, Mr.
O'GRADY, Mr. MCCULLOCH, Mr. ORR,
Mr. JONES, Mr. BURTT, Mr. LALOR, Mr.
MACGREGOR, and Mr. WATKINS took part,
the motion was negatived.
Mr. ORR moved that the debate be now
adjourned.
The House dividedAyes
13
Noes
21
Majority against adjourning the} 8
.••
...
...
debate.
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Burrowes,
Dyte,
Farrell,
Frazer,
Gillies,
Lalor,
Levi,
McLellan,

Mr.
"
,"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Balfour,
Bindon,
Burtt,
Cope,
Cunningham,
Davies,
Foott,
Hanna,
Higinbotham,
Love,
Macgregor,
McCaw,

Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. O'Grady,
" Watkins.
Tellers.
Mr. Orr,
" Whiteman.
NOES.

Mr.
"
,,_
,.
"
"
"

McCulloch,
McKean,
Plummer,
Richardson,
G. P. Smith,
Vale,
Wilson.

Tellers.
Mr. Bowman,
" Jones.

Mr. DYTE moved that the House do
now adjourn. ,
Mr. G. P. SMITH said he would consent to the debate being adjourned until
the following night; but he objected to the
Bill being shelved, which appeared to be
the object of some honorable members who
wanted an adjournment.
Mr. Dyte's motion having been negatived,
Mr. BURTT moved that the debate be
now adjourned, which was agreed to.
The House adjourned at twelve o'clock.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Thursday, July 4, 1867.
Assent to Bills-Public Health Laws Amendment Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twelve
minutes past four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.'
ASSENT TO BILLS.
The Usher announced that His Excellency the Governor was approaching the
building. Immediately afterwards, His
Excellency and suite entered the ohamber.
The members of ~he Legislative Assembly having been summoned,
His EXCELLENCY gave his assent to the
following Bills1. Australian Alliance Assurance
Company's Bill.
2. Customs Duties Bill.
The members of the Legislative Assembly withdrew; and His Excellency then
retired from the chamber.
. PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
A message was received from the Legislative Assembly returning this Bill, and
stating that the Assembly had agreed to
the amendments of the Council in clauses 32
and 36 with further amendments.
The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration on Tuesday, July 9.
The Hon. J. P. FA WKNER commented on the insidious character of the
message, and notified that, on the following
Tuesday, he would move thJtt there be a
call of the House to consider the Assembly's amendments.
The House adjourned at half-past four
o'clock, until Tuesday, July 9.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, July 4, 1867.
Visit of the Governor-Assent to Bills-Water Supply-Mr.
Shadforth- Brandy Creek-Supply-Intestate EstatesBoard of Agriculture-Sheriffs-Mr. Willis's Case-Cole's
and Raleigh's Wharfs-Industrial Schools-Municipalities
Act Amendment Bill-Williamstown Railway.

The SPEAKER took the chair at a quarterpast four o'clock.
Immediately afterwards, the Serjeant-atArms announced that a messenger from
His Excellency the Governor was in attendance.
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The Usher of the Legislative Council
was then introduced with the customary
formalitiel!. He informed the Speaker
that His Excellency the Governor requested the attendance of members of the
House in the chamber of the Legislative
Council.
The SPEAKER, accompanied by the
members present, and attended by the
oflicers of the House, at once proceeded to
the chamber of the Legislative Council.
Returning in a few minutes,
The SPEAKER notified that the Governor had, in the presence of both Houses,
given assent to the Customs. Duties Bill
and the Australian Alliance Assurance
Company's Bill.

Echuca, Little Brighton, and Preston. Mr.
RICHARDSON presented a petition from
certain growers of and dealers in colonial
wine, praying for greater facilities for
the sale of colonial wine than were provided in the Bill. Petitions in opposition
to certain clauses of the Bill, and praying
for such amendments as were calculated to
afford greater protection to colonial industries, were presented by MI'. FRAZER, from
inhabitants of Majorca, Talbot, and Maryborough.
Petitions in favour of the erection, at
Wangaratta, of the Industrial Schools for
the Ovens district, were presented by Mr.
HANNA, from Eldorado; and by Mr. ORR,
from Jamieson.

LUNACY LAWS CONSOLIDATION
AND AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned by the Legislative Council, with a message intimating
that the Council still insisted on certain of
their amendments in the Bill, and that they
had made amendments consequential upon
the amendment made by the Assembly
on the Council's amendment in clause 18.
The message was ordered to be considered on Tuesday, July 9.

WATER SUPPLY.
Mr, KERFERD asked the Minister of
Mines if the expenditure of the loan of
£500,000 for water supply would make
the Coli ban and Geelong schemes reproductive; and, if not, what further sum
would be required?
Mr. MACG REGOR said the loan would
have been sufficient to make the works
mentioned reproductive, but for the amount
which had been devoted to preliminary
surveys and other purposes. To make
the two schemes reproductive, in the sense
intended by the honorable member for the
Ovens-in other words, to complete the
works, including the necessary reticulation
-a sum of £153,241 would be required
for the Coliban, and a sum of £38,000 for
the Geelong scheme, in addition to the
amounts already appropriated.

LAND SELECTIONS.
Mr. GRANT laid on the table, pursuant
to an order of the House, dated June 18,
a retUl'n of the lands selected under the
Land Acts of 1862 and 1865, showing the
amount of rent paid, the improvements on
each lot, the penalties recovered for non~
improvements, &c.
,PETITIONS.
Petitions favorable to provisions contained in the Public-houses Laws Consolidation and Amendment Bill were presented by Mr KERFERD, from Wesleyans
of Morse's Creek and Bright; by Mr.
CUNNINGHAM', from a public meeting of
the inhabitants of Geelong, and from the
" Self-Reliance" Tent of the Order of
Rechabites ; by Mr. H. HENTY, from the
inhabitants of Napoleon's and the surrounding district; by Mr. MACPHERSON, from
Wesleyans of Hamilton; by 1\11'. SNOWBALL,
from members of the Presbyterian Church,
St. Rilda; by Dr. El\1BLING, from thePrimitive Methodists worshipping in Vere-street,
Collingwood·; by Mr. G. P. SMITH, from
Wesleyans of Avoca, Brighton, Drummond,
Malmsbury, Kyneton, South Tylden, Little
Hampton, Spring Hill, Taradale, Oak~
leigh, Heidelberg, Alphington, Moorabbin, Wood's Point, Lauriston, Sandridge,

MR. R. W. SHADFORTH.
Mr. KERFERD called attention to a
statement in a local paper to the effect that
the Minister of Justice had appointed,
as police magistrate at Beechworth and
Yackandandah, Mr. Shadforth, a gentleman
not a warden, and without mining experience, .and asked if Mr. Shadforth had
been appointed to the office in question?
Personally, he had the highest respect for
Mr. Shadforth, and did not for a moment
question his fitness for the office of police
magistrate; but he questioned Mr. Shadforth's ability, from his want of mining
experience, to administer the Mining
Statute so well as a gentleman who had
been officially engaged for many years on
the gold fields, He also objected to the
union of the districts of Beechworth and
Yackandandah, because· they em braced an
arqa of country, to the whole of which one
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police magistrate and warden could not himself was paid by salary, and that the
attend.
fees received were exhausted in meeting
Mr. BINDON observed that Mr. Gaunt, the cost of country agencies.
after filling with efficiency the office of
Mr. MOORE called attenti&. to the
police magistrate and warden at Beech- fact that the Curator furnished to the
worth, had been removed at his own Audit Commissioners an annual balance
special request; and a person of equal ex- of accounts. He suggested that these
perience could not be obtained as his suc- balances should be made half-yearly.
Mr. BINDON observed that he had
cessor without appointing a gentleman who
was performing his duty remarkably well already made a similar suggestion to the
in another district, and who would regard Curator, who explained to him that, if
his removal to Beechworth as a species of this were done, the expenses of the depunishment. Under these circumstances, partment would be considerably increased.
he thought the reasonahle course was to . As it was, the .curator accounted to the
appoint Mr. Shadforth, who was a resident Treasurer weekly, of', at all events, monthly.
of the district, as warden at Beechworth. However, he would reconsider the matter,
Mr. Shadforth had been a police magistrate and, if the present arrangement could be
. for thirteen years, and it would be matter altered without considerable difficulty, it
for suprise if he could not fulfii the duties should be done.
of a warden. A person who, as a police
BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
magistrate, had to deal with the liberty of
the subject, was surely competent to settle
On the vote of £6,000 to the ~oard of
a dispute between two miners. At the Agriculture,
Mr. ORR said he understood that this
same time, he would undertake to reconsider his decision, if he found that Mr. vote had been postponed for the passage
Shadforth did not 'give satisfaction in the of the Board of Agriculture and Industries Bill, under which the money for this
district.
purpose could be laid out on a different
BRANDY CREEK.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH asked when the Go- system to that hitherto in force. As, howvernment intended to have a toll-bar placed ever, more than half of the year had gone,
at Brandy Creek, on the public track from and engagements on the faith of the vote
Melbourne to Sale? He explained that had been entered into, he presumed the
there were two tracks known, the one as money would have to be gr~nted in the
the new track, and the other as the old usual way. At the same time, he should
track; and it was believed that the erec- like to have some assurance from the Mintion of a toll-bar at the place named ister of Justice that the Bill would be
would have the effect of keeping mobs of proceeded with, instead of being shelved
cattle to the old track, and reserving the at the end of the session.
Mr. BINDON stated that he was anxious
new track for ordinary traffic.
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that the order that the Bill should be passed this session,
for the collection of tolls at Brandy Creek if possible.
Mr. G. V. SMITH expressed the
had passed the Executive Council; and
tenders for the erection of a toll-house had opinion that little or no practical good resulted from the vote to the Board of Agribeen invited.
culture. It would be better to expend the
SUPPLY.
The House went into Committe of Sup- money in the payment of lecturers to travel
ply, and proceeded with the consideration through the country and deliver lectures
of the items on the Estimates which had on agriculture and agricultural chemistry.
Mr. MOORE mentioned that a g'entlebeen postponed.
. The education vote (£161,618 6s. 8d.) man who 9ffered a premium for the cultivation of sugar-beet requested the Board
was passed without comment.
of Agriculture to suggest the localities in .
INTESTATE ESTATES.
which beet could be grown most advanOn the vote of £1,305, salaries and con- tageously, and the board coolly said that
tingencies in connexion with the depart- they would do so on condition that he paid
ment of the Curator of Estates of Deceased the expenses of a gentleman to visit the
localities. If this was the way in which
Persons,
Mr. McKEAN asked what became of the board encouraged industries which were
supposed to be under its care, very little
the fees charged by the Curator?
Mr. BINDON stated that the Curator advantage could be expected from it.
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Dr. EMBLING suggested that the vote
should be postponed sine die.
Mr. .MeCA W observed that about
£4,500 hld been already expended by the
different agricultural societies, in anticipation of the grants which would be made to
them by the Board of Agriculture out of
this vote.
Mr. JONES trusted the committee
would refuse the vote, unless the Government undertook to withhold the money
until a new board was established under
the Board of Agriculture 'and Industries
Bill. The board, as it at present existed, '
was a mere sham.
Mr. BINDON intimated that, if the
Board of Agriculture and Industries Bill
were passed in time, the vote would be
distributed by the new board. The fifth
clause of that Bill provided for lectures.
Mr. KERFERD thought that the vote
could be made more useful if distributed
by a clerk in the Treasury than if expended by the present board.
At the suggestion of Mr. MOORE,
Mr. VERDON made a note to the effect
that the payment of the money was to be
withheld pending the determination of the
Legislature on the Board of Agriculture
and Industries Bill.
In reply to Mr. RICHARDSON,
Mr. VERDON stated that, if the Bill
did not become law this session, the committee would have another opportunity of
expressing an opinion in reference to the
vote before the Appropriation Bill passed.
Mr. G. P. SMITH felt disposed to oppose
the vote, because he believed that agricultural societies were, in a great measure,
useless. He mentioned a case in which
the exhibitor of the barley to which the,
second prize was awarded at one of the
grain shows of the Port Phill~p Farmers'
Society, and whose sample was of the same
kind as the barley which took the first
prize, not only did not obtain the prize
awarded to him, but had his barley taken
away from the exhibition. The exhibitor
afterwards sued the secretary and treasurer
of the society for the value of the prize
and the value of his barley; but the defen~ants repudiated their liability, and the
plaintiff was non-suited: This was the
way in which agriculture was encouraged
by the Port Phillip Farmers' Society!
Mr. ORR believed that such cases were
very exceptional.
Mr. KERFERD said that, if the Board
of Agriculture and Industries Bill did not
become law this session, he would support a

Sheriffs.

proposition for distributing the vote pro rata
amongst the various agricultural societies.
After some further discussion, the vote
was passed.
SHERIFFS.
On the vote of £18,273 6s. 8d. for the
sheriffs of Geelong and other places (salaries
and contingencies),
Mr. VERDON reminded honorable members that this was postponed because some
members objected to a portion of the vote
being taken for six months. It was his
duty to inform the committee that the Attorney-General had not yet been able to
carry out a contemplated reduction in the
department, and therefore an additional
vote would have to be brought down for
the second six months of the year.
Mr. ORR desired some explanation as to
the principle upon which the Government
proposed to act in making reductions in
this department?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said it was the
intention of Government to submit a measure to Parliament to provide that police
magistrates might hold the office of sheriff;
but it could not be brought forward this
session.
Mr. LEVEY asked if the AttofneyGeneral thought that a sheriff could be
dispensed with in such places as Ballarat
and Castlemaine ?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM had no doubt
that, in one of those places, at all events,
the time of the sheriff was at present fully
occupied; but it was unnecessary to discuss
any of the proposed alterations until the
Bill was brought forward.
In reply to Mr. LONGMORE,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM stated that the
sheriff of Geelong held an appointment on
the Volunteer staff, but he only received
the salary of one office.
The vote was agreed to.
MR. WILLIS'S CLAIM.
The next vote asked for was £600 as
compensation to Mr. Willis, in consequence
of the loss of water-power to his mill by
the construction of the Y an Yean reservoir, the consideration of which had been
postponed from June 18.
Mr. JONES said that the evidence
taken by the board,·who recommended that
£600 should be paid "to Mr..Willis, had
been laid on the table; but only one member had yet had an opportunity of looking
at it. As several other members desired to
peruse it, he suggested that the vote should
be further postponed.
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Mr. LONGMORE characterized this
claim as an unmitigated swindle. He
understood that the members of the board
were not unanimous, but that the gentleman who represented the Government considered that Mr. Willis had not lost anything, and was not entitled to any compensation.
Mr. WATKINS submitted that, in
justice to the members of the board, the
case ought to be gone into before honorable
members alleged that it was a swindle.
He was perfectly willing that the matter
should be fully investigated.
Mr. LANGTON believed that the recommendation of the board was directly
at variance with the evidence.
Mr. BALFOUR had not the slightest
objection to the case being fully inquired
into-indeed he understood that the evidence would be printed-but he protested
against such rash statements as that the
recommendation of the board was a swindle
and directly contrary to the evidence.
Mr. SNODGRASS thought the committee ought to place confidence in the
integrity of the members of the board, and
pass the vote.
Mr. MOORE observed that the Surveyor-General (Mr. Ligar), who was the
only really professional member of the
board, and the only one perfectly disinterested, entirely dissented from the recommendation contained in the report. The
board consisted of the honorable member
for East Bourke (Mr. Balfour), the honorable member for Evelyn (Mr. Watkins),
Mr. Wilton, J.P., and the SurveyorGeneral. The latter gentleman appended
to the report a protest as strong as any·
protest could be. It was as follows"Independent of legal cl!1ims, I consider that
Mr. Willis has no cause whatever of complaint,
and that he was in quite as good a position during
the late dry season as he would have been had
the Yan Yean works never existed; and further,
Mr. Willis also neglected to keep the water-race
in proper repair. I also consider that, owing to
the drainage of the marshes (over which the
Plenty used to spread) back into the river,a larger
quantity of water is now available for motivepower at the Carome Mill on dry seasons than
there would have been had there been no such
drainage and no resorvoir constructed."

This protest was confirmed by the evidence
of the resident engineer.
Mr. WATKINS said the opposition to
the vote was to prevent this poor man
receiving proper compensation; or rather,
not him, but those who had lent money on
the property, for Mr. Willis would not
receive a penny.

4.J
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Mr. HARBISON considered that the
honorable member for East Bourke and
the honorable member for Evelyn were
very indiscreet in acting as m~mbers of
the board.
Several honorable members having suggested that the evidence should be printed,
Mr. VERDON stated that it would cost
about £30 to print the evidence; but he
was quite willing to postpone the vote in
order that the evidence might be printed,
if such was the desire of the commi ttee.
He thought that honorable members ought
to be satisfied in every particular before
voting the money, and that the opinion of
Mr. Ligar ought to receive every consideration.
The vote was then postponed, in order
that the evidence taken by the board might
be printed.
COLE'S AND RALEIGH'S WHARFS.
On the vote of £35,000 for the purchase <:>f Cole's and Raleigh's wharfs and
premises, adjourned from June 18,
Mr. LANGTON said that, after looking
through the papers connected with this
case, he did not think that the committee
could do anything but vote the money.
The valuations which were made fluctuated very much, the highest for Cole's
wharf being £30,000, and the lowest
£11,000. The sum asked for was the
the mean of all the valuations, the arbitrators having apparently struck an average. From the evidence of Mr. Morrah,
the land officer, it appeared that land in
King-street, Flinders-street, and Spencerstreet, had recently been sold at the rate
of £7,500 per acre. What had struck him
as peculiar was, that land occupied by Mr.
Williams, in the same neighbourhood as
the wharfs, should be put up at £100 per
acre while the Government were prepared
to pay over £17,000 for little more than an
acre, at Cole's wharf, and over £11,000 for
an acre and a quarter at Raleigh's. However, it did not follow that, because there
was a ridiculously low valuation in the one
case, there should be the same in the
other; and, under the circumstances, he
supposed the vote must pass.
Mr. MOORE urged upon the Government the necessity of exercising extreme
caution in alienating 1::md which it might
be necessary hereafter to resume. Here
was an instance in which £35,000 had to
be paid for the recovery of two acres.
Very recently three acres of land, within
a quarter of a mile of these wharfs, had
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been announced for sale, at the instance of
the lessee, on such conditions, with regard
to the' valuation for improvements, as
would have had the practical result of
giving the property to the lessee without
competition. Now, this land might be the
centre of the future dock accommodation
of the port, and, therefore, the Government
ought to give the committee not merely a
promise of temporary withdrawal, as they
had done, but a pledge of absolute and
final withdrawal.
Mr. JONES asked if the honorable
member for Crowlands was called in as a
valuator in t.his case, and whether he accepted a fee for his services; and, if so,
whether the law officers of the Crown had
not advised the honorable member to break
the provisions of the Officials in Parliament
Act? (Mr. Byrne-" No.") He believed
that the honorable member took a reduced
fee in consideration of the public service.
The CHAIRMAN ruled that the honorable member could not raise the question
he was discussing unless the vote included
the arbitration fees.
Mr. VERDON said that such was not
the case.
Mr. KERFERD suggested that the
honorable member for Crowlands should
say whether he did receive a fee or not.
Mr. BYRNE.-No.
The vote was agreed to.
OVENS INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.
On'the vote of £ 15,000 towards buildings and other works for reformatories or
industrial schools,
Mr. HANNA moved the insertion of a
direction that the site of the industrial
schools for the Ovens district should be at
Wangaratta. The board appoin ted by the
Government had reported in favour of
Wangaratta, and had stated that the best
site at Beechwol'th was one near the
lunatic asylum. Now, honorable members
would hardly desire that the children
should be placed in immediate proximity
to any such institution. If it was intended,
also, that the schools should be self-supporting, this end could be best attained at
Wang'aratta, where there was a rich chocolate soil to work upon. Moreover, building materials were on the ground. All
that could be said in favour of the Beechworth site was that it w·as on the top of a
hill; and that was scarcely such a consideration as would induce honorable members to set aside the report of the board of
inquiry.

Industrial Schools.

Mr. ORR said the Chief Secretary, at his
instance, gave a pledge, the previous session,
that, in consideration of the dissatisfaction
ex,pressed as to the Sunbury site, a professional board should be appointed to fix the
site for the Ovens district school. The
board was appointed, and a site at Wangaratta was recomme:r;tded. Subsequently
to that a paragra.ph appeared in the local
paper, stating that the Chief Secretary had
given a pledge to Mr. G. V. Smith, that
the report should be ignored, and that the
school should be erected at Beechworth.
Now, the necessity for the amendment
would be obviated if the Government would
state that they were prepared to adhere to
the report of the board. He objected to
the influence which had been brought
to bear on this question by a leading supporter of the Government, and an hon··
orable member sitting on the fi.'ont bench
of the Opposition. It would be an unfortunate thing, indeed, if the lives of 300 or
400 children were made the subject of a
game of battledore and shuttlecock, in the
lobbies, or of surreptitious pledges on the
part of the Chief Secretary to one of his
followers.
Mr. McCULLOCH denied that he had
given any pledge on the subject. When
the honorable member who had last spoken
asked him privately to appoint a board; he
had consented to do so; and it was true
that the board had reported in favour of
Wangaratta. 'Further information, however, had shown him that Wangaratta was
not so healthy a place as Beechworth ; and,
bearing in mind that, last year, the House
had expressed a strong opinion, in the case
of the Ballarat school, that these institutions should be placed in the neighbourhood oflarge townships, where people could
visit and inspect them-a course which,
after mature consideration, he thought the
wisest to adopt-he had decided in favour
of Beechworth. Besides, all the charitable
institutions of the district were at Beechworth, and the school would get the benefit
of the attendance of the medical officers
of those institutions. He did not wish to
favour either Beechworth or Wangaratta,
but to place the school in the most advantageous position.
Mr. KERFERD said that, as reference
had been made to him, he must distinctly
deny that he had canvassed for votes. He
was content to let honorable members decide on the merits of the case. Beechworth was the more healthy site of the,
two, its elevation of 1,200 feet above the
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months past-memorials signed by certain
clergymen and a number of other selfappointed individuals? Had the slightest
hint been given that the question was to
be fought out on the floor of the House,
he could have produced a bagfull of such
documents from half a dozen townships,
which were prepared to contend tooth-andnail for the school. His experience of
Beechworth was that it was no heal t.hier
than Wangaratta. In fact, ophthalmia
was more prevalent there than anywhere
else in the district; scientific men would
admit that the quantity of light-coloured
rock about the place was eminently favorable to the propagation of the disease.
Mention had been made of the elevation
of Beechwol'th, but nothing had been
said us to how much higher Wangaratta
was situated than Melbourne was. (Mr.
G. V. Smith-"It is' 650 feet above the
level of the sea.") As to the Beechworth
petitions, no sooner were they presented
than a dozen and a half of counter-petitions
were sent in from all parts of the district.
With regard to the school being placed in
"We have the honour to report that., in coma
central position, it was certain that, if
pliance with your instructions, we have visited
certain sites for the pr9posed industrial school the people of Jamieson and Wood's Point
in the Ovens district. The Mayor of Beechworth had known that the matter was undecided,
pointed out such as were suggested near Beech- they would have warmly protested against
worth, and the Mayor of Wangaratta such as
were suggested in that neighbourhood. The best the school being taken further on the main
Sydney-road than Wangaratta.
As to
of the sites at Beechworth is one near to that
of the new lunatic asylum. It is well and medical superintendence, no doubt the
healthily situated, and, if the selection were
various Government institutions were at
limited to Beechworth, we should recommend it
Beechworth, which was, in fact, supported
to your favorable consideration. But one of those
at Wangaratta-namely, the police paddock- by Government money; but there were
has such additional ad vantages to that of Beech- several doctors at Wangaratta, whose serworth, that we all agree in advising that it ~e vices would be available. The whole thing
selected for the proposed buildings. The only was preposterous; there was no reason
disadvantage is, that it is not so extensive as
why the report of the board should be
might be desired, containing only about 125 acres.
Still, as all the land is of excellent quality, we set aside.
The Chief Secretary denied
think it will be sufficient for the purposes. Its
giving any pledge on the subject; but
advantages over Beechworth consist in its being could he explain how it was that the local
more accessible from the town-the quality of
the soil-the unusual facilities for obtaining paper had stated, over and orer again, that
water (for it is bounded by the river King), the school would be at Beechworth, and that
besides good water being obtained by sinking to a
nowit appeared that such was to be the ca!'e?
very short distance. It has also the most imMr. McCULLOCH repeated his denial.
portant advantage of being so situated that the
He mentioned, also, that the gl'eater part of
cost of the buildings themselves will be less
the children from the Ovens district came
by a very considerable percentage than they
would be at Beechworth; and further, that the
fi'om the neighbourhood of Beechworth.
cost of maintenance of the inmates will also be Very few came from the Wangaratta
considerably less; while the healthiness of the
district.
two situations is about equal. On these grounds
Dr. EMBLING reviewed the circumwe respectfully recommend that the paddock at
Wangaratta, at present occupied by the police
stances which led him to suppose that
horses, be selected for the site of the industrial Beechworth was the healthier site. Under
school!! for the Ovens district."
that impression,· he would support the
Now, he asked if a report of that emphatic Government proposition.
character was not worth a thousand such
Mr. LEVEY contended that, as a promemorials as those the members for the fessional board had been appointed, its
Ovens had been tra.ding on for some decision ought to be regarded as final.
level of the sea giving it a more moderate
climate. Almost all the cases of blight
received into the Beechworth institutions
came from Wangaratta. Moreover, the
Beechworth contractors were in the habit
of building. at Wangaratta, and they could
do the work 20 per cent. cheaper at
Beechworth. Memorials from the principal towns in the district had been presented in favour of Beechworth, and, in
fact, the whole popUlation of which that
place was the centre was in favour of the
institution being established there.
Mr. ORR referred to Hansard to show
that the Chief Secretnry had publicly stated
that, for the future, he would hold the
inspector responsiLle for the sites of the
schools. The honorable gentleman had so
far carried out his promise as to send Mr.
Wardell, the Inspector-General of Public
Works; D,,, Paley, the Superintendent of
the Yarra Bend Asylum; and Mr. Duncan,
the Inspector of the Industrial Schools,
to report on the site of the school for the
Ovens district. These gentlemen said-
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Mr. O'GRADY commented on the readiness with which the Government had
adopted the report of the board on Mr.
Willis's claim, and the equal i'eadiness
with which they had set aside the report
of the board in the present. instance. The
weight of the evidence before honorable
members was in favour of ",,"angaratta.
Mr. G. V. SMITH said that, if the
weight of the evidence was in favour of
"Vangaratta, he trusted that the school
y,"ould be erected there. But, when he
nrst heard of the matter, through an application from Chiltern, he replied that the
school ought not to be at Chiltem, which
lay too low; and that, if such an institution was to be established anywhere, it
should be at Beechworth; becarise, in the
nl'st place, Beechworth was the most
healthy site, and, in the second place,
becam;e there was a large staff of officials
there to supervise the establishment. As to
Wangaratta, did honorable members believe
that a site only 650 feet above the level of
the SCft, on a dead low Bat close to the
King river, was a proper place to crowd a
number of children together? Could they
be exp8cted to escape low fever and ophthalmia? and, in such a case, would not
honorable members be criminally re:-ponsible for their selection? The children
would be buried alive there. With reference to the report of the board, he was
aware that one gentleman signed it, under
the impression that the building could be
erected much more cheaply at Wangaratta
than at Beechworth; but it was not so.
(Mr. Orr - " Who says it is not?"~
Every contractor knew it; in fact, t.here
was 110 stone and no timber at \Vangaratta. The board stated that the
Wangaratta site contained 125 acres, but
half of it was low Bats, on which there
was stagnant water all the year round.
That there were unusual facilities for obtaining water was very true, for at present a well could be got by sinking a foot
deep. On the other hand, Beechworth
possessed the best sort of water, owing to
the granite formation of the district. I.!ooking down the report, he saw that there was
sea.'cely a single statement in it which was
correct, 'rIle fact that it stated that the
healthiness of the two situations was about
equal, when the elevation of the one was
1,200 fGet, and 'of thp, other only 650 feet,
showed what the report was worth. He denied also that he had canvassed for votes.
He had felt satisfied t.hat the schools would
be erected at Beechworth, because he was
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sure the House could come to no other
decision. The Chief Secretary, however,
had given him no satisfaction on the subject, though he had been confident that the
evidence submitted must have removed the
honorable gentleman's objections.
Mr, SNODGRASS considered that a
better site could not be selected for an
industrial school than that at Wangaratta.
He said this from personal knowledge of the
locali ty. Wangaratta was better adapted
for such an institution than Beechworth, in
that it was more central, and nearer to
Melbourne.
Mr. BALFOUR said, after the report
of the three gentlemen who were appointed
to consider the question of site, he was inclined to vote that the industrial school
should be at Wangaratta. At the sa.me
time, he must enter his protest against
honorable members seeking to strengthen
their arguments by imputing improper and
dishonest motives to members of the Government, and especially after the statement of the Chief Secretary, that he came
to a conclusion adverse to the views of the
Board because he received other information subseqnently.
Mr. GILLIES submitted that the only
evidence with which the committee had to
deal was the report of the board. If the
Government had in their possession information from other sources in favour of
erecting this building at Beeehworth, they
ought to place that evidence before the committee. If any doubt prevailed as to the
Iocality for the building, let another commission be appointed to inquire into the
matter. In his opinion, the Government
hfl,d offered a gross i~sult to the gentlemen
whom they thought competent to settle the
question, in quietly ignoring their report
and adopting another recommendation. It
appeared that the Chief Secretary decided
in favour of Beechworth because of its
larger population, and its having residents
likely to take an interest in the industrial
schools, and to visit them. But that view
must have presented itself to the honorable
gentleman's mind before he appointed the
board. As to the question of health, if
the Wangaratta site was as unhealt.hyas
the honorable member for the Ovens (~lr.
G. V. Smith) had represented, Dr Paley
ought to have ascertained the fact, alld
reported accordingly.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he desired to
give the committee every possible information on the subject. He believed that
the chief reason which induced the board
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to recomIilenu Wangaratta was, that the
industrial schools would cost less if built
there than if built at Beechworth. But,
if the schools were established at Wangaratta, the bulk of the children would come
from Beechworth. That fact influenced
him, more than any other, in coming to a
conclusion in favour of Beechworth. There
was also the other fact that, resident about
Beechworth, were a number of gentlemen
who took a deep interest in charitable institutions. And industrial schools in remote
localities could only be properly managed
by gentlemen of the district taking an interest in them, and visiting them. If honorable members desired that such establishments should be removed from centres of
population, they could decide that question
without further investigation. He trusted
there would be no more delay in coming to
a decision. If there was, the matter must
be postponed until next session.
Mr. BYRNE observed that he knew
nothing of Wangaratta or Beechworth,
and the arguments of the honorable members repre~enting the rival districts would
have placed him in a difficulty in deciding
on the question, were it not for the report
of the gentlemen who were appointed to
consider the question of site. Those gentlemen were· fully competent to discharge
the duties with which they were entrusted;
they recommended Wangaratta; and for
Wangaratta he should vote.
Sir F. MURPHY said, as he was connected with the Murray district for some
seventeen or eighteen' years, he might
perhaps be permitted to offer a few observations upon this subject. W.ith regard
to the matter of health, he believed there
was no difference between Wangaratta and
Beechworth. So far as he knew, the two
places were equally healthy, both for
children and adults. In all other respects,
he thought Wangarattahad the advantage.
It was an agricultural.district, it was more
central, and Melbourne was more accessible
from "Vangaratta than from Beechworth.
'With regard to supervi::;ion, there were, in
the neighbourhood of Wangaratta, persons
as intelligent, and as competent to pronounce an opinion as to the care and treatment of children, as could be found in
Beech worth.
Mr. JONES thought, after the evidence just given, by a thoroughly disinterested witness, that there was very
little difference between Wangaratta and
BeechwOJ>th on the score of health, the
a.rgument addressed to the HOllse by the
5N2
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Minister of Public Works, before he was a
ministc;lr, that industrial schools should be
within the range of large centres of population, must induce honorable members
to vote in favour of Beechworth.
Mr. ORR remarked that, taking a radius
of half a mile from the centre of each town,
there would no doubt be a great difference
of population in favour of Beech worth; but
extend the radius to fou'r miles,. and the
difference would be in favour of Wangaratta;
therefore he thought the argument, with
respect to population, fell to the ground.
With regard to the point mentioned by the
Chief Secretary, that the great bulk of the
children came from Beechworth, he had to
observe that destitute children from all the
surrounding districts were sent to Beechworth, and there kept in the gaol until
they could be forwarded to ~elbourne.
Mr. VALE said one reason why Beechworth should be selected was that that
place had a lunatic asylum, and the medical
staff of that institution could be made
available in connexion with the industrial
schools. He believed that buildings could
be constructed as cheaply at one place as
the other; and he could not understand
why provisions should be any dearer. Certainly the Beechworth site had one advantage: it was not so fruitful of mosquitoes as the site at 'Yangaratta.
Mr. LEVEY asked whether the Government contemplated erecting industrial
schools in other parts of the country?
Mr. VALE observed that, probably, the
Beechworth school would be the only
building undertaken this year. In the
course of a few months, the Ballarat school
\vould be open, and the ship expected from
England would also afford industrial school
accommodation. The Government intended,
as soon as the necessity arose, to build a school
in the Western district. They would prefer
this course to enlarging existing schools.
Mr. BOWMAN said he was acquainted
with both Wangaratta and Beechworth,
and he knew for a fact that provisions
were cheaper at the former than at the
latter place; one reason for which was that
Wangarntta was the centre of an agricultural district. Wangaratta was twentysix miles nearer Melbourne than Beechworth, and this distance was saved on the
worst ro~d in the Qolony. Another recommendation in favour of Wangaratta wa:;;,
that its population had been gradually
increasing during the last five or six year~,
while that of, Beechworth had been decreasing.
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Mr. DAVIES observed that he had had
The vote, tvith the' words added, was
correspondence with local residents on this then agreed to.
subject, and he was satisfied that he was
Progress was thereupon reported.
doing right in voting for Wangaratta.
MUNICIPALITIES ACT AMENDMr. HARBISON said the primary conMENT BILL.
sideration with the committee should be
The House went into committee for the
the healthfulness of the site. He believed
Beechworth, from being more elevated, further consideration of this Bill.
On clause 156, empowering the borough
was more healthy than Wangaratta, and
council to appoint auditors (the discussion
therefore he should vote for Beechworth.
Mr. McLELLAN submitted that, as the on which commenced on June 27),
Mr. MACPHERSON proposed, as an
country had made so many mistakes with
regard to the form and character of its amendment, that the auditors should be
public buildings, as well as the situation elected by the ratepayers, and that the
of those buildings, the committee should election should take place at the time of
be guided in this matter by the professional the annual election of councillors.
Mr. McKEAN thought the power of
men whose report was before them.
Mr. DYTE said he should vote for appointing auditors should be vested in the
Beechworth, because the only professional Governor in Council. If this could not be
opinion he had heard in the course of the done, he would support the amendment.
discussion-that of Dr. Embling-was that Under any circumstances, he considered
that the auditors should be proper proBeech worth was the more eligible si teo
Mr. McCAW advocated Wangaratta, for fessional persons.
Mr. DYTE opposed the amendment on
the reason that it was central, that it was
an agricultural district, and that its popu- the ground that it would necessitate alteralation was fixed; whereas Beechworth was tions in other parts of the Bill.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said there would
at a corner of the colony, with a wandering
population, or, at all events, a population be no objection to the insertion of words
providing that the auditors should be prothat was being gradually reduced.
The committee divided on the question fessional auditors; but he hoped the
that the words-" The industrial schools committee would not seek to alter the Bill
for the Ovens district to be erected at in the direction of having the auditors
W angaratta"-proposed to be added to appointed by the Governor in Council.
If the amendment of the honorable member
the vote, be there addedfor Dundas were carried, itwould be necesAyes
23
sary to provide, in other parts of the Bill,
Noes
22
that the machinery used for the nomination
Majority for the amendment...
1
and election of councillors should also be
AYES.
used for the nomination and election of
Mr. Baillie,
Mr. McLellan,
auditors. Of course, if the ratepayers
" Balfour,
" O'Grady,
were to elect their own auditors, tl16 pro" Blackwood,
" G. P. Smith,
vision for a special audit would not be
" J. T. Smith,
" Bowman,
necessary. He was not aware that the
" F. L. Smyth,
" Byrne,
ratepayers had, in any case, asked that
" Davies,
" Snodgrllss,
" Snowball,
" Gillies,
they should be allowed to retain the power
" Watkins,
" Hanna,
of appointing auditors. Certainly they
" Langton,
" Williams.
had not shown any value of the power
" I . evi,
Tellers.
which they now possessed.
" McCaw,
Mr. Orr.
" McKean,
Mr. JONES thought the power given
" Whiteman,
by the clause to each borough council to
NOES.
appoint, as auditors, two competent perMr. Bindon,
Mr. Macgregor,
sons, who might be remunerated for their
,. Burtt,
" .M cCulloch,
" Macpherson,
" Cope,
trouble, would secure as good a practical
" Cunningham,
" Heeves,
audit as was likely to be obtained by any
" Hiddell,
" Farrell,
other means. There was nothing to pre" Francis,
" G. V. Smith,
vent the auditors being professional persons,
,. Vale,
" Grant,
" I-Ialfey,
" Verdon.
if professional persons were desired. It
" Harbison,
should be borne in mind that the chief
Tellers.
,. Higinbotham,
business of the auditors would be, not to
Mr. Dyte,
" Kerferd,
" Jones.
protect the burgesses against the council,
I'
King,
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but to protect the burgesses and the council
against malversation on the part of officers
employed by the council.
Mr. MOORE considered it necessary
that the burgesses should have security
against the misappropriation of money by
the council, as well as that the council should
have security against misappropriation by
its officers. In small boroughs the appointment of auditors by the ratepayers
might be the only protection against maladministration of the funds by the council.
He saw no necessity, however, for the
election being annual; the auditors might
hold office during good behaviour, ,with
the concurrence of the council and the
burgesses.
,
Mr. HARBISON urged that the committee should be very cautious before adopting the principle of allowing councils to
appoint their own auditors, or before enacting that only professional auditors should
be appointed. In many cases it would be
impossible to obtain competent professional
auditors.
Mr. HALFEY considered that the ratepayers should elect the auditors, on the
principle that those who provided the funds
had a right to see that they were properly
expended.
Mr. BURROWES differed entirely from
his hon~rable colleague. He had seen one
instance, in which a most disgraceful appointment of auditors was made by the'
ratepayers. He was in favour of the
council appointing the auditors, especially
as the ratepayers, on application to the
Attorney-General, could, at any time, obtain a special audit. That was a sufficient
protection against misappropriation of the
ratepayers' money. It was not a' novel
principle for the body who had the control
of the money to appoint the auditors, as
the trustees of savings banks appointed the
auditors who examined their accounts.
Mr. SNOWBALL was glad to find so
many members in favour of the auditors
being elected by the ratepayers. The
question was not, as the honorable member
for Ballarat East said, that the council
should be protected against their officers,
for, in many instances, the officers were
more trustworthy than the councillors;
but the persons who paid the rates were
entitled to see that the money was properly
expended. The ratepayers ought to choose
the auditors, and none but competent professional persons should be appointed.
Mr. DYTE remarked that, under the
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present Act, the ratepayers had the power
of electing auditors; and he believed that
in no on,e instance had they positively exercised that right. The principle of the
clause, to let the election of auditors be in
the hands of the council, was unanimously
agreed to at the municipal conference.
The council had no interests adverse to
those of the ratepayers; and, as the members of that body were generally the oldest
residents in the borough, they were more
likely to select competent persons than the
inhabitants generally.
Mr. BYRNE would be in fa.vour of the
councils electing the auditors providing
that professional accountants only were appointed. At present, however, the auditors
devoted very little time to the audit of the
accounts, as they generally took the statements of the town clerks to be accurate.
He was of opinion that two professional
auditors should be appointed.
Mr. LANGTON suggested that one of
the auditors should be a ratepayer, to be
elected annually by the burgesses, and
that the council should appoint another
auditor, who should be a competent accountant, and hold office during the pleasure of the council. In the smaller
boroughs, where, perhaps, there was no
professional accountant, a banker's or
merchant's clerk would no doubt be glad
to audit the council's accounts during his
leisure hours; and many such clerks were
competent to perform the duty.
Mr. VALE objected to its being made
compulsory on boroughs to employ public
accountants, for it did not follow that every
man who wrote "public accountant" over
his door was a competent person to audit
accounts. There might be persons far more
competent. Such ~ provision might be
desirable if the position of accountant became a recognized profession. Experience
seemed to suggest that it was advisable to
hold examinations to ascertain the qualification ofpersons desirous of acting as public
accountants, and to give them certificates
of competency.
The committee divided 011 the question
that certain words proposed to be omitted,
with a view to amend the clause to provide
that the auditors should be elected by the
ratepayers, stand part of the clauseAyes
28
Noes
••. ,,20
Majority against Mr. Halfey's)
...
. ..
amendmen t

f

8
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Ans.
Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Balfour, .
Bindon,
Bowman,
Burrowes,
Burtt,
Byrne,
Cope,
Cunningham,
Dyte,
Farrell,
Francis,
Grant,
Higinbotham,
Kerferd,
Macgregor,

NOES.

Mr. McCulloch,
" McLellan,
" Plummer,
" Reeves,
" G. V. Smith,
" J. T. Smith,
" Snodgrass,
" ,Yale,
" Watkins,
" Whiteman,
" Williams.
Tellers.
Mr. Baillie,
" Jones.
NOES.

Mr. Blackwood,
" Evans,
" Gillies,
" Halfey,
" Hanna,
" Harbison,
" Langton~
" Levi,
" Love,
" McKean,
Capt. Mac Mahon.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

Macpherson,
Moore,
O'Grady,
Riddell,
F. L. Smyth,
Yerdon,
Wheeler.

Tellers.
. Mr. Orr,
" Snowball.

Mr. LANGTON moved an amendment
to provide that the ratepayers should elect
one auditor, and that one (who should be a
competent accountant) should be appointed
by the council, and hold office during the
pleasure of the council.
After a brief discussion, this amendment
was negatived without a division.
Mr. HALFEY then moved an amendment to the effect that the ratepayers
should appoint one auditor, and the council
one.
. The committee divided on the question
that the word "two," proposed to be
omitted, with a view to insert "one,"
stand part of the clause-:-

27

Ayes
Noes

23

Majority against the amendment

4

AYES.

Mr. Aspinall,
" Bindon,
" Bowman,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt,
" Byrne,
" Cope,
". Cunningham,
" Dyte,
" Farrell,
" Francis,
" . Grant,
" H. Henty,
" Higinbotham,
" Kerferd,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

McCulloch,
McLellan,
Plummer,
G. V. Smith,
J. T. Smith,
Yale,
Watkins,
Wheeler,
Whiteman,
Williams.

Tellers.
Mr. Baillie,
" Jones.

Mr. Balfour,
" Blackwood,
" Evans,
" Gillies,
" Halfey,
" Hanna,
" Harbison,
" . Langton,
" Levey,
" Love,
" Macgregor,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Macpherson,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Moore,
O'Grady,
Orr,
Riddell,
F. L. Smyth,
Snodgrass,
Snowball,
Verdon.

Tellers.
Mr. McKean,
" Wilson.

The clause was then passed.
Clause 162, providing that special auditors may be appointed, was amended, on the
motion of Mr. SNOWBALL, by limiting
the deposit required from the burgesses demanding the audit to £50.
On clause 164, providing that auditors
and special auditors may receive evidence,
and empowering them to callJor persons
and papers,
.
Mr. LANGTON said that this and the
following clause introduced an entirely new
principle into the legislation of the country
-a principle which might do for Russia,
but would not do here. Without any laxity
on their part, councillors might be induced
to sanction an illegal expenditure. They
could then be tried by special auditors, who
might ruin their prospects by leaving them
with damaged characters, or ruin their
fortunes by subjecting them to heavy filfes,
. ana all without the councillors having a
right to be heard. The auditors' certificate, it would be seen, was to be taken as
conclusive evidence in all courts, and for
all purposes, of the misapplication of the
moneys. These provisions required to be
re-cast.
Mr. SNOWBALL said that, as the
coullcils elected their own auditors, the
clause was a necessary safeguard. Otherwise, the councillors might spend the
borough funds as they pleased, appoint
their friends as auditors, and there would
be an end of the matter.
Mr. BIGINBOTHAM remarked that,
without these provisions for a special
audit, the select committee would not have
been justified in adopting the suggestion
made by the municipal conference, that the
councils should appoint their own auditors.
As to the attendance of the councillors in
their own defence, it was not necessary to
give the auditors power to summon persons who were willing to give' evidence.
The object of the clause was to enable the
auditors to obtain evidence which might
otherwise be withheld from them. He
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pointed out that the inquiry had to proceed for such men to come forward, if they were
through several stages before the decision liable to the contingencies to which the
of the auditors became final. Although clause, as it stood, exposed them. No
the provisions objected to were strict, they doubt, there were objections to the employwould be found, on consideration, to be ment of counsel; but, on the other hand,
only just and reasonahle.
many men, though they had a good defence,
Mr. ASPINALL condemned the clause might be unable to state it, not possessing
as most inquisitorial. Persons were to be what George Stephenson had pronounced
summoned to give evidence against them- the greatest power in the universe-the
selves.
" gift of the gab."
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM promised to take
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM replied that it
was the very essence of an examination a note of the point, whether express perinto accounts that explanations should be mission should be given to councillors to
received from the pet:sons keeping those appear at the inquiries. The appearance,
accounts. The Audit Commissioners ex- however, must be without counsel.
ercised the power in question.
The clause was agr~ed to.
Clause 165, containing the provisions
Mr. MACPHERSON remarked that
the fact of these stringent provisions being for carrying out the decision of the special
the neoessary sequel to the power given auditors, was postponed.
Clause J 82, relating to the publication
the councils to appoint their own auditors,
showed how unwise it was to adopt such of by-laws, was amended, on the motion of
an arrangement. If the clause could be Mr. HIGINBOTHAM, by providing that
amended, so as to give the councillors an the publication should be "as the council
opportunity of replying to the charges may direct," instead of in some "newsbefore any conclusion was arrived at, it paper circulating in the district."
would be very ad visable to do so.
Clause 201, describing the borough fund,
Mr. JONES referred to the expenditure and its application, and clause 203, defining
the City Council, and other councils, had rateable property, were postponed.
On the motion of Mr. SNOWBALL,
once indulged in on account of squibs and
bonfires, and said that, as the members of dause 206, regarding the levying of rates,
a council were personally responsible for was amended, by providing that th,e rates
financial malversatwns, the provisions for sJlOuld be levied at periods of not less
the special audit were none too inquisi- than three months.
Clauses 221 and 224 were postponed.
torial.
On clause 229, empowering the council
Mr. LANGTON pointed out that the
clause immediately under consideration to recover rates, if not paid within fourapplied not only to special audits, but to teen days after they are demanded, in
writing, by the collector,
every audit.
Mr. BYRNE proposed that "thirty"
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM replied that
cases might arise, in which information should be substituted for" fourteen" days.
might be withheld, and in which it might , Mr. JONES objected to the amendbe necessary for the ordinary auditors to ment, on the ground that the effect of it
demand that books should be produced, would be to induce people to neglect paying their rates, and thus disfranchise
and persons shoulJ.'be examined.
Mr-. JONES instanced a case in which themselves.
Mr. SNO"TBALL saw no objection to
the provision would have applied-that of
a rate-collector who gave his own manu- the amendment. In many cases the rates
script receipt for the rates, instead of were due six mont.hs before they were
paid; in almost every case there was a
using the printed/orms.
Mr. I..ANGTON suggested that a pro- lapse of about.three months.
Mr. WATKINS said fourteen days'
vi~o should be introduced, allo'wing councillors to be heard personally or by f:ounsel. . notice was short, but it was never acted
Mr. HIGINBOTHA:\1 expressed a fear upon.
tIHl,t, if counsel were nllowed, the 11l'0ceedThe amendment was negatived.
On clause 230, providing that the rateings would be rendered both expen(Sive
book shall be conclusive evidence of the rate,
and t.edious.
Captain MAC MAHON called attenMr. LANGTON said it was desirable
that the best men in the district should tion to the fact that, under the present
serve in the borough councils; but he was Act, the rate-book'was only prima facie
afra.id that there would be no inducement evidence.
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Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said it was for borough purposes the most ample power
thought by the select committee that the should be given to the council, as against
clause, to be effectual, should provide for owner and occupier, for rates actually due,
the rate-book being cpnclusive evidence. leaving to the parties themselves to settle
Under the existing provision, on proceed~ how the burthen should be apportioned
ings to enforce payment, questions had between them. He submitted that, if it
arisen which had gone to the extent.of were made directory on the council to give
notice to the landlord that the rates were
invalidating a whole rate.
Captain MAC MAHON contended that, not paid by the occupier, the question
when it was shown that a rate was bad, might afterwards arise, if they failed to give
the fact of the rate-book being in evidence notice, whether they could legally recover.
ought not to make it good. Under the
Captain MAC MAHON objected to the
clause as it stood, property might be taken tenant having the privilege of voting if
and sold, in the absence of its owner, and the landlord was to be compelled to pay
simply on the strength of a' rate-book, the rates. He recommended that those
which might be erroneous.
persons who paid their rates within a cerMr. HIG INBOTHA M admitted that tain time should be allowed a discount.
the clause gave a large power, but it would
Sir F. MURPHY suggested that the
prevent the inconvenience of having the clause should be postponed.
validity of a rate tried in proceedings
This course was ultimately adopted.
taken to enforce payment of a rate. If
On the motion of Mr. WHITEMAN,
persons desired to, upset a rate, they should, progress was reported.
take the proper proceedings before a court
COLIBAN WATERWORKS.
of general sessions, and not seek to acTRUCK SYSTEM.
complish their object by indirect means.
Mr. JONES movedAt the same time, if the language of the
"That there be laid upon the table of this
clause was considered too strong, he should
House copies of all correspondence with regard
not object to an alteration.
to the existence of the truck system upon the
The clause was postponed.
Coliban waterworks, and more especially a letter
Clause 232, which provides a remedy written by Mr. Paynter, solicitor, to Mr. Chrisagains,t a person quitting rateable property topherson, on the 12th April, 1867, connecting
Mr. O'Keefe, a contractor, and a storekeeper who
before paying rates, was also postponed ..
is a member of this House, with the operation of
On clause 233, relating to the non-pay- the
truck system."
ment of rates by the tenant, and empowering
The honorable member said, if the corre
the council to recover them from the owner,
Mr. SNOWBALL expressed the fear spondence were produced, he should be
that this clause would be an encourage- prepared to show that the truck system
ment to tenants to quit before they paid had continued under the contractor referred
to in the motion, although special orders
their rates. He suggested the insertion of
words making it directory on the council were given by the Government in April
that it should cease.
to collect the rates from the occupier.
Mr. SNODGRASS seconded the motion,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said the object
of the clauRe was to enable the council to which was agreed to.
get the rates either from the occupier or
MRS. AND MR. FORSTER.
the owner. It was not always possible for
Mr. JONES movedthe council to keep a watch on the occupiers
"That this House will, on Tuesday next, reof premises; and therefore it was desirable solve itself into a committee of the whole to
that the council should be able to recover consider the report of the select committee ap·
the rates from the owner, in the eV.ent of poillted to inquire into the grievances of Mrs.
and Mr. ,Forster, under the Board of Education,"
their not being paid by the occupier.
The motion was seconded by Mr.
Sir F. MURPHY submitted that councils
should not be allowed to take advantage of WHITEMAN, and agreed to.
.their own neglect, in not collecting rates
INTERCOLONIAL EXHIBITION.
from the occupier, and then to come upon
Mr. DAVIES movedthe landlord. He mentioned a case in
"That there be laid upon the table of this
which he was called upon, as owner, to House the financial statements, reports, and
pay four years' rates, although he had been correspondence of the Audit Commissioners
under the impression throughout that the concerning the late Intercolonial Exhibition."
Mr. FARRELL seconded the motion,
rates were collected from the tenant.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM apprehended that which was agreed to.
u

Public Health Laws
WILLIAMSTOWN RAILWAY.
Mr. ORR moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing the number of goods
trucks at Williamstown on every day during
the months of October, November, and December, 1866, showing the number empty or loaded
respectively; the number of said trucks detained
at Williamstown for one week and upwards,
specifying the length of time each truck was
at Williamstown; the amount of wool sent per
rail to Williamstown from Melbourne, or from
any other station via Melbourne, during the
wool season for 1866, with the amount of freight
paid on same for carriage from Melbourne to
Williamstown; the amount of discount allowed
on goods on the Ballarat and other lines, together with the names of parties to whom such
discount was paid or allowed; the amounts of all
freights unpaid on 31st December, 1866, and the
amount of same paid up to 30th June, 1867."
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I submit this motion (said the honorable
member) as a matter of duty, but, at the
same time, as there is so full an attendance,
I think it would be better to proceed with
the consideration of the question.
The motion was not seconded, and therefOJe lapsed.
The message from the Legislative Assembly, intimating that the Assembly had
agreed to the amendments of the Council in
clauses 32 and 36 of the measure, with
further amendments, was taken into consideration.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT.-I beg
to move" That the Council do agree to the following
amendment made by the Legislative Assembly
on the amendment made by the Legislative
Council in clause 32, line 6, of the Bill, viz.,
to add thereto the following words :-'Except in
cases where it shall not be practicable, in the
opinion of the local board, otherwise to dispose
of such contents.' "

Mr. WHITEMAN seconded the motion.
Mr. McCULLOCH said it would be
impossible to supply all the papers asked
for, but such as could be given would be
I am unwilling (observed the honorable
furnished.
member) to trespass further upon the time
The motion was agreed to.
of the House in connexion with this subPHILLIP ISLAND.
ject; but, nevertheless, as I cannot tell
Mr. SNODGRASS, referring to a mo- instinctively the feelings of honorable memtion of which he had given notice, de- bers on the proposition before them~ I would
claring the proposed alienation of Phillip be sorry to sit down without making an
Island, hy sale or otherwise, to be inex- effort to dissuade honorable members from
pedient and impolitic, said he had been adhering to the position they took upon a
informed that the Government did not former occasion. I can do little more, howintend to proceed in the matter without ever, than amplify my previous argument,
the authority of the House.
as to the inconveniences which would result
Mr. McC(fLLOCH admitted that this from provisions so restrictive and so unwas so, adding that a resolution against pliable. as those adopted by this House.
the alienation of Phillip Island was passed Both Houses are at one as to their object
two or three sessions ago.
-to secure our rivers and streams from
The motion was then withdrawn.
pollution; the only difference of opinion
The House adjourned at eighteen minutes' is as to the modus operandi. The provipast twelve o'clock, until Tuesday, July 9. sions which this House inserted are injurious, because they are absol u tely restricti ve.
Take, for instance, the Yarra, between the
LEGISLATIVE COU·NCIL.
Falls and Richmond. There is no population on the banks to be affected, and yet
Tuesday, July 9, 1867.
the local authorities would not have the
power to allow the drain from the FishPublic Health Laws Amendment Bill-Discharged Convicts
market to continue to flow into the river.
The PRESIDENT took the chair at twelve (Mr. Murphy-" The Yarra is not a freshminutes past four o'clock, and read the water stream there.") Above the Falls it
certainly is. Honorable members will not
usual form of prayer.
say that the tide rises there. (Mr. Murphy
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMEND- - " The water is salt.") I think the honorMENT BILL.
able member is mistaken. At all events,
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY (in the exceptional cases must occur; and the
absence of the Hon. J. P. FAWKNER) Legislative Assembly proposes to meet
movedthem by adding to our amendment, prohi"That there be a call of the House to con- biting the contents of pools and reservoirs
sider the amendments in the Public Health Laws
Amendment Bill with regard to the pollution established under the clause from flowing into any running fresh-water stI:eam,
of rivers."
VOL. 1II.-5 0
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the words, "except in cases where it shall such a matter. No extension of the existnot be practicable, in the opinion of the ing factories on the banks of the Yarra is
local board, otherwise to dispose of such permitted by law; but, when the local incontents." According to this proposi- spector summoned a manufacturer for addtion, the power of dealing with such cases ing to his premises, he was informed that,
would be vested in' the local boards, who if . he brought forward such cases, the
have the greatest interest in the health of municipal authorities would dismiss him.
the district; and I can see no reason for There is no .prospect of any Bill which
supposing that the members of these local might be brought in hereafter to keep our
boards would exercise the power so as to rivers pure becoming law; and, besides,
recklessly sacrifice their own health and even if there were, vested interests would
that of their neighbours. As I pointed be created in the meantime, which it would
out before, there are times and seasons take thousands of pounds to buy up.
Mr. MURPHY.-I desire to call attenwhen streams may be very properly used
for the purpose of carrying off refuse tion to the message from the other House,
matter. For instance, the creek at Cres- many of the statements of which are of a
wick has been a mere thread for some time highly disingenuous character. It implies
past, but at present it is running bank that the other House has been actuated in
high; and, if one of the reservoirs men- this affair by a spirit of conciliation and
tioned in the clause had been constructed compromise, while this House has been inin the neighbourhood, the refuse might be fluenced by very different motives. But
discharged into the stream without hurt to the fact is that, having made eleven amendanybody, now that it is carrying all before ments in the Bill, this House has yielded
it. I do not desire to be pertinacious, and them all except this one. Nothing can be
therefore I will leave the matter with more unfair than to charge us with obhonorable members, trusting that they will stinacy ; we have carried conciliation to
see their way to accept the clause with the point of weakness. Again, the honorthe amendment made by the Legislative able member, Mr. A'Beckett, on former
Assembly.
occasions, gave an indignant contradiction
The Hon. ·C. J. JENNER seconded the to the assertion that there was an insidious
motion.
intention of allowing the nauseating and
The Hon. T. H. FELLOWS.-I rise to horrible con ten ts of the reservoirs connected
move an amendment in the amendment with boiling-down and slaughtering estabitself, and that is, that the words" in the lishments to run into streams; but the
opinion of the local board" be omitted. message clearly shows that, under certain
The Assembly's amendment will then stand circumstances, it is intended that this shall
- " except in cases where it shall not be be done. I do not mean to insinuate that
practicable otherwise to dispose of such the honorable member said anything concontents." There are great objections to ·trary to what he believed to be the facts
making the local boards the sole arbiters in of the case; but I do say that Ministers
these matters. Offences under the Act for practised upon his credulity most shamewhich penalties are imposed are to be fully, and made a dupe of him. With
adj udicated upon by the magistrates, and it regard to the new amendment before us, I
would be far better for magistrates to de- am rather disposed to agree to it, as, to a
cide the whole case rather than that they great extent, it nullifies the evils which
should have their hands tied down by the would accrue to the colony from an indisinterested decision of any local bodies.
criminate pollution of its streams; but, at
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON seconded the same time, I would remind honorable
the amendment.
members that these local boards are under
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER.-I object the influence of the Chief Secretary, and
to the Assembly'S amendment altogether, I would urge them, at aU events, not to give
even with the alteration now suggested. way any further than is now proposed.
The welfare of the colony, the health of
The Hon. T. LEARMONTH.-On
thousands yet unborn, depends on our keep- the last occasion that this' question was
ing our rivers pure. We were told at first before the House, I voted with the
that there was no intention of allowing majority, because I thought that it was
refuse matter to be discharged into rivers, the duty of the House to protect the
but now it appears this is to be done rivers of the colony from pollution. I
at the discretion of the local boards; and think so still. I hold that, if we had
these local bodies are not to be trusted in not acted as we did, we should have failed
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in our duty to the country. However, the
Assembly's message places the question in
a different light.
We learn, from the
message, and from other sources, that the
Assembly voluntarily deprived itself of
the opportunity of considering the question
as to the pollution of the rivers, on account
of some remarkable forbearance on the
part of one of the honorable members for
Collingwood, and that the Council's amendments were not considered on their merits,
in consequence of the Assembly not having
dealt with the whole question. But it
was certainly the duty of this House to
consider the question on its merits, especially as the Attorney-General admitted
at the conference that the difficulty could
not be met by a separate Bill. I would
like to eall the attention of honorable members also to the statements made in the
other House, that that bra,nch of the Legislature was being coerced into accepting
these amendments, and that such conduct
should be remembered in connexion with
certain future legislation.
The PRESIDENT.-The honorable
member cannot refer to what has occurred
in another place.
Mr. LEARMONTH.-I am sorry for
that, as it appears to' me that something
like a threat has been made use of, and I do
not think that this ought to be. It has been
said- that, by insisting on our amendments,
we render the City Council liable to a fine
of £50 every time the drainage from Swanston-streetflows into the river. Now, this
is not a fair way of putting the question.
All that we desire to do is to save the
river from pollution; we do not prevent
the sewage being emptied. into it where
it is a tidal stream. Again, with regard
to Ballarat, as the creek there does not run
for several months in the year, and cannot,
therefore, be used for drinking purposes,
the case is not in point at all. All that
we desire is to preserve our rivers from
the contamination. of the noxious refuse of
manufactories.
e desire that, if it should
be proposed to erect boiling-down establishments on the Barwon or the Campaspe,
the local boards should have the power of
vetoing these establishments being so
placed on the banks that their refuse must
flow into the river. That, I contend, is a
very desirable thing. The question has
now assumed a different form, and, under
all the circumstances, I think we should
pass the clause. As amended, I think it
meets the reasonable requirements of the
case.
502
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Mr. A'BECKETT.-It appears to me
that the Council will be taking the best precaution against the pollution of streams by
retaining the words, "in the opinion of the
local board.s." The local boards are on the
spot, they are interested in the matter, and
they can judge for themselves.
The Hon. C. SLADEN.-Myobjection
to the local boards having jurisdiction in
the matter is that they are not judicial
tribunals, like courts of petty or general
sessions. The persons interested cannot
be heard before the local board; and if the
board decides contrary to the facts of the
case, how can it be brought to book, and
where is there any appeal from its decision?
A local board interested in the question
might allow refuse to bo thrown into a
l'i vel', asserting that there were no means
of otherwise disposing of it, while everybody else might be of the opposite opinion.
On the other hand, if the case is brought
before a court of justice, the proceedings
are public, and there is the right of appeal.
The further amendment now proposed
will, I think, gi ve us all we desire. Of
course, where it is not practicable to empty
these resevervoirs elsewhere, their contents
must flow into the rivers; but I cannot
conceive that any such instance is possihle.
The Hon. W. DEGRAVES.-I differ
entirely from the amendment the honorable
member (Mr. Fellows) has invited us to
make. There is nobody better able to
arri ve at a judgment in such cases than
the local board. Besides, are we to allow
our largest interests to be arbitrarily interfered with? In the old country, would
such a firm as Bass and Co., brewing
13,000 hogsheads per week, be put down;
and yet where could their wash, which
amounts to 30,000 hogsheads per week, go
to but into a river? There is no reason why
we should not have some such establishment here; and the same plan would have
to be adopted.. (Mr. Fawkner-" Cart the
refuse away.") Cart away 30,000 hogsheads of wash per week? Practical men
know that the thing is ridiculous; if carried out, the proposition would stop nearly
every manufactory in the colony. Take
the M un'ay, for instance. Would honorable members prohibit wool-washing in a
fine, bold river like that, with not 10,000
people on its banks for 700 miles? Where
is the work to be carried. on? Again, if
a boiling-down establishment should be
established on this side of the Murray,
what is to become of the refuse? Is it
to be left stinking in the nostrils of t.he
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people of Echuca? With the handful of present proposal of the Assembly will sufpopulation we have here, it will be time ficiently hedge round and protect our rivers·
enough to talk about preventing the pollu- I would not consent to the further amendtion of rivers a hundred years hence. It ment now proposed, because I think that
is a necessity that rivers should be made the local boards are quite capable of dealuse of. Why did the honorable member ing with the question. Their members
opposite settle on the banks of a stream have their own health, and that of their
families at stake; and, moreover, to take
w hen he came here?
Mr. FAWKNER.-Not to wash wool the power from these bodies, would be
casting a slur upon them which, in this
in it.
Mr. DEGRAVES.-But the honorable country, at all events, they have not done
member washed his shirt and his blankets anything to deserve.. Besides, the Bill is
an experiment. If it proves unworkable,
in it.
it can be amended. We have had a proMr. FAWKNER.-No, not in the river. phetic warning that we shall sacrifice the
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I mustprotest lives of 700 people annually if we reject
against such quibbling legislation as the the Bill; and, though I doubt the fact, I
further amendment just proposed amounts think that we may as well throw the reto.· Who is to decide the matter if the sponsibility of saving these lives on the
local boards are not? If honorable mem- prophet who has made the statement. A
bers have made up their minds to reject great deal has been said recently as to the
the measure, let them do it openly, and prosperity of the colony being identified
not defeat it by a side-wind. It has been with immigration; but knocking 700
stated in the press that, if an intelligent people yearly on the head is equal to the
man had explained the provisions of this loss of two immigrant ships per annum.
Bill to the House, it would have been acThe Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL.-I
cepted; but I may mention that the Bill was disposed to accept the Assembly's
was very clearly explained by my honor- . amendment until I gave the matter full
able friend, Mr. .A.'Beckett, to whose re- consideration. If any of our streams were
marks very little attention was paid. For wholly in the hands of a particular local
my part, I would not have said so much, board-·as in the case of the Kyneton disfor honorable members are supposed to trict, where the local authorities have the
read the Bills submitted to them, and to control of the stream for many miles-,-the
pay attention to what takes place else- interests of the inhabitants could be prowhere. The fact is, that there are some tected. But, on the other hand, take the
clever lawyers on the other side of the case of the Yarra. The City Council may
House, who make every Government object to the pollution of the river; but
measure the subject of ftn attack. I will that body cannot prevent its pollution at
do my duty with regard to. all business en- Richmond. And, then, if the Richmond
trusted to me, but I do not intend to waste Council also object, the local authorities
my breath in going into the subtleties of above Hawthorn may still consent. As to
the law. It may be the business of the the local boards being the best guardians
learned gentlemen opposite me to turn of the health of the district, I am afraid
white into black; but they should leave that, in too many cases, the sole considerathese matters in the law courts, and tion would be, "Oh, a large manufactory
endeavour to bring common sense to bear is to be established, and a great deal of
here.
money is to be spent in the place, and we
The Hon. J. SHERWIN.-On former must not be. too particular." It appears to
occasions I have voted against the indis- me that the further amendment which has
criminate pollution of rivers, and I would been suggested will prevent these difficuldo so still, but for the message we have ties arising.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL.-The quesreceived from the Legislative Assembly.
That proposition, I think, gives us all we tion appears to be, whether the local boards
ask for. I took notice, the last time the or the courts of petty sessions shall have
question was before us, of a remark made jurisdiction in these cases. Now, I would
by the honorable member (Mr. A'Beckett) like the matter made more explicit, because
as to the· danger of over-legislation in a it seems to me that the difficulty as to the
young country-the danger of hampering conflicting jurisdiction of local boards
ourselves with restrictions it may be hard would be met by the appeal which exists
to get rid of; and it appears to me that the to the central board; while I do not see
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who is to decide in cases where two courts
of petty sessions disagree regarding a stream
which both of them have control over.
Mr. FELLOWS.-The advantage gained
by the amendment is that, whereas local
boards may come to a determination, after
hearing one side of the case, or no side at
all, the justices would be bound to hear
both sides, and could, therefore, come to a
positive decision as to whether the refuse
could be removed or not. The difficulty
that the local board of one district may
adopt measures affecting districts lower
down the stream, is an additional reason
in favour of the amendment.
The House divided on the question, that
the words proposed to be omitted stand
part of the question13
12
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The motion agreeing with the Assembly's amendment was then adopted.
Mr. A'BECKETT.-I now move" That the Council do agree to the amendment
made by the Legislative Assembly on the
amendment made by the Legislative Council in
clause 36, line 4, viz., to insert, after the word
" being" in the said amendment, the words, "in
any case where another place of deposit or discharge shall have been constructed or erected as
aforesaid."

Mr. FELLOWS.-I must call the attention of honorable members to this amendment. I do not profess to understand it exactly, for, if the words are inserted, the
provision becomes scarcely intelligible;
but it is evident that there is a difference
between this clause and the one we have
just dealt with. Clause 32 refers to
private manufactories, but this clause applies to works constructed by the local
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boards themselves; and there is a vast difference between letting a manufactory run
its refuse into a stream and allowing a local
board to make its sewers communicate
with a stream. The clause originally provided that the local boards mig'ht "cause
all or any of such sewers to communicate
with and empty into such places as they
may deem fit and necessary." We introduced the words "except rivers," and I
submit that, if it is intended to leave the
question as to the pollution of rivers as it
stands now-and such, I gather, is the wish
of the Assembly-these words must remain, otherwise the Bill will legalize the
pollution of rivers, in this way. The
clause refers to sewers, and not to the
drainage of surface water; and if these
works are permitted to contaminate rivers,
sooner or later they will have to be removed
at a very great expense. Under these circumstances, I ask the House to negative
the Assembly'S amendment.
Mr . FA WKNER.-I am surprised at
the vacillation exhibited by honorable members, who, though they have not been
bought over, have been earwigged. As to
the Bill saving 700 lives, I think it more
likely that 7,000 will be sacrificed, if our
rivers are not kept pure.
The House divided on the motionContents ...
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DISCHARGED CONVICTS.
The Hon. G. W. COLE laid on the
table a return to· an order of the House,
dated May 1, relating to convicted prisoners discharged before the completion of
their sentences.
The House adjourned at half-past five
O'clock, until Tuesday, July 16.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, July 9, 1867.
Volunteers' Land Certificates-Mode of Procedure as to Money
Bills-Lunacy Laws Consolidation and Amendmen~ Bill
-Cole's and Raleigh's Wharfs-Ovens Industrial Schools
-Mr J. Holden's Application for Land-Supply-Charitable Institutions-Municipalities Act Amendment Bill
-Coliban Waterworks-Payment of Members Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock.
COLIBAN WATERWORKS.
TnucK SYSTEM.
Mr. MACGREGOR, pursuant to an
order of the House, dated July 4, laid 011
the table a copy of the correspondence
with regard to the existence of the truck
system upon the Coliban waterworks.
CONSTABLE McGLADE.
Mr. McCULLOCH, in compliance with
an order of the House, made June 26,
presented the papers relative to the discharge and reinstatement of police-constable McGlade.
Mr. McFADYEN.
Mr. GRANT, in pursuance of an order
of the House, dated June 13, laid on the
table a copy of the evidence taken by
the board appointed to inquire into Mr.
McFadyen's claim for compensation.
MR. JOHN HOLDEN.
Mr. GRANT presented a return to an
order of the House, dated June 13, for
copies of all papers connected with John
Holden's application for land.
LEASES OF SWAMPS.
Mr. GRANT also presented, in accordance with an order of the House, dated
.Tune 12, a return of the names of applicants for swamps.
PETITIONS.
Petitions favorable to provisions contained in the Public-houses Laws Amendment Bill were presented as follows:-By
Mr. JONES, from the Wesleyans at Garibaldi, Durham Lead, and Ballarat East;
by Mr. SNODGRASS, from inhabitants of
Sale; by Mr. O'GRADY (for Mr. Aspinall),
from the Wesleyans of Portland and
Bridgewater; by Mr. LEVEY, from the
Wesleyans at Byaduck; by Mr. BINDON,
from the Wesleyans at Vaughan; by Mr.
WILSON, from the Wesleyans at Moyston
and Ararat. A petition was presented by
Mr. WHEELER, from a public meeting of
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the inhabitants of Craigie, praying the
House to insert a clause in the Munici~

palities Act Amendment Bill to enable
borough councils to guarantee to the Government interest on the construction of
telegraph lines to places where the Government would not extend such communication without a guarantee.
VOLUNTEERS' LAND CERTIFICATES.
Dr. HEATH asked the Treasurer
whether any defin~d rule was adopted
in the issue of land certificates to those
volunteers who were entitled to them?
Some of his constituents, who had applied
for certificates, had not received them,
while others, who had not been so long in
the force,. had obtained their certificates.
Mr. VERDON stated that the issuing
of these certificates was committed to a
board. He was not aware whether the
board formally adopted any defined rule
on the subject, but he supposed that they
issued the certificates in the order of
priority of application.
ESTIMATES.
Mr. VERDON presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor, transmitting
an estimate of expenditure for grants to
charitable institutions for 1867, in substitution for that included in the original
Estimates, and recommending an appropriation of the consolidated revenue accordingly.
The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration in Committee of Supply.
BILLS OF AID AND SUPPLY.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM moved"That the reports of the committee of this
House, appointed to confer with a committee of
the Legislative Council, in relation to the course
of proceeding generally with Bills for imposing
any duty, rate, tax, rent, return, or impost, and
particularly with the Bill intituled, ' An Act for
granting to Her Majesty certain Duties of
Customs and f-or altering certain other Duties,'
1;>e referred to the committee on standing orders."

Mr. VERDON seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
LUNACY LAWS CONSOLIDATION
AND AM·ENDMENT BILL.
The House proceeded to consider the
message of the Legislative Council, intimating that the Council still insisted on
certain of their amendments in this Bill,
and that they had made amendments consequential upon the amendment made by
the Assembly on the Council's amendment
in clause 18.
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All the Council's amendments were
agreed to, without discussion.
In moving that the House do not insist
on disagreeing with the amendment made
by the Council in clause 48, striking out
the provision that the inspector of lunatic
asylums "may also be the superintendent
of a public asylum,"
Mr. McCULLOCH said he was still of
opinion that it was most desirable the Government should have the power of appointing any gentleman they thought fit
to be'the inspector of lunatic asylums; but
if the Council desired to have the words
which they had struck out omitted, he had
no objection. He wished it distinctly
understood, however, that though these
words were struck out, the Government
still retained the power to appoint the
superintendent of a public asylum to be
the inspector of lunatic asylums, if they
thought him the most suitable person for
the position.
SUPPLY.
The resolutions arrived at in Committee
of Supply, on the 4th of July, were considered and adopted, with the exception of
the resolution voting £16l,618 6s. 8d. for
educational purposes, the consideration of
which was postponed.
COLE'S AND RALEIGH'S WHARFS.
Mr. LEVI said he was not present when
the vote of £35,000 for the purchase of
Cole's and Raleigh's wharfs and premises
was proposed, or he would have objected
to it. He urged the House not to adopt
the resolution of the committee, on the
ground that there was no immediate or
pressing necessity for the Government to
obtain possession of these premises; that
the proposed purchase-money was extravagant; and that, at a time when it was
necessary to reduce the public expenditure
as much as possible, this was just one of
the items which ought to be struck off the
Estimates. On reference to the value of
Cole's wharf, the honorable member quoted
a statement made by the Minister of Customs on the 6th of May, 1865, to the following effect" At one ti~e Captain Cole asked £60,000 for
his property; lately he had suggested £30,000,
and, perhaps, the Government would be justified
in naming £6,000 or £7,000 as a fair price."

It was most extraordinary that the Government should have asked honorable
members to vote £19,100 for the purchase
of property which the Minister of Customs,
no longer ago than 1865, estimated to be
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worth only £6,000 or £7,000. ,Property
in that locality had not enhanced in value
since 1865, but, on the contrary, had depreciated. Some properties in the neighbOUl'hood had been lying idle for the last
twelve or eighteen months, and it was
impossible to let them. It could not be
disputed that the amount of the vote was
enormously in excess of the value of the
property for which the money was to be
paid. He ventured to say that no one
would have the materials as a present, to
be at the expense of carting them away.
What else was there for which this
£35,000 was voted? About two acres
and a half of land. It was a most extraordinary thing that the House should be
asked to pay this enormous sum for a small
piece of land, when, a few weeks ago, land
within about a quarter of a mile of it,
and upon which some buildings were
erected, was advertised by the Government
for sale at an upset price of £100 an acre.
He believed that the persons whose names
had been prominently brought forward in
connexion with the purchase of these
wharfs would not receive any of the
money; that the money for the purchase
of Cole's wharf would go into the coffers
of the London Chartered Bank, and that
the money for the purchase of Raleigh's
wharf would go into the coffers of another
bank. He moved that the House disagree
with the committee in this vote.
The amendment was negatived.
OVE~S

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.
On the question for the adoption of the
vote of £15,000 towards buildings and
other works for reformatories or industrial
schools,
Mr. KERFERD moved that the words
added to the vote, to the effect that the
industrial schools for the Ovens district
should be erected at Wangaratta, be struck
out. He did so on the ground that the
report of the board appointed to consider
the question of the site for the schools, and
which had induced honorable members to
add these words to the vote, was not such
a report as ought finally to settle the question. The board, which consisted of Mr.
Duncan, Mr. Wardell, and Dr. Paley,
stated, in their report, that the mayor of
Beechworth pointed out" such sites as were
suggested near Beechworth." He held in
his hand a telegram from the Mayor of
Beechworth, in which that gentleman said"No one at Beechworth ever heard of any
board. . . . Wardell and Paley distinctly
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told me at the time they had nothing whatever
to do with the industrial school site."
When it was known at Beechworth that a
resolution had been carried in Committee
of Supply in favour of Wangaratta being
the site for the industrial schools, a number
of gentlemen connected with Beechworth
visited the proposed site, and, on their
behalf, a letter had been addressed to him,
dated July 7, which stated"Yesterday, Messrs. Stevens, Clemenger, Ingram, and Dalziel went down to the proposed
site of the industrial school at Wangaratta, and
returned this afternoon. They beg to submit
the following facts for your consideration and
information :"1st. The site consists of land one-third of
which is liable to be flooded. At present a
lagoon runs through the entire length. The
part furthest from. the river is pretty high, and
is not likely to be flooded.
"2nd. The whole country round on one side
is flat and low, and liable to be inundated.
Much of the adjacent ground is of a crab-hole
nature, and abounds in lagoons.
"3rd. The soil is very poor-on this point they
are all surprised-utterly unfit for garden purposes. It is notorious that potatoes cannot be
grown in the locality."
The honorable member for the Murray (Mr.
Orr) had stated that the population within
a radius of a few miles of W angaratta was
equal to that of the Beechworth district.
In reply to that statement, the letter said
that the present population of the borough
of Wangaratta was 1,300, and the population within a radius of six miles was 650,
making a total population of 1,950; and
that the number of houses in the borough
was 220. The population of the borough
of Beechworth, on the other hand, was
shown to be 3,000, and the population
within a radius of six miles was 4,500,
making a total population of 7,500, while
the number of houses in the borough was
700. The honorable member for the Murray made another statement, in reply to
which the letter said"The statement of Mr. Orr, to the effect that
there are more cases of ophthalmia at Beechworth than elsewhere, is utterly unfounded.
The statistics from the hospital admission-book
show that the hill country bears a most favorable comparison with the flat country j for
instance, Stanley division, with double the population of Wangaratta, sends one case for every
twel ve Wangaratta sends j and one case for every
twelve that Tarrawingee, with only half the population, sends. The same proportion holds good,
very nearly, from Chiltern and Indigo, &c."
The letter, which was signed "Jno.
Turner," said that the foregoing statement
was read to the four gentlemen already
named, and also to Messrs. Witt and Thompson, and that he (Mr. Turner) was
Mr. Kerferd.

Industrial Schools.

authorized by them to say that the statement was correct and might be relied
In the face of these facts, he
on.
(Mr. Kerferd) thought that the site
ought not to be fixed until further inquiry
was made. It appeared that the bqard did
not make that full inquiry which they
ought to have done as to the most eligible
site, and tha.t they arrived at a decision in
favour. of Wangaratta, without giving the
claims of the Beechworth district a fair
consideration. Mr. Clemenger, who formerly resided at Wangaratta, stated in a
letter to him-and the statement was fully
confirmed by the statistics of the hospitalthat ophthalmia was much more prevalent
at Wangaratta than at Beechworth. Beechworth occupied a much greater elevation
than Wangaratta, and it was well known
that ophthalmia and similar diseases prevailed most on low-lying grounds. He
was anxious that the industrial schools
should be erected where they would be
most convenient, and best adapted to carry
out the objects for which such institutions
were intended. As the local authorities
and the inhabitants of Beechworth had not
had the opportunity of bringing forward
evidence as to the most suitable site, it
was due to the district that a further inquiry should take place. He should be
perfectly satisfied to abide by the decision
arrived at by a competent board, after fair
and impartial inquiry.
Mr. G. V. SMITH seconded the amendment.
Mr. McKEAN explained that he had
voted for the site being at Wangaratta,
but, upon further information and inquiry,
he was inclined to think that the institution should be erected at Beechworth. He
should therefore support the amendment,
in order that the matter might be reconsidered.
Mr. BYRNE opposed the amendment,
and expressed a hope that honorable members would be influenced solely by a desire
to promote the welfare of the children, for
whose benefit the institution was intended.
He was afraid, however, that other motives
actuated some honorable members. As to
the question of site, he was given to
understand that Wangaratta was a beautiful district, and very suitable for industrial schools.
Mr. ORR was afraid that political considerations would influence· some honorable
members in the vote which they would
give on this question.
The honorable
member for the Ovens (Mr. Kerferd) had
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argued that the report of the board ought
not to be fin all y adopted, because he had
recei ved a telegram from the Mayor of
Beech worth denying the correctness of
the statement contained in the report, that
he had pointed out to the boarq. the sites
suggested near Beechworth. But did any
honora.ble member believe that Dr. Paley,
Mr. Wardell, or Mr. Duncan, would, in a
report, tell a wilful and deliberate falsehood? because that was what the telegraphic statement amounted to. He, for
one, could not believe anything of the kind.
He carefully watched the progress of those
gentlemen when they visited the Ovens
district. They travelled up the Murray;
they landed at Wahgunyah, where they
remained two days; they were about
a week at Beechworth; and they were two
days at Wangaratta. And this being so,
would any honorable member venture to
say that these gentlemen would return to
Melbourne, and submit to the Chief Secretary a report which was not based on fact?
'fhe honorable member for the Ovens had
also stated that there were 700 houses in
the borough of Beechworth, as contradistinguished from the smaller number
which he stated were in the borough of
Wangaratta. But, according to a statement published in the Ovens Constitution,
within the last few days, the number of
ratepayers on the roll for the borough of
Beechworth, which embraced an area of
six miles by three, was only 240. He
considered it a most unfortunate thing for
the country that such a grave subject, involving, as it did, the welfare of two or
three hundred children, should be decided
altogether apart from its merits; and that
the report of a professional board, appointed to determine the question of site,
should be set aside, merely because it was
displeasing to a Government supporterthe honorable member for the Ovens (Mr.
G. V. Smith). He did not hesitate to
protest against any such iniquity. The
honorable mover of the amendment had
likewise stated that all he was anxious
for was further information, and had
quoted opinions, as to ophthalmia, received
from Beechworth, in contradistinction to
the statements made by him (Mr. Orr)
when the subject was last under discussion. He had in his possession statements from medical men, reiterating what
he said last week; but it was not necessary for him to quote the opinions of
medical men or anybody else, because he
had lived six years at Beechworth, and he
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had been through Wangaratta many hundreds of times; and he had no hesi tation in
saying that those who maintained that
ophthalmia was more prevalent in Wangaratta than in Beechworth asserted that
which was a fallacy. Not only the gentlemen forming the board, but Mr. LeCapelain,
travelling inspector to the Central Board
of Health, had expressed an unqualified
opinion as to the superiority of the Wangaratta site; and he considered that such
opinions ought not to be disregarded for
such opinions as those referred to by the
honorable mover of the amendment. He
should have no objection to referring the
matter back, if further information were
req uired; bu t, if the report were referred
back to the same board, the gentlemen
composing that board would be placed in
an unfair position. Knowing, as they nmv
did, what the Chief Secretary wanted,
they would feel that they must tone down
the report, in order that the Chief Secretary
might be permitted to do what he liked, or
that they would be exposed to the animosityof every member of the Government.
It would be most indecent to place gentlemen in that position.
Mr. McCULLOCH denied that he
adopted the Beechworth site simply with
the view of meeting the wishes of the honOI'able member for the Ovens (Mr. G. V.
Smith). When the subject was last under
discussion, the honorable member for the
Murray indulged in similar assertions, and
afterwards came to him privately and
apologized for attributing such motives.
But it was hardly consistent with such
conduct-in fact, it was most unbecoming
-for the honorable member now to repeat
the same offensive expressions in the House.
The Government came to their decision
on this matter on public grounds. As had
been stated already, notwithstanding the
report of the board, it was the duty of the
Government and the House to take all the
merits of the case into consideration before
coming to a final decision. According to
the official returns of the children from the
Ovens district committed to the Industrial
Schools, seventy-seven were from Beechworth, twelve from Wangaratta, twenty
from Chiltern, three from Buckland, and
twelve from Rutherglen.
These facts
alone furnished a reason why the schools
should be at Beech worth. Then, if honorable members looked at the maps, they
would see that the Wangaratta site-the
area of which was estimated at 100 acres,
of which only seventy~five acres were
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available-was surrounded by water and
swamps; and he ha.d ascertained, from a
conversation with Dr. Paley, since the
subject was last under consideration, that
the members paid but a hurried visit to
Wangaratta, and that some of their recommendations as to that site were founded,
not upon personal observation, but upon
information which they received. In fact,
they did not investigate as they should
have investigated; and this showed the
necessity for care on the part of the Government and the House that the recommendations of such boards were not too closely
followed. As he had said before, the Government decided in favour of Beechwortb,
because the greater number of the destitute
children in the Ovens district came from
that place, and because the services of
the medical men attached to other charitable institutions, and particularly the
lunatic asylum, would be available for the
industrial schools.
These were strong
recommendations, and particularly as it
was admitted that, in regard to hea.lthfulness, Beechworth was in no way inferior
to yvangaratta. As to the fact of Wangaratta being nearer than Beechworth to
Melbourne, he thought that an objection
rather than a recommendation. The point
to be considered in planting an industrial
school was not so much nearness to Melbourne, as proximity to the centre of the
district sought to be accommodated.
Mr. WHITEMAN though.t that honorable members, in dealing with this question, had not paid sufficient attention to
the report of the professional gentleman
appointed by the Government to consider
the question of site. Those gen tlemen
went to the Ovens district totally unbiassed, and prepared to investigate and
report to the best of their ability; and,
this being so, their report should receive
consideration at the hands of the House.
If those gentlemen had come to a hasty
and imperfect decision, they had no right
to hold their present positions in the public
service.
Mr. SNODGRASS submitted that the
House would not be justified in assuming
the responsibility of ignoring the report of
the gentlemen appointed to inquire as to
sites; and this it would do if it adopted the
Beechworth site. As the question stood
at present, the responsibility of selection
rested with the board. At the same time,
although he voted for the Wangaratt,a site
the other night, he was in favour of further
inquiry.
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Mr. BAYLES said, after listening attentively to the arguments brought forward
during the discussion, he had come to the
conclusion that both sites were unhealthy
-that neither was fit for the location of
children. . Under these circumstances, he
would suggest that the school should be
erected somewhere in the western portion
of the colony.
Mr. McLELLAN observed that it appeared that it did not matter where the
poor unfortunate children were kept, so
long as the sum of £15,000 was expended
for the erect.ion of buildings in Beechworth,
and the people of the locality were benefited by the annual expenditure for the
maintenance of such an establishment.
At the same time, he could not understand
why the recommendations of the professional board should not be carried out.
Already too many public buildings had
been erected on unsuitable sites, simply
because the Government of the day had
been more anxious to oblige their supporters than to attend to other considerations; but he condemned such a course.
The House di vided on the question that
the words-" The industrial schools for
the Ovens district, to be erected at Wangaratta"-proposed to be omitted, stand part
of the questionAyes
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Mr. BOWMAN proposed that the following words be inserted, in the place of
those omitted-"The site of the school for
the Ovens district to be fixed by a board
to be hereafter appointed."
Mr. FRAZER seconded the motion.
He considered that, with regard to existing institutions, sufficient care had not been
taken to secure the best sites, and he did
not wish the same error to be fallen into
in determining where the industrial schools
for the Ovens district should be erected.
He held that such an institution should be
placed where there was good soil, so that
a number of the youths might be trained
to agricultural pursuits, with a view to
their distribution hereafter through the
country, to assist in the conduct of extensive farming operations. He considered
that the site for the Ballarat school was
not properly looked after. The original
site was abandoned for the one ultimately
chosen, merely that the school might be
near a large population.. But he did not
believe it to be absolutely necessary for
these schools to be near centres of population. If a good site, and the other requisities for carrying on an industrial school,
could be obtained near population, well
and good; but, if not, he did not see any
objection to a school being placed a little
out of the way, so long as it was healthfully
situated, and afforded the necessary conveniences for the proper training of the
children. At all events, the matter was
one which should be considered by a competent board-a board that would not be
influenced by any political feeling-and
which should not be decided in a hurried
way.
Mr. McCULLOCH thought it would be
a pity to appoint another board. He anticipated no good whatever from such a
proceeding. Under any circumstances,
the board ought not to be called upon to
fix a site. All that a board should be required to do was to collect information as
to the most eligible sites for the erection of
such buildings, leaving the Government or
the House to say which site should be
selected. He submitted that it would be
better to leave the matter in the hands of
the Government.
Mr. LEVEY considered the matter one
that ought to be settled by a board. If
another report were brought before the
House, the decision would be gllided, not
by the merits of the case, but by political
considerations.
Mr. WHITEMAN said the appoilltIl}ellt
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of a board would be useless, so long as the
majority of the House had made up their
minds that the site should be at Beechworth.
Mr. KERFERD observed that, being in
favour of further inquiry, he should support the appointment of a board. At the
same time, if the Government would
undertake the responsibility - which, he
thought, they ought to do-of fixing upon
a site, he should be perfectly satisfied.
:Mr. McLELLAN contended that the
matter should not be left in the hands of
the Government, because the Government
had determined, at all hazards, that the
school should be at Beechworth. He was
informed that the Beechworth site was of
no value whatever for agricultural purposes, whereas the Wangaratta site was
most suitable in that respect.
Mr. SNODGRASS suggested that the
local difficulty might be met, by placing
the school in the neighbourhood of Tarrawingee, which was about half-way between
Beechworth and vVangaratta. He thought
the matter had better be left entirely in
the hands of the Government.
Mr. SNOWBALL expressed the hope
that the matter would be referred back to
the same board. He gathered,' from the
remarks of the Chief Secretary, that some
members of the board had changed their
opinions as to the site; and, if this were
so, he thought the House ought to be
made acquainted with the grounds for this
change of opinion.
Mr. GRANT said that, as 'it appeared
that honorable members on bol.h sides
thought it desit'able that additional information should be obtained as to the
site for the Ovens school, the Government would be prepared to appoint a
board to make further inquiries. The
Government would undertake not to
act on the recommendations of the board
until the House had had an opportunity of
expressing an opinion ·on the subject. He
trust.ed that honorable members would be
satisfied with this promise, and that the
amen,dment would be withdrawn.
Mr. ORR, in reference to a remark made
by the Chief Secretary, explained that,
after the previous discussion, he had assured
that honorable gentleman that he accepted
his denial of the statement made in the
Beechworth press, that a pledge had been
given to the honorable member (Mr. G. V.
Smith). He <did not think that he had repeated the statement that evening; but, if
he had, he could only express his regret
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for it. He was perfectly satisfied to leave his department till the close of last session,
the question in the position stated by the . anel then, when the House rose, he committed a series of unlawful acts. Under
Minister of Lands.
Mr. KERFERD said he was satisfied these circumstances, he could have no conwith the proposed arrangement; but he fidence in the honorable gentleman; and
would like to know whether the board he considered himself justified in bringing
would report before the rising of tqe the case before the House, and in asking
House, as otherwise the schools could not the House to demand common justice for
be built this year, and the vote ,would lapse? Holden. There was no reason why the
Mr. GRANT replied that the board man should be kept in suspense, as he
should be appointed with as little delay as at present was. The Minister of Lands
possible; but, whether a report could be upbraided him on a former occasion with
obtained during the present session, he bringing charges against the officers of his
department. Now, that was incorrect.
could not say.
Mr. BOWMAN then withdrew his Here was a case in which the officers of the
department had done their duty; but the
amendment, and the debate terminated.
honorable gentleman had not done his.
MR. JOHN HOLDEN.
The amendment was not seconded.
On the order of the day for the House
The House then went into Committee
resolving itself into Committee of Supply, of Supply for the further consideration of
Mr. LONGMORE moved the following the Estimates.
as an amendment" That a select committee of eleven members
CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS.
of this House be elected by ballot to inquire
The
vote of £101,150 in aid of charitable
into and report upon all the circumstances connected with John Holden's application for land, institutions was proposed, the amount to
under the 42nd section of the Amending Land be distributed on certain conditions, and in
Act, in the parish of Campbelltown; three to accordance with the following scheduleform a quorum."
"' For Maintenance-Ararat Hospital, £1,200;
The facts of the case (said the honorable
Ballarat District Hospital, £4,500; Beechworth
member) were these :-In March, 1866,. Hospital, £3,500; Belfast Hospital, £500; CastleHolden pegged off and applied for some land maine District Hospital, £2,500; Dunolly Disunder the 42nd clause of the Land Act. His trict Hospital, £ 1,300; Heathcote Hospital, £500;
application was disputed by two other men, Kilmore Hospital, £350; Kyneton Hospital,
£1,800; Maryborough District Hospital, £2,500;
named Lane and Campbell. Holden attended Melbourne Hospital, £13,500; Melbourne Lyingthree sittings of the board appointed to in Hospital, £1,500; Pleasant Creek Hospital,
inquire into these claims, and the board £1,600; Portland Hospital, £500; Bendigo Hosrecommended that he should receive forty pital, £3,500; Warrnambool Hospital, £400;
Amherst District Hospital, £1,400; Maldon
acres instead of eighty acres. He abso- Hospital,
£300; Swan Hill District Hospital,
lutely refused to accept this award, main- £1,200; Creswick Hospital, £1,200; Daylesford
taining that he was the first applicant, Hospital, £1,000; Upper Goulburn District Hosand, if he had any right whatever, he pital, Wood's Point, £600; Inglewood Hospi£700; Sale Hospital, £500; Ballarat Benehad a right to the eighty acres. Three tal,
volent Asylum, £4,000; Beechworth Benevolent
months ago, the Minister of Lands ar- Asylum, £800; Castlemaine Benevolent Asylum,
ranged that the three men should come to £1,000; Melbourne Benevolent Asylum, £8,000;
Melbourne to state their claims, and the Bendigo Benevolent Asylum, £3,000; Geelong
and Benevolent Asylum, £4,500;
Surveyor-General, Mr. Hodgkinson, and Infirmary
Hamilton Benevolent Asylum, £600; Melbourne
Mr. Couchman were appointed a board to Ladies' Benevolent Society, £3,000; Geelong
inquire into the casco After a patient Female Benevolent Society, £600; Protestant
investigation of three hours, the board Orphan Asylum, Melbourne, £4,500; Geelong
arrived at the conclusion that Holden had Orphan Asylum, £1,500; Ballarat Orphan
Asylum, £1,000; Our Lady's Orphanage, Geean absolute right to the land, and, the Sur- long, £700; St. Augustine's Orphanage, Geelong,
veyor-General made a minute to that effect. £700; St. Vincent de Paul's Orphanage, Emerald
He regretted that that minute was not Hill, £2,800; House of Mercy, £400; the Refuge,
amongRt the papers which had been pre- Madeline street, £350; the Female Refuge, Abbotsford, £800; Deaf and Dumb Institution,
sented. Holden made several applications Prahran, £1,000; Jewish Philanthropic Society,
that effect might be given to this decision, £300; Eye and Ear Institution, £300; Immiand the Minister of Lands promised to do grants' Aid Society (unconditional, so far as reso; but he had not done so, and he did not gards private contributions), £4,000; charitable
societies, not provided for in the general grant,
think that it was intended to do so. The £2,000: Total, Maintenance, £92,400. For
honorable gentleman detained matters in Buildings-Melbourne Hospital (No.2), £5,000;
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Ballarat Orphan Asylum, £2,000; Female Refuge, Abbotsford, £750; Deaf and Dumb Institution, Prahran, £ 1,000: Total, Buildings, £8,750."

Mr. VERDON stated that honorable
members would observe that this vote had
been increased; and, for his part, he did
not see how its gradual increase was to be
checked. He confessed that, if the Government refrained from su pporting these
institutions, and accepted the responsibility
of providing for the sick and destitute
throughout the length and breadth of the
land, the cost to the country would be considerably more than it was at present. He
had endeavoured to provide for the actual
necessities of everyone of these institutions. Although the year 1866 was a very
expensive year, aU the necessaries of life
being very high in price, he had not thought
proper to make any reduction on that account as regards this year, inasmuch as
many of the institutions would be subject
to increased demands for assistance, arising
chiefly from the additional accommodation
which the votes of the House last session
had enabled them to acquire. Considering
the large amount then given towards new
buildings, he had not thought it necessary
to ask for any considerable sum on the
present occasion. As £42,000 was voted
for buildings in 1866, it was not unreasonable to restrict the amount to the £8,750
it was proposed to grant to those new
establishments which had commended
themselves to the Government as possessing strong claims for support. The
total vote was in substitution of the vote
for £75,000 which appeared on the Estimates, and which had not been found
sufficient.
Captain MAC MAHON asked why
£500 had been struck off the Melbourne
Benevolent Asylum as compared with the
vote of last year; and whether the £2,000,
for charitable institutions not provided for
in the grant, included an:y provision for
the erection of a building for the Melbourne Home?
Mr. VERDON said that the £2,000
would be distributed as the corresponding
sum voted last year was-namely, amongst
ladies' benevolent societies and various
small institutions scattered throughout the
country, which had not been recognized as
the recipients of regular aid from the Government, but which were doing an immense amount of good. No portion of the
sum would go to the Melbourne Home. A
sum of £2,000 was required by the promoters of the Home for building purposes;
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but he had arrived at the conclusion that
the Home-which was a place where servants could reside, and from which they
could be engaged-was not a charitable
institution. To make it a grant would be
to add a new class of institutions to those
already aided by the State.
Captain MAC MAHON pointed out
that the Government had already recog'nized the Home by granting it a building
site. It was not proposed that the Government should contribute to the funds of
the institution, as, with the assistance it
received from subscribers, it was almost
self-supporting. All that was asked for
was assistance for building purposes. If
the Home was not a charitable institution
itself, no better plan could be adopted to
prevent charities being overburdened than
providing for the respectable maintenance
of females out of situation, and saving
them from the Benevolent Asylum on the
one hand, or a career of vice on the other.
At the proper time, he would move that
the item be increased, with a view to grant
assistance to the Home.
Mr. KERFERD asked if the amount of
£3,500 would be sufficient for the Beechworth Hospital? He mentioned that the
hospital committee had to pay a large sum
as interest on a bank overdraft, and he
suggested that payments on account of the
grant should be made during the early
parts of the year, in ord81' that the gentlemen managing these institutions might not
have to become personally liable for overdrafts. At present, the committees were
often placed in an embarrassing position,
as they received intimations that the overdrafts must be reduced. Moreover, the
payment of £100 per_ annum as interest
was a serious loss.
Mr. VERDON replied that the proposed
grant was £500 more than was voted to
the hospital last year, and he believed it
would be sufficient. The Treasury was
always prepared to make advances to
the various charitable institutions as
early as possible; but sometimes the list
of subscribers necessary to support the
claims could not be obtained. Besides the
revenue only came in gradually, and the
payments must bear some proportion to
the receipts. If all the grants made by
the House were paid during the early part
of the year, the revenue would have to be
anticipated, and that there was no means
of doing.
Mr. ORR remal:ked that a new system,
whereby a legitimate control should be ex-
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ercised over the expenditure of these charitable institutions, had been promised year
after year. If a proper audit were established, so that the State would have some
safeguard, there need be no difficulty in
handing over two-thirds of the vote at the
commencement of the year. He understood t1u~t the Government had always
from £600,000 to £800~000 lying to their
credit, on which they received a very
small i1)terest, if any; whil~ not only the
charitable institutions, but also t.he road
boards, were paying large sums for overdrafts in anticipation of their grants.
Mr. VERDON said that the honorable
member's statement was correct. He had
frequently urged the necessity of such a
measure, and he regretted that he had not
been able to redeem his promise of introducing it. The Bill was almost completed
when he visited England, and it would
have been submitted during the present
session had there been any opportunity
for introducing it. As the different local
institutions were deeply interested, they
ought to be allowed to consider any proposed legislation on the subject; and he
proposed, therefore, to prepare the Bill, for
the information of the public, before very
long, so that it could be fully considered and
discussed in time for the House to deal
with it before the Estimates for next year
were taken. He thought it would be necessary to devise a more extensive system
than the mere audit mentioned by the
honorable member. Local rates, he believed, would have to be substituted for
private subscriptions. The present system
was the most expensive which could be
adopted; for, in some instances, the commissions paid to the collectors amounted to
60 per cent., and, of course, this came out
of the public pocket in the end. At the
same time, though local rates might be
established, it would be a great mistake to
substitute elected committees of ratepayers,
to the entire exclusion of -tho persons who
had hitherto devoted so much time to the
work of charity. The voluntary zeal at
present shown in the cause was such that
the State could not afford to dispense with
it. The difficulty was to join the two
interests. It would be inconvenient, however, to discuss the provisions of the measure now. He admitted that the Bill
should have been hrought in before, though
he could not blame himself for the delay.
He could only say that, as soon as it was
prepared, it should be submitted to Parliament; and, if the Houses were not sitting,
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he would undertake the responsibility of
circulating it without delay.
Mr. -MOORE declared that the whole
system needed revision. It was a maLter
of surprise to him that no effort was made
by the various charitable institutions to
extend the range of their subscriptions.
The collectors, Leing paid by commission,
had no inuucement to open new ground,
and, year after year, the subscription lists
disclosed nothing but a stereotyped list of
firm::; and individuals. It would be satisfactory to see some plan adopteu, by which
the burthen couhl be thrown, to some extent, on those who did not at present contribute. He believed, also, that many of
the inmates of these institutions were such
men as worn-out shepherds from Riverina.
Men of that class found their way here
from the neighbouring colonies, and became
permanent charges upon Victorian charities; and it would be advisable, in the case
of a federal union, for a debtor and creditor account to be kept of these claims.
He was glad to hear that a comprehensive
scheme was about to be introduced; something beyond a mere audit. As the State
contributed so largely to the support of
the charitable inst.itutions, it was entitled
to a greater control over the expenditure
than could be given by pro forma returns.
The Government s~lOuld either be represented on the local committee, or there
should be some officer appointed to supervise and correct the expenditure of the
institutions generally. Cases existed in
which more money was spent for medicine
than for food; and it would be advisable
to know whether the most economical
method of obtaining supplies was adopted
in these instances.
Mr. J. T. SMITH commented on the
fact that the extensive district of West
Bourke, which included some of the oldest
towns in the colony, was not mentioned in
the schedule. He wished other districts
would show a like independence.
He
agreed that there ought to be some supervision exercised over the expenditure of
the charitable institutions. In some instances the expenditure was properly looked
after at present; but in others it was left to
the paid officers, and was wasted in salaries,
instead of being applied to the sick and
needy.
Dr. EMBLING expressed his pleasure
at hem'iug that the Government proposed
to bring in a Bill to regulate all charitable
institutions. He was sure that the Melbourne Hospital would be a greater boon
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than it was at present, if it was better
regulated. Patients were sent there who
ought to be sent to local institutions, and
others were admitted who were well able
to pay for medical attendance. He suggested that a clause should be inserted in
the Bill, providing that the proceedings of
thA managing committees should be open
to the public, as the proceedings of boards
of guardians w.ere in England.
Why
should institutions which derived almost
the whole of their revenue from the public
funds carryon their proceedings in private?
He was sure that the Melbourne Hospital
could be better managed for half the money.
Mr. EVANS called attention to the very
small sum, £500, set down for the Belfast
Hospital. He was informed that double
the amount would be required. At all
events, £750 might be given.
Mr. VERDON said the facts of the case
would not justify an increase. In 1864 the
hospital had sixteen pat.ients, for 1865
there was no return, and in 1866 the number of patients was only twelve. The
grant proposed, together with the private
su bscriptions, would more than make up
the·income of the previous year.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH said he was afraid
this was an instance which proved the
fallacy of figures. Probably the limited
accommodation restricted the number of
indoor patien ts. It appeared to him that
many other districts were more liberally
dealt with; and he would therefore move
that the vote be increased to £750.
Mr. MOORE remarked that the figures
showed that the Belfast Hospital was entitled to additional assistance, on the
Chinese principle of paying physicians for
keeping their patients in health.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. McKEAN suggested that the local
hospitals should be allowed to set apart a
portion of their premises for the purposes
of benevolent asylums. At present most
of these institutions had persons on their
books who were not entitled to be considered as hospital patients, and this wa.s
nothing but a pious fraud.
In reply to Mr. KERFERD,
Mr. GRANT said that the committee
of the new Melbourne Hospital had had
several interviews with him on the subject of a site; but there was a difficulty in
finding any suitable Crown land near the
city. Application was made for a portion
of Fawkner-park, and to this selection 'he
had no objection to offer, provided the
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corporations interested would gi ve their
consent. The committee then fixed upon
a site, comprising some ten acres, close to
the Police-barracks, at Richmond. This
land was vested in the Corporation of Melbourne as a permanent reserve. The committee obtained the consent of the City
Corporation, and then wai ted upon him,
as representing the Lands department, to
know if the Government would approve
of their action, and whether it would be
necessary to obtain the sanction of the
Legislature. He informed the committee
that it was absolutely necessary that the
sanction of the Legislature should be obtained, and the Attorney-General, to whom
he had had a case submitted, had expressed
the same opinion to Mr. Service, a member
of the committee who waited upon him.
The Government felt averse to recommending the proposal, because, in the first
place, they had a serious objection to interfere with permanent reserves, and, in this
particular instance, it did not. appea.r that
the council and the inhabitants of the
borough of Richmond had been consulted
in the matter; while, if honorable members would look at the plan, they would
observe that the whole drainage of the
institution would flow down the Punt-road
into the Yarra. Under these circumstances, the Government did not feel justified in asking Parliament to asse~t to the
proposal.
. .
Mr. BALFOUR expressed his satisfaction at the explanation given by the Minister of Lands, that the proposed new
hospital could not be erected on the site
which had been applied for without the
consent of the Legislature, and that the
Government were not prepared to recommend that that consent should be given.
The subscription list for the new hospital
was originated with the distinct understanding that the institution should be built
outside any centre of population, and that
understanding ought to be strictly adhered
to.
Mr. ORR thought that the responsibility
of approving or rejecting the site for the
new hospital should be thrown upon the
Government, and that a condition to this
effect should be attached to the vote.
Mr. GRANT remarked that the Government had no desire to throw any impediments in the way of carrying out the
charitable object which had suggested the
erection of a new hospital. The difficulty,
however, was that the Government had
not a suitable site for the hospital.
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Mr. HARBISON stated that the City
Council only agreed to waive its rights to
a portion of Richmond-paddock in favour
of the erection of a hospital there, on condition that a special drain should be constructed to carry the drainage from the
hospital into the Yarra below the Falls.
Mr. KERFERD said he should be sorry
to see the vote clogged with the condition
suggested by the honorable member for
the Murray. The new hospital ought to
be as near a centre of population as possible. If far removed from the population
for whose benefit it was intended, its usefulness inight be greatly impaired, especially in cases of serious accidents. Since
the Melbourne Hospital was founded, the
city and suburbs had greatly extended, and
the hospital was now too re-mote from the
suburbs. Hence the necessity for a second
institution. The promoters of the new
hospital were entitled to the thanks of the
community, and he hoped that the vote
would not be clogged with any conditions
which would require the building to be
erected in any particular place.
Mr. ORR observed that everyone would
agree that the movement for a new hospital
was deserving of the utmost encouragement; but the honorable member for the
Ovens had apparently forgotten that, when
the movement was initiated, the chief reason given for it was that the over-crowded
state of the present hospital rendered it
necessary to erect a second institution in
the country, or in the suburbs, which could
be used for the reception of such patients
from the present hospital as were convalescent, but required to be kept for some
time longer under medical care. Cases of
accident, and other cases of emergency,
would necessarily still have to be dealt
with in the present hospital. Without
intending the slightest reflection on the
gentlemen who had so energetically and
praiseworthily exerted themselves for the
erection of a new hospital, he thought
that the responsibility of fixing the site for
the institution should rest on the Governmoo~
.
Mr. BYRNE hoped the Government
would do all they cou ld to assist the promoters of the new hospital to get a site for
the institution. After all their exertions,
the movement was virtually at a standstill,
because a suitable site could not be obtained. He would suggest that a portion
of the Government reserve near Prince'sbridge would form a suitable site.
. Mr. BURTT understood that the original
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intention of the promoters of the new
hospital was not to establish a rival to the
present institution, but a sort of convalescent hospital.
The new institution
ought to be built somewhere outside the
city, and he hoped that the money would
only be granted on that condition.
Mr. McLELLAN complained that honO1'able members ignored the origin of the
movement for a new hospital. The movement originated because a number of eminent medical men believed that the present
hospital was too limited in accommodation,
and too near the centre of the city. The
Government ought to place no obstacle in
the way of the gentlemen who had undertaken to collect subscriptions for the
erection of a new hospital, either to prevent them obtaining a suitable site for the
building, or a grant of money to enable
them to carry out their charitable object.
Obstructions had, however, been placed in
their path. In the first instance, the promoters fixed on a site in the Government
domain, and next they selected one in
Richmond-paddock; but objections were
taken to granting either site. The new
hospital would be of no use unless it was
erected on a site near the centre of population. He hoped that the best site available within the boundaries of the city
would be granted for the institution.
Several honorable members advocated
an increase of the grants proposed for the
charitable institutions in the districts which
they represented.
Mr. VERDON intimated that the sums
named in the schedule were the full
amounts which the several institutions
were entitled to claim out of the vote.
Mr. ORR reminded the Treasurer that
a deputation had an interview with him,
and requested him to place £750 on the
Estimates, for the maintenance of the
Upper Goulburn District Hospital this
year, and £500 towards the completion of
the building. He (Mr. Orr) was under the
impression that a promise was made that
the request should be complied with. The
case of this institution, he submitted, was
an exceptional one. The building was
in a very unfinished state, and, owing to
the large increase of deep quartz-mining
in the district, the number of accidents
requiring treatment in the hospital was
continually increasing, anu, consequently,
the demands upon the institution were
much greater this year than last.
Mr. VERDON said that, if any promise
were made to the deputation to grant a
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sum of money for buildin~ purposes, of
course it must be kept. He would examine
the records of the department, and ascertain whether a promise was made or not.
If the honorable member submitted any
information to show that the number of
patients in the institution in 1867 justified
the voting of an additional sum for maintenance, it would be his (Mr. Verdon'S)
duty to state the facts to the committee,
and ask for such an addition to the vote as
might be necessary.
Mr. BURTT asked where the House of
Mercy was situated? This was the only
institution in the list the locality of which
'was not indicated.
Mr. VERDON stated that it was in
Nicholson-street, Fitzroy.
Mr. BURTT asked whether the inmates
of the Female Refuge, Abbotsford, were
aU supposed to be of the Roman Catholic
faith?
Mr. VERDON replied that no distinc
tion was recognized. All who chose to go
to the Refuge were admitted; and he believed that there was not a better or more
economically managed institution in the
country.
Mr. BURTT inquired whether ministers
of the gospel of any Protestant denomination could visit the institution to give
spiritual advice to the Protestant inmates?
Mr. VERDON was sorry he could not
answer the question.
Mr. O'GRADY had no hesitation in
saying that anyone who visited the institution in the capacity of a minister of religion would be received with courtesy.
Mr. REEVES believed that the institution was a 'Very valuable one.
Captain MAC MAHON deprecated the
introduction of a sectarian spirit into the
discussion of votes of this character.
Mr. WATKINS drew attention to the
sum for the Deaf and Dumb Institution
at Prahran. The inmates, he stated, had
been removed to the new building, on the
St. Kilda-road; and a few benevolent individuals had organized an institution at
the old premises, at Prahran, for the maintenance and instruction of blind children.
There was, unfortunately, in this colony a
great number of children who were blind,
many of them from ophthalmia, which had
been so prevalent at the Industrial School
at Sunbury and other places. The committee of this institution for the blind had
already taken into their establishment as
many children as they could find accommodation for, and many more would be
u
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admitted if there was room.
The
Chief Secretary had promised a deputation that a sum should be placed on the
Estimates to enable a sufficient building to
be erected, and also to supplement charitable donations in maintaining these unfortnnate children; but he regretted to say
that he did not find any provision on the
Estimates for this purpose. The committee had engaged a trained teacher, and
it was very important that the Government
should give the claims of the institution a
favorable consideration.
Mr. VERDON was aware that, during
his absence from the colony, a deputation
waited upon the Chief Secl'etary, and that
a promise of assistance was given. He
acknowledged the importance of establishing an institution of this description, and
it was his intention to bring down a
supplementary estimate for the purposes
spoken of by the honorable member for
Evelyn.
Mr. O'GRADY brought under the
notice of the Treasurer the fact t.hat the
committee of the Immigrants' Aid Society
desired to obtain the assistance of the Government 'with a view to the establishment
of an office in town where sllch of the persons as applied to the society for relief,
who were able to work, might get employment. Including the Government grant,
the society'S expenditure amounted to about
£6,000 per annum. Last year the society
relieved 5,000 persons, over 2,000 of whom
.were males between thirty and forty years
of age. If the committee were afforded
the opportunity of having .an office in town,
they might get employment for a number
of the applicants for relief.
Mr. VERDON said he would make a
note on the subjed.
Mr. LEVEY called attention to the advisability of the Government considering
the pI.'0priety of establishing a labour-office
on a plan similar to that started in South
Australia. The present labour-offices, he
had no hesitation in saying, were a disgrace to the country. The proprietors did
not care what kiud of servants they found
for masters, or what kind of masters they
found for servants. All they cared for
was that servants should change their
places as often as possible, in order that
the office fees might be multiplied.
Mr. VERDON questioned the propriety
of the Government undertaking to establish
labour-offices. Were the Government to do
this, they would gradually and eventually
be held liable for supplying employment to
,I
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persons in need of it. He, therefore, should

ness of the charities themselves.

hesitate very much before recommending

believed that a great many persons who

trial of the experiment. Before the vote
was disposed of, there was one matter
which he desired to mention. Honorable
members were no doubt aware that the
committee of one of the charitable institutions in Melbourne had refused to admit
the representatives of the press to their
meetings.; and he had been strongly urged
to make the payment of the grants to
charitable institutions conditional on the
admission of the press to the committee
meetings. He feared he could not ask
honorable members to assent to that,
because it would seem too great an interference with the liberty of management
which should be accorded to all such committees, composed, as they were, of gentlemen whose services were honorary. At
the same time, he thought the committee
would agree with him that it would be to
the public advantage for the press to be
admitted to all such meetings. He believed
the majority of honorable members were
of that opinion, and perhaps the mere expression of the opinion would have the
effect of modifying the views of those committees who had hit.herto objected to admit
the press to their meetings. He did not
think there was anything to be concealed
in connexion with the conduct of charitable
institutions', and it was unquestionably for
the general advantage that the public should
know how they were managed.
Mr. LEVEY objected to the admission
of the press to committee meetings of
charitable institutions, and said there was
no precedent for it in the management of
English institutions. . He thot;ght that,
wi th regard to the attendance of the press
at meetings, there should be some limit.
If members of the press were to be admitted to committee meetings, why should
they not be admitted to meetings ?f the
Executive Council? Perhaps on the occasion of the election of a medical or some
other officer, or on the occasion of the discussion of such an important financial
question as to whether 4~d. or 5d. per
quart should be paid for milk, it might
be well for the proceedings of a committee to be published; but he thought
that such matters might fairly be left to
the good sense of the committees themselves. To lay down as a rule that every
committee meeting of a public charity
should be open to the press, would be only
to promote the circulation of a vast amount
of tittle-tattle, and to abridge the useful-

were benefited by the charities would
refrain from applying for relief if their
necessities were to be paraded before the
public. He repeated that it would be
better to leave these things to the committees. If the committees failed to exhibit good sense, the subscribers would
have the remedy in their own hands when
the annual meetings came round.
Mr. VERDON said he recognized the
distinction put forward by the honorable
member for Normallby, and he did not
wish to lay down any absolute rule on the
subject; but he thought the press might'
safely be entrusted, in such matters, to say
what should be published and what omitted.
Mr. KERFERD concurred with the remarks of the Treasurer. He considered
that, next to a system of public audit, the
admission of the press to committee meetings was the most valuable check that
could be conceived on the management of
public charities. There were two institutions with which he was connected for
many years-the Ovens District Hospital
and the Ovens Benevolent Asylum. The
admission of the press to the committee
meetings of those institutions was resisted
for many years; but· now the press were
admitted. He had heard statements made
with regard to the Melbourne Hospital,
and of an expenditure going on which was
a disgrace to the institution and an connected with it; but, if the press had been
admitted to the committee meetings, such
an expenditure would not have been tolerated for one moment. He believed that
the presence of the press at the committee
meetings would afford a sure guarantee
that the expenditure in connexion with
these institutions would be such as would
meet with public approbation.
Mr. O'GRADY said he was not aware
what reason induced the committee of the
Melbourne Hospital to refuse the press admission to their meetings. He knew that
the committee meetings of the Benevolent
Asylum and the Immigrants' Aid Society
were open to the press; and he saw no
objection whatever to the course. Indeed,
he believed that the reports relative to
those institutions published by the press
were calculated to increase the number of
subscribers.
Mr. RICHARDSON urged the claims
of the Geelong Homreopathic Dispensary
to some support from the State. The institution had been established three or
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four years, it had afforded benefit to a
large number of patients, and its present
means of support were derived wholly
from voluntary contributions.
Mr. VERDON thought the suggestion
raised the question whether two systems
of medical treatment should be supported by the State. If the honorable
member considered this should be done,
the better plan would be to table a formal
motion on the subject, which would evoke
a general discussion.
Mr. BYRNE stated that he had been
under homreopathic treatment for years,
and had derived the greatest benefits from
the system. He was also aware of extraordinary cures which it had effected in
others. He should be glad to see a homreopathic dispensary established in Melbourne, and assisted by the State; and, if
such an institution did not prove its value
in the first year, he would willingly consent to all State aid being withdrawn
from it.
Mr. BURTT said he cared little for
homreopathy or for allopathy. He was one
of Shakspeare's disciples, and ready to
"throw physic to the dogs." But he would
observe that ho~reopathy had been a recognized branch of medical science in
England for many years; and, this being
so, he did not see why State aid should
be withheld from a charitable institution
in which homreopathic treatment was
practised.
Mr. MACPHERSON observed that h6
did not see how the Treasurer could assist
the Homreopathic Dispensary at the present
time; but he would suggest that the grant
in aid of the building fund of the new
metropolitan hospital should be made conditionally that the institution should be
conducted on homreopathic principles.
After some further discussion, the vote
of £101,150 was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
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such owner before any justice; and, subject to
any agreement previously made between the
said owner and occupier, the said owner may
recover the sums so paid if not paid on demand
from such occupier as arrears of rent could be
recovered from the said occupier by the said
owner."

Mr. MOORE submitted that this clause,
as it stood, would offer to collectors an inducement to neglect collecting rates from
occupiers. Instances had occurred of rates
falling into arrear, simply through the
laches of the collectors, and of landlords
being afterwards pounced upon for rates
which ought to have been paid by the
tenants.
Mr. BURTT said that he, as an owner
of property, h~d had to pay rates, simply
because the collector had neglected to
apply to the tenants for them. Had the
tenants been called upon at the proper
time, the rates would have been paid; they
were not called upon, and then, through
falling into difficulties, they left the premises surreptitiously; and the result was
that the landlord had to pay.
Mr. BAYLES contended that it was
only equitable for rates to be a burthen on
property, and that it was the business of
the landlord to see that the rates were
paid.
Captain MAC MAHON called attention
to the fact that, if an occupier did not pay
his rates, his name did not appear on the
burgess-roll, from which the roll of ratepaying electors was made up. This being
so, an occupier, who was not particular
about looking after his right to vote,
might be disfi'anchised, simply by the collector not calling upon him for the rates.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
the objection of the honorable and gallant
member had already been guarded against
by a clause introduced into the Bill by the
sele~t committee, to the effect that every
borough council should give public notice,
on or before the 30th May in each year,
that occupiers of rateable property must
MUNICIPALITIES ACT AMENDpay, before the 20th June, all rates due
MENT BILL.
three months before that time, to be entitled
The House went into committee for the to have their names on the burgess-roll.
further consideration of this Bill.
He agreed with the honorable member for
Some discussion took place on clause North Melbourne (Mr. Burtt) that efforts
234, which was as followsshould be made by the borough council to
"When the occupier of any rateable property obtain payment from the person in occuis rated in respect thereof, and the rate remains pation as soon as possible after the rate
unpaid for three months, the council of the was made; and he would not object to an
borough, or their collector, may demand the amendment of the clause so as to require
amount of such rate, or any part thereof, from
the council to show that they hud maq.e
the owner of the rateable property, and, on nonreasonable efforts to obtain the rates from
payment thereof, may recover the same from
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the occupier. But that provision made, he
submitted it would not be unreasonable to
ask the owner (in the event of default by
the occupier) to pay the rates. It should
be remembered that the owner, rather than
the occupier of property, benefited by local
expenditure.
Mr. BYRNE said he should like the
principle observed in America, of the landlord paying the rates, to be adopted here.
He knew instances of the occupiers of
small tenements, let at lOs. per week and
upwards, not being applied to for their
rates until it was too late for their names
to appear on the burgess-roll, and then they
had been summoned.
Mr. JONES remarked that he was at a
loss to understand the object of the discussion. By the clause, the owner of premises was made liable to pay the rates, in
the event of the occupier not paying them
before a given time; but, in that case, the
owner could recover the amount which he
so paid from the tenant. The owner could,
at all times, ascertain for him8elf, by a
visit to the council chambers, whether or
not t.he rates had been paid; and, if he
allowed the tenant to levant without paying rates, surely the House was not to step
in and condone the carelessness of the
landlord.
Mr. SNOWBALL observed that the
tenant stood quite in a different position
to the landlord, with reference to the payment of rates. If the tenant paid rates,
he could deduct them from the rent; while
the landlord, if he had to pay the rates,
through the default of the tenant, had to
take a roundabout, and sometimes costly
course, in order to recover from the tenant.
All that was wanted was provision, by the
council, of machinery to make the tenant
pay. He would propose that the clause
should be amended, so as to enable the
officers of the council to take proceedings
against the tenant, in the event of a rate
not being paid within three months, and,
failing to recover, then to proceed against
the landlord.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM thought it was
hardly necessary to legislate for the landlord, seeing that the landlord had a remedy
against his tenant not possessed by any
other creditor; and the landlord could recover rates from the tenant in the same
way that he recovered rent. For the purposes of collection, it was the invariable
policy of the law to make the rate recoverable in the first instance from the occupier;
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but was the owner to be exempt from the
operation of the law in case of the rate not
being recovered from the occupier? (Mr.
Moore-"Exhaust the tenant first.") He
apprehended that, in many cases, it would
be impossible to exhaust the tenant first.
In the case of a weekly tenancy, and a
tenant leaving the premises before the
council could take proceedings, was the
owner, who derived the chief benefit from
the public expenditure on the street or
place in which the property was situate to
be exempt? No doubt the council should
not allow an unreasonable time to elapse
before insisting upon payment from the
tenant; but the argument of honorable
members appeared to go further-to go
even to prevent the owner being liable if
the council failed to recover the rate from
the tenant. That he held to be unreasonable. As to the amendment proposed, he
feared it would not work well.
Mr. LANG TON said the clause, as it
stood, appeared to be a provision under
which the tenant would always be on the
burgess-roll, and the landlord would always
be liable to pay the rates. That was a.
proposition which he thought the committee would not endorse. It was altogether opposed to the principle of taxation
and representation going together. He
submitted that the person whose name was
put on the burgess-roll ought to be compelled to pay the rates.
Mr. DYTE submitted that, if such a
clause were not in the Bill, a large amount
of revenue would go uncollected.
Mr. LEVEY contended that the clause,
if passed unaltered, would have the effect
of converting rate-collectors into unscrupulous partizans. It was quite certain
that, if the collectors could obtain the rates
from the owner, they would be careless
about applying to the occupier, and the
result would be that one-half of the occupiers of rateable property would not be on
the burgess-roll. He knew of instances in
which rate-collectors had purposely abstained from calling for rates until it was
too late for the names of the occupiers
then called upon to be on the burgess-roll.
He considered the amendment a very useful one.
.
Mr. JONES, referring to the statement
that the borough councils would allow
their rs.tes to fall into arrears, in order to
have the satisfaction of " taking it out" of
the landlords. observed that it was well
known that there was always a rush to get
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iu the rates as quickly as possible, in consequence of the councils having over-drafts
on which they had to pay interest.
Mr. WHEELER contended that, if
property was to be held liable for unpaid
rates, there should at least be some limitation as to time, say three years.
Captain MAC MAHON pointed out that,
while, on the one hand, the House had
endeavoured to simplify the title to land
by means of the Real Property Act, it
was now proposed to create an' incumbrance in the form of a liability for unpaid
rates. Purchasers would in future have
to ascertain, in each instance, how far
this liability existed. The difficulty could
be met by making six months' rates a
charge on the property. In that case,
the councils would see that the rates were
collected regularly within the period
named.
Mr. WHEELER said that, if twelve
months were named, the compromise would
be a fair one.
Mr. KERFERD supported the suggestion, on the ground that, as the councils
would be sure to see to the prompt collection of the rates, it would be better for all
concerned.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM asked what the
committee proposed to do with clauses
237 and 238 in the event of the suggestion being adopted ? Was it intended to
retain the power of selling the property
in default of the payment of rates? It
appeared to him that a valuable feature
of the Bill-the provision that the landlord should be made responsible himself
for the payment of the rates-was about
to be sacrificed.
. Captain MAC MAHON said that his
idea was, that the land should be liable for
six months' rates, with power to sell if they
were not paid.
Sir· F. MURPHY presumed that the
municipal authorities would be required to
take their remedy within six months, aud,
if they failed to do so, then they would lose
their remedy, whatever it was, whether the
sale of the property or anything else.
Mr. SNOWBALL contended that the
six mo'O.ths' limitation would be impracticable, and would be injurious to landlords, whose property would be incessantly
liable to be sold.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that he
understood the wish of the committee to
be that the right of the council to recover
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rates should be limited to a certain timesix or twelve months-as, of course, the
same rule must be applied to the occupier
as to the landlord. In that case, the
councils, if they failed to take their remedy
at an early date, would be deprived of all
means of recovery.
In reply to Mr. BINDON,
Captain MAC MAHON said that his
intention was not to exempt the property
altogether if the rates were not collected
in a certain time; but to provide that at
no period should it be liable for more than
six or twelve months' rates from the last
date of payment.
The clause was postponed, together with
clauses 235 to 238. The other clauses, to
clause 241 inclusive, having been agreed
to, progress. was reported.
COLIBAN WATERWORKS.
GREENWOOD'S CONTRACT.
Mr. JONES moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House copies of the conditions originally imposed upon Mr. Greenwood, the contractor for
the works at Malmsbury, and of the conditions
afterwards sought to be imposed upon the contractor by the Honorable the Minister of Mines,
upon the occasion of his applying to be allowed
to change his ba.nking account from the Hon.
Henry Miller's Savings Institute of Victoria to
the Bank of New South Wales."

The honorable member remarked that, if
the motion was opposed, he would ask the
permission of the House to state the facts
of the case. He was informed that two
sets of conditions w.ere in existence, and
that, on the contractor asking to be allowed
to change one deposit receipt for another,
he was told that permission would not be
granted unless he consented to the substitution of Mr. Christopherson's name in
the contract for Mr. Higinbotham'S, and
also to the insertion of conditions more
penal and tyrannical than those contained ill
the original contract; conditions, in fact,
such as no Government should seek to
force upon a contractor after his contract
had been entered into.
Mr. SNODGRASS seconded the motion.
Mr. MACGREGOR said that he had no
objection to produce the papers; but, to
prevent misconception, he would say that
there had been no attempt whatever to
impose ·any condition on the contractor,
beyond the simple substitution of the name
of Mr. Christopherson, the professional head
of the department, for that of Mr. Higinbotham, whose name was inserted before
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the department was organized. The correspondence would show clearly that there
was no desire to subject Mr. Greenwood to
any other conditions than those to which
he was already liable.
The motion was agreed to.
MRS. AND MR. FORSTER.
The House went into committee.
Mr. JONES moved- .
"That an address be presented to His Excellency the Governor, requesting His Excellency
to cause to be placed, on an additional Estimate
for 1867, the sum of £150, to meet the claims of
Mrs. and Mr. Forster, for services performed as
teachers under the Board of Education."

The resolution was agreed to, and was
reported to the House.
PAYMENT OF MEMBERS BILL.
On the order of the day for the second
reading of this Bill,
Mr. JONES said that, if anything was
meant by the measure, it was time that it
was proceeded with. To test the sincerity
of honorable members, he would move that
the Bill be read a second time.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member requires the consent of the honorable
member who has charge of the Bill.
Mr. JONES replied that the honorable
member for Richmond (Mr. Kyte) had
done him the honour to ask his assistance
in preparing the measure, and he was sure
he was consulting the honorable member's
wishes in proceeding with it.
The House dividedAy~
16
Noes
4
Majority for th.e.• secon••d. } 12
reading
AYES.

Mr. Bindon,
" Burtt,
" Farrell,
" Frazer,
" Higinbotham,
" Levey,
" Love,
" Macgregor,
,I McKean,

Mr.
"
"
"
"

McLellan,
Orr,
G. V. Smith,
Vale,
Verdon.

Tellers.
Mr. Jones,
" Dyte,
NOES.

Mr. Francis,
" McCulloch.

Tellers.
Mr. Wilson,
" Macp~erson.

The Bill was read a second time, and
committed pro form&.
.
The House adjourned at twenty-seven
minutes past eleven o'clock.
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LEGISLATIVE .ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, Ju ly 10, 1867.
Defence of the Colony-The Guns-Lights in Railway Car·
riages-St . .Arnaud Gold Field-Civil Service-Improvements under the Land Act-Public Library and Museum
Bill- Supply - Municipa.lities Act Amendment BillOfficials in Pa.raliment Bill-Cole's and Raleigh's WharfsMr. Hargreaves.

The SPEAliER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
BOTANIC GARDENS.
Mr. GRANT laid on the table a return
to an order of the House, dated June 26,
of the public institutions in Victoria to
which plants and seeds had been furnished,
from the Botanic Gardens, Melbourne,
during the last ten years.
COLIBAN WATERWORKS.
GREENWOOD'S CONTRACT.
Mr. MACGREGOR presented, pursuant to an order of the House, dated
July 9, copies of the conditions originally
imposed upon Mr. Greenwood, the contractor for the works at Malmsbury, and of
the conditions afterwards sought to be imposed upon the contractor by the Minister
of Mines.
PETITIONS.
Petitions in favour of provisions contained in the Public-houses Laws Consolidation and Amendment Bill were presented
by Mr. l\ERFERD, from Roman Catholics
of Beechworth; by Mr. SNODGRASS, from
'\Vesleyans of Sale; by Mr. BINDON, from
inhabitants of Harcourt and its environs;
by Mr. GRANT, from inhabitants of
Dunolly; by Mr. J. T. SMITH, from residents at Moonee Ponds and its vicinity;
by Mr. GILLIES, from members of the
clerical, legal, and medical professions
resident at Ballarat.
Petitions, praying for" mines" to be included in the list of exemptions from rates
in the Municipalities Act Amendment Bill,
were presented by Mr. CASEY, from miners
and ratepayers of the Sandhurst mining
district, and from miners and ratepayers of
the Waranga and Raywood divisions of
that district; by Mr. GILLIES, from the
mining board for the district of B.allarat.
DEFENCE OF THE COLONY.
THE GUNS.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH gave notice that, on
the following day, he would call attention
to the statement reported. to have been
made in the House of Commons, in May
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last, by Sir John Pakington, in reply to a
question by Mr. H. Baillie, relative to the
supply to Victoria of "cast-iron guns tubed
with wrought iron," and that he would ask
the Treasurer if the guns were of the character described by Sir John Pakington,
and under what circumstances they were
ordered.
Mr. VERDON.--Mr. Speaker, with the
permission of the House, I will answer
this question at once. I may state, in the
first place, that there are three distinct
classes of guns, or, rather, three distinct
purposes for which guns are required
for the defence -of this colony. The
first class are the guns required for
the batteries on shore. The select committee on defences, which sat before I
went home, decided that 300 and 600pounders were the proper guns for that
purpose, and the only guns that I ordered
were six 300-pounders. The second class
of guns that will be necessary will be
those for the monitor, when she is finished.
It was decided entirely in accordance with
the views, not only of the committee here,
but of the best authorities at home, t.hat
the largest sized guns which it is possible
to make should be placed on board the
The third class of guns remonitor.
quired for the service of the colony are the
guns needed for the naval training ship;
and it is to these guns that allusion is
made in the newspaper reports. I will
inform the House precisely how the matter
stands in reference to these guns. After
I left England, it was necessary to determine what the armament of the Nelson
should be; and I will read, from letters of
Major Pasley-whose duty it was to determine as to the character of the gunsextracts which will give the House all the
information that I possess on the subject.
Major Pasley, in a letter, dated the 25th
February, writes"I have found myself somewhat embarrassed
in deciding upon the nature and extent of the
armament to be put on board the Nelson. I
have had to consider, on the one hand, that the
ship will be useless for any of the purposes
which she is intended to fulfil unless she carries
a sufficient number of guns of suitable weights
for training both men and boys; and that it is
desirable that a proportion' at least of such guns
should be capable of being of real service in
case of war; and, on the other hand, that I
should not be justified, without specific instructions from you, in incurring any cost beyond that which is indispensably necessary;
and, moreover, that it would not, in my opinion,
be judicious or safe to place a large number of
very powerful and costly guns on board a vessel
which, in case of attack, might not improbably
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become disabled in the very commencement of
the action. -:I: am supported in these views, not
only by the full concurrence of Captain Payne,
but also by the approval of Admiral Key (the
Naval Director-General of Ordnance), who has
been so kind as to afford me very valuable
advice and assistance."

Admiral Key, I may remark, is the highest
authority on naval ordnance in England;
and a special department has been created
for him by the Imperial Government, in
order that the whole business connected
with naval ordnance may be under the
very best supervision. Major Pasley goes
.
on to say"The following is the armament that, after
full consideration, has been fixed upon :-One
nine-inch M L rifled twelve-ton gun; twenty
Palliser's 64-pounder M L rifled guns, converted
32-pounders ;-"

These are the guns to which reference has
been made" Twenty smooth-bore 18 or 24-pounders; six
smooth-bore 12-pound howitzers, for boats. The
9-inch gun will be one of the six which you
have authorized me to procure. . . . Palliser's
converted 32-pounders are of the same calibre,
and carry the same projectiles as the bulk of
64-pounders whieh are iu use in the navy. Numerous experiments have been tried with them by
direction of the Secretary of State for War, and
the result has been so very satisfactory that
there is no doubt they will be largely used in the
Royal Navy, and that they are highly valuable,
efficient, and economical guns."

In a further letter, dated 23rd April,
Major Pasley observes"I have stated in previous letters that the
Nelson will carry twenty-two rifled guns (two
7-inch, and twenty 64-po~nders), and twenty-six
smooth bores - the latter being intended for
training purposes only, and the former both for
training and service, in case of attack. Acting
upon the advice of Admiral Key, and supported
by the opinion of General Lefroy"-who is the
president of the Ordnance Select Committee,. I decided to have all ,Wte rifled guns for the ship
constructed upon Palliser's principle. It is fortunate that I was able to convince myself of
the efficiency of these guns, as it would ha.ve
been impossible to have a sufficient number of
wrought-iron guns, constructed in time, and the
ship would have had to go away unarmed. I
think the Government of Victoria will gain some
little kudos from thiR step. We. were the first to
adopt Mr. Frazer's plan of cheap construction
for coiled guns, and our example has now been
followed by the War department-in a great
measure, I believe, in consequence of the complete success of our 80· pounders. We are now
the first to adopt Palliser's guns-a course in
which we are about to be immediately followed
by the Imperial Government. I enclose an extract from yesterday's Times on this subject."

Now, if the House will pardon me, I will
read the extract from the Times, describing
ing the trial of these guns. It is as follows"The Ordnance Select Committee of Woolwich
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Arsenal were engaged in carrying out important experiments at Shoeburyness on Tuesday and Wednesday last, with two 32-pounders,
converted into 64-pounder rifled guns, on Maior
Palliser's system, and also with Colonel Boxer's
shrapnel shells, which were fired from a nine-inch
rifled gun. The Palliser 64-pounders having
previously fired the service-charges of eight
pounds for range and accuracy with very good
result, the firing was continued on Tuesday with
double charges, and fifty rounds were fired with
sixteen pounds of powder. The guns worked
well, being mounted on slides, and no signs of
any defects were shown. It is stated that the
War-office will shortly undertake the conversion
of our present useless stock of cast-iron guns on
a large scale. This was some time ago strongly
ad \'ocated and recommended by General Lefroy,
president of the select committee, who was the
first to appreciate the value of Major Palliser's
experiments. A short time since a 64-pounder
wrought··iron gun sent Major Palliser's chilled
shot through the Warrior target, with only
twelve pounds of powder. It, therefore, naturally follows that our 32-pounders, of which
there are several thousands in the service, can
be converted into rifle guns which will penetrate
any foreign iron-clad. This remark applies with
still greater force to our cast-iron guns of larger
dimensions. One of these guns, a 68-pounder,
was converted into a 7-inch gun, and, during
the year J 865, fired upwards of 750 rounds, any
one of which, had chilled projectiles been employed, would have penetrated the Warrior at
500 yards. The Victorian Government has been
the first to act on General Lefroy's recommendations; and twenty 32-pounders and ten 68pounders are being converted by their orders
into six-inch 64-pounders and seven.inch 115pounders."
These guns, I repeat, are for the naval
training ship, to be used partly for training
purposes, and partly for defence, in case the
ship should be attacked.
In the same
letter, Major Pasley says"Sir John Pakington (now Secretary of State
for War) .has expressed his intention of presenting the smooth-bore guns for training free
of charge, and has approved of Major Palliser
being supplied with cast-iKon guns for conversion,
in consideration of the purpose to which they
are to be applied."
Major Palliser has undertaken to convert
them accordingly. I don't think it necessary to say more as to these guns; but, lest
there should be a misapprehension on the
subject, I desire to read certain extracts in
reference to the guns that are already in
the colony. The guns which came out
the other day were ordered before I left
for England. They are the first guns of
the kind constructed in England for a
colony. :Major Pasley has received from
Colonel Campbell, superintendent of the
Royal Gun Factory, in which the guns
were made, a memorandum written by the
inventor, Mr. Frazer, who is deputysuperintendent of the Royal Gun Factory.
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Colonel Campbel1, in transmitting the
memorandum, says" The SO-pounders were not made to any Government pattern or design, but on a principle
proposed by Mr. Frazer, and which he was about
to patent; but this was objected to by the Secretaryof State for War, and he refused the foreign
powers drawings and details of manufacture.
After these guns were made,! received directions
to construct twenty-five per cent. of guns in
1866 for Her Majesty's Government on Mr.
Frazer's principle, and have this year received
directions to make all the guns on his plan."
Mr. Frazer himself says, in his memorandum"No other State can boast of these guns. . •
One of the guns, although not more than four
tons weight, has actually pierced the Warrior
target-quite an unprecedented performance for
a gun of this calibre ; and the success generally
which has attended my guns has been such as to
enable the Secretary of State for War to adopt
them now as the sole gun of the service, and to
ofli"cially recognize my claim in his place in Parliament."
The Imperial Government, having already
given Major Palliser £10,000 for his invention of the chilled shot, are now going
to give Mr. Frazer £7,000 or £8,000 for
his invention. This is all the information
that I possess wi th reference to these
guns. The guns for the training ship
are obtained at a very small cost to the
colony. We had a choice between them
and the ordinary 68-pounder smoothbores; but I think Major Pasley was
justified - on the recommendation and
advice of General Lefroy, the highest
authority on artillery in England, and of
Admiral Key, the highest authority on
naval ordnance-in adopting the plan of
converting these 32-pounders into powerful
rifleu guns on Palliser's principle; and
especially, considering that they would be
used for the double purpose of training
and defence. I may remind honorable
members that, if we were to have the costly
Armstrong guns, the expense of practice
with them would be very great. The expense of practice with these guns will be
much smaller, and yet the guns are efficient
for their purpose-indeed, far more efficient
than any smooth, bores. They are guns
which have been thoroughly tried and
satisfactorily proved.
LIGHTS IN RAILWAY TRAINS.
Mr. CASEY called the attention of'the
Minister of Railways to the fact that the
rail way trains running between Melbourne
and Sandhurst, after dark, were not lighted
at all, or were imperfectly lighted.
Mr. SULLIVAN promised to inquire
into the matter.
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DISCOVERERS OF GOLD FIELDS.
Mr. BYRNE asked when the vote of
last year for rewards for the discovery
of new gold fields would be distributed;
and if the Government intended to reward
the discoverers of the St. Arnaud gold field?
Mr. MACGREGOR said he was not
aware of more than one application being
made for reward for the discovery of St.
Arnaud gold field. That was the application of Richard Higgs, which was considered, in 1864, when it was decided that
the evidence furnished would not warrant
the granting of a reward. The subject of
the distribution of the vote for 1866 was
under consideration.
CIVIL SERVICE.
Mr. JO~ES asked the Chief Secretary
whether the Government intended to nominate a committee, or to appoint a commission, to examine info and report upon
the advisability of consolidating the departments of the civil service, with a view
to the reduction of the cost of governing
the colony, without reducing the efficiency
of the service generally?
Mr. McCULLOCH said he had stated,
on more than one occasion, that the Go~
vernment intended to take thiR matter into
their serious considera,tion. He was not
in a position to say whether a committee
or a commission would be selected for the
purpose, or whether the Government themselves would undertake the inquiry; but,
under any circumstances, the matter would
be thoroughly investigated, with a view to
the consolidation of offices in such a manDel' as that the efficiency of the service
should not be impaired.
ADMINISTRATION OF THE LAND
ACT.
Mr. LONGMORE asked the Minister
of Lands what steps he had taken towards
carrying out the 17th section of the Land
Act 1865? The Act required that, on
lands sekcted under it, improvements to
the value of £1 per acre should be effected
within two years from the date of selection; and the 17th section provided that
the Board of Land and Works should,
within two months after the expiration
of those two years, certify as to the
improvements.
The Land Act came
into operation in May, 1865, and therefore
two months from the end of the second
year had already elapsed; and he was
satisfied that, if the Minister of Lands had
not already taken steps, or did not within
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the next two months take steps, to see that
the improvements had been effected, there
was nothing in the Act to prevent the
selectors retaining possession of the land,
and leases would have to be issued to
them, whether they had effected improvements or not. He called attention to the
subject, because it was considered that,
upon the making of the improvements, the
value of the Land Act hinged. He also
desired to know whether the Minister of
Lands had taken precautions to satisfy himself that the original selectors were in possession of the land taken up by them in every
instance. He knew that several squatters
had acquired, through the inst.rumentality
of other parties, 6,000 or 7,000 acres
in a block, and had surrounded the land
with fences, which they had placed about
eighteen inches on the roads, so that, if the
land were taken away from them, they
could remove the fences. Mr. Neil Black
was in this position; and, for the land
which he so held, he was paying rates to
the Warrnambool Shire Council. A widow
woman in that gentleman's employ, who
had land under the Act, was induced to
sell her right to him, and, when she did
so, he gave information on the subject to
the Minister of Lands.
Mr. GRANT observed that instructions
had been given to inspect every allotment
which had been selected under the Land
Act of 1865, and, in every case in which
the improvements required by the Act
were not effected within two years from
the time of selection, the allotment would
be forfeited. The honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden was quite mistaken,
if he thought the subject had escaped the
attention of the department. With regard
to the other statement, as to squatters
placing fences on the roads, that fact was
reported to him twelve months ago. He
might state that, although the Government could not take possession of the
fencing, the parties offending could be proceeded against for obstructing the roads,
and thus they would be compelled to observe the law. 'With regard to tp.e case
mentioned, of a widow selling her allotment to Mr. Black, he could only say that
no such instance had been brought under
his notice. If anything of the kind had occm'red, he would not sanction it. He could
only repeat that he had been, and would
be, most vigilant in reference to this matter
of the improvements; and that, in all cases
in which improvements were not effected,
the allotments would be forfeited.
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J. P. CAROLIN.
In reply to Mr. JONES,
Mr. GHANT said he found, on inquiry,
that the salary of Carolin, who was for
some time an employe of the Lands department, was £150, instead of £100 per year,
as stated by him in Committee of Supply
on the 2nd July.
PUBLIC LIBRARY BILL.
Mr. VERDON moved for leave" to bring
in a Bill to provide for the incorporation
and government of the Public Library and
"
Museum of Victoria.
Mr. McCULLOCH seconded the motion.
Mr. ORR suggested that the Treasurer
should give an outline of the leading features of the measure.
Mr. VERDON explained that he only
followed the usual course in abstaining
from making a speech on the first reading.
The object of the Bill was to provide a
new governing body, not merely for the
Public Library, but for the various
museums proposed to be placed in connexion with that institution; and the provision was rendered peculiarly necessary
by the project to establish an industrial
museum. The Bill had been carefully prepared by two learned gentlemen, who were
also two of the trustees of the Public
Library; and, on the occasion of the second
reading, he should be preparen to explain
at length the objects of the measure.
In reply to Mr. LEVEY,
Mr. VERDON said he apprehended
that the functions of the commission to
whom had been entrusted the duty of receiving contributions for the industrial
museum, would merge in the new body.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was brought in and read a first time.
SUPPLY.
The resolution passed in Committee of
Supply, the previous evening, was considered and adopted.
MUNICIP ALITJES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went iuto committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Clauses 242, 243, and 244, relating to
loans on mortgage of special rates; and
clauses 269 to ~77 (forming Part 16),
giving the borough council powers to take
land for permanent works, &c., were postponed.
Clause 278, relating to the management
of streets, was amended, on the motion of
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Mr. lUG INBOTHAM, so as to make the
borough council, for the purposes of the
impounding law, the owners of the streets.
Clause 279, enabling a borough council
to increase or reduce the width of streets,
was postponed.
On clause 293, requiring borough councils to maintain and keep in good repair
all main roads within their jurisdiction,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM mov'ed an addition to the effect that, where the Governor
in Council ordered" the construction of a
main road, and the borough council failed,
within twelve months, to comply with the
order, or where the borough council neglected to repair a main road within one
month after an order was made by the
Board of Land and Works, the Governor
in Council might direct the Board of Land
and Works to construct or repair the road,
and apply to the payment of the cost
thereof the moneY'which would otherwise
have been payable for that purpose, out of
the consolidated revenue, to the borough
council.
On the suggestion of Mr. SNOWBALL,
three months was substituted for one
month, as the time to be allowed for complying with an order for the repair of a
main road.
In reply to Mr. KERFERD,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM stated that orders
for the construction of main roads would
only be made by the Governor in Council
on the application of the borough councils,
who were entitled to a subsidy of £500
per mile towards the construction of such
roads. If a council neglected .to const.ruct
a road,after obtaining an order for its construction, he did not think there could be
any objection to the Board of Land and
Works doing the work, and receiving the
money for that purpose.
Mr. KERFERD expressed the fear that,
if the proposed addition were made to the
clause, the construction of main roads
passing through boroughs would be thrown
entirely upon the Government.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said there was
a similar provision in the Local Government Act, and he was informed that it was
a most useful provision.
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 295, providing that tolls collected on main roads within boroughs shall
be appropriated to the repair ami maintenance of such roads,
Mr. SNOWBALL inquired whether the
cost of lighting the roads could be legally
defrayed out of the toll fund?
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Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
clause only referred to the maintenance
and repair of the roads. He thought that
the cost of lighting should be paid out of
the general rates of the borough, and not
out of tolls.
Mr. SNOWBALL moved the addition
of words to allow the cost of lighting to be
defrayed out of the toll fund. He stated
that at present the cost of lighting the roads
was, in some cases, paid out of' the toll
fund.
Mr. WHITEMAN urged that, in some
instances, it would be a great· hardship if
councils were compelled to light the main
roads which passed through boroughs
out of the borough funds. For example, he
referred to the Sandridge-road, a considerable portion of which was' bounded by
reserves and commons, from which the
local authorities derived no revenue. The
Sandridge-road was only badly lighted at
present, but, if the cost of lighting it could
not be defrayed out of the common tollfund, it would not be lighted at all, and innumerable robberies would be committed
on the road.
After observations from Mr. HARBISON,
Mr. RICHARDSON, Mr. KERFERD, and Mr.
O'GRADY, in support of the amendment,
.it was agreed to.
On clause 296, requiring councils to keep
a separate account of the" main road construction fund," and of the" main road toll
fund;
,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM moved the omission of the words "main road toll fund."
He stat.ed that he did so at the suggestion
of the Commissioners of Audit, wlfO stated
that they had no means of ascertaining
with certainty that the money was expended on the roads.
Mr. WHITEMAN objected to the alteration. Unless separate accounts were kept,
a portion of a common road toll fund might
be appropriated to other purposes than the
maintenance of the road on which the tolls
were levied.
Mr. KERFERD also opposed the amendment.
The amendment was withdrawn.
On clause 313, directing that, at the
request of the majority of the occupiers of
property abutting on a private street, the
borough council shall proclaim it a public
street, provided that it be first "paved,
flagged, macadamized, or otherwise made
good, to the satisfaction of the council,"
Mr. RICHARDSON urged that the
clause should be modified, so that it might
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not be mandatory upon councils to declare
a private street a public street. He did
so at the suggestion of a borough council,
which had called his attention to the clause.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he had no
objection to move the substitution of "may"
for" shall."
Mr. SNOWBALL thought that the
clause pught to stand as it was.
Captain MAC MAHON remarked that
the effect of the clause would be to enable
a few ratepayers to throw upon the council
the expense and responsibility of keeping
private roads in good repair.
Mr. WHITEMAN pointed out that the
council were not compelled to declare a
private street a public street until it was
"made good to the satisfaction of the
council."
After some further discussion, the
amendment was negatived.
On clause 315, empowering a borough
council to cause the footway or pathway
in front of any house or, ground to be
flagged and paved, and to charge half the
cost to the occupier of the property, who
would be entitled to recover the amount
from the owner,
In reply to Captain MAC MAHON,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM intimated that
this was a new provision; but that there
was a corresponding clause in the Local
Government Act.
Captain MAC MAHON submitted that
the formation of the footway was virtually the formation of the street, and
that it was scarcely fair that owners of
property should be compelled to bear half
the expense of the formation of streets, in
addition to the payment of ordinary taxes.
After a brief discussion, the clause was
passed without amendment.
On clause 317, authorizing toll-gates on
roads or streets within boroughs,
Mr. KERFERD expressed an opinion
that the time had arrived for the abolition
of street tolls.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said the question
was considered by the select committee to
which the Bill was referred, and also by
the select committee on the Local Government Bill.
Both committees were of
opinion that it was very desirable to get
rid of tolls, but that there were insuperable obstacles to doing so at present.
Mr. BYRNE urged' that street tolls, at
all events, ought to be abolished. In some
boroughs-Sandridge, for instance-such
tolls were a great hardship upon the inhabitants.
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Mr. WHITEMAN was also 'strongly of
opinion that street tolls should be abolished
in boroughs, where they interfered with
the ingress and e.gress of the inhabitants.
The borough of Sandridge was divided
into two portions by the Melbourne and
Hobson's Bay Railway, and a ratepayer
living on one side could not cross to the
other without paying toll. Such a state of
things was monstrous.
Mr. ORR stated that the difficulty
as to the effect the abolition of tolls
would have upon small boroughs, was a
very trifling one, because the benefits
which would accrue to the community
from the abolition would be so great as to
justify the boroughs being compensated
from the general revenue. The operation
of the system was shown in the case of
the Pentridge and Brunswick toll, where
Brunswick had placed the gate at the extremity of the one district, freeing its own
residents, but taxing the Pentridge people
and the through traffic. The case of the
population using the main Sydney-road
was one of peculiar hardship. Not only
had they to pay their share of the rail way
deficiency, but they were subject to a
heavy charge for tolls on a wretched road;
while the carriers themselves, who were a
hard-working body of men, receiving a
very scant return on the capital they had
invested, had to compete against a reduction of 10 per cent., made by the railway
department on the carriage of goods intended to be forwarded by rail and river
to the Ovens district. Of course, the Government were not to blame for endeavouring to catch thi~ traffic; any railway
proprietors would do the same; but the
fact, with regard to the carriers, remained
unaltered. There were not above seventyfive miles of made road between Melbourne and Albury. Of this, about fifty
miles was continuous road, and the rest
consisted of isolated patches of metal,
which it was most difficult to get on or off,
in consequence of there being a ditch at
each end large enough to engulph a team.
In fact, these patches rendered the road
worse in winter than if they h~d not been
made at all. Yet toll-gates had been established, realizing £24,000 or £30,000 per
annum, a sum which amounted to It charge
of 25s. per ton on the goods conveyed to
the Ovens district. The most straightforward way of meeting the evil was to
abolish tolls, and to take the funds required
for the maintenance of the main roads from
the geueral revenue of the colony, so that
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taxpayers generally should contribute an
equal share. If it was thought unwise to
disturb vested interests too suddenly, let a
time be named for the discontinuance of
the present system. Every year tolls were
continued, the more difficult it would be
to put an end to them. The system was
notoriously abused in the case of cross
roads. For example, in one instance, local
jealousies had caused the erection of a gate
which did not yield above £6 per annum
more than the salary of the man employed
to keep it. The system was wasteful and
extravagant. Under any circumstances,
it must be a far more expensive way of
raising money than general taxes would
be, inasmuch as the machinery for collecting the latter was already in existence.
Mr. KERFERD moved an amendment
that all tolls should absolutely cease and
determine three years after the passing of
the Act. If the system was to be discontinued, it could only be by fair notice being
given in this way. Then, if there was any
attempt to repeal the clause, the whole
question would have to be opened up.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM trusted that the
honorable member would not press his
amendment. The toll system should not
be abandoned until a substitute had been
provided for it. An arbitrary enactment,
that the system should come to an end in
three years, was, in fact, an enactment that
the local revenues should suffe~', without
honorable members having addressed themselves to the task-the very difficult task
- of providing a substitute. There was
no difference of opinion, either as to the
expensiveness of tolls, or as to the harassing character of their operation, and the
general inconvenience they occasioned.
But the system was not open to the objection urged by the honorable member for the
Murray Boroughs, that it was oppressive
to a particular class, on a particular road.
The argumen.t amounted to this, that the
carriage of goods to the Ovens district
was cheaper by rail way and river than by
road. (Mr. Ofl'-" No.") That was the
effect of the argument, because, otherwise,
the carriers would find it to their advantage to take goods along the Sydney-road.
The question was simply one 'of comparative cheapness, and the inconvenience and
loss of profit occasioned to any particular
class was not an argument which could be
advanced ill connexion with the consideration of a general subject. It was the
community which suffered, and it was
the commuuity which must be considered.
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No doubt the toll system operated unequally, especially in boroughs. In his
own district, some half-dozen persons who
resided just outside the line of tolls, complained very justly that, in addition to their
rates, they were compelled to pay tolls
from which all their fellow-burgesses were
relieved. That was an evil incidental to
the system. The gate must be fixed somewhere, and all living beyond it must pay.
Still, as a rule, tolls being applied to the
maintenance of roads, the persons who paid
them received the benefit of the expenditure. The question whether. a tax might
not be substituted for tolls, had been considered by the select committee on the Local
Government Bill. He was not at liberty
to enter fully into the subject; but he might
state that the committee were likely to recommend that power should be gi ven to levy
a special rate in substitution of tolls. The
committee did not see their way to make
the levying of the rate imperative, but
suggested that the matter should be left to
the option of the local bodies. There must
be roads, and there must be a revenue for
maintaining those roads; but the amendment would destroy the present revenue,
without providing a substitute.
Dr. HEATH expressed an opinion that,
if the carriers were asked whether they
would rather pay tolls, or would put up
with road::3 they could barely use, they
would elect to pay tolls. The effect of an
abolition of tolls would be, that people who
were assessed would have to pay higher
rates, while those who were not assessed,
and who would escape payment, would be
the very persons to destroy the roads.
Mr. O'GRADY said he sympathized
with the honorable member for the Murray; but a financial difficulty stood in the
way of any alteration of the existing ar':
. raugements.
There were about forty
boroughs, with revenues of less than
£1,000 per annum; and, as these bodies
must have the means of carrying on their
operations, the effect of abolishing tolls
would be to compel them to raise their
rates from 50 to 75 per cent. As many
of them already levied rates of Is. and
2s. in the pound, the remedy would be a
most desperate one. The system he would
like to see in operation was that in force
in South Australia, where the Government
maintained the main thoroughfares, and
saved the people from the burthen of tolls.
Here, market gardeners and others travelling eighteen or nineteen miles into Melbourne, had to pay three or four tolls. A
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proVISIOn enabling the Governor in Council to order that the payment of one toll
should frank the payer through two or three
other gates in the neighbourhood, would
be a great relief. Raising money by tolls
was expensive and inconvenient; but the
people were accustomed to the system, and,
until he could see another way of obtaining the same revenue, he conld not consent
to the amendment.
Mr. ORR stated that he had never con-'
templated that the local bodies should be
required to raise additional rates. If tolls
were abolished, either the Government
should take the maintenance of main roads
into their own hands, which would be the
best course, or should compensate the local
bodies, out of the general revenue, for the
loss they would sustain.
Mr. WHITEMAN pointed out that any
centralizing project, such as placing the
control of the main roads of the colony in
the hands of the Government, was opposed
to the spirit in which Parliament had been
legislating on municipal matters. - The inhabitants of the Murray district might be
suffering some hardships from having to
pay tolls, and having no good roads, but
that was an evil which time would cure.
He certainly could not consent to the
abolition of tolls, until some other revenue
fo1' mainta.ining the roads was provided.
Mr. KERFERD explained that his object in moving the amendment was, that
the whole question should be brought before the House, at a certain time. Sooner
or later the question would have to be
dealt with, and, if his proposition were
adopted, it was certain that the entire
subject would be brought up for review in
three years. The difficulty was occasioned
by some rlistricts having had both a road
and a railway constructed for them, while
others, not so favoured, had been since required, by the Local Government Act, to
make their own roads, and, therefore, had
been compelled to fall back on the exploded
system of tolls.
Mr. McCAW remarked that the subject of tolls should not be considered with
regard to carriers only, but as a question
of public economy. The tolls found their
level, and were ultimately paid by the
public, no matter upon whom they were
levied in the first instance. He would like
to have the whole system swept away, as
it was both expensive and annoying. He
had seen tolls levied when there was only
a patch of made road for the collector to
stand upon; and he had sold tolls at a
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price which would involve a loss of 75 per
cent. for collecting the money.
Dr. EMBLING condemned the toll system as a relic of a barbarous age, and asked
the Government to give the subject of the
abolition of such nuisances their consideration.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
difficulty was one the Parliament mnst
meet rather than the Government. The
"Government was no more likely to arrive
at a satisfactory settlement of the question
than the two bodies of gentlemen who had
given their attention to it without success.
Mr. SNOWBALL suggested that any
amendment should be reserved for the
Local Government Bill. In boroughs
tolls were easily and cheaply collected, and
they fell upon the persons using the roads.
Mr. LANGTON pointed out that the
amendment would simply have this effectit would compel Parliament to consider and
determine the question within three years.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM remarked that,
at the end of the three years, the Government might ask for increased taxation; the
House might refuse it, and the country
would be left without tolls.
Mr. VALE submitted that, if the amendment were adopted, the local bodies would
consider that the Government had entered
into a compact to provide for the maintenance of the main roads at the end of
the three years, and he contended that the
coun t.ry had already incurred too many of
these contingent liabilities. The matter
might very well be left to stand over for a
time, more especially as the changing circumstances of the colony would be sure to
require new municipal bills every few
years~ thus affording; an opportunity for its
consideration within a reasonable period.
The colony was not yet sufficiently advanced to do that which London had only
been able to accomplish within the last
few years.
Mr. ORR asked if it was not the vested
interests in connexion with tolls which
prevented their being swept away in Londou years before? His desire was to
prevent the creation of the like embarrassment here. The supposition that, if tolls
were abolished, the House might refuse to
vote additional supplies, was a mere bugbear. No Assembly was ever likely to
refuse taxation for necessary expenditure.
Besides, the issue before honorable members was, was it desirable to pledge Parliament to deal with the question within
three yea.rs ?
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Mr. JONES admitted that tIle toll
system was an evil, hut he submitted that
the honorable member for the Ovens could
always take steps for its abolition when he
had prepared a more desirable scheme to
take its place.
Mr. BYRNE remembered that, when
30s. per ton was paid for carting goods
from Sandridge, the cry was, "Gi ve us
good roads, and we will be delighted to
pay tolls." Nothing could be fairer than
that the persons who used the roads should
pay for them.
The amendment was negatived.
Clause 318 was amended, on the motion
of Mr. BIGINBOTHAM, so as to give
the councils power to vary rates of toll.
On clause 321, relating to exemptions
from tolls,
Captain MAC MAHON submitted an
amendment continuing the present exemption of butchers conveying carcasses from
the City Corporation abattoirs.
The amendment was adopted.
Mr. COPE proposed an alteration in the
provision exempting from toll private
vehicles conveying members of Parliament,
by extending it to vehicles " convey~ng, or
going to, or returning from conveying such
members."
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. ORR urged that waggons, carts,
and drays, having once passed through a
toll-gate loaded, and returning empty,
should be allowed to return without a
second payment, although they might not
return the same day on which they first
passed through.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM asked what
limit there should be to the time of the
return journey? Unless there was some
limit, it would be difficult to make a provision like that suggested by the honorable
member for the Murray. The rule in
England w~s to confine the return to one·
day; and he never heard of a toll system
in which any other practice was adopted.
Mr. J. T. SMITH urged that one payment of toll should allow passage through
the toll-gate any number of times during
the same day. An arrangement of the
kind would be a great convenience to
people carrying on business in the su burbs
of Melbourne, particularly in such a place
as Flemington, within a radius of four
miles from which there were as many as
ten toll-gates.
Mr. HURTT suggested that return
through a toll-gate free should be allowed
at any time within twenty-four hours from
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the time of first passing through. He also
suggested a revision of the toll-rates, so
that the market gardener or the woodcarter should not have to pay Is., while
the person who roue in his carriage paid
only 6d.
Mr. McCAW said he was in favour of
carriages paying Is., and the wood-carts
being let off at 6d.
Mr. LEVEY proposed an amendment
with the view of exempting from the payment of toll a second time a vehicle which,
having passed through the gate loaded, returned empty, though not on the same day.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that a
large number of the gardeners' carts, on
returning from market, took back manure
or provisions.
Mr. LEVEY said a cart taking back
manure was exempt from toll under the
present law.
. Mr. HIGINBOTHAM rem~rked that,
under the present arrangement, a vehicle
could not repass free after midnight. He
did not see how the suggestion for allowing the return to be made any time within
twenty-four hours from the time of first
passing through could be carried out, unless the toll-keeper gave to each person a
ticket marked with the hour at which he
passed through the gate.
Mr. McKEAN stated that, at present,
every person was entitled t.o demand a
ticket, in order to ~nsure his re-passage
through the gate free; and the adoption of
the amendment would, therefore, only be
an extension of a principle already existing.
Mr. RICHARDSON warned the Attorney-General that, in considering the suggestion, attention must be paid to existing
rights. Most of the tolls were let, and
unless proper provision was made as to the
time when any new arrangement should
come into operation, borough councils might
be called upon by the toll lessees for compensation.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that any
alteration in the direction suggested would
inflict no injustice upon existing le3sees.
He thought that the amendment which
honorable members appeared to desire
should be made in the 318th clause rather
than in this, which ·related to exemption
from toll; and, therefore, if the amendment
were withdrawn, he would engage that the
subject should receive consideration on a
future evening.
The amendment was withdrawn.
The committee having advanced as far
as clause 324, progress was reported.
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OFFICIALS IN PARLIAMENT
BILL.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH moved that this Bill
be read a second time.
Mr. LEVEY.-I intend to support this
Bill, and I w01~ld briefly state my reasons
for so doing. The Act which the Bill
seeks to amend was passed some ten years
ago, with the view of curbing the power
of the Ministry of the day. At that time
three or four gentlemen who were Government officials had seats in the House.
The Act was passed to prevent that; and
I am not disposed to say that, on the whole,
it has not worked well. But it has been
made to apply in cases which I am sure it
was never the intention of the Legislature
that it should apply; it has been made to
apply so as to prevent the Crown having the
advantage of the best legal talent in the
colony. At the present time, no barrister
having a seat in Parliament can hold a
brief for the Crown. But this prohibition
is easily evaded. I know an instance which
occurred on circuit. There were two barristers present-one the Crown Prosecutor,
the othe1' a member of the House. A
number of prisoners had to be tried, and it
was considered to be a monstrous thing
that these men should not have the benefit
of counsel's assistance. At the same time,
it was felt by the learned gentleman who
happened to be a legislator, that, if he
were to accept a brief from the Crown, he
would be guilty of' a breach of the Officials in Parliament Act. And how was
the difficulty got over? By the Crown
Solicitor, or rather the representative of
the Crown Solicitor, handing over his business to a local attorney, who thereupon
instructed the member of Parliament.
The law was thus successfully evaded.
Again, in the case of Government arbitrations, I understand that members of Parliament who sit on these arbitrations, if
they decide in favour of the Crown, do not
get their fees; but, if the award be for the
other side, they have their fees. Now, the
maintenance of an arrangement of that
kind is like offering a premium to these
gentlemen to violate their consciences.
There are many other inconveniences at~
tendant on the operation of the Act.
The other day, a discussion arose about an
honorable member giving evidence as an
expert, with reference to the value of certain
buildings, and it was said that, because he
received a fee for so doing-t.he Crown
being interested in the matter-he thereby
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forfeited his seat. Take the case of a witness. I recollect being called upon to give
evidence in a Crown case. After the case
was over, the usual fee was tendered me;
but I was told by one of the counsel that,
if I accepted it, I should, in his opinion,
render myself liable to the pains and
penalties of this Act. The 5th section of
the Act says that, if any member of ParHamen t "shall in any character or capacity for, or in expectation of any fee, gain,
or reward, perform any duty, or transact
any business whatsover, for or on behalf of
the Crown, his seat shall thereupon become
vacant." I consider that giving evidenoe
as a witness is performing a duty. At any
rate, I felt so strongly on the subject that
I did not take the fee. I say that such a
state of things calls for amendment. It
may be said that the repeal of these provisions of the Officials in Parliament Act
will tend to increase the power of the
Government; but I believe that there will
be sufficient protection against abuse in the
severe criticism which a man who may
receive favours at the hands of the Government is sure to be subjected to by this
House and by the press. I do not for a
moment believe that. members of Parliament will be so unmindful of their honour,
and their public obligations, as to violate
their consciences so far as to give an impr:oper support to the Government, merely
for the small sums which, by the adoption of
this Bill, the Government may be able to
place at their disposal. I don't think there is
any danger of seeing a number of placemen
in this House. I believe that the fact of a
man being a Government official would
almost prevent him obtaining a seat. I
think that a matter of that kind might
fairly be left to the constituencies, without legislation. There is one provision of
the existing Act which I consider most
absurd. It is as follows" If any person shall, while he is a member of
the said Council or Assembly, or within six
months after ceasing to be such member, accept
any office or place of profit under the Crown,
he shall forfeit the sum of £50 for every week
that he shall hold such office or place, with full
costs of suit, to any person who shall sue for the
same. Provided always that nothing contained
in this section shall extend or apply to any person accepting any of the offices or places expressly herein before mentioned, or the office of
judge of the Supreme Court."

Now, this provision practically says that
the highest offices in the gift of the
Government can be conferred on members
of Parliament, but that the lower offices
cannot. A few years since, we saw a
Mr. Levey.
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gentleman, who sat behind the Treasury
bench, going direct from this House to
the bench of the Supreme Court, and receiving the highest salary which any
civil servant of the colony enjoys, except the Chief Justice. This could
be done without violating an Act of
Parliament; but no person, while a
member of Parliament, or within six
11lOnths afterwards, can be made a police
magistrate, or can receive any other appointment. I think that is monstrous. If
it be right for the office of judge of the
Supreme Court to be conferred upon a
member of Parliament, the same rule ought
to apply to other appointments. If this be
not done, the section should be abolished
altogether. For my part, I see no reason
why a member of this House should not
be as fit to fulfil any office for which he is
competent as anyone else. Of course, it
may be sai.d that the Government of the
day might obtain a corrupt support by the
promise of offices to those who voted for
them, if they were successful in tiding
over a certain period; but the Government
can do the same under the present Act,
with the difference that the fulfilment of
the promise has to wait for six months.
If we are to suppose that corrupt bargains
of this kind will be made, the existence of
the provision with reference to the six
months will not make much difference in
the matter. It may h~ve been thought, at
the time that the Act was passed, that no
Government in this country would be in
existence for six months; but the present
Government have shown that that notion
is an erroneous one; and any Government
may, at any time, prorogue Parliament, and
not have it called together again for six
months. There have, however, been cases
in which the existence of the provision
declaring that a person shall not accept an
office of profit under the Crown within six
months after he has ceased to be a member
of Parliament, has operated inconveniently.
At the time that the late Dr. Owens ceased
to be a member of Parliament, a vacancy
existed in the Government service which
he was well qualified to fill; but, in consequence of this provision, he was kept six
months doing nothing'. I do not think it
is desirable to stereotype legislation which
implies a belief that the Government of
the country is corrupt, and that it can only
be kept in a proper state by restrictions
like those imposed by this Act. No such
Act is in existence, either in any of the
neighbouring colonies or in England; and
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I certainly do not think that the people of that, in any single instance, has the Act
Certainly, the honorable
Victoria are any worse than those of other been evaded.
countries. I do not bfllieve that any Go- member is mistaken in the instance to
vernment in this country would dare to which he referred. That was an instance
exercise its patronage in the manner which in which a counsel was employed to defend
the Officials in Parliament Act seeks to an aboriginal charged with a capital
prevent. I shall very cheerfully support offence. I may tell the honorable member
that the vote for the defence of persons
the second reading of the Bill.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I regret that charged with capital offences is admin..
the honorable and learned member for istered under regulations by which the
Villiers and Heytesbury did not state the . sheriff enables a prisoner charged with
arguments which presented themselves to such an offence to communicate with an
his mind as sufficient to justify the second attorney selected by himself, and the atreading of the Bill, because I should cer- torney chooses the counsel. The Crown
tainly have listened with very great re- has nothing to do with it. In the case to
spect and attention to the views which he which the honorable member referred, I
advanced in support of the measure. I can assure him that there was no evasion
have always approved of the Officials in of the Act, and there was no attempt to
Parliament Act, and, unless I am per- evade the Act. What was done was in
suaded to the contrary, I shall vote against pursuance of the regulation by which the
the second reading of this Bill. I have sheriffselects the attorney, and the attorney
only heard two objections urged against the counsel. The honorable member also
the Act. The first is in reference to one said that arbitrators can evade the Act. I
particular profession. I have heard it re- am not aware of an instance of evasion of
peatedly urged, as the honorable member that kind. I am aware of cases in which
for Normanby urged to-night, that the members of this House have acted as arbiCrown is deprived of the assistance of trators, and I am aware of a case in which
eminent barristers in the conduct of Crown an honorable member asked me if it would
cases, in con seq uence of the existence of be illegal to receive fees for acting as an
the Act. I believe that that is an objec- arbitrator, and I informed him that it
tion very much exaggerated. I never would, if he acted on behalf of the Goobserved that the Crown has been unable vernment. But it is a totally different
to obtain efficient and valuable legal assist- case if the other side pays the fees. In
ance. It is true that there are some bar- that case there is no favour, direct or indiristers who, by holding seats in Parliament, rect, conferred by the Crown. As to witare prevented from serving the Crown, and nesses, I have always understood and bethe Crown has been deprived of their ser- lieved that witnesses were to be paid the
vices. But there are other barristers, who are fees authorized by law, and I believe that,
not members of the House, whom the Crown in the majority of cases, the difficulty felt
has always the opportunity of employing; by the honorable member for Norman by
and, so far as my experience and observa- has not been felt to be a serious one, or
tion go, the Crown has never been unable even any difficulty at all. I have known
to obtain efficient and able assistance at cases in which honorable members have
the bar in consequence of this Act. I ad- taken fees as witnes~es, and I believe they
mit, with the honorable member for Nor- have taken them without any difficulty
man by, that one of the provisions of the or evasion of the law. Therefore, so far
Act is wholly unequal and unjustifiable. as I know, the Officials in Padiament Act
I mean the exception with respect to ap- has not been evaded. I don't believe that
pointments to the bench of the Supreme it can easily be evaded. If it were atCourt. It is because it is unequal that I tempted to be evaded, no doubt the attenthink it is objectionable; and I shall be tion of the House would be called to the
disposed to make the Act equal in that re- matter. Honorable members will, no doubt,
spect. This, however, is an objection to a recollect that, on one occasion, the attention
particular provision, rather than to the of the House was called to the case of a
whole of the Act. The honorable member law officer receiving fees, and a long debate
for Normanby said that the Act not only ensued upon the question. No objection,
may be, but can be, evaded. He referred then, lies to the Act on the ground that
to the case of barristers, and to the case of the Crown is prevented by the measure
arbitrators and witnesses. With regard from obtaining legal or other professional
to barristers, I believe it is not the case assistance which it may require. The
VOL. 111.-5 Q
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only other objection taken by the honorable
member for Normanby is, I think, a fallacious one. The honorable member, if I
understand him aright, says that this Act is,
to some extent, a stigma on Parliamentthat it expresses a suspicion of the honour
both of the Government and of members
of Parliament-that he does not believe
that members are open to the influences
which, he says, the Act implies that they
are open to; that, generally, Governments
would not use improper influences, and
that. even if they did, these suspicions
should not be expressed in an Act of Par.liament. I am willing to agree with the
honorable member that the opinion he has
expessed, both of Governments and of members, is a just one. So far as my own experience and observation go, I believe it
to be a just one. But the honorable member says that these suspicions ought not
to be expressed, because, if the Government did unduly exercise power or influence of this kind, the press and the House
would be sure to expose it. Now, sir, I
believe that the real value of this Act lies
in this-that it does not present just cause
for suspicion, but that it takes away the
materials for unj ust suspicion and unj ust
criticism. Will the honorable member tell
me, or tell the House, that, even with this
Act, the press only criticises really suspicious cases-only deals with cases which
justly call for censure or criticism?
Mr. LEVEY.-Yes.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Well, sir, I
don't agree with the honorable member.
I must say, if I look to the criticism expressed in the press, and even in Parliament-for I think the press and Parliament
generally stand upon about the same level
-that cases of suspicion are created, in
order to be discussed and criticised, and
made the engines of .unjust attacks both
upon members of Parliament and upon
Governments. I think that some public
writers really seem to live upon invented
causes of unjust attack both upon members
of Parliament and Governments, and that
we should merely give encouragement to
this tendency- this unjust, cruel, and
wicked tendency - of criticism in this
country, if we were to take away the
safeguard which is afforded under this
Act. I would admit that, if all critics,
both in Parliament and in the press,
dealt with public men and with Parliament in the spirit with which the
honorable member for Normanby has dealt
with this question to-night, we might very
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safely afford to repeal the Act, and trust
to the honour of the Government and to
the honour of members; but I am quite
sure that we could not safely trust to
the honour of the press, or to the honour
of any criticism in this country of a political kind, if we took away the safeguard
which members of Parliament and the Government both have in this Act. It is for
this reason I have always been a supporter
of this law-not because I believe it is
essentially necessary, but because it takes
away cause for suspicion; and for that
reason, unless honorable members succeed
in altering my opinion, I shall vote against
the second reading of the Bill.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-I had not the
honour of being a member of the House at
the time the Officials in Parliament Act
was passed; but I can see no necessity for
such a measure. It appears to me to be a
mere expression of opinion that, unless
there was such an Act, there would be
corruption amongst members of Parliament. Not one single proof, however, was
alleged of the existence of corruption.
The measure was proposed on purely theoretical grounds; no practical grievance was
shown to exist at the time it was passed.
If charges of cOfl'uption are to be any
guide as to whether we should repeal the
Act or not, I would remark that charges
of corruption against members of this
House are far more frequent at the present
time than they were at the time that the
Act was passed. It appears to me, therefore, that all the arguments in favour of
the continuance of the Act fall to the
ground. It is suggested that the exception
made by the Act, as to the appointment of
members of Parliament to be judges of the
Supreme Court, shoulU be abolished; but
I think that experience is against the wisdom of such a step. In England, barristers
who are members of the House of Commons are often appointed judges, and, as
far as the experience of the present century, at all events, is concerned, it does
not appear that that practice has operated
in any way prejudicially to the administration of justice. If members of Parliament had been prevented from accepting office as judges, some of the
most eminent men at the bar would
have been excluded from the judicial bench.
I certainly cannot see why the exception
in the Officials in Parliament Act, in
favour of allowing vacancies in the judicial
bench of this country to be filled up by the
appointment of gentlemen who may happen
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to be members of Parliament, should be
abolished. I should be very sorry to see
any of my honorable friends excluded
from the right of being appointed to the
judicial bench, if a vacancy should at any
time unfortunately occur. I cannot conceive any reasons to justify the retention
of that portion of the Act which the honorable member for Villiers and Heytesbury
seeks to repeal. Its existence does not
prevent charges of corruption being made
against honorable members. Such charges
are continually made, both in and out of
the House; an~, if the Act were repealed
to the extent proposed, the number of
charges of this character could not possibly
be increased. The Act does not conduce
to any public benefit whatever. It was
passed on purely theoretical grounds;
there was no practical grievance in existence at the time to justify its enactment;
and there is no grievance at present in
existence which the continuance of the
Act will tend to obviate. On the other
hand, in consequence of the existence of
the Act, the Crown has been deprived, on
very important occasions, of the services
of members of the legal profession, whose
services would have been of great value.
Without for one moment meaning to
imply that members of the legal profession,
in either House of Parliament, would,
knowingly, allow the discharge of their
public duties to be improperly influenced
by their being retained to render professional services to persons who may be
opposed to the Government in courts of
law, it frequently happens that members
may be influenced under such circumstances without their being aware of it.
Without being conscious of it, their conduct in Parliament on certain matters may
be influenced by the fact that they have
been impressed by particular views on
those matters acquired in the discharge of
professional duties. The Government may,
therefore, in some· instances, receive an
opposition-offered innocently by those
from whom it proceeds-to which they
ought not to be subjected. If the Government were in a posi tion to avail themselves
of the services of eminent members of the
bar, whether they were members of Parliament or not., this might, in some degree,
be obviated; at all events, the Government would be placed in ~n equal position
with any private individual with whom
they had any legal dispute.
Mr. SNODGRASS.- I may inform
the Minister of Mines of the circumstances
5Q2
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under which the Officials in Parliament Act
was introduced. It was introduced in consequence of a circular being sent by the
then Chief Secretary to certain members of
Parliament who occupied positions under
Government, stating that the Government
expected their votes on all occasions, or
that they must resign. Since the m,easure
was passed, I have never heard of a single
complaint. No doubt some honorable members feel much annoyed that they cannot
accept certain offices which might be given
to them by the Minhitry of the day. It has
afforded me much pleasure to hear the
Attorney-General say that he will oppose
the Bill, because I believe it is a measure
which would be likely to do much injury,
in more ways than one. We have had
experience of Governments giving their
supporters appointments even as low as
overseers of roads, in exchange for their
votes. Without such a measure as the
Officials in Parliament Act, an unprincipled
Government might say to some members
of Parliament, "If any vacancies occur
in the public departments, you shall be
appointed, if you will give us your support." Such a system was pursued in
New South Wales, within a very few years
past, to the great disgrace of that colony.
No necessity has been shown for the repeal
of the Act, and I hope the House will reject this Bill.
Mr. JONES.-It would be an act of
unparalleled presumption for a layman to
attempt to set his opinion against the
opinion of the Attorney-General on a
matter of law; but, as the honorable and
learned gentleman said that witnesses,
being members of Parliament, may take
fees from the Government for the evidence
given by them, in any case in which the
Government may be interested, I feel
bound to ask him to, consider the words of
the Officials in Parliament Act" If any member of the said .Council or Assem bly shall, . . . • in any character or
capacity, for or in expectation of any fee, gain,
or reward, perform any duty, or transact any
business whatsoever, for or on behalf of the
Crown, his seat shall thereupon become vacant."

Now, if a witness does not perform 8"
duty, I am at a loss to know'what he does.
If a witness is paid, and if he gives his
evidence upon condition that he obtains
his fee, I think that he fairly comes within
the Act. For that reason, among others,
I consider that the proposition of the
honorable member for Villiers and Heytesbury should receive most attentive con-
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sicleration from the House. I believe that
the existence of the Officials in Parliament
Act has not prevented certain members of
this House from receiving fees and from
making profits out of the Government of
the day. I believe that the mace now
upon the table was ordered by the Government of the day from a gentleman who
was a member of the House, and was made
and supplied by the firm of which that
gentleman was a member. If ever there
was a breach of the Officials in Parliament
Act, a breach of it was then committed.
I believe it is indubitable that the honorable member for Crowlands (Mr. Byrne)
gave evidence, as a valuer, before the board
appointed to inquire as to the amount which
should be paid for Cole's and Raleigh's
wharfs. The honorable member, I believe,
acted under the advice of the AttorneyGeneral, and in good faith, when he took
his fee as a witness' who gave evidence
before the board. I firmly believe, however, that the honorable member was guilty
of an evasion of the Act, although he did
not intend to evade it. I believe that
arbitrators ha've been appointed by the
Government, and have taken fees; that
the honorable member for Kyneton (Mr.
Tucker) sat as an arbitrator in the case of
Dwyer v. The Gove1'nment, and in the case
of Casey and Molloy v. The Government,
and took his fees as an arbitrator.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-Not from the
Crown.
Mr. JONES.-I am not prepared to
say that the honorable member took his
fees from the Crown, but I believe that the
Government paid the fees. It has been
stated by the Attorney-General that persons
accused of a capital offence are allowed to
nominate their own attorney and counsel,
and that, under the circumstances, the Government have nothing to do with the fees
paid to such attorney and counsel. I believe that, even in that case, the retainer
actually comes from the sheriff, and that
the fees are actually paid by the Government. Therefore, if the attorney or
counsel be members of Parliament, I think
that, unless there be a special proviso to
shield such members, they must be considered as having broken the Act. On a
recent occasion, when this matter was
brought under his notice, I believe that the
Attorney-General stated that, at the request of the House, he would not cause
any action to be taken under the law in
such cases if the attorney or counsel happened to be a member of Parliament. It
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has been said that the Officials in Parliament Act is necessary in order to avert
suspicion; but I believe that the Act does
not avert suspicion. Not only is the Act
inoperative to prevent suspicion, but I
think a recent trial has shown that even
suspicion may exist with a considerable
appearance of justification. I believe that
this House will stand just as well with the
general public if it does not attempt to
shelter itself behind the safeguard of the
Officials in Parliament Act. There are,
I believe, members of the House who, if
they were officials under the Government,
would be unable to obtain re-election. Constituencies will always look with suspicion
upon any candidate who is an official
under the Government of the day; and,
therefore, I think that the constituencies
may be trusted with the care of the character of the House in this regard. As for the
criticism of the press, I think that the
House has learned, or ought to have learned
by this time, that, unless it is prepared to
take action altogether in~ependent of such
criticism, it is in a very bad state indeed.
It would be utterly impossible for the
House to take such action as would protect itself against the adverse criticism of
the press. Whatever course the Government of the day or the Opposition of the
day may take, the press, or that portion of
the press which may chance to be retained
either to support or to assail the Government, will be certain to discover sufficiently
cogent reasons to suspect the Ministry of
the day, or the Opposition of the day, as
the case may be. Notwithstanding the
existence of the Officials in Parliament
Act, the Ministry of the day find means
to give certain favours to those who support them, and to withhold certain favours
from those who oppose them. This much
I know-if I were sitting in another part
of the House, J believe I should not have
been eleven months waiting for the Minister of Lands to give a simple transfer.
This is a matter which would take a clerk
three minutes to effect, yet I have been askiug for it for eleven months, and I believe I
am as far as ever from obtaining it. A press
not inclined to be partial to the Government would discover, in such a circumstance as this, something that savoured of
an. undue influence being used with the
Government, by those who supported the
Government, to obtain for their constituents advantages which are not obtainable
for the constituents of those who consider
it their duty to criticise the Government.

Parliament Bill.

Officials in
I think that the Officials in Parliament
Act may, without any disadvantage, be
repealed to the extent proposed by the
honorable member for Villiers and Heytesbury. I see no reason for keeping on our
statute-book an Act which has no parallel
in the statute-book of Great Britain. I
think that a system which has worked well
in the old country may be trusted to work
in this country. If, at any time, abuses
should arise, from any corrupt influences
the Government may exert over persons
elected as representatives, no doubt a measure would be introduced to effect a reform
of such abuses; but, for the present, I
think that the Bill now under consideration deserves the support of the House.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH.-There were two
or three reasons why I refrained from
making any observations in moving the
second reading of the Bill. One reason
was, because I did not wish it to be said
that the Bill was brought forward in the interests of the "members of one particular profession, namely, the profession to which I
belong; and therefore I preferred that the
arguments in favour of the measure should
be stated by other honorable members rather
than myself. The honorable member for
Normanby has very ably pointed out the
grounds for the repeal of the Officials in
Parliament Act, and I believe the sentiments he has expressed are those which
pervade the minds of other members who
support the repeal of the Act. The only
objection which has been put forward
against its repeal is, that the Act takes
away a ground of suspicion. The AttorneyGeneral says that the Act is not necessary,
but that it takes away a cause of suspicion.
Well, I certainly never before heard of an
Act of Parliament being passed merely to
remove a cause of suspicion. I regret that
the honorable member for Kilmore is not
present. Had he been, I have no doubt
that he would have endorsed the sentiments which he expressed in an address to
his constituents in December, 1865. The
honorable member's remarks were to the
following effect" We are blessed with an Act, pompously entitled, 'An Act to secure the independence of
Parliament.' This immaculate conception of
the colonial mind, by which all the members of
a learned profession sufficiently eminent to
obtain seats in the Legislature of the country,
are subjected to penalties at the suit of a common
informer, and forfeiture of their seats, in the
event of their rendering professional services to
any of the public departments otherwise than
gratuitously, is a measure more suited to a society
of convicts than to an assembly of gentlemen."
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This language may be strong, but I believe
it to be a correct interpretation of what
the Act is. Neither in the surrounding
colonies, nor in the mother country, nor in
the United States, in Canada, or in any
European countries, whether under a despotic or liberal form o( Government, is
there, as far as I am aware, any such Act.
This country stands alone in having such
a measure on its statute-book. The reasons assigned by the Attorney-General are
certainly not sufficient to justify its continuance, and therefore I trust the House
will sanction its repeal to the extent which
the Bill proposes.
The House divided on the question that
the Bill be read a second timeAyes
23

12

No~

Majority for the second reading

11

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"

Bindon,
Burtt,
Byrne,
Cope,

"
"
"
Dr.
Mr.
"
"
"

Farrell,
Frazer,
Hanna,
Heath,
Levey,
Love,
Macgregor,
McKean,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

Blackwood,
Higinbotham,
King,
Kyte,
Levi,
McCaw,
McCulloch,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

" Evans,

O'Grady,
Reeves,
Richardson,
G. V. Smith,
F. L. Smyth,
Verdon,
Wheeler,
Whiteman.

Tellers.
Mr. Jones,
" Orr.
NOES.

Mr . McLellan,
" Snodgrass,
" Watkins.

Tellers.
Mr. Vale,
" Baillie.

The Bill was read a second time, and
was committed.
Mr. SNODGRASS submitted that the
original Officials in Parliament Act was an
Act to amend the Constitution Act; and
that, therefore, the present measure, being
nothing more nor less than an Act to further amend the Constitution Act, would
require the assent of an absolute majority
of the House.
Mr. MACGREGOR referred the honorable member to the 60th clause of the
Constitution Act, which would show that
he was mistaken.
The CHAIRMAN said he did not see
how the point could be raised in committee.
Mr. LEVEY suggested that the honorable member should submit the question
on the third reading.
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The Bill was passed through committee,
without amendment, an,d was reported to
the House.
MUNICIP ALITIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The House again went into committee
on this Bill.
Clause 330 was amended, on the motion
of Captain MAC MARON, by the insertion of a proviso that the city of Melbourne and the town of Geelong should be
deemed boroughs under so much of the
Act as relates to common toll-roads.
On clause 333, providing for the appointment of managers for common tollroads,
Mr. RIG INBOTRAM moved amendments, which had been suggested by the
Roads department, defining more clearly
the duties of managers. He proposed,
also, to alter the latter portion of the
clause, so as to provide that the Treasurer
might withhold public moneys from any
council which should decline to hand over
sums received since 1863, or to be received
in future, from common tolls, in the interim
between the proclamation of the road and
the appointment of the manager. In one
instance a council had refused to hand over
the moneys thus received to the persons
who were entitled to share in the distribution. Such cases amounted simply to dishonesty,' and might very properly be dealt
with by retrospective enactments.
The amendments were agreed to.
On the motion of Mr. HIGINBOTHAM,
clause 343, naming the purposes for which
water rates may be struck, was amended
so as to specify that the rates may be
levied for constructing waterworks, and
for paying the interest on loans for works
already constructed.
. Captain MAC MAHON suggested that
~t would be better to deal with this subject
III a separate measure, when it was seen
how the new water supply scheme of the
Government affected the districts in which
it was being carried out.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
existing Act enabled councils to construct
reservoirs and waterworks, and it was now
proposed that they should be empowered to
strike a water rate. At Ballarat, waterworks were being constructed by the two
local councils. As the power of constructing works existed, that of striking a
rate for the purpose could not be objected to.

Amendment Bill.

Captain MAC MAHON remarked that
he merely desired to call the attention of
the committee to the fact that large additional rating powers were being given to
the councils. It must not be overlooked
that these rates would be a charge upon
property.
On clause 348, empowering borough
councils to provide markets,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM proposed an
amendment, suggested by the City Council,
to carry out an agreement entered into, in
connexion with an exchange of land, between the Government and the Corporation, that no cattle market should be
established on a particular piece of land at
Essendon.
At the instance of Mr. WHITEMAN,
the clause was postponed.
Clause 379, empowering borough councils
to establish or aid charitable institutions,
&c., and clause 384, relating to the fencing of cilangerous places near streets, were
postponed.
The first schedule was amended, on the
motion of Mr. HIGINBOTHAM, so as to
alter, to some extent, the boundaries of
Ballarat and Ballarat East.
On the thirteenth schedule, consisting of
a series of by-laws which borough councils
are "empowered to adopt,
Mr. WHEELER proposed an amendment requiring the registration and branding of goats, so that, in 'the event of impounding, the ownership may be traced,
and the parties be able to release the goats,
by paying all costs and charges within
twenty-four hours-otherwise the goats to
be destroyed.
The amendment was agreed to.
The sixteenth schedule, giving the form
of rate, was withdrawn.
The committee having gone through the
Bill, progress was reported.
COLE'S AND RALEIGH'S WHARFS.
Mr. JONES moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing to whom fees were paid
by the Government for valuing Cole's and
Raleigh's wharfs, and the amounts of such fees,
together with the dates of payment."

Mr. DYTE seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
DISCOVERERS OF GOLD FIELDS.
MR. HARGREAVES' CLAIM.

Mr. FRAZER (in the absence of Mr.
KYTE) moved"That this House will, to-mol"row, resolve
itself into a committee of the whole to consider
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the propriety of presenting an address to His
Excellency the Governor, praying that he will
cause to be placed on an additional Estimate for
1867 the sum of £2,619, to be paid to Mr. Hargreaves, the first discoverer of gold in Australia,
in fulfilment of the recommendation of the select
committee of the Legislative Council of this
colony of 1854."

The honorable member stated that, in 1854,
a select committee of the old Legislative
Council recommended that the sum of
£5,000 should be given to Mr. Hargreaves
as the first discoverer of gold in the colony.
At that time a financial crisis occurred,
and, in consequence, this and other items
were reduced. Subsequently, a committee
was appointed to inquire into the claims of
the various gold discoverers, and almost
all the persons whose claims had been reduced in 1854-with the exception of Mr.
Hargreaves, who was not in the country at
the time-obtained the balance of the sums
which it .was originally recommended that
they should have. Mr. Hargreaves now
appealed to the House, on the ground that
he should be treated the same as the other
persons in whose favour the committee of
the Legislative Council reported in 1854.
He believed that some objection would be
taken to the motion, on the ground that
Mr. Hargreaves was not the first discoverer
of gold in Victoria; but a vote for rewarding the discoverer of a gold field had never
been brought forward without some disputEi'. Considering the present position of
Mr." Hargreaves, and the benefits which
had accrued to the colony from his discovery, it was not too much to ask that the
balance of the amount which it was admitted, in 1854, that he was entitled to,
should be paid to him. The rejection of
such a motion would not be calculated to
add to the reputation of the colony in the
eyes of the world.
Mr. SNODGRASS seconded the motion.
Mr. McCULLOCH objected to such a
question being considered at so late an
hour, and in so thin a House. He moved
the adjournment of the debate.
Mr. JONES urged that the adoption of
the motion would not definitely settle the
question. It would only advance the
matter a stage.
Mr. SNODGRASS offered some remarks to the same effect.
The House divided on the question of
adjournmentAyes
11
Noes
14
Majority against p,djournment

3

'"y/
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AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"

Mr. Vale,
" Watkins.

Cope,
Francis,
Higinbotham,
Macgregor,

Tellers.
Mr. Farrell,
" McKean.

" McCaw,

" McCulloch,
" Plummer,
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"

Baillie,
Evans,
Frazer,
Jones,
Lalor,
Love,
,t McLellan,
Capt. Mac Mahon,

Mr.
"
"
"

O'Grady,
F. L. Smyth,
Snodgrass,
Whiteman.

Tellers.
Mr. Hanna,
" Orr.

Several honorable members here retired
from the chamber.
Mr. COPE then called attention to the
state of the House.
In the absence of a quorum, the House
was counted out, at half-past twelve o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, July 11, 1867.
The Police Force-Inspection of lIfines-Mr. J. F. V. Fitzgerald-Kirkstall Wesleyan Church-Subdivision of Land
-Mining Inspectors-Discoverers of Gold Fields-Mr.
Hargreaves-Public Houses Laws Amendment BillAbattoirs Law Amendment Bill-Seymour Bridge.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock.
PO LICE FORCE.
Mr. McCULLOCH presented a message
from His Excellency the Governor, recommending an appropriation from the consolidated revenue for the purposes of a
Bill to amend the law relating to the police
force in Victoria.
The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration on Tuesday, July 16.
INSPECTION OF MINES.
Mr. MACGREGOR presented a message from His Excellency the Governor,
recommending an appropriation from the
consolidated revenue for the purposes of a
Bill to provide for the regulation and inspection of mines.
The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration on Tuesday, July 16.
PETITIONS.
Petitions favorable to provisions contained in the Public-houses Laws Amendment Bill, were presented by Mr. MCCULLOCH, from Wesleyans of Berwick and
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Mornington-road; by Mr. VALE, fl'om
Presbyterians of Smythesdale and Scarsdale, from Wesleyans of Scotchman's Lead,
Golden Point, Mount Pleasant, and the
Wesleyan Churches, Pleasant-street and
Neil-street Ballarat, and the Ballarat
Wesleyan ~hurch, from the Rechabites of
Campbell's Creek, and from the Independent congregation, Dawson-street, Ballarat;
by Mr. BYRNE, from the Independents of
Schnapper Point and Moorooduc; by Mr.
VERDON, from the Rechabites and Wesleyans of Williamstown; by Mr. HARBISON,
from a public meeting at Hotham; by Mr.
LONGMORE, from the "Rescue" and "Progress" Tents of Rechabites; by Mr.
JONES, from the "Pioneer" and" Moyne"
Tents of Rechabites, and from the Melbourne Total Abstinence Society; by Mr.
WHEELER from the Rechabites of Clllnes;
,
by Mr. LALOR,
from the "AIbert "Tent
of Rechabites; by Mr. FRAZER, from the
Rechabites of Creswick; by Mr. SNOWBALL, from the "Perseverance" Tent of
Rechabites; by Mr. BURTT, from the
teachers of the Congregational Sunday
School, Grattan-street, Carlton, .and the
Baptist Sunday school, Bouverie-street,
Carlton; by Mr. HALFEY, from the
Rechabites of Kangaroo Flat; by Mr.
O'GR.ADY, from the Rechabites of Kew;
by Mr. BUNNY, from the" Guiding ~tar"
and "BrouO"ham" Tents of Rechabites;
by Mr. LA~GTON, from the Baptist congregations, Albert-street and Collins-street,
Melbourne; by Captain MAC MAHON, from
the Corporation and citizens of Melbourne;
by Mr. HIGINBOTHAM, from 2,.500 inhabitants of Melbourne and subllrbs; by Mr.
REEVES, from the Baptist Sabbath school,
Rose-street, Fitzroy, and from. the "Rose
of Denmark" Tent of RechabItes; by Mr.
McKEAN, from certain inhabitants of
Majorca; and by Mr. GILL.lES, froI? the
"Excelsior" Tent of RechabItes. PetItIOns,
in opposition to certain clauses of the Bill,
were presented by Mr. CUNNINGHAM, from
inhabitants of Geelong; by Mr. BURROWES,
from inhabitants of the Bendigo district;
by Mr. FARRELL, from the Mayor and
Corporation of Castlemaine; by Mr. DYTE,
from licensed victuallers of Ballarat; by
Mr. WHEELER, from inhabitants of Daylesford; and by Mr. WILLIAl\IS, from inhabitants of Maldon.
MR. J. F. V. FITZGERALD.
Mr. J. T. SMITH brought up the report
from the select committee appointed to
consider the case of Mr. J. F. V. Fitzgerald.

Subdivision of Land.

KIRKSTALL WESLEYAN CHURCH.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH called attention to
the judgment of His Honour Judge Molesworth in the case of the Attorney- General
v. Belson, reported in the Melbourne daily
journa.ls of Friday, the 5th ~ uly; and
also to the circumstances relatmg to the
Wesleyan church and property at Kirkst~ll,
and the expulsion of that congre~at!on
from the said church by a person clalmmg
under an alleged grant from the Crown.
The Wesleyan congregation (remarked the
honorable member) obtained the land ten
or twelve years back, but did not take out
the deeds, nor was the allotment marked
off on the map. The result was that the
land was purchased by a certain person,
who took violent possession of the chu~ch
some eighteen months ago, and had mamtained possession ever since. In the case
of the Attorney- General v. Belson, land
had been obtained in the same manner,
and the Supreme Court set a~ide the d~ed,
and put the proper person III possessIOn.
Under these circumstances, he desired to
know whether it was the intention of the
Government to take any and what immediate steps to evict the present intruder and
occllpant of the Kirkst~U chu~'ch, a?~ to
reinstate the trustees III their ol'lglllal
possession of the said church and property?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM. -Proceedings
in this case were delayed until judgment
was O"iven in the case referred to. Since
that judgment was given, instructions have
been issued for immediate proceedings to
be taken to recover the Kirkstall property
and restore it to the possession of the congregation.
SUBDIVISION OF LAND.
Mr. LONGMORE drew the attention
of the Minister of Lands to the following
statement contained in a letter received by
him (Mr. Longmore) with reference. to
the subdivision of land in the area of Flmdel'S, selected by John Bell, and subdivided
with William Eaves--"Bell says he sold the land to Eaves for a
money consideration, and that Eaves threatene.d
to sell him out if he did not give him th~ SU~~l
vision for money he owed Eaves at the tlme;
and asked whether the honorable gentleman considered such proceedings a carrying
out of the spirit of the Land Act IS.65?
The subdivision clause was introduced mto
the Land Act, on the supposition that the
selector would go into the office when he
had made his selection, and obtain a subdivision there and then. That was the
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spirit in which the Minister of Lands first
administered the clause; but, finding that
it was loosely worded, he altered the system, and the result was such cases as the
one now before the House. Eaves was an
agent and money-lender at Ballarat, and
finding that, through the kind offices of the
Minister of Lands, there was a possibility
of his obtaining Bell's selection, he compelled Bell to apply for a subdivision.
Having got hold of the land, the moneylender immediately afterwards sold Bell
out, so that he not only obtained the property which he had a right to take fr~m
Bell, but also Bell's selection, which, in
fact, was the property of the State. A
reference to the proceedings when the
clause was passed would show that it was
never intended that men should obtain
subdivisions twelve or eighteen months
after they had made their selections. The
present system of allowing this to be done
was a fruitful cause of evasions of the Act.
Mr. GRANT.-The,honorable member,
if he is.in possession of any facts, would
have done better to place them in the
hands of the department. I put it to the
good sense of the honorable member
whether the practice of reading extracts
from letters received from persons outside
the House should be indulged in. As to
the case in question, I do not know whether
this man parted with his allotment for a
consid(wation or not, and I do not care. I
recei veel a letter from Bell, dated March 1,
1866, applying for a subdivision with
Eaves, on the ground that he was unable
to comply with all the conditions of the
lease. Eaves was to take 428 acres, and
Bell was to retain the balance; and the
letter states that both were anxious to
place improvements on their respective
portions. ,What was I to do? I have a
statutory declaration here that Mr. Eaves
has actually spent £1,500 upon this identical allotment. - Surely that should be
satisfactory. Under these circumstances, I
will leave the case in the hands of the
House.
MINING INSPECTORS.
Mr. DAVIES asked the Minister of Mines
if it was his intention to provide for the
l'emuneration of those gentlemen who successfully passed an examination, in accordance with the requirements of the Mining
department, for the office of mining inspectors ? The honorable member mentioned that, towards the close of the year
1866, the Government invited candidates
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for appointment as inspectors of mines to
present themselves in Melbourne for examination. Sixty-four persons announced
themselves as candidates, and forty-six
attended the examination, some of them
coming from the neighbouring colonies, and
others from places as distant as Wood's
Point and Avoca. The examination was
very strict. Twel ve of the candidates
proved themselves thoroughly competent
to perform the duties of the office, but no
appointments had been made. Now, he
did not think it fair that gentlemen who
had been put to the expense and trouble
of visiting Melbourne-one of them, he
was aware, came from Tasmania-should
be treated in this way, and he did not believe that the Government, as a Government, would approve of such conduct.
Mr. MACG REGOR.-It is not the intention of the Government to provide for
the remuneration of the gentlemen who
passed the examination referred to. I have
already stated that it would have been
futile to make the appointments, inasmuch
as the law does not give the necessary
powers for the discharge of the duties connected with them. A Bill has been initiated
this evening, to give those powers, and,
whenever the measure becomes law-as I
trust it will this session~ the claims of the
gentlemen who passed the examination
will receive consideration.
DISCOVEHERS OF GOLD FIELDS.
MR. HARGREAVES' CLAIl\I.

The debate on the motion submitted by
Mr. Frazer the previous evening, in favour
of the payment of a sum of £2,619 to Mr.
Hargreaves, was resumed.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he was quite
willing that the question should now be
disposed of. The reason why the Government had averted a decision the previous
evening was, that the interests of the
public demanded that money votes of this
character should not be taken past midnight, and in a thin House.
Mr. FRAZER asked whether the Government intended to oppose or support
the motion?
Mr. MACGREGOR replied that the
members of the Government would vote
as they pleased. He had suPPWted the
claim as a private member, and he intended to do so again.
Mr. FRAZER commented on the conduct of Ministers in leaving the House
the previous evening, and thus causing a
" count out," as being an unconstitutional
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proceeding on their part. He trusted
that the House would allow the case to be
discussed in committee, when the facts connected with the claim could be elicited.
It would be a thorough disgrace to the
country if Mr. Hargreaves were allowed
to leave the place destitute-if he were
refused the money absolutely due to him.
Many persons connected with the colony,
absentees and others, were rolling in
wealth, and how did they obtain it? Why,
through the discoveries made by this man.
Mr. Hargreaves actually came from California, believing, from the similarity of
the geological features of the two countries,
that gold must be found here. His mission
was successful; he proclaimed to the
world that there was gold in the cOl:llltry;
and a proper recompense ought not to be
denied to the man who had thus enriched
the place. It would be a lasting disgrace
to the colony if it refused to give Mr.
Hargreaves the money which was really
due to him.
Mr. LEVEY felt it his duty to oppose
the motion, for two reasons: first, because
he thought that there ought to be something
like finality in the discussion of claims of this
kind, and that the House should not permit
money to be extracted from it by continual
importunity; and, secondly, because he
thought that Mr. Hargreaves had no claim,
or, at all events, that he had been sufficiently
rewarded for anything he did for this colony.
Ten or twelve years ago, when money was
three or four times its present value, the
Legislature thought £2,500 was enough to
vote Mr. Hargreaves, and he certainly could
see no reason why it should now be called
upon to vote an additional snm. He denied
that Mr. Hargreaves was the original discoverer of gold in Victoria. He was the'
discoverer of gold in New South Wales,
but gold was discovered here years before
it was heard of in the other colony. If
Mr. Hargreaves had a claim upon this colony
because he discovered gold in New South
Wales, how much stronger claim would the
discoverer of gold in California have, except
for whose discovery Mr. Hargreaves would
not have thought of prospecting for gold?
Mr. Hargreaves had received £10,000 from
New South Wales, and £2,500 from this
colony, making together a sum sufficient to
have given him an income of nearly £1,500
a year, if it had been judiciously invested.
He trusted that a decision of the House once
solemnly arrived at, whether in the case of
Mr. Hargreaves, the case of Mr. J. F. V.
Fitzgerald, or in any similar case, would be
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considered final, and that the time of
honorable members would not be continually occupied with motions for new trials.
Mr. McLELLAN thought the honorable member knew very little about the
question. The House had nothing to do
with what Mr. Hargreaves received from
New South Wales. Victoria was the
colony which had benefited most by Mr.
Hargreaves' discovery, and it was the
colony which had treated him most shabbily. Gold was not found in this colony
in payable quantities until after Mr. Hargreaves' discovery. The fact that Victoria
had become a gold-producing country, that
its population had grown from 50,000 to
upwards of 600,000, and that the value of
property had greatly increased, was entirely attributable to the results of that
gentleman's discovery. It would reflect
no credit on the colony if it grudged to
pay Mr. Hargreaves the small sum to which . .
he was justly entitled.
Mr. DAVIES reminded honorable members that, in 1854, a select committee of
the Legislative Council recommended that
£5,000 should be paid to Mr. Hargreaves;
but he only received £2,400, while four
other gentlemen, to whom the committee
recommended that rewards of £470 each
should be paid, had their amounts increased
to £1,000 each. He thought that Mr.
Hargreaves was fully entitled to the difference between the amount which the"
committee recommended should be paid to
him and the amount which he actually
received, if, indeed, he was not also entitled to interest.
Mr. WHITEMAN considered the discovery of gold in Victoria, in .payable
quantities, entirely owing to the discovery
made by Mr. Hargreaves in New South
Wales. But for that gentleman's discovery,
Victorians would not have been stimulated
to the exertions which led to the golddiscoveries in this colony.
Mr. KYTE urged that Mr. Hargreaves
had hitherto been most improperly deprived of more than half the amount which
the committee of the old Legislative Council recommended should be paid to him.
The interest on the sum which Mr. Hargreaves had not received would, by this
time, have amounted to £1,500, at the
ordinary rate of interest which the Government paid for loans. He considered that
the claims of Mr. Hargreaves to be the
discoverer of gold in Australia were fully
justified.
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The House divided on the motionAyes
19
Noes
21
Majority against the motion...

2

AYES.

Mr. McLellan,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. O'Grady,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Snodgrass,
" Whiteman.

Mr. Baillie,
" Bunny,
" Davies,
" Evans,
" Frazer,
" Hanna,
" Jones,
" Kerferd,
" Kyte,
" Langton,'
" Macgregor,

Tellers.
Mr. Edwards~
" Snowball.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Balfour,
Bayles,
Burrowes,
Burtt,
Cope,
Cunningham,
Farrell,
Francis,
Harbison,
Higinbotham,
King,
Longmore,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

McCaw,
McCulloch,
Macpherson,
Plummer,
Reeves,
Riddell,
Watkins.

Tellers.
Mr. McKean,
" Vale,.

PUBLIC HOUSES LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The debate on the motion for the second
reading of this Bill (adj<?urned from Wednesday, July 3) was resumed.
Mr. BURTT.-Mr. Speaker, I think
that the honorable members who have
taken part in this debate, whether they
have spoken for or against the Bill, have
discussed the subject in a tone with which
there is no fault to find; and I will endeavour to follow their ,example. I may
claim to be somewhat familiar with the
subject, inasmuch as I have been for the
last thirty years endeavouring in some
way to lessen the amount of drunkenness.
This Bill embodies the question of the
prevention of, or lessening the amount
of, drunkenness; and that is a question
which, I am sure, will claim the sympathy
of every member of the House. We
may differ as to the means by which
we should seek to attain the object
desired; we may even hold extreme
views on the question; but I think that
there are few, if any, who would wish
to tolerate the amount of drunkenness
which exists in the land. How to check
drunkenness, and the fearful evils which
it inflicts on a community, has, in the old
country, been a subject which has occupied
the earnest attention of statesmen, of
philosophers, of ministers of religion-
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from the bishop down to the simple local
preacher-and of philanthropists of every
class. The means which have been advocated may be classed under three headsprohibitory means, repressive means, and
moral suasion. Now, moral suasion has been
exerted in various forms, and by various
agencies, for years; yet that dire calamity
and fearful scourge-drunken ness-still
continues to afIlict the people.
It is
evident that some legislative means must
be adopted in order to check it. Weare
told that we shall infringe the liberty of
the people if we attempt to cure drunkenness by legislation; but I might quote the
opinion of the most eminent j Ul'ists of the
past and the present day to show that the
community is justified in adopting whatever measures it may consider necessary
to repress social and other wrongs. I can
quote the opinions of such men as Bentham,
Blackstone, Carlyle, Hooker, and Sir
Edward Coke, to show that it is right to
restrict such evils by legislation, and that
no considerations of a financial character
can be placed in juxtaposition in value to
the morals of the people or their general
well-being. Bentham says"The sole object of Government ought to be
the greatest happiness of the greatest poesible
number of the community."

In another part of his works, the same
writer says" All government is only a tissue of sacrifices.
Puuishment itself is an evil, although necessary
for the prevention of a greater evil. Penal justice can only be a train of evils."

To show that drunkenness is a great: evil
and a fruitful source of crime, I might
quote the words of numerous English
judges who have expressed an opinion on
the subject. Their testimony is corroborated by that of judges in the Australian
colonies. His Honour Mr. Justice Williams
has said that "drunkenness is a disgrace
to the colony." Sir William A'Beckett
stated that" nine-tenths of all the crimes
are traceable to drink;" and Sir A. Stephen
said that "nearly every case of crime is
directly or indirectly attributable to drink."
Amongst statesmen I "may refer to Sir E.
Lytton Bulwer as one who has expressed a
strong opinion that some repressive means
should be adopted for checking drunkenness; and similar sentiments have been expressed by Lord Brougham, Cobden, Bright,
Baines, Brotherton, and many others. Of
ministers of the Gospel who have advocated legislation on this question, I may
refer to the Archbishop of Canterbury,
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Dr. Manning, Father Mathew, and others.
It is alleged by some persons, and by some
writers for the press in this colony, that it
is only the ignorant who are drunkards;
but there would be no difficulty in proving
that men of euucation, men of brilliant
talents, and of the highest attainments,
are habituated to the vice of drunkenness
as well as ignorant people. Intoxicating
liquors are no respecters of persons. The
people of Scotland, taking tliem man for
man, are more highly educated than the
people of England, and yet in Scotland
there is more drunkenness, in proportion
to the popUlation, than in either Englanu
or Ireland. This is a proof that education fails to prevent drunkenness, and
that we must look to another channel
for the cure of that vice. Of course,
any attempt to secure legislation in the
direction I have indicated is at once
met by the cry of vested interests. The
same cry was raised years ago in reference
to the abolition of the slave trade. It was
raised more recently, on behalf of inns and
public-houses, in reference to railways.
And the same cry is always raised with a
view to check progressive legislation. But
how can the greatest good of the greatest
number be secured without some injury
to individuals? Coming to the Bill before
the House, I propose to notice seriatim the
leading features of the measure. First,
with regard to the closing of public-houses
on the Sunday, if that can be effectually
accomplished, some good will be done. It
is said that, at present, Sunday trading is
strictly prohibited by law, and yet it is admitted that, so far as the liquor traffic is
concerned, the law is openly violated.
How this can be when we have a police
force, nearly 1,300 strong, maintained at a
cost of £200,000 a year, I cannot understand. I cannot help thinking that, if a
few of the best men were selected from
that body, expressly to see that publichouses are not kept open, within three
months from the present time not a single
licensed victualler would be found violating the law. I cannot think that licensed
victuallers, of their own choice, keep
their houses open on Sunday. Their
establishments are open early and late
every day in the week; and at· this
time, when work for eight hours, and
no more, per day. is advocated-a doctrine in which I thoroughly believe-why
should not the licensed victualler, as well
as every other trader, have the Sunday to
himself? Even for the sake of the employes
Mr. Burtt.
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in such places, some interference is necessary. So long as Sunday is regarded as
of divine origin, there should be no compromise as to the observance of that day;
and I say that, if a better observance of
the Sunday can be obtained by the Bill
than is secured at present, in so far the
measure deserves our support. Another
provision which should commend the Bill
to our favorable consideration, is that for
the abolition of casinos and dancing-saloons
in connexion with public-houses.. Those
establishments are vile temptations. I have
often, as a father, shed a tear when thinking of the evils that result from them. One
evening, about half-past eleven o'clock, I
saw no less than 170 boys and girls turn
out of a dancing-saloon in East Melbourne,
and not one of them could have reached
the age of eighteen. What does the licensed
victualler care about the moral dignity of
these young people? All that he cares for
is "to make· money." East Melbourne
stands out prominently from all other districts in reference to its casinos; and yet
the two honorable gentlemen who represent that district in this House can see
no harm in them. The next feature of
the measure to which I desire to allude
is that of the abolition of night licences.
Now, is there any need for these night
licences? I say, "No."
It has been
put forward, as an argument in favour
of night licences, that passengers who
arrive here by the intercolonial steamers
in the middle of the night need refreshment
and accommodation. But steamboats are
fioating public-houses. Anything in the
shape of spirituous or fermented liquors
that may be required can be obtained on
board; and anyone needing a bed on shore
can obtain one without difficulty, inasmuch
as each of the leading hotels has its night
porter. It is also said that night licences
are demanded for the public-houses in the
neighbourhood of the market, for the accommodation of the gardeners who bring
produce to Melbourne twice a week (or
sale. But experience shows that such
public-houses, when open during the night,
are frequented, not by gardeners, but by
the most disreputable characters. It is
also proposed by the Bill to abolish beer
licences and the grocer's licence. With
regard to the former, I need only say that
the beer-shops have proved to be a scourge
-a source of unmitigated evil-to the
humbler classes in the mother country.
As to the grocer's licence, that-when
created three years ago-was understood to
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be an experiment to repress drunkenness.
Has the experiment succeeded? The honorable member for East Melbourne (Mr.
Langton), in his remarks the other evening,
endeavoured to show that the present
Act had operated beneficially, inasmuch
as crime had decreased. The honorable
;member stated that, in 1862, when the population of the colony numbered 557,000, the
arrests for drunkenness were 10,774; and
that, in 1865, when the population had increased to 626,000, the arrests for drunkenness were no more than 10,11 7. But
the honorable member altogether overlooked the state of things in the intervening years. The apprehensions for drunkenness were, in 1~63, 9,659, and, in 1864,
9,633. And it should be remembered that
Mr. Michie's Single Bottle Act did not
come into force until the close of 1864.
Then, again, take the apprehensions for
crimes of all kinds, which, in 1862, numbered 24,006; and, in 1865, 25,499, or
one in every twenty-five of the populatio~.
During the ten years ending with 1861,
no less a sum than £56,000,000 was spent
in strong drink in the colony-a sum as
large as that which would have been realized had the entire territory been sold at
£1 per acre. Thus, it may be said that the
whole colony, at the rate of £ 1 per acre, has
been swallowed in ten years. And, sad to
say, the consumption of liquors is still very
large. I contend that, under these circumstances, we shall be warranted in restricting the liquor traffic to the legitimate
trader. With regard to the provision in
the Bill enabling three-fourths of the ratepayers in a given locality to veto the
granting of an hotel or tavern licence, I
must say that that is a provision of which
I heartily approve. It is said that it will
be coercion; but has not the same principle
been frequently carried out in Victoria for
less worthy objects? A vessel with a
perishable cargo may arrive at the Heads,
but its progress up the Bay may be stopped
by the Health Otficer, if he has the sligh test
suspicion that there is a remnant of smallpox on board. My fortune may be endangered by the proceeding, but the public
health is consulted. Again, pork is a
welcome article of food, but pigs are not
to be kept to be a nuisance to a localitya proceeding of that kind is an offence
against municipal law. All this is perfectly consistent with the good old English
principle of law, that, as soon as any trade
or annoyance becomes a nuisance in any
neighbourhood, the inhabitants have a
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perfect right to have it removed. For my
part, I have no belief whatever in the
liquor traffic. If it conld be abolished in
no other way, I would pension off every
licensed victualler with £300 a year, and
give £5 out of my own pocket towards
the fund. If this could be done, many
homes, now cheerless, would be made
happy, and many mothers' eyes, now
dulled with tears, would brighten with
joy. I spea,k feelingly in this matter. I
have a large family, and I am naturally
anxious that none of them shall become
victims to intoxicating drink, and its concomitant evils. Sir, I have to apologize
for occupying the House so long. I think
I have giveu reasons sufficient why the
measure before the House should receive
our most careful consideration; and I
don't think I can do better, by way of
conclusion, than to quote the following
remarks, illustrnLive of the evils of intemperance, from the pen of an eminent
Scotch wri ter"Its march of ruin is ever onwards. It invades the family circle, and spreads woe and sorrow on all around. It cuts down youth in its
vigour, manhood in its strength, and age in its
weakness. It breaks the father's heart, bereaves
the doting. mother, extinguishes natural affections, erases conjugal love, blots out filial attachments, blights parental hope, and brings down
mourning age in sorrow to the grave. It produces weakness, not strength; sickness, not
health; death, not life. . . . It fills your
asylums, almshouses, and gaols. • . . It
brings shame, not honour; terror, not safety;
despair, not hope; misery, not happiness."

Mr. J. T. SMITH.-Mr. Speaker, I
do not think it well to follow - I do
not say it offensively-what I am almost
inclined to call the intemperate speech
of the honorable member who has just
sat down. I may remind him that temperance means something more than abstinence from intoxicating drinks. In
my view of the question, a man may
be anything hut a sober man, and yet
not indulge in drink. I fear that those
who are known as teetotallers are not
always distinguished for their temperance.
I believe it impossible for the House, or for
any commission appointed by the Govern ...
ment, to frame such a measure for the
amendment of the liquor law as would
meet with general acceptance; and therefore I submit that the only way to deal
with the Bill before the House is in committee. It is waste of time to discourse as
to what temperance is, and what drunkenness does. I think it possible to make such
prescriptions, in connexion with the sale
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of liquors, that the evils which the last
speaker has sought to depict may be
lessened, if not to a great extent removed.
Under any circumstances, I am for treating the subject with moderation. I believe
in the principle-" Use, but not abuse."
An attempt to pass anything in the shape
of R prohibitive law would be strenuously
resisted; and therefore I say that, as a
rep'resentative body, we should endeavour
to get at the wish of the bulk of the
people, anu express that wish in the law.
The commission were not sanguine enough
to believe that they could frame such a
me~sure as would meet with the general
approval of the House; but they have submitted propositions which, if adopted, they
believe, will ameliorate the existing condition of matters. No doubt it would be a
happy thing for the world if the bulk of
the people were to become converts to the
views of the last speaker, and abstain
altogether; but, inasmuch as the people,
will have drink, it becomes the duty of the
Legislature to see, as far as possible, that
that drink is not injurious to them. Man
will have some amusement, and, if you
make the law too restrictive, what will be
the result? You may shut up public-houses;
you may abolish casinos; but, if you do, the
proceedings of which you complain will be
carried on in private houses, and beyond
the supervision of the police. The evidence
given before the committee goes to show
that the operation of the Single Bottle
Act has been most disastrous, and that the
sooner a remedy is applied the better. If
the Bill goes into committee, I am sure
honorable members will endeavour so to
mould it as to make it acceptable to the
public, and conduce to the general advantage.
Mr. WHEELER.-Mr. Speaker, I entirely concur with the opinion of the last
speaker, that the only practicable way of
dealing with the Bill is in committee.
Many provisions of the Bill I cannot support; and I will take the opportunity of
saying what portions of the measure I approve, and what I shall oppose. I am in
. favour of restricting Sunday trading, if not
of abolishing it altogether. I consider that
night licences should be granted only to
men of character, and to houses absolutely
requiring'them-those houses being confined, for the most part, to centres of population. I advocate the abolition of casinos
and dancing rooms in connexion with
hotels; and I am in favour of a stricter
supervision of public-houses by the police.
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I am opposed to the abolition of' beer
licences. I am opposed, also, to making
p:.lblic-house licences more than £25 in
boroughs and country districts, and to
restricting the size of the rooms and the
materials of which they are to be built,
inasmuch as these provisions would have
the effect of' closing two-thirds of the
licensed houses in country districts. This
result, also, would follow - and I will
call tlie particular attention of the House
to it-that the local bodies would be deprived of one-third of their present revenue.
Many boroughs have incurred large debts,
and have undertaken extensive works, on
the faith that all such licences would be continued for a number of years. To initiate
the sweeping change proposed in the Bill is
to deprive these local bodies of revenue, at
a time when, through the almost complete
abolition of the grant-in-aid, they have
become dependent on their own resources.
It must be born,e in mind, also, that, instead
of rateable property increasing in value,
in country districts, as is the case in Melbourne, the revenues of most boroughs are
decreasing, in consequence of property
depreciating in value, year by year. In fact,
the deficiency the Bill will create could
not be supplied from other sources, should
the measure be passed without reasonable
notice. In committee I shall give reasons
in detail for opposing portions of this Bill
to the utmost of my power.
Mr. ORR.-I regret to hear that the
honorable member intends to discuss in
detail the matters to which he has alluded.
This only shows how unfortunate it is that
the time of the House should be occupied
with the Bill at all. If the session is to
terminate before the close of the year, it
is utterly impossible for the Bill to
become law. As the Ministerial organ
said the other day, about one-fourth of the
report of the royal commission is really
useful, while the other three-fourths are
altogether useless and mischievous. The
result will be that the time which will be
wasted in weeding out the useless and mischievous three-foUl·ths will be more than
equivalent to the good which the remaining fourth will effect. The chief argument
in favour of a change in the law is the
supposition that the present Act has given
rise to a great increase in immorality
throughout the community. Now, the
evidence attached to the report does not
appear to me at all satisfactory as proving
that fact. Instead of proceeding in our
usual style, and hastily upsetting the whole
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of our existing arrangements, I think that
the report and the evidence should have
been before the community for at least a
year, and that then, if legislation was
found to be required, the Government
should have taken the subject up, and
brought it to a practical issue. Instead of
that, a private member has been allowed
to introduce a Bill dealing with an interest as large as any in the country at the
fag-end of the session. No doubt, the Bill
contains some good points; but not twenty
members will avow a belief' that it will
pass into law this session, and, under these
circumstances, it is a farce to waste our
time by proceeding with it. I would like
to see the measure withdrawn.
Mr. RICHARDSON.-I am glad to find
that the Bill is to be read a second time,
because, if any portion of it is worthy of
consideration, it ought to be proceeded with
in committee. As a member of the commission, I do not think we can find fault
with the general character of the discussion which has taken place; but I must
take exception to one remark made by the
honorable member for East Melbourne, and
the honorable member who last addressed
the House. It is this, that we attached our
names to a report which is in direct violation of the evidence we received. Had we
done so, we should have been guilty of an
impertinence to His Excellency, and of an
insult to this House.
Mr. ORR.-It is a matter of opinion.
Mr. RICHARDSON.-It is a matter of
fact. The statement objected to is that
there has been a visible increase of crime
and disorder under the present Act. Now,
a reference to the evidence will show that
we were justified in arriving at that conclusion. Mr. Lyttleton, superintendent of
police, was asked the direct question, "Has
crime or disorder increased within your
district since the present Act came into
operation?" and his reply was, "I think
disorder and crime have increased." Mr.
Hare, an inspector of police, gave similar
evidence; and the evidence of Sergeant
O'Reilly, to the like effect, is very marked.
Captain Standish, the Chief Commissioner
of Police, says that, "in almost every part
of the country there has been an immense
increase of drunkenness, prostitution, and
crime." He also says, " Some of the reports I receive from the country districts
speak of what are known as 'dead houses,'
where men, who remain and drink for days,
are retained until sober." This is a statement I would ask honorable members to
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consider with the assertion-which I deny
-that the number of convictions for drunkenness has not increased under the Act.
Dr. McCrea, who, it will be admitted, is an
authority, was asked-" Has there been a
large increase of cases of delirium tremens?"
and he replied, "The number of cases has
doubled since the Act came into operation."
The question was also put-" Do you think
that facilities for obtaining drink are the
productive cause of drunkenness?" and the
reply was, "I think there is no doubt of it."
Similar evidence was given by fifteen or
twenty witnesses; but, without detaining
the House further, I will ask if this testimony does not justify the statement made
by the commission? I concur with the
statement that the members of the commission never expected that their recommendation would meet with the una.nimous approval of the House and the
country; but we had a plain duty to
perform-that of declaring our opinionsand we have discharged it. As there will
be other opportunities for discussing the
details of the Bill, I will simply ask the
House to allow it to be committed pro
forma this evening, trusting that the
Government will give facilities for its
further consideration next week, in order
that a remedy for the crying evil now
complained of may be adopted before the
close of the session.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Mr. DYTE objected to the measure
being proceeded with in the absence of
the .honorable member who had charge of
it. He moved that progress be reported.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the Government would give the Bill precedence
on the following Wednesday.
Progress was reported.
ABATTOIRS

LAW AMENDMENT
BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Clause 17 was amended, and a new clause
was introduced with a view of authorizing
shire councils to licence slaughter-houses
in country places.
Clause 18, exempting persons slaughtering at their own residences for their
servants or labourers from the operation
of the preceding section, was struck out.
The Bill was reported to the House,
and was recommi tted.
Amendments were made with the view
of permitting, in certain instances, cattle
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His own opinion was that, allowing for
some extra charges, £3,000 would be a
fair amount to grant for the bridge.
Rather than pay £5,500 for a bridge which
was not worth more than half the money,
he-and he believed he expressed the sentiments of his colleagues as well as his
own-would prefer to give the amount to
the local body to expend.
SEYMOUR BRIDGE.
Mr. SNOWBALL remarked that the
The House having gone into committee committee simply ascertained what the
to consider the report of the select com- bridge was worth to Mr. Hanna. To take
mittee appointed "to inquire into the the mere cost of constru.ction, as the
terms upon which the bridge crossing the Minister of Public Works did, was to beg
Goulburn river at Seymour is held by the the question altogether. Mr. Hanna ·conpresent lessee, and to ascertain what would structed the bridge on the understanding
be a fair and reasonable price to be paid by that he was to have a seven years' lease of
the Board of Land and Works for t.he said the tolls; and he subsequently allowed foot
bridge, under the terms of the lease,"
passengers to go over free, on the underMr. SNODGRASS movedstanding that his Jease was extended for one
"That an address be presented to His Excel- year. He was therefore entitled to receive
lency the Governor, praying him to cause a sum
what the bridge would have been worth to
of £5,500 to be placed on an additiona.l Estimate for 1867, to be paid to Mr. P. Hanna, in him if the agreement had been carried out.
Mr. Steavenson, the Assistant Commisconsideration of his surrendering his lease and
the Seymour-bridge to the Government."
sioner of Roads and Bridges, stated, in a
The honorable member said that, in 1862, letter dated February, 1866, that Mr.
the Board of Land and Works advertised Hanna was not entitled to any considerafor tenders for the erection of a bridge tion for having allowed foot-passengers to
across the Goulburn, the successful ten- pass over the bridge free, because he did
derer to have a seven years' lease of so of his own choice. In saying this. Mr.
the tolls which were to be charged for Steavenson forgot that, in 1862,he wrote to
coming over the bridge. The tender of Mr. Hanna, stating that it had been repreMr. P. Hanna, who was at present a sented to the Board of Land and Works
member of the House, was accepted, and he that great hardship would arise from the
erected the bridge. Subsequently, MI'. imposition of a toll on foot passengers, and
Hanna became entitled to an extension of asking Mr. Hanna uptm what terms he
his lease for one year, for allowing foot was willing to waive his right thereto.
passengers to pass over the bridge free of This asking Mr. Hanna on what terms he
toll. The Seymour Road Board, however, would waive his right implied that he had
had obtained a legal opinion, and were ad- a right. The outcry about the toll on foot
vised that the Board of Land and Works passengers was made before the bridge
had no power to grant a lease of the tolls. was finished; and the natural conclusion
In point of fact, the Board of Land aml was that Mr. Hanna originally had a right
Works had entered into an agreement with to impose a toll on foot passengers. Mr.
Mr. Hanna, which they had no power to Hanna allowed foot passengers to pass free;
carry into effect; and the select committee for that he was entitled to some considerawho had been appointed to inquire into the tion; and the 8elect committee were of
case reported that Mr. Hanna was entitled opinion that the extension of the lease for
to receive £5,500 on giving up possession one year would be only' a fair consideration.
of the bridge.
The valuation made by the committee was
Mr. VALE referred to the evidence based upon the amount of toll receipts.
taken by the committee, to show that the Mr. Steavenson stated that, before the
engineer employed in the const.ruction of bridge was opened, the receipts from the
the bridge stated the cost of it to be £2,300. punt were £34 7s. per week, which would
This was confirmed by an estimate of the make a total, for the year, of £1,7H6 48.
cost of the bridge made by a Government Mr. Hanua stated to the committee that
engineer, who also gave evidence before the receipts from the bridge were, in 1864,
the committee. Such being the case, he £2,18R 16s.9d.; 1865, £1,940 7s.; 1866,
was at a loss to know why Mr. Hanna £1,611 6s.3d. The committee considered
should receive £5,500 for the bridge. that £1,611 6s. 3d. would be a fair basis

to be slaughtered on private premises, and
at the same time adopting precau tions
against affording facilities for cattle stealing, by requiring a registry of all cattle so
slaughtered to be kept, and periodical returns furnished to the inspector.
The Bill was afterwards reported with
further amendments.
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to calculate upon, and, upon that basis, they
arrived at the conclusion, that £5,500
would be a fair sum, after deducting interest, to pay Mr. Hanna in consideration
of his surrendering his lease and the Seymour-bridge to the Government. The propriety of paying this money was another
question. The adoption of the motion
would simply be a vote to the Seymour
Road Board; and he did not see what they
had done to be entitled to this amount of
money. If the motion before the committee had been limited to the adoption of
the report, he would have voted for it ; but
it went further, and therefore he conld not
support it, beqause, unless something more
were shown, he did not think the road
district entitled to special consideration in
this respect.
Mr.KERFERDobserved that the bridge
over the Goulburn, at Seymour, was the
avenne to the Ovens and Murray district,
and the tolls imposed at that bridge were
a tax, not so much upon the immediate
vicinity, as upon the residents in the northeastern portion of the colony, the interests
of which had grown to such an extent as
even to demand a railway. With regar~
to the Seymour Road Board, the position
of that body was a very peculiar one. The
obligation had been cast upon them to
maintain ten miles of main road, at the
same time that they could not levy any
toll, because the terms of Mr. Hanna's
lease prohibited the levying of any toll
within five miles of either end of the
bridge. Under these circumstances, the
road board could not discharge their obligation unless they could command the tolls
levied at the bridge, which tolls went at
present into the pockets of a private individual. He conceived it would be only
right for the House to step in and relieve
the road board from the difficulty in which
they found themselves placed. He was
astonished to hear it said that Mr. Hanna's
interest was the actual value of the bridge.
Mr. Hanna contracted with the Government for a lease of the tolls. The Government, however, never completed their
part of the contract. Mr. Hanna built
the bridge, but he was there, on the Goulburn, without one single scrap of title
except that of being in possession of
Crown lands; and it was the intention of
the road hoard, if the House did not step
in and solve the difficulty, to oust him by
forcible means from what they conceived
to be illegal possession. He apprehended
that, as a matter of justice, both to the
VOL. III.-5 R
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north-eastern portion of the colony and the
individual himself, the House would not
permit anything of the kind to take place.
He presumed the Government wonld not
deny that Mr. Hanna was entitled to the
quiet and peaceable enjoyment of that
bridge. In order that Mr. Hanna should
have quiet and peaceable possession, it was
necessary that he should have some title,
and that title he would have if the Government carried out their part of the contract.
Mr. H. HENTY observed that the honorable member for St. Kilda had stated the
case very fairly, bnt he had not advanced
any argument why the precise sum mentioned in the motion should be paid to the
lessee of Seymonr-bridge. From the evidence of Mr. Hanna, it appeared that the
receipts from the bridge fell from £2,188,
in 1864, to £1,611, in l866. It was stated
that, during the present year, a slight advance had taken place; but the committee
being aware, from various circumstances,
that there was a possibility of the traffic
still further falling off, agreed that £1,611
would not be an unfair amount to fix as
the annual value of the tolls as far as the
lessee was concerned. At that rate, and
allowing 8 per cent. for interest, the present value of the bridge to the lessee
wonld be £5,241. This was without
making allY deduction for expenditnre on
repairs. According to Mr. Hanna, the
expenditure on repairs up to the present time had been limited to £10 a
year for paint; but Mr. Lan·itt estimated
the cost of maintaining such a bridge,
after it had been in existence a few years,
at about £100 a year. Under these circumstances, he (Mr. Henty) thought that
£5,500 would be rather too much to give
for the bridge.
Mr. ORR snbmitted that, in discussing
this motion, regard for the position of the
lessee was altogether beside the qnestion.
It was to be presumed that he had a legal
position, and that, if he suffered wrong at
the hands of the road board, he wonld
have a legal remedy as against them. The
consideration with honorable members
should be the peculiar position of the locality. For years, the inhabitants of the
Ovens and Murray districts urged upon
successi ve Governments the necessity for
the erection of a bridge over the Goulbnrn at Seymour. He believed that engineers, who were sent up to the locality
to report on the matter, entertained grave
doubts whether a bridge sufficient to withstand the heavy floods that came down the
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Goulburn could be erected at a point convenient for the Ovens and Murray traffic;
and from this canse, or from carelessness
on the part of the Government as to the
interests of that portion of the country,
although promises were made to supply
this want, the Government never felt
themselves justified in fulfilling those promises. At length the Government were
induced to advertise for tenders for the
erection of a bridge. The year before they
did so, 200 teams were detained for several
weeks on the banks of the Goulburn; and,
for want of a proper crossing-place, communication with the Ovens and Murray
districts, so far as the carriage of goods
was concerned, was stopped for nearly
three months. Then it was that the inhabitants of the locality appealed to the
Government, as they could not give a
bridge in the usual way, to grant the
privilege of collecting tolls for a certain
number'of years to a private individual as
a consideration for the erection of a bridge
without cost to' the State; and to this
course the Government assented. The
contractor had to run all the risks of the
bridge standing suggested by Government engineers years before. On the
occasion of the great :flood in Melbourne,
in December, 1863, the Goulburn rose to
within two feet of the roadway of Mr.
Hanna's bridge, and there seemed a great
probability of the bridge being swept
away altogether. Now, in valuing the
property, that risk ought to be taken into
consideration, because the contractor was
bound, at the end of his term, to deliver
up the bridge in good order and condition
to the Government. At the same time, he
held that the value of the bridge, and the·
interests of Mr. Hanna, had nothing to do
with the matter demanding the consideration of the committee, though there was
no doubt that, if the road board ventured
to oust him, Mr. Hanna's position, as
against the Government, would be considerably strengthened. With reference
to the precise position of the matter at
present, there were, between Tallarook
and the other side of Seymour, some
eight or ten miles of metalled road, this
bridge forming part of the road; but,
owing to the immense traffic-some 200
American waggons, each with, a load of
some four or five tons, travelling along the
road every week-there was not a quarter
of an inch of metal on the road, except
the pitchers; the road board had no funds
to re-metal the road; and unless the tolls
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were handed over to them, or some other
provision made within a month or two,
the waggons would. be through the pitchers,
and the road would be a great deal worse
than before it was formed. Now, it must
be conceded that this was not a position in
which the district should be placed. It
was the only district in the colony where
a bridge had been built on such terms. At
the time this bridge was erected, every
other district of the colony was supplied
with bridges at the cost of the central
Government, and enjoyed the tolls derivable from those bridges. In this case,
the district was kept out of the tolls altogether. The Government had acknowledged that the district was entitled to
some compensation for the loss of the tolls.
Last year, the Government granted the
road board £2,000 as compensation, and to
enable them to make a portion of the road.
Seeing, then, that the Government had
acknowledged the principle, let them, if
they were opposed to giving Mr. Hanna
the money recommended by the select
committee, give it to the district. The
only reason why he. recommended that
.Mr. Hanna's interest should be purchased
was that the local board would then be
able to regulate the tolls and metal the
road.
Mr. McCULLOCH remarked. that the
Government desired to meet the district
in a fair and proper spirit. No doubt
the district had suffered to a very great
extent; but the Government, while anxious
to afford it what assistance they could,
were not disposed to pay the lessee
of the bridge more than he was entitled to. The evidence given before the
select committee showed, clearly enough,
that the annual revenue of the bridge was
something like £ I ,500. Mr. Hanna stated
that, last year, it amounted to £1,611,
irrespective of expenses. The revenue,
in 1865, fell off £240, as compared with
the previous year; and, in 1866, there
was a further falling off to the extent of
£300. Now the contract had only three
years to run. At the rate of £1,500 per
year, the revenue which Mr. Hanna would
recei ve in the course of that time would
be £4,500. Deduct £700 for interest, and
the amount which Mr. Hanna would now
be entitled to, in consideration of that
revenue, would be £3,800. On what
grounds the committee could arrive at the
conclusion that the lease had another year
to run, in the face of a letter from the
Roads department stating distinctly that
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there was no power to grant an extension
of the lease, he was at a loss to understand.
If the proposal of the Government were
not accepted, he thought it would be better
to give £1,500 a year to the district for
the time which the lease had to run, and
to let Mr. Hanna keep his bridge.
Mr. GILLIES called attention to the
fact that the members of the select committee were unanimously of opinion, from
the evidence furnished to them, that the
Roads department had virtually promised
to extend .Mr. Hanna's term by one year,
in consideration of his not collecting tolls
from foot passengers. If Mr. Hanna was
entitled to this extension of time-and, no
doubt, in equity he was-the calculation
should be for four years, and it was on that
basis that the commi ttee made their report.
The revenue from the bridge averaged
£1,700 a year, aud taking that as the sum
which Mr. Hanna would be entitled to per
year, for four years, the total would be
£6,800. From this should be deducted
£50 a year for repairs; and £ 1,100 for interest, which was calculated at 6 per cent.,
on the ground that that was the rate
which Mr. Hanna would obtain if he chose·
to invest the amount that might be paid him
down in Government debentures. Deducting £200 and £1,100, the balance would be
the sum recommended in the report. As
to the advisability of the Government
purchasing the bridge from Mr. Hanna,
on that point the members of the committee differed in opinion. He considered
that the Government ought to have purchased the bridge, and that the district
ought to have had the benefit of it long
ago. He did not approve of paying £1,500
of public money to the local board, and, at
the same time, compelling persons to pay
toll for going over the bridge. The better
plan would be to purchase the bridge and
hand it over to the district board, with a
view, both to the making of the road and
a reduction of the toll-rates.
Mr. WATKINS considered that a great
injustice had been done to the Seymour
district in allowing a private individual to
build a bridge there; and then requiring
the inhabitants to pay the toll without
deriving any advantage from the payment.
He thought it hardly fair for the Minister
of Public Works to value the bridge
simply according to the cost of the materials. Why, the Assistant-Commissioner
of Roads and Bridges stated before the
committee that, when Mr. Hanna's tender
was accepted, he was quite clear that the
5R2
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Government "were parting with the privilege of revenue of £1,500 a year for
seven years:" He was of opinion that,
under the circumstances, the motion should
be agreed to, and that the bridge, when
bought, should be handed over to the qistrict road board.
Mr. RICHARDSON said the offer of the
Chief Secretary would be a fair one if he
were to allow the same rate (£1,500 a year)
for four years. The Government appeared,
on this question, to be very economical.
It would have been well if they had been
as economical in reference to the question
of Cole's and Raleigh's wharfs.
Mr. MeCAW proposed, as an amendment, that £4,500 be substituted for
£5,500, and that the following words be
added to the motion-" That, in the event
of Mr. Hanna not accepting the offer, the
amount be handed over to the district road
board."
The CHAIRMAN ruled that the addition
was out of order.
After remarks from Mr. BURTT, Mr.
LONGMORE, Mr. VALE, Mr. SNODGRASS,
and Mr. JONES,·
The committee divided on the question
that the words" Five thousand five hundred
pounds," proposed to be omitted, stand part
of the motionAyes
19
Noes
15
Majority against Mr. McCaw's} 4
amendment
...
...
AYES.

Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. O'Grady,
" E.. L. Smyth,
" S'nodgrass,
" Watkins,
" Wheeler.

Mr. Bunny,

" Davies,
.. Evans,

" Frazer,
" Gillies,
" Jones,
" Kerferd,
" Langton,
" I.evey,
" L)ngmore,
" McLellan,

Tellets.
Mr. Blackwood,
" Orr.
NOES.

Mr.
..
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Balfour,
Burtt,
Cope,
Cunningham,
Francis,
Higinbotham,
Macgregor,
McCulloch,
Plummer,

Mr. Richardson,
Vale,
" Verdon,
" Wilson.
Tellers.
Mr. Farrell,
" McCaw.

Mr. BALFOUR suggested that £1,000
per annum should be paid to the rqad
board for four years, and that Mr. Hanna.
should be allowed to keep his bridge •.
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The committee divided on the original
motionAyes
19
Noes
15

4
Majority for the motion...
The division list was identical with that
of the division on the amendment.
MRS. AND MR. FORSTER.
The resolution arrived at in committee,
on the 9th July, was considered and
adopted.
MR. G. A. HARRISON.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House all papers connected with the investigation into the charges made against Mr. G. A.
Harrison, late station master in charge of the
Moorabool railway station."

Mr. JONES seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
RAILWAY RETURNS.
Mr. JONES (in the absence of Dr.
HEATH) moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing the total receipts and
expenditure upon the lines of railway between
Geelong and Melbourne, between Geelong and
Ballarat, and Melbourne and Echuca, from June,
1866, to July, 1867."

The motion was seconded by Mr.
RICHARDSON, and agreed to.
The House adjourned at eleven minutes
to twelve o'clock, until Tuesday, July 16.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, July 16, 1867.

.

The Duke of Edinburgh-Law Department-Consolidation
Acts Amendment Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twenty
minutes past four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.
The Hon. G. W. COLE presented the
following message from His Excellency
the Governor : \
"The Governor transmits to the Legislative
Council the accompanying copy of a dispatch,
in which the Right Honorable the Secretary of
State has communicated to him the gratifying
intelligence that Her Majesty's ship Galatea,
under the command of His Royal Highness the
Duke of Edinburgh, is about to proceed on service, and will probably visit this colony in the
course of the present year."

The dispatch was read by the Clerk.

4mendment Bill.

LAW DEPARTMENT.
The motion standing in the name of .the
Hon. T. H. Fellows, for a committee of
inquiry into the administration of the Law
department, was postponed.
.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I m!ty mention that I have been asked to give the
following explanation on this subject.
The Government have informed the Legislative Assembly that it is their intention to institute an inquiry into the consti tution and working of all the departments
of the Government, with a view of consolidating offices, and reducing the cost of
the public service.
CONSOLIDATION ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT.-I rise
to move the second reading of this Bill.
As the measure affects a great number of
subjects, each requiring a separate explanation, I think it will be best to explain its
provisions in committee, and I will not,
therefore, weary the Honse with any
remarks on the present occasion.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
On clause 1, amending section 33 of the
Transfer of Land Statute,
Mr. A'BECKETT explained that the
object of the proposed amendment was to
correct a clerical error, whereby the word
"shall" had been inserted in lieu of "may"
-"shall" being an amendment made by
the Legislative Council, upon which, however, the Council had ultimately given
way. The error was of some importance,
inasmuch as it made it mandatory upon
the Chief Commissioner of Titles to bring
land under the Act upon the production of
a vesting order-that was an order by a
court of chancery, declaring that the land
was vested in the person to whom the
order was given-instead of allowing him
a discretionary power in the matter. It
was advisable that this discretionary power
should exist, because the vesting order did
not preclude a solicitor from inquiring into
the title of the land to which the order
referred.
The Hon. T. LEARMONTH asked
whether, under the terms of the 9th clause
of the instructions given to His Excellency
the Governor (directing that "each different matter be provided for by a different
law"), it was competent for the Council to
proceed wi th the Bill?
Mr. A'BECKETT replied that there
could be no doubt of the competence of

